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ADVERTISEMENT. 

WHEN l consented to carry a new edition of 
I Mill's History of British India through the press; I 

engaged to continue the History to the date at 
, which the East India Company's charter was last 
, renewed. The engagement was somewhat ill-con-

.- sidered. It was acceded to under an anticipation 

that the task could be accomplished with compara
tive facility, as a residence in Bengal during nearly 
the entire interval had made me familiar with the 
general course of the events which had occurred, 
and some of which I had at various tim~s attempted 
to record. It was soon . evident that I had much 

miscalculated. 
However lively the impression which had been 

made by the interesting and important character of. 
.. the transactions I had witnessed, I felt it to be my 

. duty, before undertaking to narrate them, to consult 
'. all the available authorities of an original and au-
t 

\ then tic description in which they were to be traced.· 

:Foremost among these were the valuable but volumi-
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nous Records at the India House; an unreserved 

access to which was readily granted by Sir John 
Hobhouse, the President of the Board of Controul, 
and W. B. Bayley, Esq., then Chairman of the 
Court of Directors. The obligation of making use 
of this privilege, however imperfectly, has caused 
an amount of labour and expenditure of time far 
exceeding my expectations. 

Beside the manuscript volumes, to which the 

great bulk of the Records is necessarily confined, 
very extensive portions of them have been occa
sionally printed by order of Parliament, or under 
the authority of the Court of Directors. To these, 
also, it was necessary to refer, and the reference was 
not effected without incurring additional trouble 
and delay. 

The third and last class of authorities to which 
extensive application has been made, consists of the 
published accounts of persons engaged or interested 
in the occurrences which they have related. There 
is a great body of contemporary evidence of this 
description, varying in merit and in weight, but 
exacting attention from all who wish to obtain an 
accurate knowledge of the origin and progress of 
events. The perusal in more or less detail of as 
many publications of this class as I could meet with, 
has contributed to retard the completion of my task 
beyond the limits within which I had trusted that \ 

it would have been concluded. 
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I have thought it necessary thus to accoun~ for 
the delay which has occurred, and which is not yet 
at an end. It has been occasioned by an anxious 

wish to offer to the public an historical work in 

which they may place some trust. 'Vhether that 
object has been attained, remains to be determined; 
but the desire to merit confidence will, perhaps, 

be accepted as. a sufficient excuse for the apparent 
tardiness of the writer. 

H. H. 'V ILSON. 

LoNDON, 

25th NovemlJer, 1844. 
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THE recent hostilities between the British Govern
ment of India and the chiefs of the principal 
Mahratta states had entirely altered the relative 
position of the contending parties, and had engen
dered the elements of still more momentous change. 

The Mahrattas had occupied through the latter 
half of the eighteenth century the chief place 
amongst the native states of India: they had brought 
under their sway the widest and most valuable 
portions of Hindustan, and had possessed them
scI ves of the name and person of the Emperor of 
Delhi. On the first occasion on which they had 
come into collision with the British arms, they had 
inflicted upon them discomfiture and discredit; and 
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they had plunged into the late struggle, strong both BOOK I. 

in military resources and reputation, and confident CHAP. L 

that they should rid themselves of a dangerous and 1805. 

encroaching rival. The result had disappointed their 
hopes, and accelerated the aggrandisement of that 
power which they had trusted to overthrow. 

In the outset of the contest, native opinion had 
inclined to the Mahrattas; the close of the war had 
shaken belief in their superiority. Still, however, 
much of the prepossession in their favour survived 
their reverses, and the full consequences of the en
counter Beem to have been but imperfectly appreciat
ed even by those who had been engaged in the strife. 
Engrossed by the care of providing for immediate 
pecuniary embarrassments, the British Government 
overlooked all political considerat1ens; and, in its 
impatience to relieve financial pressure, threw away 
Bome actual and Bome prospective advantages, shrunk 
from the commanding elevation to whifh it had 
been raised, and by unseasonable moderation dis
seminated doubts of its vigour, and held out en
couragement to future aggression. The Mahratta 
leaders, justly ascribing much of their adversity to 
internal disunion, misinterpreting the motives of 
their enemy's forbearance, and fretting under . the 
losses and indignities they had sustained, accustomed 
themselves to undervalue the resources and energies 
of their conquerors, and to look forward to some 
favourable opportunity of repairing their reputation 
and recovering their territory. At the same time, 
with the improvidence inseparable from the charac
ter of Indian princes, they set on foot no adequate 
preparations for the realisation of their purposes. 

82 
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BOOK J. Instead of profiting by the experience of the past, 
CHAP. I. d h • h· h ha __ ...;... an t e respIte w IC _ d been granted to them; 
1805. instead of husbanding their means, consolidating 

their power, and cementing that union in which 
alone lay their safety, they wasted their strength in 
a petty and predatory· warfare with the princes of 
Rajputana, or in intestine dissensions; and with -ter
ritories almost depopulated, revenues utterly ex
hausted, troops wholly disorganized, and mutual 
animosities incurably exacerbated, they again pro
voked the resentment of the British Government 
when in the full exercise of its energies, and 
awakened to a clear perception of its true interests 
and of those of Hindustan. The last act of this 
extraordinary drama was then consummated. The 
Marquis of Hastings completed what Clive had 
begun, and all India acknowledged the supremacy 
of Great Britain. 

As some time intervened before the predomi-• nance Of the British power throughout India was 
finally established, we may, for the present, pause to 
contemplate the political condition of the country 
at the period at which the narrative recommences; 
and for a few years following; so as to form a correct 
notion of the extent of British dominion and au
thority, and of the circumstances and objects of the 
principal native states. We shall thus be better 
able to understand the character of those transactions 
which led to a renewal of the struggle, and to the 
final attainment of that commanding attitude which 
the British Government, after repeated proofs of for
bearance, was at last compelled to assume. 

The capture of Seringapatam and death of Tippoo 
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Sultan, in 1799, put an end to all fear of any for- BOOK I. 

midable enmity in the south of India. Those events CHAP. L 

had added largely to the Companis territory in the 1805. 

Peninsula I, and had restored the principality of 
l\Iysore to the representative of its former Hindu 
Rajas, on conditions the avowed intentions of which 
were, the entire command of the resources of the 
country in time of war, and a general.controuling 
power over its government in time of peace. Tri-
bute under the denomination of subsidy was also 
imposed upon the Raja, and provision was made for 
appropriating the whole of the revenue, subject to a 
pension to be paid to him in the event of his failing 
to fulfill his obligations.' The Raja, Krishna Raja 
Udayavar, was a minor, and the administration of 
the affairs of the state was intrusted to a native 
minister named Purma, a Brahman, a man of ability 
and judgment, who distinctly understood the position 
in which Mysore was placed, and its entire depend-
ence upon the power to which it owed its existence. 
As long as he lived, the connexion was maintained 
in a spirit of sincere submission on the part of the 
inferior, and of implicit confidence on that of the 
superior; rendering Mysore virtually an integral por-
tion of the British Indian Empire. 

The western coast of the Peninsula was, with a 
few exceptions, British territory. At the southern 

I By the Partition Treaty of IUysore, July 1199, tenitory yielding an 
anoual revenue of 13,14,000 Cantarai Pagodas was reserved to the lUysore 
Raja. To the Company was asaigned a portion that was valued at C. Ps. 
',77,000; to the Nizam lands to the amount of C. Ps. 6,01,000, and or 
C. PI. 2,63,9S1 to the Peshwa. The shares of the two latter were Bub-· 
sequeotly transferred to the Company.-Collection of Treaties and Engage
menla with Native Prioces and States or Asia, published in 1812, p. 441. 

I Treaty with alysore. 6th July, 1199, and supplementary treaties, 1801 
and lSOT.-Coll. of Treaties, pp. 464,248,302. . 
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BOOK I. extremity, the petty states of Cochin and Travan-
CILU'.L 

---core were governed by their own Rajas. These 
1805. • h pnnces ad been rescued by the interposition of the 

British arms from the tyranny of Tippoo, and had 
agreed to pay a stipulated subsidy for the protection 
'which they received.. The amount had however 
been determined without an equitable regard to the 
advantages for which it was an equil'alent, or to the 
iODrce8 from which it was deril'ed. ti The demand 
became an exaction, and the payment speedily fell 
into arrear. A perpetual and undignified inter
change of requisition and evasion ensued, and mu
tual dissatisfaction was the unavoidable result. This 
was more especially the case with the Raja of Tra
vancore, as, upon the plea of danger from the designs 
of France, an additional subsidy had been levied 
upon him subsequently to the capture of Seringapa
tam; and, as he neither understood nor dreaded the 
peril, the cost of arming against its occurrence was 
felt to be both onerous and unjust. Discontent and 
indignation were consequently brooding over the 
councils of Travancore, and their dictates shortly 
afterwards impelled the Raja to an unavailing effort 
to throw off the burden under which he laboured. 

Proceeding along the Malabar coast towards the 

I The Raja of Cochin was made to pay to the Company a Jakh of rupees 
aDIIuaJIy; treaty, 1191.-Collectiou of Treaties, p. 421. AD agreement waa 
made in 1188 with the Raja of Tral'ancon, by which he engaged to sub
lidize two battaliolUl of Sipahil. In 1195, he agreed to maintain COD
.tautly one battalioD. This was exteDded, in 119'7, to three battalions, and 
ou COIIlpany of European artillery. In 1805, the Raja was compelled to 
pay Cor a fourth battalloD.-CollectioD of Treaties, pp. 114, 110, 28S. 

, The gross revenue of Cochin was estimated at liTe Jakhs of rupees, from 
which the charges of collectioD were to be deducted. The tribute was 
therefore about ODe-fourth of the net receipts. The total revennes of Tra.
nnC0r8, in 1801, were estimated by the Resident at twenty Jakhs of rupees: 
the CompanTa claim was nearly eight lakha.-MS. Recorda. 
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north, a few districts of limited extent were subject BOOK I. 

to petty l\Iahratta chiefs, feudatories of Poon~: and CHAP. L 

Goa, and a narrow territory around it, still remained 1805. 

to the Portuguese: as amicable relations subsisted 
with the superior states, the subordinate character 
of these dependencies, as well as their insignificance, 
divested them of all political consideration. Goa, 
indeed, was occupied by an English garrison. Far-
ther to the north, the coast belonged to the Gaek-
war or ruler of Guzerat; whoIILa subsidiary treaty, 
and a connexion of the most intimate nature, at-
tached inseparably to the interests of the British 
Government. Cutch, the adjacent country to the 
west, although independent, was distracted by civil 
broils, the chief parties in which appealed for aSsist-
ance to the Presidency of Bombay. Sindh, the 
boundary province of India in this direction, was 
governed by independent princes, who had shewn 
theIllSelves disinclined to entertain any correspond-
ence with the Company's authorities. They exer-
cised little or no influence upon the politics of India, 
as their situation and circumstances restricted their 
intercourse in a great degree to their western and 
northern neighbours, the Baluchis and Afghans. 

The whole of the eastern or Coromandel coast 
of the Peninsula was British, with the exception 
of a small tract occupied by the Danish settle
ment of Tranquebar. The Nawab of the Camatic 
and the Raja of Tanjore had been deprived of 
territorial revenue and political importance, and 
had been reduced to the irrevocable condition of 
pensioners of the East India Company. The pro
vince of Cuttack, which under the l\IalIratta govern-
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BOOK I. ment of Berar had intercepted the communication 
CHAP. I. between the Presidencies of Bengal and Madras, 

1805. now served to connect them; as it had been taken 
from the Raja in the late war, and had been perma
nently annexed to the Company's possessions, which 
;now extended along the whole line of coast from 
the Gulph of Manar to the Delta of the Ganges. 

Important additions to the British dominions iIi 
Hindustan had been effected by treaty or conquest 
during the administration of Marquis 'Vellesley. 
At its commencement, the Bengal Presidency was 
bounded on the north by the course of the Gandak 
river, and by the confluence of the Ganges and the 
Jumna. The cession of Gorakhpur by the Nawab 
Vizir, Sadat Ali, carried the boundary across . the 
Gandak to the foot of, the mountains of Nepal; 
and the transfer of the lower Doab, Furruckabad, 
and Bareilly, by the same prince, extended the 
British authority over· the country of the Rohillas. 
The victorious career of Lord Lake rescued the 
upper provinces of the Doab from Mahratta spo-· 
liation, and brought them as far as to the north
west of Delhi under British influence or rule. Of 
the conquests on the west bank of the J umna, 
a narrow strip of land alone had been retained; 
but its value was more than commensurate with 
its extent, as it included the important cities Agra, 
Mathura, and Delhi,-the first celebrated for its 
reliques of Mogul magnificence, the second sanc
tified by the religious veneration of the Hindus, 
and the third selected in every age of the history 
of India for the capital of those Hindu and Mo
hammedan monarchs who aspired to the universal 
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sceptre of Hindustan. Along with this imperial BOOK L 

city the British became possessed of the person CHAP. L 

and family of the representative of the fallen dy- 1805. 

nasty of Timur, the venerable' Shah Alem,' alike 
distinguished by his descent and his misfortunes. 
Indebted to the British in' the dawn of life for 
safety and support, he had passed through man-
hood to old age amidst an unvarying succession 
of danger, tumult, treachery, and disaster, and was 
happy to end his days in peace and security Under 
the shelter of his early friends. However trifli~gthe 
accession to the real power of the victors which might 
be thought to accrue from their holding in their 
hands the titular sovereign of Hindustan, and al
though the charge was not unattended by circum
stances of anxiety and embarrassment. yet that 
the keeping of the person of Shah Alem was not 
devoid of political value might be inferred from 
the eagerness with which the prize had been dis-
puted by military adventurers both Mohammedans 
and Hindus, and by the weight which chieftains 
the most lawless, and princes, the ~ost powerful, 
still attached to an order or a grant that bore 
the seal of the emperor, even though the docu-
ment conferred but a nominal title to the honours 
or possessions which it purported to bestow. Shah 
Alem himself was an object of general sympathy, 
from the injuries or indignities which he had un
dergone from his own rebellious 'servants or his 
Mahratta. allies; and the respectful and benevolent 
treatment which he experienced from his new guar-
dians contrasted favourably with the conduct pur-
sued towards him by their predecessors. There 
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BOOK I. can be no doubt that the change was most accept-
CHAP. L 

___ able to the Mohammedans of Hindustan, and con-
130S •. tributed essentially to conciliate their good-will 

and gain their allegiance. 
The greater portion of the territory on the west 

of the J umna which had been wrested from the 
l\:Iahrattas was precipitately relinquished by Mar
quis Cornwallis. and Sir George Barlow, but on 
the south-west the extensive province of Bundel
khand was permanently comprehended within the 
limits of the Presidency of Bengal. The district 
had been ceded by the Peshwa in commutation of 
territory in the south of India, which he had at 
first assigned to the Company in place of the 
amount which he had agreed to pay for a subsi
diary force.1 At the time when this exchange was 
effected, the authority of the Peshwa over any 
part of Bundelkhand was little more than nominal, 
and his claims were at best of a questionable cha
racter, as will be evident upon a brief review of . 
the history of the province. 

The Rajas of Bundelkhand pretend to trace their 
pedigree from the Solar dynasty of Hindu kings; 
Kusa, one of the sons of the mytho-heroic prince 
Ramachandra, baving, it is said, migrated from 
Ayodhya or Qude, and settled in Bundelkhand. 
The traditions of the Hindus in general do not 
countenance such a genealogy; and it seems not 
unlikely that tbe Bundela tribe were foreigners 

1 The aimual revenue of these lands was eomputed to be 26 lakhs of 
rupees. Treaty of Basseiu, 1802. Portious to the value of 19 lakhs were 
restored to the Peshwa, in lieu of which he ceded territory in Bnndelkhand 
of the estimated annual value of 36 lakhs. Supplementary treaty. 1803.
Coil. of Treaties, 'pp. 233, 242. 
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and conquerors. who immigrated into the country' BOOK L 

in comparatively modem times. They long strug.. CHAP. L 

gled, with varied success. to maintain their inde.. 180S. 

pendence against the Mohammedan k.ings of Delhi; 
but they sunk under a vigorous effort made in 
the beginning of the reign of Shah Jehan. and 
were compelled to ack.nowledge for a season the 
supremacy of the Mogul. This state of things was 
of no long duration: encouraged by the distracted 
condition of the empire duririg the latter years 
of Shah Jehan's reign. a chieftain named Champat 
Raj t led the way to the reassertion of the nJ... 
tiona! independence. The task was prosecuted 
with improved success by his more celebrated son 
Chatrasal, and a new dynasty was founded by the 
latter. which reigned over the eastern division of 
the province: the western division was restored to 
the representatives of the ancient Rajas, who, how-
eyer, renewed their professions of fealty to the 
throne of Delhi. 

The elevation of ChatrasaI to the rank and 
power of Raja took place towards the end of the 
reign of Aurangzeb. The successors of that em
peror, unable to make good their pretensions to 

I Bundel.khand, "the portion oftha Bunde1&," is not named in any ancient 
writings or inscriptions. The country is denominated Chaidya, the land 
of the Chedi, or Chandel, the name still borne by the agricultural popula
tion. The term Bundela Is confined to the military chiefs, who never con
descend to engage in the cultivation of the soil, and of whom the first is 
said to have been Devada Rir, a Rajput, who invaded and occupied the 
country 80me time in the 14th C8ntury.-Memoir on Bnndelkhand. by 
Capt. J •• 'rankliD; Tr. Royal Asiatic Society, i. 259. 

I Authorities differ with respect to the birth and atation of Champat Rai. 
One account makes him an officer in the service of the Raja of 
Urcha.-Franklin. aa above. Auother affirms hiB being a member of the 
ruling dynasty, and Rl\ja of Urcha himself.-Pogson, HiBt. of the Bunde
laa, p. 44. This could scarcely ha .... been the cue, although he might 
havebeenakm~ortheRaja. 
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BOOK I. supremacy, acknowledged the new Raja. In the 
CHaP.L • 

___ reIgn of Mohammed Shah, however, Bangash Khan, 
1805. the Mghan governor of Allahabad, fell suddenly 

upon CbatrasaI with an overwhelming force, and 
dispossessed him of his dominions. ChatrasaI had 
recourse to the Mahrattas, who under the first 
Peshwa, Baji Rao, were at this time advancing 
slowly through Kandesh and Malwa to Hindus
tan. The opportunity of establishing their ascen
dancy in Bundelkhand, which was afforded by the 
application 'of the Raja, was promptly embraced; 
alld Baji Rao with a large force surprised and 
defeated Bangash Khan, who was glad to escape 
with his life. The Mohammedan yoke was now 
thrown off for ever, but one not less oppressive 
was imposed, in the domination of the Mahrattas. 
In the first instance they replaced 'Chatrasal in his 
pnncipality; but upon his death, which happened 
not long afterwards, the Peshwa, whom he had 
adopted as a son, succeeded by virtue of that adop
tion to one-third of the territory:1 the other two
thirds were equally divided between the two sons 
of Chatrasal; one of whom, Hirdi Sab, became 
Raja of Panna, the other, Jagat Sab, of Jetpur.2 

I The M abratta records assert that this disposition of his Raj was the 
spontaneous effect of the Raja's gratitude.~rant DuB', Hist. of the 
Mahrattas, i. 515. It is more probable that the cession was the price of 
the Pesbwa's assistance, as iotimated io the Seir Mutakberin, i. 282. In 
the memoirs of Amir Khan it is stated, that, after the expulsion of the 
Afghan, Chatras8l adopted the Peshwa, and· at once divided his Raj ioto 
four parts, of wbicb he retaioed one, and apportioned the other three be
tween the Peshwa and his sons. Gorind Pandit was nomioated manager 
of the Pesbwa's share, wbicb iocIuded Sagar, Jhansi, and Kalpi, or a 
lioe of country io the centre of the province from the Nerbudda to the 
Jumna, by,wbicb the l\lahrattas could n-adily march from the Dekhin to 
the Doab.-~Iem. of Amir Khan, lili. . 

• The Raja of Panna, and the Rajas of Ajaygerh, Charkari, Bijawar, 
Jetpur, and Sarila, are respectively descended from these princes. 
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It was a condition of the arrangement made in BOOK I. 
caAP.L 

favour of the Peshwa, that the government of __ _ 
Poona should guarantee to the descendants of 180S. 

ChatrasaI the portions of the inheritance set apart 
for his sons. The stipulation was for some time 
faithfully observed; the sons of ChatrasaJ.. enjoyed 
their portions in peace. and parcelled them at their 
death amongst their posterity. Their example was 
imitated by their successors. subdivisions were in-
finitely multiplied. and Dundelkhand was filled with 
a swarm of petty Rajas too weak to defend them-
selves against Mahratta aggression, and too turbulent 
to refrain from those mutual hostilities by which 
their weakness was aggravated: the state of confu-
sion and anarchy into which the province was thrown 
by the intestine divisions ot its rulers. offered it as a 
tempting bait to military adventure; and a follower 
of Sindhia, Ali Bahadur. was induced to avail him-
self of the favourable opportunity. 

Ali Dahadurl was a Sirdar of some repute in the 
service of the Peshwa when he was dispatched by 
Nana Furnavez. the minister of Poona, with a body 
of troops to co-operate with Madhoji Sindhia in 
his incursion into Hindustan. -He bore an efficient 
part in the operations which gave Delhi and Shah 
Alem to Sindhia, but was not altogether satisfied 
with the requital which his. exertions had received. 
Ali Dahadur', therefore, quitted Sindhia, and at the 

I The f'ather 01 AU Bahadur, Shamshir Bahadur, WIllI the son of the 
Peshwa Baji RaG, a Brahman, by a I\lohammedan woman. Agreeably to 
the IIDcient Hiudu law, he W1UI of the caste. which iu this case was equi
ftIeut to the religiOD, 01 hiB mother; a characteristic iIlustratiou of the 
laxity of lIlIIJIDerB of the Mabratta court, IIDd of Hiudu iudifl'ereuce to re
ligiou. creeds. 

I Accordiug to Malcolm, AU Bahadur separated from Siudhia upou 
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BOOK I. instigation of Himmat Bahadur, who was the mili
CHAP. I. tRry leader and spiritual head of a large body of 

1805. armed Gosains, combining the characters of reli
gious vagrants and mercenary soldiers, and who had 
acquired some territory in Bundelkhand, he marched 

.A. D. 1790. into the province with a considerable force, and in a 
few years reduced under his authority the greater 
part of the territories which had been distributed 
amongst the unworthy descendants of Chatrasa!. 
The stronghold of Kalinjar alone resisted his im
p.etuosity, and, after a siege of two years, he died in 

A. D. 1802. camp before its walls.1 He left two sons, Shamshir 
Bahadur, and Zulfikar Ali. The former at the 
date of his father's death was at Poona: the latter, 
who was an infant, was thereupon raised to the prin
cipality by his uncle Ghani Bahadur; but Shamshir 
Bahadur speedily arrived to vindicate his claim to 
the succession, put his uncle to death, and assumed 
the sovereignty over his father's conquests. He was 
not long able to maintain his authority. 

The exchange of territory accomplished by the 
Peshwa was a genuine exemplification of Mahratta 
diplomacy, for it transferred to the British Govern
ment the trouble of enforcing claims of questionable 

the advance of the latter to De1hi.-Central India. Grant Duff states the 
separation to have taken place after the capture of De1hi.-Hist. Mahr. 
iii. 75. The memoirs of Amir Khan (p. 86) as/lert that he invaded Bun
de1khand by command of the Peshwa. He no doubt professed to act art' 
the Peshwa's officer, and hoisted the Zari Patka or regal standard of 

. Poona. . ,~ 
1 Ali Bahadur, to evince his determination not to relinquish the siege until 

the capture of the fortress, caused a house to be built near the fort for his 
residence. The Kiladar, not to be stlrpassed in bravado, sent him a pre-. 
sent of some mango.seeds to sow in the garden to be attached to the new 
edifice, with an intimation that he might hope to take Kalinjar when the 
seeds should have grown to trees, and the trees should have borne fruit.~ 
Pogson's BundeJas, p. 122. ' 
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validity, and granted to them districts over 'Which BOOK 1. 
CHAP. L 

the court of Poona had never exercised actual ~ove- __ _ 
reignty. The cessions were taken chiefly from the 1805. 

recent conquests of Ali Bahadur, whose right had 
neither become confirmed by time nor by the recog-
nition of the subjugated people; and whose posses-
sions, although, inasmuch as they had falltm to a 
subject and officer of the Peshwa, they might be 
considered as in some degree dependent upon the 
head of the Mahratta state, yet had never acknow-
ledged such dependence, nor contributed in any 
manner to his power or resources. The attempt of 
Shamshir Bahadur to establish himself in the 
country which his father had conquered was as· 
much opposed to the pretensions of the Peshwa, as 
to the claims of the English founded upon them, 
and he was consequently treated as the enemy of 
both. His father's friend and coadjutor, the Gosain 
Hi~at Bahadur, foreseeing the inability of Sham-
shir Bahadur to resist this combination against him, 
speedily made terms with the British, and joined 
their forces on their advance into Bundelkhand. 
After an ineffectual show of resistance, Shamshir 
Bahadur was content to desist from opposition, and 
to accept a pension for himself and for his family, 

. with permission to reside at Banda.1 Himmat Ba
hadur soon after died; his armed bands were dis
missed upon the return of peace, and his descend
ants were settled upon a Jagir in the Doab.2 So. 
far, little diflj.culty was found in the introduction of 

1 The titular Nawab of Banda is at present Zulfikar Ali, the bl"Other of 
Shamshir Hahadur, who resides near Banda, and receives a pension of four 
lakhs of rupees.-Bengal and Agra Gazetteer, 1841, vol. ii. part 2, p. 283. 

2 Sekandra, in the district of Cawnpore. Ibid. p. 287. 
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BOOK I. British authority into those portions of Bundel-
CHA.P. L 

___ khand which were nearest to the J umna and the 
1805. division of Allahabad. 

The establishment of a government in Bundel
khand that proclaimed order and insisted upon obe
dience was, however, .no easy task. The feuds of 
the numerous petty Rajas, and the depredations of 
the Mahrattas, had filled the country with military 
adventurers, few- of whom had other means of sup
porting themselves and their followers than levying 
contributions. on the peaceable inhabitants, and 
plundering those who resisted their exactions. Nor 
did they respect the new acquisitions of the Com
pany; and, as these had been left imperfectly guard
ed by the precipitate dismissal of the irregular bat
talions which during the war had been taken into 
British pay, and by the improvident reduction of the 
regular force below the necessity for its services, the 
leaders of the marauding bands were long suffered 
to disturb the tranquillity of the country, and pre
vent its return to order and good government. The 
inhabitants themselves, a bold and resolute race, 
habituated to the use of arms, and unaccustomed to 
legal controul, were little inclined to submit to civil 
jurisdiction or fiscal regulations; aDd, when unable to 
resist the enforcement of the laws or the collection 
of the revenues, they deserted their villages and 
augmented the ranks of the banditti. 'There this 

. was not the case, they not unfrequently entered into 
a compact with the predatory leaders to defraud· the . 
state of its dues, by paying to them a sum lells than 
the public demand, and receiving in return an ac
quittance for the whole. With this evidence of 
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their having been compelled to pay their revenue, BOOK I. 
CHAP. L 

they claimed exemption from farther payment, alleg- __ _ 
ing, with sufficient plausibility, that a Government, 1806. 

which could not defend them, could not claim ful-
filment of their obligations, and pleading the impos .. 
sibility of their paying double the amount at which 
they were assessed. The plea was admitted until its 
collusive origin was detected, and the refusal to 
grant exemptions on this account tended to put a 
stop to tbe fraud; but not until a ioss of revenue 
had been sustained, the anlount of wbich would 
have economically defrayed the expense of a protect-
ing military force. Both the marauding chiefs and 
the refractory villagers derived support in their 
resistance to Government from the numerous small 
forts with which the province was studded: at the 
time of its occupation .there were not fewer than 
one bundred and fifty within the limits of the Com. 
pany's acquired territory, the greater proportion of 
which were eventually demolished, but not without 
opposition. 

Amidst the many strongholds which were erect ... 
ed in Bundelkhand, two were remarkable for their 
position and strength. These wer~ Ajaygerh and 
Kalinjar. They were both in the hands of adven
turers who had risen to power by tbe usual methods 
of military rapine and violence, and who, by their 
own armed adherents, or the marauding hordes to 
whom they afforded shelter, spread desolation and 
alarm through the adjacent country. A vigorous 
effort, early made, might have planted the British 
standard on their walls with little difficulty; but as 
it was the policy of the Government to conciliate, 

VOL. I. c 
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BOOK I. where to suppress and overawe would be attended 
CHAP. L 
___ with expense, it was determined in the councils of 

1806. Calcutta that "a certain extent of dominion, local 
power, . and revenue would be cheaply sacrificed for 
tranquillity and security within a more contracted 
circle." It was argued; that" it was not to be appre
hended that the furtive depredations of roving ban
ditti could be supposed to have intimidated the 
military power which had overthrown the combined 
force of the Mahratta confederacy, and that there 
was every reason to believe that the concessions 
which were proposed were not calculated to excite 
a renewal of the disorders by which they had been 
obtained." I Upon these principles, falsified as they 
were by the history of all past ages, and opposed to 
the opinions and recommendations of the principal 
civil and military functionaries and of the com
mander-in-chief, I the occupants of Ajaygerh and 
Kalinjar were left in possession of their fortresses; 
and to them 3 and to other usurping chiefs the Go
vernment granted sunnuds, formally recognising and 
confirming their right of occupancy, upon conditions 
of general submission and allegiance. In like man
ner, but upon more legitimate grounds, the descend
ants of ChatrasaI, who still retained portions of their 
patrimony, were confirmed in their possessions, but 

I 1\IS. Records. Proceedings of Bengal Government, lOth July, 1806. 
I Lord Lake in a letter to the Government, recorded the 17th July, 1806, 

expressed his conviction, that, Dutil Ajaygerh and Kalin jar were in· pos
session of the Government, it would be impossible to maintain peace in 
Buodelkhaod. E ... ents fully corroborated the justice of his prediction. 

I Lakshmao Dawa, the Kiladar of Ajaygerh, was allowed to keep his 
fort for two years npon payment of a small annual tribute, and to hold the 
district adjacent in perpetual farm. Darya Sing Chaube, the KiIadar of 
Kaliojar, was confirmed in the occupancy of that fort and the adjacent dis
trict; 8th December, 1806. 
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their promise of allegiance was not to eniitle them BOOK 1. 

t . d f: h d . f CHAP.L o protectIOn; an so ar was t e octnne 0 non- __ _ 
interference carried, that they were suffered to de- .1806. 

cide by the sword those disputes amongst themselves, 
to which the ·complicated questions of proprietary 
right to lands that had repeatedly changed masters 
could not fail to give nse. It was not until a change 
of administration in Calcutta had taken place that 
"it was deemed essential, not only to the preserva-
tion of political influence over the chiefs of Bun
delkhand and its consequent advantages, but also to 
the dignity and reputation of the British Govern-
ment, to interfere for the suppression of intestine 
disorder, by compelling that submission which ithad 
till then been found impracticable to conciliate or 
command." 1 

The western portion of Bundelkhand was dis:' 
tributed among the Rajas of Dattea, Tehri, and 
Sampthar. They were descended from the ancient 
Rajas. They were acknowledged by the British as 
independent princes, and were bound to them by 
treaties of amity and alliance. No submission was 
required from them, and care was taken to avoid any 
obligation to defend them against foreign aggression. 
They remained, consequently, many years exposed 
to Mahratta insolence and spoliation, and were re
duced to the verge of annihilation, whEm the coUrse 
of events, and altered political views, brought them 
finally within the pale of British protection. 

Such were the principal accessions to the terri
tory of British India during the administration of 

I Proceedings of Bengal Government, 8th September, 1801. Lord 
Minto had recently assumed charge of the Government. 

02 
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BOOK Y. Marquis 'Wellesley, and the position in which it was 
CHAP. L 

___ placed at the close of that of Sir G. Barlow with 
1806. relation to some of the neighbouring princes. The 

situation and circumstances of the more important 
native states. it will now be necessary to describe. 

The great distinction of the native ruling powers 
was two-fold. They were either Mohammedan or 
Hindu. The latter comprised several varieties, and 
were mainly distinguishable as Mahrattas, Rajputs, 
J' ats, and Sikhs. 

Although extensive and populous territories still 
..acknowledged the sway of some of the descendants 
of' the Mohammedan conquerors of India, yet their 
political power was, in every instance of any import
ance, extinct; and, with one or two exceptions of 
little note or influence, they were either directly or 
indirectly dependent upon the British Government. 
They were its pensioners, or its subsidiary allies: the 
former compelled to forego all the attributes of sove
reignty, excE!l>t an empty title; the latter obliged to 
sheath their swords for ever, and rely for defence 
upon troops whom they alienated their dominions 
to pay, but over whom they held no command. At 
the head of the former class was the Great Mogul 
himself, the descendant and representative of Timur
lang. 

The actual occupant of the throne of Delhi did 
not long survive his transition from a rigorous to a 
respectful state of captivity. Shah Alem died on 
the 18th of December, 1806. He was succeeded 
by his eldest surviving son, who took the title of 
Shah Akbar the Second. The father had experi.,. 
enced the misfortunes inseparable from a powerless 
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sceptre too severely to regret its resignation into BOOK I. 

hands able to wield it with vigour: the son, although _CH_A_P._L_ 

no stranger to distress and peril, anticipated from 
the indulgence or indifference of his protectors a 
greater share of real power than it was convenient 
or safe to permit him to exercise. His attempts to 
break through the limits prescribed to him were for 
some time after his accession frequent and persever-
ing; but they were for the most part of little con
sideration, except as paving the way for pretensions of 
a more ambitious tendency, and they were checked 
without much trouble or the exhibition of severity.' 
On one subject alone it was necessary to act with 
energy; and the manifestation of power and will, 
which was then called for, terminated the aspira-
tions of Akbar the Second to become a king in 
more than name. 

The King of Delhi had several sons: 'of these, 
the eldest was considered to be entitled to the desig4 
nation of heir-apparent, agreeably to the laws of suc
cession upheld by the British Indian Government; 

I A principal object ot his majesty's ambition was the presentation of 
Khelata, or honorary dresses, to the princes of Hindustan, and, above 
all, to the Governor-General., As the acceptance of luch a compliment is 
an admission of inferiority, it was of course declined. Having, however, 
obtained leave to send an agent to Calcutta to represent to the Government 
matters of public and private interest, Shah Akbar endeavoured to carry 
the point of the khelat by a little ingenuity., His envoy was instructed to 
present to Lord Minto an old cloak, which the king himself had worn, as 
a mark of personal regard; but he was to contrive to do this at a publio 
audience, when the present would have assumed the character of an bono
rary distinction conferred upon the Governor-General by the King of Delhi. 
The device was easily seen through, and as easily frustrated: the cloak 
was thankfully accepted as a private gift, but the bearer was compelled to 
transmit it throngh the usual channel of communication, through the office 
of the Persian secretary. Such were the strange vicissitudes of fortune, 
that the Great Mogul was reduced to the necessity of trying to trick the 
chief functionary of a trading company into the acceptance of the greatest 
honour in native estimation which it was in his power to bestow I 

1807. 
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BOOK I. but, influenced by his favourite queen, Akbar Shah 
CDAP. I. strove pertinaciously to obtain the recognition of his 

1808. third son, Mirza J ehangir, of whom she was the 
mother, in that capacity. Although willing to with
hold from the eldest son the immediate assumption 
of the title which it considered as his birthright, 
the Government of Bengal refused to gratify the 
wish of the king; and obliged him, on one occasion, 
to cancel and counteract honours and privileges 
which he had granted to :Mirza Jehangir as indica.
tions of a purpose to raise him to the rank of heir
apparent.l Although obliged to give way for a 
season, the king, unable to resist female blandish
ments and tears, resumed his project; and the sub
ject of debate might have long continued to estrange 
bim from his European advisers, had not the rashness 
and presumption of the prince given occasion to the 
British Government to act decisively, and remove 
Mirza Jehangir from Delhi altogether. 
" Mirza Jehangir, having been empowered by the 
injudicious liberality of his mother to take into 
pay a body of armed retainers, occasioned so much 
discomfort and alarm within the palace by the 
turbulence which he encouraged and the excesses 
of which he partook, that his parents were at 
last convinced of the necessity of subjecting him 
to some controu], and the king was prevailed upon 

"to allow the Company's Sipahis "to mount guard at 

I These were, J, the use of the Aftabi, a fiat circular parasol, carried 
by an attendant. not over the head, but on tbe side of a person, or palan
kin, which ia next the sun; 2, the Tapach, a state cushion; and, 3, the 
Nalki, open state palankin. They were conferred in full Durbar, with 
the customary solemnities. By desire of the Government the Aftabi was 
discontinued, .and the use of the other articles extended to all the princes, 
so as to deprive them of any sl,ecilic significance. 
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the palace gates. A guard ~as accordingly stationed BOOK I. 
. CHAP. I. 

at the outer gates, when the followers of J ehangir __ _ 
took up a menacing position 1 at the inner gateway, 1809. 

and insisted that the Sipahis should be withdrawn. 
The British Resident, Mr. Seton, advancing to ex
postulate with them, was fired at and narrowlyes-
caped being shot, as the ball struck the cap of a 
soldier who was close by his side. The Sipahis 
were then ordered to take forcible possession of 
the inner gates; and after a short conflict, in which 
some of the assailants were wounded, and several 
of their opponents were killed, the gates were 
carried, and the followers of the prince were dis-
persed. The prince gave himself up to the Re- 24th July •. 

sident, and was sent u. state prisoner to Allahabad, 
where he resided until his death, abandoning all 
hopes of succession to a titular crown and passing 
his days in indolence and indulgence.1 The king 
gradually ceased to exhibit outwardly any concern 
for his fate, and abstained from all endeavours to 
interfere with the disposal of the throne, or to ac-
quire a greater portion of authority than it was 
thought fit to intrust him with: this resignation 
was rewarded by an increase of his pension, which 

I He waa at Orst lodged in the fort of Allahabad, but was afterward. 
removed to a building that had been a Mohammedan mausoleum, part of 
the monument of Sultan Kbosru, without the city. Tbe autbor saw 
him here in 1820. He waa allowed considerable personal liberty, and 
waa treated with aa mucb consideration aa waa compatible with bis 
security. He seemed to be cbeerful and reconciled to his situation, and 
was said to bave both the means and the inclination to forget political dis
appointments in personal enjoyment. He was a man of small stature and 
delicate features, of a pleasing tbougb very dark countenance, and of ele. 
gant manners. He wore no turban nor any covering on bis head, but let 
biB long black hair, which sbewed symptom. of more than ordinary care 
bestowed upon it, bang full upon his shoulders. It was impossible not to 
feel lOme sympathy for hi. humiliation, although there waa nothing in his 
character or conduct to iuspire respect. 
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BOOK I. had been promised conditionally by Marquis Welles-
CHAP. oJ. 
___ ley, and was granted by Lord Minto.1 , 

1806. A prince, second only to the King of Delhi in 
Mohammedan estimation, and far superior to that 
sovereign in wealth and power, the N awab of Oude, 
was connected with the British Government by a 
subsidiary alliance. The precise nature of the con
nexion will have been made known by the ample 
details and discussions relating to it inserted in the 
pre~eding pages. For all objects of exterior policy 
the Nawab was a nonentity, and even in his interior 
administration he was expected to refer questions 
of any moment .. to the consideration of the British 
Resident, and to adopt no measures of importance 
without the concurrence of the Governor-General. 
The reigning Nawab, Sadat Ali Khan, was far from 
easy under the bonds which attached him to the 

I The original pension was fixed at 76,500 rupees a month, to be pro. 
vided for out of the revenues of certain lands in the district of Delhi set 
apart for that purpose; and a promise was made, that the allowance sbould 
be increased when the funds admitted of it. The extent of the increase 
was not specifie(l. In ISO!), the revenues of the assigned territory conti. 
nued still sbort of the pension, but it was determined to increase the latter 
to one lakh of rupees per month, of which 7000 rupees were to be appro
priated to the heir-apparent. - Governor-General's Minute, 17th June, 
180!). Other augmentations have been since made, makiug the allowance, 
including stipends to members of the family both at Delhi and Benares, 
fifteen lakhs of rupees (150,000/.) per aonum.-Bengal and Agra Gazetteer, 
ii. part 2. 362. His majesty has been long urgent for a farther increase, 
upon the plea that the revenues of the assigned lands have improved, but 
., it was never proposed either to·limit the stipends by the amount of the 
" produce of the territory, or to augment them to an extent equal to the 
" revenue which the territory might eventually yield: the obligation which 
.. the British Government had imposed on itself was that of providing 
.. adequate means for the support of the king and his household in a man
IC ner suitable to the condition in which he was placed, while in policy it 
" was inexpedient that the provision granted should exceed an amount suf
I< ficient for that purpose." -l\Hnute quoted by Captain Sutherland. The 
same authority states, that, if the civil and military charges upon what 
may be possibly meant by the assigned lands were deducted from their 
,'evenue, little would remain for the payment of Ihe stipend of the King of 
Delhi.-Sketcbes of the Relations between the British Government of 
India and Native States; by Captain J. Sutherland, Calcutta, 1833. 
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British; but he had been raised by them to the BOOK J. 

throne, and, being of a timid and inactive character, CHAP. L 

could scarcely have maintained his dignity without 1806. 

the support of his allies. Even under their guar
dianship he lived in constant dread of domestic 
intrigue, and was perpetu~lly haunted by unfounded 
suspicions that his nearest relatives were plotting 

. against his throne and his life. 1 His chief grati
fication was the accumulation of treasure; and the 
curtailment of his revenues, consequent upon the 
enforced alienation of a valuable portion of his 
territory in commutation of the subsidy, was the 
main-spring of his dissatisfaction with the relations 
in which he stood to th~ Government of Bengal. 
lIe felt aggrieved, als~, by the immunity from transit 
duties claimed by trading boats on the Ganges where 

'it formed the boundary of Oude, under passes from 
the Company's custom-offices on the opposite bank, 
and agreeably to a commercial treaty into which he 
had reluctantly entered. The interference of the 
Resident was not unfrequently a source of mortifica
tion to him. So far had his discontent proceeded, 
that he renewed to Sir G. Barlow the proposition
he had made to Lord Wellesley, to transfer the ma
nagement of his dominions to his eldest son and 
make a pilgrimage to Mecca. When, however, the 
acquiescence of the Government was expressed, the 
project was apparently abandoned, as the proposal 
was never repeated. In his personal expenditure . 

I His own brothers, I\lirza Mehdi and Shahmat Ali, were accused by 
him of having instigated attempts to procure his assassination. The 
charge. were investigated by the Resident UDder orders from the Govern
ment, and were proved to be void of any foundation. To appease the 
fears of the Nawab, tbe princes were obliged to leav," LuckDOW, aDd 
take up their residence at Patua in the Company's territOries. 
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BOOK I. Sadat Ali was meanly parsimonious, and the amount 
CHAP. L f h bl' ___ 0 t e pu 1<i revenue was more than adequate to 
1807. the public disbursements. The landholders were 

nevertheless exposed to the systematic extortion of 
contractors, to whom the Nawab farmed the assess
ments, and whom he authorised to levy their· de
mands by the most violent and oppressive means.1 

Their exactions .were as systematically resisted, and 
the Zemindars became habituated to refuse pay
ment even of what was justly claimable, unless 
compelled by superior power. Their villages were 
not unusually fortified, and they resided in mud 
forts which were not easily captured by the un
aided military of the Nawab. In this emergency 
it became necessary to haVE! recourse to the subsi
diary force, and the Company's battalions were em
ployed to reduce refractory landholders and collect 
the revenue. As obvious objections to such a duty 
existed, the aid of the troops· was always granted 
with reluctance; another subject of grievance to 
the Nawab, wh~ considered himself entitled to com
mand the services of a force which he virtually 
paid. The evil was not so serious in the early part 
of the reign of Siidat Ali as it subsequently became, 
and, upon the whole, the province of Oude was in 
a peaceable and improving condition; while the 
character and situation 'of the reigning prince en-

I The contractors rarely benefited by their bargains, as S~dat Ali was 
well versed in the art of squeezing the sponge when it had done its office. 
As soon as the contractors were thought to be sufficiently gorged, complaints 
against their oppression, which were never wanting, were readily listened to, 
and they were seized and imprisoned until they had poured into the Nawab's 
treasury the whole or greater portion of their spoils. Their incarcera
tion depended upon their tenaciousness of the hooty. In 1807, the Resi
dent stated there were fourteen farmers of the revenue in prison in Luck
now, some of whom had been confined for years.-MS. Records. 
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sured his entire subservience to the political views 
and interests of the British Government. 

Anotaer native l\Iohammedan sovereign, Sekan
dar Jah, titular Nizam. &,ubahdar, or viceroy of the 
Dekhin. possessed of equally extensive territories, 
was also a subsidiary ally of the Company! The 
alliance was more dist3.'!teful to him .than to the 
Vizir; and his capricious and violent temper, and the 
frontier position of his country in contiguity to in
dependent states, rendered the preservation of the 
political relations which had been established with 
him a subject of solicitude and apprehension. He 
had succeeded to the principality upon the demise 
of his father Nizam Ali, in 1803, without opposi
tion, through the support of the British authorities; 
by whose interposition the menaced competition of 
one of his brothers, who enjoyed much more exten
sive popularity with the nobles and people of Hy
derabad, was prevented. The sense of gratitude for 
this obligation was soon obliterated by the conscious
ness of loss of independence; and the ill-concealed 
discontent of the Nizam gave courage to many of 
his followers to organize a system of opposition to 
the British councils, and still further estrange the 
mind of . their master from the connexion: they 
even contemplated its dissolution, and persuaded the 

I By the treaty with the Nizam, dated 12th October, 1800, the subsidized 
furce was filially fixed at eight battalions of Sipahis, or eight thousand 
firelocks, and two regiments of cavalry, ur one thousand horse, with their· 
complement of guns, European artillerymen, lascars, and pioneers. For 
the payment of this force the territories acquired hy the N izam under the 
tn-aty of Seringapatam, 13th l\Iareh, 1792, and that of l\Iysore, 22nd June, 
1199, were ginn back to the Company, with the exception of some dis
tricts north of the Tnmbhadra river, for which Adoni and others to tbe 
south of it were excbanged: the aDnual revenues of the whole were 
f'8timated at twenty.six lakhs of Kanterai pagodas, about 814,0001.
l'Oll~tiOD of Treaties, p.188. 
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Ni.zam, and perhaps credited it themselves, that it 
---was practicable to form a combination with the 

1806. Mahrattas by which the British might be humbled, 
and perhaps expelled from. Hindustan. These sug
gestions gratified the enmity and flattered the pride 
of the Nizam; but he was too fondly addicted to 
low and sensual indulgence, too irresolute in pur
pose and contracted in intellect, to be capable of 
prosecuting a dangerous design with the steadiness, 
determination, and foresight indispensable to its suc
cess. Fortunately also for the ultimate preservation 
of his throne, his prime minister, Mir Alem, who 
had grown old in the service of the state, and had 
been an actor in many of the great events which 
had occurred .in the Peninsula during the reign of 
the late Nizam/ was well aware of the relative 
strength of the British and Mahratta powers, and 
accurately appreciated his sovereign's _ situation. He 
knew, in fact, that the government of Hyderabad 
subsisted only as long as it remained under British. 
protection, and that, the moment such protection 
should be withdrawn, the principality would be de
fenceless against Mahratta ambition, and would, at, 
no remote period, fall under their yoke; he there
fore sedulously advocated British influence at the 
court of Hyderabad, and was in requital supported 

I Mir Alem was first employed in 1189 on a mission to Lord Corn
wallis, and afterwards accompanied the Nizam's army to Seringapatam, 
where he conducted the negociations for peace. In 1794 he was deputed 
to Poona, but failed in his negociation. In 1798 he negociated with the 
British Resident the treaty with the Nizam, and commanded the army which 
joined the British troops in the capture of Seringapatam. Some time after 
his return he fell into disgrace, and was unemployed between 1800 and 
1803. In 1804, upon the death of Azim ul Omra, the prime minister, and 
at the recommendation of the British Resident, he was appointed to thai 
office. He died in the 66th year of his age. 
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BOOK Y. hostile party, avowedly eager, not merely for the 
CHAP. I. 

:-__ abolition of the alliance, but for the destruction of 
1807. ~he British Indian Empire: the weapons of which 

we were now masters would be turned against us; 
universal agitation, alarm, distrust, and turbulence 
would ensue; and elements of a renewed combina
tion of hostile states against us would acquire an 
nncontroulable latitude of action and efficient means 
of success."l Sir G. Barlow, therefore, concluded 
that the Nizam had no right to depart from the 
obligations of the connexion, and that they must be 
vigorously enforced. The political wisdom of the 
conclusion was undeniable, however at variance with 
the dqctrine of non-interference, which even in 
regard to the Nizam had not long before been 
inculcated by the Bengal Government. The argu
ments upon which the resolution was formed are 
applicable to all similar relations, indicating the true 
character of subsidiary alliances as well as the diffi
culty and danger of their dissolution. The question 
of right has different aspects, according to the differ
ent positions of the contracting parties. The Bri
tish Government might have the right, as it had the 
power, to enforce obligations which it considered 
essential to its own security and support; but the 
Nizam had an equal right to claim their abrogation, 
if he regarded them as non-essential to his security, 
repugnant to his feelings, derogatory to his charac
ter, and detrimental to the happiness and prosperity 
of his dominions. It was not a question of right, 
but of power; and, as the Subahdar of the Dekhin 
was no longer in a condition to assert his indepert-

I Minute of the Governor-General. 
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dence, he was under the necessity of submitting to BOOK I. 
CHAP. L 

whatever terms his European masters were pleased __ _ 
~imp~~ . 

The Nizam was indeed thoroughly alarmed by 
the tone which the Resident was authorised to as-
sume. A ready source of intimidation always exists 
in the minds of native princes in the indeterminate 
laws of succession, and the readiness with which 
the ties of relationship are sacrificed to the temp-
tations of ambition. The Nizam, like the Nawab 
Vizir, had brothers of whom he stood in fear, and 
of whose promptitude to become the instruments of 
British vindictiveness no native courtier or politi-
cian could entertain a doubt. That he would be 
deposed in favour of his younger brother was the 
immediate suggestion of his own suspicions, and 
they were confirmed by the sympathising fears' of 
his family and adherepts. He therefore changed 
the tenor of his conduct, readily acquiesced in 
the conditions t to which his assent was required, 
promised to repose entire confidence in Mir Alem 
and in the Resident, and engaged to dismiss from 
their offices, whether of a public or 'personal nature, 
and banish from his capital, certain individuals 
known to be hostile to the British interest, and ap-
point to their duties persons ~n whom the Resident 

I They were, the dismissal from his' presence and from office of per
SOD8 hostile to the minister and the British alliance; the separation of thll 
military from the civil command on the northern frontier, and the ap
pointment to both duties of perlOns in the confidence of the Resident; 
admiUance of the Resident to an audience whenever be requested it, with
out any conditions; due attention to the just claims of the British Go
vernment; the communication of all petitions and 'statements of a public 
nature without reserve to the minister; and, should any dilference with 
him arise, the question should be referred to the British Resident.-MS. 
Records. 

1807. 
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BOOK I. could confide. This last stipulation was not accom-
CHAP. I. • 
___ phshed without the employment of military force 

1807. for an object, and with results strikingly character
istic of the disorganised state of the native princi
palities, and which therefore it may be of use to 
describe. in some detail. 

The chief favourite and principal adviser of the 
Nizam was Raja Mahipat Ram, a Hindu, who was 
originally employed as Dewan, or man of business, 
by Monsieur Raymond the commander of the French 
brigades. IIi this situation he had formed an inti.:. 
macy with the prince Sekandar J ah, and upon the 
dispersion of the French force was taken into his 
service and obtained his confidence. Upon the 
elevation of the prince to the throne, Mahipat Ram 
recei ved the honorary title of Raja, and was ap
pointed to the united civil and military comman<f 
of the north.west or Berar frontier. His public 
functions he discharged. by deputy, and resided at 
Hyderabad, the intimate associate and secret coun
sellor of the' prince. Aspiring to the supreme di
rection of public affairs, he became the opponent 
and enemy of the prime minister, and of those by 
whom he was upheld. His early connexions, and 
the injury to his fortunes consequent upon the break
ing up of Raymond's corps, had no doubt disposed 
him to cherish unfriendly feelings towards Mir 
Alem's English friends; and he may honestly have 
desired, however inconsiderately he may have pro
posed, to liberate his sovereign from dependence 
upon a foreign power. Whatever may have been 
his motives, he was known to be implacably hostile 
to the British alliance, and he was one of those 
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whose removal from the' court was inflexibly· in- BOOK t. 
sisted on. He was also dismissed from his com- CHAP. I. 

mand, and ordered to withdraw to his personal Jagir. 1808. 

However unpalateable to the Nizam and to his ,-
favourite, Mahipat Ram, after some ineffectual 
endeavours to obtain a milder doom, was com
pelled to retire to his fe~datory estates. 

Raja Mahipat Ram was incapable of leading 
an inactive life, or abstaining from turbulence and 
intrigue. He collected a force of five thousand 
horse, whom he employed to dispossess some of his 
brother feudatories of their .territories, and to levy 
contributions even upon the districts immediately 
subject to the officers of the Nizam; not, as there 
was good reason to suspect; without the connivance 
of his prince, who preferred the vexation and em. 
barrassment of his minister to the peace of his 
subjects and the maintenance of his own authority: 
The remonstrances of the Resident compelled the 
Nizam at length to send a force against his vassal, 
but it was defeated; and Mr. Gordon, an officer 
who commanded one of his disciplined battalions, 
being wounded in the aotion and taken prisoner, was 
put to death after the engagement in the presence 
of the Raja. The Nizam's troops being either un
able or unwilling to suppress the insurrection, it be .. 
came necessary to adopt more vigorous measures; 
and a considerable portion of the subsidiary forcet, 
under· its ~ommandant Lieutenant-Colonel Mon-
tresor, marched against the Raja at Shah pur, whilst 22nd Feb. 

other divisions moved from the north and the south 1808. 

I Five compa.o.ies H. M. SSrd; two battalions N. I.; two regiments 
N. C.; a brigade of artillery; and a body of the Nizam's troops. 

VOL. I. D 
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BOOK 1. to· intercept him in the event of his attempting to 
CHAP. L retire into the adjacent Mahratta districts. Unable 
1808. to face the force sent agaifist him, Mahipat Ram 

retreated towards Berar with the utmost expedi
tion, and was followed. by Col~nel Montresor with 
equal celerity. The Raja contrived for three 
months to evade his p-qrsuers, but with the loss 
of his guns, his baggage, and his infantry. His 
flight into Berar, where it was apprehended he 
would find numerous adherents, was prevented by 
the judicious movements of Colonell\fontresor, and 
the advance of Lieutenant-Colonel Doveton with 
a division of the subsidiary force from the fron
tier of that· province. Thus foiled in his purpose, 
Mahipat Ram directed his course to Kandesh. 
Turning to the west he crossed the Godaveri, 

May 23rd. Tapti, and Nerbudda rivers; and threw himself 
into the territory of Holkar, whither his pursuers 
did not consider themselves authorised to follow 
him. The detachment under Colonel Doveton was 
left to guard the frontier, and the main body re
turned to Hyderabad. Raja Mahipat Ram was no 
longer formidable: he Wa.i! now a mere military 
adventurer at the head of a party of roving horse, 
willing to be retained by any foreign prince by the 
promise of pay and the prospect of plunder. He 
was accordingly engaged by Holkar; but the situa
tion of that chief, his illness, and the troubles that 
distracted his court, rendered the engagement of 
little other value than the personal protection which 
it afforded him. 

It was still thought advisable, in order to obviate 
the recurrence of mischievous intrigues 'at Hydera-
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bad, to obtain po~session of the person of Mahipat BOOK 1. 

Ram, and applications to that effect were made -to CHoU. I. 

IIolkar. In reply, the Mahratta declared that it 1808. 

was, and had always been, the Raja's intention to 
proceed to Calcutta and appeal to the Governor
General against Mir Alem and the Resident, to 
whose personal animosity he attributed his misfor-
tunes; professing himself ready to retire from public 
life and settle at Benares, if the liberality of the 
British Government afforded him the means. This 
arrangement had heen proposed before his insurrec-
tion, but he was now held to have forfeited any 
claim to favour; and a pension, although granted to 
his family, was refused to himself: his unconditional 
surrender was demanded, with which he declined to 
comply. There is no reason to suppose he was 
sincere in his professions, as at the same time he 
was writing to the Nizam, offering, if his sanction 
were declared, to come to Hyderabad with fifty 
thousand horse, which he affirmed Holkar and Amir 
Khan were prepared to dispatch to his assistance to 
enable him to shake off the English yoke. 

It was not in the power, if it had ever been the 
practice, of Holkar to observe punctuality in the 
payment of his soldiery; and the funds of Mahipat 
Ram, although assisted by secret contributions from 
the Nizam, soon fell short of'the means of main
taining a corps of any strength. After repeated 
mutinies for arrears of pay, the principal part of his 
followers deserted him: with the remainder he at
tached himself to the party in Holkar's camp which 
after that chieftain's insanity aimed at the direction 
of affairs, under the guidance of Tula:si Bhai, his 

D2 
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BOOK I. wife. The opposite faction, headed by a military 
CHAP. I. 
___ leader named Dharma Koar .. baving acquired a 

1809. temporary superiority, 1\fahipat Ram was ordered to 
quit the encampment. Delaying to obey the order, 
he was attacked by a party of Dharma Koar'~ 

troops at a time when his own men were dispersed; 
and whilst he was remonstrating against the ag
gression, and professing his readiness to depart, he 
was shot in the tumult: his head was cut off, and 
cast like that of a: common malefactor before the 
threshold of Holkar's tent. It was, however, given 
up to the entreaties of his friends, and burnt with 
the body; but his effects were confiscated, and the 
horses of his troopers were seized for the ulSe of the 
state. Such was the fate of an individual whose 
influence had threatened to subvert the alliance 
between the Nizam and the British Government, 
and had endangered the tranquillity of India. He 
seems to have been a man of an active and enter
prising character, whose chief error was embarking 
rashly in undertakings in which he had no possible 
chance of success. 

The minister of the Nizam, Mir Alem, died on 
the 8th of January, 1809. A negociation for the 
nomination of a successor ensued, which was not 
unattended with difficulties; the British Government 
professing to leave it to the Nizam, whilst stedfastly 
resolved to suffer no one unfriendly to its interests 
to exercise theadininistration, and the Nizam with 
equal insincerity pretending to defer to the wishes of 
the Bengal Government, whilst secretly striving to 
secure its 'acknowledgment of a favourite of his own. 
A compromise was at length effected. Monir ul 
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l\Iulk, the choice of the Nawab, was appointed mi- BOOK I. 

nister under a written engagement to maintain the CHAP. L 

British connexion unimpaired; but, as he was incom- 1809. 

petent to the duties of his office, the real adminis-
tration was vested in the hands of Chandu Lal as 
his Peshkar or deputy, a Hindu of experience and 
talent, who had been employed by Mir Alem in a 
similar capacity, and who, like him, was deeply im-
pressed with the essential importance of the Resi-
dent's support, both to his own authority and to the 
integrity of the Nizam'sdominions. The connexion 
with Hyderabad, after the brief interruption which 
11M been described, was established on a firmer foot-
ing than before; and the growing habits of excess in 
which the Nizam indulged, as well as his natural 
timidity and indolence, enfeebled his own sentiments 
of aversion, and rendered them no longer objects of 
apprehension. 

A subsidiary alliance 1 united the Peshwa also with 1805. 

the British Government of India., but the connexion 
was distinguished by some essential differences from 
those which had been formed with the Mohamme-
dan pri~ces: it was of more recent date and less 
stringent obligations: the l\fahratta prince retained 
a. much larger share of independence and power, and 
more consistently contemplated the opportunity of 
ridding himself of a controul which he equally 
felt to be intolerable, but which he had the policy 

1 By this, commonly caUed the Treaty of Bassein, dated 31st Decem
ber, 1802, the Peshwa agreed to receive a permanent subsidiary force 
of not less than 6000 regular infantry, with the usual proportion of field· 
pieces and European artillerymen; for the regular payment of which, 
certain districts in the Dekhin were II.t first assigned, but were, as alrell.dy 
noticed, commuted for others in Bundelkhand by a supplemental treaty, 
December, 1803.-CoU. of Trell.tie.s, p. 233. 
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BOOK I. to affect to submit to with cheerfulness and satisfac
CHAP. L tion.1 Baji Rao had entered into the alliance in a 

1805. moment of despair, when no other means were open 
to him of escaping from the violence of Holkar, but 
the treaty was scarcely concluded when he was 
busied in intrigues with the other Mahratta princes 
for its infraction. The unexpected close of the' 
war with Sindhia and the Raja of Berar disap
pointed his. projects, the discomfiture of the con
federates showed him that it was vain to expect 
.immediate release from his engagements, and his 
next object was to turn them to his advantage: 
there, also, he encountered various disappointments, 
and these contributed to enhance his discontent with 
the British Government, however veiled beneath the 
show of cordiality and good-humour. The Court of 
Poona entertained heavy pecuniary claims upon the 
Gaekwar and the Nizam for arrears of tribute, or 
for payments stipulated by treatys: these claims the 
British Government undertook to investigate and 
adjust, but the accounts were long and complicated, 
and the equity of the demand not unfrequently 

I For a time he appears to have imposed upon the Government of Ben
gal; as the satisfaction which he .expressed was one of the arguments 
employed by Sir G. Barlow against the modifications of the treaty of 
Bassein, proposed by the Secret Committee.-Malcolm, Political History 
of India, i_ 380. 

t The amount of the dem~d upon the Gaekwar was nearly three mil
lions sterling; upon the Nizam about six: hundred thousand pounds. As 
an instructive illustration of the nature. of such claims, and the unfailing 
source of dispute which they furnished to the native states of India, the 
Peshwa's account with the Gaekwar is particularised in the Appendix. 
It is clear that such an account never could be settled, and that it pro
vided a permanent plea of quarrel whenever the creditor thought himself 
sll-ong enough to insist upon a partial payment, another name for a con· 
Il-ibution ; or whenever the debtor, in the same helief of his power, thought 
fit to demand an abatement of the claim. The ascendancy of an umpire 
whose award is not to he disputed has put an end to all such grounds of 
contention. 
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questionable. The investigation proceeded slowly, BOOK I. 

d d· d fi CHAP. L an a ~ustment was e erred until the patience of __ _ 
the Peshwa was exhausted, and he felt as a griev- 1807. 

ance that interposition which barred his attempting 
to realise at least a portion of his demands by a 
more summary process. Another subject of griev-
ance was the decided refusal of the Government to 
allow the Peshwa to use the subsidiary force as an 
instrument for the establishment of an unprece-
dented controul over some of his feudatories, and 
for their forcible expulsion from their J agirs: this 
was especially the case with regard to Parasuram 
Srinivas, the Pratinidhi or principal hereditary no-
ble of the Mahratta state, between whom and 
Daji Rao an inveterate feud had for some time 
subsisted.' The Peshwa advanced also unfounded 
pecuniary claims upon portions of Bundelkhand .not 
included in the cessions he had made to the British; 
and demanded arrears of Chouth, the Mahratta tri. 
bute, from the independent Rajas of the province, 
as well as from the rulers of Jhansi, Kalpi, and 
Sagar, which his relations with the British, that pre-
vented him from engaging in hostilities or entering 
into negociation with other princes with?ut their 
participation, disabled him from asserting in the 
manner most agreeable to Mahratta policy. He 
likewise claimed a share of the_ contributions ex-
torted by Holkar and Sindhia from the princes of 
RajputilJl&; and, attributing the difficulty of realising 
these demands to the non-appointment of such a 
representati ve in Hindustan as had been charged 
with the interests of the Peshwa anterior to the 

1 Histol'J of the Mahrattas, ill. S41. 
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nOOK I. date of the British connexion, he was urgent with 
CHAP. I. 

___ his allies to sanction the revival of the office of 
1807. Sir-subha, or Peshwa's representative, in which cha

racter he proposed to send one of his principal 
officers into Bundelkhand. To this proposition an 
unqualified refusal was given, as it was obviously 
designed t9 replace the Peshwa in the position of 
titular head of the :M:ahratta confederacy, and to 
renew that system of combination which it had 
been the especial object of the treaty of Bassein 
to overturn. The nomination of an officer who 
should be acknowledged by Sindhia and Holkar as 
the Peshwa's delegate was also im infringement of 
the stipulation in the treaties with those princes, 
as well as with the Peshwa, by which intemegocia
tion of a political tendency was prohibited. The 
British Government, therefore, required the Peshwa 
to desist from the appointment of a Sir-subha, offer
ing at the same time to mediate between him and 
the chiefs of Bundelkhand for the recovery of his 
just demands. The firm opposition made by Sir G. 
Barlow to this insidious project, in which it was 
ascertained that both Sindhia and Holkar had se
cretly concurred, inflicted upon Baji Rao severe 
disappointment and mortification. He professed, 
indeed, to place entire confidence in the wisdom 
and friendship of his allies, but it was evident that 
little reliance on his sincerity could be entertained; 
nor were positive proofs wanting of his being con
cerned in negociations incompatible with the spirit 
and letter of his engagements to the British;l and it 

I The villages taken from Sindhia, and transferred to the l'eshwa, after 
the. war had been IleCretly 8u/fered to remain in the p0&8easion of the 
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was obvious that his conviction of the impossibility nOOK I .. 

of forming an effective combination against their CHAP. I. 

power, alone deterred him from new intrigues cal- 1807. 

culated to disturb the existing relations and endan-
ger the tranquillity of India. The other members 
of the Mahratta'confederacy were not in a situation 

. favourable totheir co-operation in his designs. 
The bonds of union with the Gaekwar or Mah- 1802. 

ratta ruler of Guzerat were of the most intimate 
description; and the maintenance of his authority, 
his very existence as a political power, depended 
entirely upon the assistance and support of his 
English allies. The contest for the occupation of 
Guzerat, adverted to in a former page, terniiilated 
in the acknowledgment of Fattih Sing! Upon his 
death, in 1793, Govind Rao was recognised by the 
Government of Poona as Raja. He died in 1800, 
and was succeeded by his eldest son, Anand Rao, a 
prince of weak intellect and indolent disposition, who 
was incapable of conducting an efficient administra-
tion. A struggle for the management of affairs 
ensued. Kanhoji Rao, the eldest illegitimate son 
of Govind Rao, a bold and ambitious young man, 
at first secured to himself and his partisans all. 

former. The nomination of a Sir-subba, as mentioned in the text, was 
with the private concurrenc., of Sindhia and Holkar. When a quarrel had 
ensued between those two chiefs after the return of the latter to Hindustan, 
an envoy waa sent by the Peshwa to mediate between them. As this waa 
a palpable infraction of the treaty of Bassein, Baji Rao was called upon 
(or an nplanation. He at once disavowed his agent, and, in proof oC his 
fidelity to his engagements, produced what were also evidences of his 
intercourse with the other chiefs, letters from Holkar and Sindhia decla
ratory of their desire to renew their subordination to the Poona Govern
ment. Baji Rao at the same time pretended a conviction that, although 
these proposals might have for their object the advantage of the writers, it 
was for his own advantage to adhere to the terms of the subsidiarv alli
ance.-MS. Records i also Hist. of the Mahrattas, iii. 333. 

I iii. 602. 
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BOOK I. the principal offices of the state; but after a short 
CHAP. I. time he was dispossessed of them by one to whom 

1803. the authority could be more safely and beneficially 
entrusted, Raoji Appa, who had been the minister 
of Govind Rao, a man of ability whose exercise of 
authority was not incompatible" with the continua
tion of Anand Rao as titular sovereign. Kanhoji" 
had recourse to Mulhar Rao, a cousin of his late 
father, who held an extensive Jagir under the Gaek
war, and was a chief of talent and enterprise. Rao
ji Appa, unable to oppose this combination, made 
urgent application to the Government of Bombay 
for the formation of a subsidiary alliance. The pro
posal was acceded to, and Major 'Valker, with a 
military detachment, was sent to bis succour. 1 Mul. 
har Rao and Kanhoji were defeated: the former 
deClared his submission to the new order of things; 
but Kanhoji kept aloof," and for some time devas-" 
tated the country at the head of a predatory body 
of horse. He was" ultimately routed by a British 
division under Major Holmes, and driven out of 
Guzerat. Raoji Appa retained the fu~ctions of 
pIime minister and virtual ruler undisturbed, and" 
Major Walker was appointed Resident at Baroda, 
~he capital of the Gaekwar.1 

I By the agreement entered into, the Gaekwar engaged to pay for the 
expenses of the military assistance granted to him, and for a permanent 
force to be furnished by the Company; and to cede in perpehlity the Per
gunna of ChikU in the dependencies of Surat, with his share of the chouth 
or contribution levied on that city. These engagements were confirmed by 
a formal treaty in June, 1802. It was also provided that an assignment 
of territory should be made to the Company of the estimated annual reve
nue of 7,80,000 rupees, for the maintenance of 2000 native infantry; and, 
as the number was subsequently raised to SOOO, with a company of Euro
pean artillery, other lands were made over by a treaty dated in April, 
1805, yielding with the former a total l-evenue of 11,70,000 rupees.
ColI. of Treaties, pp. 665-594, and schedule A. p. 601. 

J Hist. of the Mahr. iii. 216. 
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When tranquillity was re-established, and oppor- BOOK I. 

tunity was afforded for an inquiry into the condition CHAP. I. 

of the Gaekwar's affairs, it was found that they were 1803. 

so irretrievably involved, that it was indispensably 
necessary, if it were thought desirable to continue 
the connexion, to extend the assistance to be af-
forded beyond military support, and to prop the 
rapidly declining resources of the principality with 
the funds and credit of the British Government. The 
annual disbursements greatly exceeded the annual 
receipts of the public treasury;l the revenues were 
intercepted by appropriations. and mortgages, the 
fruits of former improvidence; heavy debts, bearing 
a ruinous rate of interest, were owing to the bank-
ers and monied men; and long arrears of pay were 
due to the troops, the discharge of which was a 
necessary preliminary to their dismissal, and con
sequent diminution of public expenditure. The 'ad
ditional burthen imposed upon the state by the 
subsidy to be paid to the British force was quite 
incapable of being sustained; and it was evident 
not only that the engagement could. not be fulfilled, 
but that national insolvency, general confusion 
and distress, and the dissolution of the Gaekwar's 
power, were unavoidable, unless vigorous means 
were promptly employed to administer present re-
lief and ensure future amelioration. Fortunately 
the Resident was endowed with more than ordinary 
abilities, industry, energy, and judgment; enjoyed 
the unreserved confidence of his own Government; 
and speedily commanded the same implicit credit 

1 The reveDue of Guzerat was estimated at 50 lakhs of i"upees per auDum; 
the expenditure exceeded 82 lakhs.-MS. Rec. 
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BOOK L with the Gaekwar, his minister, his chief officers, 
CHAP. I. and the monied and commercial members of the 
1803. community.1 

The first measure of reduced expenditure that 
was adopted, was, the discharge of the Gaekwar's 
troops, the need of whom was superseded by the 
subsidiary force; but for this purpose it was requi
site to pay the arrears due to them, and the funds 
were to be raised. The British Government agreed 
to advance part of the sum required for this object, 
and to guarantee repayment of the remainder to 
opulent" individuals, who, . under that security, were 
willing to furnish what was requisite. The ad
vances in both cases were to be liquidated out of 
assignments of territory, the revenues of which 
were to be collected and accounted for by the 
Company.- The money was supplied, but the 

I This is strikingly expressed in the counterpart of the treaty of lSOO. 
written by the Gaekwar himself, anticipating the possibility of his falling 
into the hands of his rebellious subjects or mutinous troops. He enjoins 
that, "_in such a situation, his subjects will pay no attention to his orders, 
but hear what Major Walker has to say, strictly following his instruc
tions." And the document concludes with these provisions: .. Conformably 
to Major Walker's suggestions and wishes, the articles contained in this 
declaration were written, and to them I have given my assent; but in the 
event of any evil-disposed persons attempting anything unfair or unrea
sonable against my person, my Dewan, Raoji Appaji, his SOD, his brother, 
nephew. or relations, and Madhu Rao Tutia Mazamdar, or even should 
I myself, or my successors, commit anything improper or unjust, the Eng
lish Government shall interfere, and see in either cass that it is settled 
according to equity and reason. I han also required of Major Walker on 
the part of the Company to promise that my state and government shall 
be permanent, and shall descend to the lineal heirs of the Musnud, and 
that the Dewanship shall be preserved to Raoji Appaji. In the last place, 
I desire to form the most intimate connexion with the Company, and that 
all business with the POODa Durbar may be jointly managed by the 
EnglL<h Resident and my Vallee!. Gi'feD at Baroda, 28th July, 180l1. 
(Signed) Anand Rao, Gaekwar; Sena-khas.khel, Shamshir Bahadur."
Coil. of Treaties, p. 569. These may haye bt>en the sentiments of the 
minister rather than of the Raja, hut they were generally oonsisteDt with 
the couduct of Anand Rao. 

• The amount required was U,SS,OOO rupees (£41S,SOO), of which the 
British GO'fernment advanced 19,61,000 rupees (£196,700): the rest was 
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reduction of the troops was not effected by pecu- BOOK I. 

niary means alone. CHAP. I. 

The most efficient portion of the Gaekwar's army 1603-

consisted of a body of about seven thousand Arabs, 
a description of mercenaries whom it was formerly 
a frequent practice in the Peninsula to engage, and 
who bore a high reputation for fidelity and courage, 
but were equally characterised by turbulence and 
rapacity. These troops formed tbe garrison of Ba-
roda, and were extremely averse to the loss of pay 
and privileges with which they were threatened. 
10 order to evade their dismissal, they advanced the 
most extravagant demands, and. seizing upon the 
capital and person of the Gaekwar. refused to set 
him at liberty unless their claims were satisfied. 
Major 'Ynlker having endeavoured in vain to bring 
them to reasonable terms, Baroda was invested by 
the subsidiary force under Colonel 'Y oodington, 
strengthened by a European regiment from Bom-
bay. The Arabs defended themselves with spirit, 
aud inflicted sonle loss on .their assailants; but, after 
a siege of ten days, a practicable breach having 
been made in the walls, they capitulated on the 
promise that all arrears justly due to them should 
be paid, and they engaged in that event to disband 
and leave the country. 

This transaction, and the flight Of Kanhoji, re
stored tranquillity to Guzerat, and enabled the 
minister and the. Resident to l)roceed without in-

prodded by ditl'erent Salifs or bankers at Baroda under the Company's 
Bhudfui-4 general assUl'llllce that they should be repaid, not aD absolute 
surety lor repayment. An annual territorial reYenue 01 12,95,000 rupees 
W1UI appropriated to the liquidation 01 the principal, with interest at nine 
per cent. per annum nntil the whole shonld be redeemed.-Coll. or 
Treaties, p. 601. 
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BOOK I •. telTUption in their projects of reform. Raoji Appa 
CHAP. I. died in January, 1803, and was succeeded in his 

1806. office· of Dewan by his nephew Sitaram, who pro
fessed the same principles, and for a time pursued 
the same policy, as his uncle. The reduction of 
the e~penditure proved however no easy task, as 
e:;travagance and dishonesty pervaded· every de
partment, and little reliance could be placed upon 
the co-operation of the servants of the state, who 
were themselves the chief plunderers and default
ers. Sitaram soon became weary of a duty so 
troublesome and unpopular, and lent himself to 
the prevailing . practice of profusion; so that the 
whole labour and odium fell upon the ResIdent. 
He was ably assisted by Gangadhar Sastri, an. ac
countant in his employment, who acquired at a 
subsequent date a melancholy celebrity in the po
litical history of the Peninsula, as we shall have 
occasion to· relate. The Resident was also firmly 
supported by the bankers and public creditors, who 
had a deep personal interest in the success of his 
proceedings. 

The avowed exercise of British controul over the 
internal administration of the Gaekwar, which com
menced under the authority of Marquis WeUesley, 
was continued on the same footing by Sir G. Bar
low, although an admitted departure from his policy 
of non-interference. "The peculiar situation," he 
observed" of the affairs of the Gaekwar state, and 
the circumstances under which ourconnexion with 
that state has been established, and has become in a 
manner interwoven with its internal concerns, dis
tinguish our relations with Baroda from those which 
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subsist with the other powers of India, although the BOOK I. 

general political relations and obligations are the CHAP. I. 

same. The interference, therefore, which we are 1807. 

called upon to exercise, cannot be considered to 
constitute a deviation from those princ)ples of po-
licy which in our intercourse with other -allies pre-
clude our interference in the management of their 
internal concerns. It is evident that the alternative 
of our interference for the reform of the affairs of 
the Gaekwar is not merely the loss of the advan-
tages to be derived from the efficacy of the alliance, -
but the positive dangers to which the certain ruin 
of the state would expose our most essential inte-
rests in that quarter of the Peninsula." These ob
servations were undoubtedly just, but _the spirit 
which they evince was - eminently selfish, and no 
consideration of the benefit accruing to the Gliek-
war was allowed to influence the maintenance of 
the connexion. 

At the sanie time that the right and policy of in
terference were thus explicitly recognised, the eco
nomical timidity of the Bengal Government sus
pended the execution of a measure recommended 
by the Resident as essential to the realisation of the 
resources of Guzerat,-the enforced levy of the 
tribute due to the Gaekwar by his tributaries in 
Kattiwar. The obvious necessity, however, of ren
dering this source of legitimate revenue productive, 
and the expectation that a judicious display o.f the 
British power might prevent serious opposition, 
overcame the reluctance of the Governor-General; 
and a military detachment under ~he command of 
the Resident undertook the performance of the 
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nOOK I. l\Iulkgiri, or periodical collection of tribute by the 
CHA.P. I. h f h h h . ___ marc 0 troops t roug t e provlDce. 

1807. Although correctly applicable to one division 
only, that occupied by the Katti tribe, the term 
Kattiwar designates the whole of the peninsula of 
Guzerat. The country was distributed amongst "a
rious tribes, of whom the Rajputs and Kattis were 
the most remarkable: subject to a number of petty 
chieftains of various degrees of power, and possess
ing domains differing in extent and value; some
times connected with their neighbours by affinity ·of 
descent, but all equally independent in their own 
lordships; exercising the privilege of private war, 
and paying little more than nominal obedience to 
the paramount sove:reign; presenting, in many re
spects, a resemblance to the kingdoms of Europe 
during the worst periods of baronial anarchy. The 
province had been regarded as tributary successively 
to the Mohammedan Kings of Guzerat, to the Mo
gul, and to the l\Iahrattas; but the tribute was 
never spontaneously paid, and its collection was 
only to be effected by a military progress amongst 
the states. Nor was this method always attended by 
success. The army of the Peshwa, or of the Gaek
war, even when amounting to twenty thousand horse, 
was not unfrequently resisted. The Rajas shut 
themselves up in their forts or castles, and from 
their battlements mocked the movements of ca
valry. The villages, fortified by mud walls, impene
trable hedges, and the martial spirit of the popula
tion, were equally inaccessible; and the invaderS 
were obliged to content themselves with laying 
the· open country waste. Nor were they suffered to 
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carry oft' with impunity such plunder as they might BOOK I. 

have gathered; hordes of Katti and Rajput horse CHAP. r. 

hovered round their advance and harassed their re-. 1807. 

treat, and the expedition not unusually terminated 
in disaster and disgrace. 

The diminished power and impaired resources of 
the Gaekwar had for several years prevented even 
such attempts at military coercion, and tribute 
accordingly had ceased. The spirit that now ani4 
mated the counsels of the Government, and the 
means at its disposal, no longer permitted the chiefs 
of Kattiwar to resist its rightful demands with im
punity. Having therefore received the sanction of 
his superiors, Major Walker marched with a divi- Oct. 1807. 

sion of the subs~diary force to Gotu, in the district 
of Murvi, to which place the several chieftains ha<l 
been previously directed to send their representa-. 
tives: the greater number complied with the requi-
sition: the right of the Gaekwar's Government tQ 
levy a tribute was universally admitted, but it was 
not until after many attempts at delay and evasion 
that a settlement was accomplished, and the chiefs 
consented to pay the amount regularly, without 
waiting for the l\Iulkgiri process of coercion. The 
sum of nine lakhs and a half of rupees was promised 
in perpetuity. and. security was given for a term of 
ten years, renewable at its expiration. The security 
was cbaracteristic. The sureties were persons 
boasting neitber rank nor wealth. but who derived 
from tbe usages of the country· inviolable sanctity, 
and were entitled to implicit t~st. They were se-
lected from the tribe of Charans or Bhats, the here-
ditary bards, gene8.1ogists, and chroniclers of the 

VOL. I. E 
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BOOK I. principal Hindu races 01 the West of India, \\""hose 
CIUP." sacredness of person had been received as a substi~ 

1807. tnte for la,v in a condition of society \\""hich, whilst 
it felt the necessity of social obligations, could sub
mit to none of the human restraints by which they 
are maintained and enforced. Superstition supplied 
the defect. The Charan, if his pledge was violated, 
murdered himself or some member of his family; and 
the retribution for blood was beliewd to fall npon 
the head of him by whose default he had been im~ 
pelled to make the sacrifice. The dread of such a 
destiny was generally of power to deter the least 
scrupulous from the violation of an engagement 
so guaranteed.' In some instances, additional secu~ 
rines were entered into. by chiefs and persons of 
influence; and the rights of the Gaekwar, then 
established in Kattiwar, have neTer since been the 
subject of any serious contest. At the same time, 
the chiefs and people of the principal sea-ports of 

I The fOllowing illnStratiOll of this usage is narrated by Lieul. Mac. 
murdo :-" In the year lsoo, a Dhat of Yewcingaum, named KUDDa, had 
become security on the part of Dossajee, the present chieftain of Mallia in 
Muchoo-kanta, for a sum of money payable to the GaaWlll' Government: 
the time specified for payment arri1'e<i, and DossaVee refused to fulfill his 
eDgagement. Government applied to the surety, who. after several fruit
less attl'mpts to persuade Dossajee to comply with his bond, returned to 
his house, and, after passing some time in praJl'r, assembled his family and 
desired his wife to prepare a daugbter, about seven years of age, fur Ira" ..... 
The innocent t:hild, taught from her earliest infaucy tu relied ou the sacred 
charader and divine origin or her family, and the neressity which existed 
for the sal:ri6ce, ftqoired DO compulsion to fOllow the path by which the 
honour or her caste was to be presened. Having bathed, and d~ 
herself in her best clothes, she knelt with her head on her father's kuee, 
and, holding aside her long hair, she resigned herself without a struggle to 
the sword of this uDDatural· barbarian. The blood of a Dbat beiug 
sprinkled on the gate of the chieftaiu produced an instantaneous paymeut of 
the money: presents or land to the father, and a handsome mausoleum or 
4I1Iw to the daughter, marked the desire of the Rajput to aye.n the punish. 
ment supposed to await the spiller of a Chirao's blood.--Trans. Literary 
Society of Bombay, i. 281. 
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the Peninsula, all of whom were in the habit of BOOK L 

committing piratical depredations on native com. _C_R_AR_. "_ 

merce, were called upon to renounce piracy, to re
linquish their claim to vessels wrecked on their 
coasts, to allow the free resort of merchant-ships 
from the territories of the COmpany or their allies. 
and to assent to the permanent residence of a com-
mercial agent at their principal harbours. They 
generally acceded to these stipulations! 

The only active military operation which it be
came necessary to undertake was designed to adjust 
a difference between two chiefs of some considera
tion, and to demonstrate the ability as well as the 
determination of the Government of Guzerat to 
compel obedience. A body of :Makranis, or mer
cenaries, natives of :Mekran, in the service of the 
Raja of Purbandar, mutinying for arrears of pay, 
seized upon the fort of Kandoma belonging to the 
Raja, and Bold it to a rival chief, the Jam of Noa
nagar. This transaction occurred after the arrival of 
the Resident and Gaekwar's ministe.., in the pro
vince, and was held to be contempt of the superior 
authority, as well as disregard of private rights. 
The'Jam was ~esired to restore the fortress; and, as 
he refused to comply with the requisition, the de
tachment marched against the place: batteries were 
erected, and in the course of a day, two practicable 
breaches being effected, the troops were drawn out 
for the assault, when the garrison surrendered. 
Kando~a had formerly sustained successfully a siege 

I The sea·ports were Dhingi, Bate, Dwaraka, Amramra, Positra, Jooria, 
and Noanagar on the north coast, and different parts of Junagerh OJI the 
lIOuth. For the Btipulations with them Bevera11y, and with other of the 
Kattiwar principalities, lee Coll. of Treatie&, pp. 602, &c. 

Ell 

1807. 
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·BOOK I. of three months bytbe Gaekwar's army, 'and was 
CHAP. L looked upon by the people as impregnabl~. Its 
·1807. capture on the present occasion in so short a time 

iinpressed the native chiefs with a deep conviction 
of the uselessness of opposition to the British arms, 
and' produced a sensible' effect upon the progress of 
the negociations. 

The expedition into' Kattiwar was considered as 
affording a favourable opportunity for asserting au
thority of a different description, and vindicating 
the outraged claims of natural affection. The Jha
reja Rajputs of the province, and of the neighbouring 
principality of Cutch, were notorious for the murder 
of tbeir female infants. Preferring the' death of a 
'daughter to a matrimonialalIiance with an inferior 
race, and looking upon most races as inferior, pre
cluded by custom from marrying her to a husband 
of her own tribe, the Jharejas believed it to be 
more humane to nip the flower in the bud, than to 
await the risk of its being blighted in maturer 
growth. A female child was almost invariably put 
to death as soon as born. The Government of 
Bombay had for some time past been anxious to 
eradicate this cruel and unnatural practice; land 
Colonel Walker was instructed to endeavour to 
obtain from the chiefs a declaration of its incom
patibility with the Hindu religion as well as with 
the laws of humanity, and a promise that they 

1 The head of the Bombay Government, Mr. Jonathan Duncan, had 
encountered, when Governor-General's agent at Benares, a similar custom 
among the Rajkumars, a Rajput trihe established in that province, and 
had succeeded in obtaining from them an engagement to abstain from the 
commission of the crime; this was in 17S9.-Papers on Female Infanticide, 
printed by order of the House of Commons, 17th June, 1824, p. 22 j the 
engagement is also printed, ibid. p. 8. 
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would desist from its pe.rpetration. The negociation BOOK l. 

was a eubject of some delicacy; but the Resident by CH .... P. I. 

the weight of his character, and a judicious employ- l807. 

ment of 'the influence with which the situation and 
interests of the several chiefs invested him, over-
came all difficulties, and carried the instructions of 
the Government into effect. An engagement was 
signed by all the principal chiefs for themselves and 
their fraternities, by which they pledged themselves 
to renounce the usage of killing their female chil.,. 
dren, to expel from their caste any person who 
should be guilty of the crime, and to submit to any 
penalties which the Gaekwar's Government and the 
British Resident should inflict for breach of the 
obligation.1 For some time they seem to have ad-
hered to the terms of the engagement, but the 
Resident and the Government were somewhat too 
sanguine in their belief that female infanticide was 
suppressed in Guzerat. It was not possible that the 
illusions of deep-rooted prejudice and long-esta-
blished custom should instantly vanish before the 
voice of humanity and reason; and fear of punish-
ment, the only agent of adequate power to work so 
sudden a change, could exercise but little controul 
where the detection of an offence committed in the 
impenetrable secrecy of domestic privacy was obvi-
ously almost impracticable. Accordingly, at a long 
subsequent date, there were grounds for believing that 
the crime was almost as common as it had been before 
the interposition of the British Government.1 The 

I Rt'port of his proceedings by Colonel Walker, 15th l\Jareh, 1808.
ParI. Papers, 11. 

I In 1817, there were but sixty-three Jhareja females HYing in all Katti-
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BOOK L sentiments of that Government have, however, been 
CHAP. I. sufficiently made known to insure its marked dis-
1807. favour to any chief suspected of violating the spirit 

of the original contract; and a sense of individual 
interest, with improved principles of action, manners 
softened by the continuance of tranquillity, and 
extended intellectual cultivation, must ultimately 
effect the extinction of a practice which is not more 
inconsistent· with reason than repugnant to natural 
instinct.1 

The adjustment of the Kattiwar tribute tended 
materially to facilitate the improvement of the 
Gaekwar's finances, but their final settlement was 
retarded by the aversion which the new minister 
exhibited to the economical measures or the Resi
dent, and the secret counteraction which he coun
tenanced or practised. It became necessary, there
fore, to re-model t~e administration. Sitarim was 
removed from the office of Dewan, the duties of 
which were assigned to his uncle, Baba Rao; 
whilst a general controuling and ~ctioning au
thority was vested in Fatih Sing Gaekwar, the 
younger brothel' or the reigning prince, and ~eir 
to the throne. These ministers, holding their ap
pointments by the tenure of the Resident's ap
probation, c~perated cordially with him, and re
sults the most beneficial were speedily attained. 
In place of the seemingly hopeless condition of 
the public finances when the process of reform 
was commenced, when the expenditure nearly 

war, born subsequently to the engagement with Colonel Walbr.-Pari. 
Papers, 11 O. In a "tillage eaIIed DnUfa, contaiuiDg fi>v Inwdred families, 
there was DOt a single "male child.-lIlid. 1 U. 

1 Note by )Ir. ElpbiustOlle whell GO"ternor of Bombay.-lbiL Us. 
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doubled the receipts, the revenue of' the Gaek- .BOOK I. 

war ~'1lB raised in the course . of six ;rears to CHAP. I. 

sixty-five lakhs pf rupees. and hi.s expenses were 1807. 

reduced to fifty lakhs. leaving a surplus of fifteen 
lakhs applicable to the liquidation of his debts; per
severance in the same system for about a similar 
period was expected to ensure 'his liberation from 

'pecuniary embarrassment. and the full command 
of all his resources.' The connexion which the 
Gaekwar had formed with the British had been at
tended therefore with unequivocal benefit to that 
prince. and, at the period at which we have arrived. 
was distinguished above all the existing .subsidiary 
alliances. by implicit confidence. intimate union. and 
nlUtual satisfaction.' 

The other .l\lahratta states. although they had 
acceded to relations of amity. had declined a closer 
alliance and the .engagement of subsidiary troops. 
The most friendly chief amongst them WIlB the Raja 
of Berar. A Bl'itish Resident WIlB admitted at his 
court. and exercised considerable influence in his 
counsels. Some of his ministers also were. with 
his knowledge and concurrence. in the receipt of 
pensions from the Government of Bengal, as com
pensation for private losses suffered from the late 
war. The Raja. was, however, not altogether con
tented with his allies. His dominions had been 
heavily mulcted for his share in the recent hosti
lities.' He had been compelled to cede part of 

I MS. Recorda. 
I Lieute~ant.Colonel Walker left Baroda on account of ill-health in the 

heginning uf 1809. He returned for a ahort time at the pressing solicita
tiun of the Government of Bengal to superintend proceedings relating to 
he alTair. of Cutch. but finally quitted India in 1810. 
~ By the treaty of Deogaum, 17th December. 180S.-Coli. of Treaties, 261. 
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BOOK I. Berar to the Nizam, and the province of Cuttack 
CHAP. I. 
___ to the Company, and he contrasted the penalties 

.1807. that had been inflicted on him with the undeserved 
forbearance which the British Government had 
shown to Sindhia and Holkar, notwithstanding the 
more prominent part which they had taken in the 
operations of the war, and the more inveterate' ani
mosity which they had manifested. He claimed, 
therefore, at least equally favourable treatment, and 
a similar restoration of his dismembered territories; 
and in justification of his expectations he pleaded 
an implied promise of Lord Cornwallis, who, in a 
letter addressed to the Raja, had assured him of his 
"intention of compensating his losses to the utmost 
practicable extent consistent with equity and public 
faith." The letter was unquestionably authentic, 
and the tenor was sufficiently obvious, although the 
expressions were vague: a liberal interpretation of 
them would have replaced the Raja in possession of 
Cuttack, if not of Berar; but, as this would have 
been inconvenient, it was necessary to explain away 
the precipitate generosity of the noble writer. It 
was argued with some plausibility that it would be 
inconsistent with equity and public faith to resume 
the lands ceded to the Nizam, and it was main
tained with less show of reason that it would be 
equally incompatible with justice to the British 
Government of India to deprive it of Cuttack. Ra
goji Bhonsla's notions of justice were somewhat at 
variance with those of the Governor-General, and 
he not unnaturally demurred to the decision of a 
judge who sat in judgment on his own cause, and 
pronounced sentence in his own favour. He was 



DISSATISFACTION OF THE RAJA. 

obliged to submit, but he acquiesced unwillingly .. BOOK I. 

To fulfil in some degree the purpose of restitution. CHAP. 1. 

intimated by Lord Cornwallis, it was proposed to .1807. 

cede to the Raja a tract of little extent or value 
west of the Warda. river, and the more 'consider-
able district of Sambhalpur on the eaSt of Berar. 
The Raja declined to accept the. former: the latter 
became. after a season, an unwilling and unpro-
fitable dependency of Nagpur. Its cession was 
scarcely compatible with a strict observance of the 
obligations contracted with the people of the pro-
vince when it came into British possession. 

The countries of Sambhalpur and Patna, forming 
an extensive tract, were, for the greater part, over
run with jungle; but they afforded support to a. 
scanty population scattered about tn detached vil
lages, and subject to the authority of a number of 
petty Rajput chiefs, loosely connected by affinity or 
allegiance, but not unfrequently disunited and at 
variance. The Mahratta Rajas ot N agpur had 
availed themselves of the opportunity offered by the 
dissensions of the chiefs to interpose, and set up a 
claim of supremacy and exact payment of tribute; 
but they had never been able to establish any recog:' 
nised influence or authority. The principle of the 
l\Iulkgiri of Kattiwar was therefore here also in. 
practice: a body of troops was sent every third year 
into the province, which plundered the villages and 
devastated the fields, until its retreat was purchased 
by the payment of the sum demanded. This system 
of extortion, and the cruelty and spoliation with 
which it was enforced, had rendered the Mahrattas 
detested alike by chiefs and people, and they cor-
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BOOK I. dially welcomed and assisted the British division, 
CHAP. I. which, in the ·late war, was sent in their direction. 

1807. On that occasion they had readily promised allegi
ance to the British .Government, on condition that 
they should be permanently retained amongst its 
subjects. As, however, little advantage to the re
sources of the Company's dominions was to be ex
pected from so poor a dependency, the pledge given 
to its inhabitants was disregarded, and it was re
solved to consign them again to their l\Iahratta 
oppressors. ,Vith a show of attention to its engage
ments, the British Government, at the same time 
that it announced to the chiefs its cletermiuatioD to 
reliuquish its occupatioD_ of the country, preteuded 
to ask their consent to the transfer; offering to grant 
to those who might prefer the abaudonment of their 
homes to submission to the l\Iahmttas, waste lands 
ill the adjacent province of Cuttack. 

The determination of the British Government to 
abandon them filled the people of Sambhalpur and 
Patnn with consternation, and they protested against 
the measure in the most earnest and affecting 
terms.l Their remonstrances were unavailing; and, 
after some negociation, they were prevailed upon to 
promise acceptance of the offer of compensation 
elsewhere, and agreed to quit the country withiu a 
given period, for the settlement which was proposed 
to them in Cuttack. 'Vhen the time assigned for 

I A notion prevailed amongst the people that the province was ceded 
by tbe British Government in consequence of lioaudal embarrassments. 
The head mt'.D of the villages thereuPQIl ILSlIemhled, waited upon Captain 
!longhsedge the commissiont'r, aud offered on the part of their resp.-cti,e 
communities to make a free gift to him of half, or, if that were insufficient. 
of a still larger proportion of their property of every description. if the 
81lcrilice would prevent their being abandoned.-1I1S. !lecoma. 
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their emigration atrived, natural attachment to their nOOK I. 

native soil and the homes of their forefathers CHAP. L 

overcame their hatred and dread of the l\fahrattas, 1807. 

and they refused to move, declaring it to be their 
resolution to remain upon their paternal lands, and 
defend them as they best might from the grasp of 
the spoiler. Advantage was immediately taken of 
their change of purpose: their tergiversation was 
held to exonerate the Bengal Government from the 
obligations of perpetual protection or equivalent 
compensation, and the recusants were abandoned 
to their fate.1 One chief alone, Jujar Sing of 
Raigerh, allowed his allies no such pretext to shuffle 
off their responsibility: he had consistently refused 
to be a party to the agreement to leave the country, 
and declared himself resolved rather to suffer any 
extremities, leaving to the British Government the 
odium of a breach of faith. They were, therefore, 
obliged to except Raigerh from the cessions to 

I It is stated in a work which is in general of good authority, the Ben
gal and Agra Gazetteer, 1841, vol. ii. p. 312, "that Sambhalpur and Patna 
were restored to the Raja of Berer by General Wellesley, in ignorance of 
the intention of the Bengal Government to keep them as tributary depen
dencies; that many attempts were made to induce the Raja to forego the 
conces.ion, and accept an equivalent; and that it was only upon finding 
him adhere pertinaciously to the promised restoration, that the Govern
ment consented at last to relinquish the provinces; at the same time, in 
order to reconcile the people to the proceeding, they were told, that, should 
events again bring them uuder British mle, they should become permanently 
8ubjeet to it." The statement does not seem to be correct. In the treaty 
of Deogaum, the lOth article confirms all treaties made by the British 
Government with the feudatories of the Raja; and the stipulation applies 
especially to the agreements with the Rajas of Sambhalpur and Patna, in 
which they had conditioned that they should remain permanently under 
British anthority. Their districts were ceded to Nagpur by Sir G. Bar
low in Augnst, 1806, by a formal engagement, in the preamble of which it 
is stated that the Governor-General agrees to restore all the territory of 
Sambhalpnr and Patna which was ceded by the Raja to the Company. 
It i. clear, therefore, that up to the date of this restoration the provinces 
had been held by the Company; and no claim to them by the Raja, founded 
on a promise by General Wellesley, could have been preferred or recog
nised.-Coll. of Treaties, pp. 261. 300. 
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BOOK I. Nagpur; but they accompanied the exception with 
_C_"_A_P._I._ strict injunctions to the Raja to avoid giving offence 

1807. to the Government of Berar, on pain of forfeiting 
his claim to British support. A Mahratta force was 
sent against the other Rajas, which, with some 
trouble, and more by treachery than force of arms, 
reduced them to obedience.1 At a subsequent era, 
and under a different system of policy, Sambhalpur 
was finally reannexed to the Presidency of Bengal. 

Altho,ugh deeply disappointed and annoyed by 
the refusal of the Bengal Goverument to understand 
the letter of Lord Coruwallis in the sense in which 
he interpreted it, the Raja of Nagpur was not in a 
position to, resent its conduct or dispense with 
its friendship. He was pressed for large pecuniary 
payments by Sindhia and by Holkar: the latter 
threatened to exact the discharge of his demands at 
the head of an army, and the threat was subse
quently carried into act by Holkar's colleague, 
Amir Khan. Instigated also by other l\Iahratta 
princes and the Nawab of Bhopal, with whom the 
Court of Nagpur was at enmity, and impelled 
by their own habits of plunder, the confederated 
marauding bands known by the designation of 
Pindaris committed constant depredations on the 

I The fort of Sarnbhalpur was at the time of the cession in the hands of 
the Rani, the Raja being detained a prisoner at N ar;pur. Finding himself 
unable to carry the place by force, the l\Iahratta general pledged his 
Government in the most solemn manner to release the Raja and acknow
ledge his authority, on the Rani consenting to a moderate tribute. Having 
thus thrown her oft' her guard, he took advantage of her confidence, in the 
course of the negociations that followed, to surprise the fort before any 
defence could be offered. The Rani Oed with a few followers; and having 
with great difficulty, and after much fatigue and suffering, escaped into 
the British territory, protection and a small monthly pension were 
granted her. She was one of those W'IO at first entertained the proposal 
to {'migrate into Cuttack, but who shrunk from its accomplishment.-l\IS. 
Records. 
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frontiers of Berar, and on more than one occasion BOOK I. 
CHAP. I. 

pillaged the country even in the vicinity of the __ _ 
capital. Ragoji Bhonsla and his ministers were 1807. 

well aware that his only security against the aggres~ 
sions of his countrymen was the British alliance, and 
they were careful, therefore, to maintain it unimpair~ 
ed. The connexion added to the strength and repu. 
tation of the British Government, as it was obvious 
to all the native states, that the most ancient and 
respectable branch of the Mahratta confederacy was 
indebted for all the political consideration which it 
retained, to the friendly relations established be. 
tween it and the British power, unincumbered by 
a subsidiary treaty, and not incompatible with its 
independence. 

Of all the Mahratta princes engaged in hostilities 
with the British, Dowlat Rao Sindhia had suffered 
the severest military and political inflictions. The 
organised battalions which had rendered him irre. 
sistible to the native powers, and formidable to his 
European adversary, had been almost annihilated;l 
and, although much of the territory conquered from 
him on the west of the J umna had been restored, 
he had been deprived of extensive tracts in Hindus
tan, and of all the reputation and authority he de~ 
rived from the guardianship of the Empero! of 

I Tbe regular infantry brigades in Sindbia's service at the beginning of 
the war consisted of seventy·two battalions, forming a disciplined force of 
48,000 men in a highly respectable state of efficiency, with a large propor
tion of field artillery.-Malcolm's Central India, i. 138. After the war 
they were reduced to two brigades. under the commands severally of a 
Frenchman named Baptiste, and an Armenian of the name of Jacob. 
their discipline and organisation were greatly impaired.-Letters from a 
l\lahratta Camp. There were other bodies of troops under native leaders, 
but they were of a 81ill more imperfect and irregular description.-Prin
aep. Transaction8 in India, i. 26. 
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BOOK I. Delhi. He was precluded by positive engagements, 
CHA.P. L 

___ as well as by his fear of the consequences of their 
1807. infringement, from seeking to re-establish his ascen

dancy in the Mahratta confederation; and the sole 
object of his now humbled policy was to obtain 
money, on various pretexts, from the British Go
vernment, and from the neighbouring states. 

The equivocal behaviour of Sindhia in the in
terval that elapsed between the treaty formed with 
him in 1803, and that with Holkar in 1805, vir
tually annulled the existing engagements, and ren
dered their renewal necessary. A new treaty was 
accordingly entered into with him, by which some 
of the stipulations of that of Sirji Anjangaum were 
abrogated, others confirmed. 1 The intercourse that 
ensued in the period immediately following had 
principally for its object the fulfilment of the stipu
lations then provided: it did little credit to either 
of the contracting parties, turning mainly upon mat
ters of pecuniary intere~t, in which it was the aim 
of the Mahratta to get as much, and of the Go,. 
vernor-General to give as little, as possible. The 
disputes were characteristic. 

The treaty of Sirji Anjangaum permitted Sindhia 
to hold within the British possessions certain dis
tricts granted him in -Jagir by the King of Delhi; 

I In the engagement now concluded, no notice was taken of the sub
sidiary treaty to wbicb Sindhia had acceded in 1804. It might, therefore, 
be considered as virtually cancelled. It was in fact altogether nugatory. 
The force to be furnished by the British Government was not to be paid by 
the Raja, nor was it to be stationed in his territory. The arrangement 
amounted to no more than an agreement to furnish Sindhia with a body 
of troops whenever he should require them, if the purpose for which he 
required them was approved of by the Government of Bengal. It was 
very little probable that the latter would often give their sanction to Sind
hia's military policy, and as little likely therefore that he would apply for 
troops. He never did make the application, and the treaty was a nullity. 
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BOOK I. 
CBAP. L 

and it secured to members of his family, and to 
some of his chief officers, compensation for lands ---held by them in the Doab before the war, either by 
a ~nt of similar Jagirs or of equivalent pensions, 
provided that the whole amount of revenue so 
alienated did not exceed the annual sum of seven-
teen lakhs of rupees. By the final treaty, Sindhia 
agreed to relinquish, from the lst of January, 1805, 
pensions to the al{lount of fifteen lakhs of rupees a 
year. The Jagirs to individuals were continued,. 
not merely as compensation for loss, but avowedly 
as bribes to purchase their voices for peace; or, as 
it was officially expressed, "to secure the siIpport of 
influential officers in the councils of Sindhia, whose 
interests being affected by a war, they would oppose 
its occurrence." The same engagement contracted 
for a pension to the Maharaja himself of four lakhs 
of rupees a year, and a Jagir of two lakhs to his 
wife, and of one to his daughter. The Jamrs were 
eventually commuted to pensions, which lapsed 
with the death of the pensioners. These grants and 
commutations were the subjects of long and some .. 
times angry discussion. 

Another contested item was. the balance of an 
acc.ount between Sindhia and the Company, in 
which the former claimed arrears of pension, and· of 
revenue collections for two years prior to 1805; 
which the latter admitted to a limited extent, but 
met with a counter-claim for the public and private 
property plundered from the British Residency in 
1804, and for monies advanced and charges of col •. 
lection. The sum claimed by Sindhia was nearly 
twenty-four lakhs of rupees; that demanded by the 

1807. 
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BOOK I. Company,' nearly twenty-seven lakhs. They agr~ed, 
CHAP. I. however, to forego a portion of their claim, and 
1807. admitted a balance in favour of Sindhia of 63,000 

rupees (6300l.), an amount which was vastly inferior 
to his expectations and his necessities: for the relief 
of the latter he was therefore obliged to look to 
other quarters. 

The quarrels of the Rajput princes, which _will 
presently be more particularly adverted to, offered 
an ample field for the gratification of Mahratta 
rapacity, of which the Mahratta princes ih Malwa 
were not slow to reap· the harvest. The exhaus
tion of Sindhia's resources, and the impossibility 
of raising a revenue' commensurate with his ex"; 
penditure from his wasted and depopulated terri .. 
tories, crippled his movements, and disabled him 
from appropriating his full share of the spoil. His 
troops, still too numerous for his means, were re .. 
peatedly in a state of mutiny for ,arrears of pay; 
and had degenerated into a lawless horde of plun .. 
derers, who, in the realisation of their demands, 
made little difference between the country of friend 
or foe, and pillaged the districts of their own master 
and his allies as remorselessly as those of his ene
mies. The only prospect of providing them with an 
equivalent for pay, and of maintaining amongst 

_ them some degree of subordination, existed in the. 
levy of contributions from the neighbouring princes; 
and from time to time considerable sums were 
exacted from the Rana of Udaypur, and the Rajas 
of Jodhpur and Jaypur, as arrears of tribute due 
under former engagements to the Mahrattas, or as 
the price of plighted military servic~, which was at 
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best but imperfectly rendered. But Holkar and· BOOK T. 

Amir Khan bad taken the disputes of the Rajputs CHAP. I. 

under their management, and Sindhia was unWilling 
or unable to interfere with effect. After a feeble 
attempt at interposition, he was contented to allow 
some of his principal officers to take occasional part 
in the contest, whilst he directed his attention more 
especially to the prosecution of designs against the 
independence of Bhopal. 

The principality of Bhopal presented the singu~ 

larity of a petty Mohammedan power in the very 
heart of the Hindu states. It was founded at the 
close of the seventeenth century by Dost Mo~ 
hammed, an Afghan adventurer in the service of 
the Emperor of Delhi, who, from being the superin:~ 
tendent of the small district of Bersia in Mal wa, 
raised himself, by that mixture of courage, activity, 
treachery, and political cruelty, which is not uncom
mon in the character of his countrymen and which 
in the latter days of the Mogul empire was the 
usual title to temporary elevation, to the comman~ 
of a territory of some extent, and the appellation 
of Nawab of Bhopal. His direct line continued 
through his three successors. The two last of these 
devoted their lives. to religious meditation and 
prayer, and left the conduct of 'public affairs to their 
ministers, men of various characters and fortunes; 
whose administration often excited, and sometimes 
justified, the opposition and violence of the tur
bulent nobles and officers of the court. At this 
period the Dewan or minister of the Nawab was 
his kinsman, Vizir Mohammed, whose father had 
been slain in· an unsuccessful insurrection. and 

VOL. I. F 
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BOOK I. whose youth had been spent in exile and predatory 
CHAP. L. f: I ed f .. . d h h d ___ war are: pac, a ter many VlCISSltu es, at t e ea -
l807. of aifafrs, he brought to their administration the 

qualities of activity, courage, and prudence, which 
promised to restore the declining prosperity and re
putation -of Bhopal. He was not suffered to carry 
his projects to maturity. The son of the Nawab, 
Ghous Mohammed, jealous of his ascendancy, and 
apprehensive of his ambition, invited the Raja of 
Berar, and Dowlat Rao Sindhia, to- invade the prin
cipality, in order to secure his succession to the 
throne. The invitation was readily.accepted. The 
capital. Islam-nagar, was captured by the latter; and 
the city and fort of Bhopal were occupied by Sadik 
Ali, the general of the former. Little hope re
mained that the state would recover from the pres
sure of such a formidable combination. 

In this state of things, the old N awab, Haiyat 
Mohammed, died. He was succeeded by his SQn, 

who, finding that his allies purposed the dismem
. ",,1 berment of his territory, reconciled himself to Vi

'It}.., \... 1 zir Mohammed, and continued him in the office of 
i>'<fbl\~' Dewan, trusting to his talents for the extrication of 

his country from the grasp of his enemies. His ex
? pectations were not disappointe.d. Vizir Mohammed 

-3 'V conciliated Sindhia by promising to discharge the 
tribute which Ghous Mohammed had engaged to 
pay; and, with the assistance of the Pindaris, he 
repelled the forces of Berar. The ruin of his 
country was arrested for the time; but Vizir Mo
hammed was well aware Of the inadequacy of his 
means to cope with such powerful adversaries, and, 
anticipating the repetition of their efforts for his 
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destruction, endeavoured to interest the British Go- BOOK I. 
CBAP.I. 

vernment in his favour. The system of policy then __ _ 
adopted, rendered his application ineffectual, and he 1807. 

was left to his own resources until a more auspicious 
period arrived, when the debt contracted to the Na-
wab of Bhopal, Haiyat Mohammed, for the assist-
ance which he gave to General Goddard, and by 
which alone the British detachment was enabled to 
march unopposed from the Nerbudda to Surat, was 
repaid by the seasonable protection afforded to his 
descendant. 

The counsels of Sindhia were likewise distracted 1809. 

by the conflicting views of his principal officers and 
ad\-isers, and the struggles that prevailed amongst 
them for the management of his affairs. Ambaji 
Inglia, after having been confined, tortured, and 
plundered, as has been described, was restored to 
favour, and became the leader of a party opposed 
to t.he former ministers. In order to strengthen 
his influence, be invited Sirji Rao Ghatka, whom 
the British Government bad banished by express 
stipulation from Sindhia's presence, to return to 
camp; and although the measure furnished his 
adversaries with a plea for alarming the prince, and 
inducing him once more to imprison and pillage 
Ambaji, yet, wben the interdict was withdrawn by 
those who had pronounced it, and the Government 
of Calcutta no longer entertained an undignified 
apprehension of the intrigues of an individual, Sirji 
Rao resumed his place at Sindhia's durbar, and con~ 
ducted, conjointly with Ambaji, the duties of the 
administration. Neither of them long survived the 
recovery of their authority. Ambaji Inglia died 

F2 
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nOOK I. early in 18'09. Shji Rao Ghatka was killed in an 
()HAP. I. ffra ....-__ a y in the conrse of the same year.1 Dowlat Rao, 

1809. after Ambaji's death, seized on his fortress of 
GwaIior, and for the greater part of his life con
tinued encamped in its vicinity, until his camp 
grew to be a considerable town, which is still the ca
pital of bis descendants. No other change ensued: 
the same pecuniary embarrassments continued to be 
felt, and the same means .of. relieving them to be 
employed: the fruits of robbery aJ.ld spoliation were 
dissipated by the wasteful and unprincipled system 
under which tbey were gathered, and the hordes of 
licensed banditti which were let loose upon tbe sur
rounding states were a source of weakness, not of 
strength, to the prince whom tbey nominally served. 

1 The importance attached to this individual by his special exclusion 
from Sindhia's presence as an article of treaty, gives interest to the follow
ing details of his death, derived from an authority on the spot;,-CC Sirji 
Rao bad gone to the durbar and was earnestly pressing Sindhia to accede 
to some of his proposals; to wbich the Maharaja as usual returned evasive 
and unsatisfactory replies, and ordered his equipage to be got ready to go 
to an elepbant-fight. As he was about to depart, SiIji Rao repeated his 
remonstrances, aud at length had the temerity to seize the skirt of his robe 
and endeavoured to detain him forcibly in his seat. Some of the Huzuriyas 
(personal attendants) present, inc;ensed at such an insult, thrust him back; 
and Sindbia escaped from the tent, giving an order to secure the minister's 
person. Sirji Rao drew his sword and resisted the execution of the order: 
a violent scuffle ensued, in which some individuals of both parties were 
killed and several wounded. At length SiIji Rao effected his retreat to 
his own tent, but was followed by the enraged party from the Deiiri, 
headed by Anand Rao and Manaji Phankra, two distant relations of the 
Maharaja's family. In one minute the ropes of the tent in which the un
fortunate minister had taken refuge were cut, and he bimself dragged from 
beneath it; and in the next he fell dead in the public street, pierced with a 
dozen woullds inflicted by his pitiless enemies. Sindhia is said to bave 
given orders, when be heard of the scuffle, to spare his father-in-law's life, 
and from the known lenity of his disposition it is probable he did so. His 
pursuers either wilfully or ignorantly mistook these orders, Ilnd in all pro
bability rejoiced at an opportunity of getting rid of a man who was an 
object of hatred to themselves, of dislike to their master, of terror to the 
whole army, and apprehension to every court in Illdia."-Letters from a 
Mahratta Camp, by Captain Broughton, commanding the Resident's 
escort, 1809, p. 223. . 
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The British Government, unable to rid itself' of BOOK I. 
o •• 0 CHAP. L former ImpressIOns, continued to treat Dowlat Rao __ _ 

8indhia "ith °a guarded and timid policy for some 11109. 

time after his 0 friendship. had ceased to be an object 
of conciliation, or his enmity of fear. 

The power and resources of Jeswant Rao IIolkar 1806. 

were in like manner for some time estimated rather 
by the mischief which he had inflicted, than any 
which he retained the ability to. commit. The unme-
rited liberality which the British Government had 
evinced towards him had replaced him in the actual 
or prospective possession of an extensive and valuable 
territory,l and its selfish disregard of inconvenient 
obligations consigned to his rapacity the chieftains 
of Rajputana, particularly the Rajas of Bundi and 
Jaypur.1 The motives of this uncalled for genero-
sity were unintelligible to the native princes, and to 
IIolkar himself; and both ascribed it to dread of his 
military talents, and incapability of providing longer 
for the exigencies of war. The necessary conse
quence of this notion was, the inflation of Holkar's 
ambition with the hope that he should soon be able 
to reunite under happier auspices the disjointed 
members of' the l\Iahratta confederacy, and exact a 
severe retribution for the mutilation which they had 

I The treaty with Holkal' of December, ISOS, restored to him the pos. 
aessiODS of the Holkar family in lUewar, l\Ialwa, Harauti, and the Dekhin. 
-Coli. of Treaties, p. 294. 

, A declaratory article, added to the treaty by Sir G. Barlow, abrogated 
the second article, by which Holkar had renounced all right to Tonk
Rampura aDd the districts DOrth of the Bundi Hills. The abrogation was 
interpreted by him 88 a virtual withdrawal of the protection granted to the 
8uodi Rl\,ia. By the eighth article of the treaty Holkar relinquished all 
claims of every description upon the British Government aDd its aIliO!s, 
amuogst wbom the Rl\,ia of Jaypur considered himself included: bis claim 
WWI not admitted, WI is subsequently noticed io lhetext. 
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BOOK I. suffered. So far was he from acknowledging the 
CHAP.L 

___ extent of the leniency which had been shown him, 
1806. that he· immediately preferred, in insulting lan

guage, new and unreasonable claims; demanding the 
cession of additional lands in the Dekhin, and of 
eighteen districts in Hindustan, and the grant of 
Jagirs for his family and adherents.1 Protracting 
his march southwards as long as he could find any 
one whom he might plunder, he levied contributions 
on his way from the petty chiefs whom the British 
Government professed to protect, or to regard as 
allies; 2 and he made no secret of his purpose to 
punish the Bundi Raja expressly for the aid which 
he had given during the war to the British. He 
had scarcely returned to his own domains when 
he addressed letters, or dispatched emissaries, to the 
other Mahratta princes, urging them to renew their 
ancient connexions, and prepare for another conflict 
with their common foe. They were suffering, how
ever, too severely from their recent discomfiture 

1 In one of his first letters he declared peremptorily that the districts 
which he claimed in Hihdustan must be restored to him, and he insisted 
that others should be assigned to Amir Khau. The Bengal Government 
sheltered its dignitj under the plea of an erroneous translation of his ex
pressions having been made by Colonel Malcolm, through whom the letter 
had been transmitted, but apparently with little reason; and there was no 
question as to the general tone of the epistle. The Governor-General de
termined to take no offence, ascribing Holkar's language " to the un
bridled violence of his temper." The application was answered by Lord 
Lake, with an intimation that its repetition might lead to a renewal of 
hostilities; and, although this intimation did not silence Holkar's preten
sious, it induced hinl to urge them in more decent phraseology.-MS. 
Records. 

• On his way through Hariana, which had been given to Abdul Samad 
Khan as a reward for his services in the war, Holkar levied contributions 
on the villages, and laid waste the lands. The Khnn applied for military 
succour: this was refused him; but in consideration of the recent date of 
the grant, and the impossibility of his having had time to organise his re
sources, pecuniary compensation for his losses was awarded to him.-MS. 
Records. 
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to venture precipitately upon so dangerous an en- BOOK I. 

terprise ; 1 and, whatever the opinion which they CRAP. L 

might at first have been disposed to entertain of 1807. 

1I0lkar's courage and conduct, it was speedily effaced 
by his outrageous beha"riour and eventual derange-
ment. 

The first object of Holkar's policy after his re
turn to l\Ial~a was, the maintenance of a military 
force far beyond his own unaided resources. The 
plunder of his neighbours offered the only means of 
filling his treasury; and the quarrels of the Rajput 
princes unhappily afforded to him, even in a greater 
degree than to Sindhia., an opening for pecuniary 
exactions. On his return from the Punjab, Holkar 
halted for about a month in the Jaypur territory; 
and, whilst his army laid waste its fields, he received 
eighteen lakhs of rupees from the Raja as the price 
of his withholding his aid from the Raja of Jodhpur, 
with whom the Raja of Jaypur was at strife, and 
who, by giving' shelter to Holkar's family when the 
l\Iahratta fled from Lord Lake, had established 
some claim to his gratitude. The money extorted 
from Jaypur precluded him from giving personal 
assistance to Jodhpur, but he el"aded the strict ful
filment of the bargain by permitting his chief 
leader and intimate associate, Amir Khan, to carry 
his mercenary bands to whichever of the contending 
Rajas should bid most largely for their services. 
IIolkar then occupied himself in the castigation of 
the Raja of Bundi, exacting from him heavy con
tributions, and in enforcing demands of a similar 

I Sindhia, the Peshwa, and the Raja of Nagpur severally communicated 
these letters to the Reaideuts at their courts.-IIIS. Reeords. 
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BOOK I. nature from Zalim Sing, regent' of Kota. He then 
pHAP. L withdrew to Rampura-Bampura, where his, health 
)807. rapidly gave way to habitqal intoxication and unre~ 

strained indulgence, the effects of which were 
exacerbated by the compunctious visitings of con· 
science. 

The animosity borne by the Peshwa to Holkar 
augmented his dissatisfaction with the favourable 
terms granted to that chief; and he strongly ob~ 
jected to the treaty which the British Government 
had concluded, that it conferred upon him rights 
and, possessions to which he had no claim. In truth, 
Jeswant Rao Holkar had become the head of his 
house, partly by accident, partly by his own exer~ 
tions. Tukaji Holkar, his predecessor, left two 
legitimate sons, Kasi Rao and Malhar Rao. His 
third son, Jeswant Rao, was his son by a concubine. 
Kasi Rao, the eldest son, was deformed in body and 
infirm in rind, and his unfitness for the adminis~ 
tration of affairs induced the chief officers of the 
state to give the preference to ,his younger brother 
Malhar Rao. Sindhia took part with' Kasi Rao; 
and, in the' contest that ensued, Malhar Rao was 
killed, and Jeswant Rao, who had upheld his cause, 
was obliged to seek safety in flight. After encoun
tering many vicissitudes, Jeswant Rao by a course of 
successful predatory devastation, in which he was 
deeply indebted to the companionship of Amir 
Khan, found himself strong enough to drive Sind~ 
hia's troops out of the territories of the Holkar 
family, and establish himself In their government 
in the name and on behalf of their lawful prince, 
Kandi Rao, the infant son of the murdered J\1alhar 
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Rao, who was at the tim~ in Sindhia's hands, as well BOOK I. 

as Kasi Rao, his uncle. The latter was allowed his CHAP. L 

liberty; and gave himself up to Jeswant Rao; and, 
when the war with the British' Government was 
projected, Sindhia, rin order to secure IIolkar's co
operation, resigned to him the charge of the boy 
Kandi Rao. At the time of Holkar's return from 
the Punjab, Kasi Rao was living peaceably at Ni-
maur, under the charge of J eswant Rao's Gooroo, 
or spiritual guide, Chimna Bhao: his nephew, Kandi 
Rao, had accompanied him on his march. 

A body of Mohammedan horse in the service of 
Jeswant Rao having mutinied for arrears of pay, his 
nephew was delivered to them as a pledge for the 
promised liquidation of their demands. As the 
promises made to the mutineers were slow of ac
complishment, it occurred to them to intimidate HoI. 
kar into more prompt compliance by proclaiming 
Kandi Rao. the lawful Raja, and threatening to 
depose Jeswant Rao,as a usurper. l The danger was 
imminent; the money was raised; the mutinous sol. 
diers were paid and dismissed: they dispersed to 
their homes without any concern for the fate of the 
unhappy youth whom they had used as their instru
ment of intimidation, and abandoned him to those 
jealous apprehensions which they seem to have first 
excited. In a week Kandi Rao was no longer an 
object of fear. It was given out that he had died 
suddenly; but it was the universal belief that he had 

I Malcolm's Central Iodia, i. 242. According to Amir Khan's account. 
of the affair, this plan of enforcing payment was adopted by bis recommen
dation, Dot without a suspicion on Holkar's part that the whole was a 
device of Amir Khan to obtain an adjustment of bis own claims.-Mem. of 
Amir Khan, 290. 

1807. 
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BOOK I. been poisoned. if not by tfle orders, at least with 
cUP." the acquiescence of Holkar .. 

1808. To this crime succeeded an eyent which in cur-
rent belief was of an equally atrocious character
the death of Kasi Rao. The accounts of this trans
action nry in some of the details, although they 
correspond in the outline. Kasi Rao resided in a 
stronghold in the proYince of Nimaur, of which 
the goycmor was Chimna Bhao, the Gooroo of 
Holkar, and known to be his ready counsellor and 
agent in eycry deed of infamy and guilt. An insur
rection under some military leaders had broken out 
in the adjoining district of Kandesh, and one of 
their parties attacked Chimna Bhao with a new to 
obtain possession of the person of Kasi Rao, and 
place him at their head. To disappoint their design, 
and preyent Kasi Rao from falling into their hands, 
Chimna Bhao caused him to be put to death. There 
does not appear to be any conclnsiye eYidence that 
Holkar himself had suggested a pretended attack 
upon his minister as a pretext for the murder of his 
brother, or any reason to infer that the act was not 
solely attributable to the unpremeditated and reck
less cruelty of Chimna Bhao: The imputation of 

I Cftltral India, i. lUI. Amir Khan asserts 1IohesitatiJlgly that Hol
lar caused poi5oD to be admiDisleftd to his uephew, aud so destroyed 
him; MelD. 301. 

• AccordiDg to l\Ialoolm, on the authority of Bangasb Khan, ODe or the 
Wsargt'Dt Patan leadl.'rs, a party undeJ' his coofederare, Dado Khan, at· 
rempred the release or Kas.i Rao, who was conlined at Kargoad, in Si
maor; to pft'1'eDt which, ("himna Bhao had him munlered in the thicket 
some distance from the fort. Accordiug to the evidence of a Sipahi in the 
SETTice or Chimna Bhao, present at the murder, Kasi Rao was killed in 
Bijaygern, a fort also in lSimaor, from which Dadan Khan had attempted 
to carry him olr. The dispatch from the Resident with Siadhia, repoltiag 
the traDsaetioa, agrees in making Bijaygerh the seat of the prinft's 
detentioo; blOt stales that, orders having beea &eDt to bring him ror paler 
security to HoIkar's camp, Chimna Bhao was escerting him oa the way, 
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being accessory to the dee.! was however fixed upon BOOK I. 

IIolkar by common consent, and popular belief re- CHAP. r. 

garded his insanity as a just retribution for the mur- 11109. 

der of a nephew and a brother. He became subject 
to fits of mental derangement shortly after the death 
of Kasi Rao: they alternated with intervals of 
reason for about a twelvemonth, when they sub-
sided into an unintermitted state of moody fatuity, 
which after a duration of three years terminated in 
death. 

The affairs of IIolkar's dominions were conducted 
during his incapacity by his favourite mistress Tu
lasi Bhai and her minister Balaram Set; but their 
hands were too feeble to maintain a steady curb 
upon the disorderly troops and their aspiring cap
tains, and the country speedily became the scene of 
plunder and confusion. The party in Kandesh under 
Dadan Khan and other Patan leaders acquired a 

when he was attacked at night by Dadan Khan's men, and, in the all"ray 
that followed, Kasi .Rao was accidentally shot. .Amir Khan's story materi
ally dilfers from the foregoing. He says, that the Bhils of Kandesh, being 
in insu~ction, had got hold of the wife of Kasi Rao, and, she being preg
nant, they declared that if the child were a boy they would make him 
Rl\,ja; tbat Chimna Bhao, being sent to quell the disturbance, took Kasi 
Rao along with him from Galna, where.he had been detained; that on the 
march he set some of bis own people to make a sham attack by night 
upon his camp, aud, in the confusion thus occasioned, he pretended great 
alarm lest Kasi Rao should fall into the hands of the Bhils, and, to prevent 
it, ordered him to be put to death; the whole being in truth the device of 
Holku. Although it is true that the Bhils were in a state of insurgency 
at this period, yet the policy of opposing a rival to Holkar was much . 
more likely to have occurred to the Patans, and it was no doubt to guard 
against their availing themselves orthe name of Kasi Rao that he was mur
dered by some such contrivance aa is imputed to Chimna Bhao. Holkar 
denied that he had given orders to put his brother to death, and, ascribing 
it to accideut, publicly expressed bimself glad that it had occurred at a 
distauce, as it might otherwise have injured his reputation. The varieties 
of the story alford a striking proof of the ditliculty of coming at the circum. 
llances of a fact even ul,on contemporary testimony. 1\Ir. Prinsep hesitates 
to affix a date to tbis transaction; from the official correspondence it 
appears to hilve taken place about the middle of February, JSOS.-Central 
India, i. ~U j !\Iem. of Amir Khao, SIS i ~IS. Recol'ds. 
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BOOK I. formidable consistency after the murder of Kasi 
CHAP. r. Rao. They placed at their head Mahipat Rao Hol-

1809. kar, first cousin of Jeswant Rao, and proClaimed. 
him sovereign. The troops sent against them either 
joined their ranks or were defeated; and they had 
a fair prospect of success, when, unfortunately for 
their cause, they extended their depredations into 
the territories of Poona and Hyderabad, and im
posed upon the British Government the duty of pro
tecting its allies. The subsidiary forces of both sfates 
took the field. Colonel Wallace marched from Poona 
with one division, and Lieutenant-Colonel Doveton 
from JaIna with another; Bya rapid cavalry move
ment of one hundred miles in forty-eight hours, 
CQlonel Doveton caine unexpectedly upon the in
surgents whilst besieging Amalner, a fort belonging 
to the Nizam. Most of their horse, and part of 
their fOQt, were destroyed. The shattered remains 
took refuge amongst the hills north of Kandesh: 
they were vigorously followed thither by Colonel 
Wallace; and the leaders were seized and delitered 
to him by the Bhils, the inhabitants of the forests 
with which the hills are-clothed. The Patan chiefs 
were conducted prisoners to Poona: Mahipat Rao 
escaped, but, separated from his military associates, 
he soon fell into obscurity and occasioned no further 
trouble. 1 

' 

A different destiny awaited another of Holkar's 
Mohammedau captains, who, by a singular combina
tion of enterprise, craft, and good-luck, rose from 
the condition of a soldier of fortune to the recog
nised rank of an independent prince. Amir Khan 

I MS. Records; Central India, i. 284. 
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was by descent an Afghan, whose grandfather had BOOK I. 

,emigrated from Buner, and settled' in Rohilkhand. CHAP. L 

From his earliest youth he had led the life of a sol- 1801l. 

dier; seeking service, sometimes with a few followers, 
sometimes with a larger troop, in the armies of the 
various princes and leaders, who in the last days of 
the 1\I0gul empire were ever ready to enlist adher-
ents. For a considerable time his fortunes were 
precarious, and he was not unfrequently in want 
even of a meal; but he gradually became a captain 
of some note, and took, a conspicuous share in dif-
ferent military and political transactions, of which 
Malwa and the valley of the Nerbudda were the 
principal field. He lent good aid to Vizir 1\10-
hammed in the defence of Bhopal; but, the resources 
of that chief being 'exhausted, he listened to pro-
posals from Holkar, and united himself thenceforth 
steadily to his interests. Holkar was then making 
his escape from N agpur, where he had been de-
tained by the Raja; and had no greater following 
than a rabble of two or three hundred men, ill 
armed, undisciplined, and living by plunder. The 
junction of Amir Khan with a force respectable in 
numbers and equipment turned the tide of his for-
tunes, enabled him to possess himself of the terri-
tories of his family, and placed him in a position 
formidable to Sindhia, to the I'eshwa, and the Eng-
lish. AmiI' Khan shared in his prosperity, and did 
not desert him in adversity. He accompanied 
Jeswant Rao, as we have seen, in his flight to the 
Punjab, and returned with him to 1\Ialwa. Al-
though professing allegiance to Holkar, and acting 
in his name, Amir Khan retained the inderendent 
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BOOK I. command of his own troops, and held himself at 
CHAP. J. liberty to provide for their support by contribu-
1609. tions levied at his pleasure from the princes in 

whose dissensions he found it profit.'lble to interfere. 
After Holkar's insanity he interposed occasionally 
in the disputes that occurred at court, but large 
bribes secured his general support of Balaram Set 
and the Bhai. The necessity of raising funds for 
the payment of his soldiers after he had drained the 
coffers of the Rajputs impelled him, shortly after 
the date at which we have arrived, to turn his steps 
in the direction of Berar, and brought him, as we 
shall subsequently have occasion to notice, once 
more into collision with the Government of British 
India.1 

Such was the utter prostration of the Mahratta 
confederacy upon the dose of the war: the Peshwa, 
chafing secretly under the fetters to which he had 
rashly submitted, but impotent to break them, 
and affecting to wear them with cheerfulness; the 
Gaekwar, saved from insolvency and ruin by the 
. tutelage of his allies; the Raja of Berar, unable 
without the same assistance to protect his country 
from Pindari pillage and Afghan arrogance; Sindhia, 
humbly begging a paltry pittance from the power 
he had lately encountered with almost equal arms; 
and Holkar, intoxicate~ and insane, with his coup.try 
devastated by his own rebellious soldiery, and his 
court disgraced by the turbulence and profligacy of 

1 Notices of the career or Amir Khan are to be found in Malcolm's Ct'n
traI Indi,,- Prinsep's Administration or the Marquis or Hastings, &c.; 
but the most authentic account is a kind or autobiography, or Memoirs o( 
Nawnb Mobammed Amir Khan, composed in Pt'rsian (rom his own dic
tation by l\Iunshl Basllwan LaI, translated by H. T. PrinSt'p, Calcutta. 
IS32. 
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factious competitors for the authority which he was BOOK I. 

no longer in a condition to exercise. Yet, notwith- CHAP. I. 

standing this abject state of the two last-named 1807. 

chieftains, the Bengal Government persisted in its 
purpose of conciliating their good-will, by leaving 
them unquestioned licence to prey upon· their still 
more feeble and disunited neighbours, the princes of 
Rajputana. 

That portion of Hindustan which extends from 
the districts bordering on the west bank of the Jum
na to the desert that skirts the eastern borders of 
the Indus, and which lies between the Punjab on the 
north, and l\Ialwa and Guzerat on the south, is col
lectively known as Rajawara or Rajasthan, as being 
in an especial degree inhabited by tribes allied by 
community of origin, institutions, and character, 
and claiming as Rajputs, or " sons of kings," to re
present the military and regal caste of the primitive 
Hindus. The country was distributed at the period 
in question amongst a number of princes, some of 
whom were of comparatively little political import.; 
ance, from the limited extent of their territory; 
whilst others, although ruling over more spacious 
tracts, were equally unimportant, from the ste
rility of the soil, and the scantiness of the popu
lation. Among these, three princes were acknow
ledged to be pre-eminent in ;ank and power, the 
Rana of Udaypur, the Raja of Jodhpur, and the 
Raja of Jaypur, so entitled froin their respective 
capitals; but, more correctly speaking, the rulers 
of l\Icwar. l\Iarwar, and Dhundbar, the names of 
their several principalities. 

The Rana of Udaypur reigned over a rugged but 
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BOOK I. not wholly sterile territory on" the north-west of 
CHAP. L .Malwa. He pretended to a direct descent from 
1807. Rama,. the mytho-historical monarch of Ayodhya, 

or·Oude, through his son Lava, who migrated to the 
west. The Ranas of U daypurare therefore re
garded as ·members of the Suryavansa, or Solar dy
nasty of. the Hindus; but, as Rajputs; they belong to . 
the Sisodya branch of the Gahilote tribe. _ They are . 
admitted to precedency over all other Rajput 
princes, who accept from their hands, upon succeed
ing to their principalities, an ornament worn upon 
the forehead, in confirmation of their accession.I 
From . the time of the Mohammedan invasion of 
India, the Ranas of U daypur were constantly en
gaged in warfare with the kings of Delhi, and re
peatedlysuiltained fearful reverses. Driven from 
their capital, Chitore, they transferred their resi
dence more to the west, where U daya Raja built a 
city, named after him U day-pur, towards the end 

I Colonel Tod remarks, that, whilst the genealogies of many of the 
Rajput princes are questioned, the Hindu trihes yield unanimous suffrage 
to the ruler of Mewar as the legitimate heir of the throne of Rama, and 
style him Hindua-suraj, the Sun of the Hindus. He subsequently, how. 
eve,·, adverts to the curious tradition mentioned by Abulfazl ; Ayin Akbari, 
ii. 8, and repeated in fuller detail by Wilford, Asiatic Researches, ix. 233, 
of the descent of the Ranas of Udaypur from Naoshirwan,king of Persia, 
throngh his son Naoshizad. He is said to have rebelled against his father, 
and, being defeated, to have lied into Hindustan, whence he returned to 
Persia with an army of Indians: he was again defeated, and was slain in 
battle, but bis issue remained in India, and from them the Ranas descend
ed. Another legend traces the family to Maha-bhanu, daughter of Yez
degird, the last monarch of Persia.-Annals of Rajasthan, i. 233. Tod 
thinks it not improbable that there Dlay have been a connexion between 
the Persian and Indian families. The late discovery in the west of India 
of coins of the general character of those of the Sassanian kings, and 
blending Indian and Persian portraits and inscriptions, establish the fact 
that some of those princes exercised authority either directly or through 
Indian feudatories on the confines of Hindustan, and render it possible' 

.that some such intercourse as that which subsequently united the royal 
house ofTimur with the Rajput princes may ha,-e subsisted, and given rise 
to the traditiou.-Ariana Antiqua, p. 400. 
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of the sixteenth century; and in the strong country BOOK I. 

in its vicinity they maintained their independence. CHAP. I. 

Separ!1ted from Mewar by the Aravali Moun- 1807. 

tains on the north-west, lies the principality of 
Marwar, the capital of which is Jodhpur! great 
part of this country is a sandy desert, but it con-
tains some fertile tracts, especially on its southern 
boundaries. The Raja of Jodhpur is a member of 
the Rahtore tribe of Rajputs, and traces his de-. 
scent from the family that reigned over Kanoj at 
the period of the Mohammedan conquest; on which 
occasion two sons of the last prince, Jayadeva,fled 
to the west, and settled in the almostunpeopled 
districts of Marwar. From the elder brother. de
scended the reigning dynasty; orie of whom, Jodha, 
was the founder of Jodhpur in A •. D'. 1459: the 
younger is claimed as their ancestor by the chief 
Thakurs, or feudal nobles. of the state. 'The Rah. 
tores of Marwar, like the Gahilotes of Mewar, suf"; 
fered many vicissitudes in their encounters with the 
Mohammedans; but, in the reign of Akbar and his 
two successors, their Rajas submitted to be treated 
as servants of the Mogul empire, holding high 
offices both' civil and military, and becoming con., 
nected with the imperial house by giving their 
daughters in marriage to the Emperor or his sons. 
The bigotry of Aurangzeb forced them to take up 
arms in defence of their religion; and in a war of 
thirty years' continuance, although frequently de., 
Ceated in the field, their spirit was unbroken~ and 
their principality unsubdued. After the death of 
Aurangzeb, their friendly intercourse with Delhi· 
was resumed, and they were seen taking a promi-

VOL. I. G 
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BOOK I. nent part in the disorders thatl' ensued. The de
CHAP. I. I' f ___ .. c me 0 the empire freed them from all semblance 

1807. of vassalage, but their own dissensions and crimes 
were more fatal to their power and reputation than 
their subservience to the Emperor. 

The country of Dhundhar, or, from its capital, 
J aypur, lies on the north and east of Mewar and 
Marwar, extending towards the J umna. It is the 
ten-itory of the Kachwaha Rajputs, who consider 
themselves to be the posterity of Kusa, another son 
of Rama. The origin of the principality dates no 
earlier than the tenth, century, and its capital was 
built only in the beginning of the eighteenth. , 

From its eastern position, the principality lay 
exposed to the attacks of the 'Patan sovereigns of 
Delhi; but it was, not until the accession of the 
house of Timur that its' Rajas became feudatories 
of the empire. From the reign of Baber they ac
knowledged the supremacy of the Mogul, and were 
distinguished as the principal officers and nobles of 
his camp and court. They 'Were early connected 
also with the imperial house by marriage, several 
maidens of the race becoming the brides of the Mo
hammedan princes.1 Raja Jaysing, the founder of 
Jaypur, was actively concerned in all the stormy 
transactions of the disastrous period which followed 
the death of Aurangzeb; until, observing the irre
trievable ruin of the emllire, and the irresistible 
progress of the Mahrattas, he made terms with 

1 Bhagwan Das is said to have been the first RuJput who 8ubmitted to 
an alliance with a Mohammedan family: his daughter was married to the 
son of Akbar, Prince Selim,afterwaMs the Emperor Jehangir. M!ti Sing, 
nephew of Bhagwan Das, was a gr,eat favourite with Akbar; and was 
successively viceroy of Bengal, Bahar, the Dekhin, and Kabul.-Annals 
of RuJasthan, i. 353. ' 
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the latter, and withdrew from the politics of Hin- BOOK r. 
dustan, to the cultivation of the arts of peace, and CHAP. t. 

the improvement of his country. He died in 1743. 1807. 

After his death, Dhundhar became a prey to intes-
tine divisions and Mahratta spoliation. 

At the close of the war with the Mahrattas, 
Rana Bhlm Sing was reigning at U daypur; Man 
Sing was Raja of Jodhpur; and Jagat Sing,.of Jay
pur. Neither.of them possessed the qualifications 
which the times demanded; the patriotic senti
ments which should have suppressed selfish feelings 
and leagued them with their fellows, the judgment 
capable of estimating their own true interests, or 
the courage and energy necessary to maintain their 
independence. Listening alone to the dictates of 
personal enmity, they paralysed by their dissensions 
the valour of their subjects, and aided and abetted 
the foreign robber in the work of mutual destruc
tion. The cause of quarrel by which they were at 
this time exasperated against one another was pe
culiarly characteristic of the race, and to be paral
leled only in the poetical traditions of distant ages. 

Krishna Kumari, the daughter of Bhlm Sing, Rana 
of Udaypur, was a maiden of reputed beauty and.of 
undoubted rank, and was consequently an object of 
desire to the other Rajput princes. Whilst yet a 
child, the Raja of Jodhpur, named also Bblm Sing, 
had made overtures for her hand; but the alliance 
was prevented by his death. She was then solicited 
in marriage by Jagat Sing of Jaypur, and his propo
sals were accepted by the Rana. An escort of three 
thousand troops was sent to U daypur to convey 
the princess to Jaypur for the solemnisation of the 

G 2 
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• 
BOOK I. nuptials, when' the negotiations were inte;rupted by 

CHAP. L the I'ival pretensions of Man Sing, the Raja of 
1807. Jodhpur. He demanded the princess as the af

fianced bride of his predecessor, and declared that 
her marriage into any other family would bring 
indelible disgrace upon him and his tribe. Man 
Sing is sai~ to have been instigated to the asser
tion of his claims by one of his chief Thakurs, 
Sawai Sing, who, for purposes of his own, sought 
to involve his liege lord in hostilities with the sur
rounding states. 

Bhlm Sing, the preceding Raja of Jodhpur, left at 
his death his widow pregnant; and it was a. condition 
of Man Sing's accession, that, if the child should 
prove to be a boy, he should assign to the infant 
prince that portion of the royal domains which were 
regarded as the appanage of the heir-apparent. A 
boy was born; but, fearing to intrust him to the care 
of the Raja; the mother kept his birth secret, and 
the infant was sent privily to Pokarna, the castle of 
Sawai Sing, where he was concealed. At the expi
ration of two years his protector, finding the chief 
feudatories of Jodhpur greatly discontented by the 
preference given by the Raja to certain of his fa
vourites, communicated to them the birth and 
existence of the prince, and secured their concur
rence hi the vindication of his claims. They re
paired accordingly in a body to the Raja," and de
manded the fulfilment of his engagement. Man 
Sing, with some reason, required evidence of the 
genuineness of the pretended" heir; but the Rani 
when appealed"to, fearing, it was affirmed, for her 
own safety~ denied that she had given him birth. _ 
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The chi~ls were silenced, but not satisfied; and BOOK L 

Sa Q~L 

wai Sing awaited a more favourable season for __ _ 
ad\"ancing the pretensions of the youth whose cause 1807. 

he had espoused. It was with this riew that he 
urged Man Sing to demand the hand of the prin. 
cess of lJ daypur, anticipating the series of diffi .. 
culty and danger in which he would be conse
quently involved. The anticipation was speedily 
realised. The party sent to Udaypur by Jagat Sing 
was attacked and routed; and the Rana was com~ 
pelled to retract his assent, and affiance bis daugh-
ter to lIan Sing. His rival was furious at the dis
appointment and the insult; and a war broke out 
between the two Rajas, which was equally destrue. 
live to all the Rajput principalities. 

From the time when the first Haji Rao esta
blished the ascendancy of the lIahratta power in 
Central India, the princes of Rajputana had been 
forced to pay the Chouth, the fourth part of their 
annual net revenue, or a sum arbitrarily estimated 
equivalent to a fourth, as a fixed tribute. The 
payment was at first made to the Government of 
Poona; but, as the authority of Sindhia and Holkar 
came to supersede that of the Peshwa, they claimed 
it as their right. The indefinite scale by which the 
tribute was" measured, and the relative ability oC the 
parties to enforce or resist the demand. rendered 
the actual amount payable undetermined; and it was 
no part of lIahratta policy to admit of a composi
tion, as the vagueness of the sum afl"omed them a 
convenient plea for unlimited exaction. There was 
consequently a constant arrear due by the Rajput 
"tales, and a constant pretext for the desolating 
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BOOK I. incursions of the Mahratta troops. In the division 
CH.!.i'. L 

___ of the spoil, the Jaypur tribute was appropriated by 
1807. Holkar; that of Udaypur and Jodhpur by Sindhia: 

but they had also conflicting pretensions each to a 
portion of the plunder of the other. The Peshwa 
had likewise his claims tOll. share, but his alliance 
with the British debarred him from their compul
soryenforcement. 

The Raja of Jodhpur lost no time in influencing 
the Mahratta chiefs to befriend his cause. Sindhia 
was already at variance with his rival, the Jaypur 
Raja having refused to pay some of .his extortionate 
demands; and Holkar was indebted to him for pro
tection which he had given to the family of that chief
tain during his campaigns in Hindustan. The Raja 
of Jaypur disregarded the combination, in reliance 
upon the British Government, with which he had 
entered into alliance; 1 and which, in the treaty of 
peace with Holkar, as concluded by Lord Lake, had 
cancelled the Mahratta's claims upon its allies, and 
dispossessed him of all territory north of the Bundi 
Hills. The declaratory article of Sir G. Barlow, as 
already noticed, annulled these stipulations, and vir
tually excluded the Raja of Jaypur from the benefits 
of the alliance upon which he had depended; and it 
was not to be wondered at that he should have 
remonstrated strongly against his desertion. His 

1804. abandonment was wholly indefensible. It was not 
to be controverted that a treaty had been contract.ed 
with him, by which the enemies of one of the con
tracting parties were to be considered as the enemies 

I The treaty is dated 12 Dec. 180S ; the date oC its ratification by the 
Raja is left blank.-Coll. of Treaties. p. 253. 
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of both; and the Raja, in the event of a dispute BOOK I • 
. h h . CHAP.L-Wit any ot er prmce, was entitled to British media- __ _ 

tion and aid. When he required the fulfilment of 
the stipulations, he was told that" no treaty existed: 
it had been 'Virtually abrogated by the non-perform-
ance of his part of the compact. He had recalled his 
troops from Monson's detachment during its retreat; 
he had not sent his forces to join the British army 
when it moved northwards, but dispatched them to 
Udaypur; and had not only failed to cut off Holkar's 
supplies, but allowed him to march through the 
Jaypur territory. He had no longer, therefore, 
anything to expect from the British Government." 
The Raja denied the justice of the charges adduced 
against him. He affirmed. that his troops had sepa-
rated from Colonel Monson with that officer's con-
sent, and by the orders of Lord Lake; that although 
his forces were on their' march to U daypur, yet, as-
800n as their services were required, they suspended 
their march, and joined the Bombay army under 
General Jones, and that General Jones and Lord 
Lake had both furnished him with their written 
acknowledgments of the promptitude and efficacy of 
his co-operation. Lord Lake had also given him 
strong assurance of the stability of the alliance. 
He represented, that, if the British Government had 
been dissatisfied with his conduct at any particular 
time, it. should at that time have expressed its dis
pleasure, and at once have declared the alliance 
annulled. To have continued to employ the services 
of the Raja until they were p.o longer needed. and 
reserved all expression of dissatisfaction until it 
could be used as a pretext for getting quit of an in-

1806, 
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BOOK 1. convenient obligation, was both disingenuoUs and 
CHAP. I. dishonourable; to desert an old friend because the 

1806. tide was setting against him. was ungenerous and 
unjust; and the powers of India could not but 
regard the conduct of the Government of Bengal 
as a departure from that good faith which it 
had hitherto been its pride to preserve invio
late. The argument was incontrovertibly in tke 
Raja's favour: the Government had continued to 
exact and receive from him services to which he 
was bound by treaty after the commission of those 
acts which they subsequently held to have virtually 
annulled it. Admitting that the Raja had broken 
his engagement, the Government, by accepting 
his aid as if no such breach had occurred, vir
tually admitted its non-occurrence~ and recognised 
the engagement as still subsisting. It was however 
the inflexible policy of the Governor-General to 
abstain from interference, and the remonstrances 
and reasonings of the Raja of Jaypur were unavail
ing.1 He was consigned to the equally· inexorable 
policy of the l\Iahrattas; and the first-fruits of his 
desertion 'Were the plunder· of his country by 

I The reinonstrances of the Raja were strongly supported by Lord 
Lake, as noticed in a preceding volume. The Court of Directors also, 
although they did not enjoin the renewal of the alliance, disapproved of 
its dissolution, conceiving its justice extremely questionable; "as although 
the Raja had failed in the performance of his engagements during the war 
with HoIkar, yet he hact furnished assistance towards its conclusion at 
the instance of Lord Lake, and under an expectation held out by his Lord. 
ship that the protection of the British Government would be continued to 
him; and they thought it necessary to enjoin the Government of India 
to take care, in aU its transactions with the native princes, to preserve ita 
character for fidelity to its allies from falling into disrepute, and to evince 
a strict regard, in the prosecutiqn of its political views, to the principles of 
justice and generosity." The sincerity of these expressions would have 
been less Iiahle to question if the policy which they condemned had been 
countermanded.-Malcolm's Political Hist. of India, i. 390. 
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the disorderly bands of 1I0ikar as they ret1ll'iled BOOK I. 

from the Punjab, and the payment to their leader of cUP. L 

twenty lakhs of rupees as the price of his withhold- 1807. 

ing assistance from the Raja of Jodhpur.' 
In the war that followed, Holkar so far adhered 

to the bargai~ he had made as to refrain from join
ing ill person either of the rival Rajas. It did not 
however prevent bim from permitting Amir Khan 
to enlist his mercenaries in their quarrel.' The 
Patan entered into the service of Jagat Sing: the 
Raja of Jaypur was also joined by Sawai Sing and 
the nobles of Jodhpur who supported the claims of 
the posthumous son of their last Raja, and Man 
Sing was deserted at the moment of encountering 
his enemies by almost all his principal chiefs. He 
was compelled tG By, and seek refuge in the citadel 
of Jodhpur; while the confederates overran and 
ravaged the rest of the country. They then laid 
siege to the capital: but it suited not the policy 
of Amir Khan to suffer the Raja's extermination; 
and taking, or affecting to take, umbrage at want 
of punctuality in the payment of his troops by the 

I Holkar'. Vak.eeI. upressed their muter'. acknowledgments to Lord 
Lake for the abrogation of the treaty with Jaypur 811 a penoaal faYour in
tended to conciliate him. The act WIUI viewed in the same light by the 
Peahwa and Raja of Nagpur.-MS. Records. 

• The Amir and Holkar got up a pretended disagreement as an excuse 
for the uncontroaled proceedings of the former at the latter's suggestion: 
according to hisown story, he mak.ea Holkar say," You muatnow separate 
fl'OJll me ia public as in quarrel, 80 that our enemies and the world in gene
rallDay see that your continuing to raise troops is a source of dissatiafae
tioa and displeasure to me, and not done with my concurrence or sanction. 
We _y still understand one another in ease of occasion arising for us to 
rejoin our forces. When the Amir took formal leave in open durbar, harsh 
words passed betwftn him and the Maharaj, and so to the time when the 
Amir IIIOIlDted his pa1ki, as in high displeasure. The Maharaj. running on 
foot &ome paces alongside, took hold of the feet of it, and made a show of 
end..3vouring to soothe and appease the Amir. The Amir, however, pre
tended not to liI;ten, but returned to his army;- p. 309. 
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BOOK I. Raja of Jaypur, he abandoned Jagat Sing, accepted 
CHAP. I. money and promises from Man Sing,t and, marching 
1807. into the country of Jaypur, commenced a course of 

depredation which speedily compelled the Raja to 
break up the siege of Jodhpur, and hasten to the 
defence of his own dominions. 

A double game ~as in like manner played by 
Sindhia. In the first instance he befriended the 
suit of the Jodhpur Raja, and contributed to the 
defeat of the troops sent to escort the princess to 
Jaypur;1 but, having received payment' of consi
derable sums affirmed to be due to him from the 
Rana, he professed to remain neutral in the con
test. His principal captains were, however, al
lowed to side with either of the competitors. 
They ranged themselves under the banners of Amir 
Khan, and assisted to ravage Jodhpur until the har
vest was gleaned; when Ambaji Inglia renewed his 
connexion with Man Sing, and Bapu Sindhia and 
Baptiste extended their marauding expeditions to 
the districts on the west. of the J umna, with which 

1 The terms of his compact with Min Sing were, according to Amir 
Khan's statement, that he should pay four lakhs and fifty thousand rupees 
(£45,000) per mensem, besides taking a brigade into permanent service; 
and should further give the Amir a Jagir of four lakhs for kitchen expenses, 
and confer J agirs also on his principal officers; p. 324. 

• Tod has two apparently contradictory accounts of this transaction. 
In one place he states that Siodhia was encamped in the territory of 
Udaypur in the course of enforcing pecuniary demands upon the Rana ; 
and that, having at the same time been denied a contribution from Jaypur, 
he insisted upon the dismissal of tlle Jaypur embassy. Upon the Rana's 
refusal he advanced with his brigades, defeated the troops of Udaypur 
joined by the Jaypur detachment, which he dispersed; and, encamping 
near Udaypur, compelled the Rana to submit to his conditions.-Annals 
of Rajasthan, i. 461. In another place he says, MlLo Sing assembled thl't'e 
thousand horse, and, joining to them the mercenary bands of Heera Sing 
then on the frontier of Mewar, he intercepted the nuptial gifts of' Ambl'r; 
ii.142. The first account is probably the more Mrrect, as Tod was in 
Sindhia's camp; or it may be possible to reconcile the two. 
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the British Government had purposed to recom- BOOK I. 

pense the attachment of its adherents. CHAP. L 

The services of Amir Khan were not confined to 1807. 

the relief of Jodhpur from the presence of a victo-
rious army. or to the retaliation of the havock which 
it had committe8. He engaged to rid l\fa.n Sing of 
an enemy more formidable than his rival Raja, and 
put an end to the internal divisions that in a still 
greater degree endangered his security, by the mur-
der of Sawai Sing, and the extinction of the faction 
of which he was the head. Simulating a quarrel 
with Man Sing, Amir Khan quitted him in seeming 
anger. and marched to Nagore, where Sawai Sing 
and the pretender had fortified themselves. Here he 
induced the Rahtore chief to believe that he might 
be bought over to their cause; and the advantages 
resulting from his alliance blinded the Rajput to 
the peril of unguarded intercourse with so perfidious 
a confederate. With the assumption of entire con
fidence Amir Khan visited Sawai Sing, and gave 
him the most solemn assurances of his sincerity: 
suspicion was completely disarmed, the visit was 
returned, and the Rajput was received in the tent 
of Amir Khan with every demonstration of respect 
and cordiality. Inventing a plausible excuse for a 
short absence, Amir Khan withdrew; the cords of 
one side of the tent were immediately let loose, 
and, whilst all within it were entangled beneath its 
folds, an indiscriminate fire of musketry and grape 
was poured upon them; Sawai Sing, his friends and 
attendants, those of Amir Khan himself, the dan-
cing girls and musicians, all who had been present at 
the interview, were alike the victims of this mur-
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BOOK I. derous device. The death of his rebellious feud
CHAP. L atory put an end to the danger and fears of the 

1807. Raja pfJodhpur.1 Nagore was plundered, but 
DhokalSing effected his escape, and found a pro
tector in the Raja of Bikaner; until a superior force 
besieged the Raja in his capital, aoo compelled him 
to withdraw his protection, and pay a heavy fine 
for his hospitality. The young prince then fled to 
the British territories and there remained in secu
rity. 

The state of affairs in Holkar's camp having called 
Amir Khan thither, the Rajput princes were relieved 
awhile from his exactions. Jaypur enjoyed but a 
brief respite, as Sindhia presently demanded com
pensation for the services rendered by his troops; 
services which he had pretended not to sanction, 
and which, in truth, they had never discharged. 
The claim was not admitted: upon which he led his 
army across the Chumbal, and sat down before 
Dhuni, which he fruitlessly besieged.. Foiled in 
this object, he listened to proposals from the Raja, 
and agreed to !).ccept seventeen lakhs of rupees as 
the price of his retreat, having inflicted upon the 
country damage to an infinitely larger amount. 

Although the Rana of U daypur had taken no part 
in the wat, and had therefore given less occasion 
than his neighbours to any pretext for Mahratta 

1 According to Tod, the price of the crime was ten lakhs of rupees, and 
the two towns of Mundhiawar and Kuchilavas, each yielding an annual 
revenue of 30,000 rupees; ii. 150. Amir Khan states the sum at thirty
five lakhs of rupees, of which half was paid at the time. The conditions 
formerly agreed upon were renewed, with additioual specifications; and 
Jagirs were promised to his son, his father.in-Iaw, and others of his princic 
pal leaders. The Amir tells the story himself without any attempt at 
extenuation, and seems to regard it as an honourable exploit; pp. 341. 360. 
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extortion, he was obliged to. drain his treasures in BOOK I. 

order to purchase the forbearance of both Sindhia CHAP. L 

and Amir Khan. The exhaustion of his resources 1807. 

was however less painful to him than· the degrada~ 
tion which he felt in being obliged to treat them 
as equals, and the total want. of deference which 
upstart adventurers and military robbers paid to his 
exalted rank and ancient descent. In his distress 
he applied earnestly for the intervention of the 
British Government, and offered the cession of one 
half of his territory if it would protect the other 
half from Mahratta spoliation. The same interposi-
tion was solicited by another Rajput prince, Zalim 
Sing of Kota, who, although he had wisely kept 
aloof from the contest between the rival Rajas, had 
nevertheless been repeatedly mulcted by Amir Khan 
and Sindhia; and the contending princes of Jaypur 
and Jodhpur made a similar urgent appeal to the 
Government of Bengal, pledging themselves to abide 
by its med:i8.tion, and to submit to any conditions 
it should please to impose. They depended upon 
its interference as an obligation which it was bound 
to fulfill as inheriting the paramount sovereignty of 
Hindustan. The dignity and power of the imperial 
eourt of Delhi had been appropriated by the Go.;. 
vernor-General and the Council of Calcutta; and, 
along with the authority, the duties which the 
Emperors were accustomed to discharge had de-
volved upon them. The weaker states of India, 
they argued, had a natural right to look up to the 
British Goyernment for protection against the am-:-
bition and rapacity of the stronger; and they de-
nied that there was any valid excuse for its ques-
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BOOK L tioning the right ..... hen it was fnlly capable of exer-
CIUP. Leising the power ... The llahrattas, ..... ho ..... ere at that 

1807. moment t;preading terror and desolation from the 
Setlej to the N erbudda, were wholly incompetent to 
offer any opposition to the anns and authority of 
the Company; and the Governor-General had only to 
speak the ..... 0M, and nnh·ersal tranqnillity would be 
restored. The policy of this cou~ they main
tained, was equally obvious with its justice and hu
manity; for the British tenitories would derive 
security and prosperity from the suppression of dis
orders, ..... hich excluded their population from all 
amicable intercourse with the surrounding couutries, 
and kept their 0...-0 frontiers in perpetual disquietude 
and alarm. To these representations the principle 
of non-interf'erence was inflexibly opposed; and Cen-
tral India was allo ..... ed to fall into a condition of 
anarchy and ruin, ..... hich was accelerated rather than 
arrested by the removal of the innocent cause to 
,-hich its present misery was ascribed} 

When all hope of the protection of the British 
Government was resigned, the Rana of . U daypur 
was driven to the unpalatable mea...o:ure of retain
ing the sernces of Amir Khan: a fourth of his re
Yenues was assigned to the Mohammedan leader, as 
the hire of one of JUs brigades to be employed in 
collecting the revenues and gnarding the frontiers of 

I S. far _ ..n--ce to daD JICIIicT carried. that ... Ibe Raja of 
Madlfti, at Ibe soIicitatioa of'lbe Raai of Jarpv, _t a party ofhorsr to 
~ the.- aIICI dilldlftl of doe Baja to a plare of safety ia h .. 
~1rJ, he was etljoiDed by the BesidHt at Delhi, 1lIOdt71be orders of the 
~ to furt>go IUs purpose ad ftQIl IUs truops; ad wu told that 
&IIy iDtnpositioa wt.aleftl' _Id be ~ as a breada of the aIIWKe 
....re.- .... hd he wu-d British protec:tioa, MF-t.er, 1se7.-1IS. He-
nnIs. 
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Mewar.1 The influence thus obtained by Amir Khan BOOK I. 

in the counsels of U daypur afforded an occasion for _C_H_A._P._I._ 

a new display of his recklessness of human life, and 
added another victim to the many whom he had 
unscrupulously sacrificed to his interest or his po-
licy. He instigated the Rana to put his daughter 
to death. He also hinted, that, as the ally and friend 
of Man Sing, he should, if he found an opportunity, 
carry her off by force and deliver her to the Raja; 
and he promised, if the Rana followed his advice, to 
assist him in recovering possession of a district in 
the hands of Man Sing which he coveted. The 
natural reluctance .ofthe father was overcome by 
the blended motives of policy, fear, and hope, and 
poison was administered to the princess.2 

The transactions in which the three principal Raj-

I The Amir relates this arrangement with great self-complacency, re
marking that the Hana and he exr.hanged turbands in pledge of friendship; 
p. 399. It must have cost the" son of the Sun" many a bitter pang before 
he could stoop to such an interchange of marks of equality and fraternity 
with a Mohammedan trooper. 

2 Amir Khan relates this transaction without any reserve. According to 
his account, the Rana, after rellecting on his recommendation, said, " If 
you will pledge yourself to get for me Khali-rao from Raja Man Sing, I 
will in that case contrive to get rid of my danghter after you shall have 
gone, using such means as shall create as little odium as possible." The 
Amir agreed to the condition; and the Rana,. after, his departure, caused 
poison to be mixed with his daughter's food, and so administered it toher. 
It happened· that what she took was not sufficient to effect the purpose, 
and the princess guessed the object of her father; whereupon she sent him 
a message, that, as it was· a matter that concerned the good of the Raja 
and the honour of his family, and it' appeared that her living longer was 
inconsistent with these' in her father's opinion, there was no occasion for 
him to have gone sec.retly to work, for that she was prepared to die by her 
own act. Accordingly, having bathed, and dressed herself in new and gay 
attire, she dr,mk off the poison, and so gave up her' preCious life, earning 
the perpetual praise and admiration of mankind ,-Mem. 399. According 
to Malcolm and Tod, the death of the prinoess, although suggested by 
A~ir Khan, was pressed on the reluctant Rana by one of the Rajpnt 
nobles, Ajit Sing, whose memory on that acconnt is execrated throughout 
Rajasthan •. They both agree in the cheerful submission of the princess to 

- the will of her father, and the grief of her mother, who died shortly after-
wards.-'-{)entral India, i. 3S9; Ann~ls of Rajasthan, i. 46S. ' 

1807. 
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BOOK L put states were involved with the Mahrattas for 
CHAP. I. 
___ some years subsequently to the restoration of peace 

1807; between the latter and the English, have been de
scribed at some length, not only on account of their 
importance in the general history of Hindustan, but 
of their connexion with subsequent events, by which 
they were brought within the pale of that protec~ 
tion which they now solicited in vain. A brief no
tice will suffice for the remaining chiefs of the Raj~ 
put tribes. 

The Raja of Bikaner, Surat Sing, was a member 
of the family which reigned over Marwar. His 
ineffective support of the pretender, Dhokal Sing, has 
been mentioned. After payment of the stipulated 
contrib~tion he was left unmolested, the desert 
surface of his country offering little temptation to 
the marauder. The same circumstance, and the re-

. moteness of its situation, protected the neighbour ... 
ing state of Jeselmer, lying north-west of .Marwar. 
and inhabited chiefly by the Bhatti tribe of .Rajputs. 
Although secluded from the aggressions of the Mah
rattas, domestic quarrels did their work as well. 

In an angle formed between Jaypur and l\Ialwa, 
the province of Haravati~ so called from its prin
cipal occupants the Hara Rajputs, was divided be
tween Kota and Bundi. Kota was under the ma
nagement of Zalim Sing, nominally minister, but 
exercising the authority of Raja; his sovereign being 
content to lead a life of ease and exemption from 
responsibility. By a remarkable association of craft, 
prudence, and resolution, Zalim Sing, although 
obliged to pay tributa and occasional extraordinary 
contributions, contrived to remain on friendly terms 
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with the Mahratta leaders, and to preserve~ his BOOK I. 

country from their ravages ': he had also established CHAP. I. 

a character for firm and faithful adherence to his 1807. 

engagements, and to his -honour and integrity the 
chiefs of every nation and tribe were accustomed to 
intrust their families and their wealth.1 The state of 
Bundi, which in the reign of Akbar was one' of the 
most considerable Rajput principalities, had been 
reduced to narrow limits by a series or- misfortunes 
and the enmity of Jaypur. In consequence of the 
latter, a former Raja had been dispossessed of his 
patrimony; but he had been reinstated by Malhar 
Rao Holkar, and had thence become a tributary of 
the Mabratta. His grandson, the ruling Raja at 
the time of Colonel Monson's retreat, had given the 
British detachment a free passage through his ter
ritories, and afforded every assistance within his 
means. Those wh~m he had befriended, abandoned 
him to the resentment which his conduct had pro-
voked in their behalf; and for several years he was 
exposed to every species of insult and extortion, 
from the vindictive policy of Sindhia and Holkar.t 

The only other Rajput principality'of any consi~' 
deration was that of Macheri, between the Jumna. 
and Jaypur. Originally a feudatory of Jaypur, the 
Raja had taken advantage of the enfeebled condition 
of his liege lord, and had early in the l\fahratta war 
placed his independence under the shield'of. British 
protection.' The engagement was concluded during 

I Ambaji Inglia and AlDir Khan both placed their families in the safe 
k~ping of Zalim Sing; and the fonner deposited at Kota his treasures, 
which were of considerable amount.-Central Iudia, i. 493. 

2 Annals of Rajasthan, i. 601 ; Duff'. 1tIahrattaa, iii. 281. Sll. 
t Coil. of Treaties, 251. The treat)' was a general engagement of de-

VOL. I. H 
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BOOK I. the administration of Lord Wellesley, in conformity 
CHAP. L to his policy of interposing a chain of independent 
1807. native- princes between the Jumna and the Mah

rattas. As this was contrary to the views of his 
successors, they would have thought it fortunate if 
the Rajas. of Macheriand Bhurtpore, who were si
milarly circumstanced,could have been induced to 
seek the dissolution of the alliance: they were 
obliged to a:dmithowevet, that, as the engagements 
had been contracted, it would be inconsistent with 
the 'credit of the Government to refrain from grant
ing them protection against the menaced aggres
lIions of Holkar. Notwithstanding reiterated assur
anceS to this effect, the Raja of Macheri, alarmed 
by the abandonment of Jaypur, continued to appre
hend-a like desertion, until the obvious change in 
the counsels of Calcutta. dissipated his fears. 

It is equally unnecessary to enter at any length 
upon the condition of the Jat princes of Hindustan. 
Professing to descend from the illustrious tribe of 
Yadu, the Ja.ts on the Jumna had been trans
formed, by the necessity of self-defence, from a race 

. of pacific agriculturists, into a nati~n of soldiers and 
conquerors. Forced into martial distinction by the 
distractions of Hindristan which followed the reign 
of Aurangzeb, they continued, under a succession of 
warlike chieftains, to- take a prominent and profit
able part in all the troubles which ensued, until the 
establishment of the authority of $indhia at Delhi. 
In this interval their leaders acquired extensive 

fensive alliance: troops were to be sent to the aid of the Raja when re
quired, after failure of mediation betweeu him and I!.n)' other prince with 
whom he might be at enmity. No subsidy or tribute was imposed. 
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and valuable possessions; and, although their power BOOK I. 

had been diminished by the superior resources of CRAP ••• 

the Mahrattas, the representative of the original J807. 

ruling family still retained a country of some ex-
ten~ guarded by strong-holds, one of which was for 
many years a monument of British discomfiture. 
The Raja of Bhurtpore had become subsequently an 
ally of the British Government, and readily had 
recourse to its aid in moments of peril.' The suc-
cessful defence of his fortress had, however, im-
pressed him strongly with a mistaken estimate of 
his own importance, and in his intercourse with 
the protecting state he displayed equal arrogance 
and distrust. 

The only other prince of this tribe, the Rana of 
Gohud, was descended from a Jat leader who rose 
to distinction in the time of the first Baji Rao 
in the Peshwa's service. After the defeat of the 
l\Iahrattas at the battle of Paniput, he set hiInself 
up &8 independent ruler of the districts which had 
been intrusted to his charge; and his successor was 
allowed ~ retain them on condition of paying tri
bute to the Peshwa. The chief.'t of GollUd were 
both by tribe and by position the enemies of the 
l\Iahrattas; and in this spirit the Ran&, during the 
administration of 'Varren nastings. joined the Bri
tish, and rendered useful service to the detachment 
under Colonel Camac. After the peace he was left 
to his own unassisted means of defence, and these 
were in~ufficient to save him from the resentment 
of l\JadlJoji Sindhia. His territory was invaded; 

• For .. atCOWJt or tbe JilB, lee Toefl Rajasthan, ii. 170; alao a 
aketcb Clftheir bistory, Calcutta Quarterly Maguiue, Man:b,I826. 

s2 
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BOOK I. the fort of .Gwalior, which after its capture from 
CHAP. L Sindhia by the British had been given to the Rana, 

1807. was re-taken; and the Rana was compelled to sur
render himself a prisoner, upon a. verbal assurance 
of. personal immunity. In the late war with' the 
Mahrattas,' Ambaji Inglia, who. governed Gohud Oil 

the part of Dowlat Rao Sindhia, went over to his 
enemies; and, as the reward of his desertion, a por.,. 
tioll of the territory was guaranteed to him by 
treaty, whilst the Rana was replaced in the occupa.,. 
tion of the remainder.1 The policy of Sir G. Bar
low, and his anxiety to conciliate Sindhia, led him 
to annul the treaty with the Rana of Gohud, upon 
the plea that he had not fulfilled its conditions, and 
that the agreement was therefore virtually can
celled. The territory was in consequence restored 
to Sindhia, and compensation was made to the 
Rana by the cession to him of Dholpur, which 
Sindhia had given up.s The stipulations of the 
treaty. had pledged the Rana to efforts beyond his 
means; and his failure, as it proceeded from no 
defection on his part, was not a sufficient excuse for 
the violation of positive engagements. At the same 
time, it is evident that the British Government had 
formed an erroneous conception of the rights and 
power of the Rana of Gohud, and that Sindhia had 
good reason to complain of an arrangement which 
had converted a dependent of his government into -
au independent prince. The Rana himself, al,. 

I Ambaji was allowed to retain territory yielding a revenue of nioe 
lakbs of rupees a-year. The portion assigned to the Rana was estimated 
at twenty-six lakhs.--Coll. of Treaties, pp. 256. 258. 

2 Second treaty with Kirat Sing, Raua of Gohud, 1806.-Coll. of 
Treaties, 298. 
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though not placed in the position which was' at firsf BOOK I. 
CHAP. L 

designed for him, had no little cause for self-gratti- __ _ 
lation in his transformation from the condition of a 1807. 

prisoner and a fugitive, to that of a prince reigriing 
in absolute sovereignty, under the security of Bri-
tish protection, over Ii tJortion of those domains the 
whole of which were held by his ancestors only 
through the sufferance Of a Mahratta chieftain, sub .. 
ject to his exactions and liable'to his resumption.1 

Although seceders in some respects from the 
orthodox'religion of the Hindus, the Sikhs retain 
so many essential articles of the Brahmanical faith, 
that they may be justly classed among the Hindu 
races. In their original institution, the Sikhs were 
a religious community, who, in consonance with 
the benevolent objects of their founder, N anak 
Shah, a native of the Punjab, proposed to abolish 
the distinctions of caste, and to combine Hindus 
and Mohammedans in a form of theistical devotion, 
derived from the blended abstractions of Sufyism and 
the Vedanta, and adapted to popular currency by 
the dissemination of the tenets which it inculcated, 
in hynnis and songs composed in the vernacular dia-

1 The conduct of Sir G. Barlow in regard to the Rana of Gohud has 
heen .,indicated by high authority. In the debate on the India Budget in 
the House of Commons, lOth July, 1806, Sir Arthur Wellesley is reported 
to have asserted that Lord Wellesley had himself taken into consideration 
the e'lpediency of restoring to Sind hill. the territory of Gohud and the fort 
of Gwalior, B.Dd that the cession was not looner made was owing to a want 
of confidence in the steadineBB and consistency of Sindhia's counsels. Sir 
A. Wellesley atates also that it had always been his opinion that Gohud 
and Gwalior ought to be restored to Sindhia. .. Upon the whole; he con· 
cludes, .. the committee will ohserve, that I consider Sir G. Barlow's treaty 
with Sindhia to have. been consistent with the spirit of that which I was 
the instrument of concluding at the close of the year 1803; and that the 
late Governor-General, Lord Wellesley, intended to have carried ioto exe
cution that part of its stipulatioDs which refers to Gwalior and Gohud."-
Hansard's ParI. Deb. ' 
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~~~:.: I~' Iects. These still constitute the scriptural authority, 
- __ the Grantha, the book of the Sikhs. The doctrines 

1807. and the influence of the teachers gave a common 
faith to the hardy and intrepid population of the 
upper part of the Punjab, and merged whatever dis
tinctive appellations they pr~viously possessed in the 
new general designation of co Sikhs," or " disciples," 
which thenceforth became their national denomina
tion. As their numbers increased, they attracted 
the notice of the Mohammedan rulers, and were 
subjected to the ordeal of persecution. They had 
recourse to arms t under a succession of military 
leaders, the sword became inseparably associated in 
theit creed with the book; and their ranks were re
cruited by fugitives from political disorder and fiscal 
oppression, who readily adopted a faith which made 
but trifling demands upon their belief, and differed 
in few material points from that which they pro
fessed. Community of danger became the bond of 
both a religious and a social organization, and a 
nation grew out ofa sect. As the birth-place of their 
founder Nanak, and of the teacher who in a still 
greater degree gave to the Sikhs their characteristic 
peculiarities, Guru Govind Sing, was the Punjab; 
it was there that they congregated and became 
organised, in spite of the efforts of the viceroys of 
Lahore for their suppression, until they had become 
masters of the whole of the country from the Setlej 
to the Indus . . , 

The circumstances under which the Sikhs a~hieved 
their independence were unfavourable to the con
solidation of their powel'. In their hostilities with 
~he Mohammedans they acted without plan and 
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without an acknowledged head, and adopted a. de .. BOOK J. 

8uItory system of warfare, in which different leaders CHAP. I. 

collected their relations and friends, and unexpect. 1807. 

edIy fell upon their enemies and laid waste the 
country. As the means of opposing their incursions 
declined, they were emboldened to undertake ope-
rations of greater importance requiring concert and 
combination; and, for this purpose, the different 
Sirdars assembled occasionally at a public diet 
usually held at Amritsar, the site of their principal 
shrine. When the Afghans supplanted the Moguls 
in the government of the Punjab, the Sikhs expe
rienced some severe reverses from the JDilitary skill 
and activity of Ahmed Shah; but after his death 
they were left at liberty to establish themselves as a 
political confederacy in the countries which they now 
occupy. The districts were divided amongst differ-
ent associations termed Misa-Is, implying assemblies 
of equals under chiefs of their own selection. The 
chief was to lead in war, and arbitrate in peace: he 
was treated with deference by the other Sirdars, but 
they recognised no obligation to obey his commands. 
Towards the end of the last century twelve principal 
Misals were formed, varying considerably in the ex-
tent of territory which they governed, and iJ) the 
number of horse which they could bring into the 
field! 

In the course of time the inherent defects of a 
military federation of this description began to be. 
manifested, and individual ambition and ability to 

1 All iatereating UCOWIt of the Sikh federation will be found in the 
"Origin or the Sikh power in the Punjab,- compiled by Mr. Prinsep 
ehie8y from the report of Captain William MUITllY, Political Agetlt at 
Ambala j Calcutta, 18M. 
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BOOK I. assume that ascendancy which they were calculated 
nI .... L to attain. Amongst the least considerable of the 

1807. lIisals was that of Sura~ so called from the 
lands which the progenitors of the chief, Chamt Sing, 
had originally cultivated. "Charat Sing commenced 
a career of aggrandisement -at the expen..<:e of his 
neighbours, which his son lIaha Sing pursued 
with still greater success. The son of the latter, 
Ranjit Sing. had, however, surpassed both; and by a 
singular combination of courage and cunning he had 
brought most of the chiefs on the west of the Setlej 
nnder his controul. The chiefs on the {'ast of that 
river, whose possessions were contiguous to the pro
vince of Delhi, professed, after the close of the 
lIabratta war, an nndefined allegiance to the Bri
tish Government; and some nncertainty with regard 
to the protection with which it was repaid eom
pelled Ranjit Sing to proceed with caution in his 
project. of extending his supremacy across the Setlej. 
That he was disappointed in his projects was attri
butable to the altered policy of the British Govern
ment upon the accession of Lord Minto to the 
office of Governor-General.· 

From the review that has been thus taken of 
the political circumstanres of India -during the 
administration of Sir G. Barlow, it - is endent 
that the supremacy of the British power was 
virtually established, although matters were not 
yet sufficiently ripe for its open avowal. Some 

I A descriptioa or the religious teaeIs or the Silhs will be muDd iD the 
Asiatic ReseardKos, YOI. nii.; aDd a more general account or their origiD 
..... history is PUblishM iD the elereoth YOIume of the same c:oll~. by 
Sir JobD Malcolm. Mr. PriIlSl.'P·s wort, just rererred to, desc:ribes their 
later progress aDd the rille or Rujit SiDg. 
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unnecessary forbearance was no doubt exhibited, BOOK I. 

and some degree of blame deservedly incurred CHAP. L 

for apprehensions needlessly entertained, and en- 1807. 

gagements unjustifiably violated; but it may be 
questioned if the policy of the Government did not, 
however undesignedly, promote the consummation 
which it was intended to avoid. It would have 
been easy, and it would have been generous. to 
have interposed. in defence of the Rajput princes 
and rescued them from Mahratta rapacity; but, had 
the tranquillity of Hindustan been restored by a 
further expenditure of the resourceS' of Bengal, the 
latter would have required a. longer period for the 
renovation of its exhausted vigour, whilst the former 
would have been earlier placed in a. condition to 
provoke and defy its resentment. The co~tinued 
contests of the native princes operated favoUrably 
for the extension of British ascendancy: they dis-
posed the weaker to welcome the approach of fo-
reign protection, and they disabled the stronger from 
offering effective opposition. On the other hand, 
the suspension of military operations of any magni-
tude for several years afforded the British Govern-
ment opportunity' to accumulate and improve· its 
resources, and, when again compelled to· employ 
them, to put forth its energies with a might which 
made resistance to it hopeless •. and elevated it to an 
eminence from which it directed without dispute 
the destinies of IIindustan. 

• 
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CHAPTER II. 

Sir George Barlow, Governor-General.-State of the 
Finances. - Retrenchments. - Supplies.- Judicial 
and Revenue Arrangements for Cuttack, the Doab, 
and Bundelkhand. - Revenue Settlements in the 
. Ceded and Conquered Provinces.-Separation of Ju
dicial and Revenue Functions at MoM'as.-Murder -
of Europeans at Vellore.-At·rival of the Dragoons. 
-FOrt retaken.~Military Inquiry.-DisposqJ of 
the Prisoners.-Causes and circumstances of the 
Mutiny.~Its Origin in religious panic occasioned 
by military Ot'ders.-Similar Alarms at Hydera-. 
bad, Walajabad, and Nandidrug ol1ayed lYr sup-

. pressed.-Lord W. Bentinck and Sir John Cradock 
'l'ecalled.- Ultimate Decision of tlte Court of Di
rectors. 

BOOK I. 'V HEN the provisional assumption of the govern
CHAP. U. 

---
1806. 

" 

ment of India by Sir George Barlow, consequent 
upon the death of Marquis Cornwallis, was known 
in England, the Court of Directors determined to 
nominate him permanently Governor-General, and 
the nomination was acquiesced in by the Board of 
Controu!. The principles of the policy which he 
pursued towards the native states have been suf
ficiently explained, and their consequences exhi': 
bited in the preceding pages. The other transac-
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tions of his, administration were for the most part BOOK I. 

of inferior interest, though scarcely of minor im- CHAP. IL 

portance. 1806. 

, The first cares of' the new Governor-General 
were engaged by the state of the public finances, 
which had been seriously deranged by the expenses 
of the war. The charges had for some years past 
exceeded the revenues b, a considerable amount, 
and the deficit bad been supplied by loans con
tracted at a high rate of interest,l or by the applica-
tion of the Company's commercial remittances to 
territorial disbursements. Heavy demands still re
mained for liquidation; the pay of the troops was 
seven and eight months in arrear; large sums were 
due on account of pensions to native chiefs and 
princes, and funds to meet these claims were for 
some time de6cient.1 

The restoration of tranquillity admitted of econo
mical retrenchments in the principal article of 
public expenditure, the charges of the military de-: 
partment, and in nothing more than the dismissal 
of the irregular troops which had been taken into 
the British service during the war: these were dis
banded, in several cases with injudicious haste; and 
J agirs were assigned to some of their leaders in 
commutation of payor pension. A present incon
venience was thus in a great measure obviated, but 
the newly ,acquired districts were burthened with 
establishments which even in the present day in 

J A loan was opened in January, 1805. at 10 per cent.. by which eicca 
rupees 2,12,41,000 (£2,640,000) were railled. 

• Tbe demanda payable by the Bengal Government amounted iD May, 
1806, to uiDety lakhs of rupee .. to meet which ~ot above forty lakhs were 
available. • 
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BOOK I. SQme degree diminish the revenue that inight else 
CHAP. u. be raised from them.. Extensive reductions Of the 

1806. regular forces were at the same time effected. 
The economical principles which guided the pro

ceedings of the Government of Bengal were equally 
impressed upon the attention of the subordinate 
Gov;ernments, and the importance attached to the 
object by Sir G. Barlow.is fully shown by the lan
guage in which his views were commuirlcated· to 
Bombay and Madras. He reminded the' supreme 
authorities at both Presidencies that, " the fi~ces 
of the Company having been involved in extraordi
nary difficulties by the consequences of the late 
war, it had become the solemn duty of the different 
Indian Governments to establish a system of the 
most rigid economy through every branch of their 
civil and military expenditure ;"and he therefore 
enjoined them "to. abrogate all such charges as 
were not indispe:p.sable to the good government and 
security'of the provinces under their controu!. The 
extraordinary demands upon the public resoUrces 
had arisen," he· observed, " almost exclusively from 
the enhanced charges of the military departments; 
but the circumstances of India were now propitiouS 
to their retrenchment, as no danger was to be' ap
prehended from French aggression, and the condi. 
tion of the' native states not iIi. alliance with' the 
Company precluded all apprehension of their pos
sessing the means of making any impression upon 
the British power for a long course of years: t.hat 
independently of this prospect of future tranquillity, 
derived from the preponderating power of the lat
ter, the treaties which had been contracted with 
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Sindhia and other princes had been 'drawn up with BOOK I. 

a view to remove all grounds of difference, and to CHAP. JL 

conciliate them by concessions which would render 1806. 

it their int~rest to preserve the relations of amity 
so established inviolate." The Governor-General 
suggested various specifications of retrenchment, arid 
concluded by confidently hoping that in a short 
time the reductions from, those sources would re-
lieve all pressure upon the finances, and restore de
preciated public credit, leaving a surplus t~ payoff 
the public debt and provide the Company's com
mer(Jial investment. ' 

This last consideration, the provision of the in
vestment of goods for sale in England, was, iIi fact, 
the main-spring of Sir G. Barlow's policy, as it was 
of that of the Company. It was the pressure' upon 
their commercial credit and resources which the 
latter were most anxious to relieve; and, as their 
instructions to that effect found an obedient agent 
in the Governor-General, the necessary' result, was 
the sacrifice of all comprehensive political views 
to present commercial exigencies. The financial 
embarrassments of the Indian Governments were 
merely of a temporary nature: the return of 
peace necessarily reduced much of the immediate 
charge; and the revenues were rapidly increasing, 
from the valuable accessions of territory acquired 
during the war, and the certainty of their improve
ment under a regular and efficient system of admi
nistration. Nor was there any cause for alarm in 
the state of public credit, as, although it had been 
thought necessary to offer a high rate of interest, 
ten per cent. per annum, on a loan contracted in t,he 
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BOOK I. early part of 1805, the, rate was not nnprecedented 
_C_H_AP_._U_. or unusual; and in the course of 1806 a: loan was 

1806. opened at eight per cent. per annum, with such en
tire success, as in the course of a few years to ab
sorb all preceding and more burthensome obliga
tions.I The rate then' negotiated commenced a 
series of reductions of the interest of the public 
debt, which has for some years past nearly equalised 
the interest paid in India with that which com
monly prevails in th~ kingdoms of continental Eu
rope.1 

The exertions made by Sir George BarIo)" for 
the diminution of the public expenditure were _not 
in vain; and by the end of April 1807, the close of 
the Indian official year, shortly after which he re
linquished his office to his successor, he had re
d.uced the excess of annual charge to less than a 
-half of its amount in 1805, and had matured a sys
tem of economy, which, in the' first years of Lerd 
Minto's administration, transformed the deficit into 
a surplus.s 

I Sicca rupees 26,65,00,000, or' about £30,000,000, were tr.&nsferred and 
subscribed to this loan between 1805-6 and 1810-11, when it chielly merged 
into a loan at no higher a rate than 6 per cent. ' 

• The rates of interest now borne by the public debt of India are 4 and 
5 per cent, 

S The statements appended to the Second Report of tbe Select Committee 
of the House of Commons, printed in May, 1810, present the following 
comparative view of the relative revenues and charges of India from 
1804-6 to 1807·8. 

ReIlenue. Oharg.. Eil!CUS of C/uJrfl". 
1804-5 • £14,949,395' • £16,487,346 • £1,537,951 
1805-6 • • 15,403,409', • 17,672,017 • 2,268,608 
1806-7 , ,14,535,729 • 17,688,061 ,3,152,322 
1807-8 • • 15,669,905 ,15,979,027 309,122 

By a statement in the author's possession, comlliled in the office of the 
accountant-general iu Calcutta, the returns of the three first years in Sicca 
Rupees are.as follows: . 
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In order to provide for the most urgent and im- BOOK I. 

mediate demands, funds were raised by a loan in CHAP. ll. 

1805-6; by which, in the course of that and the fol- 1806. 

lowing year, about four millions sterling were sup-
plied to the treasury: the deficit which remained 

• 
Revenu.. ClusrglJ. > Etzee88 of Clusrge. 

1804.5 • S. R.13,06,49,241 S. R.15,16,18,150 S. R. 2,69,69,509 
1805-6 "13,68,28,962.,, 16,44,88,141 ,,2,86,49,195 
1806-1 ,,12,91,16,621 "13.99,2S,681.,, 1,02,06,904 

and in the fourth year, .surplus :&venue. 
• 1801-8 • " 13,81,59,682. " 13,1'1,19,952." 10,S9,130 
which lurplus, calculating the rupee at 2 •. , which is something less than 

·its intrinsic value, is equal to £10S,913. These particulars agree with the> 
.tatements given by Mr. Tucker; of which he remarks, that, as they were 
prepattd from official and authentic documents, they may be received with 
confidence.-Review of the Financial Situation of the East India Company, 
by H. St. George Tucker, p. 13. One source bf difference in the two 
statements is the difference of exchange valuation. The old accounts of 
the East India Company were converted from Indian into English mo
Dey at 2 •• per current rupee (116 of which were equal to 100 Siccas) for 
Bengal, 8 •• per pagoda for Madras, and 2', Sd. per Bombay rupee: a 
valuation which, however correct according to the state of the exchange, 
was far above the intrinsic value of the coins; the current rupee at par 
being worth only 11. 9tt.·111, the pagoda 1 •• 6d.·S86, and the Bombay 
rupee 2 •• ·008.-Report of Select Committee on the Finances of the East 
India Company, An gust 1832, App. No. 20. In the above comparison of 
receipts and disbnrsements, the rate being the same on both does not very 
materially affect the result, but the excess conveys an exaggerated view of 
their amount to the extent of about one·seventh of the aggregate sums. 
Now, although the exchange values of the Indian currencies might he 
properly taken aB the standard for their conversion into English money in 
regard to all receipts and disbursements, whether commercial or territorial, 
occurring in England, yet such a standard was wbolly inapplicable to reo 
Yenuel and charges beginning and ending in India itself. The intrinsic 
value of the currencies, as compared with that of the British coinage, was 
In such case the least variable and most correct measure. The statements 
in Sicoa Rupees, converted into Sterling at 2.. the rupee, would therefore 
be preferable, as nearer the truth ; but their use is inconvenient, as afford· 
ing results different from those given in the Parliamentary and India 
House accounts, the authorities most readily available: these will there· 
fore generally be followed. In the present case, besides the difference 
of valuation, there is a discrepancy in the relative statements which is 
not easily accounted for. The annual accounts must have been made up 
either on different principles or for somewhat different intervals. The 
aggregate of the four years, adopting the conversion of the siooa into the 
current rupee, offers a near though not close approximation; the Par
liamentary accounts making it £1,268,OOS, the Calcutta statements sicea 
rupees 6,41,86,418 '{equal to current rupees 1,5\,52,314, and, at 2,. the 
current rupee, to) £1,515,231. 
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BOOK I. was met by remittances· from Europe, which; dur
CHAP.IL ing the three yel:)-rs from 1804-5 to 1806-7, exceed-

1806. ed by ·two millions sterling the supplies realised 
in England from the proceeds of the Company's 
trade. 

Besides the measures adopted fc1r the removal of 
financial difficulties, the Indian Governments were 
occupied 'during the interval between the departure 
'of Marquis· Wellesley and the arrival of Lord 
Minto in extending and consolidating the revenue 
and judicial arrangements in various districts newly 
taken under their authority. Upon the annexftion 
of the province of Cuttack to the Presidency of 
Bengal, commissioners wer~ appointed to effect a 
settlement of the revenue with the landholders; and 
in September 1804 the latter were apprised that at 
the expiration of a twelvemonth a fixed assessment 
would be levied upon their lands, upon a just and 
~oderate consideration of the receipts or former 
years. This announcement was confirmed by a 
regulation of the Government 11 and the same enact
ment recognised the principle of substitutipg a quit
rent for a land assessment in respect to certain 
petty Rajas and Zemindars residing in the moun
tains and thickets of Orissa. All other sources of 
revenue which had existed under the Mahratta Go
vernment were abolished, with the exception of an 
.excise upon spirituous liquors, and a capitation tax 
upon pilgrims to the temple of Jagannath. The 
latter was the subject of a further enactment 2 in the 
following year, by which the amount of the tax, the 
mode of levying it, and other circumstances con-

I Bengal Regulations: R~g. xii. 1805. 2 Reg. iv. 1806. 
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nected 'with it, were defined, with a. vie~ to' protect BOOK I. 

the pilgrims from the unwarranted exactions' of the ellAi'. II. 

officers of the Government or of th~ temple; and' t~ 1806. 

maintain order and security in the town of J agan..: 
nath-pur and its dependencies. At the same time~ 
provision waS mase for"the administration of justice 
in civil causes by the institution of a provincia~ 
court, I and a revision was effected of the system of 
police which had been previously in force in Cut-
tack. The duties of the police during the Mahratta. 
Government had been intrusted to a body of armed' 
men, termed Paiks; or foot-men; who were com
man<Ied by their own Sirdars or chiefs, and occupied 
lands exempt from rent, in payment of their ser~ 
vices. They were subject to the general controul 
of the landholders within whose domains they wer~ 
located, and the landholders were responsible to the. 
Government for the prevention of disorders and 
robberies within the limits of their respective e"s-
tates.' This system was unchanged; but, in order 
to fix upon the landholders a better defined autho-
rity and more distinct responsibility, they were' 
formally invested with the title and powers of 
Darogas, or head-officers of police, under the ge. 
neral superintendence of the magistrate of the 
I)rovince. 

1 Reg. xiv. 1805. A striking instance is afforded by one of the clauses 
of this regulation of the high value of money under the Mahratta "Govern· 
ment, and ita anticipated reduction under the Britisb. In all disputes 
concerning obligations bearing interest which originated before October, 
1803, the court was authorised to recognise the following rates: on sums 
not exceeding 100 rupees, 30 per cent. pet annum; on larger sums, 24 per 
cent. per annum. Subsequently to the date specified, the rate of interest 
was restricted to 12 per cent. per annum. ' 

• Reg. iv. 1804. 

'. VOL. I. I 
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BOOK L The introduction of the Company's judicial and 
CHAP.IL ___ revenue regulations into the territories lastly ac-
1806. quired. in. the Doah' and in Bundelkhand had been 

accomplished by previous enactments! Those af
fecting the revenue were based upon the principle 
of an ultimate settlement in perpetuity in the Upper 
provinces as. well as in: Bengal, ~ut postponing its 
conclusion to the expiration of certain definite pe
riods. Two successive settlements were to be made 
fol"' a term of three years each, and a.. third was to 
be concluded for a period of four years. On the 
close 9f each of the two first periods, the assessment 
was to be revised and augmented according to the· 
progressiv.e improvement which it was anticipated 
would have taken place in the value of landed pro
perty;' and at the end of the three terms, forming 
an aggregate often years, it was proposed to con"; 
elude a perpetual settlement for all such lands. as 
might. be- in a.. sufficiently improved state of cultiva
tion to, warrant the measure, on such terms as the 
Government should deem. fair and equitable. This 
last stipulation,' strictly interpreted, rendered the 
pledge: of little worth; for it reserved to the Gov~m
ment the determination not only of the final rate of 
assessment, but of the: condition of the lands to be 
assessed. A still more important modification of 
the original enactment was, however, introduced by 
Sir George Barlow. On the termination of the 
first triennial period of the settlement of the Ceded 
provinces, he added a clause to its renewal, whiCh 
Lord Wellesley either overlooked or considered 
superfluous; and enacted, that the proposed settle-

I Regs. xxv. 1803; v. viii. ix. 1805. 
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ment of the revenue in perpetuity in. the Ceded and BOOK I; 

Conquered provinces should depend upon the' con- eIlAP. u. 

firmation of the Court of Directors.1 Their contit- 1806. 

mation was neTer conceded. 
The principal legislative enactment at Fort St; 

George had for its object the discontinuance of the 
judicial powers theretofore given to the collectors 
of the revenue in the di~tricts which had not bee'll 
permanently assessed. Distinct courts or civil judi
cature were established in the several Zillas,. and 
the separation of the judicIal from the revenue de.
partment was completed in the temtories of the 
:Madras Presidency as well as in those of Bengal.' 
At the same time, the Supreme Court of Appeal 
was remodelled.. It bad hitherto been constitnted 
of the Governor and Members of Council, a board 
already fully occupied. In their stead three Judges 
were appointed to the special daty of hearing ap
peals from the courts, below~ in addition to a Meru~ 
ber of Council not being Governor of Madras, who 
was to act as Chief Judge.' No enactment of any 
interest ,was promulgated during this period at 
Bombay. 

In the midst o( their pacific occupations the Go~ 
vernments of India were startled by the occurrence 
of an event unprecedented in the annals of British 
India, and inspiring fears for the solidity and pei"~ 

I .. The Governor-General in Council hereby notifies to the Zemindars 
and other actual proprietors of land in the Ceded and Conquered provinces, 
thtt the J umma which may be aBBessed on their estates in the last year of 
the settlement immediately ensuing the present settlement shall remain 
fixed for ever, in case the Zemindars shall now be willing to engage for the 
payment or the public revenue on those terms in perpetuity, and the 
arrangement shall receive the sanction oUhe Court of Directors."-Reg.lt. 
1801. Sect. Y. 

t Reg. ii. 1806. I Reg. iii. 1801. 
12 
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BOOK I. manence of the empire,-the massacre of the Eu;.; 
_CH_AP_._U._ ropean officers and soldiers in the garrison of Vel

1806. lore by 'the native regiments on duty along with 
them. This happened on the morning of the 10th 
of July; 1806.1 

The fortress of Vellore, situated eighty-eight miles 
west from :Madras, had been chosen, for the conve
nience of its position and the strength of its de
fences, as a safe residence for the family of Tippoo 
Sultan, which consisted of twelve sons and six 
daughters. The six elder sons were married, and 
had children: four of the daughters also were mar
ried, and the marriage of the fifth was in course of 
solemnisation when the mutiny. broke out. Their 
families, with their connexions and followers, formed 
an assemblage of several hundred persons, all living 
in the former palace of the Nawabs of the Carnatic, 
within the fort. The princes had been treated with 
a degree of distinction and liberality better suited to 
their former dignity than their fallen fortunes. They 
were- under no other personal restraint than the at
tendance of a guard when they moved out, and pro
hibition against going out of the fort without the 
written authority of the commandant of the garri
son and the' paymaster of their stipends. Their 
allowances not only provided amply for their wants, 
but enabled them to support some show of state, 
and to collect around them a swarm of needy 

• 
I The chief authorities for the following narrative and observations are, 

the MS. Correspondence of the Madras GOl'ernment i Papers printed for 
Parliament in 1813 i a Memorial addressed to the Court of Directors, and 
afterwards printed in 1810, by Lord 'William Dentinck; and Sir .I. 
Cradock's Address to the Court, printed in the Asiatic Annual Register 
for 1807. 
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ad venturers and vagrant lnendicants, the willing ·BOOK I. 
. t t f . h' f d f, t f CHAP. lL IDS rumen s 0 mIse Ie an eager omen ers 0 -.. __ _ 

discontent" The general charge of the princes 1806. 

and payment of their pensions were consigned to 
Lieutenan~Colonel Marriott. No other officer was 
allowed to enter the palace without the permission 
of the princes, and no European sentinel did duty 
within its precincts. The native sentries were posted 
only at the outer doors of the several dwellings. 
Colonel Marriott discharged also the duties of su
perintendent of police for the fort arid the adjacent 
town of VeHore, the population of which had largely 
increased. The garrison of the fort consisted of 
four companies of his Majesty's 69th regiment, six: 
companies of the first battalion of the 1st regiment 
of Native Infantry, and the second battalion of the 
23rd. The Europeans were about three hundred 
and seventy in number, the natives fifteen hundred. 
The whole were commanded by Colonel Fancourt, 
the colonel of the 69th. SpacioUs barracks were 
severally appropriated to the use of the European 
and native troops. The officers occupied sepa-
rate, and, for the most part, detached houses. 

About three o'clock in the morning of the 10th 
of July, the tranquillity of repose was broken by 
the sudden discharge of fire-arms, and thl:: sound 
was speedily repeated in various directions. The 
Sipahis had been assembled silently in their quar.;. 
ters under arms by their native officers, and led 

I The (our elder prince. were allowed 50,000 rupeea a-year each; the 
three next, 25,000 rupees; the two younger, 8,400 rupees; and the remain
ing three, 6,000 each. There were above aooo natives o( Mysore in the (ort 
and adjoining Petta or town, and above 500 Mohammedan Fakirs. The 
whole populldion o( the town was about 8000. 
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,BOOK I. tQ u~xpected 1J.Ssaults upon the European posts. 
CHAP. II. The few English sentinels on duty at the main-

-!'80~,' guard ~d the powder magazine were shot or bay
(meted almost before they were aware of their dan
ger, ,and' the 'possession of the magazine ~ecured 
to the insurgents the· 8()le supply of ammunitidn. 
Tb/ilir chief body beset the European barracks, firing 
through· the open doors and windows ·volley after 
yol1~y, and repelling every attempt of its inmates to 
sally forth.· by a murderous discharge of musketry, 
and tlie fire of a field-piece which they had planted 
()pposite to the doorway. ,As soon as thclile attacks 
'commenced, detachments were stationed to watch 
the dwellings of the officers, 'with instructions to fire 
JIpon anyone who should come forth ': and, in pur· 
suance of' the order, Colonel Fancourt, as he de~ 
$cended from his, house, received a. wound which 
proved fatal; 'tmd Lieutena.nt-Colonel M'Kerras, 
~ommanding the 23rd, was shot as he was hastening 
to the parade.' After the barra.cks were surrounded, 
parties of the na.tive soldiers forced their way into 
the houses of the Europea.ns, and put to death with 
unsparing ferocity, all whom they could discover. 
Thirteen, officers were killed, besides, several Euro
pean conductors ,of ordnance. In . the barracks, 
eighty-two privates were killed, a.nd ninety-one 
Were wounded.' The' mutineers did not venture to 
enter the building, where they would have had to 
encounter the bayonets of the s~ldiers, but con .. 
tented themselves with pouring their fire into the 
apartments; in which the men, unable for want of 
ammunition to return it, screened themselves against 
its effects as well as they were able by the beds and 
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furnitUl'e. Early in' the moming, a. few officers, who BOOK L 

had collected in one of the dwellings and had sue- CHAP. u. 

cessfully defended themselves, made their way to 1806. 

the barracks, and, placing themselves at the head of 
the SUl'vivors, forced a passage through the'muti .. 
neers and ascended the ramparts, where they took 
post in a cavalier. Hence they reached the maga. 
zine, but were disappointed iIi their expectation of 
supplying themselves With po~der, and were obliged 
to return to the ramparts, where they found cover 
above the main gateway and in a baStion at the 
south-east angle of the fort. In these movements 
they were exposed to a continued fire, by which all 
the officers were disabled and many of the men 
were killed; yet they maintained their ground With 
steadfast courage, and repeatedly drove back their 
assailants at the point of the bayonet. 

DUl'ing the whole of these transactions an active 
communication was kept up between the mutineers 
and the palace, and many of the servants and fol. 
lowers of the princes were conspicuously active in 
the scenes of bloodshed and plunder which followed 
the first success. By some of these a flag, which 
had once belonged to Tippoo and bore his hisign1a, 1 

.was brought out of the palace and hoisted on the 
flagstaff amidst the acclamations of the multitude; 
but it was speedily pulled down by the men of 'the 
69th as they passed the flagstaff in their way from 
the barracks to the ramparts. The indications of 
regularity and conduct which marked the first pro. 
ceedings of the insurgents soon" disappeared: subor
dination was speedily at an end; the Sipa:bis and 

I A sun in the centre, with tiger stripes on a greeD Ileld. 
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BQOK I. followers of the palace 'dispersed in· quest of plunder; 
CHAP. 11. and many who had been reluctant participatorS in 

1806. the mutiny, who began to fear its consequences, or 
"Who sought to secure the booty they had obtained, 
availed themselves of the confusion to leave the 
fort. No arrangements had been made to hold the 
fortress, or to withdraw to any other position, when 
the alarm. was given that retribution was at hand. 

Arcot, the ancient. capital of the Carnatic, and 
the scene of Clive's celebrated defence, was about 
nine miles distant from Vellore. It ·was a ·military 
station; and, among the troops cantoned there, was 
the 19th regiment of dragoons under the command 
()f Lieutenant-Colonel Gillespie. Information of 
the insurrection !eached Arcot by six in -the morn
ing; and a squadron of the 19th, with a strong troop 
of the 7th Native Cavalry, with Colonel Gillespie 
at their head, wa..o; immediately on the road to Vel
lore, the galloper guns and remainder of the ca
yalry being ordered to follow without delay. By 
eight o'clock the first party was before the gates of 
the fortress: the outer two were open, a third was 
closed; but it was here that a few ,of the 69th had 
effected a lodgement, and ~ome of the men, lowered 
by their comrades from the wall, opened the gate. 
to the cavalry. There was still a fourth gateway, 
which was shut, and this was commanded by the 
mutineers so completely that it was necessary to 
wait for the guns to blow it open: they arrived 
a.bout ten. Upon their approach, Colonel Gillespie 
caused ·himself to be drawn up to the rampart~ 

)\There he put himself at the head of the party 
which had maintai~ed t.he position, and descended 
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from the post to charge the insurgents, at tlie same BOOK I. 

moment that the gate was blown open and the dra- CRAP. U. 

goons rushed into the fort. No resolute resistance 1806. 

was offered : after a feeble and straggling fire, the 
insurgents scattered in all directions, and were cut 
doWn by the cavalry, or bayoneted by the men of 
the 69th. Between three and four hundred were 
slain, many were taken, the rest escaped by dropping 
from the walls. In the coUrse of ten minutes the 
fort was again in the possession of the British troops, 
and an unsparing but not undeserved punishment 
had been inflicted on a great number of the muti~ 
neers. There still remained a multitude whose de-
gree of participation in the mutiny and consequent 
destiny it was necessary to determine, and it was 
also of importance to discover the causes of so 
alarming an outbreak. 
. The number of the prisoners was speedily in~ 

creased by the apprehension of the fugitives in va
rious parts of the country by the police or by the 
village~, and by the spontaneous surrender of many 
who either were, or wished to be thought, innocent. 
Soine of the latter were allowed to resume their 
military duties, but there were still above six hun
dred Sipahis detained in confinement at Trichano~ 
poly and Vellore. A military tribunal had been in 
the first instance instituted for their trial, by which 
several of those whose guilt was substantiated were 
condemned to death.1 The criminality of the rest 
was referred to a special commission, upon whose 

1 Three native officei'll and fourteen non·commissioned ollicel'S and pri
vatea were executed by sentence of a native court-martiaJ.- General 
Ordel'll by the Government, Fort St. George, 14th Janllary, 1807. 
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BOOK I. proceedings the Government long hesitated to pro
CHAP. II. nounce a. final sentence. Although little doubt could 

1806. be entertained that most of the Sipahis, whether in 
confinement or at large, were deeply implicated in 
the mutiny, yet it was impossible to procure satis
factory evidence of individual guilt, and it was in
compatible with justice t~ condemn the whole upon 
probable imputation. To restore them to their' mi
litary functions, was to insure impunity to insurrec
tion; to. set them at liberty and dismiss them, was 
to disperse over the. country a number of desperate 
and dangerous men, whose example and instigations 
might lead to greater mischief. To "transport the 
whole to Penang or the Cape, would be expensive 
and inconvenient, even if it were just. The opinions 
of the Governor and the Commander-in-chief were 
at variance; the former advocating the more lenient, 
the latter the severer course. The former event-. 
ually prevailed. The officers and men who were 
absent at the time of the mutiny, or who .had given 
proofs of their fidelity on the . occasion of its occur
rence, remained on the streugth of the army: the 
rest were. discharged for ever from the service, 
with the grant to the officers of small pensions 
for their support, and the numbers of the regi
ments were erased from the army list.1 The dis
posal of the prisoners remained undecideduntiI. 
the arrival of Lord Minto at Madras on his way to 
Bengal. It was then resolved that a final investiga
tion should take place, and, with the exception of 

1 Two new regiments were formed in their place, the 24th and 25th, to 
which the European officers of the 1st and 3rd regiments, and 8uch native 
officers and men as were not discharged, were respectively transferred.
General Orders, 14th January, 1801. 
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those against whom proof of plunder and murder BOOK I. 

eould be adduced, and who .were to be punished ac- CHAP. u. 

eordingly. the whole should be gradually enlarged, 1806. 

being dismissed from. the service and declared in
capable of being again enlisted. As by this time the 
agitation had subsided and the confidence of the 
native troops was restored, the decision was carried 
into effect without difficulty, and without being fol-
lowed by any perceptible mischief. The. ascertain-
ment of the causes of the mutiny, and of the 
principal circumstances attending. it, was equally a 
IilUbject of prolonged deliberation and productive of 
conflicting opinions. . • 

Although the storm had burst so suddenly upon 
the victims of its fury, indications of its approach 
had not been wanting. and careful and intelligent 
observation might have anticipated its violence and 
guarded against its consequences. It was known 
early in May that deep and dangerous discontent 
llervaded the troops in garrison upon the subject of 
orders regarding their dress and accoutrements, and 
rigorous measures were resorted to for its suppres_ 
sion. They had the usual effects of ill-judged seve
rity. They stifled the utterance but aggravated 
the feelings, and embittered dissatisfaction by for
cing it to assume the mask of acquiescence. Secret 
associations were formed, not only to resist the ob. 
noxious orders, but to brave the penalty which in .. 
subordination incurred, by contracting guilt of a still 
deeper dye; and the native officers and men were 
gradually drawn into a conspiracy to murder all the 
Europeans in the fort, and elevate one of the sons 
of Tippoo to the sovereignty from which his father 
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BOOK I. had been hurled by foreigilers and infidels. N o~ 
CRAP. IL withstaitding the oath of secresy by which silence 

1806. was imposed on all who were enrolled amongst the 
conspirators, intimations of the plot transpired suf
ficient at least to have put the objects of it on their 
guard. Not only were dark rumours of an ap
proaching tumult current in the fort and Petta, 
but in the latter a Mohammedan Fakir repeatedly 
proclaimed in the Bazar t·he impending destruction 
of the Europeans. Little regard was paid to his 
den,unciations, as they were uttered with a wildness 
of .manner and vagueness of language which in-• spired doubts of his sanity. Information still more 
positive was equally disregarded. At midnight, on 
the 17th of June, a Sipahi of the 1st regiment, 
named Mustafa Beg, had come to Colonel Forbes, 
the commander of the corps, and communicated 
to him that a plot was concerted to murder 
the European part of the garrison. The agitation 
which the man exhibited, and the imperfectly 
understood purport of his testimony, induced 
the Colonel not only to doubt the authenticity of 
his testimony, but to refer its investigation to a 
committee of native officers, who, being all more or 
less implicated ill the conspiracy, reported of course 
that Mustafa Beg was unworthy of credence, and 
demanded his confinement as the punishment of 
his calumnious aspersions. He was accordingly 
placed under arrest, and so remained until the mu
tiny and murder which he had in vain announced 
had taken place! The utter neglect of these jnti-

I M ustala Beg escaped during the tumult, but retUrned to the fort a few 
days afterwards, and was rewarded for his conduct by a pecuniary dona-
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mations. and their v~!1Ueness and infrequency, might BOOK I. 

seem extraordinary, if there were not reason to _c:a~",p_,_u._ 
believe that there prevailed at the time a more 
than even the usual estrangement between the Eu
ropean officers and the native troops. which is too 
often engendered by the contemptuous indifference 
entertained by the former for the feelings and opi-
nions of the latter, and by their imperfect acquaint-
ance with the native languages. Had there been 
any cordiality between the European officers and 
the native garrison,-had anyone of them deserved 
the confidence and attachment of his men, it is not 
to be credited that only a single individual-should 
have been found faithful among the many who were· 
privy to the conspiracy, and that Mustafa Beg 
should have stood alone in his communications. 
Had there not also been some want of vigilance on 
the part of the officers of the garrison, it is dif-
ficult to conceive that they could have been so 
wholly unprepared for such a widely extended and 
desperate insurrection.1 

tioD of 2000 pagodu and a Subahd8l"11 penaion.-G. O. Madru, fth 
Aug. 1806. A European woman, whu had resided some years ill Vel. 
lore, aIao apprised Colonel Fancourt that secret meetiDgs were held by the 
Sipah.ia ill the Petta. at which seditious language was held. No a~tention 
WILl paid to her testimony, as her character WILl diareputable.-MS. Pro
ceedings of Court of Inquiry. 

I Shortly before this traDsaction, Sir John Cradock, the Commander·in· 
chief, addreaaed a letter to the adjutaut-genenU for circulation to the army, 
ill which he stated hiB regret to IiDd that it was the prevailing practice of 
the serrice to withhold from the natiye commissioned officers that respect 
and illtercourae to which their situation and common opiDion entitled 
them. The Conrt of Directon also remark, " We hue too much reason 
to apprehend. that, to the neglect IUld disrespect maoifested to the native 
officen by the European officers, the disposition to foment and conceal the 
dissatisfaction of the men iB principally to be attributed." They aIao ob
BerTe, "It hu been represented to us that the de6ciency ill the knowledge 
of the languagee of the country pre1'llient amongst the officel"ll of the army 
may haYe operated d another canBe of the abaeoce of confidence between 
the European officers and the Dative troops. We are aware of the iojurious 

1806. 
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BOOK I. The causes of thisa]arming occurrence necessarily
_C_H_AP_._IL_ engaged the attention of the public both in India and -

1806. in- Europe, and an acrimonious controversy ensued, 
which (''an scarcely be said even yet to be at rest.-
Not that there was any sufficient reason for differ-. 
ence of opinion. To an impartial judgment the real
cause was liable to no misconception; but its admis
sion involved inferences which were pressed by one 
party beyond their due limits, and of which the 
grounds were therefore - denied altogether by the 
other. The question of converting the natives of 
India to the Christian 'religion was supposed to de
pend for its solution upon the origin: of the massacre 
at Vellore. By those who were unfriendly to mis
sionary efforts, as well as those who were apprehen
sive of their effects upon native feeling, the transac- . 

effects whicll. this ignorance on the part of the European officers is likely 
to produce, and which we are informed prevails to a great extent." They 
proceed to suggest a plan for remedying the defect, but it has never yet 
been carried into operation. A· general order ot the Commander-in-chief, 
issued in August, 1806, announced that he would not recommend, nor 
would the Government approve of, any officer for a staff appointment who 
did not possess " means of distinct communication with the native army." 
A knowledge of Hindustani had previously been required from cadets as a 
condition of promotion, and from all officers as a qualification for the post 
of adjutant. Adverting to the disregard of Mustafa Beg's information, the 
Court o.bserve, IC We fear that Colonel Forbes's conduct npon that occasion 
proceeded from the same laxity of system, which, there is reason to suppose, 
prevailed, at Vellore for a considerable period before the unfortunate mine 
was sprung."-Letter to Fort St. George, 29th May, 1807, printed for the 
House of Commons, ISth April, 18IS. That the discipline of the garri
son was relaxed', is proved by the evidence before the Committee as to a 
neglect of military duty on the very night of the mutiny; the punctual 
fulfilment of which might have detected something unusual amongst the 
native soldiery, and perhaps prevented the mischief. The European offi
cer commanding the main-guard being summoned to go the rounds at 
midnight, declared himself indisposed, and directed the Subahdar to take 
hilt place. The Subahdar, in imitation of his superior, pleaded the same 
excuse, and delegated the duty to the Jemadar, who was one of the chief 
leaders- of the conspiracy. His report was, of course, that all was well 
at the very hour when the mutineers were arming fbr the attack.-Pro
ceedings of Committee of Inquiry; MS. Records. 
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tion was appealed to as decisive of the reasonable- BOOK I. 

ness of their fears, and as justifying their opposition .. CHAP. IL 

No better reply could be devised by the friends and 1806. 

supporters of missions than a denial that the_Vel-
lore mutiny had any connexion with the propagation 
of Christianity,-a denial in which they. were un
doubtedly wide of the truth." Tbe essential and 
main spring of the mutiny was religious principle, 
although its occurrence was influenced in the man-
ner and season of its development by incidental and 
local excitement. 

Towards the end of 1805 the new Commander
in-chief at Madras, Sir John Cradock, had been led 
to adopt the project of reducing the regulations of 
the army to a systematic code. The article of 
dress, a: favourite subject of consideration with mili
tary men, at least in time of peace, received all the 
attention which its importance demanded; and va
rious regulations were drawn up regarding the regi'.. 
mentals and accoutrements of the native soldiery, 
with the avowed purpose of assimilating their ap-

, The Reverend Dr. Buchanan thus writes to the Government of Ben
gal: .. I understand that the massacre of Vellore has been unaccountably 
adduced as some sanction to the principle of opposing the progress of the 
Christian religion in Bengal. I had opportunities of judging of the 
causes of that event, which were peculiar. I was in the vicinity of the 
place at the time. I travelled for two months immediately afterwards in 
the province adjacent with the sanction of Government, and I heard the 
evidence of Christians, Mohammedans, and Hindus, on the subject. That 
the insurrection at Vellore had no cODDexion with the Christian religion, 
directly or indirectly, immediately or remotely, is a truth which is capable 
of demonstration." - Letter from the Reverend C. Buchanan to the Go
vemor-General, 7th Nov., 1807 i Parliamentary Papers relating to Mis .. 
lionaries, &c., 14th April, 181S. Dr. Buchanan undoubtedly believed in 
what he asserted 80 roundly, but he was strangely misinformed •. The most 
zealous and able defenders of the cause, Lord Teignmouth in his Consid .. 
rations on the duty of diffusing Christianity in India. and Mr. Wilberforce 
in his speeches in 181S, afterwards published by himself, do not go to the 
.ame length: they only deny that the Vellore mutiny was connected with 
any unusual extension or activity of Missionary proceedings. 
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BOOK I. pearance to that of -the European - troops .. 'Vith 
CHAP. n. 

...--__ this intention, the Sipahis were forbidden to appear 
1806. on parade with ear-rings, or the coloured marks 

upon the forehead or face significant of sectarial 
distinctions; and they were commanded to shave 
their beards and trim their mustachios according to 
a standard model. The issue of these orders was 
suspended in a: few instances by the prudence of 
commanding officers of corps; but they were gene
rally known by the men, and -almost universally in~ 
terpreted to imply a design on the part of the Go~ 
vernment to compel the native- troops to assume 
the practices, and eventually the religion, of Euro'; 
peans.1 Other innovations in their dress and ac~ 
coutrements, such as a particular undress jacket, 
black leather stocks, and a turnscrew, which some 
susceptible minds identified with a cross,s! had pre
viously occasioned wide-spread dissatisfaction; and 
the last drop of the cup was poured forth when a 
new pattern for a turban was devised, which in the 
apprehension of the Sipahis resembled a hat.3 This
confirmed their fears, and insubordination was the 
result. 

The first overt exhibition of the spirit thus gene~ 

1 It was commonly said by the Sipahis," We shall next be compelled to 
eat and drink with the outC8llt and infidel English, to give them our 
daughters in marriage, to become one people, and follow one faith." 

• It appears that Sir J. Cradock was not responsible for the two former: 
they were certainly, however, in use.-Lord W. Bentinck's Memorial, 
p.61. -

a It is not easy for persons unacquainted with the East to _ understand 
why so harmless a head-dress as a hat should have excited such horror; 
b"t, in the estimation of the natives, the hat is identified with the we~r, 
and, of itself, denotes a European and a Christian. The term Topi-wala, 
or hat-man, is a term that iH commonly nsed for both. To substitute a hat 
for the equally national characteristic head-dress, the turban, was there
fore considered to be a change of deeply significant import. 
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rated took' place in the second battalion of the .BOOK I. 

4th regiment of Madras infantry, quartered in !=H.P. II. 

VelJore, early in May. The grenadier company 
refused to make up the turban, stating their repug .. 
nance to it honestly, and at first respectfully and 
with calmness. Their representations were received 
by the commanding officer of the regiment with 
extreme intemperance, and his violence!' provoked 
some disorderly and unmilitary conduct; in conse~ 
quence of which nineteen grenadiers were arrested, 
and sent to Madras for trial, by order of the Com~ 
mander-hi-chief, who announced his resolution to 
have the turbans made up and worn, and insisted 
on prompt and unhesitating obedience. Of the 
Ilrisoners sent to the Presidency, two were sentenced 

I According to the official report, the captain of the grenadier company 
of the second battalion of the 4th regiment informed the lieutenant-colonel 
commanding the corps, that several of his men had waited upon him ant!. 
expressed .trong objectioDl to the new head-dress on the part of the 
whole company. The colonel called the men before him and questioned 
them regarding their ft'pugoance ; when they stated firmly. though respect
fully, that they were well aware of the consequences of disobedience, but 
that they could not consent to wear the new turbao, as it would disgrace 
them (or ever in the eyes of their countrymen. Some of the soperior offi
cers expressed themselves prepared to waive their objectioos; but, as the 
ooo-commissiooed officers and privates persisted in their refusal, the former 
were immediately reduced to the ranks, and the latter placed in arrest. 
10 the eveniog, when the battalion was mustered for parade, the men at~ 
teoded without their side-arms and refused to put them on : on which, the 
colonel deprived even the superior office'1l of their swords, and dismissed 
the battalion; some of the men of which, as they dispersed, called aloud, 
II Dhurtt! dhurtt!" meaniog" Away I away!" but with a somewhat uocivil 
import. Upon the occurreoce beiog reported to Colonel Fancourt, the 
Commandant of the garrison, he went to the barracks and expostulated 
with the men; but they unanimously refused to wear the turban, affirming 
that it was really a hat. Colonel Fancourt took no further steps in the 
busine.s beyond orderiog their swords to be restored to the native comw8-
siool'd officers. SODle further excitement was manifested on the followiol 
day, bu~ as observed by the Court of Directors in their letter to Fort St. 
George, above cited, it was so obviously provoked by the injudicious COD

duct of the commaoding officei' that they would oot have been surprised if 
a mutioy had immediately followed, atteoded with all the fatal conse
queoces arising from the offended prejudice occasiooed by so capricious and 
wanton an exertion of authority.-Parliamentary Papers. 

VOL. I. K 

.1806. 
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BOOK t. by a' native court-martial to receive nine hundred 
CHAP. n. lashes each) and seventeen to receive five hundred 
1806. lashes each. The sentence was carried into exe

cution in the two first instances; 1 in the others it 
was remitted, in consequence of the professed con
trition of the culprits. The award showed that 
there was no hope of redress from, temperate repre
sentation ; especially as the Governor in Council 
took up the subject in the same unquestioning spirit 
as the Commander-in-chief, and published his de
termination to €nforce the order, and to employ all 
possible means of suppressing any act of insubordi. 
nation. 'This was the radical error of the whole 
proceeding :it proved to the native troops that they 
could expect no countenance from their Eliropean 
officers, no consider,ation for their feelings from the 
Commander-in-chief or the Government, and cor
roborated the suspicion that the latter was in
flexibly bent upon the abolition of the distinctions 
of tribe and caste, and the compulsory introduction 
of an outward conformity at least to the practices of 
Christia.ns. 

In vindication of the course pursued by the 
Government, it was maintained that there were no 
reasonable grounds of objection to the turban; that 
-it had been made up without hesitation in some 
corps; and that two respectable natives, 'a Moham
medan Syed and a Hindu Brahman, had given evi
dence that there was nothing in its construction that 
was incompatible with their ,religious faith., This 

I Lord W. Bentinck says, the two ringleaders only received punishment. 
-Memorial, p. S. See also Madras General Orders hy the Commander
in-chief, 2nd July, 1806. 
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was no more than true; but although particulaJ' in..; BOOK I. 

fluences might in some cases have overcomEt the CllAP. IL 

objection felt by the troops, and, as is not at all un~ 1806. 

usual among the natives of India, a. few individuals 
of acknowledged respectability might have been 
more free from pntiudice than their inferiors, yet 
it was undeniable that a very strong and widely 
propagated repugnance to the turban· did exist in 
the army, and it would have been more just and 
generous in the Government, as well as more po~ 
litie, to have refrained from rating the shape of a 
cap at a higher value than the affections of the sol. 
diery. 

With regard to the order abolishing marks of 
caste on parade, and enjoining a particular cut of 
the beard and mustachios, it was urged in defence 
of the Commander-in-chief, that although not a 
part of the express military code, yet it had b~n 
introduced very generally in practice before the 
code was drawn up, and that similar prohibitions 
and injunctions had long been in fot:ce in several 
regiments. This also was, no doubt true, but it 
evinced great ignorance of the native character to 
infer that a positive and universally applicable order 
to that effect might therefore be promulgated with 
impunity. The commanding officer of a Sipahi 
battalion who has acquired the confidence of his 
men can do much, even in opposition to their incli
nations, without exciting that dissatisfaction which 
~ay be engendered by a formal order of the Com
mander-in-chief; and it can scarcely be considered 
peculiar to the natives of India, although in an 
especial degree to be predicated of them, that pre-

11:2 
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BOOK I. judices, which soften and dissolve before gentle and 
"RAP. II. judicious influence, commonly harden into intracta-

1806. ble rigidity when -abruptly and harshly denounced. 
The practice of particular regiments, therefore, afford
ed no safe prhiciple for universal legislation; and 
the inference displayed little acquaintance with the 
character or sentiments of the native army.1 

That the prejudices thus shocked, and the feel
ings thus exasperated, should have produced their 
fatal effects at Vellore, was no doubt attributable to 
an additional stimulus applied by the presence -of 
the family of Tippoo Sultan. The followers and 
attendants of the princes, naturally ill-disposed to
wards the British Government, availed themselves 
of the opportunity afforded by the prevailing dis
content, and contributed by all means in their power 
to confirm the impression which the Sipahis enter
tained of the nlterior objects of the innovations 
commanded; taunting them with the badges of Chris
tianity which had been imposed upon them in the 
turnscrew anq the turban, and calling upon them to 
die rather than apostatise from their faith. It was 
established by the evidence before the court and 
commission of inquiry, that some of the confidential 
servants of one of the princes, Moiz-ad-din, had 
been present at the secret meetings which had pre
ceded the mutiny, and had brought, or pretended 
to bring, messages from the palace encouraging the 
.mutineers; promising also, that, if the native troops 
would master the Europeans and hold the fort foi-

I So much of tbe onler as related to sectarial marks and ear-rings was, 
in truth, not Sirol. Cradock's. It was circulated by his predecessor, Ma
jor-General Sir J. Campbell, 11th January, 1805, shortly before Sir J. 
Cradock's arrival. 
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('igbt days, tbey would be joinro by other regiments, BOOK L 

and by many of the principal Poligars, with ,,-hOS(> cUP. Do 

aid the Mohammedan kingdom of Mysore would 1806. 

be re-establisht>d. The influence exercised by these 
instigations W88 the more immroiate, from the cir
cwnstance that the first regiment of native infantry. 
which consistro principally of Musselmans, had been 
raised chiefly in lIysore, and many of the officers 
and men had &enro in the armies of Hyder and 
Tippoo. Former associations, therefore, 88 well 88 

community of country and of creed, rendered them 
in a peculiar degree accessible to the persuasions of 
designing men, and hurried them into the perpetra-
tion of atrocities which the injury offered to their 
pl't'judices might not of itself have impeUro them to 
commit. The source of the evil was still, however. 
the spirit which had been raist'd by the &e\"'erity 
and inconsiderateness of the English authorities. 
Mischievous hands may have appliro a torch, but 
no explosion would have ensuro had not the mate-
rials"of conflagration been previously accumulated. 

That the mutiny of Yellore was of a purely poli
tical charact('r, and arose out of a conspiracy to 
n>place a Mohammedan dynasty on the throne of 
l\Iysore,-an opinion that was strenuously advocated 
by those who wishro to shut their eyes against the 
('vidence of its religious connexion,-was wholly in
capable of demonstration. Even with regard to the 
sons of Tippoo thE'mselves, no proof could be elicited 

• tllat they had been concemro in the conspiracy. 
There "'all no evidence that the communications 
made to the eonspirators in their name had pro
ceeded from them, and it was clearly establishro 
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BOOK I. that prior to the mutiny they had never held per
CHAP. II. sonal intercourse with any of the insurgents. AI-

1806. though it appeared that during the tumult some of 
the Sipahis received refreshments at the houses of 
two of the princes, Mohi-ad-din and Moiz-ad-din, 
and that the Mysore flag was brought from the 
residence of the latter, yet it was also in evidence 
that they had shrunk from the clamorous invitations 
of the crowd to come forth and place themselves at 
their head, . and that they had carefully abstained 
from every word and deed which might implicate 
them in the riot. No· suspicion whatever attached 
to the elder members of the family; the younger 
were of too tender an age to be cognizant of such a 
project; and the utmost criminality that could be 
charged against some of the intermediate members 
of the fraternity was the possibility of their being 
aware of the agitation of a plot against the Euro
pean part of the garrison, and their omission to give 
notice of it to the only- European officer with whom 
they were allowed to communicatej Colonel Mar
riott. Attachtnent to the Company was not to be 
expected from them, but there was little to appre .. 
hend from their animosity. Their own characters 
~nd habits were a sufficient security for their harm
lessness. They were bitter enemies to each other, 1 

and were uniformly destitute of activity, enterprise, 
and courage. They had neither the spirit to con
ceive, nor the daring to execute, a project that 
demanded both; and, whatever may have been their 
own wishes or the participation of their adherents, 

I It was believed' in tbe palace, that, on one occasion, Moiz-ad-din had 
attempted to poison the eldest of his brothers. 
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there is ample reason to conclude that the sons of BOOK I. 

Tippoo were not personally the originators or instiga- CHAP. II. 

tors of the mutiny. As, howev~r, their presence 1806. 

was calculated to keep alive the hopes of their 
adherents, and fwnish a rallying point to the disaf-
fected, they were removed from the Madras Presi-
dency to that of Bengal. and placed under easy su..., 
veillance in the vicinity of CalcuttSt.1 

Still more ~tenabl~ were the opinions of those 
who beheld in the transaction the evidence of a. 
general plot among the Mohammedans of the Dek,., 
hin to restore the sovereignty of Islam and expe\ 
the unbelievers J yet the Gover:Q.ment of Madras 
was at first inclined to adopt ~hi~ view. and declared 
its impression that a. widely diff\lSed confederacy 
had been formed to subvert the British power and 
raise that of the Mohammedans upon its downfall. 
The calm and sound judgment of Sir George Bar
low saw the business in its true colours, and ques-: 
tioned the reality of any extensive or secret com ... 
bination of the natives, and Lord William Ben .. 
tinck retracted his opinion. It was nevertheless 
persisted in by Sir John Cradock and several officers 
of the Madras army, although :po conclusive proofs 
were ever adduced, and probabilities were decidedly 

I They were removed from Vellore, on the 28th of August, 1806, amids~ 
an immense concourse of spectators, who manifested no sympathy in thei~ 
fate, nor was it apparently any object of anxiety to themselves. They 
arrived at the Sand·heads on the 12th September, where the second, Abd·ul
Khalik, died: the rest were placed in suitable residences near Calcutta, 
under official luneillance, but no personal restraint. Moiz.ad-din, against 
whom circumstances were most unfavourable, was kept for some time in 
confinement, but was eventually liberated. Some of the brothers, and a 
multitude of descendants, still survive. One of the brothers, Jami·ad·dio 
Hyder, who at the time of the Vellore mutiny was about ten years of 
age, apent some years in England, and died here in 1842. 
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BOOK I. against them. 1 Of whom was such a confederacy to 
~HAP. Do be composed? The Mohammedan princes of the 

1806. Dekhin were not likely to feel any great sympathy 
for the descendants of a military adventurer whom, 
whilst living, they had despised, even while they 
feared him. The principal of them, the Nawab of 
the Carnatic and the Nizam, could not have en
tered into such an association without its coming to 
the knowledge of the English authorities; and no 
grounds, even for suspicion against thein, were ever 
detected. It was still less probable that the Hindu 
Rajas and Poligars would engage in a scheme, the 
success of which must have brought back the days 
of Moslem bigotry, intolerance, and persecution. In 
sLort, all the evidence examined tended to show, 
beyond the possibility of cavil, that there had been 
no intercourSe whatever between the family of Tip
poo and any chief or princes out of the fori; and, 
although some of the mutineers talked vaguely of 
the support that ·was expected from one or two in
significant Poligars, yet neither messenger nor letter 

1 Much stress was laid upon information received from a native Subah
dar of cavalry, who had been long in the service of the Company, and 
professed devoted allegiance to the Government; but all that was fairly 
deducible from his communications was, that the disaffection of the troops 
was more extensive than had been imagined. All the causes of this 
disaffection be declared it was difficult to state, but he expressed his belief 
tbat it arose principally from the intrigues of Tippoo's family and their 
adherents: he stated that a number of persons formerly in the Sultan's 
sen ice, or their relations, were now serving in the native regiments, and 
tbat agents and friends of the family were employed all o'·er the country 
in instigating discontent. That the Company's regiments bad en1ist~d 
many of Tippoo's soldiers was well known, and that they and the Mobam
medans generally were dissatisfied with the change of masters was bighly 
probable; but there was no evidence of any agency set on foot by Tippoo's 
sons, and the discontent of the Hindu part of the anny, much the most 
numerous, could scarcely be ascribable to intrigu~s in favour of a Moham
medan dynasty. The Subahdar's ipformation was merely individual belit'f, 
'Unsupported by evidence of facts.-l'dS. Records; Lord W. Bentinck's 
!\Iemorial, 103. 
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had ever been interchanged, and no warrant had noOK L 

been give n by them for such a misuse of their names. CRAP. II. 

A conspira cy of the If ohammedan princ"es was a 180&' 

mere shadow, created by an alarmist imagination, or 
by a "ish to shift the responsibility from the real 
cause, the military orders, to one wholly.visionary. 

But positive proof that the mutiny originated 
in no political combination, was afforded by oc
currences in other quarters. The feelings that 
instigated the mutiny at Vellore were likewise 
entertained by the subsidiary force at Hyderabad, 
and consequences equally serious were apprehended. 
There, however, the Resident, Captain Sydenham; 
and Colonel Montresor the commandant, had timely. 
notice of the agitation that prevailed amongst the 
troops, and justly appreciated the cause. They took 
lIpon themselves the responsibility of disobeying the 
general orders of the Commander-in-chief, and pub
lished a cantonment order in which the SipahiS 
were told that they were wholly inistaken in sup:. 
posing that any measures enjoined by" the supreme 
authority could be intended in the smallest degree 
to infringe upon what the Government held so sa.
cred as their religion; but that,· as they had so mis
~onceived the object of the order, the commanding 
officer of the subsidiary force had no· doubt that 
the Commander-in-chief would countermand the 
obnoxious regulation, and in the meantime he di
reeted the making up of the new turbans to be sus
pended. The effect of this judicious procedure was 
immediate, and calm and confidence at once revived 
among the troops. In the investigation which suc
ceeded, it was found that some of the disaffected 
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BOOK I. nobles of the 'court of Hyderabad had taken advan~ 
CHAl'. 11. tage of the existing discontent to foment the irrit~ 

1806. tion, and that one or two of the native officers ha.d 
so far listened to their own fears and the counsels of 
pernicious advisers as to declare that they were 
ready to put. the Europeans to death rather than 
become Christians. No other communion with Vel-

• lore could be traced than that of simil3.l" despera
tion, originating simultaneously from similar appre-. 
hensions.1 

At Walajabad, again, a like disposition was dis. 
covered, arising from a like cause. The order for 
the new turban was i'lsued early in June, and was 

.. received with expressions of dissatisfaction. These 
were silenced for a while by the trial and dismissal 
of one of the ring-leaders; but, at the end of July, 
reports of a design of the men to murder their 
European officers excited the alarm of the latter.~ 
The 1st battalion of the 23rd regiment of native 
infantry was marched out of the cantonments until 
the arrival of a party of dragoons from Afcot, when 
the corps was disarmed and all the native officent 
were put under arrest. The men submitted quietly 
to all that was required of them, and the investiga. 
tion that took place showed that there had been 

1 Rumours the most extraordinary and incredible spread amongst the 
troops at this station; it was reported that the Europeans bad a design to 
massacre the natives, that a bundred bodies without heads were lying on 
the banks of the Musa river, and that the Europeans had built a church 
which the heads of these decapitated trunks had been required to sanctify. 
There were other stories in eirculatiol) equally monstrous. 

• Their discontent had been first manifested about the 24th July, in con
sequence oflong drills and generally harsh or inconsiderate treatment. On 
one occasion, after a drill from ~un·rjse till 7, they were kept in the bill'
racks till 12 cleaning their arms and accoutrements. On being dismissed, 
some angry and menacing exclamations were uttered. 
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great exaggeration in the tales which had inspired BOOK I. 

the panic; and although some of the native officers CHAP. IJ. 

and a few men of bad character had been active in 1806. 

aggravating the irritation caused by the general 
order. yet tlie majority of the men were innocent 
of any intention to commit violence. The dismissal 
of the incendiaries, and the revocation of the offen. 
(jive orders, restored tranquillity, and no further in. 
dications of disaffection were displayed. 

It was not to be expected that a ferment so vio
lent, and a. catastrophe so dreadful, should at once" 
have passed over and been forgotten; and, accord
ingly, some months elapsed before confidence and 
security were restored. The Sipahis were slow to 
credit the sincerity of the Government, and, still 
suspecting its having entertained sinister designs, 
attributed their frustration to the mutiny at VeI
lore; they therefore looked upon those who had 
fallen in the recapture of the fortress as martyrs for 
their faith, and in some places secretly solemnised 
their funeral obsequies. This was the case at Nan
didrug. where part of the 18th N. I., a regiment 
raised in 1\Iysore, was stationed; and, consequent 
upon the excitement thus occasioned, some wild 
and mischievous excesses were in contemplation: 
timely precautions prevented their commission, and. 
upon the discharge of some of those most deeply 
implicated, the rest expressed their contrition, and 
the agitation subsided. In truth, much of the ex
citement that prevailed during the latter months of 
1806 was the work of the officers themselves: pass
ing from one extrem~ to the other, they exchanged 
the supineness of security for the restlessness of 
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BOOK I. suspicion, credulously listened to every whisper of 
CHAP. JL. insurrection; trembled at every idle tale of intended 

1806. tumult and massacre, and kept both themselves and 
their men in a constant fever of aimless appre
hension. The tranquillising operation of time, the 
repeated injunctions of both the local Government 
and that of 'Bengal to the officers· to abstain from 
all manifestations of distrust, and the strongest as
surances published to the troops that the British 
Government would ever respect their religious creeds, 
gradually allayed anxiety and re-established trust.1 

Upon considering, therefore, the utter improba";' 
bility of any combined co-operation of the Moham
medan princes of the Dekhin with the sons of 
Tippoo, the absence of all proof of its existence, the 
extension of the discontent to places where no poli
tical influence in their favour could have been ex
erted, the prevalence of disaffection among the Hin': 
dus as well as the Mohammedans, and, finally, admit.: 
ting the entire adequacy of the cause to the effect, 
there can be no reason to seek for any other origin of , 
the mutiny than dread of religious change inspired 
by the military orders. Here, however, in fairness 
to the question of the conversion of the natives of 
India to Christianity, the nature of the panic which 
spread amongst the Sipahis requires to be candidly 
appreciated. It is a great error to suppose that the 
people of India are so sensitive upon the subject of 
their religiori, either Hindu or Mohammedan, as to 
suffer no approach of controversy, or to encounter 

, I" The panic wore away, the Sepoys forgot their fears of an attack 
upon theil' religion, and the officers no longer slept with pistols under their 
pillows."- Lord W. Beutiuck's lIIemorial, 1'. 40. For the Government 

. proclamation see Appendix. 
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-adverse opinions with no other arguments than in- .BOOK I. 
. d dOh CHAP. IL RurrectlOn an mur er. n t e contrary, great 

latitude of belief and practice has always prevailed 
amongst them, and especially amongst the troops, in 
whose ranks will be found seceders of ,various de
nominations from the orthodox systems. It was not, 
therefore, the dissemination of Christian doctrines 
that excited the angry apprehensions of the Sipahis 
on the melancholy occasion which has called for 
these observations, nor does it appear that any unu,. 
sual activity in the propagation of those doctrines 
was exercised by Christian missionaries at the period 
of its occurrence. It was not conversion which 
the troops dreaded, it was compulsion; it was not 
the reasoning or the persuasion of the missionary 
which they feared, but the arbitrary interposition of 
authority. They believed, of course erroneously, 
that the Governmenf was about to compel them to 
become Christians, and they resisted compulsory con-
version by violence and bloodshed.1 The lesson is 
one of great seriousness, and should never be lost 
sight of as long as the relative position of the 

, I The opinion that the Government had some such project in view was 
not coo6ned to the Sipahis. Mir Alem, the veteran minister of the Nizam, 
and, as has been Been, the staunch friend of the English, expressed his 
lurprise that the British Government should think it just or safe to compel 
the troops to wear the semblance of Christians; and a like astonishment 
was manifested by the ministers of Nagpur.-Letters from the Residents; 
lIIS. Records. Of the universality of the feeling, there is also published 
an impartial testimony. Pllrnia, the Dewan of Mysore, gave it as his 
opinion that the Hindus were more alarmed and dissatis6ed than the Mo
bammedans.-Lord W. Bentinck's Memorial, 45. And Sir Thomas ltlunro 
writl's: .. Howl'ver strange it may appear to Europeans, I kuow that the 
gt"nl'ral opinion of the moat intelligent natives in this part of the country 
is, that it was intended to make the Sepoys Cbristians." - LetlPr to Lord 
W. Bentinck, nth August, 1806. This letter also sbows, tbat, in a part of 
the Peninsula where the adberents of the family of Hydl'r were most nu
merous, there Wl're no reasons for believing that any intrigues had been at 
work in thl'ir favour.-Life of Sir T. Munro, i. 16S. 

---
-l806. 
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BOOK I. British Government and its Indian subjects remains 
ilHAP. II. unaltered. It is not enough that the authority of 

1806. the ruling power should never interpose in matters 
of religious belief, it should -carefully avoid furnish
ing grounds of suspicion that it intends to interfere. 

A subject of minor importance, but one that was 
agitated with no less vehemence, divided the chief 
civil and niilitary functionaries at Madras; each 
endeavouring to get rid of the responsibility of 
having issued the obnoxious orders. Sir John 
Cradock urged in his defence that he had acted by 
the advice of his official military counsellors, the 
Adjutant-General and Deputy Quarter-Master-Ge
neral, officers of experience and well acquainted 
with the temper and character of the native troops, 
who had seen nothing unusual or exceptionable in 
the proposed IDTangements; .and that, before the 
orders were embodied in the ·code, they had been 
submitted to the Go.vernor in Council, and had 
received his sanction. To this Lord W. Bentinck 
replied, that it could not be expected that he or the 
members of Couneil were to read and comment 
upon every article of a voluminous code of military 
regulations compiled under the instructions of the 
Commander-in-chief, and for which he was respon
sible; that accordingly they sanctioned the regula
tions as a matter of form, examining those only 
which were designated as novel, and passing over 
those to which their attention was not directed as 
innovations upon .established practice. In this man
ner they were -not aware of the order regarding the 
marks of sect, and the trimming of the musta
chios; although they did notice and authorise the 
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alteration of the turbans. The Governor of Madras BOOK I. 

8eems to make light of the latter, and attaches mosi CHAP. IL 

importance to the ~ormer; but certainly the shape 1606. 

of the turbans was the most immediate cause of the 
dissatisfaction of the soldiers, and Lord .'Villiam 
Bentinck was as decidedly bent upon insisting on 
its adoption as was Sir John Cradock. Not only 
had he declared his determination to enforce obe-
dience to the order, on occasion of the dislike ex
pressed to it in May by the second battalion of the 
4th; but late in June, when the Commander-in-chief 
began to apprehend evil consequences from the mea,.. 
sure, and solicited the advice and authority of the 
Governor in Council, in order to be relieved from the 
anxiety and embarrassment under which he laboured 
in consequence of information he had received from 
several moderate and discreet officers -of the almost 
universal objection which prevailed against the new 
turban; his willingness to rescind the order was 
overruled; the Government repeated their convic-
tion that the pattern of the turban did not militate 
against any religious prejudice, .nd declared that 
they could not assent to give way to clamouraris~ 
ing from unfounded prejudice. It was proposed to 
substitute for the rescission of the order a proclama-
tion, which, while it announced the determination 
of the authorities to enforce obedience, disclaimed 
all purpose of religious interference ; but in the 
mean time information of a different tenor from the 
preceding having reached Sir J. Cradock, he was 
led to believe that the dissatisfaction had subsided, 
and that the proclamation was unnecessary. It 
would have been, no doubt, of little avail, as it ex-
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BOOK I. pressed the obstinacy of the authorities in persisting 
CHAP. Do in the offensive imiovation; but the inaccuracy of 

1806. the intelligence which suspended its publication 
was presently afterwards demonstrated by actual 
occurrences, and a proclamation of a different 
purport was put forth. The reference of the Com
~ander-in-chief, and the manner in which it waS 
received, are decisive of the degree of responsibiiity 
which attaches to the local Government; and how
ever injudicious may have been the conduct of Sil' 
John Cradock in originating ~easures pregnant 
with such serious mischief, and however averse he 
may have been to acknowledge his error, the course 
pursued by Lord William Bentinck evinced an 
equal blindness to. the consequences of the act, a 
still greater degree of inflexibility in its enforce
ment, and a similar ignorance and disregard of the 
feelings and prejudices of the native army. The 
spirit. by which both functionaries were animated 
was the same-military absolutism,-a principle 
which, however just aDd necessary in the abstract, 
requires to be applied to practice with caution and 
judgment, and not without due consideration for the 
circumstances which may call for its exercise, the 
feelings which it may embitter, or the consequences 
which it may provoke. l Herein consisted the error 

1 That the same unbending rigour of discipline which may be necessary 
in the management of European soldiers, is not needed, or is injurious as 
applied to natives, we have had the testimony of competent judges: one of 
the latest, and not the least worthy of credit, says, "We are apt to fall 
into the error of measuring everything according to ihe standard of Euro
pean discipline, forgetting the different characters of the native and the 
Englishman. There is an Asiatic sensitiveness and propriety in the con
duct of the Sepoy, which renders the roughness and severity with which 
we treat English soldiers offensive and unnecessary towards him." - Re
lations of the British Government and Native States, by J. Sutherland, 
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of both Sir J. Cradock and Lord 'V. Bentinck, BOOK I. 

that they excluded every other view but that of CHAP. II. 

military subordination. 1 The Court of Directors 1806. 

considered their conduct equally unsatisfactory: they 
were accordingly recalled; and although at a sub
sequent period, and upon a calmer review of the 
transaction, they acquitted Lord 'V. Bentinck and 
Sir John Cradock of a wanton or needless violation 
of the religious usages of the natives, yet they re-
tained their opinion that those officers had been 
defective in not examining with greater caution and 
care into the real sentiments and dispositions of the 
Sipahis before they proceeded to enforce the orders 
for the turban. This decision seems to be fully 
justified by a dispassionate survey of the transaction. 
A careful and considerate investigation of the ob
jections to the turban, which were advanced by the 
Sipahis in May, would in all likelihood have pre-
vented the mutiny of July. 

Caplain ard Bombay Cavalry, p. 10. It seems extraordinary, that, after so 
maoy years' experience, the character of the native army should be impel'
fecUy understood, but recent events have shown that it is not even yet 
accurately appreciated by the Indian GovemmenL 

I On reuiving advice of the repugnance of the 4th regiment,' Sir J. 
Cradock wrote to Colonel Fancourt to direct that those men whom the 
colonel had placed in coofinement should be sent to Madras for trial, and that 
the non-rommi&&ioned officers of the 4th who had declined to wear the 
turban, and the commissioned officers, should immediatl'ly make it up and 
wear it, on pain of dismission from the service. The officer commanding 
the 19th dragoons was ordered to march, if required by Colonel Fancourt, 
to \' eUore, to assist in enforcing obedience. The Commandel'-in.chief 
would not admit of hesitation to the orders he had given.-Letter from the 
Commander-in-chief, 7th May; Memorial of Lord W. Bentinck, p.92. 
Lord W. Bentinck justly observes of this letter, that military command 
n~r was expressed in higher or more imperious language. His own 
was something like it. .. The opposition which has been experienced in 
the late change of turbans is destitute of any foundation in the le.w or 
usage of the Mohammedan or Hindu religion, and any persons who may 
persevere in that opposition CBDDot, in coosequence, fuil to he subjected to 
the BenTest penalties of military discipline."-G. O. by Government, 4th 
JIIly i Memorial, p. N. 

VOL. I. L 
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BOOK I. It will now be convenient to advert to the pro
CHAP. IL ceedings which during this period took place in 

1806. Great Britain relating to the administration of the 
affairs of the Indian empire. 

CHAP. III. 

1806. 

CHAPTER III. 

Proceedings in England.-Refitsal of tlte Direct01's to 
concur in the appointment of the Em'l of Lauder
dale as Govemor-General. - Sir Ge01'!Je Barlow 
recalled by tke King's sign-manual.-Discussions in 
Parliament and wttk tke Board of Controul.-Lord 
AIinto appointed Governor-General.-P1·oceedings in 
tke House ofCommons.-Impeachment of Lord Wel
lesley by 1111'. Paull.-Papm·s moved for.-Ckarges 
lJ'elating to tke Nawab of Oude.-Nawab of FU1'
ruckabad.-Zemindar of Sasnee and otlters.-Pro
ceedings interrupted by dissolutiOtt of Pa1·liament.
Renewed by Lord FolkestOtte.-Impeackment aban
doned. - Condemnatory • Resolutions negati~'ed.
AIerits oftke Oude question.-lIIotionfor an Illqui-ry 
into the Assumption of the Carnatic negatived.
CensU1'e of L01'd Wellesley's Policy by tke Court of 
Proprietors.-Appointment of a Select Committee 
of tke House of Commons.-Diminished Imp01·t 
Tmde of tke Company. 

THE embarrassed state of the finances of the East 
India Company, attributed to the ambition and ex-
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travagance of Marquis 'Vellesley, and the counte- BOOK I. 

nance which he had shoWn to the extension of the CHAP. IlL 

private trade, and consequent encroachment on the 1806. 

Company's commercial privileges, had excited a 
strong feeling of hostility to that nobleman's adminis-
tration in the Court of Directors, which awakened 
a corresponding sentiment in the majority of the 
proprietary body. 'Veakened in political influence 
by the secession of many of his adherents, dis
heartened by the gloomy aspect of affairs in Europe, 
and broken in physical strength, Mr. Pitt was not 
inclined to support the measures of Lord 'Vellesley 
in opposition to the views which were entertained 
at the India House; and although he resisted, 
through the Board of Controul, the expression of 
the Court's disapprobation, yet he consented to give 
it full effect by the appointment of Lord Corn-
wallis, a nobleman of different character and prin-
ciples. The death of that nobleman threatened to 
frustrate the purposes of his nomination; but the 
zeal with which his intentions were carried out by 
Sir G. Barlow, upon his assuming the government, 
forcibly recommended to .the Court his continuance 
as Governor-General. They were at first allowe(l 
to hope that their wish would be complied with: 
but they were speedily disappointed, under circum
stances which, as involving questions of some im
portance, merit to be detailed. 

Information of the death of Marquis Cornwallis 
arrived in England at the end of January, 1806; 
upon the eve of the total change of Ministers which 
followed the demise of Mr. Pitt. A proposal to pay 
a. public tribute of respect to the memory of Lord 

L2 
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BOOK I. Cornwallis was one of the last measures of the 
CHAP. III. retiring Administration: it was readily acceded to 

1806. by their opponents, and it was resolved that his 
statue should be erected in St. Paul's cathedraU 
The East India Company voted a grant to his heir 
of £40,000. The appointment of a successor de
volved on the new Ministers, amongst whom Lord 
Minto was charged with the superintendence of 
Indian affairs as President of the Board ofControul; 
and by him a communication was made on the 14th 
of February to the Court of Directors, conveying his 
impression of the importance, in the actual state of 
affairs in India, of investing Sir G. Barlow without 
delay with the fullest powers, and recommending 
that he should be at once formally appointed Go
vernor-General of India. The recommendation was 
immediately complied with, and the commission 
was made out and signed on the 25th of February. 
It was therefore with no small degree of astonish. 
ment that only ten days afterwards, on the 7th of 
March, the Court was apprised that Ministers had 
determined to supersede Sir G. Barlow in favour of 
the Earl of Lauderdale. It was in vain that the 
Directors remonstrated against so abrupt a change 
of determination, and urged the advantages of ad
hering to the original arrangement; until, finding 
that their remonstrances and arguments were inef
fectual, they positively refused to cancel the ap
pointment. The Ministry retaliated by a warrant 
under the King's sign-manual recalling Sir G. Bar
low; and the Court was finally compelled to agree 
to a compromise, by which the Earl of Lauderdale 

I Hansard's Parliamentary Debates, ard February, 1806, 
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ostensibly declined the acceptance of· the office, and BOOK I. 

Lord Minto was nominated Governor-General. CRAP. ru. 

The difference which had thus arisen between 1806. 

the Directors and the Ministers afforded to the 
parliamentary adversaries of the latter a reasonable 
pretext for animadversions upon their conduct; and, 
in the House of Lords, Viscount Melville moved for 
copies of the correspondence which had taken place 
between the Court of Directors and the Board of 
ControuI.l The course pursued by the Administra.-
tion was vindicated by Lord Grenville, and the 
motion was negatived without a division. 

In the correspondence with the Board, as well as 
in the debate in the House of Lords, it was mani
fest that there were two main points of difference 
between the contending parties; one of a private, 
one of a public nature. No exceptions to the Earl 
of Lauderdale were openly advanced by the Court; 
but, besides the preference of the individual in the 
instance of Sir G. Barlow, there is no doubt that 
the Earl of Lauderdale's known opinions in favour 
of free trade and popular government rendered him 
unacceptable to many of the members of the Direc
tion.' On the other hand, although Ministers were 
profuse in their professiolls of the high sellse which 
they entertained of the merits of Sir G. Barlow, yet 
his line of policy was not in accordance with the 
views of the leading members of the Cabinet; Lord 

I ParI. Debates, 8th July, 1806 • 
• Lord Lauderdale was a trealous supporter of Mr. Fox's India Bill, and 

an opposer of the Company's privileges. In politics his opinions were 
ntreme, and led him to advocate the principles of the French Ilevolution. 
He made himself conspicuous in the House of Lords hy aJl'ecting a cos
tume supposed to characterise Jacobinism.-Obituary notice, GenUeman's 
Magazine, 1839. 
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BOOK I. Grenville declaring, that the grounds on which he 
CH.U'. III. d . S G B ___ was rea y to admit those merits being ir . ar-

1806. low's zealous concurrence and effective co-operation 
in the measures and in the system of Marquis 
'Vellesley, whose government was, in his opinion, 
the most !?plendid and glorious that India had ever 
known. The adoption of a totally opposite system 
by Sir G. Barlow must consequently have been 
utterly incompatible with his appointment to the 
.office of Governor-General, in Lord Grenville's esti
mation. At the same time, the Directors com
plained with good reason of the inconsistency of 
the Cabinet in precipitately revoking. an appoint
ment'which they had recommended, chiefly upon the 
grounds that it was necessary to arm Sir G. Barlow 
without delay with full authority to adjust and 
settle the various important matters which had been 
left undetermined or doubtful by the death of his 
predecessor. Intimation of his appointment would 
be so immediately followed by that of his super
session, that it was impossible he could have de
rived any additional power or consideration from 
·an elevation so fleeting and delusive, or that in the 
interval he could have adjusted and settled any 
doubtful measures of public importance.. Lord 
Minto maintained that he had distinctly apprised 
the Court that the arrangement was to be regarded 
as merely temporary, until there shoul~ be more 
leisure to give it that deliberation which its import
ance demanded. His letter, however, expressly 
-stated that there was no intention of making any 
immediate change; and the Court, naturally in
ferring that a much longer period than that of ten 
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days was contemplated, resented the suddenness of BOOK I. 

the alteration as indecorous towards themselves, and CHAP. m. 

unfair and unjust towards Sir G. Barlow. Intended 1806. 

disrespect to the Court was of course disclaimed; 
and, in recognition of the admitted value of Sir G. 
Barlow's services, a hope was expressed that he 
would continue to be a member of the Supreme 
Council. The change of appointment was persisted 
in. It was evident that the first announcement of 
the purposes of the Ministry was premature, and that 
either Lord Minto had acted without consulting 
his colleagues, or that, in the novel position of 
the party to which he was attached, they had not 
been fully aware of tJ.1e value of the patronage, or of 
the necessity of securing, by means of it, parlia
mentary support.1 

A question of greater magnitude than the relative 
fitness of individuals was involved in the dispute, 
and the result awoke the Directors to the first dis· 
tinct perception of the virtual power of the Crown 
to dispose at pleasure of the highest offices in India. 
It had been hitherto argued, that the clause in the 
act of 1784~-Mr. Pitt's bill-which gave to the 
Crown authority to recall any of the Company's 
servants, civil or military, and to compel them to 
vacate whatever situations they might hold, was 
intended only to prevent any improper abuse of the 
patronage of the Court, by enforcing the return of 
persons whom the partiality of friends in the Direc-

1 Mr. Fox admitted that the appointment of Sir G. Barlow was made 
before the Administration was fully formed.- Parl. Deb. lOth March, 
1806. 

• U Goo. III. cap. 25, sec. 22. 
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BOOK I. tion, or the vehemence of partisans in the Court of 
CHAP. Ill" Proprietors, might uphold in office, in spite of no-

la06, torious incompetency or misconduct. In such an 
extreme case the Crown was empowered by the act 
to interpose, but in no other; for the same act had 
vested. the appointment of th~ir servants in India 
exclusively in the Directors; and, although they 
had been in the habit of communicating with his 
Majesty's Ministers, in order to preserve that good 
understanding which was essential to the .conduct of 
public affairs, yet they denied that they had thereby 
relinquished a chartered right. " If," they enquired, 
~~ the removal of a high public functionary in India 
were to be combined with t~e appointment of a 
particular successor nominated by the King's Minis
ters, and the choice of the Court were confined to 
that person alone, then would not the absolute ap
pointment to the important situations of Governor
General, or Governor of the subordinate Presi. 
dencies, devolve in fact upon the Crown 1" The 
same arguments were repeated by Lord Melville. 
He affirmed, that it was alike the intention of the 
Legislature and the sense of the public, in the act 
of 1784, that the Court of Directors should continue 
to enjoy, without iuterference, the patronage of 
India; and that the clause which gave to the Crown 
the power of recall could not be fairly construed as 
a transfer of the patronage, by enabling the Crown 
.to negative appointments made by the Court: and 
he appealed to the recollection of Lord Grenville to 
bear him out in his understanding of the spirit of 
the act, in conformity to which alone its provisions 
should be int@rpreted. In his reply to the Court, 
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Lord Minto confined himself to the question of BOOK I. 

right; admitting that of the Court to appoint, assert- CHAP. nI, 

ingthat of the Crown to recall. Lord Grenville's 1806. 

answer to Lord Melville was, that laws were to be 
understood. as they were expressed, and not accord-
ing to the fancies or feelings of individuals; that 
the same objections which were now started had 
been made when the clause was enacted; and that 
it could not be contended, that, because the Crown 
had the power of negativing an appointment, it 
followed that the whole of the appointments in 
India fell under the controul of his Majesty's 
Ministers. He granted, that, if it could be shown 
that the power had been exercised in the present 
instance merely for the purpose· of procuring the 
appointment of a person whom Ministers wished to 
serve, it would be a violation of the law; but, 
although he denied that the measure originated in 
favour to Lord Lauderdale, he refused to assign any 
motives for the removal of Sir G. Barlow. He also 
denied that his removal was founded upon any 
systematic exclusion of the Company's servants from 
places of the highest authority in India; and ob-
served, that such an insinuati~n came with a pecu-
liarly ill grace from the members of the) late Admi
nistration, who had exercised their patronage upon 
the same principle, and had sent out Marquis 
Wellesley, Marquis Cornwallis, and other noblemen 
to India. Lord Minto replied in a similar strain 
to a like representation from the Court of the in .. 
justice done to their civil servants by their exclusion 

. from the chief dignities in India; and observed, 
that no disadvantage had resulted from the nomina~ 
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BOOK I. tion to the first stations in that country of persons 
CHAP. l1L 
__ --..who possessed rank and influence in Great Britain~l 

1806. He further remarked, that it was indispensable that 
the Government at home should have at the head 
of affairs in India an individual in whom they could 
implicitly confide, and of whose views they could 
feel assured: a principle which, the Court justly 
observed, might make the Governor-General the 
mere creature of a party, taking and leaving office 
with every change of Ministry, and regulating his 
proceedings in India less by a disinterested regard 
for the prosperity of that country, than by anxiety 
for the retention of power and place by his col
leagues in England; and they maintained, with 
unanswerable justice, that the Governor-Gener~l of 

1 The absolute exclusion of the Company's servants from the highest 
offices in India was never advocated; it was only asserted, that, with re
gard to the appointment of Governor-General, advantage had resulted from 
the preference of persons of exalted station in Great Britain,-a proposition 
to which few of the Company's servants would hesitate to accede. With 
respect not only to the office of Governor-General, but to those of subordi
nate Governors, one of the most distinguished and respected of the Civil 
servants of the Company, the late Mr. Edmonstone, has left 9n record sen
timents to which all who seek the real" good of India will be inclined to 
subscribe. While admitting that there may be, and have been, splendid 
exceptions, Mr. Edmonstone observes, .. My opinion has always heen gene
rally adverse to selecting the Governors from among those who have he
longed to the service, hecause I think, that, with very few exceptions, 
an individual who has passed through the several gradations of the puh
lic service, and has consequently been known in the lowest as well as the 
highest grades, cannot assume that tone of superiority, nor exercise that 
degree of influence and controul, and attract that degree of deference and 
respect, which, in my judgment, contribute importantly to the efficient ad
ministration of tbe office of Governor, as regards hoth the" European and 
native population. A person of eminence and distinction proceeding from 
England to fill tllat office, if duly qualified hy character and talent, car.ries 
with him a greater degree of influence, and inspires more respect, than an 
individual who has been known in a suhordinate capacity in India can 
usually command."-Evidence, Commons' Committee, 1832; Public Ques
tion 1701. There are other obvious ad.-antages from the appointment of a. 
person of rank and connexion to the office of Governor-General in particular, 
that more than compensate for any want of stimnlus to exertion which the 
possihility of attaining so elevated a station might be thonght to afford to 
the servants of the Company. 
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India ought to be unfettered by party and Ministerial BOOK I. 

obligations. The qualification of partisanship for CHAP. m. 

the office of Governor-General of India, although 1806. 

first avowed by the Whigs, is too congenial to the 
selfishness of that party spirit which governs the 
national councils of Great Britain to want advocates 
amongst their opponents also; but it may be stated, 
in justice to those who succeeded to the short-lived 
Administration of 1806, that the principle did not 
regulate their practice. Lord Minto, although se-
lected from the ranks of their adversaries, was 
allowed to remain undisturbed in the discharge of 
his Indian duties until he was superseded by the 
Court of Directors. 

The discussion that thus arose was not without 
ulterior consequences. Whatever were the osten
sible motives of the disputants, however veiled by 
sophistical reasoning or unmeaning professions, there 
is no doubt that patronage was the prey contended 
for, and that which the original clause of the act of 
1784 was intended unavowedly to appropriate. The 
true import of that clause was now brought to the 
test, and its meaning was proved to be the nomination 
of the Governor-General by his Majesty's Ministers. 
It had been proposed to effect this object in a .con
ciliatory manner, by leaving the appointment with 
the Court of Directors, subject only to its con:' 
tingent annulment by the Board through the 
power of recall: but, as on this occasion the Court 
manifested a disposition to assert a voice potential 
in the designation of a successor to the Marquis 
Cornwallis, the intimation was not disregarded; 
and, on the first subsequent opportunity for the re-
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BOOK I. newal of the charter, a clause was inserted1 more 
CHA.P. w. d" I ___ lshnct y enunciatory of the power of the Crown, 

1806. by which the appoin tments to the offices of Go
vernor-General, Governors of Madras and Bombay, 
and Commander-in-chief, which were made by the 
Directors, were declared thenceforth subject to 
royal approbation. . The patronage has been since 
exercised upon this arrangement; and, as the Court 
can appoint no persons save those of whom it has 
been previously ascertained that the Board approves, 
ihe nomination is virtually exercised by the Admi
nistration of the day.2 

The attention of the House of Commons was 
called to other subjects connected with the Govern
ment of India; and many of its deliberations were 
devoted, with little advantage either to India or 
to Great Britain, to a futile attempt to impeach 
the late Governor-General, Marquis '\Vellesley. 

Mr. James Paull had resided some years in the 
principality of Oude,3 and had there carried on a 
lucrative traffic in the cotton manufactures of the 
country. His residence had necessarily the sanction 
of the British authorities; and, according to his 
own account, he enjoyed the favour of the Nawab 

I 53 Geo. III. cap. 155, sec. 80. 
• In the examination of Mr. Auber, the Secretary to the Court of Direc

tors, before the Commons' Committee of 1832, the relative share of the 
Ministers and Directors in the patronage of the highest offices in India 
was a subject fully discussed. Mr. Auber contended stoutly for the power 
of the Directors, but was obliged to admit that no Governor-General or 
Commander-in-chief had ever been named by the Conrt of whom the 
Crown had disapproved, being in fact nominated upon a previous commn
nication with the Board, while several instances of disapprohation of infe
rior appointments and their consequent annulment had occurred. The 
Directors in fact may be said to exercise a kind of selection, but it must 
be from individuals who they are assured will be acceptable to the 
Ministers. 

3 He is noticed as agent for one of the Nawab's creditors in 1196. 
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until the period of a visit which he paid io England.1 BOOK I. 

Upon his return, the Nawab strongly objected to CHAP. JII. 

his being again domiciled in Oude; but his objec- 1806. 

tions were withdrawn in consequence of the inter-
cession of the Governor.General,i and Mr. Paull 
repaired to Lucknow, "sensibly feeling the obliga-
tions he was under to his Excellency, for whom he 
had only sentiments of gratitude and profound re-
spect.'" These sentiments were short-lived. 1\lr. 
Paull, soon after Lord "\Vellesley's resignation, re-
turned also to England: his first step was the pur-
chase of a seat in the House or" Commons; his 
second, the institution. of charges against his former 
patron and benefactor. 

In the prosecution of this purpose, Mr. Paull 
moved, on the 25th June, 1805, for the production 
of papers intended to illustrate the nature of the 
connexiOll established with the Government of 
Oude under the administration of Sir John Shore, 
and the changes it had undergone during that of 
Lord 'Vellesley; by which the Nawab, in defiance of 
justice, had been degraded and disgraced in the eyes 
of the world, and in the face of the most solemn 
treaties had been dispossessed of a territory which 
had a population of three millions of attached sub
jects, and yielded an annual revenue of nearly 
two millions sterling. Papers were also moved 
for, relating to the appointment of Mr. Henry 
'Vellesley as Commissioner for the affairs of Oude; 

J- Private letter to Major Malcolm, Lucknow, 9th Feb., 1803; printed by 
Auber, History or India, ii. 381. 

t Letter (rom Persian Secretary to the Nawab Vizir, 17th Sept., 1802.
Papers printed by order or Parliament, 11th July, 1806, No. 28. 

• C.,rrespondence printed by order or Parliament, 16th June, 1806, 
No. 20. 
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BOOK I. which appointment, he not being a servant of the 
_C_HA_P_. _ID._ East India Company, was in defiance of an act of 

'parliament and a violation of the law. No opposi
tion was made to the production of the papers; and 

~806. 

subsequently similar documents were granted re
lating to Lord 'Wellesley's treatment of the Raja of 
Bhurtpore, the Naw.ab of Surat, and the Nawab of 
Furruckabad. The first charge was submitted to 
the House on the 23rd of April, 1806. 

The tone of the preliminary proceedings suffi
ciently indicated their eventual result. The in
dividual who had undertaken to establish the 
criminality of Lord 'Wellesley was ill. qualified for 
the task, even if he had been provided with more 
tenable grounds for his accusations. The intem
perance of his language was not redeemed by any 
powers of eloquence, . or extenuated by the nature of 
his facts, and argued more of personal malignity 
than public spirit: 1 he stood wholly unsupported in 
the House, even by the members of the Court of 
Directors who were present, and who in that cha
racter had concurred in the unqualified reprobation 
of many of those measures of the Governor-General 
which were now brought under Parliamentary in
vestigation.2 He was opposed by both the political 

1 He accused, in his charge with respect to Oude, Lord Wellesley and 
Mr. H. Wellesley of committing murder, when speaking of the employ
ment of a military force against the refractory Zemindars in the Ceded 
districts; and, on a subsequent occasion, he ca11s upon tbe House to con
sider the situation of India, from the accursed day when Marquis Welles
ley set foot there, until the day of his departure, during which interval it 
exhibited a constant scene of rapine, oppression, cruelty, and fraud which 
goaded tbe whole country into a state of revolt.-Hansard's ParI. Debates, 
23rd May and 6th July, 1806. 

• Mr. Thornton observed, that impeachment was a step much stronger 
than anything which he was prepared to think tbe conduct of Marquis 
Wellesley, improper as he esteemed it, could warrant him in adopting; 
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parties in the Commons: by the one as participa~t BOOK I. 

of Lord 'Vellesley's measures; by the other on the CHAP, IlL 

principle that, although the system might be repre· 1806. 

hensible, yet Parliamentary inquiry was neither 
necessary nor expedient.1 And he derived no 
weight from popular interest, as it was engTossed 
by considerations of nearer and more vital import. 
ance. 

The first charge brought forward, the prodigal 
expenditure of Lord Wellesley's government, took 
the House by surprise, as it was unconnected with 
any of the papers previously moved for. Even Mr. 
Fox felt it incumbent upon him to remark upon 
so irregular a course. He observed, that" the honour
able member had not told the House what were the 
documents to be laid before it in support of the 
charge, nor when they were to be produced: he 
understood, in fact, that the mover had really no do. 
cuments, although he had proposed a day for discus· 
sion; and if, when that day should arrive, he should 
be unprovided with means to substantiate his charge, 

and !\Ir. Grant, although he certainly judged inquiry to be necessary, did 
not deem it advisable to proceed to impeachment.- ParI. Debates. 

I The sentiments of !\Ir. Fox are worthy of note, from the difference of 
hia language on this occasion and that which he used during the proceed. 
ings agaiuMt Warren Hastings. He said, "He, and others who agreed 
with him, had no wish to disparage the proceeding, or to throw obstacles 
in the way; but, because he disapproved of a system of measures, it did 
not follow that it was to be remedied by impeac.hing the individual. He 
and hia honourable friend (Mr. Frnncis) had a good deal of experience on 
the subject: this was certainly not a proper time for inquiry; he might 
disapprove of, and strongly oppose systems, but he would nol always 
think it necessary to resort to inquiries. Impeachment was a bad mode of 
proceeding, except in particular cases; and certainly it was not advisable 
to adopt it with regard to a Governor-General of India mereiy on acconnt 
of his system. He could not be said to desert a person whom he never 
encouraged; but, since the trial of lUr. Hastings, they might say if they 
pleased, he ahrunk from all India impeachments, or flew from them, or any 
other worse term might be employed, if worse could be found. To this he 
would make no answer"-Parl. Debates, 13th April, 1806. 
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BOOK I. h,e would find himself in a very awkward and un
CHAP. UL pleasant predicament." So ill concerted were J\Ir. 

1806. Paull's proceedings, that, having moved that the 
charge be taken into consideration that day three 
weeks, the motion found no seconder. It was not 
until after some pause that Sir 'Yilliam Geary rose 
to second the motion; not, as he observed, from any 
conviction of the culpability of the accused, but 
because he thought that the dignity of the House 
required that the opportunity of proving charges of 
so grave a tenor should not be denied. The ob
vious necessity, however, of bringing forward written 
vouchers enforced an alteration. The motion was 
withdrawn, and, in its place, papers to show the re
lative expenditure of successive Indian administra
tions were moved for, and granted. 

A tangible charge was at length elicited. Re
verting to the treatment of the Nawab of Oude, 
and the appropriation of the Ceded districts, it 
was affirmed that· in these proceedings Marquis 
'Yellesley had violated subsisting treaties, and every 
principle of equity and right; had been regardless 
of his duty to the East India Company, his Soye
reign, and his country; had contemned the Parlia
ment, the King, and the laws; had dishonoured the 
British nation and name; and had in these respects 
been guilty of high offences, crimes, and misde
meanours. A second charge was subsequently 
brought forward, accusing the Governor-General of 
having unjustly and violently compelled the Nawab 
of Furruckabad to give up his territory. Evidence 
was heard on the Oude charge, which closed on the 
4th of July. On the 6th Lord Temple moved that 
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the charge should be taken into consideration; but BOOK I. 

th t · . ted th If" CHAP. DL e mo IOn was resis on e p ea 0 preCIpItancy, __ _ 
and, as further papers were requested, the discussion 1807. 

'was postponed. On the following day a third charge 
was adduced, relative to the treatment of the 
Zemindar of Sasnee and other Zemindars. 

The end of the session put a stop to these pro
ceedings; and, upon the dissolution of Parliament 
which ensued, :Mr. Paul1, having ,canvassed unsuc
cessfully the borough of , Vest minster, ceased to be 
a member of the House of Commons. The attack 
upon Lord 'VeUesley, however, was not abandoned: 
it was resumed by Lord Folkestone, but was urged 
in a more temperate strain, and for a different o~ 
ject; aU purpose of impeachment being disavowed. 
A series of resolutions was proposed, condemnatory 
of the demands made upon the Nawab of Oude, in 
breach of the treaty of 1798, and the consequent 
sequestration of a considerable part of his domi
nions; but, after a prolonged discussion, the resolu
tions were rejected by a considerable majority. It 
was then moved by Sir John Anstruther, and car
ried by a majority equally numerous, that the 
Marquis o( 'Vellesley, .in executing the late ar
rangements in Oude, was actuated by an ardent zeal 
for the public service, and by the desire of providing 
more effectually (or the prosperity, the defence, and 
the safety of the British possessions in India. 

The character of the measures which were thus 
subjected to Parliamentary investigation has been 
explained in a preceding volume! It is, therefore, 
unnecessary to do more in this place than to advert 

I Mill, yoL rio un. 
VOL. L M 
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BOOK L briefly to the principal arguments, which, amidst 
CHAP. III. h' I db' h ___ muc lrre evant matter, were urge y elt er party. 

1807. By those who sought to obtain a vote of censure on 
the Marquis it was maintained, that the Nawab of 
Dude was an independent prince, with whom, in 
that capacity, treaties had been contracted: that a 
treaty had been recently concluded with him (in 
1798), by which his authority over his household, 
his troops, and his subjects, had been recognised; 
and an am<;>unt of subsidy, fully adequate to the 
expense of the largest force ever raised for the 
defence of Qude, had been exacted from him: that 
the Nawab had punctually discharged -all demands 
arising out of this stipulation; and that there was 
nothing in his domestic circumstances and conduct, 
or in the aspect of foreign affairs, which called for 
so violent a measure as that of compelling him to 
convert a money payment into a territorial conces
sion, and to give up half of his dominions, in order 
to secure the fulfilment of his pecuniary obligations: 
that the demand had been submitted to by the 
N awab solely through his conscious inability to re
sist it; and that the injustice thus inflicted upon a 
native prince, the ally and. friend of the Company, 
was calculated to bring discredit on the British 
name throughout India: that the acquisition of 
territory thus obtained was in opposition to the 
sentiments of the Court of Directors as expressed 
in a dispatch signed by them all, with one only ex
ception; and was a violation of the declared sense of 
Parliament, which had expressly denounced terri
torial extension in India as contrary to the honour 
and wishes of the nation. 
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In opposition to these assertions it was affirmed, BOOK L 

that the Nawab of Oude was not entitled to be re- CHAP. III. 

garded as an independent sovereign; the military 1807. 

defence of his territories having devolved upon 
the British from their first connexion with Oude, 
and their interposition in its internal government 
having been repeatedly exercised. The reigning 
prince was in fact indebted to that interposition 
for the rank he held; his predecessor, Vizir Ali, 
having been deposed, and himself placed on the 
throne, by the G'overnor-General. That the treaty 
of 1798 had reference to the actual position of the 
Nawab, but did not preclude interference whenever 
circumstances should urgently call for it. That 
subsequently circumstances had occUlTed which de
manded strong measures, the Nawab having iu
timated his apprehensions that the impoverished 
and declining resources of his principality would 
not long suffice to pay the stipulated subsidy: that 
fluch a failure was to be anticipated from the mal
administration of the Nawab, and his inability to 
maintain subordination and realise his revenues: 
that, while the means of keeping up an effective 
subsidiary force were likely to be thus deficient, the 
necessity of augmenting its strength had been ren-
dered imperative; first, by ,the absence of adequate 
provision for internal defence; and secondly, by the 
imminence of external danger. The troops of the 
Nawab were a disorderly and disaffected body, a 
source rather of peril than of safety, whose reduc-
tion was highly advantageous to the state. Re-
peated menaces of invasion had been put forth by 
Zeman Shab, the ruler of the Afghans; and the 

M2 
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BOOK I. presence of Sindhia's disciplined brigades under 
CHAP. IlL French officers upon the frontiers of Oude menaced 

1807. the in.tegrity of the principality, and imperiously 
. enjoined defensive preparations. Under these emer
gencies, the annexation to the British Indian empire 
of the districts in the Doab which were most ex
pos~d to foreign aggression was indispensably neces
sary for the security of both the protected and 
protecting power. 

It cannot be denied that the political interests of 
the British Government strongly recommended the 
appropriation of the Ceded provinces. Continued 
punctuality in the payment of the subsidy was an 
evident impossibility, from the diminishing resources 
of the Nawab; and the subsidiary force must have 
been. reduced or disbanded, or kept up at the 
Company's cost. The condition of the districts in 
the Doab was also a subject of uneasiness, as, in the 
event of' a collision with the l\Iahrattas, the move
ments of the British armies would have been em
barrassed by the necessity of holding in check a 
disorganised and turbulent population. The readiest 
method of preventing such results was the establish
ment of the British authority in the territories in 
question, the maintenance of order, and the applica
tion of the revenues to the payment of the sub
sidiary force. That the measure, whilst it strength
ened the British Government, would be conducive 
to the well-being of the people and the prosperity 
of the country, was to be anticipated; and upon 
these grounds the appropriation was susceptible of 
vindication: but that it consulted the dignity and 
power of the Nawab, or could be acceptable to his 
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feelings, it was absurd to pretend. He was help- llOOK I. 

less, and he acquiesced; but he was not so blind to CRAP. UL 

his own interests as to be deceived by the specious 1808. 

plausibility "ith which the mutilation of his autho-
.rity was pressed upon him; and there can be little 
doubt that the feeble efforts made in England to 
procure him redress had their origin in the fallacious 
hopes which he had been led to entertain of the 
reversal of the sentence of spoliation by the justice 
of the British Parliament. 

N otmthstanding the victory gained by the friends 
of :Marquis \Vellesley on' this occasion, the ordeal 
which he had to undergo was yet incomplete. The 
minor charges relating to the Nawab of Frirruck .. 
abad and the Zemindar of Sasnee were disposed of 
mth the Oude charge, and no further notice was 
taken of the case of the Nawab of Surat. The 
charge of prodigal expenditure was also abandoned; 
as it had all along been admitted that the perso.Qal 
integrity of the late Governor-General was unim
peachable, and that his profusion was exclusively 
instigated by considerations of public credit or ad
vantage. There remained, however, a topic which 
had been formerly brought forward by Mr. Sheridan, 
-the treatment of the Nawab of Arcot. He had 
moved for papers relating to the inquiry in De
cember, 1802, but had then allowed the matter to 
drop. He still declined to renew its agitation, but 
he declared himself prepared to support any member 
who should introduce the question. Accordingly, 
on the 17th May, 1808, after an interval of five 
years and a half, Sir Thomas Turton moved a series 
of six resolutions, as grounds for the appointment of 
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BOOK I. a committee to inquire into the assumption of the 
CHAP. m. Carnatic. After an ..adjourned debate, the resolu-

1808. tions were rejected; and it was moved and carried, 
that it was the opinion of the House that the M:ar- . 
quis 'Vellesley and Lord Powis, in their conduct. 
relative to the Carnatic, appeared to have been in
fluenced solely by motives of anxious zeal and soli
citude for the permanent security, welfare, and 
prosperity of the British possessions in India.' Thus 
ended the discussions in Parliament respecting Lord 
Wellesley's administration; having had no other 
effect than that of excluding him from a share in 
the administration of affairs at home, when his co
operation would have been of value to Ministers and 
to the country. 

A very different result attended the proceedings 
of the Court of Proprietors. In May, 1806, a mo
tion was there made for the production of the cor
respondence that had taken place with the Board of 
Controul on the subject of the late wars in·lndia ; 
the main object being to confirm the condemnation 
of many of Lord 'Vellesley's measures which had been 
expressed by the Court of Directors in the draft of a 
letter to Bengal, the dispatch of which had been 
arrested by the Board of Controul. The documents 
having been printed,2 a motion was made at a sub
sequent meeting, that "this Court, having con
sidered the papers laid before it, most highly 
approve of the zeal manifested and the conduct 
pursued by the Court of Directors, and regard a 
firm adherence to the principles maintained by the 

I The numbers were, (or the motion 98, against it 19; majority 79. 
• Papers printed for the use o( the Proprietors, 7th 1\Iay, 1806. 
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Court to be indispensably necessary' to preserve the BOOK I. 

salutary authority oyer the goyernment of India mAP. UL 

Vet;ted by law in the Court of Directors, to restrain 1806-

a profuse expenditure of the public money, and to 
pren'nt all schemes of conquest and extension or 
dominion,-measures which the Legislature had de-
clared to be repugnant to the wish, the honour, and 
the policy or the nation; and this Court do assure the 
Court of Directors of their most cordial and zealous 
support, with a view to preserve unimpaired the 
rights and privileges of the East India Company." 
After a debate of some length the resolution was 
submitted to decision by ballot, when a very large 
majority of the Proprietors expressed their concur-
rence in the views of the Directors! It will not 
fall within the limits of this work to describe the 
proceedings of the Company at. a date long subse-
quent; but it deserves to be noticed, as a remark-
able instance of the inconsistency of public bodies, 
that, thirty years afterwards, the resolution, now 80 

numerously and strenuously supported, was virtuaIIy 
negatiyed by the unanimous determination of the 
same Court of Proprietors to make a pecuniary 
grant to Lord W' ellesley in recompense of his great 
sen'ices to the Company, and to erect his statue in 
the Court-room;' thus testif);ng their approbation 
of the general policy of his administration, and 
consequently of the principles of subsidiary alliances 
and territorial aggrandisement • 

• The uumbr ......... n!', iD fayOW' oC the ftIIOlutioD 9"28, agaiDSt it 195. 
Seveu bUDdred aDd thirty.three Proprietors reconI~ their coudelDJllltiou or 
Lord Wellesley'. polic:y.-AaiaticADnual Register, 1806; Proceeclings, 
lociia Houlle. 

• Asiatic: Journal ; Proc:eediaga at the Iodia House,lat November,I817, 
aod 17th March, Isn. 
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BOOK I. The only other proceedings of importance at 
CHAP. ill. home affecting the Company's interests were partly 

1808. of a financial character, and partly preliminary to 
the discussion of a question the determination of 
which was now not very remote,-the renewal of 
the charter, which expired in 1813. On the 11th 
of March, 1808, Mr. Dundas moved the appoint
ment of a select committee to inquire into the 
present state of the affairs of the East India Com
pany. A committee was appointed accordingly; 
and to it was referred a petition submitted by the 
Company, praying that 1,200,0001. due to the Com
pany by the Government might be repaid, and a 
like sum be advanced by way of loan, to enable 
the Company to proVide for the deficiencies of their 
commercial resources. which had been occasioned by 
continued remittances of goods and bullion to India, 
and the suspension of investments in return, in -con
sequence of the political circumstances of India, and 
the pecuniary wants of the Government of that 
country. On the 13th of June the report of the 
committee was presented, admitting a considerable 
balance to be due to the India Company by his 
Majesty's Government; and it was accordingly re
solved that a sum not exceeding 1,500,0001. should 
be paid to the Company. 

It was at the same time shown that a principal 
source of the diminished profits of the Company's 
commerce aoose from the rapidly decreasing value 
of their imports, owing to the failing demand for 
one of those articles which they had hitherto, in 
great part, successfully inclosed against the tres
passing of private trade. The jmpr~ved and im-
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proving cotton manufactures of England were be- BOOK I. 

ginning to exercise a sensible effect upon the similar CHAP. ilL 

products of Indian industry; and the import value of 1808. 

Piece-goods, which had hitherto formed a main item 
in the commerce of the Company, had fallen during 
the last ten years to one-sixth of its amount at the 
commencement of the term,-from nearly three 
millions sterling to less than half a million.' 

I Imports, Piece-goods. 
From Bengal • 

Coast 
Anjengo 

1798-9. 
£1,219,828 

1,560,470 
193,202 

1807·8. 
260,262 
136,117 
36,381 

£2,993,490 £432,820 

Report of Select Committee, No. I, printed by order of the Bouae of 
Commons, 12th May, 1810. 

The trade in piece-goods was deemed of such importsnce at the re
newal of the charter in 1193, that it was stated by the Committee of Corre
'pondenee, that without it the Company could not liquidate their political 
debts, still less furnish the means of participation to the public to the ex
tent which was proposed.-Resolution 8th, Aprillst, 1793. 

CHAPTER IV. 

LuJ'd lJfinto Governar-General.-Si1· G. Ba1·loUJ Go
vernor of Fort St. George.-Cha1·acter and Policy 
of the Governor-General.-Determination to esta
blish Order in Bu.ndelkhand.-Description of the 
Hilly r!.istrict of the province.-Colonel Martindelt 
sent against Afayg81·k.-Affair of Rajaoli.-Ajay
gerk surrendered. - Lakskman Dawa sets off to 
Calcutta,-leaves it again suddenly.-His Family 
put to deatl, by /tis Father-in-law. - Operations 
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a.qainst Gopal Sing.-Nature of his Incu1·sions.---. 
His suhmission.-Storm of Kalinjar,-repulsed.
Fortress surrendered.-Treaties with the Raja of 
Rewa.-Settlement of Hariana.-The Sikh Chiefs 
east of {he Setlej taken ftnder protection.-Treaty 
with Ranjit Sing.-Emhassy to Peshawar.-Revo
lutions of Afghanistan.-Disastrous Life of Shah 
Shuja. - Return of the Embassy. - JIission to 
Sindh. - Revolutions in the Government of that 
country. - Failure of Negotiation. - Intercourse 
hetween France and Persia.-Ill-concerted measures 
of the British Authorities.-Sir Harford·Jones sent 
as Amhassador from England,-Sir John AIalcolm 
from India. - Unsatisfactory result of tke latter 
AIission.-Return of the Envoy.-A AIilitary E,r:
pedition to the Gulph projected hy the Bengal Go
vernment.-Sir Ha1fm'd Jones departs from Bom
hay,-proceeds to Shiraz. -Prosecution of the JIis
sion prohihited.- He perseveres,- reaches Tehran, 
-concludes a preliminary Treaty.-Disavowed hy 
the Indian Government.-The Treaty confirmed. 
-Diplomatic "elations with Pet'sia taken under the 
management of the British AIinistry.-Sir Gore 
Ouseley A mhassador.-De.finitive Treaty concluded, 
-productive of little advantage. 

BOOK I. THE nobleman on whom the government of 
CHAP. IV. I d' dId h d" bid . n la now evo ve a een ong engage III 

1807. public life, and had been for many years an active 
member of Parliament. Connected with the 'Vhigs 
in political principle, and the personal friend of 
some of their great leaders, Sir Gilbert Elliot had 
been chosen as one of the managers for the Com-
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mons in the trial of 'Varren Hastings, and to him BOOK I. 

had been intrusted the conducting of the proposed CHAP. IV. 

impeachment of Sir Elijah Impey.l The knowledge 1807. 

he had thus acquired of Indian affairs recommended 
him, upon the accession of his friends to power, to 
the office of President of the Board of Oontroul; 
and, when it was found impossible to overcome the 
repugnance of the Court of Directors to the ap
pointment of the Earl of Lauderdale, he was readily 
acknowledged by both. parties as eligible for the 
situation of Governor-General of India. Lord Minto 
was accordingly appointed. He left England in the 
Modeste frigate, and arrived at Madras on the 20th 
June, 1807. There, as has been noticed, he stayed 
a short time to assist in determining the final dis-
posal of the Vellore prisoners, and, resuming his 
voyage, reached Calcutta on the 3rd July. Lord 
'Villiam Bentinck having at the same time been 
recalled, Sir George Barlow was nominated Go-
vernor of Fort St. George, and repaired thither in 
December of the same year. 

The sentiments which had been expressed at 
home, both by the Ministry and the Court of Di
rectors, adverse to the system of policy followed by 
Lord 'Vellesley, necessarily imposed upon Lord 
Minto the obligation of adopting principles of a 
less ambitious tenor, an4 of pursuing the measures 
which had been instituted by Lord Cornwallis and 
Sir George Barlow for the retrenchment of public 
expenditure and the preservation of external tran:' 
quillity.The general tone of the new Administra
tion WR-'1, therefore, moderate and pacific; and the 

I See vol. v. of Mill's History, p. 83. 
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BOOK I. character of the Goyernor-General, delighting in 
CHAP. IV. the milder glories of internal prosperity, the ame-

1807. nities of domes~ic society, and the cultivation of 
literature and the arts, accorded with the spirit in 
which it was expected that his government should be 
carried on. At the same time, Lord Minto was not 
of a disposition to shrink from expense or exertion 
when they were recommended or required by the 
interests of the state over which he ruled; and vari
ous important transactions, arising out of Indian and 
of European politics, signalised his career, and ex
hibited not unfrequent departures from the policy of 
imperturbable fOl'bearance and scrupulous non-inter
ference which had been followed by his predecessors. 

The enforcement of submission to authority, and 
the final establishment of order in the provinces 
recently annexed to the British territories, were 
among the first objects of the Governor-General's 
attention. The avoidance of interference in the 
quarrels of the petty Rajas of Bundelkhand, and 
the attempt to secure their' allegiance and good-will 
by conciliatory means, had entirely failed. The im
punity with which some of the most notorious 
patrons of the bands of free-booters, by whom the 
proyince was overrun, were suffered to retain pos
session of the districts they had usurped, served 
only to perpetuate depredation; and the uncon
trouled liberty which had been left to the Rajas, 
of asserting by arms their own real or pretended 
rights. to each other's lands, was productive of in
terminable disputes, and a disorganising repetition 
of internal warfare. It was obviously necessary, if 
it was worth while to retain the province, to adopt 
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a dHTen.>nt mode or governing it; and a change or BOOK: L 

mea.."1lI"e'S .-as resolved on. It was officially an- ~. IY. 

DOunced that the submission which milder means 180L 

had failed to introduee should be established by 
(on-e, and that the Government would compel. 
where necessary. obedience to its commands. The 
promulgation of these designs went Car to eft"ed 
their fulfilment. The Rajas .. ho had hitherto be-
lieved that the interposition of the British Agent 
.. ould be limited to adriee only ... hich they had 
then.>fore ventured to treat with utter disregard. 
hastened, .. hen they found that something more 
than mere adriee .-as seriously contemplated, to 
refer their cfupntes to the decision of the superior 
authority; and lands and ril~treS, long and fiercely 
contested, .-ere awarded to those to .. hom it ap-
proreJ upon investigation that t~ey rightfully be-
longed, in most cases without any necessity for 
compulsive mea.sn.res.. It vas not found possible, 
however. to exterminate the banditti who roamed 
through the country. as long as they found shelter 
and support in its principal fortresses; and it was 
rendered neces..;;;ary. by the persevering contumacy 
of the castellans of the forts of Kalinjar and Ajay- I 

gem, to employ a military foree for their humiliation. 
The prorinee or Bundelkhand, which is generally 

a f1lain where it is contiguous to the Jumna, is en
rompas...~ on its southem and sonth-eastem ron
fines by portions of the great Vindhya chain of 
hilL~ which stn.>tcbes across India from the Ganges 
to the gulph of Cambay. The portions of the 
ehain whieh border upon Bundelkhand, or are in
cluded within its limits, ronsb--t of four nearly 
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BOOK I. parallel ranges, running obliquely from north-east. 
CHAP. IV. to south-west, distinguished as the Vindhyachal, 

1808; Panna, -Bhander, and Thamian or Kaimur hills: 
they are not of great elevation, but rise one above 
the other as they extend to the south and west. 
They are separated by narrow valleys or table-lands 
of limited extent, which, as well as the hills, are 
for the most part rendered difficult of access by 
underwood and thick jungle. From the most north
erly range, or Vindhyachal, isolated elevations are 
thrown out northwards into the plain, forming a 
characteristic feature of this part of the country, 
and affording favourable positions for the construc
tion of hill-forts: 1 two of these had been selected 
for the site of the forts above named, and KaIinjar 
and Ajaygerh were regarded by the Bundelas as 
impregnable, both from the natural difficulties of 
the approach to them, and the fortifications by 
which those'difficulties had been enhanced. 

The Kiladar of Ajaygerh, Lakshman Dawa, ori
ginally the captain of a band of plunderers, had 
become possessed of that strong .. hold through the 
connivance of the officer who had been placed in 
command of it by Shamshir Bahadur, and who had 
been directed to give it up to the British authori
ties. Lakshman was }>ermitted to retain the fort as 
a temporary arrangement, and to hold in J agir the 
adjacent lands, on condition of paying a small annual 
tribute, and relinquishing the fortress at the expi
ration of two years, ending in 1808. The tribute 
was never paid, the term of occupancy had expired, 

1 Memoir on Bundelkhand, by Captain Franklin; Trans. Royal Asiatic 
Society, i. 259. 
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and no intention of giving up the fort was exhibited. BOOK I. 

A body of troops' was therefore assembled, and sent CHAP. IV. 

under Colonel Martindell against Ajaygerh. 1809. 

No opposition was encountered by Colonel l\:lar
tindell's detachment until, they arrived at Rajaoli, a 
fortified hill about ten miles from Ajaygerh, which 
was occupied by a select body of Lakshman Dawa's 
troops. The ascent of the hill was by steep and 
narrow paths, overhung in many places by project
ing rocks; from the shelter of which, parties of the 
enemy fired upon the slowly advancing troops. 
Driven from these stations they retreated to the 
summit of the hill, where they had constructed 
parapet walls, and behind them they made a reso
lute stand. As no ladders could be brought up 
with which to scale the wall, the assailants were 
recalled, and preparations made for resuming the 
attack on the following morning: the enemy eva-
cuated the post during the night! • 

On the follo"ing day Colonel Martindell pro
ceeded to Ajaygerh, and batteries were raised against 
the fort. Operations were, however, suspended by 
repeated messages from Lakshman Dawa promising 
to deliver up the fortress, and negociations were 
protracted until the 11 th of February in' this ex
pectation. Further delay was then refused, and the 
guns opened upon the principal gateways' with such 
effect as in a few hours to lay three :of them in 
ruins. On the two following days the firing was 
repeated, and early on the 13th a practicable breach 
was made. The Kiladar anticipated the assault by a 

I The loss of the assailants was 28 Sipahis killed, and 115 wounded, 
including three officers, of whom Lieut. Jamieson of the light battalion 
died of his wounds. 
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BOOK I. timely surrender, and Ajaygerh was taken possession 
CHAP. IV. of in the course of the day.l Lakshman Dawa gave 

1809. himself· up to Mr. Richardson, the Governor-Gene
ral's agent, and was allowed to remain at large upon 
parole. His family rem?ved from the fort, and 
found a residence in the adjacent town of N ao
sheher, where a tragedy ensued, not unprecedented 
in the history of the Hindus, and characteristic of 
nati ve sentiments of personal honour .. 

Lakshman Dawa, in surrendering himself, che
rished a hope that the British authorities would rein
state him in the possession of his fort, and addressed 
a petition to the agent, praying either that he might 
be restored, or that he might be blown from the 
mouth of a gun, as life without reputation 'Was not 
worth preserving. As Mr. Richardson declined a 
compliance with either alternative, the chief re
solved to make a personal appeal to the Governor
General, and secretly quitted the camp for the 
purpose of repairing to Calcutta. He managed his 
flight with so much skill that no traces of him were 
discovered until his arrival at the Presidency. He 
was treated with kindness, and left at large under 
the supervision of the police; but, as no hope 'Was 
held out to him of recovering a possession to which 
his only titles were usurpation and fraud,. he de
parted as unceremoniously as he had arrived, and 
endeavoured to effect his return to Bundelkhand: 
his flight was intercepted, and he was brought back 
to Calcutta, where he was detained until his death.'! . 

I Official Dispatches and Government Orders; As. Annual Register, 
vol. 1i. ; Chronicle, p. 27. 

• Lakshman Dawa died in the neighbourhood of Calcutta in November, 
1828. He had from the first refused to accept any provision in place of 
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Upon the disappearance of Lakshman Dawa from BOOK I. 

camp. it was considered advisable to place his family CJlAP. IV. 

in greater security as host:a.:,o-es for his conduct.. They 1809. 

were ordered to prepare for removal into the fort, 
with assurances that they had nothing to apprehend 
from their detention; and that one of their male re-
latives, who had not forfeited the favourable opinion 
of the British Government, should be intrusted 
with their guardianship. Baju Rao, the father-in-
Iaw of the absent chief, was instructed to conduct 
the party to their quarters. He undertook the 
office with apparent cheerfuIness, and repaired for 
that purpose to the house in which the family re-
sided. 'When a considerable interval had eIapsed 
after his entrance iqto the house, and no person 
seemed to be coming forth, a nath'e officer of the 
escort entered. and found the old man seated before 
the door of an inner room with a drawn sword in 
his hand. As the Subabdar approached, Baju Rao 
retired into the chamber, and closed the door. 
Assb"tance being obtained, the door was forced; 
when the mother, the wife, the infant son of 
Lakshman Da~ and four female attendants, were 
cliseowred lying dead on the floor, having been 
killed by Baju Rao, apparently with their own con-
sent, as no cry nor any expression of alann or suf· 
fering had been hE.'ard. As soon as the door Wai 

the laada of.\ida he ..... bt>ee dispr d, and 'II"IUI lOr _ time IIBder 
the charge of the polire. fa 1811 IUs misfortmle& d'eded his iIIltellects, 
and be ..... placed under the ~ eI the c.-puy'& medical ollieor at 
Alypon>, widI .boa he eaatia.~ IIBtillSH. wLea he appNlll ID I ..... e ~ 
e8ffted IUs 1lJldenwadiDg. He 'II"IUI aut releued m- all restraint lOr two 
years bagt-r, ....... he __ led ID ftCleift!."'-;O' el6Oerupees ..... tII. 
Aftft' IUs deatll the AlniTiD~ af'IIlben of IUs faaily WEft allowed ID retur. 
to BaadeJkbad.-MS. K---' 
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BOOK t. opened,· Baju Rao inflicted a fatal wound upon him
CHAP. IV. self. The catastrophe was in entire unison with 

rS09. native-feeling; and several of the Bundela chiefs in 
camp hesitated not to avow, that, under similar cir
cumstances, they would have perpetrated a similar 
deed.1 

A· protracted course of desultory and harassing 
hostilities had some time previously been com
menced against Gopal Sing, a military adventurer 
who· had usurped the district of Kotra, the inbe
ritance of Raja Bakht Sing, a descendant of Cbatra
sal. The right of the Raja had been formally re
cognised by the British Government during· the 
preceding administration, and he had been autho
rised to recover his lands; but, as he was not allowed 
to receive the assistance of British troops, the re
cognition and sanction were mere mockeries. 2 With 
tbe altered policy of the Government its grants 
became realities. A British detachment was sent to 
place the Raja in possession. The task was easily 
accomplished, and even Gopal Sing came into 
camp and professed submission. From motives 
which are unexplained, or from the instability of 
purpose which is not unfrequent in the native mind, 
beseems to have speedily repented of his acqui
escence, and, departing abruptly from the British 
encampment, he retired with a few followers to 

1 MS. Records; also As. Annual Register, vol. vi.; History, p. 5. 
2 See the lkrar Nama, or pledge of allegiance, and Sunnud granted to 

Raja Bakht Sing; ColI. of Treaties, .p. 331. The documents are dated 
8th Jnne, 1807. The first article of the answer to the Raja's solicitation to 
be reinstated runs, "Little doubt can be entertained that you will be 
able to establish your authority, and to settle the Pergunnas, independently 
of the aiel and support of the British Government: at the same time, every 
proper and necessary aid which you may require, with lite exception 'If 
troop" shall be furnished to you."-
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the thickets above the first range of hills. SensibJe BOOK I. 

that direct resistance to the superior force of the CHAP. ,IV. 

supporters of Bakht Sing would be unavailing, he 1809. 

adopted a course of destructive irruptions; rushing 
down upon the plains and spreading terror and 
devastation in all directions whenever an oppor-
tunity occurred, and, when pressed by his enemies, 
taking refuge amongst the entangled and rugged 
country between the first and second ranges .of the 
mountaius. Although his parties were frequently 
overtaken and dispersed, they immediately re-as
sembled and renewed their depredations; and it 
became necessary to provide a permanent cheek 
upon their ravages. A cantonment was therefore 
established at Tiroha, at the foot of the first range, 
a few miles to the north-east of Kalinjar, from 
whence detachments were sent occasionally to guard 
the passes; the unhealthiness of .the .climate pre
venting the presence of a force above the ghats 
throughout the year. The marauding attacks .of 
Gopal Sing were in some measure counteracted 
by these arrangements, but they continued at in-
tervals to disturb the quiet and delay the pacific 
settlement .of the country. 

Towards the end of 1809, the c.oncentrati.on .of 
the British f.orce in Bundelkhand under Colonel 
Martindell, in a different quarter .of the province, 
having drawn off the principal part .of the troops 
.opposed to Gopal Sing, the protection .of the dis
tricts was left to the unaided res.ources of the 
Rajas .of Panna and K.otra. They proved utterly 
inadequate t.o the duty. Their united c.ontingents 
were defeated in an engagement with their m.ore 

N2 
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BOOK I. warlike adversary; and the country below the hills 
CRAP. IV. I 'd h' k lid ____ ' .... ' aI open to IS attac's was remorse ess y evas-
,mo. tated, 'until his progress was stopped by a. detach

ment under :Major Kelly, which was sent from 
Colonel Martin dell's camp at Chatterpur. As the 
force advanced, Gopal retired above the third range 
of ghats; in the vicinity of which the 1st battalion 
of the 16th native infantry, commanded by Captain 
'Vilson, was stationed to keep him in check, while 
the rest of the detachment rejoined the main army. 

Gopal Sing, finding himself more than a match 
for 'the force which remained to oppose him, re
sumed offensive operations; and being assailed in 
a strongly stockaded position near Kakarati in the 
Panna principality, by the detachment under Cap
tain Wilson, repulsed the assailants after they had 
suffered considerable loss, and compelled th~m to 
fall back towards the plains.1 The junction of 
Major Delamain, with a squadron of the 2nd native 
cavalry, restored the superiority to the British; but 
Gopal, turning to the north amongst the hills, out
stripped their pursuit, and coming suddenly down 
upon Tiroha, which was feebly guarded, he plun
dered and set fire to the cantonments, before troops, 
dispatched from Ajaygel'h as- soon as the move
ment of Gopal Sing upon Tiroba was known, could 
arrive for its protection. :Major :Morgan, who com
manded the detachment, followed the retreating 
enemy. but whilst Gopal Sing, at the head of his 
horse, manreuvred so as to engross his attention, 

I On this occasion, Gopal Sing showed tJlat he united humanity with 
courage and conduct. Several of the wounded Sipahis having fallen into 
his hands, he had their wounds dressed, and sent tht'm back to I"t'join the 
dt'tachment. 
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the infantry marched uuperceived again upon Tiroha, BOOK I. 

where they not only completed such part of the QI.U'. IV. 

work of destruction as they had left unfinished, 1810. 

but laid the adjacent town in ashes, after having 
first made themselves masters of much valuable 
booty. The audacity of' this enterprise enforced the 
adoption of' more vigorous measures, and Colonel 
Drown was detached from Colonel .Martin dell's 
camp, with the 1st native cavalry and one squadron 
of the 8th, to command the troops engaged in this 
harassing warfare. A battalion of native infantry 
under Major Leslie was also added to the force; 
aud Gopal, unable to encounter such an armamen~ 
and having been surprised and roughly handled 
by Colonel Drown at Dichaund near Ajaygerh, 
reascended the passes, and took shelter in an 
entrenched position at Jhargerh above the second 
range of' ghats. Captain 'Vilson, with a squadron 
of native cavalry, the lst battalion of the 16th 
native infantry, three companies of the 7th, and 
a company of' pioneers, was sent forward in pursuit. 
After a laborious march he ascended the hills un
Pfrceil'ed, and arrived at Jhargerh almost before 
his approach was discovered. The defences con-
sisted of a rampart and strong stockades situated 
upon a rocky eminence in a "alley overgrown with 
banlboos and brushwood: they were accessible only 
on one face, the other sides being covered by almost 
impenetrable thickets; but the garrison, including 
Gopal Sing, were so much taken by surprise that 
their only thought was of escape. Guided by one 
of his prisoners, Captain 'Vilson effected his en-
trance into the main body of the works as they 
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BOOK I. were evacuated by the enemy, who plunged into 
CHAP. IV. the thickets and disappeared. After burning the 

1819. stockadesr and levelling the fort, the detachment 
returned to its post at Kakarati. The setting in 
of the rainy season put a stop to further proceed
ings. Gopal retired to the south; and the troops 
were so stationed as to intercept his return to the 
north and west, and confine him to the rugged 
valleys between the Bhander and Kaimur hills, to
wards the sources of the Sone and N erbudda rivers. 

As soon as the state of the country permitted, 
active measures were resumed ~ a division of the 
force under Captain Watson marched from Amghat 
on the 17th November, and on the morning of the 
19th came upon a strong body of Gopal Sing's 
troops at the village of Bhamori, commanded by 
some of his principal Sirdars. The party was posted 
in two, divisions: one in the village, occupying a 
brick fort; . the other and larger in an adjacent grove, 
protected by a deep ravine. As soon as the ravine 
was turned by the native cavalry, the enemy's horse 
fled, and were pursued for some distance: the foot 
followed their example, and broke upon the firs.t 
volley from the advancing column. The troops 
in the' fort surrendered at discretion. About two 
hundred were killed and wounded, and above one 
hundted taken prilmners, with little loss on the 
side of the British. A t the same time Major Kelly 
advaMed from Lohagong, and Colonel Brown from 
the neighbourhood of Banda. The latter, after 
a long and. fatiguing march, crossed the upper 
course of the Sone at Hardi Ghat, and overtook 
Gopal SJng ~ear the village of Killen, whither he 
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had retreated, after declining to accept an asylum BOOK L 

offered him by the Raja of Rewa. His followers, .CHAP, lV. 

consisting entirely of horse, were completely routed; 1811. 

and Gopal Sing escaped, almost unattended, into 
the jungle. Here he continued, however, to main .. 
tain himself and followers for several months, and, 
notwithstanding his repeated discomfiture, remainel! 
unsubdued. 

In the month of June, Gopal Sing emerged from 
his retreat at Kshirgaon in the country of the 
Derar Raja, and once more descended from the 
hills. His movements were closely watched by the 
detachments of Colonel Drown's force; and, having 
been nearly surprised by Captain 'Vatsnn in the 
vicinity of Komtara, he retreated to the protec ... 
tion of his former asylum. Having received intelli .. 
gence of his position, Colonel Brown moved with 
gre~t secrecy and expedition, and came by surprise 
upon him on the night of the 26th June. Tbe 
enemy's camp was pitched at the head of the Do .. 
wani pass in the Marao hills, in the dry bed of 
a swamp, protected by thick wood on every side, 
p,nd accessible only by steep and narrow defiles. 
'fhrough one of these the infantry advanced, anI! 
first gave intimation of their presence by a volley 
fired upon the camp. The enemy fled without 
attempting resistance: many were killed, and much 
plunder was recovered. The nature of the country 
and the approach of the . monsoon again suspended 
pursuit; but, on the 7th S!"ptember, the fortified 
post of Kshirgaon was attacked and carried by a 
detachment commanded by Captain "\Vatson. Gopal 
Sing, - once more an almost solitary fugitive, fled 
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BOOK I. into the district of Sagar; but, becoming now con
ClRU. IV. vinced of the hopelessness of so unequal a contest, 

1812. he proffered his submission on the conditions of 
receiving a full pardon for his opposition, and pro
viSIon being made for his family. The British Go
vernment, equally weary of a troublesome and un
profitable warfare, acceded to the terms, and granted 
him a Jagir of eighteen villages in the district of 
Panwari in Bundelkhand, which is still held by his 
descendants. 1 The transactions are worthy of re
cord as an instance of the success with which personal 
activity and resolution, aided by a difficult country, 
but destitute of any other means than plunder and 
the devotedness of a slender band of adherents, 
bafHed for a period of four years, and ultimately 
tired out, the resentment and the resources of a 
powerful antagonist. B 

The final establishment of order and tranquillity 
in Bundelkhand was in a still greater degree de
pendent upon the reduction of Kalinjar; the strength 
of which fastness, and the vain attempts made in 
time past for its capture, impressed the natives with 
a universal belief of its impregnability, and inspired 
its Kilada~, Dariao Sing, with confidence to persist 
in his opposition to British authority, and to con
tinue his scarcely covert encouragement of every 
predatory leader. The mischievous consequences of 
allowing Dariao Sin~ to retain possession of Ka-

1 See the Sunnud granted to Gopal Sing on the 2.sth Feb., 18li; Re
port of Selec:t Committee, August, 183i; Political Appendix, p.561. 

• For the operations against Gopal Sing, see the Asiatic Annual Re
gister. Tol. xii.; History, 40: Chronicle, pp. 9, 10, 61,78: and Calcutta 
Annual Register, ISil ; History, p. 76. 

I See p. 18, note. 
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linjar were vainly pointed out when the British au- BOOK L 

thority was first introduced into Bundelkhand; but CRAP. IY. 

the system of endurance having now giwn place 1812. 

to a policy of a more resolute character, it was 
determined no longer to overlook his contumacy: 
a foree was accordingly assembled at Banda, 1 the 
command of which was given to <A»loneillartindell, 
and on the 19th January Kalinjar was invested. 

The fortified hill of Kalinjar is situated about 
twenty miles 8Outh-east of Banda, and about half that 
distance from the first range of hills. It rises from 
a marshy plain as an isolated rock to the height 
of above nine hundred feet, being at the base ten 
or twehe miles in circumference, and inclosing on 
the summit a table-land of more than four miles 
in circuit. On this plain were situated the resi
dence of the Kiladar, the cantonments of the gar-

. rison. and several Hindu temples, aJlP8.fently an
cient : I the sides of the hill are abrupt, and are 
covered with an almost impenetrable jungle of 
bm.hes and bamboos, the haunts of beasts of prey 

I A equadroa or the 8th light ~ be companies or the iSni fOot, 
a eq-troe 01 the 1111 N. C. and three 01 the SnI. with six banalioos or 
1\.1 .. three COIIIpanirs 01 p~ a detadlment 01 £uft)peaa aJ1i)J.,ry • 
.... a battrriDc tra.ia 01 '-be and eigbteea pouadeJ"s. 

... _ places, ... 1iIa1t'd iDseriptiou weft' found ia chanu:trrs said to 
w the __ .. tIMMe _ the ..... 01 F"uoa Shah at Delhi. 1"Iwy haYe 
WWft' Iwftl eoIIed.td 01' publiMed. CaYe _pI.,. also are described, _ 
0I.1Uda» tkdicaIl"d 10 1\ila-luUl ..... a fono or Si ...... a Linga. KaJ ..... 
jan. the CIlrftct apP<'1lalioa or the _PlaiD, is also a DalPe or Sm-he 
.ho _ time iWlf d«:ay-e.nd all the Hind .. traditiou relating 10 this 
IWJ ~ it.ith laiawonhip. Kalbhlroop (or COITedJy, KiIa-bbairaYa), 
...... coa.-J iJna«e is apeciW by AbuIfazI .. ~ at KalaDjar, 
is .. atteadaat 01 Sin, or _ or his IDiDor ~natjooa Me the .... ord 
C~, 10 .... hicla K.lIanjara is CIDIIUIODIlIy bartJaroouJy ~ 
ill H&IIlilIoll'. GaaetIft'r. A ~ de&criplioa or the bt and ita anti
quitinl is p .. .,. ia Pogsoa'. lIistory 01 the Bpoo.,!a6, hot the latter haYe 
....... but cunoriJJ and iJnperf«tlJ innstigalN. . 
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BOOK I. and of innumerable monkeys. The crest of the 
CHAP. IV. hill is formed of a ridge of steep black rock, which 

1812. forms the base of a wall with loopholes and em
brasures surrounding the whole of the summit. The 
Petta, or town, lies at the foot of the hill at the 
south-eastern angle; and the ascent thence to the 
fort is by a broad winding road cut along the eastern 
face of the rock, and defended by seven fortified 
gateways. Opposite to the north-eastern extremity, 
at the distance of about eight hundred yards, rises 
another detached elevation, the hill of Kfllanjari, 
nearly as lofty as the main rock, but of much less 
extent: its sides are equally steep, and covered in 
like manner with a thick and entangled growth of 
low shrubs and bamboos. 

After reconnoitring the defences of the fort, it 
was determined to erect batteries on the lesser hill ; 
and, by the 26th of January, a path having been 
cleared of the jungle, four iron eighteen-pounders 
and two mortars were hauled up by main force 
to the top. Another battery of two eighteen
pounders was formed lower down on the shoulder 
of the hill; and another of two twelve-pounders 
nearer the. foot, opposite to the great gateway of 
the fort. N egociations having failed, the batteries 
opened on the 28th, on which day also possession 
was taken of the Petta. No attempt was made to 
disturb the construction of the batteries, and not 
a shot was fired from the fort until they opened; 
it being a point of Indian honour, it is said, for 
a fort not to fire until fired upon. When the firing 
of the besiegers commenced, that from the fort was 
feebly maintained and did little execution; and it 
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Wall expected, that, as soon as a breach should be BOOK I. 

made, the fortress would fall an easy conquest: an CHAP. lV. 

anticipation that was fatally disappointed. 1812. 

By the 1st of February the batteries had effected 
what was considered to be a practicable breach~ 
and at sunrise on the 2nd the storming party ad· 
vanced to the assault. The party consisted of the 
five companies of his Majesty's 53rd, and the flank 
companies of the native regiments, commanded by 
Lieut.-Colonel Mawbey. As they ascended the hill, 
they were encountered by a brisk fire of matchlocks 
and volleys of heavy stones, until they made good 
their footing to within fifty yards of the breach, 
where they halted, under cover of an old wall. 
The top of the breach, and the wall on both sides 
of it, were crowded with matchlockmen, regardless 
of the fire to which they were exposed from the 
destruction of the parapet: Upon a given signal 
the assailing column rushed forward, in spite of the 
missiles with which they were saluted, and reached 
the foot of the parapet. Here they were arrested 
by the precipitous and mostly perpendicular rock 
on which the wall had stood, and which it was 
necessary to scale before they could at:rive at the 
foot of the breach. Ladders were applied, but the 
irregularity of the surface rendered it difficult to 
fix them; and, as fast as the men ascended, they 
were knoeked down by heavy stones hurled upon 
them by the defendants, or were shot by their 
matchlocks. Equal resolution was displayed on 
either side; but the disadvantageous position of the 
assailants rendered the conflict so unequal, that, 
after an unavailing struggle of about thirty-five 
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BOOK I. minutes, the storming party was recalled. The loss 
CHAP. IV. they sustained was severe: I that suffered by the 

1812. garrison was not less. The attempt was not un
availing; as the Kiladar, apprehensive of its repeti
tion, signified on the day following his acceptance 
of the conditions which he had previously rejected. 
Lands were assigned to him and the members of his 
family who held a united interest in Kalinjar, and 
they agreed to cede the fortress. This strong-hold, 
which had bafBed Mahmud of Ghazni,! which had 
seen Shir Shah S perish before its walls, and which 
had sustained a ten years' siege by Ali Bahadur,· was 
thus added to the trophies of British conquest, and 
ceased to be the rallying point of lawless spoliation. 
After a brief occupancy as a military post it was 
dismantled and abandoned. The chiefs who had 
once bid defiance from its ramparts to the com
mands of the British Government became peaceable 
subjects, and their descendants are still enumerated 
amongst the lagirdars of the province.5 

J Capt. Fraser, Lieut. Rice, one serjeant, and ten men of the SSnl, 
were killed; ten officers and 001' hundred and twenty men were wounded. 
Lieut. Faithful, commanding the pioneers, and nearly half his men, were 
wounded. The Sipahis had no opportunity of coming into action. 

"lUahmud besieged it in A.D. 1023, but made peace with Nanda, its 
Hindu Raja, and left it in his possession.- Briggs's Ferishta, i. 66. 

• Shir Shah laid siege to it in A. D. 1554, and was killed by the bursting 
of a sben, and consequent explosion of a powder mllo"llZine near which he 
was stauding.- Briggs's Ferishta, ii. 123. 

• See aboYe, p. C. 
• "illages were assigned in perpetual Jagir, not only to Dariao Sing 

ChauM, but to his coparceners, descendants equally of Ramkrishna Chaube, 
In the number of eight.-See the separate grants, Report of Select Com
mittee, August, 1832; App. Politi .. al, p. 562; also Bengal and Agra 
G ..... tteer for ISII, yo!. ii. part 2, p. 286. The Jagirs thus granted, as wen 
as others of a similar class, to the number of twenty_yen, were exempted 
by a special regulation, xxii. of 1812, from the operation of the general 
regulations, and from the jurisdiction of the courts of civil and criminal 
judicature. 
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The condnct of Jay Sing Deo, the Raja of Rewa, BOOK L 

a small principality "itnated on the east of Bundel- c:JUP. JY.. 

khand, in countenancing Gopal Sing and other 181!' 

fre.e.-booters, had for some time past been 1lJL"3tis
factory; and, very soon after the reduction of Ka-
linjar. a party of the plunderers knolrn as Pindaris 
penetrated by way of Rewa into the British terri-
tory of llirzapur, apparently ,.-jth the connivance 
of the Raja. It lnLS obnoDS that he had either 
permitted their passage through his counur, or 
that he bad not the power to preyent it; and in 
either case the dnty of self-protection suggested 
interposition. After some hesitation the Raja "1Li 

compelled to accede to a treaty of friendship and 
allian~ by which hii J>O!'-~ons were guaranteed, 
and his supremacy in the administration of his 
gowmment acknowledged; but he "1Li intenlicted 
from communicating with foreign states. obliged to 
agree to the mutual delivery of enemies and rebels, 
and to promise co..operation in military atrairs. The 
treaty was concluded in October, 1812. 

These arrangements were scareely concluded when 
the Raja manifested a ~ition to notate them. 
lie objected to the establishment of a military 
post within his boundary; opposed. a communication 
through his country between the British districts 
which it separated; treated the British political 
agents with indignity; and either suffered or in
stigated the petty chiefs of Singrana, his depend
ants, to commit TarioDS acts of aggression I)n the 
adjacent country under British protection. To 
punish their ravages, and compel the obsenance of 
the stipulated trt'aty. Colonel lIartindell marched 
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BOOK 1. into Rewa early in 1813. He had advanced near 
CHAP. lV. to the .capital when the Raja .solicited a suspension 

1813. of hostilities, and consented to ~ enter into a new 
treaty, confirming the former stipulations, and en
gaging to pay the expenses of the nUlitary opera
tions. He shortly afterwards abdicated in favour of 
his son. 

During the suspension of hostilities with the 
Rewa Raja, .a party of Sipahis escorting military 
stores, marching to join the main force, and pro
ceeding in the confidence of the armistice which had 
then been agreed upon, were suddenly surrounded 
near the village of Sathaniby a strong body or 
horse and foot, by whom some of the men were 
killed and the baggage was plundered. The Raja 
disclaimed all participation in this atrocity; and it 
appeared to have been the unauthorised act of some 
of his feudatories, particularly the Raja of Sathani 
and Sarnaid Sing, Raja of Entouri. A force under 
Colonel Adams took the field immediately after the 
rains to punish the aggressors. The fort of Entouri 
was stormed and carried, aftet an obstinate resist
ance. Sarnaid Sing, disdaining to survive its capture, 
strewed a quantity of gunpowder upon a cloth, which 
he tied round his .body, and, setting fire to it, termi
nated his existence. Some other forts were taken 
and destroyed; and the chiefs, alarmed, came into 
camp and submitted. A third treaty was then con
cluded with the Raja of Rewa; by which, upon his 
renewing the stipulations previously contracted, he 
was placed in possession of some of the lands which 
the contumacious Zemindars had forfeited, ~ith 

certain reservations, under strict promise that he 
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would respect whatever guarantees the British Go- BOOK L 

vemment had granted to any of his chiefs, and would CRAP. IV. 

refrain from molesting all such as had evinced towards 18iS. 

it a friendly disposition. The Raja necessarily acqui-
esced, but the resentment felt by this petty court 
at an interference which it had provoked has per-
haps scarcely yet given place to friendly feelings.1 

These operations put an end for a time to all 
serious manifestations of the turbulent spirit by 
which the Bundelas have been long distinguished. 
A different race, but of a congenial temperament, 
in another portion of the western frontier, required, 
about the same period, similar coercion. 

At the termination of the war, the extensive 
and fertile but thinly peopled district of Hariana, 
lying immediately west of Delhi, had been taken 
within the range of British supremacy. The inha
bitants of the province, who were of the J at race, 
a resolute and high-spirited tribe, had some years 
before taken advantage of the enfeebled adminis
tration of affairs at Delhi to throw off the alle
giance which they had previously professed to the 
Mogul. Collected together in village communities 
they formed so many petty republics acknow
ledging no individual head; and, although com
bining occasionally against a foreign enemy, con
nected by no common tie of political interest or 
authority, and not unfrequently at deadly feud with 
each other. From time to time some Mahratta 

I See the three treaties of the 6th Oct. 1812, 2nd June 1813, and 21st 
MlU'Ch 1814, with the Rewa Raja, in the collection of treaties printed by 
order of Parliament, 27th May 1818; also in a collection printed for the 
Proprietors, Aug. 18U.-Administration of the Marquis of Hastings. 
The operations are relatN in Calcutta Annual Register for 1821, p. 60. 
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BOOK L or Mohammedan chieftain, or individual of their 
CHAP. IV. b d ___ own 0 y, established a military ascendancy over 

1809. them to a limited extent, and for a brief interval; 
and, in one instance, George Thomas, an Irish ad-
venturer/ rendered himself the lord over a part of 
the province, with Hansi, .its chief town, for his 
capital. ~is reign was of short duration; but its 
overthrow was not effected by the discontent of his 
subjects or the rivalry of his equals, and it demanded 
the overwhelming force of Sindhia's disciplined bri
gades, commanded by General Perron, ts> dispossess 
him. Hariana was then governed by Perron in 
the name of Sindhia, and, with the defeat .of his 
troops, passed over to the British. The Govern
ment of the day, unwilling to retain the conquest, 

1 George Thomas arrived in India as a sailor about 1781. At l\Iadras 
he deserted, and entered into the service of some of the southern Poligars ; 
thence he made his way through the heart of India, and reached Delhi in 
1787: he there received a commission in the brigade of Begum Sumroa, 
and rose to high favour; but, being supplanted in the Begum's good graces 
by some other adventurer. he quitted her service in 1792, and joined Apa 
Khande Rao, one of Sindhia's discarded captains, who was endeavouring 
to form an independent state in the country west of Delhi. He succeeded 
in his project, but, dying in 1797, his power fell to pieces, and George 
Thomas, thrown on his own resources, determined to conquer Hariana for 
himself. He succeeded so far as to make himself ruler of a petty prin
cipality, extending about 100 miles from N. to S. and in its broadest part 
about 15 miles from E. to W., comprehending 900 villages and several 
small towns. Hansi, which Thomas found in ruins, was restored and fo .... 
tified by him, and, becoming his capital, was soon tenanted by between 
five and six thousand inhabitants. George Thomas was Raja of Hansi 
for fonr years, and had little to fear from any of his neighbours, nntil Sind
'hia's authority extended to Delhi, and introduced a power far superior to 
that of the European potentate. Thomas was besieged in Hansi hy Du 
Perron with a strong and weJl-organised force, and 6urn'ndered on condi
tion of being conveyed to a British station. The stipulation was observed, 
and he was conducted to the British frontier in January 1802. He thence 
proceeded towards Calcutta, with the purpose of returning to his native 
land, but was taken ill, and died at Berhampore in August. His career is 
a striking illustration of the distracted state of a country in which a com
mon sailor, with uo other aid than European energy, personal strength, 
and intrepid resolution, could raise himSt'lf even to ephemeral sovereignty. 
-See Life of George Thomas, by Colonel Francklin. 
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. transferred it to several native chiefs in succession; BOOK I. 

Lut ali found it impossible to establish their power CHAP. IV. 

without the assistance of British troops, and speedily 1809. 

resigned the unprofitable boon. The last of these, 
Abd-ul-8aIllad Khan, a military leader of repute, 
who had joined Lord Lake early in the lIahratta 
war, and who had latterly received Hariana in recom-
pense of his services, found himself compelled to 
follow the example of his predecessors, and the pro-
vince was thrown again npon the hands of the British 
Government. As Hariana was conterminous "ith the 
districts of Delhi nnder British administration, the 
danger arising from the predatory and unrestrained 
habits of its population was not to be disregarded, 
and it was determined to pro\ide against the 
evil by undertaking the immediate regulation of the 
country, and bringing the people under the autho-
rity of British functionaries. With this design the 
Honourable Mr. Gardner. assistant to the Resi-
dent at Delhi, proceeded "ith a strong escort into 
the proviuce. Little difficulty attended his pro
<-eedings: most of the head-men of the villages 
obeyed his summons, repaired to his camp. pro-
fessed allegiance, promised the regular payment 
of a stipulated revenue, and engaged to desist from 
intestine broils and from the plunder of travellers 
and merchants. 'Vhatever may have been their 
sincerity. the prompt display. in two instances, of 
the determination of the Government to suffer no 
infringement of the compact awed them into the 
observance of their engagements. The people of 
Daliali, a large village of Jats, who professed 1\10-
hammedanism, ha\-ing robbed some traders almost 

VOL. I. o 
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BOOK I. in sight of the Commissioner's camp, a military 
CHAP. IV •. detachment was sent against them. They fled into 

1809. the a<ljacent country of Bikaner, and their village 
was destroyed. A more resolute resistance was en
countered at another large village or town, that of 
Bhawani. The inhabitants of this place, notorious 
for the audacity of their depredations, carried off the 
camels and baggage of a party of Sipahis on their 

. march to camp, and fired upon them as they ap
proached the town. Immediate measures were 
taken to punish the· aggressors. A force of four 
battalions of native infantry, one regiment of 
cavalry, a corps of iITegular horse; with a train of 
artillery, commanded by Colonel Ball,l marched. 
against Bhawani, and appeared before it on the 
27th August: batteries were opened, and the walls 
were breached by noon of the 29th. An assault 
was made in two columns: the right was met by a 
sortie of the inhabitants, who fought with courage, 
but were driven back and followed into the fort; 
the left column also forced its way into the town, 
and, after an obstinate conflict, in which severe loss 
was inflicted on the enemy, the place was carried.s 

The transaction was productive of the good effects 
expected from it. The lawless and turbulent tribes 
of Hariana were made to feel that they had now a 
master. Submitting to a yoke which they could 

list battn. of the 9th, 2nd of the 18th, 1st of the 22nd, and 2nd of the 
23rd, besides some companies of the 1st of the lOth, and 2nd of the 24th, 
with the 6th regL N. Cavalry, and Skinner's horse. 

'One officer, Lieut. O'Brien of the 1st batt. of the 22nd, was killed, six 
were wounded; eighteen privates were killed, and one hundred and fourteen 
wounded. The loss of the townsfolk was officially estimated at more than 
a thousand.-Asiatic Annual Register, vol. xi.; History, p. 7; Chronicle, 
p.67. 
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not shake off, they became in due time an orderly BOOK I. 

and obedient people, and, devoting themselveg to CRAP. IV. 

agricultural occupations, rendered the province one 1808. 

of the most valuable districts subject to the British 
Government. 

A still more important departure from the prin
ciple of non-interference occurred in the same direc
tion, and occasioned an extension of British supre
macy to the frontier which still forms its north-west
ern boundary,-the left bank of the Setlej. The· 
success with which the Sikh chief, Ranjit Sing, had 
wrought his own aggrandisementat the expense'of 
all his competitors on the 'west of the Setlej, en
couraged him to pursue the sanie line ~f policy 
with respect to the Rajas on the east of the river, 
and to attempt to spread his influence and power 
a~ross it to the Jumna. He was led to believe that 
he would not be obstructed in the execution of this 
project by the British; as, although the Government 
had accepted the proffered submission of the Sikh 
Rajas, it had required from them no positive stipu
lation of tribute or allegiance, and had contracted 
no formal engagement to protect them. ,He went 
to work, however, with his 'usual caution. A vio
lent quarrel having taken place between the Rajas 
of Patiala and Naba, the latter called Ranjit Sing 
to his assistance. The call was promptly answered; 
and in October, 1806, that chief crossed the Setlej 
with a strong body of horse, and dictated terms of 
reconciliation to the contending parties. Some ap
prehension of his ulterior objects was entertained at 
Delhi; but a letter was received from him express.; 
ing his profound. respect for the British Govern-

02 
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BOOK L ment, and no notice was taken of his proceedings. 
CIUP. IV. The result of this experiment confirmed him in the 

1808. belief that he had no opposition to dread from his 
more powerful neighbours in establishing his autho
rity over the states between the Setlej and Jumna; 
but, having other designs in view, or not considering 
matters sufficiently mature for the consummation of 
his purpose, Ranjit Sing departed, and re-crossed the 
Setlej in the beginning of 1807. 

In the course of that year the wife of the Patiala 
Raja, who was at variance with her husband on ac
coUnt of her insisting upon an assignment of re
venue for the use of her son, yet a minor, had 
recourse to Ranjit Sing, and he again crossed the 
Setlej into the Doab. The· Sikh chiefs in this 
quarter now began to be seriously alarmed, and 
made an earnest application to the Resident ~t 
Delhi to defend them against the growing ambition 
of their countryman; protesting that they had ever 
considered themselves to be the subjects of the 
Company, and entitled to its protection. Before 
any reply could be received from Calcutta, the Raja 
and Rani had settled their dispute amicably, and 
had purchased the withdrawal of Ranjit bya valu
able diamond necklace and a. celebrated brass gun ; 
but, before leaving the country: he levied contribu
tions on some other petty Rajas, or seized upon their 
forts and confiscated their lands. His return was 
probably hastened by a knowledge of the negocia
tions going on at Delhi. and by a report, which the 
chiefs industriously circulated, that their application 
had been favourably considered. In order to dis
cover the truth of this assertion. Ranjit addressed a 
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letter to the Governor-General, stating that he BOoK I. 

had learned that troops were assembling on the CHAP. IV. 

J umna, and requesting to be informed of the cause. 1808. 

lie declared his "ish to continue on friendly terms, 
but ventured to add, "The country on this side of 
the J umna, except the stations occupied by the Eng-
lish, is subject to my authority. Let it remain so." 

Although Lord Minto was resolved to resist the 
pretensions of Ranjit Sing to the exercise of any 
authority on the right Lank of the J umna, yet the 
pulicy of securing his concurrence in the scheme of 
defensh·e alliance, which it was sought to frame 
against the hostile designs upon India avowed by the 
Emperor Napoleon, suspended the announcement of 
the GOYernor-Generars sentiments; and Ranjit was 
referred for a reply to Mr. (afterwards Sir Charles) 
Metcalfe, whom it had been determined to send on 
a friendly mission to the Sikh ruler. The envoy 
set out from Delhi in August 1808, and, crossing 
the Setlej on the 1st of September, reached the 
camp of Ranjit, at Kasur, on the 11th: his recep
tion was at first courteous and cordial; but in a few 
days a different feeling was displayed, and much 
dissatisfaction was expressed that the British Go
vernment should hesitate to acknowledge the Jumna 
to be the boundary between the two states. Still 
further to e\-llce his displeasure, and to induce the 
Rajas on the east of the Setlej to believe that the 
British envoy acquiesced in his designs, Ranjit broke 
up hjs camp, crossed the river "ith the envoy in his 
train, dispossessed the chief to whom it belonged of 
the fort of Farid Koth, seized upon Ambala, and 
exacted tribute from the Rajas of Shahabad and 
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BOOK·I; Thanesar. As Sir ,C. Metcalfe had refused to follow 
CHAP. IV. his extended march into the Doab, Ranjit retraced 

1808. his steps, and returned to Amritsar, where the mission 
awaited him. The circumstances which had influ
enced the Governor-General's external policy had 

. now in some degree ceased, and it was no longer 
necessary to temporise with the Raja of Lahore. 
Ranjit was consequently apprised that the Rajas 
between the two rivers were under Britishprotec
tion; that he might· retain such· acquisitions as he 
had "made on this side of the Setlej previously to 
the existenc.e of the 'relations which had been 
formed with the protected states, but that he 
must restore all that had been made subsequently; 
and that,_ in order· to·· guard against any futUl'e en
croachments, a 'military post would be established 
on the left bank of the river. . The Raja strenuously 
expostulated against. this declaration; arguing, that 
he had repeatedly exercised acts of authority in the 
Doab of the Setlej an<i Jumna, without any objection 
having been started by the British Government; that 
appeals made to the British Resident at Delhi by 
refractory chiefs had, to his certain 'knowledge, 
received no countenance or encouragement; that 
blood had been shed, and treasure expended, in 
asserting a supremacy which he claimed as his right; 
and that it was as unfriendly as it was inconsistent 
to prevent his reaping the fruit of exertions which 
had been suffered. to come to maturity in seeming 
acquiescence. He" therefore, requested a ren~wed 
consiqeration of the subject; and in the mean time 
he assembled his troops, and· appeared resolved to 
maintain his pretensions by arms. 
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Ha:ving come to the determination that the Setlej BOOK I. 

should be the limit of Ranjit Sing's acquisitions in CHAP. IV. 

that direction, with the exceptions above intimated, 1809. 

the British Government immediately commanded 
the advance of a sufficient body of troops to uphold 
their resolution. A detachment under Colonel Och
terlony crossed the Jumna in the middle of Janu~ 
ary, and proceeded to Ludiana, whilst an army of 
reserve under the command of Major-General St. 
Leger was prepared to support the advance, should 
protracted operations become necessary. The troops 
of Ranjit Sing fell back as Colonel OchterlonY's 
detachment approached; and an incident took place, 
under the observation of the Raja, which might 
have suggested to him their unfitness to encounter 
disciplined battalions. 

During the stay of the British embassy in the 
vicinity of Amritsar the anniversary of the Mohar
ram occurred, and the deaths of Ali and his sons, 
Hasan and Hosain, were commemorated by the Shia 
:Mohammedans of the envoy's escort with the pub
lic demonstrations of passionate sorrow and religious 
fervour usual on the occasion. The celebration gave 
great offence to the Sikh population of Amritsar, 
which is the site of their most sacred temple; and 
especially to the Akalis, a set of Sikh fanatics who 
combine a religious and martial character. Headed 
by a party of these men, a numerous and infuriated 
mob attacked the envoy's camp: they were repulsed 
by the steadiness of the escort, although it consisted 
of but two companies of native infantry and sixteen 
troopers; but not until several of the assailants were 
killed, and many of the Sipahis were wounded. 
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BOOK L Ranjit Sing came up at the close of the affray, and 
CHAP. IV. assisted in quelling a tumult which it was strongly 

1809. suspected he had in some degree fomented. The 
camp was removed to a greater distance from the 
town, and no further molestation was experienced. 

The advance of the troops to the Setlej, and the 
experience of their quality which the affair at Am
ritsar afforded him, dissipated Ranjit Sing's dreams 
of conquest, and :rendered him anxious to secure the 
forbearance and friendship of the British Govern
ment. Accordingly, on the 25th April, a treaty was 
concluded which stipulated that perpetual friendship 
should subsist between the British Government and 
the state of Lahore; that the former should have 
no concern with the territories and subjects of the 
Raja to the northward of the Setlej; that the Raja 
should never maintain on the left bank of the river 
more troops than were necessary for the internal 
duties of the territory acknowledged to belong to 
him, nor commit nor suffer any encroachment pn 
the possessions or rights of the chiefs in its vicinity ; 
and that the treaty should be null and. void in the 
event of a violation of either of the preceding arti
cles. Thus terminated all unfriendly discussions 
with the Sikh chieftain.1 That he was deeply mor
tified by the result cannot be doubted; and there 
was reason to believe, that, if he could have relied 
upon effective support from Hindustan, he would 
not have submitted so peaceably to such a diminu
tion of his power and disappointment of his hopes.2 

• 1\1S. Records; Prinsep's Lift! of Runjeet Singh, Calcutta, 183.&, p. M. 
I There was credible evidence, that, during these discussioos, a commu

nicatiou was kept up betweeo the Raja and Sindhla, and uoavowed ageols 
.... ere resident 00 either part at Gwalior and Lahore: a correspoudeoce 
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Nor did he (or some time lay aside bis w:;trust of BOOK J. 

tbe ulterior designs of his EuroIlt'aIl neighbour. An al.l.p. n". 

exAc"g'l'rated notion o( his resources, and Sll.."Picion of 11109.. 

bis ambitious projects, continued also (or a consider-
able period to regulate the poliey of the British ~ 
wmment tolnlJ'ds bim, and to SUEpend tbe establish-
ment of a cordial intercourse almost to the term o( 
tbe Raja's existence. During the last fiTe years of 
bis life. bis confidence in Britisb f!ith. and reliance 
on the principles of non-intenerence which had been 
originally professed, were fully confirmed by the 
cautiolliJ abstinence which had uniformly left bim 
at liberty to extend his power over the independent 
principalities and" states north and west of tbe Pun-
jab without any interposition or even remark.! 

The seasonable succour tbus giTen to the petty 
Sikh chiefs between tbe Setlt>j and the Jwima- put 
an end to the vague character o( the connexion 

witIII Suji a- Gulla .... abo decetted.. Baajit'e sapcity. ~. 
--~ 1M ~ 1iD..a 1M lIahrauae iliad beeareduced..
HS. Il«Grds.. 

• liaftllrn ia Raajiiellerrillories _plaia. _ liD alate period. 01 ob-
6Inadioas to lIIeir pn>l'ftdiags IIarvw. ia tIoe.ir .. , by Us ... bonIiadr faDe.. 
....,.. &lid ~ ucl urribe .. liD priYaIr iMraco... iasIIe4 b, 
aw lbja, _1Ubt ~ lie pYe tIoaa ~ liD P ~ aw, 
-~ &lid iMCirate ~ iaquirirs dar, pleurcL Thill aigtoI u ... 
a-. 1M caw willa __ 01 1M ina risitors 01 1M P ... jah; but, 1aUntJ. 
wllalnu _~ were npaieeced wae __ probabI, uc:ribabIe liD 
t1ae ~ __ ~ 01 t1ae 1IIIhordiaIea.- See 1M ftnlil 01 
HCIIII'CnIft. JKIi-'. rogJW, &co. " 

.1W dUd 01 ... weft SabdI Siac. Iraja 01 PaIiaIa; Bbye La1 ~ 
ol ... y1IW; J.,.,..... su.c. 01 Saba; Shag~. 01 JIU .... ; G ..... yaI~. 
olu,hia.Jodlo ~.oIlWuia; Gopal S~. oIlI..u.ajra; Daya ........... . 
Ira. 01 "' .... ; 8J.aap Siag. Iraja 01 n..-r; SodU ~. 01 Halla
wal; JawalUr Siac.ol Bhanop. T10e PaIiaIa Baja iliad a __ 01 m 
IaUs 01 "'pres, .... a b-ce 01 ....... ucl 1 .. ~ 1W_1IeS 
01 t1ae ocber daWfs ftrird tn. _ liD IYo laUe, .... their INops tn. $M 

to .... Ilene. 'I1orre ~ abood twe.IJ acIomI 01 still iafrrior _.--• 
... t all claiaiag ~ aadooritJ _dorir.-.-Ls; ~ ia fad 
a IIaW 01 IUop Wft'J IIiaiJar Ie lUI 01 t1ae euty hdal aardo, 01 
1Arope.- MS.. Il«iunb. 
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BOOK I. which had hitherto united them with the British 
CHAP. IV. Government, and rendered it necessary to define the 

1809. reciprocal relations which were thenceforward to 
subsist: accordingly, a general declaration was cir
culated to them~ announcing that the territories of 
Sirhind and Maliia had been taken under British 
protection; that it was not the intention of the Go
vernment to demand tribute from the chiefs, but 
that they would t>e expected to furnish every facility 
in their power to the movements of British troops 
through their districts, and to join the British armies 
with their followers whenever called upon. The 
several chiefs were permitted to exercise, and were 
guaranteed, the rights and authorities which they 

. possessed in their respective territories; but sup
plies of European articles for troops, and horses 
for cavalry passing through them, were to be ex
empted from transit duties. The declaration con
veying these provisions became the charter of 
rights to which the Sikh chiefs have been accus
tomed to refer for the settlement of all questions 
that have arisen between them and the British 
Government; 1 but the mutual relations of supre
macy and subjection, appeals from the inferior to 
the superior in disputes amongst themselves or in 
domestic dissensions, and the imperative necessity of 
maintaining public order and security, speedily multi
plied occasions of interposition, and, after no long 

. interval, compelled the British Government to pro
claim the right and the resolution to interpose.2 

1 Life of Runjeet ~ingh. 72. 
2 A public proclamation declaratory of the right and determination to 

interfere between the different Rajas in all cases of disputed territory, and 
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The regulation of successions was also a subject BOOK I. 

wJ!ich from the first demanded the intervention CHAP. IV. 

of the protecting power; 1 and political expedience 1808. 

has dictated the enforcement of a principle recog-
nised throughout the feudality of India, the appro- . 
priation of a subject territory in failure of lawful 
heirs by the paramount sovereign.-

There is no satisfactory proof that the Emperor 
Napoleon ever seriously contemplated the invasion 
of India. In an early stage of his career, before 
his path to greatness was distinctly visible, he seems 
to have entertained some vague and wild dream of 
founding for himself an empire in: the East.' The 
conquest of Egypt, in addition to the purpose of 
establishing a French colony in that country which • 
should divert the stream of commerce between 
India and Europe from the Cape of Good Hope to 
the Straits of· Bab-al-mandaI, and thus annihilate 
one of the s~urces of British prosperity, had~ ac
cording to Napoleon, for one of its objects, the 

at the same time repeating the resolution not to interfere in the internal 
administration of justice between tbe chiefs and their subjects, was issued 
on the 11th August, 1811.-See Report of Select Committee, House of 
Commons, 1832; Appendix Political, p. 660. 

1 In 1812, the Raja of Patiala, having rendered bimself insupportable to 
his subjects by his insane oppression, was deposed in favour of bis son, a 
minor, under the regency of the Rani, by the British Government. The 
measure was obnoxious to some of the Raja's adherents; and one of them, 
an Akali, attacked the Agent, Colonel Ochterlony, in his palanquin, and 
severely wounded him.- Life of Runjeet, 76. 

I Commonly to the exclusion of females, except in a few families where 
a contrary usage bas prevailed. Some of the chiefships have so lapsed, the 
principal of which are Ambala and Thanesar.-Bengal and Agra Guide, 
1841, vol. ii. part 2, p.268. And, still more recently, Khytal.- Calcutta 
Journals, April, 1843 • 

. 8 According to hiB own assertion, if he had taken St. Jean d'Acre, he 
would have brought about a revolution in the East, would have reached 
Constantinople and the Indies, and changed the destinies of the world. 
-Las Cases' Journal, i. 206; ScoU's Life of Napoleon, ii. 104, Ill. 
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BOOK I. formation of a basis from which to accomplish the 
CHA.P. IV. • • fIb ___ lUvaslOn 0 ndia ; ut it is scarcely possible to be-

1808. lieve that he could ever have gravely projected so 
impossible a scheme as that of sending sixty thou-
sand troops upon camels across the deserts of Arabia, 
and barren wastes of Baluchistan, to the banks of 
the Indus.1 The subsequent· mission of General 
Gardanne to Persia, and the influence acquired at 
Tehran, regardt!d . Russia more immediately than 
India, and were suggested by the community of 
political interests, as Persia and France were simul
taneously engaged in hostilities with the former 
empire. Such, however, was the impression pro
duced by these demonstrations, and such the dread 
of Napoleon's power and resources, that a French 
invasion of India was reckoned amongst the possi
ble contingencies of the time, and one against which 
precaution was indispensable. In this conviction, 
the Governor-General of India deemed it advisable 
to endeavour to establish amicable relations with the 
frontier principalities of the Punjab and Afghan
istan, and to renew a ~riendly understanding with 
the king of Persia. The mission to Ranjit Sing, 

1 L'ExpMition d'Egypte avoit trois bnts: etablir sur Ie Nil une colonie 
Franl;oise; ouvrir un debouch6 A nos manufactures dans I' Afrique, I' Arabie, 
et la Syrle; partir d'Egypte comme d'une place d'armes pour porter une 
armee de 60,000 hommes sur I'Indus soulever les Marattes et les peuples 
opprimes: 60,000 hommes, moitie Europeens, moitie recmes des climats 
brulants de l' equator et du tropique, transportes par 10,1100 chevaux et 
50,000 chameaux, portant avec eux des vivres pour cinquante ou soi.sante 
jours, de I'eau pour cinq ou six jours, et un train d'artillerie de 150 
bouches A feu de campagne, avec double approvisionnement, arriveraient 
en quatre mois sur 1'lndu8. L'ocean a cess" d'l!b-e un obstacle depuis 
qu'on a des vaisseaux, Ie desert cesse d'en l!tre un pour une armee qui a 
en abondance des chameaux et des dromedaires.-l\lemoires de St. He
lene, ii. 214. Scarcely less insane was his speculation of invading India 
by sea, and sending round the Cape a force of sixteen thousand troops UD

der convoy of thirty.two ships of the liue.- Las Cases' Juurual. ii. ll48. 
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.... bicb originated in tbis policy, bas been adverted BOOK I. 

to. and we have now to notice the measures adopted CRAP. IV. 

witb r~pe-ct to the two other states. 1808. 

The political condition of Afgbanistan was almost 
.... bolly unknown to tbe Government of Bengal. No 
Englisb traveller had crossed tbe Iudus l since Foster; 
and bis journey was performed under circumstances 
of personal disguise and bazard, .... hich restricted 
him to bastyand superficial oWrvation. Little 
infonnation was to be gathered from his narrative. 
It '\Vas known from original autborities, tbat, of tbe 
country occupied by tbe Afgban tribes. tbe eastern 
portion, including Kabul and Gbami, bad been 
usually de}l('ndent upon Delbi; and tbe western, 
comprising Kandabar and Herat, ordinarily subject 
to Persia. Upon tbe murder of Nadir Shah, king 
of Persia, Ahmed Sbab, of the Durani tribe of 
Afgbans, a leader of distinction in the Persian army, 
took advan~ooe of tbe distracted condition of both 
India and Persia to found a kingdom, independent 
of either, extending from the Indus to IIerat, and 
ultimately including parts of Baluchistan and Sindb. 
AbmCf.i Sbah was suct'eeded by his son, Timor Shah, 
wbo enjoyed a long and tranquil reign under the 
sbadow of his fatber's fame. Upon bis death the 
Durani mOnan'by speedily feU to pieces. He left 
a numbe-r of sons necessarily competitors for the 
sovereignty.~ Zeman Sbah, although not the eldest 

• Mr. Fosler, • _lwr flI the Civil wnice flI Beaga1, retllnoed froa 
bdill to F..aglud, tbrooagtI doe ...... jah, AfgIumistaa, aacI Persia: toe In
ft'Ikd CIa foot ill doe ~ flI • pauJlft' aacI gart. flI .. Asiatic; ud. 
althooaglltoe ~ ... aicUe8 __ DOvel iaformatiool, yet Ilis ___ 01 doe 
Afgfaus. -P ___ toe .... ia .. licit. cIaagft', are _.-oidabIy ..-gre. 
-Sft! Ilia Travels. 

• 'f1w.y ___ tIwa dlirty. Ha_yua, the eldest, after • feeble 
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BOOK I. of these; made good his pretensions with the aid 
_C_HA_P_. _IV_. and support of his younger brother, Shuja-al-mulk, 

1808. and retained a precarious occupancy of the throne 
for seven years. The injustice and insolence of his 
favourite Vizir provoked a conspiracy against him 
among the principal nobles of his court: it was 
detected; and one of the conspirators, Sirafraz Khan. 
chief of the Barikzei clan, to which Shah Zeman 
had been mainly indebted for his own elevation, 
was put to death. The act was fatal to the mon
arch; for Fatih Khan, the eldest sop of Sirafraz 
Khan, immediately devoted his' abilities and influ
ence, which were'. consi~erable, to the service of 
Mab,mud, a brother and rival of the king. Shah 
Zeman, deserted by his troops, was taken prisoner, 
deposed, and blinded, and Mahmud was made Shah. 

The character of Mahmud' was unequal to the 
exigencies of his perilous position. Indolent and 
timid, he transferred the cares of the government 
to his ministers, and, as long as his own ease and 
enjoyment were provided for, was wholly indif
ferent to the prosperity of his kingdom. By his 
injudicious partiality to his Persian guards, and the 
unbridled licence in which he suffered them to in
dulge, he offended both the religious prejudices and 
the national feelings of his countrymen, and pro
voked them to insurrection. 1 Shuja-al-mulk was 

effort to maintain his right, was taken by Zeman Shah, blinded, and died 
in captivity: Zeman Shah, Mahmud, and Shuja-al-mulk, in their turns 
held temporary sway, and perished. Firoz-ad.din for some time occupied 
Herat, but was dispossessed, and fled to Persia, where he died, Shah 
Abbas, who was set up as king for a short time, also died in exile. These 
were the only members of the family who acquired notoriety. 

1 The Gholam Shihis, or Kazal-bashis, the king's Persian guards, 
were obnoxious to the Afghans, not only from their insolence and licen-
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called to head the insurgents; and, fortune abandon- BOOK I. 

ing Mahmud, his adherents were defeated, and he CHAP. IV. 

himself was taken prisoner. Shuja ascended the 1808. 

throne: a feeling of fraternal affection induced him 
to refrain from inflicting upon Mahmud the usual 
disqualification for sovereignty, loss of' sight; and 
this act of clemency, which was so unusual in Afghan 
policy, proved ultimately his own destruction. 

During the five succeeding years Shah Shuja 
was nominal monarch of Afghanistan; but· his au
thorityand life were repeatedly endangered by the 
attempts of one or other of his brothers to supplant 
him, and by the aid which they received from the 
turbulent and factious nobles of his court, especi
ally from the powerful faII!i1y of which Fatih Khan 
was the head. 1 Towards the close of this period 
Mahmud escaped from confinement and fled to 
his son Kamran, who had been. able, during his 
father's detention, to maintain. himself at liberty 
on the western frontier of Afghanistan. Although 
joined by the Barakzei chief, the confederates were 
defeated by Shah Shuja, and his power seemed to 
be finally established on a secure foundation. I 1n-

tiousnesl, but their professions oC the Shia form .of Mohammedanism, 
which considers Ali as the rightful successor of Mohammed, and de
nounces imprecations on the three first Khalifs, Ahu-bekr. Omar, and Oth
man, as usurpers. The Afghans are bigoted Sunis, and assert with equal 
zeal the lawfulness of the succession. . An insurrection in Kabul, directed 
in the first instance against the Kazal-bashitl, and ultimately against 
Mahmud as their patron, prepared the way for his deposal.-Elphinstone's 
Kahnl, 8vo., vol. ii. 834. 

I The BOns of Sirafraz Khan, the hereditary chiefs of the Barakzei clan, 
were twenty-two in ·nnmber: one of them, Dost Mohammed, the chief who 
has of late yelU'S acquired such extensive Enropean celebrity, was then 
one of the youngest of the brethren. 

• In August 1808, the Resident at Delhi reported, that, according to the 
latest advice. from Afghanistan, the authority of Shah Shuja was fully 
established.-MS. Records. 
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BOOK I. stead, however. of following up his success, and 
CHAP. IV. extinguishing the last sparks of rebellion by the 

1809. expulsion or capture of Mahmud, he returned to 
enjoy his triumph at Peshawar, and with singular im
prudence dispatched the principal part of his army 
to recover the province of Kashmir froin the chief 
by whom the province was governed, and who was 
in arms against his sovereign. I It was at this season 
that the mission from Bengal arrived at Peshawar. 

The embassy to Kabul was fitted out in a manner 
intended to impress the Afghans with an exalted 
opinion of the power and dignity of the Company, 
and was intrusted to a member of the civil service, 
Mr. Elphinstone, whose conversancy with the lan
guage and manners of .native princes, and whose 
abilities, judgment, and personal character ensured 
its success, as far as the state of affairs permitted. 
Mr. Elphinstone left Delhi on the 13th of October; 
and, as it wa~ uncertain whether Ranjit Sing would 
assent to the passage of the mission through the 
Punjab, the route followed traversed the hitherto 
untrodden wastes of Bikaner and Jesselmer to the 
fl'oiltiers of Bahawalpur, then a dependency of 
Kabul. Proceeding through l\IuItan, the Nawab of 
which was also at ,that time, nominally at least, a 
feudatory of the Afghan monarch, the mission reach
ed the Indus, and, on the 7th of January crossed 
the river at Kaheri ferry. On the 5th of March 
Mr. Elphinstone entered Peshawar. whither Shah 
Shuja ~ad recently returned from Kandahar. 

I For tile laller history of ilie Afgbans, see Elphinstool"s Embassy to 
Kabul, vol. it p. 1179, and Conolly's Overland Joumry to India I Afghan 
History, ii. llSS. See also the later 8tlCOunts of Burnes, Vigue, &c. 
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Although the envoy met with a courteous ,recep- BOOK L 

tion, and much cordiality prevailed between the CR ..... IV. 

members of the mission and the principal persons 1809. 

of the court, yet the objects of the embassy were 
never fully comprehended, nor was a feeling of dis-
trust towards it e,·er entirely effaced. An alliance 
to resist a combined invasion of the French and Per-
sians seemed to the Afghans to be a needless pre
caution, as the danger was avowedly contingent and 
remote, and as it was one with which they esteemed 
themseh·cs competent to cope. The circumstances 
under which the alliance 'was sought, showed that 
British rather than Afghan interests were at stake, 
and the court not unreasonably desired to know 
what benefit was to accrue to them from the con
federacy. It was shrewdly enough argued by the 
diplomatists of Peshawar that they couId not come 
to any decision upon an ez-parte statement, and 
that in justice to themselves they ought to hear 
what an amba..qgador from France might have to 
urge before they made c.ommon cause with eithe~ 
French or English. To a treaty of defensive and 
.ofFl'nsive alliance generally they professed them-
(leln's t.o be willing to accede, as such an alliance 
proposed a reciprocal advantage; but they objected 
to enter into engagements intended solely for the 
protection of British India. They saw clearly that 
the British Government had a point to carry with 
the court of Kabul for interests of its own; and, 
when they found that the equivalent demanded 
was withheld, they concluded that some ulterior 
and unacknowledged purpose was entertained. ' 
• The imp.ortance .of the objt"et which Shah Shuja 

YOL. I. P 
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BOOK I. and b,is ministers- had in view-the assistance of 
CHAP. IV. the British-was speedily enhanced by the course 

1809. of events. The troops sent to Kashmir were so 
entirely defeated that not more than two thousand 
men, dismounted, disarmed, and wholly disorganised, 
escaped. Mahmud immediately resumed the offen
si.ve, occupied -Kandahar and Kabul, and threatened 
Peshawar. The army was annihilated, the treasury 
. was empty and the means of levying any consider
able force were entirely deficient. In this emer
gency, a pecuniary grant was urgently solicited from 
the British Government; and such was the state of 
popular indifference with regard to the contending 
parties, and the readiness of the chiefs to sell their 
services to the highest bidder, that a compliance 
with the "application would in all probability have 

"secured the ascendancy of Shah Shuja, and have 
seated him firmly and permanently in his domi
nions. I The measure was warmly advocated by the 
envoy; but unhappily for the Shah, itnd for the fate 

"of Afghanistan;· doomed to a long and still· unter-
'. ruinated course of civil «llssension and domestic 

anarchy, the policy of the British Government had 
undergone a change. The invasion of Spain by 
Napoleon, and the commencement of· the Penin
sular war, had indefinitely suspended the execution 

I The people of the towns were in general well-affected towards Shah 
Shuja, who was recommended to them by his moderation and justice. The 
Hill tribes were indifferent, and followed their own chiefs, most of whom 
were ready to sell their services to the highest bidder. Ten lakhs of ru
pees would probably have turned the scale decidedly in favour of Shah 
Shuja, and have secured him a permanent ascendancy. The grant of pe
cuniary aid was advocated by Mr. Elphinstone, but the measure was not 
thought nece~sary by Lord Minto, expressly on the grounds tbat the 
change of affairs in Europe had indefinitely suspended, if not entirely 
defeated, the projects of Franc'! against British India.- MS. Records. ~ 
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of his designs upon India, and. had made it no BOOK I. 

longer necessary to conciliate the good-will or pur- CHAP. IV. 

chase the co-operation of the native states upon the 1809. 

frontier. It was therefore resolved to decline the 
grant of pecuniary aid in any form whatever, and 
to withdraw with unmeaning professions of amity 
from all intercourse with the Durani sovereign. 
The consequences of the ambition of the French 
Emperor thus vibrated to the heart of Asia; and 
his declarmion, that the Bourbons bad. ceased tb 

reign, precipitated Sbah Sbuja from his throne, 
consigned him to a life of exile and to a disastrous 
death, and ultimately led to the infliction of an 
indelible stain upon the military, reputation of the 
British in the East. 

Notwithstanding the disappointment of his hopes 
of realising an equivalent advantage from the pro
posed connexion, Shah Shuja agreed to tbe terms 
of a treaty in which it was stipulated, that if the 
French and Persians, who were in alliance, should 
endeavour to cross Afghanistan ~n their way to· 
India, the Shah should, to the extent of his power, 
oppose theip march; that the expense attending 
such opposition should be defrayed by the British 
Government; that friendship and union should con
tinue for ever between the contracting states; that 
they should in no manner interfere in each other's 
countries; and that the King of Kabul should per
mit no individual of the French nation to enter his 
temtories.1 . The treaty was sent for ratification to 
Calcutta: it was signed there on the 17th of June; 
but, before it could be returned to Peshawar, 

I CoIl. or Treaties, p. SOl. 
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BOOK I. neither king nor ambassador remained to exchange 
CHAP. IV. its authentication. Mr. Elphinstone, who had .left 

1809. the city on the 14th of June to await the restoration 
of tranquillity, received on his route the order for the 
return of the mission, and proceeded accordingly to 
the British territory by way of the Punjab. Shah 
Shuja marched against his rival: on the 29th of 

. Jupe his army, whilst yet in disorder after its march 
. . thf~ugh the mountains, was surprised by Fatih 

Khan, and completely routed. The Shah fled; and, 
although he made several attempts to recover his 
authority, was uniformly unsuccessful. He then 
became the guest, and finally the prisoner, of 
Ranjit Sing; but .effected his escape from Lahore, 
and found an asylum for many years at Ludiana, 
under the protection and with the support of the 
Government of India. At the end of 1832 he left 
his residence, and, proceeding to the westward, 
raised a force with which he defeated' the troops 'Of 
the Amirs of Sindh, and compelled them to pay him 
a pecuniary contribution. He then advanced to 
Kandahar, which he besieged. The Barakzei chiefs 
of that city having been joined by Dost Mohammed 
issued into the field, and an action took place which 
ended to the advantage of the Barakzeis. The 
Shah might, however, have recovered the supremacy, 
as many of the principal leaders of the enemy 
were prepared to desert to him; but he retreated 
precipitately from the contest, and hastened back to 
his place of refuge, to be then.ce conducted once 
more to Afghanistan,! under more propitious aus-

'I Parliamentary Papers relative to Shah Shuja's expedition into Afghan. 
istan, 1833·34; printed 20th March, 1839. 
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pices than had ever smiled upon his former efforts, BOOK I. 

-the avowed co-operation of Ranjit Sing and the CHAP. IV. 

Government of British India. The auspices were 
deceptive. The powerful support upon which he 
relied crumbled beneath his feet, and left him 
helpless and alone amidst inexorable foes and 
treacherous friends. The end of his chequered 
career followed close upon his abandonment; an~ 
the hand of an assassin terminated the life. of a· 
prince whose alliance the Government of India had 
once courted, whose expulsion from his dominions 
it had pitied and whose distress it had relieved~ and 
whom, as fatally for him as for itself, it at last vainly 
engaged to replace upon his throne. 

The country of Silldh constitutes the most 
western limit of Iudia along the -southern course 
of the Indus. It was conquered by the Moham
medans in the commencement of the eighth cen
tury, and was retained as a dependency of Persia 
until its s\ibjugation by Mahmud of Ghazni. Upon 
the downfall of his dynasty, the Sumras, a race of 
chiefs of Arab extraction, established themselves as 
independent rulers of the country, until they were 
dispossessed by the Sumas, who were Hindus, and 
who professed a. nominal fealty to the Patan sove
reigns of Delhi. In the reign of Akber, Sindh 
became more intimately attached to the Mogul em
pire; but the government of the province was usually 
intrusted to native chiefs, whose degree of subordi
nation was regulated by the ability of the court of 
Delhi to compel obedience. Towards the close of 
the seventeenth century, the Kaloras, a race of reli
gious teachers who pretended to derive their origin 

1809. 
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BOOK I. from the Abasside Kh:~.lifs, and who converted their 
CILU'. IV. reputation for sanctity into an engine of worldly 

1809. aggrandisement, bad become possessed of extensive 
territory in Sindh, and usurped an ascendancy in its 
government, which was legalised in the reign of 
Mohammed Shah of Delhi by the appointment of 
Nur Mohammed Kalora as Subahdar of Tatta. The 
vicegerent of Sindh was speedily relieved from his 
dependence upon Delhi, but was compelled to pay 
tribute to the conqueror, Nadir Shall. The death of 
that prince dissolved the connexion with Persia; but 
the new sovereign of Afghanistan claimed the like 
supremacy over the country, and Sindh became, 
nominally at least, subject to Kabul. Although con
firmed by Ahmed Shah, the son and successor of Nur 
Mohammed, Mohammed Murad Khan, was deposed 
after a reign of a few years by his disaffected nobles; 
and his brother, Ghulam Shall Khan, was placed on 
the musnud in his room. After a turbulent and 
distracted reign he was succeeded by his eldest son, 
Sirafraz Khan, l who in a few years was deposed by 
the heads of the Baluch tribes, who had now ac
quired a leading influence in the affairs of Sindh, 
and whose enmity he had incurred by putting 
Bahram Khan, the chief of Talpura, and one of his 
sons, Sobhdar Khan, for some offence to death. 
The confederates first placed a younger brother of 
Sirafraz Khan, and then a cousin, upon the throne; 
but, dissatisfied with their own choice, successively 
removed them, and seated Ghulam Nabi Shall, a 
brother of Ghulam Shah, on the musnud. Shortly 
after his accession, Bijar Khan Talpura, another son 

I He founded the present capital, Hyderabad, in 118l!. 
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of Bahram Khan, returned to Sindh from Arabia, BOOK I. 

whither he had gone on pilgrimage, and undertook CD"'. IV. 

to revenge the death of his father. He was joined 1809. 

by his clan, and by their friends. Ghulam Nabi 
Kban immediately assembled his adherents, and a 
conflict ensued in which he was killed. nijar 
Khan then marched against the capital, lIyderabad, 
where A bd-nn-nabi Khan, the brother of the de-
fcatoo sovereign, had fortified himself, and had put 
to death Sirafraz Khan, who had been confined there, 
and, along with him, other princes whose pretensions 
he thought likely to interfere with his OWD. nijar 
Khan, unable to reduce lIyderabad, protested his 
readiness to acknowledge Abd-un-nabi as his sove-
reign, and faithfully adhered to his professions. 
The Kalora prince was acknowledge(l to be the 
paramount prince, and the head of the Talpura tribe 
becaDle his hereditary minister. The anthority ex
ereiS(!(} by nijar Khan was not of long duration. 
In little more than two years he was assassinated by 
agents of the Raja of Jodhpur, ,,;th the connivance, 
or at the instigation, it is said, of Abd-nn-nabi. 
The belief that the latter was implicated in the 
murder of Bijar Khan roused the Yengeance of the 
Talpura tribe; and Abd-ullah Khan, the son of the 
dl'Ct'aSCd, expelled Abd-un-nabi from Sindh. Abd-
ullah assumed the sovereignty. 

Although assisted successively by the chief of 
Kdat and by the Raja of Jodhpur, Abd-un-nabi 
Khan was unable to recO\'er his anthority, and was 
obliged to have recourse to the Afghan monarch, 
Timur Shah, the son of Ahmed SLa~. A force was 
placed at his disllOsal which his enemk'S were un-
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BOOK 1. able to resist, and an apparent reconciliation was ef
CHAP. IV. fected by the intermediation of the principal nobles. 

1809. The reconciliation was insincere. The Talpura 
chiefs rebelled, were again defeated, and were again 
received into seeming favour, when either the dread 
of their renewed machinations, or resentment for the 
past, induced Abd-un-nabi Khan to perpetrate the 
murder of their leading men. Inviting Abd-ullah 
Khan, with two of his principal associates arid kins
men, to an interview on board his boat when upon 
an excursion on the Indus, he had them seized and 
immediately put to death. The crime was fatal to 
his dynasty; for the surviving chiefs of the Talpuras, 
led by Fatih Ali, the son of Mir Sobhdar Khan, the 
brother of Bijar Khan, who had been put to death 
along with their father Bahram Khan, rose in arms', 
and, assisted by the neighbouring chiefs of Khyrpur, 
Bahawalpur, and Daudputra, compelled Abd-un
nabi once more to seek an asylum at the court of 
Kabul. Circumstances were no longer propitious 
to his cause; and, although assistance was promised 
him, none of any magnitude was afforded. The 
representations of the Talpura chiefs, their profes
sions of allegiance, the tribute which they promised, 
and the bribes which they distributed, retarded and 
ultimately frustrated the intentions, and baffled the 
efforts, of Timur Shah, and his successor Zeman Shah. 
Abd-un-nabi, after residing some years upon Jagirs· 
assigned him, first by the Afghan monarch, and after
wards by the Raja of Jodhpur, died an exile in the 
states of the former prince, in the reign of Mahmud 
Shah, and the ':falpura chief finally established the 
authority of his family in Sindh. His personal ele-
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Shiraz, the Governor-General addressed dispatches BOOK L 

to the court of Tehran, disavowing the public eha- CHAP. IV. 

racter of the ambassador; and, to Sir Harford Jones 1810. 

himself, orders were sent commanding him instantly 
to leave the country, with the intimation, that, on 
his failing so to do, any bills drawn by him on the 
Indian Governments after the date of such diso
bedience 'would not be discharged. His Majesty's 
plenipotentiary could, not resist the weight of this 
argument, and signified his readiness to obey; 
but in the mean time he had pursued his negoci-
ation with great activity, had accomplished the 
execution of a preliminary treaty, and had prevailed 
upon the King of Persia to send Abul Hasan Khan 
as his ambassador, in company with Mr. Morier, to 
England. The Governor-General consented to ra-
tify the treaty, but peremptorily ordered Sir H. 
Jones to quit Persia, making over charge of the 
mission to a medical officer of the Company until the 
arri val of Sir john Malcolm, whom he still re-
solved to employ. On the other hand, orders from 
England directed Sir H. Jones to remain until the 
arrival of another ambassador in the person' of Sir 
GoreOuseley; and he continued in the country until 
after the winter of 1810, although not exercising 
apparently any ministerial functions. Sir John Mal-
colm arrived at Tehran in June 1810, - for no 
purpose 3,pparently except to vindicate the dignity of 

. the Governor-General of India, and put the Company 
to an unnecessary expense. His presence and ser
vices in Persia being speedily rendered unnecessary 
by the approach of Sir Gore Ouseley, as his Majesty's 
representative at the Persian court, he left Tehran 
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BOOK I. couragement1 was given ·to it by the ruling authori
_C_HA_P_. IV_. ties ; and the factory having been attacked and 

1809. plundered in a popular tumult, for which no repa
ration or redress was procured, the agency was dis-
continued. Circumstances now appeared more pro
mising. Alarmed by the menaced interference of 
Shah Shuja on behalf of the expelled prince, Abd
un-nabi, the Amirs of Sindh had applied to Persia 
for succour, and a Persian army had been directed 
to march to their assistance. The death of Abd-un
nabi, and the embarrassments which Shah Shuja 
experienced at home, removed all ground of fear 
from Afghanistan, and the Amirs then became most 
apprehensive of peril from their allies. They thought 
it prudent, therefore, to oppose one powerful friend 
to another,-British India to Persia: they therefore 
began to conciliate the British Government, and 
sent an agent to Bombay to propose the renewal of 
the commercial intercourse that had formerly ex
isted.. The proposal was favourably entertained, and 
Captain Seton was sent as envoy to Hyd"erabad. A' 
treaty of offensive and defensive alliance was con
cluded by the envoy with the Amirs; but, as the 
stipulations pledged the British Government to 
a reciprocity that was deemed inexpedient, the 
ratification of the treaty was withheld, and Mr. 
Nicholas Hankey Smith, a Bombay civil servant, 
was deputed to explain the cause, and to contract a: 
less comprehensive engagement. After many delays 
and obstructions opposed to his journey by the ser-

I Ghulam Shah Kalora granted perwanal\. in 1758 to a Mr. Sumption, 
in the service of the East India Company, exempting the goods he should 
import from all duties, and authorising him to build a factory at Aurang
bunder, 01' at Tatta.- Coll. of Treaties, 488. 
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vants of the Amirs,-not, it was suspected, without BOOK I. 

their secret approval/-Mr. Smith reached Hydera. CHAP. IV. 

bad on the 8th of August i and on the 23rd of that 1809. 

month a treaty was sigued, which engaged that 
there should be eternal friendship between the 
two Governments, that vakeels or agents should be 
always mutually appointed, and that the French 
should not be permitted to form an establishment 
in Sindh.' The apprehension of a French invasion 
of India had subsided, and there remained no mo-
tive of weight for cultivating the friendship of a 
semi.barbarous and arrogant court; while the Amirs 
were equally disinclined to maintain an intimate 
intercourse with a power which they feared, and 
with which they thought they had reason to be dis
satisfied, not only on account of the annulment of 
the treaty entered into with Captain Seton, but 
because they were apprised that any aggression 
upon the neighbouring state of Cutch, to the !tffairs 
of which we shall hereafter have occasion to recur, 
would be decidedly resisted. No beneficial result 
c~nsequentIy followed the connexion formed at this 
period with the rulers of Sindh. 

N egociations of greater importance and of more 
durable consequences were at the same period set 
on foot with the Government of Persia. They 
opened inauspiciously, but their complexion was 
changed by the influence of political revolutions in 
the wcst; and the course of events in Europe 
cleared the road from Bushir to Tehran, and sub-

I A detailed account of the proceedings of the mission is given by Lieu
tenant (now Sir Henry Pottinger) in his Travels in Beloochistan ODd 
Sindlt, p. 331. 

I Coli. of Treaties, 306. 
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BOOK I. verted the influence which the French embassy had 
CHAP. IV. b . d h I ___ 0 tame at t e atter city. 

1808. Napoleon had endeavoured at an early date to 
establish a connexion with the King of Persia; and, 
when he projected the invasion of Egypt, the Direc
tory, at his suggestion, sent secret agents to Tehran to 
prevail upon the reigning monarch Aga Mohammed, 
to make a simultaneous attack upon the Turkish pro
vinces on the Euphrates. The unavowed character 
of the French emissaries perplexed the Persian sove
reign: his death shor,tly afterwards, and the accession 
of Fatih Ali, causeu their proposals to meet with 
but little attention, and no disposition was evinced 
to adopt the views of France. This disappointment, 
and the successful mission of Sir John Malcolm to 
Tehran by Marquis \Vellesley, excluded the in
fluence of France at the court of 'Persia for several 
years. An accredited agent, who was then sent, 
died ~hortly after having had. an audience of the 
King; and all intercourse was again suspended. 

In the beginning of 1806, Persia being engaged 
in hostilities with Russia, and dreading the advanc~ 
of the Russian arms, gladly welcomed an agent 
from the French minister at Constantinople, and at 
his recommendation dispatched one of the nobles 
of the court to Paris to negociate a treaty of of
fensive alliance. A second envoy from Tehran ac
companied l\ionsieur Pontecoulant, who had been 
dispatched to Persia after the death of his prede
cessor, and who was now returning to France. This 

, disposition of the Persian court coinciding with the 
political interests of the French Emperor, met with 
the ,most cordial encouragement, and a splendid 
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embassy was sent to Tehran under General Gar- BOOK I. 

danne, who arrived at the Persian capital towards CHAP. IV. 

the end of December 1807. His suite consisted of 1808. 

twenty-five persons, mostly military, besides a num-
ber of artillery and engineer officers, and a consider-
able body of artificers. The draft of a treaty was 
speedily completed, and sent to Paris for ratifi-
cation. It was stipulated that France shotIld, either 
by force or negociation, obtain " from Russia, Georgia 
and other frontier provinces conquered from Persia; " 
that the King of Persia should 'allow an army to 
march through his territories to invade India, 
should provide for its wants, and join it with all his 
force; that the island of Kharak should be ceded to 
France, and French factories should be admitted at 
Gombroon, Dushir. and other places; and t'bat, if 
the Emperor required it, the King of Persia should 
exclude all Englishmen from his dominions. During 
the negociations, and the interval of the ratif1.~ation ' 
of the treaty, many of the French officers attached 
to the embassy were dispersed through the country, 
and were actively engaged in making military sur- • 
vcys of it and ascertaining its resources; while 
those remaining at the capital were as busily em-
ployed in drilling the new Persian levies, and in
structing them in European discipline. 

The war between Persia, and Russia originated in 
the invasion of Georgia by the former power, and 
consequent recourse to the latter by the princes of 
Georgia, IIeraclius and his successor Gurgein, tbe 
second of whom promised perpetual vassalage to 
Russia as the price of the aid solicited. Tbe Per
sians had been dri ven out of the country, and tbey 
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BOOK I. had not only been foiled in every attempt to regain 
CHAP. IV~ it, but had sustained many disastrous defeats, and 

1808. had lost extensive tracts in Armenia and Daghes
tan. In the first moments of distress the court had . 
applied to the Indian Government for aid, under 
the initiatory article of the treaty concluded in 

. I80l, which 'pledged the two states to perpetual 
amity. This interpretation of the article was not 

. '. concurred in by the Government. of India, and 
;trmed assistance was declined. The refusal had 
alienated the court of Persia from the British con
nexion; and had thrown it into the arms of France. 
Unfortunately for its hopes, the peace of Tilsit, which 
was concluded before even the arrival of General 
Gardanne at Tehran, had uniteu the Emperors N apo
leon and Alexander in bonds of personal friendship 
and projects of mutual aggrandisement. Although 
not immediately avowed,-although a show of regard 
was displayed, and offers of mediation were pro
fessed,-yet at the very moment when the King of 
Persia was assured that the strongest intercession 

• in his fav(9Ur should be addressed to the Czar, his. 
cause had been utterly abandoned, and the integrity 
of his dominions sacrificed to Russia, in exchange 
for licence to the French Emperor to pounce with
out check or hinderance upon Spain. 

The presence of a French embassy at the Persian 
court had so far a beneficial operation, that it 
roused the authorities both in England and in India 
to a sense of the necessity of reacquiring some con
sideration at Tehran. Unluckily, their measures 
were taken without previous concert, and the result 
was. an undignified and impolitic collision. The 
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Government of ~ngland, in communication with the BOOK I. 

Court of Directors, resolved to send an ambassador CHAP. IV. 

to Persia, in the person of Sir Harford Jones, who 1808 • 

. had held for several years the office of Company's 
Resident at Bagdad. He was accordingly nomi
nated his Majesty's envoy extraordinary and pleni.;. 
potentiary; although his allowances and the cos~' of' . 
the mission were to be defrayed by the East India' 
Company, and the envoy was ordered to act under . 
instructions from the Governor-General. The Go-_. 
vernor-General had in the mean time determined .'. 
to dispatch his own representative; and Sir J Ohll 
Malcolm, who had concluded the former treaty, 
was again sent by Lord Minto in the same capacity 
to Persia. 

The appointment of an ambassador to Persia was 
one of the last acts of the administration of Earl 
Grey; and his departure was delayed by the change 
of ministry which took place in March, 1807. 
From this and other circumstances, Sir Harford 
Jones did not arrive at Bombay until April in the 
following year, and on his arrival found that Sir 
John Malcolm had preceded him to Bushir. In 
compliance with the orders of the Governor-Gene-
ral, he remained at Bombay until it should be as
certained in what manner the mission was received. 
Sir John Malcolm reached Bushir in l\:Iay, and an
nounced his am val to the court, sending his dis
patches by one of his officers, Captain Pasley. The 
letters were forwarded, but the messenger was 'de
tained at Shiraz until instructions should arrive 
from Tehran. After some delay they were re
ceived. The King, still clinging to the hope tliat 
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BOOK I. the intercession of France would procure the re-
CHAP. IV. t t' f f h' If' h' . s ora IOn 0 some 0 IS ost rontIer,-a ope 1ll 

1808. which' he wa.~ strengthened by the assurances of a 
Russian agent, and the protestations of the French 
ambassador,-chose rather to brave the resentment of 
his former allies than give umbrage to both France 
a~d Russia. Affecting, however, an equal unwil
lingness to displease the British Government, he 
directed one of his sons, Hosein Ali Mirza, go
vernor of the province, to carryon the negociations 
with its representative at Shiraz. To this Sir John 
Malcolm strongly objected, as derogatory. to the 
dignity of his Government. Believing, from the pri
vate information he received, that the French em
bassy had obtained too firm a footing at Tehran to 
be supplanted, and arguing that the connexion was 
a breach of existing engagements, and inimical to 
British interests, he abruptly sailed from Bushir, 
and repaired at once to Calcutta, where his repre
sentations induced the Governor-General to con
clude that measures of intimidation or hostility 
were necessary; and orders were issued for fit
ting out a military expedition, which should oc
cupy the . island of Kharak, and hold the command of 
the navigation of the Persian Gulph.1 

The first impression entertained by the Governor
General, founded upon the envoy's dispatches, was, 
that the proceedings of Sir John l\Ialcol~ had been 
somewhat precipitate, and that no sufficient cause 
had been assigned for the total abandonment of the 
objects of the embassy. He had therefore authorised 
Sir Harford Jones, in the event of his predecessor's 

I Malcolm's Political History of India, i. 415. 
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withdrawal, to prosecute his voyage "without a BOOK I. 

moment"s delay, should the circumstances render, in CB.lP. IV. 

his judgment, such a step advisable, without further 1808. 

reference to Bengal." The information which he 
subsequently received induced Lord Minto to be-
lieve that. a representative of the British power 
would not be. admitted to the presence of the 
King of Persia, and that a repetition of the 
attempt to obtain an audience would be incom-
patible with the dignity of the Government, while 
it would be productive of no advantage. Sir lIar. 
ford Jones was consequently instructed to await 
the result of further deliberations. The coun
termand was too late. Before it reached Bom-
bay, Sir Harford Jones, acting in the spirit of 
his first instructions, had sailed for Persia. He 
arrived at Boshir on the 14th of October. The 
aspect of affairs had changed. No progress had 
been made towards the restitution of any part of 
the Persian territory, and the court had begun to 
lose faith in the professions of the French. In this 
feeling of disappointment, regret for having given 
offence to the British' Government, and apprehen~ 
sion of the conscquences of its displeasure, found 
easy access to the Persian cabinet, and the arrival 
of his Majesty's ambassador at Boshir was regarded 
as a fortunate m~ans of escaping from its embar~ 
rassments. Still, some reluctance seems to have 
been entertained to break so entirely with France 
as openly to sanction the advance of the mission to 
the capital; and, although an invitation to proceed 
to Shiraz was very soon forwarded, Sit Harford 
Jones consf>ntf>d to go thither upon no other se-

VOL. I. Q 
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BOOK I. curity for· his ultimate reception at Tehran than the 
CHAP. IV. f t' t th t h' . I ___ assurances 0 a na Ive agen a on IS arrlva 

1809. there he would find the official invitation from the 
King and his ministers to continue his. journey to 
the presence. Upon this ip.formation, the envoy 
accompanied the Mihmandar who was sent to con
duct him to Shiraz,and arrived there on the 1st of 
.January. Some faint attempts to inveigle him into 
negociations with the local authorities were easily 
baffled; and, all difficulties being surmounted,1 
the mission departed from Shiraz· on the 12th of 
January. Sir Harford Jones entered Tehran on the 
14th of the following month, the French embassy 
having quitted the city on the preceding day. 
During the stay of the mission at Shiraz, the dis
patches from Bengal arrived, recalling the ambas
sador, and announcing the military projects of the 
Government~ The information speedily transpired, 
and excited great alarm; to allay which, Sir Harford 
Jones assumed, as the representative of the Crown, 
a power independent of the Governor-General of 
India, and entered into a solemn pledge that no 
aggression should be committed upon the dominions 
of the King of Persia as long as his Majesty dis
played a. wish to preserve the amicable relations by 

1 Malcolm ascribes this to "the anticipated failure of the French to 
fulfil their extravagant promises, the alarm excited by the military prepa
rations in India, and the cupidity of the Persian court, wbich had been 
strongly excited."- Pol. Hist. i. 415. Sir Harford Jones states, that 
Lord Minto accused him of having found his way to Shiraz by corruption. 
-Account of the Mission to Persia, i. 147. According to the plenipoten
tiary's own account, the King's willingness to receive him was stimulated 
by exaggerated descriptions of a valuable diamond included amongst the 
presents intended for his Majesty, and of which he himself remarks, "J 
so managed, that, at the expense of £10,00!) to the Company, the Shah of 
Persia considered he had received twenty or twenty-five thousand pounds 
from his Majesty's envoy."-Account·of the Mission, i. 144. 
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which he had been connected with the King of BOOK I. 
Great Britain. CHAP. IV. 

The appointment of an ambassador to Persia by 1809. 

the home Government had been regarded by the 
Governor-General as an injudicious departure· from 
the practice of negociating with that country 
through India. He protested against the inno
vation. Lord Minto argued, that it was inconsistent 
to expect from the Government of India effective 
precautions against any dangers on the side of 
Persia, without leaving to it the power of con
trouling the minister deputed to the Persian court, 
and directing the course and character of the nego-' 
ciations to be carned on with it: that such a mi-' 
nister appointed in England might not only fail to 
appreciate the interests of British India, but might 
act in direct opposition to them; and might not only 
pledge the faith of its Government to measures un
sanctioned by it, but' even to such as were in.com. 
patible with its honour and safety: that the Indian' 
Government was vested with the powet of sove
reignty within its own limits, and had been recog-
nised in tb at character by the King of Persia;. "It 
was in that character alone that we had been able' 
to obtain those manifestations of respect, that re-
gard to the claims of dignity, which amongst alIi 
nations of the world, but in an especial degree' 
amongst Asiatic states, are essential to the mainte
nance of real power in the scale of political interest: 
this acknowledged character, as it constituted the 
basis, so it must form the cement, of our external 
relations. To depreciate therefore that estimation of 
the power and dignity of the British Government 

Q2 
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BOOK 1. i~ India; which under a just sense of its importance 
CHAP.. IV •. we have hitherto successfully laboured to preserve 

1809. among surrounding states, is to fix upon the British 
Government the stigma of deceit, to affect the re
putation of our public faith, and to expose us to 
much of the danger arising 'from a real loss of 
power, by diminishing that awe and respect with 
which the Government has hitherto been contem~ 
plated, and on which the tranquillity and security 
of British India materially depend."! 

Notwithstanding the earnestness with which 
Lord Milito asserted the sovereign prerogatives of 
the Governor-General of India, the transfer ofdi
plomatic relations with Persia from that officer to 
the Ministers of the Crown was persevered in, and 
ambassadors to Persia have ever since been sent 
directly frOID Great Britain alone. The destinies of 
Persia are, in truth, so much more intimately inter
woven with the political interests of the parent 
country than of India, the consequences deprecated 
by Lord Minto as likely to affect the latter are so 
much more calculated to exercise an influence upon 
the former, that the relations established, or to be 
established, with Persia, can no longer be con
sistently confided to the arbitrement of a delegated 
and subordinate functionary, however high his sta
tion or absolute his authority. 

U ntiI, however; the question was decided against 
him, Lord Minto showed himself resolved to exercise 
his power.· Highly displeased at the determination 
of Sir Harford Jones to continue his journey from 

I Lord Minto's letter to the Secret Committee, as quoted by Malcolm.
Pol. Hist. i. '17. 
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Shiraz, the Governor-General addressed diSpatches BOOK I. 

to the court of Tehran, disavowing the public cha- CRAP. IV. 

racter of the ambassador; and, to Sir Harford Jones 1810. 

himself, orders were sent commanding him instantly 
to leave the country, with the intimation, that, on 
his failing so to do, any bills drawn by him on the 
Indian Governments after the date of such diso
bedience would not be discharged. His l\Iajesty's 
plenipotentiary could not resist the weight of this 
argument, and signified his readiness to obey; 
but in the mean time he bad pursued his negoci-
ation with great activity, had accomplished the 
execution of a preliminary treaty, and had prevailed 
upon the King of Persia to send Abul Hasan Khan 
as his ambassador, in company with l\Ir.l\Iorier, to 
England. The Governor-General consented to ra-
tify the treaty, but peremptorily ordered Sir H. 
Jones to quit Persia, making over charge of tbe 
mission to a medical officer of the Company until the 
arrival of Sir John l\Ialcolm, whom he still re-
solved to employ. On the other band, orders from 
England directed Sir II. Jones to remain until the 
arrival of another ambassador in the person' of Sir 
Gore Ouseley ; and he continued in the country until 
after the winter of 1810, although not exercising 
apparently any ministerial functions. Sir John Mal-
('.olm arrived at Tehran in June 1810, - for no 
purpose apparently except to vindicate the dignity of 
the Governor-General of India, and put the Company 
to an unnecessary expense. lIis presence and ser-
,-ices in Persia being speedily rendered unnecessary 
by the approach of Sir Gore Ouseley. as his l\Iajesty's 
representative at the Persian c.ourt, he left Tehran 
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BOOK I. in the following month,l There were .consequently 
«;HAP, IV. about the same period three English ambassadors in 

1810. Persia; whose relative importance it must have per~ 
plexed the Persians to determine, although they 
were astute enough to take advantage of so much 
competition ·for their friendship, and make· the 
better bargain for themselves. 

'By the preliminary treaty concluded between Sir 
Harford Jones and the ministers of the King of 
Persia it was stipulated that the articles should 
form. the basis of a definitive treaty without alter
ation; that every treaty made by th~ King of 
Persia. with anyone of the powers of Europe should 
become null and void; and that he would not per
mit any European force to march through Persia 
towards India. That, should any European force 
invade or have invaded the territories of Persia, his 
Britannic Majesty would afford to the King of 
Persia a military force, or, in lieu of it, a subsidy 
and warlike ammunition; the number of the forces 
and the amount of the subsidy to be regulated by a. 
definitive treaty. Should his Britannic Majesty make 
peace with the invading power, he should use his 
efforts to negociate a peace also between it and Persia; 

I A full account of the circumstances connected with Sir H!1rford Jones's 
embassy has been published by himself,-An Account of the transactions 
of his Majesty's inission to the Court of Persia in the years 1807-11, 
by Sir !Jarfprd Jones Brydges,Bart. A somewhat jliJferent view of them 
is given by Malcolm in his Political History of India, Some notice of 
the proceedings of the mission occurs in Morier's First Journey through 
Persia. Whatever may be the case with respect to the means employed, 
there is no deoying that Sir Harford Jones effected his object; that he 
made his way to Tehran, 8lId negociated a treaty which, in substance, was 
confirmed by the British Government; 8lId that the projected military ex
pedition to the Gulph wpuld have entailed a heavy cost, realised no ~olid 
advantage, 8lId deeply; perhaps incurably, wounded the pride of the Per
sian monarch and the patriotism of his people. 
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but, in failure of success, the military or pecuniary BOOK I. 

aid should be still supplied as long as the invading CHAP. IV. 

force continued in the Persian territory, or until the 1810. 

conclus~on of peace. That, if the Afghans or any 
other power should attack India, the King of Persia 
should furnish a force to assist in its defence. That, 
if any British troops should have landed at Kharak, 
or in any other Persian port, they should not possess 
themsel ves of such places, but be at the disposal of 
the King of Persia, subject to the alternative of 
a pecuniary payment in their place. That, if war 
should take place between the Afghans and the 
King of Persia, the King of Great Britain should 
take no part in it, except as a mediator at the 
desire of both parties. That the object of these 
articles should be regarded as mutually defensive; 
and, finally, a hope was expressed that the treaty 
might be everlasting, and produce" the most beau-
tiful fruits of friendship between the two serene 
kings." 

A definitive treaty. in conforinity to these stipu
lations, was entered into by Sir Gore Ouseley; but 
some of the conditions underwent a modification 
in England, and the final arrangements were not 
completed till 1814, when the terms were conclu
sively agreed upon. The defensive character of the 
treaty was more explicitly stated, and Russia was 
specified as the power against which the Persian 
frontier was to be defended. The amount of the 
subsidy was fixed at 200,000 tomans, about £125,000 
per annum; and it was further agreed that the said 
subsidy should not be paid in case a war with any 
European nation should have been produced by an 
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BOOK I. aggression on the part of Persia. The other modifi
CHAP. IV. cations little affected the preliminary conditions; and, 

1810. at a subsequent date, the Persian court was compelled 
to relinguish the stipulated subsidy.1 Little ultimate 
advantage accrued to either power from the inter
course which it had been considered so essential to 
the political interests of both to maintain. 

I See the several engagements with Persia of 1809, 1814, and 1828, in 
the treaties printed by order of the House of Commons, 1"1 th March, 1839. 

CHAPTER V. 

Appointment of Sir G. Barlow to the Government of 
~fadras,-unacceptaiJle to the settlement.-The state 
of popular feeling.-Commencement of agitation.
Case of fifr. Sherson.-Proceedings of the Com
mission for the investigation of the dehts of the 
NawaiJ of the Carnatic.-Trials of Reddy Roo,
his conviction,-his pardon and death.-Affairs of 
Travancore. - Disputes hetween the RaJa and the 
Resident.-Enmity of the Dewan,-sets on foot an 
insurrection,-aiJetted hy the Dewan of CocTtin.~ 
Troops ordered to Travancore. - The Resident's 
house attacked,-kis escape.-Operations of the Sub
sidiary force. - .lIfurder of Europeans hy the De
wan. - A rm!} sent to the Province under Colonel 
St. Leger.-Storm of the Aramhuli Lines.-Deflat 
of the Nairs at Quilon.-Advance to {he Capital. 
__ Suhmi.Ysion of the RaJa.-Flight of the Dewan. 
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- Sanctuary violated. - Deatk of tke Dewan.
Seizure and e.recution of kis Motkerr-The body of 
tke Dewan gibbeted. - Sentiments of tke Bengal 
Government. - Disorganised condition of Travan
core.-Administration of affairs by tke Resident as 
Dewan under tke Raja and kis successors.-Restora
tion of prosperity.-Similar system and results in 
Cockin.- Disputes between the Governor and Com
mander- in-ckief. - The latter refused a seat in 
Council by tke Court,-kis dissatisfaction and resig
nation. - Discontents of tke, OjJicers of tke Coast 
army.-tkeir causes.-Tent contract abolished.-Rea
sons assigned in tke Quarter-Master-General's report 
o.ffensive to OjJicers commanding corps.-demand a 
court-martial on Colonel Munro.-Tke Commander
in-ckief places Colonel Munro in arrest.-Govern
ment cancels tke arrest.-General Macdowall issues a 
General Order on tke subject, and embarks for Eng
Ian d.-Counter Order by tke Government.-Subse
quent severity.-Suspension of jJ{ajor Boles.-Effect 
"pon tke OjJicers.-01·ders of tke 1st of May.
Violent proceedings at Hyd81·abad.-Mutinous con
duct of the garrison of Masulipatam.-Tkreatened 
marck of tke troops to jJfadras.-Firmnessof tke 
Government.-Con.,equent arrangements.-Test pro
posed to tke European OjJicers.-A ppeal to tke Native 
Troops.-Tkeir allegiance.-Tke garrison of Serin
gapatam in open rebellion.-Colonel Close sent to 
Hyderabad.- OjJicers of tke Subsidiary force sign 
tke test.-tlteir e.rample followed.-Arrival of tke 
Governor-General at jJfadras.-Courts-martial.
Sir Samuel Ackmuty Commander-in-ckief and 
lJfember of Council.- Proceedings in England.-
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Warm disputes in the Court 0/ Directors.--Officers 
restored to the service.~irG.Barlowfinall!J recalled. 

BOOK I. To compensate to Sir George Barlow for the dis
CHAP. v. appointment which had been inflicted upon him 

1808. by his supersession in the high office of Governor
General, the Administration in England consented 
to his eventual elevation to that dignity, and in 
the mean while concurred in his nomination to the 
government of Fort St. George. l He was accord
ingly appointed Goverpor of Madras, and assumed 
charge of his new duties at the end of December, 
1807. 2 

Various circumstances conspired to render the 
appointment of Sir George Barlow unacceptable to 
the servants of the Company under the Madras 
Presidency. His being a member of a different 
service was one source of his unpopularity, and his 
well-known character as a rigorous advocate and 
unrelenting enforcer of measures of public economy 
and retrenchment produced a still more universal 
and profound impression adverse to his person and 

! "He (Sir George Barlow) is now subjected to the discredit of being 
superseded in the Government-General; to the succession of which, after 
having once actually filled that high office, he stood for the third time ap
pointed."-Protests of Messrs. Parry, AsteIl, Smith, and Bell, against the 
recall of Sir G. Barlow in 1812. So Mr. Grant in a Separate protest 
observes, " I come now to speak of the order rescinding the appointment 
made of Sir G. Barlow, in May 1801, to be Governor·General of Bengal 
in succession to Lord Minto."-Dissents, &c., published by Sir Robert 
Barlow. Murray, 1813. 

a The occurrences of Sir G. Barlow's administration are fully detailed, 
not only in the numerous pamphlets published both by his friends and 
enemies, but in the official documents relating to the transactions them
selves. and to the discussions which they occasioned in the Court of Di
rectors, which were printed by order of Parliament at the following several 
dates, 25th May, 1810; 1st April. 1811; 3rd May, 1811 ; 13th June, 1811; 
21st June, 1811, and 15th April, 1812. 
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his government.1 Unforttinately, he does not ap- BOOK I. 

pear to hav~ been qualified or disposed to dissi- _C_H_AP_,_V._ 

pate the prejudices which anticipated his presence. 
His manners were reserved and unconciliating: a 
stranger at Madras, and of retiring habits, he gave 
his confidence too exclusively to the knot of civil 
and military functionaries by whom he was imme-
diately surrounded: his notions of the claims of the 
executive powers of Government to prompt and 
unquestioning obedience were lofty and uncompro-
mising; and in the stem exaction of acquiescence he 
undervalued apparently the necessity, which "every 
statesman ought to feel, of mutual accommodation 
and concession in the controversies and contentions 
of mankind, and was wanting in a liberal consider. 
ation for human feelings and infirmities." These 
defects were not counterbalanced, in the estimation 
of those whom he was set over, by the acknowledged 
merits of his public character, his conscientious sense 
of the importance of his duties, or his industry and 
ability in their discharge; nor was time allowed for 
the due appreciation of the excellence which, under 
an unattractive deportment, distinguished his private 
life. The state of society also at Madras, and the sen-
timents which had for some time pervaded the Coast 

I " I am under the necessity of avowing, with infinite regret, another 
very operating principle of these discontents, which have since matured 
themselves gradually, but without interruption, into the extremes of public 
disorder. l allude to the unjust but very general and vehement prejudices 
against the penon and character of Sir G, Barlow, which may have been 
in some degree the unavoidable, but were certainly the unmerited, conse
queuces of his firm and faithful discharge of ungracious and nnpopular, 
but sacred and essential duties, not sought or relished by himself, but cast 
hy circumstances peculiar to the times on the period of his administration 
in Bengal,"-Letter from Lord Minto to the Secret Committee, 5th Feb" 
1810; ParI. Papen, ht April, 1811, p, 846. 

1808. 
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BOOK I. army, had accumulated elements of discord which 
CHAP. v. the slightest breath was sufficient to set in agitation: 

1808. dissensions and discontents accordingly immediately 
burst forth, and rendered the administration of the 
new Governor of :Madras a season of unprecedented 
private misery, and unexampled public peril and 
alarm. 

The first occasion of offence occurred in the set
tlement of :Madras, and followed closely upon Sir 
George Barlow's arrival. On assuming the reins 
of power, he found in progress an inquiry instituted 
by order of his predecessor, :Mr. Petrie, into the 
conduct of a .Mr. Sherson, a ci'ril servant of some 
standing, of a respectable character, and a person 
much esteemed in society; who had held the office of 
superintendent of the public stores of rice laid in by 
the Government of Madras, to be retailed in small 
quantities to the people, as a l'recaution against the 
recurrence of those famines which had frequently 
desolated the Presidency. Charges of fraud in this 
department were preferred against :Mr. Sherson, and 
a committee was appointed for their investigation. 
That abuses in an arrangement so liable to be 
abused seemed probable; but their nature and ex
tent were undetermined, and the participation or cog
nizance of the principal unsubstantiated. His ac
counts submitted to the civil auditor were pro
nounced correct; yet, as they did not tally with the 
native accounts of the office, Mr. Sherson, and .Mr. 
Smith the auditor, were both removed from their 
situations, and the former was suspended from the 
serYice pending the pleasure of the Court of Direc
tors. An opinion generally prevailed that both 
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these officers had been harshly. if not unjustly. dealt BOOK L 

with; and Sir George Barlow incurred much ob- CIUP. Y. 

loquy from having precipitately believed represen- 1808. 

tations asserted to be interested or malicious. 
That he too hastily adopted a decided opinion in 

the matter. and, in his intolerance of supposed offi
cial peculation, inflicted severe punishment before 
its justice was undeniably established, was shown 
by subsequent events. A prosecution was com
menced in the Supreme Court of Madras against 
Mr. Sherson, and after considerable delays, during 
which a change of Government had. taken place. the 
cause came on for trial. Mr. Sherson was acquitted. 
not only of legal, but, in the opinion of one of his 
Judges, of moral criminality! It was accordingly 
resolved by the Court of Directors, "that the severe 
measures adopted relative to Mr. Sherson had been 
founded upon erroneous grounds;" and he was re
stored by them to the service, with a pecuniary in
demnification of 20,000 pagodas for his losses. The 
resolutious were confinDed in terms still more em
phatic by the Court of Proprietors.· 

Animosities still more violent and extensive were 
engendered by the part which the Governor of Ma
dras deemed it incumbent npon him to take in 
support of a committee· which had been appointed 
under an act of parliameut for the investigation and 
adjustment of the debts of the Nawab of the Car-

I Sir Jobs Newbolt: the other Jodges _eft Sir Thomas SIraDge aDd 
Sir Fruc:ia Macaaghtea. 

• Report of Debate ia the Court 01 Proprieton, 18th April aDd 6th 
Hay, 181$, by Mr. F ...... ; Loodon, 181S. Report of Proc:eeclings iA the 
Supre_ Court, Madras, 28dl Mardl, 181-1; H~e CompaDy .... 
'"-- aDd othen. 
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BOOK r. natic. The principles which had been enjoined by 
CHAP. v. the Board of Controul in 1784 for the settlement 

1808. of all 'Claims upon the N awab have already been 
described; 1 and, under this application, the amount 
of debt admitted at that date without any scrutiny, 
and which was known as the Registered debt,. had 
been liquidated by May, 1804. But, besides the 
amount of debt so discharged, claims to a much 
greater extent had been advanced. These had been 
submitted to examination before a committee which 
was formed at Madras, the operations of which con
tinued from 1785;to 1791. They allowed some of 
the demands brought before .them; but left the far 
larger number for further investigation; and there 
the matte~ rested. 'Vhen the entire revenues of 
the Carnatic were assumed by the Company's Go
vernment, it was considered but just to take the 
incumbrances along! with them, and to payoff all 
valid demands upon the former Administration. . An 
engagement to this end. was concluded between the 
Company and the creditors in July 1805, and com
missioners to make a settlement were nominated. 
In the· year following, an act of parliament was 
passed for enabling the commissioners acting in 
execution of an. agreement made between the East 
~ndia Company and the private creditors of the 
Nabobs of. the Carnatio the better to carry: the same 
into efFect.2 

The engagement. thus legalized by the Legisla-

1 Vol. v. p. 86. 
o Parliamentary Debates, April 14th and 16th, 1806. In moving for 

leave to bring in the bill, Mr. Hobhouse gaTe a full and perspicuous his. 
tory of the arrangements which had been made for the liquidation of these 
debts. 
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ture provided that a fixed annual sum (3,40,000 BOOK Io 

pagodaB, or £136,000) should b~ set apart from the _CH_A_P._V_o 

revenues of the Carnatic for the payment of all 
such debts as should be admitted to be just and 
valid by commissioners appointed in England for 
their adjudication, assisted by similar commissioners 
at Madras; whose duty it should be to collect infor-
mation and evidence, both oral and documentary, 
for transmission to the commissioners at home, in 
whom alone the power of final admission or rejec-
tion was vested: and, in order that the Indian 
commissionerS might be as free as possible from all 
motives of local interest or influence, it was agreed 
that they should be appointed by the Governor
General, and that they should be selected from the 
Civil service of Bengal. Accordingly, at the period 
under review, three commissioners, who were mem-
bers of the Bengal Civil service, were sitting at 
:Madras to investigate the demands of persons claim-
ing 10 be creditors of the N awabs of Arcot, and 
producing bonds and other vouchers asserted to 
have been originally granted by those, princes in 
acknowledgment of actual loans 9r real pecuniary 
obligations. 

The long interval which had elapsed since the 
investigation of the Carnatic debts had been com
menced, and the prospect whkh the present ar
rangement encouraged of their· being ultimately 
paid, had not only protracted the existence of those 
vouchers which were of unimpeachable authenticity, 
but had prompted the fabrication of a vast mass of 
fictitious documents 1 in evidence of unreal transac-

I The extent of these forgeries and fabrications is shown by the result. 

1808. 
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BOOK I. tions. It was not an easy task to discriminate 
CHAP. v. between the false and the true bonds; and the 

1808. former, having long passed from hand to hand with
out question, had become, in the ordinary course 
of transfer, the property of individuals wholly un
connected with the original fraud, and entertaining 
no doubt. of the goodness of the security. Many 
bonds of large amount had come very honestly into 
.the possession of persons of rank and influence in 
the society of Madras, who were naturally and ex
cusably interested in establishing the validity of 
deeds upon which their fortunes mainly depended. 
'Vhen, therefore, the commissioners from Bengal, 
early in 1808, entered upon their office at Madras, 
they found the difficulties, inseparable from the na
ture of their duty and the novelty of their position, 
aggravated by the opposition which they encoun
tered. In this situation they gladly availed them
selves of any assistance which offered a reaso~able 
chance of affording them the information they were 
appointed to obtain; and they were fully justified in 
attaching consideration to the advice and opinions 
of a native named Reddy Rao, as he had been the 
principal accountant in the financial office of the 
late N awab of Arcot, and was fully informed of the 
extent and character of the claims upon his master, 
and as he was a man of ability and had always been 
reputed respectable and honest. 

Shortly after this selection had been made, a 
bond held by Reddy &0 himself came under the 

The final report of the Carnatic commissioners, dated March 1830, states 
the amount originally claimed to have heen above thirty millions sterling 
(£30,404,919 18. 3id.) The amonnt allowed was little more than two 
millions and a balf (£2,686,148 ]28. 8fd.) 
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inspection of the commissioners. Its authenticity BOOK I. 

was challenged by A vadanam Papia, another native CHAP. v. 

creditor. The commissioners, upon investigating 1808. 

the charge, pronounced the bond of Reddy Rao 
genuine, and prosecuted the witnesses Papia had 
brought forward, for perjury. Papia had the start of 
them, and carried his accusation of forgery before 
a Inagistrate, who committed Reddy Rao for trial. 
Regarding the prosecution as a mere trick intended 
to deprive them of essential assistance, the com
missioners appealed to the Government of Madras; 
and upon their representations, and at their request, 
the law officers of the Company were ordered to 
conduct the defence of Reddy Rao. This measure 
and the proceedings against Papia filled all classes 
of creditors with alarm, inasmuch as the appearance 
of Government as a party in opposition to their 
claims, was calculated to deter the natives from 
giving any testimony which they might think unac
ceptable to the superior authorities, and might de-
prive the claimants in many instances of the only 
means by which they could substantiate their de-
mands. Great excitement spread thro~ghout the 
settlement; and many individuals, of high rank. in 
the service and much consideration in society, in
veighed vehemently against an arrangement which 
was attributed to the partiality and prejudices of 
the Governor. The Government persisted, and with 
reason; for no good cause could be assigned why the 
commissioners should be debarred from the aid of 
the legal advisers of the state. But, not satisfied I 

with a calm perseverance in a right course, measures 
VOL. I. R 
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BOOK I. of ill-timed and injudicious severity towards indi
CHAP. V. viduals were adopted, which had the appearance of 

1808. a determination to substitute intimidation for in
quiry. Indignant at the impediments which had 
been thrown in the way of the commissioners, the 
Government dismissed the magistrate, Mr. Mait.., 
land, by whom Reddy Rao had been committed; 
required Mr. Parry, a merchant residing at Madras, 
who had taken a conspicuous part in the opposition 
to the acts of the commission, to return immediately 
to Europe; and removed Mr. Roebuck, a civilian of 
long standing, from the situation he filled at the 
Presidency, to an office of inferior rank and emolu
ment in the provinces, where he shortly afterwards 
died. In these manifestations of the displeasure 
of the Government undue and unnecessary rigour 
was exhibited. The opposition may have originated 
in interested motives, and may have been intempe
rate and indecorous; but some consideration might 
have been reasonably entertained for the feelings 
which the dread of loss of property could not fail 
to inspire, and the virulence of which would have 
been corr~cted by the steady perseverance of the 
commissioners in the calm and impartial perform
ance of their functions. It was not in the power of 
any combination to defeat, however it might retard, 
the objects of the commission;' and, although en
titled to the support of the Government, it needed 
not its wrathful and vindictive interposition. The 
interference of authority also in this stage of the 
business, whilst proceedings in the highest court of 
jUdicature were pending, was, to say the least, ex
ceedingly ill-timed, as it afforded a specious plea for 
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aecusing the Government of a design to obstruct BOOK I. 

the administration of justice. CHAP. V. 

The trial of Reddy Rao took place: the Chief 1808. 

Justice pronounced an elaborate judgment in his 
favour; the jury found him guilty. A new trial 
was moved for, but the decision was postponed; and 
in the mean time an indictment for peIjury was 
preferred against a person named Batley, the Eng
lish translator and secretary of the Nawab, and one 
of the witnesses on behalf of Reddy Rao. It was 
in' fact a second trial of Reddy Rao, as it involved 
the question of the spuriousness of his bond. A 
verdict unfavourable to his cause was given by a 
special jury, in the conviction of the defendant. 

A third trial was held: Reddy Rao was charged 
with having paid a debt 'due to another native with 
a forged bond, knowing it to be forged; and he was 
again found guilty by the jury. The Chief Justice, 
strongly persuaded of his innocence and of that of 
Batley, suspended delivery of the sentence, and re
ferred the evidence through the Board of Controul 
to the King, recommending the defendants to his 
Majesty, "not as the objects of his mercy, but as 
suitors for his justice; conceiving prosecutions to be 
the King's, and that a greater evil could scarcely 
happen to society tlian that they should be suffered 
to become, by whatever means, the successful en
gines of wrong."1 Necessarily guided by the opi
nions of the Chief Justice, the pardon of the Crown 
was granted; but before it reached Madras the chief 
actor in the scene had ceased to be amenable to 

I Two letters from Sir Thomas Strange, 27th Feb. and 4th May, 1809, to 
the Right Honourable R. Dundas.-Parliame.ntary Papers, Carnatio debts. 

a2 
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BOOK I. human judgment: Reddy Rao poisoned himself in 
CHAP. v. little more than a twelvemonth after his last trial. 

1808. 

... 

He had not long continu:ed, . after that event, to 
enjoy· the confidence of the commissioners. Sus
picion was awakened: it was discovered that he was 
deeply implicated in the issue of the fabricated 
securities, and in other frauds upon the Nawab's 
treasury; and the very bond, the genuineness of 
which had been so tenaciously upheld by the com
missioners, was reported by them to their fellow 
commissioners in London a forgery. The result· 
was little calculated to gain credit or favour for the 
Governor of :Madras, who, in his eagerness to main
tain unimpaired the powers of the commissioners, 
had thrown the whole weight of his authority into 
the same scale with an impostor and a cheat; and, 
in defence of· a knave~ had inflicted on men of cha
racter and honour penury and disgrace, because in 
protecting valuable interests they had been be
trayed into indiscretion and intemperance.1 

However inveterate the mutual ill-will which was 
engendered by these proceedings, they were far ex
ceeded in intensity and importance by the dissen
sions which about the same time broke out between 
the Governor of Madras and a large division of 
the army. Before entering upon a.n account of the 
lamentable consequences attending them, it will be 

I The best authenticated accounts of these proceedings are to be found 
in the papers printed for Parliament, Srd May and 11th June, 1811, re
lating to the Camatic debts. Ex-parte statements, which agree as to the 
main facts, are to be met with in the Parliamentary papers referred 
to: also in Marsh's Review of Sir G. Barlow's Administration; Lon
don, 1812: Exposure of the Misrepresentations and Calumnies in Marsh's 
Review; London, 1813 : Short Narrative of the Late Trials, &c.; London, 
1810: Correspondence of Messrs. Abbott, Parry, and Maitland, with the 
Court of Directors; London" 1813 : and in other pamphlets. 
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advisable to notice the political occurrences by BOOK L 

which they were preceded. ClUP. y. 

The mutual dissatisfaction which had long sub- 1808.. 

sisted between the Raja of Tranncore and the 
British Government has been a.J.n:.ady adverted to. 
Towards the end of 1808 the subsidy which the 
Raja was bound to pay had fallen into a long ar-
rear, and the Resident peremptorily demanded its 
liquidation. The Raja and his principal minister 
protesu-d that the revenues of Tranncore were in
<'apable of supporting so heary a burthen as the 
('harge of four battalions of Company's troops, and 
rt'quired their reduction. The Resident replied by 
insisting on the dismissal of an imperfectly dig.;. 
dplined body of infantry in the Raja's service., ('aIled 
the Carnatie Brigade., as a useless and expensive 
rorps. the discontinuance of which would ob,;ate 
all difficulty n'ga.rJ.ing the subsidy. The Carnatic 
Brigade was look.ed upon by the Raja as an essen-
tial part of his dignity, and indispen.<;able to his per-
sonal safety; and the propo.<;a,l to disband it was 
treated as a }lreliminary step to the seizure of the 
Rajas llel'8On, and the annihilation of his authority. 
Appeals were made by the Raja to the Governments 
of Madras and Bengal, in which he asserted that 
the treaty of 1805 had been forced upon him; that 
he had been intimidatt>d into its execution by the 
menaces of the Resident; and that the expense 
which it entailt.~ upon the rewnues of his princi
ll3.lity were beyond their means of defraying it. I 
These assertions were denied by the Resident. 

I A. "Piaioa __ to have prevailM that the diJiculty ia the realisa
boa of the subsidy __ froa the refusal of the COIIIpa.DJ'S ~t to 
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BOOK I. Besides the cause of discontent arising out of the 
_C_HA_P_. _v._ subsidy, which was common to the Raja and his 

1808. counsellors, his Dewan or prime minister, Vailu 
Tambi, had personal grounds for fear and resent-
ment. Considering him to be the chief instigator 
of the Raja's backwardness in fulfilling his pecu
niary engagements, the Resident had insisted upon 
his removal from his situation, and the appointment 
of a minister more submissive to British controul. 
The Dewan professed himself willing to resign 
whenever a successor should be appointed; but, 
under cover of his pretended acquiescence in the 
Resident's will, he set himself to work to organise 
an insurrection of the N airs, the martial population 
of Malabar, and to accomplish the murder of the 
Resident, whom he hated as the scourge of his 
country, and his own avowed and inexorable foe. 

receiv.e payment in pepper, agreeably to the terms of the original treaty; 
but, which having fallen in value, a money payment was demanded. In 
Sir Thomas Munro's examination before the Committee of the House of 
Commons in April, 18IS, be was asked, "Have you not heard that the 
Raja originally entered into the treaty with great reluctance, and received 
our troops into his dominions, for the payment of which the pepper was 
agreed to be delivered?" his reply was, "I have not so heard." The 
notion may, perhaps, be traced to the Asiatic Annual Register for 1809, in 
which this account of the alteration from payment in pepper to that in 
money is assigned as a cause of the discontent of the Raja and subsequent 
disturbances. The statement is nevertheless erroneous. In the first cor. 
respondence with the Raja in 1788, the option of paying the subsidy in 
pepper or money was offered to him: he chose the latter. In 1793, a con
tract was entered into with him for the purchase of pepper for eight years, 
wholly unconnected with the subsidy. In 1795, an article of the treaty 
provided for the perpetuity of the pepper contract, subject to such modi
fications as should from time to time be agreed upon; but there was no 
stipulation that its price should form part payment of the subsidy. No 
allusion to such payment is contained in the treaty of 1805. The ori
ginal contract provides that the pepper shall be paid for in goods; and, 
should they leave a balance, that should be paid in money. The commer
cial and political engagements were throughout distinct, and no complaint 
occurs in tbe correspondence on tills account. The main ground of conten
tion was the Carnatio Brigade. 
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lIe prevailed upon the Dewan of the Raja of BOOK I. 

Cochin to join him in the plot; and, giving en- CHAP. v. 

couragement to some French adventurers from the 1808. 

Isle of France who had landed from an Arab vessel 
on the coast of Malabar, spread abroad a report 
that a large French army was about to come to 
assist him to expel the English. He also wrote 
circular letters to the neighbouring Rajas to sum-
mon them to combine for the defence of their reli-
gion, which he affirmed the English designed to 
overthrow. His instigations were effectual: arms 
were collected, and the people were prepared se-
cretly for their use. The popular excitement be-
came knoWIi to the Resident, and. at his request re. 
inforcements were ordered to Travancore. His 
Majesty's 12th regiment and two native battalions 
were directed to move from Malabar; and his 
Majesty's 69th, and three battalions of native in-
fantry, with artillery, were commanded to march 
from Trichinopoly to his succour. 

Alarmed apparently by these precautionary mea
sures, the Dewan professed his readiness to resign 
immediately if his personal safety were guaranteed, 
and arrangements were made for his private removal 
from Alepi to Calicut on the night of the 28th of 
December. On that same night a body of armed 
men surrounded the house of the Resident. He 
had retired to rest, but was awakened by the indis
tinct noise of the approaching multitude; and, going 
to the window to discover the cause, was fired at 
by the assailants. Before an entrance could be 
forced, Colonel 'Macaulay, with a confidential ser
vant, had time to hide themselves in a lower cham-
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BOOK I. ber, the door of which could not be easily distin
CHAP, v, guished from the exterior wall. The insurgents, 

1808, having broken into the house, sought for the object 
of their vengeance throughout the night in vain. 
At daybreak they beheld a vessel under British co
lours entering the port, and other ships were discern
ible at a little'distance making for the harbour. 
They now thought only of their own retreat, and 
hastily quitted the premises; affording Colonel Ma
caulay an opportunity of making his escape and 
taking refuge on board the vessel, which proved to 
be a transport with part of the reinforcement from 
Malabar, The more important division from Trichi
nopoly had been cOlmtermanded, the Madras G0-
vernment giving ready credence to the simulated 
submission of the Dewan. The news of the insur
rection obliged them to repeat their first directions, 
and in th'e middlo of January the Trichinopoly 
force commenced its advance under the command 
of the Honourable Colonel St. Leger. 

Before he was joined by the principal reinforce
ments from Malabar, Colonel Chalmers, command
ing the subsidiary troops cantoned at Quilon, had 
commenced offensive operations. On the 30th of 
December he learnt that great numbers of armed 
N airs had collected at a residence belonging to the 
minister, at no great distance to the north of the 
cantonments; and that an equally numerous body 
had assembled at Parur, about ten miles to the 
south. His measm'es were promptly taken. Fhe 
companies of the 1st battalion of the 4th regiment 
of native infantry, with a field-piece, were detached 
to occupy a low hill commanding the Dewan's resi-, 
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dence. They had searcely reached the spot when BOOK I. 

they were attacked by the enemy in numbers greatly aur. Y. 

superior, but they maintained their ground during 1809-

the night; and, being strengthened by the two flank 
companies of the 13th N. I. at day-break, they ad-
,"anced against the Nairs, defeated them, and took 
possession of the house, "ith two brass and four 
iron guns, with which it had been converted into a 
temporary battery. Information being received that 
a body of the enemy above four thousand strong 
""ere advancing along the coast from the north, the 
detachment commanded by Major Hamilton proceed-
ed to meet them. They were encountered at the 
estuary of the Kaladi river, where some had crossed 
the har, while the Carnatic Brigade ,,"as drawn up 
on the other side of the stream. Those who had 
crossed ,,"ere attacked and compelled ~o retreat, 
but the main body stood firm; while a strong divi. 
sion ascended the river, in oMer to pass it higher 
up and get into the rear of the British. At the 
same time news arrived that the force from the 
south, estimated at more than ten thousand men, 
was rapidly advancing, and it was judged prudent to 
recall the detachment to the cantonment. The re-
treat of the troops galee courage to the insurgents. 

The increasing numbers and confidence of the 
Nairs obliged Colonel Chalmers to remain on 
the defensive at Quilon, where he was reinforced 
early in January by his Majesty's 12th regiment 
under Colonel Picton. On the other hand, the 
Dewan, having concentrated his forces, amounting 
to between twenty and thirty thousand men, with 
t'ighteen gun;;, advanced to Quilon, and on the 15th of 
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BOOK I. January attacked the British lines, defended by one 
CHAP. v. European regiment and three battalions of Sipahis. 

1809. The action began at six in the morning; the enemy 
occupying a rising ground, from· which their guns 
opened a fire on the British encampment. Leaving 
the 4th native infantry to cover the camp, Colonel 
Chalmers formed the rest of his troops in two co
lumns, the right under Colonel Picton, the left 
under Major Hamilton, and led them against the 
Travancore force. A stout resistance was encoun
tered, and a division of the enemy attempted at the 
same. time to storm the camp. They were repulsed, 
and, after a conflict of five hours' duration, the 
whole were driven oft' the field, leaving seven hun
dred slain, and .losing fifteen pieces of- artillery. 
The British loss was comparatively trifling. 

Thus foiled in his attempt upon Quilon, the 
Dewan directed a considerable division of his fol
lowers against what. promised to be an easier 
prey,-the post of Cochin, which was held by 
Major Hewitt with two companies of the 12th re
giment, and six of the 1st battalion of the 17th 
native infantry. The enemy advanced on the 19th 
of January to the attack in three masses, each a 
thousand strong: the one on the left was met, 
charged, and routed. The victors then fell upon the 
other two bodies, which opposed a more resolute 
resistance, but were forced to give way. Desisting 
from further engagements in the field, they spread 
round Cochin on the side, land and covered the sea 
with their boats, so as to cut oft' all supplies. Be
fOl'e this manreuvre had produced serious distress, 
the Piedmontese frigate, with the Resident on 
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board, anchored off the town; and her boats, with BOOK I. 

some small armed vessels belonging to Cochin, CHAP. v. 

quickly drove the enemy's flotilla into the river, 1809. 

pursued, and set it on fire. The blockade was con
sequently raised; but the enemy still continued in 
overpowering numbers in the vicinity of Quilon 
and Cochin, and straitened the resources and 
checked the movements of the subsidiary force, 
until they were called off by the approach of danger 
in other directions. During this interval they dis-
graced their cause by acts of atrocity, which served 
no purpose except that of provoking retribution. 
An assistant-surgeon of the name of Hume, tra-
velling at night on the 30th of January, was seized 
on his route, and led into the presence of the 
Dewan; who, although he knew the young man 
personally. and had benefited by his professional 
advice, commanded him to be conducted to the sea-
side, where he was put to death and buried in the 
Eland. About the same time a small vessel, with 
some of the soldiers of the 12th regiment on board, 
having touched at Alepi for supplies, the men were 
induced to land by the appearance of cordiality 
among the people, and assurances that part of the 
8ubsidiary force was i~ the neighbourhood. Un-
aware that hostilities had commenced, the men, 
thirty in number, disembarked, and as 800n as 
they landed were made prisoner!!, and shortly after-
wards murdered. This was also done by order of 
the Dewan, who thus effaced, by his perfidy and 
cruelty. whatever credit he might have claimed for 
zeal in the cause of his country and his prince. 

Finding it no longer possible to avoid the cost of 
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BOOK I. military operations, the Government of Fort St. 
CHAP. V. George resolved to act with vigour, especially as the 

1809. advancing season of the year admitted not of fur
ther loss of time. Colonel Cuppage, commanding 
in Malabar, was ordered to enter the pro\ince of 
Cochin from the north, and join Colonel Chalmers, 
with his Majesty's 80th regiment and two bat
talions of native infantry; and Colonel St. Leger 
was directed to march immediately from Trichino
poly, with a force composed of his Majesty's 69th 
regiment, a regiment of native cavalry, and three 
battalions of native infantry,' besides a detachment 
of Royal artillery, and the 3rd Ceylon or Kafri re
giment, which was to join from Ceylon. Two divi
sions, consisting of a European regiment and a bat
talion of Sipahis, severally commanded by Colonel 
'Yallace and Lieutenant-Colonel Gibbs, were sta
tioned in the Tinnivelly district and the vicinity of 
'Yynad, to keep the Travancoreans in check, and 
eventually co-operate with Colonel St. Leger's 
force. A proclamation was issued by the Madras" 
Government, and distributed with Colonel St. Le
ger's advance, ascribing the necessity of military 
measures to the intrigues of the minister, and de
claring that « the British Government had no other 
view than to rescue the Raja from the influence of 
the Dewan, to put an end to the power of that 
minister, and to re-establish the connexion of the 

• The force consisted of his Majesty's 69th; both battalions of the 3nl 
native infantry; 1st battalion and one company of the lind battalion of the 
13th; five companies of the lind battalion of the lOth native in1iuJtry i 6th 
native cavalry i a detachment of artill .. ry and pioneen; a d .. tachm .. nt of 
Royal artill .. ry; and ard Kafri .... gim .. nt from C .. ylon. But the last did 
not join till after the capture of the Arambuli lines. 
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two Governments on a secure and. happy foun- BOOK I. 

dation. CIUP. v. 

The principality or Travancore is divided from 1809. 

the province or Tinnivelly by the southern portion 
or the mountain-chain which runs nearly parallel 
with the coast or :Malabar, from the upper part or 
the Peninsula to Cape Comorin, and is usually 
known by the appellation or the Western Ghats. 
The mountains are lofty and covered with jungle, 
and present in general almost insuperable obstacles 
to the march or an army with baggage and artillery. 
The most practicable passes.,are situated near the 
southemm~t extremity or the chain, where the 
mountains decline in elevation as they approach the 
sea; and through one or these, the pass or Arambuli 
or Aramuni, it was determined on this occasion to 
rorce an entrance into Travancore. The Arambuli 
pass was defended by rormidable lines, consisting of 
a number of smilll redoubts, each mounting two or 
three guns, and connected by a strong wall of ma
sonry. The whole extended aboot two miles along 
the sides or steep and rugged hills, and terminated 
at either extremity by a strongly rortified mountain 
flanked by impenetrable jungle. The high road 
from PaIamkota led through the centre or the 
works, by a gateway which was commanded by two 
large circular bastions armed with several pieces or 
ordnance.' Colonel St. Leger arrived at the foot or 
the lines on the 6th or February; and, as the divi-
sion was unequipped llith a battering train, deter
mined to attempt to carry the pass by surprise. On 
the night or the 10th, :Major Welsh, with two com-

• Welah'. Military RemiDiaceDces. 1'01. i. P.288. 
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BOOK I. panies of the 69th, four flank and five battalion 
CHAP. v. companies of the 3rd native infantry, quietly 

1809. climbed the hill on which the southern works were 
erected, and, after six hQurs' arduous ascent, reached 
the foot of the wall unperceived. The ladders 
were planted, and the ramparts scaled, before any 
effective resistance could be opposed; and although 
a short stand was made, which was attended with 
some loss of life, 1 the redoubt was quickly in p~sses
sion of the assailants. As soon as the day broke, 
the guns of the bastion were turned upon the de
fences of the pass, which they enfiladed; and, rein
forcements being sent to Major Wels!J., he was 
strong enough to attack the rest of the lines, and 
the whole of the works were speedily cleared of 
their defenders. 

Having' thus secured his entrance into Travan
core, Colonel St. Leger advanced on the 17th of 
February into the interior; and dislodged, after a 
short action, a body of troops strongly posted, with 
nine guns, on the bank of a river near the village of 
N agarkoil. The next march brought the troops to 
the forts of U dagiri and Papanavaram, which were 
abandoned: the gates were set open, the garrisons 
had fled, and ensigns· denoting submission were seen 
flying in every direction. Communications were 
shortly afterwards received from the Dewan and 
from the King, breathing a pacific spirit, and depre
cating the nearer approach of the troops to Trivan
drum, the capital. Having referred the letter of 
the King to thE} Resident, who was at Cochin, 
Colonel St. Leger marched to a position half-way 

I Captain Cunningham of the 69th was the only officer killed. 
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between U dagiri and Kalachi on the coast, deta'ch,; BOOK I. 
. f h' ~ 1 d eliA-p. v. mg, a part 0 IS 10rce to occupy the ~ atter, an 
open a communication with Colonel Chalmers at )809. 

Quilon. This officer had continued to be hemmed 
in by the enemy during Colonel St. Leger's ad. 
vance; but, having been reinforced by part of the 
19th. regiment, had, shortly before the communi. 
cation now opened, rid himself of his opponents . 
.Marching out of cantonments on the 21st February 
in two columns, severally commanded by Colonel 
Picton and Colonel Stuart of the 19th, he attacked 
the enemy's position in front of his encampment; 
and although they were five thousand strong. and 
were defended by batteries and entrenchments, he 
carried the works, captured their artillery, and dis
persed their force. After the action, Colonel 
Chalmers marched towards the capital, and arrived 
at the high ground within twelve miles of Trivan. 
drum much abo~t the same time that Colonel St. 
Leger took up a similar position on the opposite 
side. About the same period also, the division 
under Colonel Cuppage crossed the frontier on the 
north without opposition, and advanced to Partir. 
The country was now completely in the possession 
.of the British: the N airs disbanded, and retired to 
their homes; the Dewan, despairing of forgiveness, 
fled into the thickets; and the Raja, left to himself, 
hastened to tender his submission, and profess his 
readiness to conform to any conditions which the 
Resident should please to dictate. 

The troops being concentrated' round Trivan
drum, Colonel .Macaulay proceeded to the capital, 
and concerted with the Raja the conditions on 
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BOOK I. which tranquillity was to be restored, and the 
CHAP. v. all d ___ prince owe to retain possession of his dominions. 

1809. The terms were adjusted by the 1st of March. The 
Raja consented to pay the arrears of the subsidy 
and the expenses of the war, and eleven lakhs of 
rupees were paid on the former account before the 
expiration of the month.' The Carnatic Brigade, 
and some Nair battalions in the Raja's service, 
were dismissed, and the defence of the prince and 
of his country was entrusted exclusively to the sub
sidiary force. A new Dewan, supposed to be in 
the interest of the English, and recommended by 
the Resident, was appointed. The invading forces 
were withdrawn immediately upon the conclusion of 
the treaty: a portion of the subsidiary battalions 
was permanently quartered in the proximity of Tri
vandrum; the rest returned to their former canton
ments. 

The zeal of the ·new minister in the cause of his 
English friends was promptly evinced by the active 
measures which were instituted for the capture of 
his predecessor. Traces of him were discovered 
among the mountains; and means were devised .for 
preventing his being supplied with the necessaries 
of life by the peasantry, who had hitherto minis
tered to his wants. Reduced to extreme distress, 
the Dewan made his way, as a last resource, to the 
Pagoda of Bhagwadi, which from ancient usage 
enjoyed the privileges of a sanctuary. The em is-

I The Madras Government proposed that the guns and stores captured 
by the troops should become public property upon the payment to the army 
of their value, which should be charged to the RaJa. The Government of 
Bengal justly objected to this double penalty, and directE'd the stores to be 
paid for by the Madras Government.-Appendix 43, Second Report of 
Select Committee, May, 1810 j and 1\IS. Records. 
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saries of the minister, although Hindus, disregarded BOOK I. 

the sanctity of the temple, forcibly entered it, and CHAP. v. 

broke open the door of the chamber to which Vailu J809. 

Tambi and his brother had retreated. As they en-
.tered the apartment, the Dewan was found expiring 
of wounds inflicted by his own hand, or, at his en-
treaty, by the hand of his brother, to save him from 
falling alive into the power of his unrelenting foes. 
The brother was seized, taken to Quilon, and 
hanged in front of the 12th regiment, drawn out to 
witness his execution, as an accessory in the murder 
of their comrades. The body of the Dewan was 
carried to Trivandrum, and exposed upon a gib-
bet, amidst, it was said, the acclamations of the 
people. • 

The vindictive measures which were thus adopted 
by the Resident were defended by him upon the 
IJlea of their being no more than a just retribution 
for the foul treachery and sanguinary cruelty of the 
Dewan and his brother.' The Government of Ben4 
gal admitted the defensibility of the summary exe
cution of the latter, upon the understanding that he 
had been implicated in the murder of Mr. Hume 
and the British soldiers; but condemned, in terms of 
merited reprehension, the vengeance which had 
pursued the crimes of the Dewan beyond his life. 
The ends of justice and the purposes of public se
curity were attained, the Governor-General re4 
marked. by the death of the Dewan; and the prose; 
cution of a vindictive policy, when the object of it 

I Be.ide Dr. Home, and the IDt'D of the 12th, Vailo Tambi ""88 accoaed 
uI hariog put to deatb tbree thooll8Dd oati .. e Christiana, charged with ,0 
crime but tbeir religioo. 

VOL. I. 8 
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BOOK I. had ceased to exist, was repugnant to the feelings 
CHAP.V. f h f . 
___ 0 common umanity and the principles 0 a ci'vl-

1809. lized Government. He further observed. that al
though ostensibly the a,ct of the Raja, yet it would 
not be believed by the public that it had not the 
Resident's sanction, and did not originate in his 
advice; and that had it been the Raja's act, with a 
view to impress upon the British Government -the 
notion that he had not participated in the treachery 
of his minister, yet a sentiment of just abhorrence 
of the measure itself, and a regard for the repu
tation of .the British Government, should have in
duced the Resident t? prevent the exposure, or, if 
anticipated, to have publicly proclaimed his disap-
probation. • 

The proceedings in Travancore were, in truth, 
among the least justifiable of the many questionable 
transactions by which the British power in India 
has been acquired or preserved. The protection of 
the Raja was, in the first instance, generous and 
politic; the military command of his country, sub
sequently, was necessary for objects of British po
licy. and was not incompatible with the pacific in
terests of the Raja and prosperity of his limited 
dominion. To impose upon him the maintenance 
of a force infinitely more numerous than was neces
sary for th~ defence of the country, and the cost of 
which heavily taxed its resources; to urge the ex
action with unrelenting rigour; and to resent with 
unpitying ve.ngeance the passions excited by a 
deep sense of national wrong among a semi-bar
barous and demoralised race,-were unworthy of the 
character of the British nation for justice and gene-
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rosity, of the civilization it had attained, and the BOOK I. 

religion it professed. CHA.P. v. 

Notwithstanding the severities exercised upon the 1810. 

leaders of the late rising, and the submission which 
the irresistible superiority of the British arms had 
compelled, toe spirit of disaffection after a while 
revived, and in less than two years the new Dewan 
was suspected of being concerned in a plot directed 
against the British authority. He had also suffered 
the payment of the subsidy again to fall into arrear, 
and improvement in this respect was not to be ex
pected from the increasing infirmities and imbecility 
of the Raja. Under these 'circumstances, the Go. 
vernment of Bengal considered itself empowered 
by the fifth article of the treaty of 1805 to assume 
the management of the country, but suspended the 
final adoption of the arrangement until it should 
become unavoidable. Its necessity became apparent 
at last even to the Raja; and the new .Resident, 
Colonel John Munro, at his request and with the 
authority of the British Government, took upon
himself the administllttion of the principality as the 
minister of the Raja, or Dewan! The condition of 
Travancore unquestionably required the intervention 
of a stronger and wiser controu!. The Raja was a 
cypher: the Dewan usurped the whole power, and 

1 We bave Colonel Munro's own statement that be accepted the office or 
Dewan at the request of the Raja. In answer to questions put to bim, be 
states, II The treaty authorized the general interference of the British Go
vernment; but I assumed the charge of the administ1'ation at the express 
request 01 the Raja, with the authority 01 the British Government. If And 
to the question. whether it was completely voluntary on the part of the 
Raja, be repHe .... It was at the earnest request of thlt Raja." - Evidence 
of Colonel Munro; Select Committee of House of Commons, March, 1832. 
Hamilton therefore is. wrong in stating that the arrangement took place 
'Ilnder the Baja'. successor.-Description of Hindostan, ii. 311. 

s 2 
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BOOK I. employed it to defraud the prince and oppress the 
_CH_AP_._V_. people. Inadequate as were the resources to the 

1810. public exigencies, the country laboured under the 
severest fiscal exaction: justice there was none, and 
a general state of disorganization prevailed. The 
judicious regulations introduced by Colonel Munro 
restored order, secured the administration of justice, 
and, whilst they liquidated the debt, and discharged 
the stipulated payments with punctuality, they more 
than doubled the revenues of the Raja, and in a 
still greater proportion lightened the burthens of 
his subjects. 1 The Raja died in 1812. He was 
succeeded by his sister, such being the order of in
heritance among the Nairs of Travancore. Under 
the government of this lady, and the regency of 
her successor, Colonel Munro officiated as Dewan 
until the year 1814; when he restored the ma
nagement of the state to a native Dewan, extri
cated from its embarrassments, with a greatly aug .. 
men ted revenue, and in a situation of complete in
ternal tranquillity. t 

I Evidence above referred to: also Extracts from Colonel Muuro'. 
Report to the Madras Governmeut in 18]8, quoted by Mr. Joues; App. 
Report of the Select Committee of the House of Commous ; Political, 4to. 
ed., p. 287. In three years, Colouel Munro, beside the curreut subsidy, 
"succeeded in paying eighteen lakhs of rupees due to the Compauy, and 
nearly six to individuals; in abolishiug the most oppressive mouopolies and 
taxes, and in setUing the affairs of the country on the principles of justice 
and humanity.- The land revenue was increased from nine to fifteen 
lakhs; the duty received from the tobacco mouopoly, from five to eleven 
lakhs; and that on salt, from thirty thousand rupees, to two lakh. and 
thirty thousand: but, to the relief of the people, as many oppressive taxes 
and all illegal exactions were abolished. 

I For the military transactious in Travancore, see Secret Lettto!' from Fort 
St. George printed in the Second Report of the Select Committee of the 
House of Commons, App. 4S; Madras Papers, 15th March, 1811, p.IS; 
Letter from the Court, 29th Sept. 1509, printed Pari. Papers, 22nd June, 
18IS, No. 10; Welsh's Military Reminiscences; the Aaiatic Annual Re
gister, vol. xi. History, ch. I; and the General Ordera ofGovemment in the 
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Although the Raja of Cochin had abstained from IIOO~ L 

actual hostilities and died during their continuan~ cur. y. 

not 11ithont 8U.."Picion of haring Callen a Tictim to IIOS. 

his unwillingness to engage in them, yet the partici-
pation of his minister in the projects of the De1rUl 
of Truancore, which was unequiyocallyestablished. 
50lJjected the Raja'. 5Occessor to the di;;plea.su.re of 
the British Government. The Raja was accordingly 
condemned to pay a third of the expenses of the 
war, and to sign a new treaty, which added to the 
amount of 1m tribute the cost of a battalion of Sipa-
his in the field in pJace of his own troops, whom he 
was required to dismiss, beyond 50ch &8 might be 
nece&1ial1 (or the collection of the revenue. As the 
~tate of his country differed little from that of Tn
T&neore, a similar system of reform was extended to 
Cochin, under the more immediate management of 
Captain Blacker, the Assistant Resident. Cpon his 
departure Colonel 11 unro assumed the duty; and, 
under their joint 5Operintendenee, the like improve-
ment was efft.'Cted in Cochin which had been accom-
plished at Tra yaneore.1 

'Yhil~ the Company'. troops were thus employed 
in the roercion of refractory ..allies, and in extend
ing the authority of the Government of lIadras, the 
Governor and the Commander~hief engaged in 
a di8pute whieh speedily invoh"ed a large portion_ 
of the Coast army in a oontest 11ith the ciriJ power, 

"~ide fill )J..tru ~ n.e H.S. 11 __ hue .be __ 
_ lIed. 

• BrlW In!aIy fill 1191 IW Raja fill CDdUa .... alribete fill I ...... 
AftIIII npees ,... _.. B, .... fIIIlW ada )b" 18e9, he .... _pd1r4 
.. pa, ia addiIiu. I ;16,eS1 AftIIII ,.,..; ..uac a kIIaI .r t;1&.,a7 AftIGl 
npoa.-c...n. fIIITn:aIB, U%. 
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BOOK I. and was productive of the most alarming and dan
_C_H~4P_'..;;;V",,·gerous results.1 Sir John Cradock had been suc

1809. ceeded in the command of the Madras army by 
Lieutenant-General Hay Macdowall. The former 
had held, as Commander-in-chief, a seat in council: 
the Court of Directors had thought proper to refuse 
equal rank and emolument to his successors. The 
appeal of General Macdowall to the Court against 
this infringement of his dignities had been.answered 
by the appointment of a civil servant to the vacant 
seat. The Commander-in-chief felt the exclusion 
as a personal grievance and affront, and, on the 
final extinction of his hopes, resigned his command; 
expressing his resignation in terms Jltrongly indi
cative' of the bitterness of his mQrtification and 
disappointment. ~ 

1 "The East India Company, and, I may add, the British empire in all 
its parts, never, I believe, was exposed to greater or more imminent danger." 
-Letter from Lord Minto, 15th Sept.lS09. "The late revolt of the officers 
of the Madras army is the most remarkable and most important event that 
has occurred in the history of the British Administration of India since our 
. first acquisition of territory there. It led to the· commencement of a civil 
war in the Carnatic j it threatened to involve the whole Peninsula in anarchy 
and blood j to enconrage the numerous adherents of the fallen families of 
Tippoo, and Mohammed Ali, to insurrection j to incite the native powers 
to fall upon us whilst in this state of internal convulsion; and to subvert a 
Government which had successfully resisted the repeated attacks of the 
neighbouring states."-Paper.accompanying Reply of Messrs. Grant and 
Astell to the Dissents of several Directors, &c. j ParI. Papers, 1st April, 
IS11, p.45. We may be permitted now to think that this language is 
somewhat exaggerated. 

I "The decision of the Court of Directors has placed me in so extraol'-
.dinary, so unexampled, and so humiliating a predicament, that the most 

painful emotions have been excited j and sixteen months' experience has 
convinced me that it is impossible to remain with any prospect of perform
ing my duty with credit to the East India Company, of acquiring for myself 
any reputation, or for doing justice to those over whom I am caJled to pre
side; divested of the power of selecting for comm¥lds by the restriction of 
military patronage, or of requiting the meritorious officer; deprived of the 
respectability which attaches in this country to a seat in council, and 
abridged in the usual emoluments of office." -Letter to Sir G. Barlow from 
the Commander-in.chief, 15th Jan. IS09 j Pari. Papers, 25th May, IS10, 
part i. p. S. 
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It has been mentioned, that, after the close of the BOOK I. 

Mahratta war, the Government of Bengal urgently _C_H_AP_. _v._ 

pressed upon the subordinate Presidencies the ne
cessity of extensive retrenchments. In conformity 
to these injunctions, various plans for reducing the 
military expenditure of the Presidency of Madras 
were suggested during the command of Sir John 
Cradock; some of which were acted upon, and 
deprived officers, in command of regiments or bri. 
gades, of different sources of emolument. These 
measures were naturally unpalatable to the army. 
The difference of military allowances between the 
Bengal and Madras services had long been a subject 
of discontent; and the assignment of commands to 
officers of his Majesty's regiments, in place of Com-
pany's officers, occasioned amongst the latter fre-
quent murmurs. The personal feelings of the Com
mander-in-chief heightened his sympathy with the 
grievances of those under his command, and fos-
tered their discontents;1 and a state of disquietude 
and dissatisfaction pervaded the minds of the offi. 
cers, whi1!h, as compliance with their e~pectations 

I Memorial of the Officers of the Madru Army to the Court of Directors, 
forwarded by the Commander-in.chief, with a Letter to the Government of 
Fort St. George, 23rd January, 1809. The Madras Government, viewing 
the BCntiments expressed in the paper with extreme disapprobation, de
clined to transmit it to the Court until it had been laid before the Gover
nor-General.-Parl. Papers, 25th May, 1810, No. i. p. 25. At an earlier 
date, 1st May, 1808, General Macdowall enumerates, as the seeds of dis
content widely disseminated, the abolition of the Bazar Fuud; the de
gradation of the military character, from the Commander-in·chief to the 
youngest ensign; the late reductions, and especially the abolition of the 
Tent Contract; and adds, "I much lament the expediency which occa
lioned these disgusting measures."-Extracts from Lord Minto's Letter to 
the Secret Committee, 6th Feb. 1810; ParI. Papers, 1st April, 1811, p. 346. 
The same letter supplies instances, if not of "the deliberate intention of 
the General to make the army an instrument of opposition and disturb
!!-nce," as affirmed by Lord Minto, yet of great disposition to foment and 
heighten the preVailing discontents. 

1808. 
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BOOK I. was little to be looked for, required to be allayed 
CHAP. V. 
___ by gentle management, and the avoidance of addi-

1808. tionalirritation. Unluckily, fresh occasions of ex
citement did occur, and that excitement was not 
gently dealt with. 

Among the articles of retrenchment put in force 
by the Government of Madras was the abolition 
of what was known as the Tent Contract; an ar
rangement by which officers commanding native 
corps received a permanent monthly allowance, 
alike in cantonments as in the field, in peace as 
in war, on condition of their providing the men 
with suitable camp equipage whenever it might be 
required. 1 The retrenchment was originally sug
gested by Sir John Cradock; and he called upon 
Colonel John Munro, the Quarter-Master-General of 
the army, to report whether it was not practicable 
without detriment to the efficiency of the troops, and 
how it might best be accomplished. The report 
advocated the change, and submitted a mode of 
effecting it. The plan was approved of by Sir John 
Cradock, by Lord 'V. Bentinck, and by the Govern
ment of Bengal. It merely fell to Sir G. Barlow 
to carry it into execution. No share of the oppro
brium was due to him, even if t.he measure deserved 
it; but, in fact, the contract was open to objections 
of so obvious a character, that no disinterested per
son could doubt the reasonableness of its abolition. 
The alteration was to be judged of, however, by 
those whose interests it affected, and in their esti-

I Letter from Sir John Cradock to Lieutenant-Colonel l\lunro, 7th Feb. 
1807; and his reply, 30th June, 1807: Pari. Papers, Srd l\lay, 1811, 
p.04. ." 
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mation it was a grieToWl wrong; but, unable to BOOK I. 

deny the defects of the system, or the expediency CIUJ' .... 

o( its reform, their di8Satisfaction (ound an ex- 1808. 

case (or its display in· some unguarded expres.. 
!lions which occurred in the Quarter-Master-General'. 
official report. 

The transaction o( public business in India by 
written statements is not without its inoonTenience ; 
and one o( these is, the temptation it offers to 
public functionaries to put upon record more than 
is always necessary or judicious. Such was the 
case with Colonel Munro. Not oontented with in
dicating IJUcb objections as could not be disputed, 
he proceeded to specify others, which, although 
equaJly true in a general sense, were capable of 
individual application, and might be construed into 
an accusation that the officers in command of oorps 
hat1 consulted their 01FD profit at the expense of 
the public senice, and had appropriated the tent 
allowance without keeping up an adequate tent 
establishment. 1 The officers resented the impu-

• Ia nlUlleftting the ob~ 10 &he .,.eteaD, the Report .peciIies_ 
01 thea .. uw..: .. 8, graatiq the __ allotr.- ia peue ud .... 
b the equi.-e- 01 _tin ccwpe, .lule the n~ iac:ideDtai 10 tbat 
daaTze are lUlayoidabl, mKIa paler ill war &baa ~, it pJaas the ia
teft8t aad dlltJ 01 ofticow _gding aatjye eorpe ill clin!ct oppGIIitieD 10 
_ .-her: it ..uN it the. iDIemIt tIaa1 the. eorpe ebouJd DOt be ill • 
IItaIr 01 eCIicieBcJ it b 6eId ~. ud theftfore fanaiahes ItnlDg iDduu
___ 10 wgJect ~ __ iDaportaDt datiee." It.CNId!wan beea prude_ 
10 !waye taitIed _ Ieut _hal( ollhia paragraph; bet Ilill. abetradedI, 
CAJUideftd, II ... ICUftIy Illiputah~. n.e meaAUe 110 doubt, is theory. 
placed doe iMerat aad daty 01 the o4Jicen ill oppoeruo.; bet is practice it 
left it 10 be ~ tIaat daey cIid tlleir duty. a1tJaoaglll their iat.en!IIIa III" 
frred. r abtuakly, the ot.;eetioa.eft JIftftded by tile aaeertioD, tbat 
.. Sis ,ears' nperieDce 01 tile pncticaI decU at the esistiDg .y5tem ol the 
c_, eqwi~ eqwi~ fill the .,.,. aad .. aUeDtiYe naaaiaatioe 01 ita 
DpenWoe dariag tIaaI period ol time, Iaad ~,r;etIVd the objectiou. • Here, 
lloerrilft', ..... -ruo. tIaat, pnortio:aIly. tile oGicen Iaad preferred tlleir 
iaarrn« II> their duty: .. ~ tile _ob~, .. .., prout ... 
po; b," tile odicen is tIaeir _...naI jud, ~6td, .. II nda • _ 
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BOOK L tation; and, although Colonel Munro earnestly dis. 
CHAP. v. claimed any intention of reflecting upon the honour 

1808. and integrity of any portion of the officers of the 
army, they refused to be appeased, and called upon 
the Commander-in-chief to bring him to a court
martial for aspersions on their characters as officers 
and gentlemen. 

Upon the receipt of the charges against Colonel 
J. Munro/ the Commander-in-chief hesitated whe
ther he should admit them, and referred the question 
for the opinion of the J udge-Advocate-General, who, 
after discussing the circumstances of the case, came 
to the conclusion that the charges were such as the 
accusers had no right to agitate or prefer.1I The 
officers acquiesced in the decision, and solicited a 
suspension of the direct charge; substituting in its 
place a memorial to the Court of Directors, praying 
them to investigate the subject.s Previously, how
ever, to his being apprised of their change of p,ur
pose, General Macdowall had also viewed the matter 

had occurred, why was it not noticed at the time't' They had reason to be 
offended; but still, as the offence grew out of an indiscreet mode of pro
pounding undeniable generalisations, and was evidently not designed to 
apply to any particular case, they migbt bave been satisfied with a decla
ration to tbat effect, and would no doubt have been so contented, had not 
an infe(;tious irritability perplexed their sober judgments.-Pari. Papers, 
3rd May, 1811, p. 96; ditto, 1st April, 1811, p. 65; ditto, 25th May, 
1810, p.13. 

I See the charges, Parl. Papers, 25th May, 1810, p.13. 
t Letter from Colonel Leith, Judge-Advocate-General, to the Adjutant

General, 7th Nov. 1808; ParI. Papers, May, 1810, p. 11. 
S The memorial is printed, ParI. Papers, 3rd May, 1811, p. 79. The 

officers say, "Finding tbe mode (of court-martial) was considered by tbe 
Judge-Advocate-General to be irregular and ineffectual, they respectfully 
abide by that opinion for the present, and have solicited II. suspension of the 
direct charge against the individual, whilst they have appealed to the can
dour and justice of the Court." The Government refused to forward it, 
as the question was considered to be settled: the Court disapproved of the 
refusal to transmit the memorial.-Parl. Papers, May, 1810, p. 13. 
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in a new light, and had determined that the charge BOOK I. 

should be entertained. On the eve of his quitting CHAP. v. 

Madras, he placed Colonel Munro under arrest, to 1809. 

be brought to trial by the succeeding Commander
in-chief;l having, as he declared, received an opinion 
of much importance, in expectation of which he had 
suspended his decision. From what quarter this 
opinion proceeded is nowhere stated. 

It appears, however, that, in the interval that had 
elapsed since the charge was first brought forward, 
circumstances had occurred, which, in the state of 
the Commander-in-chiefs feelings, were possibly not 
without some influence upon his determination. 
Major Blacker, of the Quarter-Master-General's de
partment, was ordered to join the force in Travan
core. Another officer, Captain Macdowall, who 
had been formerly employed in the province, re
monstrated against the arrangement, and urged his 
own preferable claims. His pretensions were sup-
ported by the Commander-in-chief, who requested 
that the appointment might be reconsidered. This 
was on the 16th of January. On the 18th the 
Government of Madras declined to revise the nomi. 
nation, reprimanded Captain Macdowall for the 
tone of his application, and threatened to remove 
him from the office he held. On the 20th Colonel 
Munro was placed under arrest; the effect of which 
was to compel the Government to revoke Major 
Blacker's appointment, as the temporary removal of 
his superior rendered his presence indispensable at 
the Presidency.' The close concurrence of these 

I ParI. Papers, 25th May, 1810, p.I ... I Ibid. p.9. 
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BOOK I. events suggests the possibility of their connexion, 
CHAP. v. and the likelihood that matters of comparative in-

11109. significance, magnified into mischievous importance 
.by the passions of the individuals interested, contri
buted to occasion the transactions which ensued. 

As soon as Colonel Munro was made aware of the 
decision of the Commander-in-chief, he appealed to 
the Government, under whose authority he had acted, 
and by whom the measures he had recommended 
had been approved and adopted. This appeal was 
in the first instance forwarded through the Com
mander-in-chief; but, upon his refusing to be the 
channel of its transmission, it was addressed direct 
to the Governor in Council. 

The subject of the communication was referred 
to the chief civil and military advisers of the Go
vernment, the Judge-Advocate-General and the Ad
vocate-General, and fortified by their joint opinions 
that it was bound to protect the advisers of mea
sures which it had made its own, the Government 
exercised the power ·with which it was intrusted by 
the Legislature; and, havl.ng first in vain requested, 
next commanded General Macdowall to release 
Colonel Munro from his arrest.l The tenor of the 
Commander-in-chiefs commission subjected him so 
explicitly to the authority of the Governor in Council, 
that he was under the necessity of yielding obedi
ence, protesting against what he designated as an 
undue interference. Nor was he satisfied with this 
expression of his indignation: on the eve of his em
barkation for England he directed the publication 
of a General Order, in which he announced that his 

I See the whole correspondence, I'arl. Papers, 25th May, I'p. 12--24. 
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departure alone prevented him from bringing Colonel BOOK L 

Munro to trial for disrel;pect to the Commander-in- CBAI'. Y. 

chief, for disobedience of orders, and for contempt 1809. 

of military authority, in having resorted to the power 
of the Civil Government in defiance of the judgment 
of the officer at the head of the army, wha had 
placed him under arrest on charges preferred ~~st 
him by a number of officers commanding native 
corps; in consequence of which appeal direct to the 
Honourable the President in Council, Lieutenant
General Macdowall had reeeived a positive order 
from the chief secretary to liberate Lieutenant. 
Colonel Munro from arrest : and the order proceeded 
to stigmatize the conduct of Colonel Munro as de
structive of subordination, subversive of military dis. 
cipline, a violation of the sacred rights of the Com. 
mander-in.chief, and a most dangerous example to 
the service. Generalllacdowall therefore thought 
it incumbent on him, in support of the dignity of 
the profession, and his OW'D station and character, to 
express hiB strong disapprobation of Coloneillunro's 
unexampled proceedings, and reprimanded him ac
cordingly! 

Thus far the Gowrnment of Madras had acted 
with a degree of calmness and forbearance which 
derived additional lustre from the contrast which 
it offered to the violence of the C-ommander-in-ehief. 
Instead of interposing to heal the wounds which the 
needless sensitiveness of the officers had suffered 
from the incautious but indefinite language of an 
official report, and which a few words of explanation 

I Gearral 0n:Ien by the o-_ ......... ilt-c:JUec. hNd1urten, 28th Ju. 
18O!l.-Parl. Papers, ~ MaJ,IS._, ,.28. 
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BOOK I. from the writer, supported by their own good sense 
CHAP. v. and the mediation of their common superior, must 
.1809. have· convinced them were more imaginary than real, 

General Macdowall echoed and aggravated their 
complaints, and, mixing up their grievances with his 
own, -employed them as instruments with which to 
assail the Government in the person of one of its 
most meritorious and efficient servants. For the 
Government of Madras to have allowed Colonel 
Munro to fall a sacrifice to interested clamour or per
sonal resentment on account of its own acts, would 
have forfeited for ever its claim to the respect of its 
subordinates. The opinions of Colonel Munro had 
been called for by those who were entitled to de~ 
mand them, and so enjoined, it was his duty to state 
his honest convictions without reserve. These con
victions were pronounced by the Commander-in~ 
chief of the day to be his own; and the Madras 
Government, the Government of Bengal, and the 
Court of Directors all concurred in their justice 
and truth, and took them as the principles of their 
public acts. The responsibility of the subordinate 
ceased when the supreme power - one acknow
ledging no responsibility to its own'servants-deter
mined to identify his counsels with its own decrees; 
and its decrees would have been issued ln vain, if the 
counsels which suggested them were to expose any 
one of its instruments to be degraded and punished 
by another. There can be no question, therefore, 
that the Government of Madras was bound to shield 
the Quarter-Master-General from the anger of the 
Commander-in-chief; and that it was legally em
powered so to interpose, was substantiated by the 
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enforced submission of the latter. His threats of BOOK I. 

what he would have done if he had remained, were CHAP. v\ 

like the fast-retiring wave of the Madras surf wasting 1809. 

itself in impotent foam and fury upon the beach. 
It happened, unfortunately for the character of the . 

Madras Government and the tranquillity ofthe settle
ment, that, departing from the calm assertion of its 
own powers, and the dignified attitude it had hitherto 
held, the Government precipitated itself into a career 
of recriminatory and vindictive acts. Instead of re
garding the general order of the Commander-in
chief as the idle ebullition of an angry spirit, the in
fluence of which was neutralised by its own intempe
ranee; .instead of taking time to weigh deliberately 
the probable results of engaging in an angry con
test; the Government instantly promulgated a pub
lic order I of scarcely less exceptionable phraseology, 
charging General Macdowall with having given 
utterance to insinuations grossly derogatory to the 
character of the Government, and subversive of 
military discipline and of the foundations of public 
authority, and with having on that and other recent 
occasions been guilty of violent and inflammatory 
proceedings, and of acts of outrage: accusations not 
wholly borne out by facts, even if it had been deco
rous to. proclaim them. Taking advantage also of 
the non-reception of General Macdowall's formal 
resignation, the order cancelled his appointment, and 
removed him from the station of Commander-in
chief of the forces of Fort St. George: a somewhat 
superfluous mode of displeasure, as General Mac-

I Tbe Commaoder-in-ebief'. order was not publisbed till the 30th of 
Jan. Tbe order of the Govemment is dated tbe lIst. 

, 
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BOOK I. dowall was on board the ship which was to convey 
.CHAP. v. him to England; a destination he was not permitted 

1809. to reach, the vessel being lost at sea on the voyage. 
If the Madras Government had vindicated its 

. authority in more temperate language, and directed 
that the offensive order of the General should be 
expunged from the order-books of the army, it would 
have better preserved its consistency and secured its 
triumph. Had its indignation been allowed to ex
pire with the cause which had provoked it, few would 
have been disposed to call its proceedings seriously 
into question; and after a short period the superficial 
and inconsequential ferment, in the activity of which 
the Commander-in-chief was so vital an element, 
would have subsided. Unhappily, it was thought 
that enough had not been done to vindicate the 
authority and dignity of the Government. Mea
sures were adopted which irritated the passions of 
the army more than anything that had yet occurred, 
and infused into the quarrel feelings of personal ran
cour, by which it had not yet been generally em
bittered. The order of the Government, which has 
been just described, concluded by suspending from 
the service of the Company Major Boles, the Deputy
Adjutant-General, for having signed and circulated 
the general order of the departing Commander-in
chief in the absence of his immediate superior, who 
had accompanied General Macdowall on board ship. 
Colonel Capper, the Adjutant-General, avowed him
self responsible for the circulation of the order, and 
was included in the same penalty.t It was to no 

• General Orders of the Government of Fort SL George, 31st Jan. and 
lst Feb., 1809; ParI. Papers, 25th May, 1810, p. 29. 
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purpose that these officers pleaded the merely mini~ BOO~ L 

terial eharacler of their duties. and the obligation, CBAP ...... 

imposed upon them by militacy discipline, of exe- 180S.. 

roting the orders of the Commander of the forces. 
It It"as argued by the GoTernment, that, by giring 
authenticity and CIll1'eDC'J' to a paper .-hich they 
rouM not but be aTare ..-as in the highest deg-ree 
~~ to the GoTernment, they It"ere acting 
in direct Tiolation of their duty to the latter, and 
thereby kno1ringly rommitted an illegal act, ron-
nected .-ith ne1r"8 of the most reprehensible nature, 
.-hich no authority rould justify, and that they 
therefore deserved the punishment they had innlr-
red. Colonel Capper sailed for England, and, like 
bis superior, peruhed on the pa.s.sage. To lIajor 
Boles it 1I1L8 intimated. that, if he ackno.-I~ooed 
his error, the sentence might be mitigated; but he 
refu...~ to admit that he bad done lI"I'Ong, and the 
penalty ..-as enfort'ed.. 

It is Tery possible that the Adjutant-General and 
his deputy .-ere more inclined to take part .-ith 
their military than .-ith their ciTiJ superior, that 
they shared in the preniling dL"'OOntent, and that 
they .-ere not nnwilling instruments in the issuing 
of the oft"ensiTe order. Still, the plea of military 
wbordination ..-as a pIau.s.ible exC'U...<lIe, and one .-hich 
1I1L8 t"aleulated to find (aTour .-ith military men. It 
might be rorrect, as after.-arcIs argued by the 
Judge-AdTcx-ate-General, that, eTeD in the ca.~ o( 
military men, the illegal rommands of a superior are 
inTalid; but then romes the question, by .-hom is 
the illegality to be determined! Xothing «."all 

ju...qjfy disobedience of orders but the most nnequi-
TOL. L T 
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nOOK I. vocal and universal recognition of the illegality; 
CHAP. v. ~d, wherever a doubt is admissible, obedience is 

1809. the safer course. That General Macdowall's order 
was illegal is a proposition by no means so self
evident as to obtain immediate and implicit assent, 
and was little likely to be sO,esteemed in the actual 
state of military feeling at Madras. It was possi
ble, therefore, that those who obeyed it did not 
consider it to be illegal; and,. although they saw 
that it was disrespectful, they did not hold their 
interpretation. of its tenor to that extent only to be 
a sufficient reason for disobeying the positive com
mands of the Commander-in-chief.1 At any rate, 

I Major Boles avers that he does not consider the order illegal or directed 
against the Government, and that many officers of rank and experience in 
the King's and Company's services concurred with him in concluding it to 
be exclusively applicable to Colonel ~Iunro.-Parl. Papers, 25th May, 
1810, i. S7. General Maitland, at the time Governor of Ceylon, in an 
elaborate examination of the subject, maintains that there was no proof of 
the ministerial officers being aware of the illegality of the order, and that, if 
Major Boles erred, he erred on the right side; that the military law was 
completely positive on one side, and perf~ctly indefinite on the other; and 
that he followed a conrse vindicated by many precedents, instead of one 
for which no precedent could be pleaded.-Parl. Papers, 25th May, 1810, 
No. vi. p. 158. Althongh the Supreme Government considered the general 
order of General Macdowall to be of a seditious character, and that the 
Adjutant-Genel'al and his deputy in issuiDg it had become thereby guilty 
of sedition, (ParI. Papers,20th May, 1810, No. iii. p. IS,) yet the Governor
General avows that the suspension of those officers gave him great uueasi
ness, as he anticipated that it would furnish a plausible, and to military 
minds a captivating, pretence for a more general coUlbiuation against the 
Government than any of the circumstances which preceded it: that, although 
the merits of the question as an abstract poiat were clear and confident, yet 
they were not less likely to be questioned; and he felt assured that in the 
military world, which was the quarter of the greatest authority in such a 
controversy, the sentiment was likely to be nearly unanimous against the 
principle adopted by the Government of Fort St. George, whilst other 
opinions would be much divided.-(Parl. Papers, April, 1811, No. vi. p.ISS.) 
The sense of the Court of Directors was still more decidedly expressed; as, 
immediately after the arrival of the first intelligence of the proceedings of 
the Madras Government, they ordered that Colonel Capper and Major Boles 
should be restored to the service.. "As those officers were placed in a 
situation of difficulty, their removal from their respective emolumeDts on 
the staff would have been a sufficient mark of your displeasure, aud we 
therefore direct that their suspension from our service be taken off," -Letter 
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the plea was urged in extenuation of the act, 'and it BOOK I. 

would have been prudent to have so accepted it; for _C_HA_P_ • ...:..v._ 

it might easily have been foreseen, that to visit the 
offence with extreme punishment would excite gene
ral commiseration for the victims and unpopularity 
for the judge. The consequences were such as should 
have been anticipated. Addresses' were immediately 
forwarded to Major Boles from all the divisions of 
the army, approving of his conduct, denouncing his 
sentence as cruel and undeserved, and proposing to 
raise by subscription an income equal to that of 
which the Government had deprived him. The 
type of the contest was now for the first time durably 
stamped upon it. Hitherto the officers of the army 
had felt aggrieved by the public acts of the Govern-
ment: they 'now combined in hostility to the Governor. 
It was henceforward a struggle between men, rather 
than between principles; between Sir George Barlow 
and a body of officers, rather than between the Go
vernment and the army of Fort St. George. 

An interval of three months had elapsed from the 
suspension of the officers of the Adjutant-General's 
department, when another general order of the· Go
vernment, dated the Ist of May, announced a 

from the Court, 15th Sept. 1809. When subsequent advice of the part 
taken by the officers in favour of MlYor Boles reached England, they re-. 
scin<'.ed the order and confirmed the suspension; "as it Willi to be inferred 
that he had become a rallying point for dangerous doctrines, with his own 
consent. "-Letter from the Court, 29th Sept.; ParI. Papers, May, 1810, p.13. 
They afterwards recur to their first view of the case, and state that they 
cannot discover any such inherent and obvious illegality as could justify 
the Adjutant or Deputy-Adjutant-General in refusing to obey the command 
they had received from Lieutenant-General Macdowall that the said order 
should be circulated to the army. "We therefore continue of opinion that 
MlYor Boles ought not to have been suspended from the service." -Military 
Letter from the Court of Directors, 5th February, 1811; ParI. Papers, 
April, 1811, p. 118. 

T2 

1809. 
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BOOK I. sweel)ing list of removals, supersessions, and sus-
CHAP. v. 
___ pensions. Four officers of rank were suspended 

1809. the service; an equal number were removed from 
their commands or staff appointments, and four 
were sup~rseded in the command of battalions: 
among them were Colonels St. Leger, Chalmers, 
and Cuppage, who had recently performed such dis
tinguished services in Travancore.1 The officers 
thus punished were accused of having signed, and 
influenced others to sign, an address to Major 
Boles of the purport above. stated; and of baving 
signed, and influence.d others to sign, a memorial 
which it was proposed to send to the Governor
General, in which the supposed grievances of the 
Madras army were detailed. Some of the offenders 
were also charged with having signed a statement 
in favour of General Macdowall, and forwarded it 
to him at Ceylon. Copies of these documents bad 
come into the hands of Sir George Barlow, and 
were communicated by him to bis council, with 
whose concurrence the order of the 1st of :May was 
issued.s 

Although it could not be denied that the officers 
of the army had entered into combinations which 
were as decidedly incompatible with their military 
obligations as their subordination to the Civil Go
vernment, yet it is very questionable if the mea-

1 General Order, 1st of May, 1809; ParI. Papers, May, 1810, l! A. 
p.l!2. The officers suspended w.lre Lieutenant-Colonel the Honourable 
Arthur St. Leger, Major John De Morgan, Captain Josiah Marsball, Cap
tainJamesGrant. Removed: Lieutenant-Colonel Robert Bell, Lieutenant. 
Colonel J. M. Chalmers, Lieutenant-Colonel J. Cuppage, Captain J. M. 
Coombs. Superseded: Captain Smith, Major Keasberry, MllJor Muirhead, 
and MllJor Haslewood. 

• Minute of the President in Council, with enclosures, lst May, 1809; 
ParI. Papers, May, 1810, l! A. S. 
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sures adopted were politic or necessary. The state- BOOK I. 

ment of General .Macdowall's conduct, and the CHAP. v. 

memorial to the Governor-General, had been drawn 1809. 

up under the influence af that excitement which 
existed at the time of the embarkation of the Com
mander-in-chief; and the address to l\fajor Boles 
originated in the occurrences immediately follow-
ing. The feelings so vi rid in the beginning of 
February had in some degree begun to cool even 
early in March; for at that time a circular letter 
was addressed by the new Commander-in-chief, 
General Gowdie, to the officers commanding the 
principal divisions of the army, desiring to know 
whether the memorial had been circulated amongst 
the officers under their command, and enjoining 
them to be vigilant in bringing them to a sense of 
their duty; and it is acknowledged by Sir G. Bar-
low himself, that, with one exception, the replies 
were in general perfectly satisfactory.1 In fact, the 
memorial never was sent; and it is adInitted that all 
intention of sending it had been abandoned, when 
it was made the ground of punishing _ those who 
were accused of having taken an active share in its 
signature and circulation.' 

Another objectionable feature in this proceeding 
was its being based on private information, a copy 
of the memorial having been forwarded to Sir G. 
Barlow through a channel which he did not wish to 
reveal. Its existence was .farther substantiated by 
the testimony of some of the country-born clerks in 
the offices of the military department, who had 
been employed to transcribe various papers by some 

I !\Iinute laat cited. • , MiDDte ditto. 
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BOOK I. of the officers particularised. Their depositions 
C_P. v. 

-..,-__ were taken privately. Their testimony was never 
11109. comm~nicated to the accused, and might or might 

not have been true.1 That papers such as were de
scribed had been in circulation, was not improbable; 
but to what extent some of the individuals con
demned were implicated in their distribution, had 
not been clearly established/~ Several of them de
nied the justice of the charge; but denial was use
less, and proof would have been too late. Ac
cusation and condemnation were simultaneous; the 
officers so summarily punished were allowed no op
portunity of excuse or justification. They first 
heard of the charge against them when they read 
their sentence. No wonder that such treatment 
should have added fuel to Hame. 

A further unfortunate circumstance distinguished 
this general order of the 1st of May. With sin
gular ignorance of the extent to which the same 
sentiments pervaded the Madras army, and with 
a strange unconsciousness of the sympathy which 
fellowship in service and in fortunes is so apt to 
inspire amongst classes of men and particularly 
amongst the members of the military class, the Go
vernment thought fit to compliment the subsidiary 
force at Hyderabad for its satisfactory and exem
plary conduct in having resisted all participation in 

l T4e ex~il\atioIl~ are !lPpended, to the President's miIlute. 
• The officers of ~e artillery, under Colonel Bell's command, made" a 

solemn and unequivocal declaration that he had neither directly nor in
directly countenanced o,r influenced the circulation of any paper of the 
tendency alluded to in the order of Government." Colonel St. Leger' and 
Major De Morgan denied having taken an active part in thll circulation 
of the memorial, or in8uenced others to sign it. See their memorials in 
the ParI. Papel·s. .. 
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the improper and dangerous proceedings which the BOOK I. 

order described. Nothing could have been more CHAP. v. 

mischievous.1 The officers of the Hyderabad force 1809. 

instantly and indignantly repudiated the distinction, 
and, in their eagerness to show that it was unde-
served, plunged headlong into. a career far more 
violent and indefensible than any which had yet 
annoyed or alarmed the Government.. They imme-
diately published a letter to the army and to the 
officers suspended, in which they declared their 
entire disapprobation of the suspension and removal 

, of so many valuable officers from the service and 
from their commands; their willingness .to contri
bute to the support of those officers; and their de
termination to co-operate with the army in all legal 
measures for the removal of the cause of the pre
sent discontent, and the restoration of their brother
officers to the honourable situations from which 
they llad been removed.- This was followed by an 
address to the Governor in Council, signed by a 
hundred and fifty-eight officers of the divisions of 
Jalna and Hyderabad, urging strenuously the re
storation of the removed officers as the only mea
sure likely to prevent the possible and probable 
consequences which they else apprehended; namely, 
the separation of the civil and military, the destruc
tion of all discipline and subordination amongst the 
native troops, the ultimate loss of a large portion of 
the British possessions in India, and the dreadful 
blow it would inflict on the mother country.s In 

1 General Orders of the Government; ParI. Papers, May, 1810, II A. 
p.24. 

• Pari. Papers, May, 1810, II B. p. 24. • • Ibid. p. 26. 
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BOOK I. the course of the following month an address was 
CHAP. v. presented to Colonel Montresor, commanding the 

1809. Hyde!abad force, by his officers, of a still more 
outrageous description.1 

About the same time with this manifestation of 
the growing sentiments of insubordination at Hy.,. 
derabad, an overt act of mutiny was committed by 
the Company's European regiment quartered at 
Masulipatam. The officers of this corps had par
taken in the general feelings, and had been further 
irritated by the indiscreet harshness with which 
their. commanding officer had visited some impru-' 
dent expressions of those feelings in a moment of 
conviviality. The men were also out of humour at 
being occasionally drafted to serve as marines on 
board of the ships of war in the Bay of Bengal. A 
report was current amongst them that the whole 

-corps was to be broken up in this manner; and, 
when an order was issued for three companies to 
prepare for marine duty, the men refused to obey, 
and the officers placed their own colonel uilder ar
rest. The command was assumed by the next in 
rank, a managing committee of officers was insti
tuted, and a correspondence was opened by them 
with the Hyderabad and other mutinous divisions. 
Colonel Malcolm, who was at Madras, preparing to 

I On the 21st of July they presented to Colonel Montresor a paper 
which they styled their ultimatum, but pledging themselves to remain quiet 
until a reply from Government should be received. In this they demanded 
the repeal of the orders of the 1st May, the restoration of the officers sus
pt'nded or removed, the removal from their staff appointments of the offict'rs 
who had been the principal advisers of the Government, and the grant of a 
general amnesty to the discontt'nted. The signatures of all the officers 
except those on the staff were affixed to the paper, and a joint movement 
from Jalna and Hyderabad on Madras was projected in case their demands 
were not complied with.-Parl. Papers, May, 1810, 2 C. p. 29. 
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proceed on his mission to Persia, was dispatched to BOOK I. 

l\Iasulipatam to restore order and subordination: CHAP. v. 

he was treated with courtesy, but returned to the 1809. 

Presidency without accomplishing the object of his 
mission, and strongly impressed with the persuasion 
that the revocation of the Government order would 
alone prevent a general and fatal insurrection.1 In 
fact, on the 3rd of August garrison orders directed' 
t.he regiment to hold itself in readiness for field 
service; a plan having been concerted for the junc. 
tion of the troops from MaSulipatam with those 
from Jalna and I1yderabad, and their united march 
to Madras, where they threatened to compel the 
restoration of the officers, and to depose Sir George 
Barlow from the post of Governor. Luckily for all 
concerned. these wild and criminal projects were 
arrested by the seasonable interposition of the Go. 
vernor-General, and the return, of the most violent 
and rash to a recollection 'of their duty. 

The Government of Madras had thus, by unques. 
tionable deficiencies in temper and discretion, 
brought matters to a position from which it was 
equally dangerous to advance or recede. Several 
of the most distinguished of its military servants 
counselled the rescission of the obnoxious orders, 
and the restorati'on of the suspended officers to the 
service.' Such a concession might have moderated 
the violence of the tempest, but its efficacy in pro. 

1 ParI. Papel'll, May, 1810, II B. p. S3, and II C. p.l. Colonel Malcolm 
8ubaeqoently published "Observations on the Distorbancea of the Madraa 
Army," in two parte; London, 1812. 

• By Captain Sydenham, the Resident at Hyderabad ; by Colonel Mon
tresor, commanding the subsidiary force; aod by Colonel Malcolm.-Parl. 
l'apers. 
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BOOK I. ducing a continued 'calm was-' more than doubtful. 
CHAP. v. It would have been an acknowledgement that the 

1809. Government had acted with inconsiderateness and 
injustice, and possessed neither the strength nor the 
spirit to assert its legitimate rights; and it would 
have established a dangerous precedent, and en
couraged, in time to come, those who felt or fan
"cied a grievance, to resist the will of all future ad
ministrations, and seek redress by force and intimi
dation. There was an end of all civil government,
of all government,-if military combination was al
lowed to set aside constituted authority; if the army 
was suffered to dictate its own laws and choose its 
own officers; if the weapons, with which it was in
trusted to defend the state against external aggres
sion, were aimed against those functionaries who 
had been appointed to guide and govern in India 
the civil and military servants of the Company and 
subjects of the Crown. Justice demands that full 
weight should be given to these considerations in 
appreciating the conduct of Sir George Barlow at 
this crisis. His determination to uphold at every 
risk the rightful claims of the Government to the 
obedience of the army was defensible on the 
grounds of the responsibility, imposed upon him by 
his station, of preserving undisturbed the social re
lations of the civil and military power under his 
authority, of asserting the superiority of law over 
force, and of maintaining inviolate the principles of 
the constitution, which had been assigned to the 
various members of the Indian empire by the Le
gislature of Great Britain. Nor was the hazard of 
actual collision so imminent or so great as it 
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seemed to be from the menacing attitude which a BOOK I. 

part of the army had assumed. It was but a part, CHAP. v. 

and a considerable portion had not yet taken any 1809. 

share in their proceedings. The Commander-in .. 
chief, and the great majority of those officers who 
were highest in rank and most distinguished in 
reputation, and whose influence with those under 
their command was of most importance, were 
staunch advocates of the principles of order and 
military subordination; many, who had been in ... 
volved in the proceedings by the vehemence of 
those around them. were known to be averse to-the 
extremes to which they were urged; and it was to 
be expected, that, even of those who were loudest in 
their denunciations, many would pause before they 
incurred the guilt of actual rebellion. The Govern. 
ment of Madras was assured of the decided support 
of the Government of Bengal, and had the com .. 
mand of the resources of that Presidency, as well as 
of Bombay and Ceylon. The King's regiments stea-. 
dily adhered to their duty; and there could be little 
doubt that the native soldiery, when the case was 
explained to them, would prefer the cause of the 
Government, from whom they derived their sub
sistence aud hopes of promotion, to that of their 
officers, whose objects they imperfectly understood, 
and from whose triumph they could anticipate no 
advantage. Relying on these considerations, the 
Government of Madras entered upon the contest 
with promptitude and vigour. . 

In order to ascertain its own strength, and diS
cover what proportion of the officers were well
affected, and at the same time to rem,ove the dis-
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BOOK I. affected fora season from situations where they 
CHAP. v. might exercise influence or authority, the officers 

1809. generally were called upon to sign a test pledging 
themselves to support the measures of the Govern
ment. Letters were addressed to the commanding 
officers of stations, furnishing them' with the pro
posed form of the test, and instructing them to pro
cure to it the sigilatures of the officers under their 
command, on perialtyof being removed from their 
regiments "to stations on the sea-coast,where they 
would be required to reside until the situation of 
affairs and the temper of men's minds should allow 
of their being again employed.1 As the removal 
was avowedly temporary, and the recusant officers 
were not to forfeit their pay, all appearance of un
necessary harshness was avoided, and a reasonable 
ple!L for remaining neutral was supplied to the least 
violent. At the same time, the commanding officers 
of corps were ordered to assemble the native officers, 
and explain to them, and through them. to the Sipahis, 
that thEi' discontents of the European officers were 
entirely personal; that the Government had no in
tention to diminish the advantages which 'the men 
enjoyed, but, on the contrary, was anxious to im
prove them, and that it confidently relied upon their 
attachment and fidelity.!! A general order to the 
same effect was also promulgated, and active mea
sures were taken to secure its circulation. The 

1 Pad. Papers, May, 1810, li C. p.41. The test or declaration ran thus: 
" We, the undersigned officers of the Honourable Company's service, do in 
the most solemn manner declare, upon our word of honour as British offi
cers, that we will obey the orders and support the authority of the Honour
able the Governor in Council of Fort St. George, agreeably to the tenor of 
the commissions which we hold from that Government."-Ibid. II B. p.9. 

• Pari. Papers, May, fSl0, 2 A. p. SO. 
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Compq.ny's troops were also so distributed in con- BOOK I. 

nexion with his Majesty's as to render the latter an CHAP. v. 

efficient check upon the former, and all the avail- 1809. 

able corps of the central division of the army were 
concentrated in the vicinity of the seat of Govern-
ment. 

The majority of the officers, even of those whose 
loyalty and moderation had never been doubted, 
declined to sign the test, and were consequently re
moved from their stations! The appeal to the native 
officers and men was very generally successful. 
'Vherever the orders of the Government reached 
them, they expressed their resolution to remain 
faithful to their vows of allegiance, and to obey no 
commands but such as they should receive from 
Government direct, or from officers whom the Go
vernment should set over them. This separation of 
the men from their officers was calculated to relax 
the reins of discipline and sow the seeds of disor
ganization in the native army; but the Indian soldier 
is of a plastic nature, which, where his own imme
diate interests or prejudices are not concerned, soon 
takes and soon· parts with impressions. The only 
situations in which the agitation was not suppressed 
without recourse to more stringent correctives were 
l\Iysore and Hyderabad. 

In the former of these districts, the officers of the 
garrison of Seringapatam, rendere<i desperate by the 
measures of the Government for separating the 
native soldiers from their officers, rnshed into un-

I Observations of Sir John Malcolm, p. 82, Colonel Bannerman states 
that the published returns show but one hundred and fifty signatures, out 
of thirteen hundred officers on the strength of the Madras army.-Dissent, 
Pari. Papers, April, 1811, 4. 23. 
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BOOK I. bridled violence and open rebellion. Compelling a 
CHAP. V. small detachment of his Majesty's troops to with-

1809. draw' from the fort, they seized upon the public 
treasure, drew up the bridges, and placed themselves 
in an attitude of defiance; disobeying the orders 
of Colonel Davies, commanding in Mysore, and dis
regarding the remonstrances of the Political Resi
dent, Mr. Cole. A detachment consisting of the 
25th dragoons, a regiment of native cavalry, with a 
regiment of his Majesty's foot, and a native battalion, 
commanded by Colonel Gibbs; marched to Seringa
patam, where they encamped; while a corps of 
Mysore horse, which had been supplied by the' 
Dewan, was detached to intercept the advance of 
two battalions which were on their way from Chittle
droog to reinforce the garrison. The Mysore horse 
met the battalions at some distance from Seringa
patam about the 7th of August. No forcible oppo
sition was offered until the 11 th, when the Chittle ... 
droog force was in sight of the walls of Seringapatam, 
and of the camp of the detachment by which the 
fortress was observed. Encouraged by the proximity 
of the latter; the Mysoreans began to harass the 
march of the battalions, and were fired upon. The 
resistance was, however, feeble; for, upon the ap
proach of the dragoons, the Chittledroog battalions 
broke and dispersed.. The greater part effected 
their escape into the fort, the garrison of which 
had made' a demonstration in their favour. The 
officer who commanded was woundedaud taken 
prisoner; another died of fatigue and anxiety 
after reaching the fort. More than tw,o hundred 
Sipahis and followers were said to have been killed 
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and wounded.' Of the dragoons one officer was BOOK L 

wounded slightly. During the night the fortress cUP. v. 

cannonaded the encampment; and, although no J809. 

great mischief was done, it was necessary to re-
move the tents to a safer distance. No further 
hostility was offered by either party: 

Hoping that the personal character of Colonel 
Close, the Resident at Poona, and his great popu
larity with the native soldiery, might enable him to 
exercise a salutary influence over the troops at 
Hyderabad, the Government called him from -his 
political duties to take the command of the sub
sidiary force. He arrived at Hyderabad on the 3rd 
of August; and, notwithstanding some opposition, 
made his way to the cantonments, where he expos
tulated with such officers as were present, and with 
such of the native officers and men as showed a dis
position to listen to his observations. Little effect 
was produced apparently by his intervention; and, 
having cause to apprehend personal restraint, he 
thought it more consistent with his own dignity and 
the intentions of the Government to withdraw from 
the cantonment to the Residency, and there await 
further instructions. Immediately upon his departure, 
the committee of officers summoned the divisions at 
J alua, l\Iasulipatam, and in the Northern Circars. 
The former made two marches ill advance, and the 

I The retum. give nine killed, one hundred and fifty wounded, and two 
hundred and eighty_e missing. The officers of the ChittIedroog battalion 
affinn that the men were ordered not to fire upon the Europeana, but only 
to defend themselvea against the M Y80re horse. The absence of all casual
tie. among the ciraguona, with the exception of one officer wounded, which 
wu poasibly the consequence of a misundel'l!tanding, is a strong corrobora
tion of this _nion.-Pari. Papers, May, 1810, II O. p. 40; also 2 F. 
p. IS, &e.; also Trial of Colonel J. Bell; Pari. Papers, April, 1811. 
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BOOK L latter were under orders to take the field, when, for
CHAP. v. tunately, the determinations of the officers at Hydern~ 

1809. bad underwent a change. On the 11 th of August they 
addressed a penitential letter to Lord Minto, who 
was expected to arrive at Madras; signed the test pr~ 
posed by the Government of Fort St. George; and 
circulated to the several stations of the army a paper 
wherein they stated that imperious circumstances 
and mature reflection had induced them to sign 
the declaration, and they earnestly entreated their 
brother-officers to follow their example! The de
fection of the Hyderabad force arrested the progre~ 
of the mutiny. The Jalna division returned to can
tonments. On the 16th of August the garrison at 
Masulipatam tendered their adhesion, and gave up 
the fort to General Pater; and on the 23rd the gar
rison of Serillgapatam submitted unconditionally, 
and evacuated the fortress. The declaratory test 
was universally signed, and a calm as profound as 

, The motives which influenced the officers are ~.apitulated hy Lord 
Minto in his letter of the 12th October, 1809, to the Secret Committe.!, 
par. n. "They ~present themselves to have proposed at 110 period any. 
thing beyond intimidation as a means of controuling Gorernment, and ex
acting the concessions they required: they advanced from factioo to setli
lion, from sedition to revolt, confident that each step they made towardll 
further violenee would be sufficient fur their purpose. In this course they 
gradually anived at the last narrow boundary which they had yet to pass 
before the commencement of civil war; and, while they yet hesitated on 
that last decisive step. the measures of Government convinced them that 
intimidation would fail, and, if thl'Y advanced further, the contest was 
actually to be maintained. They then describe their seDSe of the public 
evils incident to such a conllict, and their compunctioo at becoming the 
immediate instruments of such calamities; sentiments which terminated in 
a resolution to sacrifice their own objects and feelings to the public safety, 
and to submit themselves implicitly to the discretion of Government.u 

Although Lord Minto doubts, to its full extent, this account of their rea
sons fur so snddenly stopping in their course, and ascribes it, in part at 
least, to a seasonable fear of failure; yet he admits that very many must 
have heen urged onwards, against their own better judgmenls, by the im
pulse of example, and that these must have rejoiced at the first ovenure of 
retreat.-Parl. Papers, lUay,1810, No.iv. p.9. 
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the agitation had been alarming "-88 at once .BOOK I. 
restored. CHAP. Y. 

The causes which induced this seasonable re- 1809_ 

action are sufficiently obvious. The officers had hi
therto rU8hed forward in the blindness of their 
anger, without seeing whither it W88 likely to lead 
them; but they had now arrived at the very verge of 
the precipice, and another step would have con
signed them to irretrie"able infamy and ruin. It is 
impossible to belie,-e that the most daring and de
sperate did not at this moment wi!lh for an excuse to 
go no further. The senior officers in almost every 
command had throughout acted with so much mode
ration and judgment 88 to ha,-e secured the respect, 
although they had not been always able to repress 
the violence, of those subordinate to them; and 
their representations contributed to awaken in the 
minds of their younger brethren a truer perception 
of the perilous situation in which they stood. It is 
altro little to be doubted that the di!lposition to re-
tract deri,-ed confirmation from the apprehension of 
failure in advancing, and from a general belief that 
the nath-e soldiery would fall off from their officers 
if the quarrel with the Government were urged to 
actual warfare.' These reflections had been for some 
time at work. Even in the almost universal rejec-
tion of the test, the-indication of a returning sense 
of duty W88 manifested; 88 the chief ground of re-

I la wyeral of the pampbkta pubUaheci b, the Iriead. of the officera, It 
Ia _rteel that "the Sipahla adhered to the office,. to the IuL" Lord 
I\liuto obeerYea, tJuI .. the officer. ~"'" allowed themwl" .. to doubt 01 the 
adbereace 01 the twpo, battallooa.'·-Lrtter, 12th October, par. 16; Pari. 
P8pt'ra, 1\18" 1810, p.lII. la lI"aeral, however, the aatin office,. aad 
tnJopa maaif .. tecI liUle iacliaatioa to aapport their Eoropraa office,. 
apia'" the Go,~romeaL 

YOL.L 
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BOOK I. fusal was not its general purport, but the possibility 
CHAP. v. of its placing those who signed it in open hostility 

1809. to those with whom they had been so far engaged 
in a common cause. Most of the officers declared 
themselves from the first willing to sign it, with the 
reservation that they should not b~ required to take 
up arms against their brother-officers. The readi
ness with which they acquiesced in their removal 
from their regiments and stations evinced a similar 
state of feeling; and it wanted 'Only a beginning, an 
example of sufficient weight, for the change of sen
timent . to be universally and unequivocally exhi
. bited. This was supplied by the conduct of the 
Hyderabad force, which had been foremost and 
most vehement in its 'Opposition, and,having there
fore the greatest sacrifice of personal feeling to 
make in yielding obedience, was the more deserving 
'Of imitation. With regard to the officers of the 
subsidiary force, they were of course influenced by 
the same'motives as their companions in arms; and 
there is every likelihood, that the arguments and 
advice ,and the character of Colonel Close mate
rially affected their feelings, aided their judgment, 
and decided their determination. Another and 
very important circumstance came 'Opportunely to 
alleviate the pain and efface the discredit of such 
a departure from their previous declarations. It 
had been known for some time past that it was 
the intention 'Of the Governor-General to repair to 
Madras, l and assume in person an investigation into 
the proceedings 'Of the army. It was now ascer
tained that he was 'On his way. To his justice and 

I General Orders, Fort William, 20th July, 1809. 
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impartiality the officers looked with confidence, and BOOK I. 

felt assured that they had nothing to apprehend CHAP. v. 

in him from personal resentment. Although they 1809. 

signed the test of the Madras Government, yet it 
was to Lord Minto, and not to Sir George Barlow, 
that the officers at Hyderabad, Masulipatam, a~d 
Seringapatam addressed their submission.1 . 

Not that the officers of the Madras army had 
any reason to anticipate from the Governor-General 
a favourable award. His sentiments were known 
to be in accordance with those of the Governor in 
Council of Fort St. George. Communication of 
their proceedings, from the latter to the former, had 
drawn from the Supreme Government a review of 
the whole of the discussions, an elaborate vindi
cation of the course pursued by the Government of 
Madras, and an unqualified condemnation of the in
subordinate and seditious spirit which the officers 
had displayed.1 The letter had been published at 
Madras, and circulated to the army; but, notwith
standing its general tenor, there was a calmness in 
its tone, and a reasonableness in its arguments, 
which opened a prospect of considerate as well as 
just decision. 'Vhatever might be the sentence of 
the Governor-General, the sting of personality was 
removed; and it was the· functionary, not the indi
vidual, who was expected to pronounce judgment. 

It had been the purpose of Lord Minto to have 
sailed for Madras before the end of July; but his 

1 Address from the officers at Hyderabad to Lord Minto, 11th August; 
ParI. Papers, May, 1810,2 F.I. Declaration of those at Masulipatam; 
ibid. p. 1:11. Address of those at Senngapatam, 2IBt August; ibid. p. 46. 

• Letter from the Supreme Government to the Governor in Council, Fort 
St. George, 27th 1\lay, IS09; P"rl. Papers, May,1810, No. iii. 

u2 
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BOOK I. departure was delayed by the assurance, which the 
CHAP. v. Madras Government, with that singularly imperfect 

1809. knowledge which it had on other occasions evinced 
of the real state of things, conveyed to him, that 
the agitation was rapidly subsiding, and that a fair 
prospect existed of the army's returning to a sense 
of duty.l As soon as he ascertained that the in
formation was incorrect, he embarked, and reached 
Madras on the 11th of September. All parties 
anxiously awaited his fiat. It was not long de
layed.2 On the 25th of the same month a general 
order announced to the army the Governor-Gene
raJ's reprobation of their past conduct, and his reso
lution to inflict such punishment as might be com
mensurate with the offences committed. This de
termination was expressed in language designed 
and calculated to assuage all irritated feeling, and it 
was too evidently grounded upon the nature of the 
past transactions for its justice to be called in ques
tion. The necessity of vindicating the authority of 
the Government was based entirely upon abstract 
and incontrovertible principles, and the manner in 
which that vindication was to be exercised was 
qualified with the utmost possible leniency. The 
decision of the Governor-General was also distin
guished by one remarkable peculiarity,-the more 
remarkable from the contrast which it presented to 
the whole course of Sir George Barlow's proceed
ings,-the non-exercise of absolute power; the abey
ance of the right of the Governor-General to decree 

. 1 Letter from the Governor·General to the Secret Committee, 10th Octo. 
ber, 181)0, par. 37: also Minute of Governor·General, 15th July, 1800; 
Pari. Papers, May, 1810, No. iv.: and MS. Records. 

• Pad. Papers, May, 1810, No. iv. p.l4. 
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punishment of his own will and pleasure; and the BOOK I. 

reference of those who were charged with the high- CHAP.V. 

est degree of culpability to the judgment of their 1809. 

peers. A few only of the offenders were selected; 
such as officers in command of stations or of bodies 
of troops, commandants of corps, and individuals 
conspicuous for violent and forward behaviour. For 
the two first, courts-martial were ordered; to the 
others, the alternative was offered of investigation 
before the same tribunal, or dismissal from the 
service. The whole of the officers of the Hyderlr 
bad force were pardoned, in consideration of the 
important example which they had set of submis-
sion. Only three officers came under the first class, 
eighteen only under the latter; a general amnesty 
tranquillised the rest. The order wound up with 
expressions of affectionate solicitude for the charac-
ter and welfare of the Coast army, which sunk deep 
into minds that ha~ so long been used ~o the lan-
guage of unbending sternness and unqualified re-
proof, and which. now laboured under the humiliat-
ing consciousness that personal resentment, how-
ever provoked, was no excuse for a dereliction of 
the first principles of military duty,--obedience to 
constituted authority, and allegiance to the state. 

Shortly after the promulgation of this order, the 
trials commenced. Lieutenant-Colonel John Bell. 
the commandant of the garrison of Seringapatam. 
was charged with joining in, and with heading, the 
mutiny of the troops. The defence set up was, that 
he had consented to take the command only to pre
vent excess~s; that he exercised no real authority in 
the fort; that he had signed the test without, hesi-o 
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BOOK I. tation himself, and that it was through his influ€'nre 
...... P. ... the officers also finally signed i~ and that the gar-

1809. rison finally surrendered the fort in a peact'sble 
manner. lie was pronounred guilty, and St"n
t€'nced to be cashie~l. A like charge and Sl'ntenre 
characterised the trial of Major StOI"E'Y, who had 
rollS('nted to hold the romnumd at M~'lllipatam. 
upon the arrest, by his brotheMltlicers, of Colonel 
Inn~ their rommon superior. A similar deknre 
10\8 offered, and the prisoner was reorommendt'd to 
the merey of the CommandeNn-chief. In both 
~ the sentences 'were held to be too l€'nient, and 
were sent back for rension; but th€'y ,,"('re adhered 
to by the rourt...,\ and ewntually ronfirmell. Li€'u
t('nant-Colonel Dowton was charged with ha,ing 
moV{'(1 his detachment from JaIna with a mutinous 
and St."\litious dt'Sign against the Gowrnment of 
Madras. The dt'fenre was the same. Coloo('1 
Dowton, it was affirmed. had only osten...~bly p..'lrti
cipated in a mowment which he could not hinder, 
with a ,iew so to rontroul it as to render it inoffen
sive: he also produced a pri,-ate letter from the 
REosi\lent at I1yderabad, sanctioning his 8~mpany
iug the troollS, if he could not pre"('ut their IDaJ'\'h. 
Ill' ,,-as collS('C.}uently fully and honoursbly ac
quitted. This senteure al~ was disapproTed of by 
the ConmlalHler of the fol'C'eS, but was confimled 
by the court. Colonel Dowton ,,-as newrthdess 
susl)('nded by the Gowrnor-Gent>ral from the senire 
pen\ling a reft'renre to the pl€'ss'ure of the Court of 
Directors. Of the sl'C."On\1 da..~ of OffiCl'rs, two, 
Lil'utl'nant-Colont>l Munro aud Major K~nny. stoC,l4.1 
a trial, l\n\l wt>re cashit'te\l: tbe ll'$ot a~'ptl"\l the 
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alternative of dismissal.' Until the termination of BOOIt L 

the trials. Lon! Minto continued at the Presiden~y ,CJU.P •• '" 

of Madras; and when he quitted it, early in 1810. 1809-

his authority 11"88 in 80me measure It"placed by the 
pn.>senee of General Hewett. the CAlmmander-in-
chief of the Bengal army. who assumed the com-
mand of the army of Madras. At the end o( 1810, 
General Sir Samuel Auchmuty relie\"ed General 
Hewett (rom his duty. and, wi\h the command o( 
the army. took his place as member o( Council; 
the CAlurt o( Directors having learnt too late from 
the recent dissensions how essential 11"88 the posst.'S-

sion o( a dignity. 80 vainly co\"eted by GenerallIae
dowall. to the con!ial co-operation o( their chief 
ch-il and military (unctionaril'S. 

Thus terminated a struggle whi~h at one period 
11"88 thought to threaten the constitution o( the 
Madras Presidenq-. and endanger the existence of 
the British empire in India. The danger. though 
not visionary. was perhaps exaggerated. The quar
rel 'Was less between public Wil'S than between 
indh-iduals; and the army readily yielded to Lon! 
Minto the allegiance which it had withheld (rom, 
and ultimately conceded with an ill grace to, Sir 
George Barlow. lIowe\"(~'r UIll'l"a..'IOnable the a\"er
mon thus cherished. and however indl'fensible the 
extremities to ,,-hich it hurried unthinking men, 
it cannot be affirmed that the ft.'elings 80 widely 
spn.>ad were ,,-holly without extenuation, or that 
the measures and character o( the Goyernor "-ere 

I Ilqort el the Trials; Put.. Pa.-.. 1st April, 1811, No. yu. Letter 
rr- Lord Miato to &be S«rd c-.uUN, l$tIl April, 11130 i ibid. No. iL 
,.su. 
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BOOK I. not calculated to provoke, although not to justify, 
CHAP. v. disobedience. The Indian Governments of Sir 

1809. George Barlow's day were wholly unaccustomed to 
have their proceedings canvassed or their wisdom 
impugned, and" they were intolerant of opposition. 
This had been particularly the case in Bengal, where 
the imperious rule of . Lord Wellesley, relieved by 
the brilliant results of his public policy, had been 
long accustomed to demand and receive prompt 
and Unquestioning submission. Brought' up in his 
school, it is not to be wondered at that Sir George 
Barlow carried with him to Madras the same ex
alted notions of the authority entrusted to him; 
and when, from the concurrent causes which have 
been adverted to, he found, both in the civil and 
military branches of his government, contravention 
and resistance, he not unnaturally referred them to 
unworthy motives, and stigmatisecl them as personal . 
and factious. That much of the opposition which 
he encountered was personal was undoubtedly true; 
but it was not at first personal in a sense relating 
to him, so much as to the individuals themselves, 
advocating their own interests, and smarting under 
mistaken, perhaps, but not the less bitter, feelings 
of injury and injustice. These feelings might have 
been soothed, and their mischievous consequences 
prevented, by kindly consideration and temperate 
forbearance. General Macdowall had no right to 
complain of the Government of Madras for his ex
clusion from the Council; that was the act of the 
Court of Directors: but he had reason to feel ag
grieved when Government gave that exclusion prac
tical effect, constructing the plan of a campaign 
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without consulting him; or consulting him tardily BOOK I. 

and reservedly, and encroaching upon his preten- CHAP. v. 

sions to military patronage. Had he been treated 1809. 

with the same deference as if he had filled a seat 
at the council-board, all cause of offence would pos-
sibly have been removed; for, although warm and 
precipitate, his temper does not appear to have 
been unsusceptible of conciliation. When the sea-
son of friendly intercourse had passed, and General 
Macdowall had placed himself in the wrong by his 
unjustifiable violence in the case of Colonel Munro, 
the cancelling· of the arrest was so necessary and so 
sufficient a vindication of the authority of the Go
vernment, that it must have ensured, after the first 
heats were allayed, the concurrence of the whole 
army. . The annulment of the General's parting 
order was also a measure the propriety of which 
would have been little questioned, although the Ian .. 
guage of the order was undignified and intemperate. 
But the measures that ensued bore a different cha ... 
racter, and were hasty and imprudent, and in some 
respects unjust. The suspension of the officers of the 
Adjutant-General's department for obeying the com-
mands of their military superior; the condemnation of 
officers without charge or trial, upon private inform-
ation; and their severe punishment for an unperpe-
trated offence-the intended transmission of a me-
morial which was never sent; all originated in that 
spirit of official despotism which conceived that its 
own judgment superseded all need of hesitation, all 
occasion for inquiry or trial. That Sir George Bar-
low conscientiously considered the station in which 
be was placed to be endowed ",ith such prerogatives; 
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BOOK I. that it was the dignity, not so much of his own per
CHAP. V. son or power, es of that of the office of Governor in 

1809. Council of Fort St. George, may be granted: but 
the removal of Major Boles was regarded even by the 

. Government of Bengal and the Court of Directors as 
unjust; and no less so were the orders of the 1st of 
~ay, which pronounced sentence upon meritorious 
officers for an uncommitted crime, upon private in
telligence and without a trial. That they were most 
impolitic was proved by the irritation which they 
excited; and which, from a smouldering fire that 
might have bumt·.jtself out among its own ashes, 
was thus fanned into a fierce and formidable flame. 
In the subsequent transactions, although the army 
was most deeply to blame, yet the Government was 
not exempt from fault. The stern unfeeling tone 
of its general orders, and the absence of an attempts 
at explanation or conciliation, were preserved in 
stoical consistency to the last; until the Government 
of Bengal introduced a new style, and did not dis
dain to blend the . language of affectionate and pa
ternal solicitude with the assertion of authority; 
and until, which' was still more important, it con
descended to lay aside the sword of justice, and 
send the accused to those tribunals to which they 
acknowledged themselves to be amenable. That 
a profound sense of public duty was the chief 
moving principle of Sir George Barlow's conduct 
it is impossible to doubt, but he trusted too exclu
sively to on~ only method of discharging that duty, 
-the exercise of absolute power. 

Although anticipating the course of events, yet, 
in order to dispose finalJy of an unpleasant subject, 
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it will be advisable to advert in this place to the BOOK I. 

proceedings in England, to which the transactions CRAP. v. 

at Madras gave rise. The public was speedily inun- 1809. 

dated by the statements of the opposite parties; 1 

but the interest excited was inconsiderable, as atten-
tion was absorbed by the great interests of European 
politics. Several motions for papers were made in 
the IIouse of Commons, and the documents were 
printed; but no ulterior proceedings were bnsed 
upon them. It was rather different at the India 
House. The Court of Directors at first upheld the 
measures of the Government of Madras, and still 
more cordially approved of those of the Govemor
General; but when the alarm had subsided, and 
the transactions were more calmly considered, a 
serious difference of opinion respecting the merits 
of Sir G.· Barlow, urged "ith no little warmth and 
acerbity, divided the Court. The first struggle took 
Illace upon the appointment of the new Commander
in-chief to a seat in Council, which involved the 
question of displacing one of the actual members. 
After several days of debate, on one of which the 
Court whs so equally didded, that, agreeably to law, 
the Treasurer determined the question by lot, Mr. 
Petrie, who had been opposed on many important 
matters to Sir George Barlow, was removed. The 

• Ia addition to the publications of Mr. Marsh, a geoUemau 0( the legal 
profession, who, while at Madras, had been g("nerally the adviser aod 
MlYOCate of Sir George Barlow', oPPOOeDta, ud of Colonel Malcolm, with 
the obsenatiool ud I'l'pliftl which they produced, the principal authoritiea 
on either aide are the followiog: 1. A View of the );>olicy of Sir George 
BaRow; ia a aeriea of Lettt"n by lodu .. 1810. I. Letter from au Officer at 
Madru. I. An Accurate aod Authentic l"arrati"e of the Di_olion. at 
IIladru. 4. l"anative of the late Trial., &0. 6. Account of the Dis
contenta of the MadJU Anny. The two principal Rniewa, also, took 
dill"c!I'CIlt aidea of the quCltiou. . 
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BOOK I. dissents of those. members of the Court who disap
CHaP. v. proved of the decision, and the reply of those who 

1809. supported it, took a review of the whole of the 
transactions, and with equal ability and earnestness 
commended or condemned the policy of Sir George 
Barlow.1 Similar discussions attended the appeals 
made by the dismissed or suspended officers; and at 
different dates their dismission was both confirmed 

. and cancelled. The milder counsels at last prevailed, 
and all who had been suspended or dismissed were 
pardoned and restored to the service.2 In July, 
1811, a motion was made for the recall of Sir 
George Barlow, but it was defeated under strong 
protests from some of the Court.3 The same motion 
was renewed and carried at the end of the following 
year, and was equally the subject of a protest by 
those members of the Court who had uniformly sup
ported his measures and vindicated his reputation! 

1 The proceedings and the dissents of Messrs. Bannennan, Baring, Inglis, 
Huddlestone, Elphinstone. and Patterson, with the reply of Messrs. Grant 
and Astell, are printed in the ParI. Papers, 1811, No. iv. 

• Most of the suspended officers were restored in 1811; those cashiered 
or dismissed, at subsequent dates. 

a The dissents of Messrs. Parry, Smith, Astell, Bebb, and Grant were 
published by Sir Robert Barlow, the brother of Sir George. Murray, 1813. 

4 Little occasion now exists, perhaps, for an appeal to authority to deter
mine the character of the proceedings of the Madras army; but there is very 
high military authority on the subject, that of the Duke of Wellington, 
who, amid the anxieties of his position in Spain at the end of 1809, felt a 
warm interest in the troops whom he had so often led to victory. The fol
lowing passages occur in a letter, dated Badajoz, 3rd December, 1809, 
addressed to Colonel Malcolm. 

"You cannot conceive how much I have felt for what has passed on the 
Madras Establisbment. I scarcely recognise in those transactions the men 
for wbom I entertained so much respect, and had so much regard, a few 
years back; and I can only lament that they, and the army, and the affairs 
of that Presidency in general, have been so much mismanaged. These 
transactions, and their causes, prove that it is not always the man who has 
the character of being the best natured, and one of the easiest disposition, 
who will agree best with those placed in authority over him, or those with 
whom he is to co-operate. They owe their origin to the disputes of the 
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persons in authority in India, that is ~say;between the Governor and the BOOK I. 
Commander-in-chief. Both, but principally the latter, looked for parti- CHAP. v. 
zans and supporters; and these have euded by throwing off allsubordina- ___ _ 
lion, by relinquishing all habits of obedience, and almost by open resist- 1809. 
once. Nothing can be more absurd than the pretext for this conduct • 

.. Colonel Munro's opinion might be erroneous, and might have been 
harsh towards his brother-officers; but not only he ought not to have been 
brought to a court-martial for giving that opinion, but he ought to have been 
brought to a court-martial if he had refrained from giving it, when he was 
called upon by the Commander-in· chief to make him a report on a subject 
referred to his official consideration. The officers of the army are equally 
wrong in the part they have taken in the subsequent part of the question, 
which is one between the Governor and the Commander-in-chief, whether 
the former had a right to protect Colonel Munro from the acts of the latter, 
upon which question no man can have a doubt who bas any knowledge of 
the constitution of Great Britain, and particularly of that of the Indian 
Governments. I, who have arrived pretty nearly at the top of the tree, 
should be tbe last man to give up any point of military right or etiquette. 
But I have no doubt whatever, not only that it was the rigbt, but that it 
was the ,duty, of the Governor in Council to interfere to save Colonel Munro; 
and that if he had not done so, and the public had sustained any loss or in
convenience from bis trial, or if the public attention had been drawn to the 
injustice of bis trial, the Governor would have been severely responsible for 
the omission to perform his duty • 

.. So far for my opinion upon the main points of the question. As for the 
others, the conduct of officers upon the addresses. tbe orders issued, the re
solutions entered into, the resignations of their offices, &c. &c., they are con
sequences of the first error; that is, of persons in authority making partizans 
of those placed under them, instead of making all obey the constituted au
thorities of the state. This conduct in the officers of the army would have 
been wrong, even if the cause bad been just, and the Commander-in-chief 
had wished to screen Colonel Munro from the persecution of the Govern
ment; and it is really not worth while to take up my time in describing, 
or yours in perusing, a description of the folly, the inconsistency, or the 
breaches of discipline and subordination contained in all those documents. 
I have so much regard for the Madras army, to which lowe much, that I • 
would sacrifice a great deal to have it in my power to restore them to that 
atate of discipline, union, and respectability ill which I left them in the year 
1805; and I assure you that lahall rejoice most sincerely when I shall hear 
that their good sense and good temper have predominated over their feelings 
of party and their prejudices." -Dispatches of the Duke of Wellington; 
Supplementary volume to the three first Parts, p. 231. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

ForeignPolicy of Lord l.Iinto's Administration.-In
'Dasion of Berar by Amir Khan,--a force sent to tke 
aid of tlte Raja.-Amir Khan's defeat by tkeBerar 
troops,-'retires before the British.-Disputes between 
the Peshwa and tke Southern Jagirdars.-Compul
sory adjustment.-Suppression of Piracy by tke 
States of Wari and Kolapur.-Ezpedition against 
tke Pirates of ike Persian Guiph.-Joasmis,-tludr 
ferocity.-Destruction of Ras-ol-Kkaima and other 
Pirate s.tations.-Ezpedition to. l.Iacao.-Opera
tions against tke French and Dutch colonies in tke 
Indian Seas.-Successful depredations of tlte French 
cruizers.-Ezpedition against Rodriguez,-its occu
pation.-Descent upon Bourbon.-Garri~on of Ro
driguez 'I'einforced.-Seconil descent upon Bourbon, 
and capture.-Naval Transactions at tlte Isle, of 
F'I'ance.-Frencl, frigates in the harbour of Grand 
Pori attacked by the English squailron.-Destruc
tion of tke English 'Dessels.-Naval actions qff tke 
Islands hetween the blockading ships and the French 
frigates.-Arrival of tke Armaments from Bengal 
and l.Iadras.-Landing of tke forces in Grande 
Baye,-march to Pori Louis,-capitldation with the 
French Gooernor.-Blockade of ike Dutch Islands. 
-Ezpedition against tke l.Ioluccas.- Capture of 
Amboyna,-of Banda,-and of Ternate.-E.rpedi
tion against Java,-accompanied by Lord l.Iinto.
Difficulties of the 'Doyage-ooercome.-Former ope
'I'ations.-Destruction of Dutch vessels at Gresik.-
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AIeasure8 of General Daendels and of kis successur, 
General Jansens.-Arrivaloftkefleet in tke Roads 
of Batavia,-landing of tke troop8.- Occupation of 
Batavia.-Advance to Weltevreeden.-Strengtk of 
Furl Cornelis.-Assault.-AIarck of Colonel Gilles
pie" column, - surprise of tke outwurk, - defences 
fm-ced,-e.r.plosion of a redoulJt,-tlte fort taken,
tke pursuit and dispersion of eke Enemy.-Churbon 
and AIadura occupied. -Final defeat of General 
Jansens.-Surrender of Java ana its dependencies. 
-AIr. RajJles appointed Governur.-Colonel Gilles· 
pie Commander of tke Furces.-Capture of Yodk
yakarta.-E.rpedition against Po1emlJang.-Sultan 
deposed.- Views of ike Court of Directur8.-Bene
flcial results of tke Britisk Administration in Java. 
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No events of any great political importance took BOOK I. 

place on the continent of India, the occurr~nce of CIlAP. VL 

which was 'likely to aggravate the anxiety expe- 1809. 

rienced by the British Government from the dissen-
sions that prevailed at :Madras; but, during the tlame 
period, various occasions of minor moment had arisen 
for the exercise of its interference and the mani~ 
festation of its power. Of this character were the 
proceedings consequent upon the conduct of Amir 
Khan, of whom mention has been made in our pre-
ceding pages, and who provoked at this time the 
hostility of the Government of Bengal. Left with-
out controul by the insanity of Holkar, and keeping 
together a numerous body of troops, for the pay-
ment of which he possessed no means of his own, 
Amir Khan, after exhausting the resources of the 
Rajput princes, was compelled to look abroad for 
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BOOK I. plunder, and enlarge the field of his depredations. 
CHAP. VL The Raja of Berar was selected as the victim of his 

1809. necessities. 
In the commencement of his political career J es

want Rao Holkar had been detained for· some time 
as a prisoner at N agpore, and, according to his own 
,assertions, was pillaged by the Raja of jewels of 
very great value. Amir Khan now demanded, in· 
the name of Holkar, the restitution of the jewels1 

or their price; and, as the demand was not com
plied with, he moved, in January 1809, to the fron
tiers of Berar with all his force, swelled to a large 
amount by the accession of the predatory or Pindari 
bands,2 who had long spread terror through the 
dominions of the Bhonsla Raja by their daring and 
devastating incursions. No serious opposition was 
offered to Amir Khan's advance: he crossed the 

, Nerbu,dda and proceeded to Jubbulpore, a consider
able city of Berar, of which and of the surrounding 
country he took possession. 

A.lthough not bound by the terms of the existing 
treaty to give military aid to the Raja of N agpore 
against his enemies, yet the aggression of Amir 
Khan was considered by the Bengal Government 
to demand its vigorous interposition. There were 
grounds for. suspecting that his movements were not 
unconnected with the discontent of the Subahdar of 
Hyderabad; 'and although the assertions of his en
voys at N agpore, that their master had been induced 

1 MS. Records. Amir Khan mentions the manner in which Holkar be
came possessed of these jewels; but states that they were sold, and the pro
duce was expended in raising troops, when he was seized by the Bhonsla 
Raja.-Life, p. 91. " 

• He state~ his force at 40,000 horse and 24,000 Pindaris. 
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to invade the country by the invitation of the BOOK I. 

Nizam, who had offered to defray the cost of a still CHAP. VI. 

more formidable armament, might not be deserving 1809. 

of implicit credit, yet the known sympathies of the 
parties rendered such a league between them far 
from improbable. The interests of the British 
power were therefore implicated with those of the 
Raja of Berar. "The question was not," as Lord 
Minto observed, "whether it was just and ~xpe-
dient . to aid the Raja in the defence and recovery 
of his dominions, although in point of policy the 
essential change in the political state of India which 
would be occasioned by the extinction of one of 
the substantive powers of the Dekhin might war-
rant and require our interference; but whether an 
enterprising and ambitious :Musselman chief, at the 
head of a numerous army irresistible by any power 
except that of the Company, should be permitted to 
establish his authority on the ruins of the Raja's 
dominions, over territories contiguous to those of 
the Nizam, with whom community of religion, com-
bined with local power and resources, might lead 
to the formation of projects probably not uncon-
genial to the. mind of the Nizam himself, and cer-
tainly consistent with the views and hopes of a 
powerful party in his court, for the subversion of 
the British alliance. Of such a question there 
could be but one solution ;"1 this was, the deter
mination to defend the Raja of N agpore: and Co-
lonel Close was ordered to march with a competent 
division to expel Amir Khan from the Berar terri-

I Minute of Governor-General, Oct. 1809 i Malcolm's Political History, 
i.402. 

VOL. I. x 
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BOOK I. tory. As the objects of the expedition were in an 
CHAP. VL essential degree British, the assistance was wholly 

1809. gratuitous, no compensation being demanded from 
the Raja. Amir Khan protested vehemently against 
the interposition; and appealed with unanswerable 
justice, although with no avail, to the stipulations 
of the existing treaty with Holkar, on whose behalf 
he pretended to act, which engaged that the British 
Government would not in any manner whatever in
t.erfere in his affairs: and, in a letter addressed by 
him to Colonel Close, he argued that the conduct 
of the Government was a" manifest infraction of the 
treaty, and a breach of the solemn promises made 
to Jeswant Rao, that it would not meddle with 
his claims upon the Raja of Berar, nor oppose his 
exaction of contributions from any princes not in 
alliance with it. These representations were no 
longer likely to be of any weight. It was not at 
present a matter of deliberation whether a helpless 
Raja of Jaypur should be abandoned to the grasp of 
the spoiler, rather than a passing inconvenience 
should be encountered; but whether the desertion 
of a friendly power might not in'Volve an injury to 
British interests, and a still greater injury to British 
reputation. 

An army was accordingly assembled towards the 
end of 1809 on the eastern frontier of Berar, com
posed chiefly of the subsidiary troops from Jalna 
and Hyderabad; and another, of sufficient strength 
not only to protect the province from danger, but 
to undertake offensive operations if necessary, was 
collected in Bundelkhand. Before either force, 
however, could be fully formed and brought into 
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failure of their dividends, the- d,(,p~n,-of,t{eh BOOK I. 

stock, and their inability to per£Onq,Uu.~"~fime~ .CH'Al'. vm. 

assigned to them in the government of Britisb,Indta. iSIS. 

That, if the constitution of the Britishltidimi;-~e 
were subverted, the civil and military servic8S~d 
be broken down; the tranquillity and~88 of 
the ·people of India, the interests of BritJain.inAsi3, 
and the constitution at home, would be imminently 
endangered. That the object for which these evils 
were to be risked, the increase of the coinmerce, 
was illusory; as all experience had shown that it was 

-not capable of increase. That the cause of the Com
pany had been deeply injured by prejudice, igno
rance, erroneous assumption, and, latterly, by exten
sive combinations, and by unfair representation, can
vass, and intimidation. And finally, the Court, trust
ing that Parliament would decide, not on the sug
gestions of private interests, but considerations of, 
national policy, approved of the finnness with which 
the Directors had maintained the interests of the 
Company, and enjoined them to persevere in the 
negociation with his Majesty's Ministers on the same 
principles. 

Although unappalled by the dark catalogue of ima
ginary terrors which the interested fears of the East 
India Company had conjured up for the salvation of 
their monopoly, yet the obvious evils attending the 
transfer of the details of an extensive trade from one 
class of persons to others, and the confidence with 
which disappointment and ruin were predicted to those 
who sought to benefit by the transfer, compelled .the 
Government to proceed with deliberation and caution, 
and prevented them from bringing the decision _ of 
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BOOK I. of November, in a disadvantageous position at 
CHAP. VI. Jabra Ghat, when an engagement of several hours' 

1809. duration took place; in which, after the loss of se
veral of his best officers, and exposure to imminent 
personal peril, Amir Khan was completely defeated. 
He effected, however, his escape to Bhopal. 

Being joined by Vizir Mohammed, and rein
forced by, the Pindaris, Amir Khan was soon in a 
condi~ion to resume the offensive: he, accordingly 
marched against Sadik Ali, who, had fallen back to 
the strong post of Chouragerh, one stage to the 
south-west of Jubbulpore. The Berar troops were 
drawn up, with the fort of Chouragerh in their rear 
and a rivulet in their front, the approach to which 
was rendered difficult by deep raVines and much 
thorny jungle. Disregarding the advice of Vizir 
Mohammed to turn the position, Amir Khan at
tacked the enemy in front. Their line was defended 
by a', numerous artillery, the fire of which told 
heavily upon the assailants as they slowly toiled 
to make good their way over the rough and broken 
ground. After suffering severely from this cause, 
Amir Khan was compelled to desist from the attack, 
and to retire once more into the friendly terri
tory of Bhopal. Sadik Ali refrained from follow
ing up his advantage. being probably little desirous 
of its prosecution.1 This was of no consequence, as 
the contest was virtually at an end. Foes more for-

1 Memoirs of Amir Khan, p.368. According to his own showing, he 
returned to Chouragerh after his second defeat; and so closely blockaded 
the Hydel'abad force in its entrenchments there, "that the enemy could not 
breathe or scratch his head:" at the SBlne time the Pindaris scoured the 
country in all directions. The descriptions of the different actions are 
animated, and, with some allowance for Amir Kh8l1's personal exploits 8l1d 
perils, are in the main apparently accurate. 
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midable were now approaching the scene of action; BOOK I. 

Colonel Close had arrived at Amrawati on the 1st of CRA." VL 

December, and Colonel Martindell had moved to 1810. 

the confines of Bundelkhand: the former crossed the 
Nerbudda early in January. Well aware of his ina-
bility to cope with such enemies, Amir Khan divided 
his army, and, sending off his main body by a differ-
ent route, marched from Bhopal to Bhilsa and Se-
ronj. lie was followed to the latter town by Colonel 
Close, but to no purpose. Pretending that his pre-
sence was urgently required by Tulasi Bai, Amir 
Khan abandoned his troops and set off hastily for 
Indore. All danger of a further invasion of Berar 
had therefore evidently ceased; and although for a 
season it was in contemplation to continue military 
operations until the complete' destruction of Amir 
Khap,'s power should have been effected, yet the pro
bability that the prosecution of this policy might 
lead to a protracted and expensive series of 9ostili-
ties induced the Governor-General to depart from 
his original design, and content himself with the ac
complishment of the main object of the armament. 
The troops were therefore recalled to their several 
stations in the Company's territories or those of their 
allies;' the campaign having served to display the 
power and the spirit of the Government, and the 
necessity of its interference for the preservation of a 
state, once held to be of primary consideration in 

I Colonel Close was invested with a discretionary power of acting upon 
his lirst instructions, but he was not disposed to take upon himself a re
sponsibility from which the Governor-General shrank. The Cou'rt of Di
rectors were .. not satisfied 'with the expediency o( abstaining (rom dis
abling any power, against whom we may have been compelled to take up 
arms, (rom renewing ita aggre50ions."-Letter from Secret Committee i 
1Ilalculm. I'ul. Hist. i. 405. 
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BOOK I. the political scale of Indian potentates, against the 
CHAa VI. attacks of a mere soldier of fortune and his pre-

1810. datory cohorts. . 
The state of affairs at. Poona demanded also about 

the same period the demonstration of the military 
power of the British. Government. A spirit of reci
procal aversion had long subsisted between the 
Peshwa Baji Bao. and the members of the Putwur
dun family, who held .extensive Jagirs in the south
ern portion of the Mahratta country on the frontiers 
of Mysore. These Jagirdars were the sons or rela
tives of Parushram Bhao, the distinguished officer 
who commanded the l\Iahratta army in the first war 
with Tippoo; and who, as the friend and colleague 
of Nana Furnavese, had borne a leading part in the 
expulsion of Baji Rao's father, Raghunath Rao, from 
the Peshwaship, and had been an active agent in 
a plot for the exclusion of Baji Rao himself from 
the s~cession.1 A reconciliation had been effected, 
but little cordiality had been restored; and, after 
the death of Parushram, his descendants, engaged in 
constant and destructive hostilities with their neigh
bours, ascribed their sufferings to the continued 
animosity and intrigues of the Peshwa.1 On the ad
vance of the British army to reinstate Baji Rao, the 

1 In 1796; Grant DufF's Mahratta History, iii. 134. 
• " Since 1800, when I was in this country before, it has been one con

tinued contest for power and plunder between the different cbiefs who have 
armies under their command: between the Putwurdun family and Gokla 
in the countries bordering on the Toombuddra, the Werda, and l\Ialpoorba; 
between the Putwurduns and the Raja of Kolapore in those bordering on 
the Gutpurba and the Kishna."-Wellington Dispatches, i. 1M. At this 
time, the begiuning of 1803, the heads of the family were three brothers, 
Sous of Parushram, Appa Saheb, Baba Saheb, and Dada Saheb, and their 
cousin, Chin taman Rao; eMh of whom commanded a force of about seven 
thousand horse and foot, with some guns.-Ibid. i. 93. 
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elder brother Apa Saheb was induced, by his regard BOOK L 

for General 'Yellesley, to accompany him to Poona, CBA" VI. 

and to contribute to the Peshwa's re-establishment.1 1810. 

A seeming renewal of friendly intercourse was in 
consequence effected under Sir Arthur WeUesley's 
mediation, but the reconciliation was as insincere as 
before. It was not in the nature of Baji Rao to 
forgive an injury, and the Putwurduns were too 
well acquainted with his character to place any faith 
in his professions. They accordingly remained neu-
tral in the following war, declining to 'send their 
contingents upon the Peshwa's requisition; but their 
neutrality was considered by General 'Yellesley to 
have been an important object for the Company's 
pos.-.essions, and to have been capable of extenu-
ation by natural and excusable sentiments of na
tionality. This omission was made one ground 
of an application from the Peshwa after the war 
for the assistance of the British troops to dispos-• sess the Putwurduns, and transfer their lands to 
one of his own officers, Bapooji Gokla ~ but Sir 
Arthur 'Yellesley firmly opposed the application, 
not· only on account of the claims of the family 
to the regard of the British Government for the 
many proofs of attachment which they had ex
hibited, but' on account of its manifest impolicy 
and injustice~2 In conformity to his sugges
tions, the principles to be followed ~ adjusting 
the clifferences between the Putwurduns and the 
Pel!hwa were, to interfere in a certain degree, to 

I Wellington Dispatches, I. U5, 171, 17.s. 
I s~ the ronference with Bapooji Gokla; Wellington Dispatches, ii. 

121 : and .a1krwarda with the l'.,.wwa's minis~rs, on the btltlarch, lso.l ; 
ii. itO. 
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BOOK I. ascertain the extent of the service .to which the 
CHAP. VI. Peshwa was entitled from the southem J agirdars, 

l8lO. to oblige them to afford it; and,· on the other hand, 
to protect them from the oppression of the Peshwa's 
govemment, and to guarantee to them their pos
sessions as long as they should continue io serve 
the Peshwa with fidelity. 1 Both parties were inte
l'ested in preventing the practical adoption of these 
principles, and the final adjustment of the differ
ences between them was long delayed. 

1811. The interposition of the British Government had 
at once been effectual in arresting the attempts of > 

the Peshwa to crush the Jagirdars: the subsidiary 
force afforded his only hope of accomplishing his 
purpose; and, its employment as the mere instru
ment of his revenge being prohibited, his power was . 
paralyzed. It was not so easy to bring the Jagirdars 
to reason; especially as they were required to sur
render. certain lands which were not comprised. in 
their original grants, and to which they were not 
legally entitled. Their obstinacy was only over
come by the movement of the subsidiary force to 
the Krishna; when, finding that the British Govern-

1812. ment was determined to uphold thtl rightful claims 
of the Peshwa, the chiefs consented. to meet the 
Resident and Baji Rao at Punderpur, and attended 
them to Poona, where everything was definitively 
settled. '1:he result was less satisfactory to Baji 
Rao than to the Putwurduns, as he had long hesi
tated to accede to any proposition which did not 
comprehend the entire resumption of their J agirs, 

1 Wellington Dispatches, ii. 149. 
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and the annihilation of a powerful and obnoxious BOOK I. 

family,1 
The presence of the troops in the field afforded 

a favourable occasion for the suppression of the 
piratical practices of the two petty Mahratta states, 
'\Vari and Kolapur, both possessing ports on the 
coast of the Concan, from which their vessels were 
accustomed to commit depredations on native com
merce, Their lawless proceedings had been imper
fectly repressed by the occasional presence of one 
of the Company's ships of war; but it was now re
solved to put an end to the system, by depriving 
their rulers of the harbours which gave shelter to 
the pirates. The approach of the British troops soon 
awed them, however turbulently disposed, to sub
mission; and the Desai of Wari was compelled to 
cede the fort of Vingorla, with its port and limits; 
while the harbour ·of Malwan, which included the 
fOI:ts and island of Severndroog and its depen<lencies, 
was given up by the Raja of Kolapur. Both states 
were bound to renounce piracy, and to permit no 
armed vessels to issue from their ports. 2 

It had been found necessary at a previous period 
to undertake operations for the suppression of piracy 
of a more formidable description, and in the year 
1809 an armament was dispatched from the western 
side of India to the Persian Gulph. Oman, the 
south-eastern province of Arabia, forms a triangle, 
the base of· which borders upon the deserts; whilst 
one arm extends along the Indian ocean to Cape 

I Malcolm's Political History of India, i. 396. 
I GrlUlt Duff's l\Iallratta History, iii. 850: also Treaties with the Rajas 

of Kolapore and Sawaot Waree; Collection of Treaties, 21th May, 1B18. 

CHAP. VI. 

1812. 

1809. 
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BOOK I. Musendom, and is met at that point by the other, 
CHAP. VL. . which lies within the gulph. The former or eastern 

1809. coast is subject to the Imam of Muscat, and is occu
pied by a well-disposed and commercial people. The 
inhabitants of the latter or western shore, thinly 
scattered from. Cape Musendom through a distance 
of nearly four' hundred miles, had, from a remote 
period, been so notorious for piratical habits as to 
have secured for their territory the denomination of 
'the Pirate coast. Among these tribes the J oasmis 
were distinguished by their audacity and cruelty. 
-They had recentlyembl1lced the reformation which 
Abd-ul-wahab had some years before introduced into 
:Mohammedanism, and united to the fierceness of 
their lawless trade the ferocity of fanaticism. Pro
fession of the faith of Islam, or instant death, was 
the fate of their captives. Their vessels, known as 
daos or bugalas, varying from one hundred and fifty 
to th~e hundred and fifty tons' burthen, and carry
ing from one hundred and fifty to two hundred men, 
were clumsily built, with a single mast, and mounted 
but a few guns. Singly, they were little formidable; 
but they usualiy sailed together in small fleets, from 
which a merchant-vessel was rarely able to extricate 
herself. For a considerable period they refrained 
from molesting English ships. The Company's armed 
vessels were instructed to exercise similar forbear
ance, and to confine themselves to repelling aggres
sion. Emboldened by this policy, and impelled by 
their religious ardour, the J oasmis departed from 
the caution they had hitherto preserved, and no 
longer paid any respect to the British flag. In 
1808 the Sylph, a small'ship of only one hundred 
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tons, baving on board the native Persian secretary nOOK L 

of Sir Harford Jones, was attacked and captured in CHAP. VI. 

sight of the Nereide frigate; by which she was're- 1809. 

taken, and the pirate vessels were sunk. In the 
next year the Minerva, a large merchant-ship, fell in 
"'ith a fleet of daos, and, after a running fight of two 
days, was carried by boarding. The resistance and 
loss they had suffered had so exasperated the pirates, 
that every male Christian on board was murdered. 
It was no longer possible to pe~it the perpetration 
of such outrages, and it was determined to seek 
the J oasmis in their chief port, Ras~al-Khaima, 

inflict upon them a deserved punishment for their 
past crimes, and impair, if not annihilate, the means 
of future mischief.', 

The expedition consisted of two of his Majesty's 
frigates, the Chiffonne and Clorinde, and six of the 
Company's armed vessels, in which nine hundred 
European soldiers and five hundred Sipahis were 
em barked. The flotilla waS commanded by Captain 
'Yainwright of the Chiftonne; the land division by 
Lieutenant-Colonel Smith, ofMs Majesty's 65th. 
The annanlent left Bombay on the 4th September. 
Off Cape Musendom it fell in with a fleet of twenty
seven daos : one was sunk, the others were dispersed. 
The force then proceeded to Muscat, thE! Imam of 
which, equally hostile to the Joasmis as pirates and 

I Account or the Wababis, by Sir Harford Jones, p. 211; Travels in 
Arabia. by Lieutenant Wellsted of the Indian navy. i. 243. Both mention 
that the pri80Dt' .... not Mohammedans. were brought singly to the gangway, 
where one or the pirates cut their throats, with the exclamatioD, Allab 
Akbar! Ood is great! According to Lieutenant Well.ted, the nume, 
pnl"erly JohW!mis, ww! derived from JohllSm, a Mohammedan saint. who 
hllil pitdlt'd hia teot on the promontory wbere their chief port WW! boilt, 
henC4! called llaa-ai-Khaima, the Cape of Tents, i. 2aG. 
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BOOK I. as Wahabis, gave prompt assistance to the objects of 
CHAP. VI. the expedition. The squadron a~ived off Ras-al-

1809. Khaima on the 12th of November. N otwithstand
ing its designation of Ras or head-land, the town 
was found to be situated on a low sandy peninsula, 
nearly a mile in length. The neck of the isthmus 
was defended by a wall, and the sea-face by batteries 
and entrenchments. It was also secure from the 
near approach of vessels of war by the shallowness 
of the. water. 

In consequence of this difficulty the bombardment 
of the town was impracticable, and it was determined 
to carry it by assault. By a skilful disposition the 
landing of the troops on the neck of the isthmus 
was effected at daybreak on the 13th of November; 
and, in spite of a vigorous resistance, the wall was 
escaladed. Guns were then brought up, and, under 
the cover of their fire, the troops penetrated into the 
town. All the principal houses, as usual in Asiatic 
cities, were flat-roofed;' and from their roofs, and 
loop-holes in their walls, a murderous fire of match
locks checkeq for a while the progress of the assail
ants. Their perseverance, however, triumphed : th~ 
town was abandoned by its surviving defenders, and 
by two o'clock Ras-al-Khaima was in the possession 
of the British. Although the place was filled with 
valuable merchandize, the spoil of piratical expedi
tions, no plunder was permitted: the dwellings and 
magazines were set on fire, and the whole was con
sumed, together with forty-eight large daos and a 
number of smaller vessels. Several towns of in
ferior note along the pirate coast shared the same 
fortune. Some escaped it by the sacrifice of their 
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boats, but in general the Arabs ex:hibited striking BOOK I. 

proofs of their national spirit. At the attack of the CHAP. VI. 

castle of Shinas, in particular, the most determi~ed 1809. 

resistance was encountered. After a breach had 
been made, and the place was carried, the garrison 
retiring into two of the towers refused to surrender. 
Offers of quarter were made repeatedly to them in 
vain. They maintained an unceasing fire upon their 
enemies, and tossed back with the most deliberate 
resolution the hand:.grenades and fire-balls showered 
upon them without giving them time to explode. 
Guns were brought to bear upon their defences, and 
the towers soon became a mass of ruins. At length 
one of the number gave himself up, and through 
his agency his companions were induced to believe 
that their lives would be spared, and to desist from 
a resistance which had been animated by a notion 
that no more mercy would be shown to them than 
they were accustomed to exercise towards their cap-
tives.1 Above four hundred were killed. The others 
were protected with difficulty from the fury of the 
troops of the Imam of Muscat, of whom four thousand 
had joined the detachment, and wh;o mostly belonged 
to a tribe which was at deadly feud with the Joas-
mise The place was delivered to the Imam. At 
Luft, also, on the island of Kishme, a desperate op
position was experienced, by which an officer and 
ten men w~e killed, and many of the men were 
wounded. 

I "After the destruction of one of their forts, several of the Arabs were 
brought on board our ships as prisoners: while uncertain of their fate, and 
before tI,eir wounds were dressed, they were asked what fate they antici
pated. • The same immediate death as we should have infticted on you had 
your fortune been ours,' wns the stern and characteristic reply." -Well
sted's Travels, i. 219. 
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BOOK t. The success of these . operations struck a salutary 
CHAP. VI. terror into the pirate tribes of the .coast of Oman, 

1809. and procured for some years security for the com
merce of the Persian Gulph. The habits, the 
native daring, and the fanaticism of these barbarians, 
gradually, however, resumed their influence, and 
impelled them to the revival of their predatory 
courses, which provoked a severer chastisement and 
more effectual suppression. This will be the subject 
of a future narrative. The arm:ament employed on 
the present occasion returned to Bombay, and re
ceived the merited acknowledgments of the local 
and supreme Governments. 1 

'¥hile thus busily and anxiously engaged in ap
peasing internal dissension, and in asserting' the 
ascendancy of the British empire of India over the 
nations 'of Asia, the attention of Lord Minto was 
earnestly fixed upon objects of European as well as 
of Indian interest gTowing out of the war which 
raged in the 'Vestern hemisphere. Upon the occu .... 
pation of Portugal by the French, and the flight of 
the Prince. Regent to Brazil, the Bengal Govern
ment received orders from England to take military 
occupation of the PortugUese settlements in the 
East, to prevent their following the fate of the 
parent country. Goa had some time previously been 
partly under the protection of the British troops, 
the civil administration being left entirely to the 
Portuguese authorities; and it was deemed expedient 
to provide in a similar manner for the security of 

I Asiatic Annual Registers, vol. xi. ehron. 161, and vol. xii. ebron. 122; 
Account of the Expedition against the Pirates of the Gulph of Persia in 
1809; Asiatic Monthly Journal, vol. ii. 841. 
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Macao. A !imaU' expedition was accordingly em- BOOK I. 

barked in June and July from Madras and Calcutta, CRAP. VI. 

the troops of which were commanded by Major 1809. 

\Veguelin of the Bengal European regiment, and 
the ships by Rear-Admiral Drury! The Madras 
dh-ision, with the Admiral. arrived off Macao on the 
11th September. Their coming was unexpected, 
and by no means acceptable to their allies. Re-
luctant to part with any portion of their brief autho-
rity. and fearful of giving offence to the Chinese. 
the Portuguese authorities availed themselves of the 
absence of instructions from their own Court to 
resist as long as they could the disembarkation of 
the troops. Fortified with the sanction of the Vice-
roy of Goa. and determined to execute the instruc-
tions of the Government of Bengal, Admiral Drury 
disrt'garded the remonstrances' and procrastination 
of the Governor of Macao; and. by landing the 
troops without his acquiescence, extorted from him 
a reluctant assent to the military possession of the 
defences of the town. 

There wa..q, however, a still more potential voice to 
be consulted-that of the Chinese. In some mea
sure instigated by the intrigues of the Portuguese, 
but still more by becoming feelings of national 
dignity. the pro,inciai Mandarins immediately ob-

jected in the strongest terms to the landing of the 
British troops. The Select Committee of Supra-

I The troop. from Madras consisted of two eompau.ies of his l\Iajl'sty'. 
loth n-giml'nt. and were embarked OIl the Russell and Greyhound ships 
of war: the forml'r of which carried the Admiral. From Bengal, two com
paui ... of the Europt>lUl ",gWent and six hundl't'd Sipahis were embarked 
iu transports, IUld his Ml\iesty's vessels Dover, Phaeton, Jaseur, and De
daipillt. 
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BOOK I. cargoes had ,induced the Governor-General to be
CHAP. VI. lieve that the Chinese would be indifferent to the 

1809. temporary occupation of ]\iacao, and would consider 
it immaterial whether it was guarded by the troops 
of Portugal or Great Britain. They had not, how
ever, ascertained the sentiments of the Chinese, and 
their conjectures were erroneous. The local officers 
were still more vigorously upheld by their principals 
at Canton; and the Viceroy, declaring that the un
licensed entrance of foreign soldiers into the terri
tories of the Celestial dynasty was a violation of 
the laws of the empire, commanded their immediate 
withdrawal. It was in vain urged that Macao had 
been ceded to the Portuguese, that the English 
came as their allies, and that their only purpose was 
to defend it against the attacks of their common 
enemy the French. ·The Viceroy replied, that Macao 
was in all respects a part of the empire, that the 
British should- have applied for permission to the 
Emperor before they landed their troops, 'and that it 
was as absurd as it was disrespectful to presume 
that their: aid was required to protect any part of 
the Emperor's dominions from foreign aggression. 
He repeated his orders for the re-embarkation of 
the troops; and, finding that obedience was delayed, 
first put, a stop to the trade with the Company's 
ships, several of which were at the time taking in 
cargoes, and then prohibited their being furnished 
with provisions and supplies. 

Thinking that the objections of the Government 
might be overcome by persisting in the course pur
sued, the supracargoes prevailed upon tbe Admiral, 
against his own judgment, to repeat his applications, 
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and to repair in 'person to Canton, and demand an BOOK I. 

interview with the Viceroy. That functionary, CHAP. VL 

though he declined to receive the Admiral, sent )809. 

some Mandarins of rank to confer with his officers. 
and wrote a reply to his letters. The tenor of his 
declarations was unchanged: the withdrawal of the 
troops was insisted on as preliminary to all other dis
cussion. The Admiral returned indignimtly to his 
ships, and, still acting upon the suggestions of the 
supracargoes, threatened to blockade the port, and 
commanded all the Europeans to leave Canton. 
These measures were unavailing. An order arrived 
from Pekin, whither information of the transaction 
had been dispatched, approving of the Viceroy's 
conduct, and commanding him, if necessary, to expel 
the intruders by force. The imperial commands 
were communicated to the Admiral: troops began 
to collect in considerable numbers along the shores 
of the Canton river, boats passing to the ships were 
fired upon, and everything indicated hostile proceed-
ings unless the armament was withdrawn. Major 
'Veguelin, who, with the Bengal detachment, had 
joined on the 20th October, concurred with the' 
Admiral in conceiving that they were not warranted 
in carrying their instructions into effect, in direct 
contravention of the commands of the Emperor; 
and the supracargoes, sensible that further obstinacy 
might lead to more serious consequences than they 
had anticipated, at last counselled acquiescence. 
The troops were accordingly re-embarked on the 
23rd December, after three months had been ex-
pended in the vain attempt to overcome the reason-
able opposition of the Chinese to the unauthorized 
~LL y 
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BOOK I. establishment of foreign troops upon their coasts. 
_tJ_HA_P_. Vl __ • The reason of the case was not only clearly on their 

1809. side, but their conduct exhibited a remarkable com-
bination of firmness and forbearance. However un
yielding in their resolution, no violence. was resorted 
to; and, as soon as the ships and troops .had de
parted, the trade was resumed, and carried OJ;l as 
quietly as if no interruption had occurred. 

The failure of the expedition to Macao was more 
than redeemed by the success which attended the 
employment of the resources of British India in the 
furtherance of other objects of greater national im
portance; and it was reserved for Lord Minto's ad~ 
ministration to accomplish the extirpation of those 
remains of the colonial possessions of France in the 
Eastern hemisphere that had so long been snfl'ered 
to inflicthumiliatioIi and injury upon the subjects 
of a power which had only to will their extinction, 
and they ceased .to be. The measures which led t(} 
the conquest of the Isles of France and of Java 
have now to be described. 

It has peen already noticed, that, notwithstanding 
the presence of a powerful naval armament in the 
Indian ocean,t armed vessels issuing from the French 
islands of Mauritius and Bourbon had throughout 
the war preyed upon the maritime traue of India 
almost with impunity: occasionally, indeed, they; 
fell, victims to their audacity,2 and were made to 

I In 1807, Admiral Pellew had under his orders, in different parts of the 
Indian seas, six ships of the line, sixteen frigates, and six sloops. 

2 Among the most gallant actions was one fought in the BaJasore Roads 
in February, 1798, between La Forte, a frigate of the largest class, and 
the Sybille of forty-four guns, Captain Cooke, which ended in the capture 
of the former, although Captain Cooke was killed; and one between La 
Pietlmontaise and San Fiorenzo, of about equal force, In March, ] 808. In 
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feel the superiority of British skill and prowess; BOOK I. 

but although they swept the seas from Madagascar _C_H_AP_. _VL_ 

to Java, and sometimes carried their depredations 
to the immediate vicinity of the British harbours" 
they were for the most part singularly fortunate in 
avoiding the track of English frigates and men-of..; 
war.' Their principal spoil arose from the capture 
of the merchant-ships employed in the trade of the 
Eastern seas, whose cargoes, often of considerable 
value, they carried for sale to the ports from which 
they had sallied; but they also inflicted serious 
damage upon the Company's commerce, and from 
time to time valuable Indiamen fell into their 
hands.' The equipments of these vessels, which 
were well armed, and on the outward-bound voyage 
well manned, enabled them sometimes to resist suc
cessfully the attacks of their enemies; and, on one 
memorable occasion, a fleet of merchant-ships re-
turning from China, under its senior captain, Cap· 

this also, which was a desperately contested engagement, renewed for tbree 
days successively, and terminating in the capture of La Piedmontaise, the 
commander of the English frigate, Captain Hardinge, fell.-Asiatic Annual 
Register, vol. ii. Cbron.8T, and vol. x. Chron.191. The official reports are 
given in both. 

I The Kent East-IndillDlan, Captain Rivington, was captured at the 
moqth of the Hoogly river by the Confiance privateer, M. Sureouf, in Octo
her, 1800, after an action of an hour and forty-seven minutes: her captain 
was killed. M. Bureouf for several years was distinguished for his intre
pidity and successful enterprise: most of his prizes, and they were nume
rous, were taken in the upper part of the bay and along the Madras coast. 
-Asiatic Annual Register, vol. ii. Cbron. 141-

I The merchants of Calcutta presented a petition to his Majesty's Go
vernment, imputing to tbe navy some degree of disinclination to exert them
selves for the protection of the trade • 

• It was computed in October, 1807, that in tbe course of six weeks the 
losses by capture to the port of Calcutta alone e:s.ceeded thirty lakhs of 
rupees (£300,000). Between 1792 and 1810, the Company lost thirty 
vessels by capture: the cargoes of twenty-four of the number are stated to 
have been worth above £800,000.-Commons' Committee, 1830; First 
Report, App. vi. 

y la 

1809. 
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BOO.K I. tain Dan~e,t beat off a French squadron of vessels 
CHAP. VL of war· commanded by Admiral Linois. In some 

]809. actions between single vessels a similar result re
flected honour upon the Company's officers: but in 
general the merchantmen were unequal to contend 
with a French cruizer of respectable force; especially 
on their homeward voyage, when they had been 
weakened by the impressment of many of their best 
men on board his Majesty's ships of war. Latterly 
cases of this nature had become more frequent. In 
1809 the Company's regular lndiamen, Europe and 
Streatham, were taken on their homeward voyage 
by the French frigate La Caroline; and the Charlton 
and United Kingdom, by La Venus. In the fol
lowing year the 'Vindham, Ceylon, and Astell, out
ward bound, were met off the island of Johanna by 
the French frigates Bellone and l\Iinerve, and Victor 
corvette, and after an action which lasted from 2 P.M. 

until dark the two former struck. The Astell 
escaped unaer cover of the night. It was high time 
to rescue the commerce of India from the risk and 
peril to ~hich it was exposed, and to vindicate the 
pretensions of the British navy to the undisputed 
sovereignty of the ocean. 

The most obvious means of paralysing the energies 
of the naval power of France, which still lingered in 
the East, was to take from her ships those places in. 

I The China fleet, consisting of sixteen ships, on the 14th of February, 
1804, off Palo Aor, in the Straits of M alacca, fell in with the French squadron 
nnder Admiral Linois, consisting of the Marengo of seventy-four guns, two 
frigates of forty-four guns each, and two brigs. On the 15th, after some 
manoeuvring and the exchange of a short fire between the French line and 
the headmost ships, Admiral Linois stood off under all sail, deterred from a 
closer contest by the gallant bearing of the China ships.-Asiatic Annual 
Register, vol. vi. Chron. 102; Brenton's Naval History, iii •. 336. 
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the Indian ocean where they found a shelter and BOQK L 
obtained supplies. This might have been effected eaAP.VL 

at a much earlier date; but, for reasons not easily 1809-

comprehensible, the Company's Governments had 
been interdicted from engaging in any expedition 
against the islands, as involving a certain expense 
both for their reduction and maintenance:1 a piece 
of parsimonious prodigality, in which even the pecu-
niary saving bore no ratio to the pecuniary loss; 
as the value of the captured ships, and the charges 
of their convoy and equipments, far outbalanced in 
the end the cost which in the beginning would have 
been incurred by the conquest of the colonies. The 
views of the home Administration at this period 
underwent a change, and the Government of Bengal 
and the chief naval officers in the Eastern seas were 
authorized to adopt arrangements of a more enter
prising description. It was at first proposed to at-
tempt nothing more than a rigorous blockade of the 
Isle of France and Bourbon by the squadron at the 
Cape of Good Hope under Admiral Bertie; but, as 
this was impracticable as long as the blockading 
ships depended upon the distant settlements of the 
Cape or of Bombay for their supplies, it was deter-
mined to occupy the small island of Rodriguez. 
lying about one hundred leagues east of the Isle of 
France, and establish upon it magazines, with stores 
and provisions for the refitting and revictualling of 
the blockading squadron. A small force of two 
hundred Europeans and an equal number of natives, 

, 
• " At the commencemeDt of the preseut war, intimatioD bad beeD given 

to the East India Company to guard tbl'm against upI'ndiDg large sums in 
UpeditiODB against the French islanda."-Sprecb of the Cbaocellor of the 
£Ichequer, 10th January, 1812; Hansanl's Debates. 
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:\JOOK I •. commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel Keating. was 
CHA?'VI. dispatched from Bombay under convoy of his l\:Ia-

1809, jesty's ship Belliqueux, Commodore Byng. They 
arrived off the island . on the 4th of August. and 
found upon it only· three Frenchmen. engaged in 
growing vegetables for the lise of the larger islands. 
Rodriguez was. about fifteen miles long· from east to 
west, and seven from north to south.W ood and 
water were plentiful. and various vegetables were 
raised. The stores were landed. and additional sup
plies were sent for; and Colonel Keating adopted 
all necessary precautions in order to strengthen him
self in his position. The captures made in 1809 
and 1810, however, showed that, whatever benefits 
might ultimately result from the occupation of Rod
riguez. it was not followed by that of an effectual 
blockade of the French islands. French frigates 
had continued to sail from their ports, and returned 
to them with t splendid and valuable trophies of 
victory. 

Although th~ position thus taken up proved in
adequat~ !o the entire prevention of maritime de
predation, yet it had the advantage of enabling the 
English men of war to remain more steadily and 
continuously in those seas, cramping the enemy's 
operations, occasioning frequent distress in the 
islands for want of supplies; and affording a salient 
point from which to harass and annoy them by oc
casional demonstrations or actual inroads. 'Vith 
this purpose. as well as to determine how far ulte
rior and more definite measures were practicable, 
the forces at Rodriguez. both military and naval, 
were strengthened. and in September 1809 an ex-
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pedition proceeded from Rodriguez to the Isle de BOOK L 

Bourbon. CBU. VL 

A body of four hundred European and native 1809. 

troops were embarked in his Majesty's ships Ne-
reide and Otter, and the Company's cruizer Wasp. 
Off Port Louis, in the Isle of France, they were 
joined by his Majesty's ships the Raisonnable, Com
modore Rowley, and the Sirius, Captain Pym. The 
whole proceeded to Bourbon, off the eastern ex
tremity of which they arrived on the morning of the 
20th of September. In the evening a detachment, 
raised to six hundred men by the addition of seamen 
and marines, was disembarked to the southward of 
Point de Galotte, about seven miles from St. Paul, 
the chief town on the western side of the island. 
The disembarkation was Wlperceived by the enemy; 
and the troops had marched, and were in possession 
of two of the principal batteries on the east of the 
town, commanding the shipping, before their ap
proach was apprehended. On the advance of a 
column to storm a third battery, they came upon 
the garrison, now collected, and reinforced by a 
hundred men of the troops of the line serving on 
board the frigate La Caroline, then lying in the bay 
with her prizes. The position of the enemy was 
strong, and was supported by eight pieces of artil-
lery.. Their defence was resolute, and it was not 
until the main body of the assailants was concen-
trated that they gave way. By half-past eight, the 
whole of the batteries, and the town and magazines, 
were in the hands of the English; and, the escape of 
the ships being prevented by the squadron, they 
were obliO'ed to surrender. The French ships taken o 
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BOOK I. were the Caroline frigate, of forty-six guns; and 
CHAP. VL II _--'_ some sma trading vessels; but, besides a gun-brig 

1809. and some small traders, two Indiamen, the Streatham 
and Europe, were recovered : the troops were then 
re-embarked. 

Upon hearing of this attack, a body of troops 
under the command of General Des Bruslys, the 
governor of Bourbon, rilarched from St. Denis, and 
made their appearance on the hills on the evening 
of the 23rd. Finding St. Paul in possession of 
the English, they retired during the night, render
ing it useless to continue the preparations which 
had been made for the relanding of the troops. A 
convention was then concluded between the Eng
lish commander and the commandant of St. Paul 
for a suspension of hostilities for three days, during 
which the English were . to remain unmolested in 
the occupation of the toWIi. The death of Des 
Bruslys, whQ destroyed himself,! occasioned the pro
longationof toe armistice; during which the public 
property was, agreeably to the stipulated conven
tion, put on board the ships; and, the objects of the 
expedition haVing been accomplished, the squadron 
with the captured vessels returned to Rodriguez.!! 

The success which had attended the proceedings 
of so feeble an armament confirmed the determina
tion of the Government of Bengal to attempt, with
out waiting for specific instructions from home, the 

I He left a paper intimating his having committed suicide, to avoid 
death on the scaffold; .and recommending his wife and children to Provi
dence, and those who could feel for them. His family, at the request of 
/lis widow, was sent with a cartel to the Maul'itius. 

• Official report, and other details; Asiatic Annual Register, vol. xi. 
Chl'On. 155. 
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complete - reduCtion of the French islands; and in BOOK I. 

the beginning of 1810 a reinforcement of sixteen CHAP. VI. 

hundred European and as many native troops was 1810. 

dispatched to Colonel Keating, to enable him to 
undertake the complete sUbjugation of the Isle de 
Bourbon. The expedition arrived at Rodriguez on 
the 20th of June, but from the unfavourable state 
of the weather they were unable to proceed to their 
destination until the 3rd of July. They were then 
conveyed to Bourbon under convoy of a strong 
squadron of his Majesty's navy, consisting of the 
Sirius, the Iphigenia, the Magicienne, and the Ne-
reide, commanded by Commodore Rowley, in the 
Boadicea, and arrived off the point of debarkation 
on the 6th. Colonel Keating on this occasion had 
determined to proceed at once against St. Denis, 
the capital, in the hope of preventing protracted 
operations in the interior of the country, consisting 
chiefly of rugged, and in part inaccessible, moun-
tains. The squadron accordingly sailed to the north-
ern coast, where the forces, previously distributed 
into four brigades, were appointed to land at two 
different points: the first brigade, under Lieute':' 
nant-Colonel Fraser, being directed to debark at 
Grande Chaloupe, and proceed by the mountains 
against the west side of the town; whilst the other 
three brigades, under Colonel Keating himself, were 
intended to land on the east of it, at Riviere de 
Pluies, and to cross the rear of the town to the 
river St. Denis. 

About two o'clock on the 7th of July, the ships 
having reached their stations, the landing of the 
principal divisions was commenced, and about three 
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BOOK I. hundred men or the· 3rd and 4th brigades, under 
CHAP. VL Colonels Campbell and Macleod. with a party or 

1810. seamen under Captain Willoughby of the Nen'ide, 
were put on shore. The weather, which had hitherto 
been moderate, became suddenly tempestuous: the 
surf rose with such violence that the boats were 
stove in pieces on nearing the shore, and the disem
barkation of the rest or the troops became imprncti
cable. The division on shore was necessarily left 
without support; but, after a communication from 
the commander-in-chief,l Colonel Macleod advanced 
to a battery on the Breton river at Ste. Marie, 
which he carried, and where he was unmolested 
during the night. 

The attempt to land at this spot was seen from 
the town, but the debarkation was con~idercd to be 
impossible, from the fury of the surf, and the prin
cipal attention of the enemy was directed to the 
division under Colonel Fraser. lIis brigade, which 
was composed of his Majesty's 86th regiment and 
part of the 6th regiment of Madras native infantry, 
"ith a small detail of artillery and pioneers, on 
board 'of his Majesty's ship Sirius, had been more 
fortunate. They.reached their destination off Grande 
Cbaloupe early on the forenoon of the 7th July, 
and immediately effected a landing "ithout loss, al
though exposed to a harassing fire from the light 
troops of the enemy. As soon as the landing was 
ac('omplished, Colonel Fraser pushed on with his 
Europeans alone to tbe "icinity of the town, and 

I Lit'ult>Dant FouMone, 01 hill Maj ... ty'. 69th. volunlet'rt'd to be the 
bellJ'l'r of (.'ulun .. 1 KralioK' onl .. ,..: he WB8 c:arril-d in a boat to the edge of 
the IUrl, and tllen swam through it to the .hore. 
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occupied the heights above it to the westward, 80 BOOK I. 

8.8 to cut off all communication between the capital CHAP. VL 

and St. Paul. In the mean time the Magicienne 1810. 

and lloadicea, with the 2nd and 4th brigades, and 
the chief military stores and artillery, finding little 
chance of effecting a landing at Riviere, sailed to 
Grande Chaloupe in the night, and early on the 8th 
landed the troops on board. Before they could 
move forward in force, the· bUBiness had been de-
cided. The courage and activity of Colonel Fraser's 
dhision had reaped the full harvest of that good 
fortune which had given them the lead in the attack 
upon St. Denis. 

IIaving been joined during the night of the 7th 
by the rest of his force, Colonel Fraser ()n the 
morning of the 8th, leaving the Sipahis to protect 
his rear, descended from the hill with the Euro
peans, and 800n fell in \\ith the enemy, drawn up in 
two columns, each with a field-piece, on the plain, 
supported by the heavy cannon of a strong redoubt 
upon their flank. On reaching the plain, the regi
ment was ordered to charge, when they immediately 
rushed upon the enemy with the bayonet, and 
broke them. The French attempted to form be
hind the parapet of the redoubt, but they were 
pUBhed 80 closely that they were unable to make 
good their footing, and left the redoubt in the pos
session of the British, who turned some of the guns 
found in it against the town, and were enabled 
more effectually to reply to the batteries by which 

• the latter was defended. At four o'clock in the 
afttmlOon a flag of truce was sent out from the 
town to negociate for its surrender. By that time 
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BOOK I; the bulk' of the expedition, which had been sent on 
CHAP. VL to Grande Chaloupe, had arrived, and advanced to 

1810. St. Denis, whilst the 3rd brigade had also come 
up from the east to take its part in the assault.' 
Dispositions for storming were made, when it was 
prevented 'by the submission of the' commandant, 
Colonel St. Susanne. By the terms of the capitu
lation which ensued,the whole of the island was 
ceded to the British with all public property: the 
troops of the line surrendered themselves prisoners 
of waf, to be sent to the Cape or to England. Co
lonel St. Susanne was allowed to proceed to the 
Isle of France on.. parole; and Mr. Farquhar, of the 
Bengal Civil service, who had been appointed by 
Lord Minto in the confidence of success to the go
vernment of the island, assumed charge of its admi
nistration. Proclamations were issued by him, as
suring to the inhabitants the secure possession of 
their proper~y on their remaining peaceable and 
obedient, and promising them the provisional ob ... 
servance of ,the established forms of law and go
vernment, and 'the maintenance of the established 
religion of the colony. This important acquisition 
was effected with little. loss; or eighteen killed and 
fifty-nine wounded. One officer only, Lieutenant 
J. S. Munro, of his Majesty's 56th, was amongst the 
former.2 

The capture of Bourbon, so creditable to both 
the military and naval forces employed, for the 

I There is a slight difference between the report of Colonel Keating and 
that of Colonel Fraser: the latter says that Colonel Drummond joined him 
at four with the 2nd brigade; the fOl'mer, that he himself arrived at that 
time, and commanded dispositions to be made for a general attack. 

S Asiatic Annual Register, vol. xii; Official details, Chron. pp •. 27, 117. 
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judgment by which it had be'en planned and the BOOK I. 

spirit by which it had been accomplished, was fol- CHAP. VL 

lowed by a series of singular disasters suffered by 1810. 

the navy, ascribable' to no deficiency of courage or 
conduct, but to an imperfect acquaintance with 'the 
scene of action, and the want of sufficiently expe. 
riericed pilotage. The achievements which were 
projected would no doubt have been successful, 
could they have been executed with the prompti-
tude with which they were conceived. 

The operations against Bourbon had been carried 
on without any attempt at interruption from the 
Isle of France, in consequence of the absence of the 
principal naval strength of the French. On the 
20th of August the Bellone, Minerve, and Victor 
returned, bringing with them the captured India. 
men, the Windham and Ceylon. Finding Port St. 
Louis blockaded, they made for the harbour of 
Grand Port, also called Port Imperial, on the south
eastern or windward side of the island. On near
ing the Isle de la Passe/ a small islet with a fort 
lying off the mouth of the harbour about three 
miles from the land, which had been taken, and 
was now occupied by a small detachment from 
Bourbon, the French squadron was surprised by a 
hostile fire' from the guns of the fort, and of the 
N ereide frigate, which had been stationed off the 
island. 'Vith some loss the French vessels made 
their way into the harbour; but their prize, the 
'Vindham, not keeping up with the rest, was recap
tured by Captain Pym with the boats of the Sirius, 

I It had been taken on the 14th of Angust by the boats of the Sirius and 
Iphigenia, and was garrisoned by ooe hundred and thirty men from Bourbon. 
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BOOK I. which waS cruizing in the neighbourhood in main'; 
CRAP. VL tenance of the blockade. Sending off his prize to 

1810. BoUrbon, Captain Pym, in communication with Cap
tain Willoughby of the Nereide, determined to at
tack the French ships in the harbour,· and on the 
22nd of August the two frigates stood in for that 
purpose. Unfortunately the Sirius grounded, and 
could not be got off until the next day, when the 
Iphigenia and Magicienne, u!1der Captains Lambert 
and Curtis, arrived to take part in the engagement. 
The delay that had occurred had afforded the gover
nor, General Decaen, time to reinforce the crews 
of the vessels· with seamen and soldiers, and to 
strengthen. the batteries which had been erected on 
this part of t~e- eoast since the capture of the Isle 
de la Passe, and which mounted sixty guns. These 
were fully manned, and were supported by all the 
troops that could be assembled, .and a numerous 
body of militia and volunteers. 

The firing commenced at a little after 5 P.M. on the 
23rd. The N ereide anchored within half pistol-shot 
of the Bellone and Victor. The Magicienne, in fol
lowi~g her, grounded in such an attitude that very 
few of her guns could bear upon the Minerve, to 
whom she was opposed; but the Iphigenia anchored 
on her larboard quarter, and relieved her of her 
antagonist. The Sirius again unluckily took the
ground nearly out ofgun~hot, and was disabled 
from rendering effectual aid. The French ships 
were soon driven out of their line,but into a posi
tion which enabled them to work their guns with 
advantage. Their loss of men was constantly re
paired by troops from the shore; and the batteries 
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and musketry on land poured a galling fire upon BOOK I. 

the British vessels, which were incapable of manage.:. CHAP. VL 

mente l810. 

The contest was nevertheless continued until after 
dark. At ten o'clock, the Nereide, which also had 
previously grounded, having most of her guns dis
abled, the greater part of her crew killed or wounded, 
and being exposed to the fire of the land-batteries as 
well as of the shipping, struck her colours;1 but the 
French, not noticing or not perceiving that this was 
the case, continued firing upon her for some hours, 
until not a man on board remained unhurt. The 
firing continued with occasional interruption through 
the night. On the morning of the 24th, all hope 
of success being necessarily abandoned, it was deter
mined to endeavour to retreat. The Magicienne 
being Unmanageable, and on the point of- sinking, 
was quitted by her crew, who set her on fire and 
retired on board the Iphigenia. On the 25th the 
Iphigenia warped out of the action, and attempted 
to extricate the Sirius; but, finding this impracti
cable, she also was set on fire in the evening, and 
exploded. The Iphigenia, the sole remaining ship, 
contrived by extraordinary exertion to get back t() 
the Isle de Ia Passe, where she landed the sur
viving crews of the other vessels. In this situation, 
without provisions, and surrounded by a vastly supe-

1 The report published by order of the Government of Bengal, Calcutta 
Government Gazette, 18th Oct. 1810, states that the Nereide drifted 00 

shore, and was taken possession of by the enemy: the account io the text 
ia from the Nereide's log.-Brenton's Naval History, iv. 468. The French 
account asserts tbat her colours were flying at daybreak, but that informa
tion of her helpless situation had been previously received from a French 
prisoner on board, who made his escape and swam to the Minerve, and 
that from that time she 1Va8 not fired on. 
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BOOK I. rior force of the enemy,-the Astrea, Venus, and 
"HAP. VI. La Manche frigates, with the Entreprenant sloop, 

l8lO. having on the 27th come round from Port Louis, 
whilst those recently engaged were rapidly refitting, 
-Captain Lambert found himselfunder the necessity 
of capitulating, and surrendered to Captain Hamelin, 
the commodore of the French squadron. I t was sti
pulated that the crews should be prisoners of war, but 
to be sent immediately on parole or in exchange to 
one of his Britannic Majesty's forts. The convention 
was ratified by General Decaen, the governor of the 
Isle of France, so fur, that he consented to send the 
prisoners, after the expiration of a month, to England 
or the Cape of Good Hope upon condition of tlleir 
not serving again until exchanged.' 

The only British ship of war now left of the 
blockading squadron was the Boadicea; and Com
modore Rowley was unable to prevent the blockade 
of the Isle de Bourbon, which was established by 
the French frigates Astrea and Iphigenia, wllo intl'r
cepted several of the transports arriving 'with troops 
and ,stores for the destined expedition against tile 
Isle of France. On the 12th of September, how
ever, the Africaine frigate, Captain Corbett, arrived 
from England; and Commodore Rowley, thus rein
forced, immediately put to sea. The French fri. 

I Asiatic Aooua! Rt'gister, vol. xii; Hiltory, p. 8, Chroo. 65: Bnmtoo'l 
Nava! History, iv. 460. A tl'lUlslatioD of GeDeral DeCDt'O'. official pro
clamatioD after the actioD i. published iD the Calcutta Oo .. eram~nt OUt'tte 
Extraordinary, lI~th November, 1810. Some gucooading wu excusable 
OD .uch an occasloD, but In the main the aceount i. candid and temperat" : 
the los1 of the French i. probably undervalued at tour office,. and thirty
thft'emen killed, andooehundred and tWtlhewounded; the latltlriDcluded 
1\1. Du Pernle, the eaptsin of the Bellone, lu the Nereide alone ooe hun. 
dred and .ixteeu were killed, and many of the wounded died on landing. 
Captsin Willoughby wu wounded, but recovered witb the Jose of an eye. 
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gates fled, and the English gave chase. The Boa- BOOK L 

dicca being a heavy sailer, the French vessels soon CIUP. VI. 

shot far a-head, followed closely by the Africaine. 1810. 

Captain Corbett, apprehending the escape of the 
enemy, brought them to action, whilst the Boa-
dicea was five miles astern. The wind died away. 
The Africaine was overpowered: the captain was 
killed, and the senior lieutenant was obliged to 
strike his colours. The balance of strength again 
turned in favour of the French; but the Boadicea, 
being joined by the Otter sloop and Staunch gun-
brig, continued the chase. The enemy's frigates 
were little inclined to renew the contest; and, having 
taken out such of her crew as were unhurt, they 
abandoned the Africaine in a crippled condition. 
Rowley returned with her to St. Paul on the 18th 
of September. 

Commodore Rowley had not been many hours at 
anchor "'hen three sail appeared in the offing, two 
of which had suffered in their masts and rigging. 
lIe immediately made sail in pursuit of them, at
tended by the Otter and Staunch. The vessel that 
appeared not to be disabled had another ship in 
tow, which she cast off: to save herself by flight. 
The third, having no top-masts, bore up to assist her 
consort, but was soon obliged to strike to the superior 
force of the Boadicea; whilst the crippled vessel 
yielded at once to the Otter. The former proved to 
be the French frigate Venus; the latter, the Ceylon, 
an armed Indiaman from Madras, which had been 
captured that morning, after a smart engagement, 
by the Venus and the Victor corvette, the vessel 
that had escaped. The resolute resistance made by 

YOLo I. z 
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BOOK t. the Ceylon, and the damage she had inflicted upon 
CHAP. VI. the Venus, were the' main causes of her own re-

1810. covery, and of the capture of the Venus. On board 
the Ceylon was Major-General Abercrombie, who 
commanded the expedition now on its way from 
India. 

The struggle thus far honourably maintained by 
the . French was now soon to terminate, and an 
effort proportioned to the object was about to put 
an end to their maritime depredations in the seas of 
India. Shortly after the action last noticed, or early 
in October, Vice-Admiral Bertie in the Nisus frigate 
arrived from the Cape of Good-Hope in the bay of 
St. Paul. Great exertions had been made to relit 
and equip the vessels which had been captured; and 
eleven days after the Vice-Admiral's arrival he was 
able to put to sea with the Boadicea, Nisus, Afri
caine, Venus, now named the N ereide, and the 
Ceylon, well manned and supplied. With this 
squadron he proceeded to Port Louis, off which 
he arrived on. the 19th October. Finding that of 
the. enemy's vessels lying in the harbour not more 
than two were ready for sea, he left the Boadicea, 
Nisus, and N ereide to maintain the blockade, and 
resumed his voyage to Rodriguez, to join the expe
dition which had been directed to rendezvous at that 
island. On his way he fell in with the squadron 
from India under Rear-Admiral Drury, proceeding 
to the same destination, and in company with them 
arrived at Rodriguez on the 3rd of November. The 
division from Bombay was already present, and that 
from Madras made its appearance three days after
wards. It was not until the 21st October that the 
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annament from Bengal arrived. As the season was BOOK I. 
e. d d d th . d h' h CHAP. VI. lar a vance ,an e perlO was approac 109 w en __ _ 
the winds in these latitudes become variable and 1810. 

violent hurricanes occur, the commander of the ex
pedition considered it of the utmost importance that 
no further time should be lost; and accordingly pre .. 
parations had been made fol' the embarkation of the 
troops that had previously arrived, and for the supply 
of the vessels from Bengal with such stores as they 
might require without their dropping anchor. As 
soon as this operation was effected, the whole of 
the fleet was under weigh, and early on the 29th 
November came to anchor off the point selected for 
debarkation in Grande Baye, near the north-east 
~xtremity of the island, about fifteen miles north 
from the capital, where it had been previouslyascer. 
tained that a fleet might be anchored in the narrow 
passage between a small island called from its out-
line Gunner's Quoin, and the main~land, and where 
openings in the reefs allowed many boats to enter 
abreast. A landing in force at this place had been 
deemed impracticable, as it was supposed that ves-
sels of burthen could neither make their way 
through the reefs of rocks which formed the ex-
terior barrier of the bay, nor find anchorage outside, 
from the great depth of water close to the rocks. 
It had been, however, ascertained by the officers of 
the navy, that a passage between the rocks could 
be accomplished, and that a fleet might lie at anchor 
in the situation to which it had been actually con- 0 

ducted. No opposition was experienced, and the 
whole of the force was landed by three o'clock in 
the afternoon. The troops had been distributed into 

z2 
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BOOK I. five brigades. I The first, under Colonel Picton, 
CHAP. VI. consisted of his :Majesty's 12th and 22nd regiments, 

1810. and the right wing of the :Madras volunteer oot
talion; the second, under Colonel Gibbs, of his :Ma
jesty's 59th, with three hundred of the 89th and 
a company of the 87th, and of the left wing of 
the :Madras volunteers; the third brigade, under 
Lieutenant-Colonel Kelso, was formed of the 14th 
regiment and the second battalion of the Bengal 
volunteers; and the fourth, commanded by Colonel 
:Macleod, of the 69th regiment, of the :Madras native 
flank battalion, with three hundred marines; the 
fifth brigade was composed of his :Majesty's 65th, a 
troop of the 26th dragoons, and the first battalion 
of the Bengal native volunteers. There was also a 
reserve division, commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel 
Keating, comprising the 84th regiment, the flank 
companies of some other corps, and the Bombay 
native troops. These, with the artillery and a large 
body of seamen, formed a force of about eleven 
thou .. <ruld men. To oppose them General Decaen 
had. not more than two thousand Europeans, includ
ing the crews of the ships of war, a considerable 
number of colonists, and a body of African slaves, 
without discipline, and badly armed. 

As soon as the troops could be formed, the force 

I The Eul'OpeaD force was composed of his Majesty's regiments, the 12th, 
l-Ith, tind, 56th, 59th, &sth, 69th, 8-Ith, and 89th, the Bengal and l\Iadras 
artillery, and a company of the 26th dragoons; six thousand three hundred 
strong: and two thousand seamen and marines. The native troops from 
nenga! and Madras consisted of four volunteer battalions and a party of 

• Madras pioneers, three thousand mt'n: altogt>ther, elevt'n thousand three 
hllUdretI. The squadron consisted of the Illustrious 7-1, and the frigalt's 
CornwalliS, Afri("ainp, Boadil"t'a, Nisus, Clorinde, Com .. lia, Menelaus, 
Psycbe, Ct'ylon, Nereide, }>heEbe, Doris, and Vesper, besides sloops and 
guo·brigs. 
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moved towards Port Louis. The road followed the BOOK L 

direction of the coast for the first five miles, passing CHAP. VL 

through a thick wood much entangled with brush- 1810. 

wood, through which the men made their way with 
great difficulty and fatigue. No enemy was seen 
until, on clearing the wood, the heads of the co-
lumns were fired upon by a small picquet, by which 
Lieutenant-ColoQel Keating, Lieutenant Ashe, and 
some men of the advance, were wounded. The 
enemy were quickly dispersed, and greater injury 
was inflicted by the excessive heat of the weather 
and want of water. Several of the officers and men 
employed in the laborious duty of bringing on tile 
artillery and stores sunk under their exertions, and 
fell dead on the march.1 After clearing the wood, 
the army bivouacked for the night. 

On the following morning the march was resumed, 
with the purpose of reaching the capital; but the 
excessive heat and scanty supply of water compelled 
General Abercrombie to halt, abqut five miles short 
of Port Louis upon the bed of the Pamplemousse 
river. On the 31st the force again advanced, and, 
soon after it had moved, came upon the enemy, who 
had taken up an ad vantageous position in front with 
several field-pieces. The European. flank b~ttalion, 
which formed the advance, was led against them by 
Colonel Campbell of the 33rd; aDd, by a spirited 
charge, put them to flight, with the loss of their 
guns. The success was dearly purchased; Colonel 
Campbell, and Major O'Keefe of the 12th regiment, 
being killed whilst gallantly leading their men to 

I Amoog those wbo perisbed from beat aod ratig~e were Lieuteoao~ Dove 
of bis lUajetlty's Uth, aod Captain Yates of the City of Loodon IndiamaD. 
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BOOK I. the charge. After the repu)se of the enetnYf the 
CHAP,VL army resumed its march, and drew up in front of the 

1810. lines' defending Port Louis, preparatory to an assault 
on the following morning, whilst the ships of war, 
which had now come round to the harbour, should 
cannonade the town from the sea.. This catastrophe 
was prevented by the offer of General Decaen to 
capitulate; and, the terms of his. surrender being 
agreed upon; the Isle of France became subject to 
the British crown. The advanced period of the 
season rendering it unadvisable to protract the con
test, terms more favourable than were merited, al
though less so than those demanded,l were granted. 
The troops of the garrison and crews of the ships of 
war were to be conveyed in English ships to Euro
pean France, instead of becoming prisoners of war; 
taking with them all property declared to be private. 
The ships in the harbour, with all stores and public 
property, fell to the captors. The inhabitants were 
secured in the. continuance of their religion, laws, 
and customs.2 Thus instantaneously disappeared the 
fancied strength of the Isle of France when once 
the vigour of British India emancipated itself from 
the' visionary obstacles which the selfish fears of the 
British Cabinet had opposed, and the imperfect in
formation of the Indian Government had encouraged. 

1 Decaen had the effrontery to demand that the French frigates, with all 
their crews and appointments, should he relinquished for tbe conveyance of 
the troops to France. " Que pour ce transport je conserverai les quatre 
fregates de S. M. J'Empereur, La Manche, La Bellone, L'Astree, et La 
Minerve, ainsi que les corvettes La Victoire et L'Entreprenante, avec leurs 
officiers et equipages, armements et munitions, et approvisionnement." He 
must have expected the reply, .. Altogether inadmissible."-CaIcutta Go
vernment Gazette, February 9, 1811. 

2 Asiatic Annual Register, xii.; History, p. 15 : Calcutta Government Ga
zette, February 9th, 1811 : London Gazette Extraordinary, February 13, J Sll. 
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The very effort that was ultimately made evinced nOOK I. 

the strength of the misconception that had invested _C_HA._P._V_I. 

the capture of the Mauritius with such unreal danger; 
and the conquest, although creditable to the spirit 
with which it was undertaken, reflected but little 
honour on the Bdtish arms. The Isle of Bourbon 
was restored to Franoe at the peace. The Isle of 
France, or the .Mauritius, as it was originally desig-
nated, is still subject to Great Britain. 

The settlements of Holland in the Eastern Archi .. 
pelago had never, even after their enforced submis
sion in common with the parent country to France, 
afforded to any great extent the means of harassing 
the trade of India. French privateers only occa~ 
sionally haunted the roads of Batavia or cruized 
amongst the islands of the Archipelago. Still, how .. 
ever, they constituted a rallying point, which was 
likely to become of more cousideration after the de
struction of those asylums which lay more in the 
route of the Indian trade; and it was incompatible 
with the interests of India and the policy of England 
longer to permit the presence of an enemy in any 
part of the Eastern hemisphere. The first measures 
for this purpose that were sanctioned contemplated 
only a rigorous blockade of Java and the Spice 
islands; but it was soon found that the instructions 
of the home authorities, issued in ignorance both of 
the localities of the islands and political relations of 
India with the principalities on the east of the bay 
of Bengal, were impracticable and mischievous. 
The numerous and intricate channels among the 
ilSlunds of the Archipelago could be effectually 
blocked up only by the employment of the whole of 

1810. 
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nOOK T. the naval armament in the Indian seas; and the en
CHAP. VI. "forcement of laws so unintelligible to the plain sense 

1810. of the Burmese and Malays as those of blockade, 
could have no other effect than that of irritating and 
alarming them, and interrupting their traffic with 
our own settlements, even if it did not lead to a 
piratical warfare against the country trade. It was 
judged, therefore, by Lord Minto and Admiral 
Drury to be the more safe as well as more honour
able plan to adopt a decided course, and, instead of 
confining their attempts to an unavailing blockade 
of the Dutch islands, attempt their annexation to the 
Crown of England. . No great difficulty in accom
plislling this object was anticipated; as, although 
reinforcements had arrived at Java from Europe, and 
the island was commanded by an officer in the inte
rest of France, yet the Moluccas it was known were 
indifferently prepared for resistance, and among the 
Dutch colonists at" Batavia there existed a strong 
party who preferred open conquest by Britain to their 
insidious subjugation by the Emperor of France. 
~n conformity to these views, an expedition on 

a small scale was fitted out from Madras against 
the Molucca islands, consisting of his Majesty's 
ships Dover, Cornwallis, and Samarang, having on 
board part of the Madras European regiment and a 
small body of artillery: the troops were commanded 
by Captain Court, the squadron by Captain Tucker 
of the Dover. They left Madras on the 9th October, 
1809, and by the middle of the following February 
arrived off the island of Amboyna, the most consider
able of the Dutch Spice islands and seat of govern
ment. The vessels anchored off the town, situated 
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at the bottom of a small bay, beneath a line of BOOK I. 

low hills, and defended by batteries along the beach CRAP. VL 

as well 88 on some, of the neighbouring heights, and 1810. 

by Fort Victoria,)Ilounting a number of heavy ord. 
nance. As the elevations on the left and in the 
rear of the town commanded its defences, it W88 

determined to carry them; and, whilst the squadron 
occupied the attention of the enemy by a vigorous 
cannonade, the troops, aided· by seamen and marines, 
were landed on the right of the bay unnoticed. The 
party consisted of about four hundred men, and were 
divided into two bodies; one led by Captain Phillips, 
the other by Captain Court. The first stormed a 
battery erected upon an elevation near at hand, the 
hill of 'Vanitu, and carried it after a resolute resist-
ance, in which the Dutch officer commanding the 
post W88 killed. Captain Court's party had to make 
a circuitous detour to the south of the town, and 
were further delayed by the rugged surface of the 
country. By sunset they reached their destination, 
a height above Fort Victoria, surmounted by a re-
doubt, which W88 abandoned as they entered it from 
the rear. During these operations the ships had 
kept up a brisk cannonade on the sea-face of the 
town. and had been exposed to a cross-fire from 
the batteries in front, or on either side of it. from 
which the evening land-breeze enabled them to 
draw off. On the following morning, the batteries 
in the possession of the British opened on the town 
and fort, and soon silenced their fire. A summons 
to surrender W88 thereupon sent to the Dutch go-
vernor, and W88 promptly obeyed. A capitulation 
was entered into, by which the garrison, composed 
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BOOK I. of more than thirteen hundred Europeans and Ma
CHAP. VI. lays, laid down their arms tQ.a third of their number. 

l8l0. The 'Dutch troops were sent to, Java, where the 
commandant was tried and shot by, order of General 
Daendels. The Malays were taken into the British 
service, and were advantageously employed in some 
of the succeeding operations. Amboyna, once the 
scene of British disgrace and s,uffering, acknow
ledged their authority during the remainder of the 
war. 1 

During the winter and spring months succeeding 
the conquest of Amboyna, Captain Tucker reduced 
the smaller islands i:n. its vicinity. In the com
mencement of the year, the Caroline and Piedmont
aise frigates, and Baracouta brig, under the com. 
mand of Captain Cole of the Caroline, with addi
tional details of the Madras European regiment, 
commanded by Captain Nixon, were dispatched to 
reinforce the troops at Amboyna, and provide for 
its security. Captain Cole was authorised, if he 
saw a reasonable prospect of success, to make a de
scent upon the Bandas, a cluster of small volcanic 
islands south-east of Amboyna; the principal of 
which were Great Banda, or Banda proper, and 
Banda Neira, separated by a narrow strait. The 
latter was selected for attack, although defended 
by two forts-Forts Belgica and Nassau, by bat
teries mounting one hundred and twenty pieces of 
cannon, and by a force of above seven hundred re
gular troops besides militia. • These were stationed 
towards the northern extremity of the island, where 
a landing had been eff'ectedin 1801, when the place 

1 Asiatic Anaual Register, xii.; History, p. 21. 
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was taken by Admiral Rainier, and where it was BOOK I. 

expected the disembarkation would be repeated; CHAP. VI. 

but Captain Cole landed, with a party of two hun- 1810. 

dred seamen and soldiers, on the eastern side during 
the night, in a heavy squall of wind and rain, which 
effectually concealed his movements. A battery 
close to the landing-place was surprised, and its de
fenders made prisoners, without firing a shot; and, a 
guide having been procured, Captain Cole directed 
his march to Fort Belgica, about half a mile distant. 
The men advanced in profound silence, reached the 
foot of the ramparts unperceived, applied their 
scaling-ladders, and cleared the wall. The greater 
l)art of the garrison had been drawn off to strengthen 
the main body of the troops of the island, and but 
few men with the Governor had been left in the 
fortress. These, after a feeble resistance, endea-
voured to escape by the gate, but they were met by 
a party of sailors; and, in the conflict which ensued, 
the Governor and several of his men were killed. 
\Vhen the day dawned, the British flag waved over 
Fort Belgica, which completely commanded the 
town and its defences. Upon the threat of Captain 
Cole to lay the former in ashes, the officer who was 
second in command agreed to surrender the island. 
A valuable booty rewarded the intrepidity and con-
duct which had so brilliantly achieved a valuable 
acquisitioQ. without suffering any loss. 

At the same time Ternate was taken by Captain 
Tucker with a detachment of Europeans, the seamen 
and marines of the Dover, and some of the newly 
enlisted Amboyna corps. Captain Tucker arrived off 
the island on the 25th August; but light and baffling 
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BOOK I. winds kept him off the shore, and a landing was not 
CHAP. VL practicable before the 28th. A hundred and seventy 

1810. men'were landed in the night with intent to surprise 
the forts and batteries which guarded the bay. The 
difficulties of the approach frustrated the scheme, 
and the men were re-embarked. Early in the morn
ing they were again put on shore; and, whilst the 
frigate engrossed the attention of the enemy, they 
proceeded unobserved to an eminence supposed to 
command the fortof Kayomaira, the principal Dutch 
post. They arrived on the bill at noon, but to their 
great vexation they found that the fort was screened 
from their view by "an intervening forest. They 
then endeavoured to proceed by an inland route, 
but, after incessant exertion throughout the day, it 
was found impossible to disencumber the path of 
the immense trees which had been cut down and 
piled across it. Turning to the right, they followed 
the course of a rivulet which led to the beach, and 
brought them about ten o'clock within eight hun
dred yards of the fort before they were discovered. 
Disregarding a smart fire of grape and musketry, 
they rushed forward, escaladed the walls, and carried 
the fort. On the following morning the combined 
operations of the detachment and frigate overpower
ed the other defences of the bay, and by the even
ing the town and island were surrendered. Few 
casualties impaired the exultation of the victors. 
Their conquest completed the reduction of the Mo
luccas, and Java with its dependencies alone re
mained in the possession of the Dutch. 1 

I Asiatic Annual Register, xii.; History, 21; Chronicle, 80; Official 
Dispatches. 
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Prior to the departure of Lord Minto for Madras. nOOK I. 

the practicability of the subjugation of Java had _C_H_AP_"_VI_" 

been brought under his consideration by Mr. Raffies, 
originally a member of the Penang Government, 
but who had attracted the notice of the Governor
General by his acquaintance with the languages and 
political circumstances of the tribes of the Archipe-
lago, and had been in consequence appointed the 
Governor-General's agent at l\Ialacca. After Lord 
Minto's return to Bengal, the subject was resumed: 
Mr .. RafHes can;te round to Calcutta for the sake of 
its more commodious investigation, and his state
ments so entirely satisfied the' Governor-General of 
the feasibility of the measure, that he determined 
to undertake it upon his own responsibility. Its 
execution was, however, deferred until the result of 
the expedition against the French islands should be 
known; and in the interval the design received the 
prospective sanction of the authorities in England. 
No time was lost in preparing for the expedition. 
The King's regiments, which had returned to Ma
dras 1 from the Mauritius, were immediately re
embarked, with the addition of the 78th regiment 
of foot and a portion of the 22nd dragoons; whilst 
in Bengal his Majesty's 59th, four battalions of 
Sipahi volunteers, the 20th, or marine regiment, de
tails of pioneers, and artillery, horse and foot, with 
the Governor-General's body-guard, were assembled 
under the command of Colonel 'Vood. The com
mand of the whole was vested in Sir Samuel Auch
muty. the Commander-in-chief at Madras. The 
Bengal troops sailed early in March, and reached 

I The l.tth, 69th, and 89th: the Madras pioneers. were also re-embarked" 

1811. 
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BOOK I. the appointed rendezvous at l\Ialacca by the end of 
CHAP. VL April. Lord' .Minto accompanied them in the Mo-

1811. deste frigate, in the capacity, as he expressed him
self, of a volunteer. The .Madras force sailed in 
two divisions: the first, under Lieutenant-Colonel 
Gillespie, on the 18th of April; and the seCond, 
under Lieutenant-Colonel Gibbs, on the 29th. At 
the same time Sir Samuel Auchmuty embarked in 
the Akbar frigate. and Commodore Broughton com
manding the fleet sailed in the Illustrious. It was 
fortunate that their departure had not been. de
layed, for on the 3rd of .Maya tremendous hurri
cane set in at .Madras, in which a great number of 
vessels, including the Dover frigate, were driven 
ashore and lost. The fleet had reached the outer 
edge of the vortex, and felt but little of the vio
lence of the storm. The whole of the expedition 
was collected at Malacca by the 1st of June: but 
this was much later than had been intended, the 
pe';"iod having been delayed by the necessity of 
awaiting the return of the troops and transports 
from the .Mauritius; and it now became a question 
of some anxiety whether and by what route the 
fleet could proceed. ' 

The setting-in of the south-west monsoon ren
dered it highly inexpedient to attempt the usual 
navigation through the Straits of Banea. Besides 
the danger to which the ships might be exposed 
from tempestuous weather, it was certain that the 
passage would be tedious, and the -commencement 
of military operations in Java could not take place 
earlier than the rainy season of October and No
vember, when the climate would become unhealthy, 
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and the troops be disabled by sickness. The same nOOK L 

objections applied to the track round the north-east £RA. ... VI. 

of Borneo; and there remained only the passage 1811. 

along the south-west coast of that island, in which 
the fleet would be sheltered from the fury of the 
monsoon, and would be assisted on their way by 
the breezes from the land. This route was accord-
ingly strongly recommended by Mr. Raffies, upon 
the authority of Captain Greigh, of the Minto brig, 
by whom it had been surveyed. It was as strongly 
objected to by the chief naval authorities, who pro
nounced it to be impracticable; but Lord Minto, 
confiding in the information of Mr. Raffies, decided 
the controversy in favour of the inner passage, and 
led the way in the Modeste. The difficulties were 
ensily surmounted under Mr. Greigh's skilful pilot-
age. In six weeks the fleet cleared the intricate 
channels, through which it had passed without a . 
single accident, crossed the sea from the.. point of 
Sambas, and anchored on the 2nd of August off the, 
north coast of Java. Had not the presence of the 
Governor-General decided the question, we have his 
own testimony that the enterprise must have been 
suspended until the following year.1 

The island of Java had for some time been al
most lost sight of amid the convulsive revolutions 
which had shaken the parent country. The last of 
these pretended to extinguish the national integrity 
of Holland, and reduce it to an integral department 

I Parliame~tary Debates, lOth January, 1812; Tbanks to the army and 
navy, and to Lord Minto. Life of Sir Thomas S. RaJDes, p.90. Lord 
Minto remarks in a letter to ~e Conrt, "The attempt must have bren 
abandoned (or the present j1,ar if I had yielded to the predicted difficulties 
oflbe passage." 
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BOOK I. of France. Such a degradation could not fail to 
CHAP. VL excite deep dissatisfaction both at bome and abroad; 

ISIl. and· the inhabitants of the Dutch colonies, more 
removed from the. influence of the French Govern
ment than their countrymen in Europe, were in ge
neral more abhorrent of the alteration. Apprised 
of the prevalence of these feelings, and of the 
weakness of the administration of Java, Sir Edward 
Pellew had, in 1807, urgently pressed Sir George 
Barlow to sanction an expedition against the island; 
for the reduction of which he required no more 
than a thousand Europeans, and as many native 
troops, in addition' to the resources of the vessels 
under his own command. The economical policy 
of the Bengal Government was, however, averse to 
any undertaking which involved expense; and the 
disinclination was fortified by the prohibitory orders 
of the Court of Directors against embarking in en
terprises. which possibly they regarded as affecting 
th~ interests of the nation more immediately than 
those of the Company. The Admiral was per
mitted, however, to amuse himself with a simple 
demonstration. Taking on board five hundred men 
and some artillery at Madras, Sir E. Pellew sailed 
on the 20th of October, 1807, with his squadron,t 
for Gresik, a harbour on the east coast of Java, 
where it was known that several Dutch vessels of 
war were laid up. He arrived off Point Parko on 
the 5th of December, and pursued his course with 
little opposition to Gresik, where he b1p"llt three 

I The squadron consisted of the Culloden and Powerful seventy .fours, 
Caroline and Fox frigates, and Victoria, Samarang, Seaftower, and Jaseur 
sloops. 
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line-of-battle ships and an Indiaman, and destroyed BOOK I. 

the fort and batteries. By a convention with the CHAP. VL 

Council of Surabaya the fleet abstained from doing 1811. 

further damage, on condition of being furnished 
with supplies, which were accordingly provided. 
The facility with which this success was achieved 
demonstrated the feebleness of the Dutch force in 
Java, and the favourable disposition of the inha
bitants. 

The impunity with which the demonstration had 
been followed, awakened the attention of the 
Frencla Emperor to the condition of Java; and he 
immediately ordered arrangements to be instituted, 
in order to place it in a state of greater security. 
Reinforcements were sent out; and General Daen
deIs, an officer of tried activity and resolution, was 
appointed governor. Unchecked by any respeCt 
for private rights, and unscrupulous in the means 
by which his ends were attained, General Daendels 
studied only how to improve the military attitude 
of the island, and prepare it for a contest of which 
he anticipated the approach. Every consideration 
gave way to this design, and the inhabitants were 
compelled to submit to enormous exactions, in order 
to raise funds· by which the army might be reor
ganised and recruited, the existing fortresses re
paired, new and formidable works erected in the 
vicinity of the capital, and ample provision made 
for a vigorous defence against future invasion. He 
was not, however, allowed to test the efficiency of 
his foresight: on the eve of the arrival of the expe
dition he had been recalled to France, and was 
succeeded by General Jansens. who had been go-. 

VOL. I. 2 A 
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BOOK I. vernor of the Cape of Good Hope when it was 
CRAP. VL taken by the English, and had recently arrived at 

18lL. Batavia with a reinforcement of several frigates 
and' a. body of one thousand European troops. 1 The 
whole of the troops on the island were estimated at 
seventeen thousand men, natives and Europeans, of 
whom thirteen thousand were concentrated in the 
lines of Cornelis, a position strong both by nature 
and art, about eight miles from Batavia. 

The fleet, the command of which had been as
sumed by Rear-Admiral Stopford, in the . Scipio, 
and which with transports and brigs mustered above 

. ninety sail, having on board about twelve thou~ 
sand troops, European and Indian, in nell:rly equal 
proportions, anchored' in the bay of Batavia on the 
4th of August. A landing was immediately ef
fected at Chilingyi, a village ten miles east of 
Batavia. No opposition was met with, disem
barkation at this point not having been anticipated. 
The army waS moved forwards two miles, in two 
divisions; one on the road to Cornelis, the other 
fronting that to Batavia. No effort of any import
ance was made to disturb them; and, the horses and 
guns having been landed on the 5th, a general ad
vance was ordered towards the capital. On the 
night of the 7th, the van, commanded by Colonel 
Gillespie, Qrossed the Anjole river by a bridge of 

I The removal of Daendels was a source of great mortification to him, 
and he was urgent with his successor to abstain from the assumption of 
authority until after the expedition should have arrived, and been, as be 
confidently asserted, defeated. Although it is possible that his military 
talents might have enhanced the difficulty of the conquest, and delayed its 
accomplishment, yet the number and equipment of the invading force, and 
the resources at the command of the Government of India, ensured ultimate 
suocess. 
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boats, and by dawn hutted near the suburbs. In BOOK I. 

the course of the day a small detachment was sent CHAP. VI. 

into the city; by whose presence the work of plunw 1811: 

der commenced by the Malays and Javanese was 
arrested, and large stores of colonial goods were 
saved from the flames. Many of the principal in
habitants had been compelled by General Jansens 
to quit Batavia; but those who remained, readily 
submitted. In the evening, a large part of the ad
vance was quartered in the town. During the 
night an attempt at surprise was made by the 
enemy; but, finding the place occupied in greater 
force than they expected, they speedily retired. 

On the morning of the 10th of August, the ad
vanced division marched out of Batavia towards the 
cantonments of 'Veltevreeden, which they reached 
by daybreak. The cantonments were abandoned; 
but a division of the Dutch army, under General 
Jumel, the second in command, had taken uP. a 
strong position about a mile from Weltevreeden, on 
the road to Cornelis. Their right was protected 
by a canal called the Slokan: their left was ex
posed; but the approach both in front and on the 
flank was embarrassed by pepper plantations and 
marshy ground, as well as defended by an abatis, 
with which the enemy had blocked up the road. 
From behind this entrenchment, they opened a fire 
of four horse-artillery guns with grape; whilst the 
infantry, posted in two villages, kept up a brisk 
fire of musketry on the advancing columns. The 
guns were answered with effect by those of the 
British artillery, and the musketry was replied to 
by the skirmishers, whilst an attempt was made to 

2A2 
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BOOK L tum the enemy's left flank. After some delay. 
CHAP. ft. 
___ arising from the nature of the ground, the attempt 

1811. succeeded. The villages were set in flames, and 
the British troops rushed forward to the charge. 
The enemy broke, and were p\u'Sued with vigour 
until they took shelter under the guns of Comelis.1 

The main body of the army came up towards the 
close of the engagement, and took post at 'Yelte
vreeden; haring secured a free communication 
with the town and shipping, a healthy and commo
dious station for the troops, and the command of 
the resources of the country. Three hundred guns 
were found in the arsenal at Weltevreeden, besides 
great quantities of ammunition and military stores. 

Preparatious were immediately made for an at
tack upon Comelis, which General Jansens ex
pected to be able to maintain against all assaults 
until the rainy season should set in, and sickness 
should compel the retreat of the invaders. His 
post was an entrenched camp between two rivers, 
the Slokan on the east, and the river of Batavia on 
the west. The latter was unfordable and the banks 
were steep and overrun with jungle: the former was 
more practicable, but it was defended by powerful 
batteries and redoubts; one of 'which was on the 
near side of the riwr, for the protection of the only 
bridge that had been left standing. The space be
tween the rivers in front, above six hundred yards, 
was guarded by strong entrenchments and redoubts, 
and was difficult of access from the ruggedness of 

• Their loss was &eYere; that of the British was inrooshlerable: but 
sneraI omeers were wounded; of whom Lieuteaant Dum .. ld of the horse 
artiIl .. ry died of his wou.uds.. Li .. uleaaDl MWIlO of his Maje'Sly'S 78th 
was lilled. 
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the ground. A like space in the rear of the works BOOK I. 

was still more strongly fortified. The whole cir-
cumference of the lines extended nearly five miles, 
and was defended by two hundred and eighty pieces 
of cannon. 

Although the necessity of an ultimate assault 
was anticipated by the Commander-in-chief, yet he 
thought it expedient to try the effect of regular ap
proaches; and a battering train having been landed, 
and batteries constructed, the army broke ground 
on the night of the 20th of August. It was not till 
the morning of the 24th that the batteries could be 
opened with effect, and during the interval a furious 
cannonade was kept upon the works by the enemy, 
by which some loss was sustained. On the 24th 
the guns opened upon the enemy's lines, and, not
withstanding the greater nnmber of their ordnan't!e, 
with much more decided effect. The principal re
doubt was repeatedly silenced, and many of the 
guns in their batteries were dismounted. On the 
25th the cannonade was resnmed, and returned 
with spirit: but although the enemy suffered se
verely both in men and guns, yet it was evident 
that no practicable breach could be made until the 
batteries were considerably advanced; an operation 
involving delay, and demanding from the seamen 
and troops an amount of exertion to which, from 
the heat of the weather and the excessive labour 
they would have to undergo, they were unequal. 
In the mean time the enemy were daily adding to 
their defences, and using every means to render 
them impregnable. The period therefore had ar
rived at which the place must be carried by storm, 

CUAP. VI. 

---
·1811. 
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. BOOK I. or a protracted and exhausting course of warfare 
CH4P. VI. -would become inevitable . 
. 1811. The comparative facility of an approach on the 

enemy's right by the Slokan. and the possibility of 
carrying by a coup de main both the redoubt which 
was on this side of the river, and the bridge by 
which the river was crossed, recommended the prin
cipal attack to be made in that direction. The 
assault was intrusted to Colonel Gillespie,. having 
under his orders the infantry of the advance, and a 
part of the right brigade of the line commanded by 
Colonel Gibbs. At the same time two other attacks 
were to be made upon the enemy's lines; one, under 
.Lieutenant-Colonel Macleod, against the principal 
redoubt in the angle of the enemy's front and left; 
and the other, Under Major Yule, upon the bridge 
leading to the rear: whilst the main body of the 
.army threatened the front.1 

Colonel Gillespie's column marched soon after 
midnight on the 26th. The troops had to make a 
considerable detour through a difficult country, in
tersect~d ,by ravines, and parcelled out in pepper 
plantations and betel gardens. The darkn~ss of the 
night aggravated the intricacy of the path; and when, 
towards morIling, the head of the column had ap-

I The troops under Colonel Gillespie were the two Hank battalions, con
sisting of the grenadiers of the 78th regiment, and of the 6th and 6th native 
volunteer battalions, the light companies of the 14th, 59th, 69th, 78th, and 
of the light infantry battalion and 4th native volunteers, the rille companies 
of the 14th, 69th, and 78th, five companies of the 89th, dismounted dragoons 
and body-guard, a body of marines, and Madras pioneers. Colonel Gibbs' 
column was formed of the grenadiers of the 14th, 59th, and 69th, first batta
lion of the 69th, and 4th and light infantry volunteer battalions. Colonel 
Macleod led the 69th regiment. Major Yule had under his orders the gre
nadiers of the 20th native infantry, two companies of his Majesty's 69th, the 
Hank battalion of the reserve, with a detachment of the Madras pioneers and 
artillery, and a troop of the 22nd dragoons': 
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proached near to the works, information was brought .BOOK I. 

to Colonel Gillespie that the rear division had fallen CU4P. VI, 

behind. A short halt was ordered; but as it was UII L 

impossible to remain unobserved after daybreak, and 
a retreat in the presence of the enemy might hazard 
the success of the expedition, Colonel Gillespie de
termined to make the assault at once, trusting that 
the strayed column would be guided aright by the 
firing, and would be in time to support him before 
be was seriously engaged. 

The morning dawn showed th,e enemy's videttes 
at band, and the column was challenged. The men, 
as commanded, reserving their fire, rushed forward 
with the bayonet; and the picquets were destroyed, 
and the advanced redoubt was carried almost as soon 
as the alarm was given. At the same moment the 
grenadiers of the 78th, under a heavy fire from the. 
enemy, carried the bridge over the Slokan, a slight 
stru'cture which might with ease have been de
molished. As soon as the passage was effected, 
Colonel Gillespie, turning to the left, stormed a 
second redoubt, which was within the lines; and not
"ithstanding the superior numbers of the enemy, and 

• a spi~ited resistance, which caused the loss of many 
brave officers and men, carried it at the point of the 
bayonet. Each of these redoubts mounted twenty 
eighteen pounders, besides several twenty-f~ur and 
thirty-two pounders. 

The division of Colonel Gibbs having, as was anti~ 
cipated, b~en guided to the scene of action. by the 
cannonade, had hastened on to take their share in 
the conflict; and, having crossed the Slokan, the 
grenadiers of. the 14th, 59th, and 69th regiments 
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BOOK I. moved against a redoubt on the right, which they 
CaAP. VI. stormed, and carried with the bayonet in the most 

-1811. gallant manner. They had scarcely gained possession 
when the powder magazine1 attached to it exploded 
with a stunning sound, and scattered piecemeal the 
.mutilated limbs of both defenders and assailants. 
This awful occurrence was followed by a momentary 
pause; but the batteries of the enemy soon opened 
again upon the attacking column. The assailants 
had, however, now gained a firm,. footing within the 
lines, and proceeqed with renewed spirit to stOnD 
the remaining redoubts to their right and left. 

In the mean time an active cannonade had been 
maintained on the front, where the enemy had erro
neously expected the main attack would have been 
made, and under this persuasion had refrained from 
reinforcing their troops on the right. The column 
directed to the rear- was unable to cross the river, 
as the bridge .was burnt, and was obliged to remain 
contented with' firing upon the enemy from the op
posite bank. The detachment under Lieutenant
ColoneLMacleod carried the redoubt against which 
they had been sent, but, unfortunately, with the. 
loss of their commander. The success of the assault 
on the right. however, soon opened a free access to 
the entrenchment, and the British entered Cornelis 
in every direction. 

,\,Vhen most of the' redoubts had been stormed, 
and daylight rendered objects distinct, the enemy's 
reserve, composed of several battalions, with twenty 

1 It was said to have been purposely fired by some of the enemy's officers, 
who perished in the explosion. No advantage accrued to the enemy from 
the catastrophe. 
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pieces of horse artillery, besides heavy guns, and a BOOK I. 

large body of cavalry, was seen drawn up on the CHAP. VI. 

plain in front of the barracks and lesser fort of Cor-IBll. 
nelis, the guns of which commanded the approach. 
The duty of dispersing these was consigned to the 
59th, and was gallantly effected by that corps, who 
not only drove them from their position, but cap· 
tured the fort. The dragoons and horse artillery 
then coming up, Colonel Gillespie placed himself at 
their head, and pursued the fugitives for ten miles, 
cutting off great numbers, and completing the dig. 
organization of their army. Those who sought refuge 
in the thickets were killed or dispersed by the 14th 
regiment and detachments of the Bengal volunteers. 
The efforts of their officers to keep them together as 
far as Beutenzorg, where entrenchments had been 
thrown up, and a second stand. was to have been 
made, entirely failed, and the fate of Java was de-
cided. Six thousand prisoners were taken, mostly 
European troops, including a regiment of voltigeurs 
recently arrived from France. The loss of the 
enemy in killed and wounded was likewise very 
considerable. The victory was not won without loss 
also to the assailants. In the previous operations, 
and in the assault of Corneli$, the killed and wounded 
amounted to nearly nine hundred, of whom eighty. 
fi ve were officers! 

Although the dispositions of the Commander-in· 
chief rendered the fall of Cornelis little doubtful, 

I The officers who were killed, or who died of their wounds, were, 
Lieutenant-Colonel C. Macleod, hisl\Iajesty's 69th, and Lieutenant·Colonel 
Campbell, 76tb : Captains Kennedy, 14th; O~iphant, 59tb; ~d Ross, 69tb: 
Lieutenants Hutchins, 22nd dragoons; Warmg, Lloyd, LItton, and Mac
pherson, 59th; Hipkins, 69th; Coghlan, 14th; Macdonald, 5th battalion 
volunteers; and Murrall, ditto 6th: and Ensign Wolfe of his Majesty'so9th. 
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BOOK I. yet that it was accomplished so quickly, and with a 
CHAP. VI. loss which, though severe, was disproportionate to 

.1811. the strength of the position and the importance of 
the capture, was mainly attributable to the decision 
and activity of Colonel Gillespie. Had he paused 
for the junction of the rear division, had he delayed 
an instant to attack the exterior redoubt, and make 
good his passage over th~ Slokan, the difficulties of 
the attempt would have been immeasurably en
hanced, and success would have demanded infinitely 
greater sacrifices. The same promptitude and cour
age characterised his subsequent movements. The 
defeat of the reserve and the pursuit of the flying 
foe; the final dispersion of the enemy's troops, and 
the impossibility of again concentrating a force of 
any consideration, were mainly attributable to his 
exertions. That the troops he commanded were 
worthy of their leader is an additional proof of his 
military merit. 

After the- annihilat~on of his army, General Jan
sens, with a small body of horse, retired to the east
ern districts of Java. A squadron ·of frigates, with 
th~:marines and a Bengal battalion under Colonel 
Wood, was immediately dispatched to Cheribon, and 
arrived there two days after General Jansens had 
passed. The place was immediately surrendered. 
Another expedition proceeded to Madura,· off the 
north-eastern extremity of Jav~ and occupied that 
island. On the 5tJ:!. of September Sir S. Auchmuty 
proceeded against General Jansens, who had assem- , 
bled a force consisting chiefly of native horse, and 
taken up a strong and fortified position at Jatu, 
about six miles from Samarang. The vessels arrived 
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off the latter port on the 12th, and the troops were BOOK I. 

landed on the following day, the town being aban- CRAP. VI. 

doned. On the 16th they came in sight of the ene- ,ISH. 

my, about eight thousand strong, principally natives, 
with twenty pieces of cannon, drawn up on some 
high and rugged hills forming the southern boundary 
of a valley across which lay the road. The troops 
with Sir S. Auchmuty were not above one thousand 
in number, consisting of the 14th and 78th regi-
ments, with the grenadier company of the 3rd vo
lunteer native battalion, 'and details of artillery and 
pioneers, with six field-pieces. Having established 
his guns on the heights facing the enemy, so as 
to keep down their fire, Sir S. Auchmuty directed 
the troops to cross the valley and ascend the hills 
opposite. The advance was made with the greatest 
alacrity and firmness; the valley was traversed with 
little loss; and, as soon as the heights were as
cended, the enemy 'retreated in confusion. As they 
consisted chiefly of cavalry, they easily outstripped 
pursuit; but 'on learning that they showed an in-:
clination to rally under the cannon of the small 
fort of Onarang, about four miles from the field 
of battle, Sir S. Auchmuty marched thither with-
out halting, again put them to flight, and occupied 
the fort. This was the last effort made by Gene-
ral Jansens. Finding that no dependence could 
be placed on the only troops he was now able t() 
collect, he proposed immediately after the action 

Ito treat for a capitulation. A cessation of arms 
for twenty-four hours was allowed him; and, after 
some hesitation on the part of General Jansens, 
a treaty was signed. By this it was stipulated t.hat 
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BOOK I. ,Java and its dependencies should be surrendered to 
CHAP. VI. Great Britain; that all the military should be pri-

1811. soners of war; and that the British governor should 
be left unfettered in regard to the future adminis
tration of the island, the guarantee of the public 
debt, and the liquidation of the paper money.1 

Thus, as Lord :Minto observed, an empire, 
which for three centuries had contributed greatly 
to the power, prosperity, and grandeur of one of the 
principal and most respected states of Europe, had 
been wrested from the short usurpation of France 
and added to the dominion of the British crown, 
and converted from a seat of hostile machination 
and commercial competition into an augmentation 
of British power and prosperity. The reduction of 
Java left the Eastern seas without an enemy, and 
the merchant-vessels of Great Britain and of British 
India were at liberty to pursue their peaceful and 
beneficent. ~ourse without dread of molestation or 
fear of plunder. The value of the conquest was 
perhaps inadequately appreciated in England, but 
the acknowledgments of the Prince Regent were 
conveyed to the army and navy.1I Medals were be
stowed upon the King's and Company's officers who 
had distinguished themselves in the expedition, and 

I General Jansens had been formerly governor of the Cape of Good 
Hope when it was taken by the English. Adverting to this disaster, the 
.'rench Emperor, on his departure for the government of Java, significantly 
remarked, .. Souvenez-vous, Monsieur, qu'un General Fran~ois ne se laisse 
pas prendre une seconde fois." He had little reason to look for much fa-
vourahle cODsideration on his return to France. • 

• In the debate in the CommoDs on the vote of thanks to Lord Minto and 
tbe army and navy for the reduction of the Isles of France and Java, Sbe
ridan and Wbitbread professed to doubt if the acquisitions were worth the 
cost of money and life by wbich they had heen made. These doubts were 
clearly the mere effusions of party spleen. 
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Lord :Minto was raised to the dignity of Earl of BOOK L 
lIinto. c ..... YI. 

After the reduction of Java, the government of J811. 

the island was placed in the hands of :Mr. RafHes, 
with the designation of Lientenant-Governor of 
Java and its dependencies, and the command of the 
troops left on the island was conferred npon Co-
lonel Gillespie. Some time elapsed before the au
thority of the new government was established. 
The Dutch colonists, who could have no particular 
affection for the French, and who had experienced 
the overbearing and extortionary spirit of that mili-
tary rule which was modelled upon the despotism 
to which France was subject, were for the most 
part well pleased with the change; but some of the 
native chiefs, deeming the season propitious for the 
subversiou of all European ascendancy, manifested a 
hostile disposition which it became necessary to sup-
press. Among these chiefs, one of the most power-
ful was the Sultan of Y odhyakarta, who declared 
open war against the British, and called upon his 
countrymen to join him for their expulsion. Having 
in vain attempted to come to a friendly understand-
ing with the Sultan, Colonel Gillespie conducted a 
force against his capital, and carried it by storm. 
The Sultan was taken prisoner and exiled to Pc-
nang, and his son was placed on . the throne. The 
capture of Y odhyakarta, a place of great extent and 
some strength, defended by one hundred thousand 
"'troops, who, although defective in arms and dis
cipline, were not wanting in intrepidity and fierce-
ness, added another laurel to the wreath won by 
British v.alour, and intimidated the native princes 
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BOOK I. into a peaceable submission to a government whose 
CRAP. VI. conciliatory policy they had subsequently occasion to 

1812. compare with the oppression which they had been 
accustomed to suffer from the Dutch. 

Previously to the contest with the Sultan of 
Y odhyakarta, it had been found advisable to dispatch 
an expedition against the Sultan of Pal em bang, a 
'state on the north-east coast of Sumatra. Shortly 
after the conquest of Java, commissioners had been 
sent to the Sultan to renew the engagements in 
which he was held by the Dutch. They had been 
obliged to ret~without effecting their object: the 
Sultan denied that any such engagements had ever 
existed, and asserted that the Dutch factory had 
been abandoned before the reduction of Java. To 
remove living evidence of the falsehood of this as
sertion, he. razed the Dutch fort and factory, and 
caused the members of the factory at Palembang, 
now become the subjects of the British Govern
ment of Java, to be murdered. To punish this 
atrocity, and enforce the stipulation which had 
long been maintained in regard to the trade with 
Banca especially, a force was sent. against the 
Sultan in March, 1812. commanded by Colonel Gil
lespie. He arrived off the Palembang river on the 
18th of April, and the troops ascended the river in 
boats. No resistance was offered; and, upon the 
approach of the detachment to Palembang, the 
Sultan fled, leaving his capital and principality at 
the disposal of the victors. Colonel Gillespie with 
a small party landed on the night of the 25th of 
April; and, being joined by.the principal Pl!J"t of his 
force on the following morning, commenc~d an in-
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vestigation into the character and behaviour of the BOOK I. 
fugitive prince. The process seems to have been CHAP. VI. 

summary. Upon the depositions of two' natives 1812-

who had been sent to Palembang by the, British 
Government of Java, and who accused the Sultan 
of the murder of the Dutch, he was declared to 
have forfeited his sovereignty by various acts ·of 
rapine, treachery, and barbarity, contrary to the 
la.w8 of nations and his existing engagements with 
the Dutch, to whose right the English Company 
had succeeded in virtue of the cession of Java and 
its dependencies. A proclamation to this effect ·in' 
the Malay language was read. At the same time 
it was announced that the Commander of the forces 
had selected Pangerang Adipati, the Sultan's bro-
ther, in consideration of his virtues, and the love, 
esteem, and veneration with, which he was regarded 
by the people of the country, to fill the vacant 
throne. This person was accordingly declared true 
and lawful Sultan of Palembang and its depend-
encies, under the title of Sultan Ratu Ahmed Na
jam-ud-din. The first use made of his power by the 
new Sultan was to enter into a treaty by which he 
ceded the island of Banca, a dependency of Palem-' 
bang valuable for its mines of tin, in absolute and 
perpetual soverejgnty and possession to the English. 
On the 18th of May, Colonel Gillespie, leaving with 
the prince whom he had crowned a hundred men 
for his defence, returned to Java, taking possession. 
of Banea on his way. The measures thus adopted 
by Mr. Raffies were approved of by the Governor of 
Benga!.l 

1 Most of the particulara given in the text are derived from Thoro's 
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BOOK L Although the Court of Dift'Ctors had sanctioned 
CHAP. n. the expedition against J aya, their news did not go 

1812. beyond "the expulsion or reduction of the Dutch 
power, the destruction of their fortifications, the dis
tribution of their arms and 'stores to the natives, and 
the evacuation of the island. Lord :Minto, however. 
was not prepared to expOse the Dutch colonists 
without a government or without arms to the vin
dictive passions of the Javanese;1 to consign a rich 
and prosperous island to an indefinite perpetuation 
of the elements of disorder and bloodshed; or to 
throwaway the advan~oes. both commercial and 
political, which the occupation of Java ensured to 
British India and to Great Britain. He therefore 
recommended to the Court a reconsideration of their 
orders; and, upon the conquest of the island. com
mitted it to a government composed p.vtly of the 
cinl and military officers of the Company, and partly 
of respectable colonists well affected to the English. 
Under their combined administration Java soon came 
to enjoy an unprecedented amount of tranquillity and 
prosperity. The country was dinded into district..<I, 
each of which was placed under the manlloo-ement of 
a European Resident, who was charged with the 
general collection of the revenUE\ and the distri
bution of justice according to such laws as were in 
force, and which were unexceptionable in principle. 
The infliction of torture and mutilation was at once 
abolished; and natives were admitted to juries, from 

Coaques& of Java. !.\(ajorThom sened as Deputy Quarter-M~ 
to the forces ia Java. 

• Lettf'l' from Lord Minto to Mr. RallIes, February,lSII; Life of RallIes, 
p. 2S. 
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1rhich they had under the Dutch regime been ex- BOOK I. 

eluded. The farming of the reTenues and imposts aup."-

1ras abandoned, and the collections were made di- 1811. 

rectly by the officers of the Government according to 
fixed rates. The arbitraJy exaction of an undefined 
proportion of the crops was discontinued, and a set
tlement of a specified ~mount for a given period 
entered into 1rith the occupants of the land. All 
fon"ed requisitions of labout 1Irere prohibited, transit 
duties 1Irere abrogated, and the duties on external 
trade equalised.. , It 1rere foreign to the scope of 
this 1Irork to d1rell longer upon the improvements 
effected in JaTa 1rhiIst under British authority; but 
the prevalence of undisturbed internal order and 
pe1lC('. concurrently with the improving leS01lJ"reS of 
the state, eridenced a material advance in the pro-
ductive industry of the people, and an amelioration 
of their conditioIL' 

The question of retaining JaTa as a colony of the 
Crown, or, of learing it under the government of 
the East India Company. bad been left undeter
mined by the British Administration, amid the 
mighty transactions 1Irhich at this period involved ' 
the destinies of the 1Irorld. One of their results 
1Iras the re-establishment of the :Netherlands as an 
independent mODal"{'hy. and the rerival of those re
lations of amity 1Irhich had at Tlll'ious intervals 
united Great Britain and Holland. In the spirit of 
the ronnexion thus re-e;tablished, the British Go-

• 1M __ '" Jan rnli8rd, ia IMHi, na.-s 49t.U8. Ge.ral 
Dandda, .. 1809, niwoI tt.e. .. Me..... b 18U IWy --.I .. 
1.J68.16i. F_ lIlia .... Gdoerfada, _ • Seh9taBre '" a Hia.~ ~ 
by Sir no- s. RaJIft, widI A~; priaWd ( .... pebli&Iaed) by Blad 
.... c... ~ 181.: abo .. Uk ..... Ili8lurJ '" Jan. 

VOL I. ! B 
" 
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BOOK I. vernment, without weighing with sufIicien.t delibe
ClIA.P. VL ration the circumstances which the altered political 

1814. condition of EUrope had created, and with a dere
liction more liberal than politic of its own interests, 
hastened to replace the Dutch in their ancient 
Eastern possessions; and by a convention with the 
United Netherlands, dated 13th of August, 1814, 
engaged to restore all the colonies, with exception 
of the Cape of Good Hope and some places in the 
West Indies. Java was consequently among the 
cessions. The more pressing calls at home upon 
the attention of the Batavian Governmexi.t delayed 
its availing itself immediately of the generosity of 
its ally; and Java did not reassume the character of 
a Dutch colony until the end of 1816, five years 
after it had been conquered by the armament from 
Bengal. Sir T. RafHes was spared the pain of re
signing his power to the Dutch commissioners, by 
the appointment of Mr. Fendall, of the Bengal ser
vice, to the government of Java in the beginning of 
the same.Year.1 

• 1 Some measures of the administration of Ml:. Raffies had beeu disap
proved of by the Court of Directors, particularly his alienation of the public 
domains in order to raise funds, in place of re.issuing a greatly depreciated 
paper currency, under an emergent demand for money, and the inexpedience 
of drawing on Bengal. Cbarges implicating his integrity had also been 
preferred against him; which, aliliOll.gh acknowledged in most unqualified 
terms by the Court to be utterly unfounded, seem to have produced a bias 
unfavourable to him in the mind of Lord Moira, and to have had some in
fiuence in his supersession. His provisional appointment, by Lord Minto, 
to be Resident at Bencoolen was confirmed, and he repaired iliiilier after a 
visit to England, where he received ilie honour of knighthood in the end of 
1817.-Life, p. 290. I 
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Courts,-multiplication of Suits, - arrears of De
ci~ions,-no effective remedy applied.-State of Cri
minal Judicature,--similar arrears.-State of Po
lice.-Classes of Robbers,-prevalence of Dakoiti, 
or Gang robbery,-atrocities perpetrated,-difficulty 
of detection and conviction.-Evils of e3lcluding 
Native co~operatzon,-attempts to recover it,-failures. 
Superintendents of Police and Special Magistr.ates 
appointed.-Employment of Informer-s.-Diminution 
of Dakoiti.-Revenue System, ...... review. of.-Pro
prietary right of the Sovereign not of Hindu but of 
1Ilokammedan origin.-Doctrines of the latter.
Notions of the people.-Nature and e3ltent.of public 
demand under tke Hindus and Mohammedans in 
ea1·lier and later times,-from whom demanded.
Variety of Proprietary rigkts.- Village communi
ties,-their origin, -legislation,.- colonisation, -

2s2 
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conquest.-Traces of property e.rtinguislted hy the 
ezactionsof tile Gooernment, and ViOage communi
ties Jestroyed,-:-in some procinces,-not in all.
Variety of Organization,-aifferent rights of the 
members, -peculiarities of constitutioo, -general 
identity.-Classes of tenants,-perpetual,-telllpo
rary.-TluJ Puhlic Ret:enue h01JJ realisea.-Ret:enue 
oJIicers.-Heatl-men of maages,-modiJications of the 
ojJice.-Function of Zemindar,-degree of his pro
prietary "ght,-contingent adrJantages,--considera-. 
tion among tile people.-Course oiJoptea hy the Bri
tish Gm:ernment.-Permanent Zemindari settlement 
Mdered for ltlaaras.-Commencement of Ryotwar 
settlement.-Pri~Cli;les of assessment urged hy Lord 
W. Bentinck,-a/Jandoned hy the Gorernment of 
Maaras.- ViOage settlements formea. -Perpetual 
settlement at ltlaaras prohibited hy tile Court of 
Directors.-Settlement of the Ceded and Conquered 
P'I'ooinces of Bengal.-Commission of Inquiry,
recommend delay of a permanent assessment,---re
commendation aisrega·rdea by the Gooernment.-Er
pecled aar:antages of permanency,-not realisal;le,
illusory nature of the prorision,"--moderate assess
ment all that is essential..-principle discountenanced 
in Englana. _0 Permanent settlement of tile Ceaed 
and Conquered Prorinces forbidden. -Regulations 
for the protection of the Ryots.-House-ta.r,-re
sistance at Benares,---repealed.-Religious riot at 
Benares.-ltlissionaries in Bengal,-establislted at 
Serampore.-checked by the Government.-Lord 
ltlinto's encouragement of Oriental Literature,-in
terest in tile College of Fort Wiaiam.-Financial 
operations.-Close of Lord Minto's -1dmi"istration. 
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THE Governor-General returned from Java to BOOK: L 

Calcutta towards the end of 1811; and the CILlI'. nr. 

remaining period of his administration was 00- 181'

cupied with the resumption and prosecution of 
measures affecting the welfare of British India 
in its amicable relations with the neighbonring 
states and its allies, and in the promotion of its 
iuternal prosperity. 

The peace of India remained undisturbed; but 
various indications occurred of an approaching neces
sity for departing from the pacific principles which 
had generally regulated the policy of the Govern
menL On the north, !he Court of Nepal had as
serted claims to territory within the Company's 
boundaries which were questioned or denied; and 
had instigated, or allowed its snbjects to commit, 
encroachments and outrages which demanded serious 
notice. In the south, the style assumed by the 
officers of the King of Burma in their intercourse 
with the English functionaries at Chittagong, arising 
out of insurrections in the intermediate province of 
Aracan lately conquered by the Burmese, revealed 
an arrogant and usurping spirit which it would pro
bably require force to repress. On the western 
frontier. the banditti known as Pindaris were be
coming daily more confident and daring; and in 
1812 a party of them violated the integrity of the 
British dominions, broke through the boundaries, 
and advanced to the wealthy commereial city of 
llirzapol'ey which they threatened to plunder. The 
approach of troops saved it from destruction, and 
the Pindaris retired. To prevent the I'Ppetition of 
a similar irmption, treaties were formed with the 
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BOOK 1. Rajas 'of Tehrl and Rewa,l by which they were bound 
CHAP. Vll. to close the passes in their several principalities 

1812. against the Pindari incursions, and a cordon of 
troops was stationed along the frontier from Bundel
khand to Midnapore. At the same time that these 
precantions were taken, it was foreseen that they 
would be mere palliatives; and a time was contem
plated when it would be necessary to unaertake a 
system of military and political operations calculated 
to strike at the root of this great and increasing 
evil.2 The 'period was not long deferred; but the 
arrangements adopted belong to a different adminis
tration. The same was the case with the course 
that was ultimately pursued 'with respect to Nepal 
and Burma; and we may therefore suspend their 
consideration until the power of the British Go
vernment was exerted to' place its rights beyond 
dispute, to secure its confines from aggression, and 
to eradicate the predatory pestilence which had so 
long preyed upon the strength, and wasted the ener
gies, of Central India. 

The'subsidiary alliance with Hyderabad had 
undergone no material alteration since the interfer
ence <!f the Government of Bengal in the appoint
ment of a minister. The Nizam, discontented and 
sullen, took little concern in public business, and 
sought consolation for wounded pride in sensual in
dulgence. His minister, l\funir-al-Mulk, equally in
dolent and incapable, followed his sovereign's ex-

1 Treaty with Raja Bikramajit of Tehri, 23rd December, 1812. The 
treaties with the Rewa Raja have been previously referred to.-Treaties 
with Native Chiefs, xlix. 

I Secref Letter from Bengal, 2nd October, 1812; Papers, Pindari War, 
p.14. 
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ample; and all the labour, but with it much of the BOOK I. 
authority, devolved upon the Hindu subordinate, CHAP. YD. 

Chandu La!. Strong also in the assured support 1812. 

of the Resident, the Dewan made but an indifferent 
use of his responsibility, and to 'his own purposes and 
emolument sacrificed the interests of the prince and 
the prosperity of the people. At the recommenda-
tion of the Resident, Chandu La! consented to the 
reorganisation of the militR.ry contingent which the 
Nizam was bOUIid by treaty to furnish, and, in-
stead of a body of irregulars, to maintain a standing 
disciplined force under British officers. This was 
gradually increased to above twelve thousand men, 
horse and foot, and proved itself of eminent service 
in the subsequent war. Its chief value ~n the esti-
mation of the minister' was the weight which it 
gave him in his dealings with the Court, and the 
coercive means it enabled him to employ against 
refractory landholders, and farmers of the revenue, 
on occasions when the aid of the subsidiary brigades 
was withheld. The sanction of the Government 
was given to the arrangement. A similar plan was 
recommended to the Peshwa, and he also assented 
to the formation of a disciplined brigade under 
British officers. I 

The necessity which has been described of inter
fering for the defence of the Raja of N agpore natu
rally directed the attention of the Government to 
the permanent maintenance at his expense of a 
military force. Negociations with this view were 
opened; but the objections of the Raja to a sub-

I Report, Select Committee, IS32 ; Political Appendix, pp. 133, 266. 
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BOOK I. sidiary alliance were not to be overcome, and the 
CHAP. VII. arrangement was deferred.1 

1812. A long, and occasionally an uneasy, discu~sion 

with the Nawab of Oude engaged at this time in 
an especial manner the deliberations of the Govern
ment and of the Court of Directors. The frequent 
applications made by the Nawab for the services of 
the subsidiary force in the compulsive collection of 
the revenues of Oude. had occasioned extreme dis
satisfaction in the minds of both the local and the 
home authorities, as they were well aware that 
the troops were in this manner often employed on 
duties incompatibie with their military character, 
and were converted into instruments of extortion 
and oppression. Supported by the sanctioll and in
junctions of the Court of Directors, the Governor
General determined, towards the close of 1810, to 
express to the Nawab in an unqualified manner the 
sentiments with which his fiscal administration was 
regarded, and the conclusions of the Bengal Govern
ment that a change of system was indispensably ne
cessary. A letter was accordingly addressed to him 
by Lord Minto, earnestly recommending to him to 
institute a reform which should be based upon the 
fundamental principles of a moderate assessment, to 
be made by the officers of Government immediately 
with the landholders, without the intervention of a 
contractor or farmer of the revenue. The settlements 
were to be made for a fixed term of years, and the 
occupants of the land were to be guaranteed in their 
occupancy as long as the amount of the assessment 

I Report, Select Committee, 1832; Political Appendix. p. 227. 
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was regularly dischargt.'d. Other refol'1llSt relating BOOK L 

to the police and the administration of justi~ were alAP. YIL 

suggested at the same time; and the Resident was lila. 
instrocted to use an urgent and decided tone in 
pressing these recommendations upon the consider-
ation of the Xawab. 

The interference which was thus exercised by the 
Government of Bengal in the internal regulation of 
the atrairs of Oude was grounded 'upon the article of 
the treaty of 1801, in which the Xawab .. en~oed 
to establish in his resen-ed dominions such a system 
of administration, to be carried into effect by his 
own officers, as should be conduch·e to the prospe
rity of his subjects, and ~culated to secure the 
lil"es.and property of the inhabitants; and that his 
Excellency would always adrise with, and act in 
conformity to, the coun...<lel of the officers of the Ho
nourable Company." The explanation subsequently 
gil"en by Lord "~ellesley to the Xawab of the prin
ciples which were to regulate the intercourse be
tween the two states amplified the expressions of 
this article; and whilst it declared that the Resident 
was to be the representatil"e of the GOl"ernor
General, 'and the channel by which the sentiments 
and counsels of the British Gol"emment were to be 
communieat~ . enjoined that functionary to treat 
the Xawab with the utmost degree of respect, con
ciliation, and attention, and to maintain cordial 
union and harmony in all transactions. 

How this was to be acromplished when the senti
ments of the Xawab differed from those of the 
Resident! what security was prorided for the ac
quiescence of the former in the coun-<lels of the 
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BOOK I. latter? who was to determine whether the counsels 
OHAP. vu. of the British Government and of its representative 

1812. were really calculated to promote the interests of 
the prince and his people? and by what means com
pliance was to be enforced consistently with the de
gree of independence which the N awab was allowed 
to retain? were questions which the vague and in
definite phraseology of both treaty and explanation 
'left for the embarrassment of Lord "\Yellesley's suc
cessors. 

On the present occasion all these sources of per
plexity occurred. Professing himself willing and 
desirous to defer to the advice of the British Go
vernment, the Nawab entertained insuperable and 
not unreasonable objections to the propositions. sub
mitted to him. It was recommended to him to 
take as a model, the. arrangements introduced into 
the Ceded provinces with, it was affirmed, entire 
success; to relinquish the practice of farming the re
venues; to· institute an inquiry into the productive
ness of the lands; and, upon a determination of their 
val~e, to settle with the proprietors a moderate rate 
of assessment for a period of three years. To these 
recommendations the Nawa.b at first gave his general 
assent; but he started doubts as to the practicability 
of their execution, the delays and difficulties which 
would attend the valuation of the lands, and the 
impossibility of finding functionaries qualified and 
fit to form settlements with the landholders. On 
the other hand, the Resident, Major Baillie, san
guine in his expectations of success, treated the 
Nawab's doubts as evasive, and, instead of observing 
the conciliatory course prescribed by Lord "\YelIes-
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ley, pressed the reform with a degree ~f positiveness BOOK L 

and importunity which furnished the Nawab with a CUP.VB. 

fresh cause of alarm, and led him to apprehend that IBI:&. 

the Resident's objects were to take into his own 
hands the nomination of the revenue officers and 
an inquisitorial scmtiny into his revenues. Each 
charged the other with a virtual infraction of the 
treaty; the Resident accusing the Nawab of dis~ 
garding the advice of the British Government, and 
the Nawab complaining that he was not permitted 
to judge what measures were conducive to the pro-
8perity of his people, or carry them into effect 
through 'the agency of his own servants. There 
were several other sou.rcet of disagreement, arising 
chiefly out of the advocacy by the Resident of the 
rights and claims of the members of the Nawab's 
family, or of individuals 'taken under his especial 
protection, in opposition to the wishes of the Nawab. 
In most of these cases the conduct of the Resident 
might be defended, either by existing or implied 
engagements. with the British Government; but it 
necessarily reminded the Nawab of the unreality of 
the independence with which Lord 'Vellesley had 
pretended to invest him in all matters of a private 
and domestic nature. 

After much lengthy correspondence and various 
personal conferences, in which the Nawab under 
the operation of fluctuating feelings repeatedly pro
mised acquiescence, and as often evaded the fulfil
ment of his promises, the Government of Bengal. 
then adminb--tered by General Hewett as Vice
President during Lord Minto's absence at Java, de
termined to refrain from urging' the question of 
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BOOK I. reform further. They argued that it would be of 
CRAP. VIL little avail to enforce the N awab's adoption of a plan 

1812. the execution of which he could easily, and would 
most certainly, frustrate; that his objections to any 
particular scheme of reform could not be construed 
into a systematic disregard of the counsels of the 
British Government, for which, on the contrary, he 
professed the utmost deference; and that, conse
quently, to have recourse to the only method of 
compulsion which could be contemplated, that of 
denying him the services of the subsidiary force for 
the suppression of insubordination and resistance to 
his authority, would be an unjustifiable departure 
from the conditions of the alliance. \Yhilst ex
pressing therefore extreme dissatisfaction with the 
Nawab for the insincerity and prevarication which 
he had displayed, the Resident was instructed to 
relinquish for the time all further efforts to obtain 
his consent to the proposed reform.1 With regard 
to the employment of British troops against refrac
tory Zemindars at the requisition of the N awab's 
collectors, the Government confirmed a resolution 
to which they had previously come, of not allowing 
their employment without an investigation by the 
Resident of the occasion which demanded it. 

The question of reform remained unagitated dur
ing part of 1812, but causes of disagreement were 
not wanting. In the commencement of the year an 

J Letter from the Bengal Government to the Court of Directors, 15th • 
October, 18Il, in which the negociations with the Nawab are detailed: 
Report, Select Committee, 1832; Political Appendix, 414. The correspond
ence between the Nawab, the Resident, and the Government, are printed 
also in the "Oude Papers," printed for the Proprietors of East India Stock, 
June,IS24. 
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application was made by the Nawab for troops to BOOK I, 

put down an insurrection; but the Resident, ascer- CHAP, Vl1, 

taining that the disturbance was of no importance, 1812, 

and was connected, as usual, with the exactions of 
the farmers of the revenue, insisted on the prior 
investigation of the merits of the case, or the depu-
tation of his own agents for the purpose. The 
N awab declined compliance, and no troops were 
sent. Shortly afterwards, some of the Nawab's 
proceedings encroaching on the rights of the Bhao 
Begum of Fyzabad, the widow of his father, were 
opposed by the Resident, as these rights had been 
guaranteed by treaty. This interference in his do-
mestic concerns was a source of severe mortification 
to the N awab, and he strenuously denied the right 
of the Resideut to interpose. Towards the close of 
the same year, the Government of Bengal had its 
atte'ntion called to outrages and robberies com-
mitted on the British frontiers by marauding gangs 
from Oude, whom the Nawab's officers were either 
unable or unwilling to restrain. As this evil had 
been the frequent topic of unavailing represent-
ation, it was now announced to the Nawab that the 
plunderers would be pursued into his country by the 
British troops without his permission if his acquies-
cence were withheld. All these sources of vexation 
produced a formal complaint of the Nawab against 
the Resident for insolent and arrogant behaviour: 
the charge was met by the Resident's denial, andra 
recriminatory accusation of an improper want of n 

respect to the British representative in the tone and 
style of the Nawab's correspondence. The Govern
ment pronounced their entire approbation of the 
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BOOK I; Resident's conduct, and required the Nawab to 
CHAP. vu. adopt a more deferential style of address. 

1813. These proceedings for a while intimidated the 
Nawab into professing his resolution to, conform to 
the wishes of the Government in aU things: but the 
imperfect execution of his promise drew from Lord 
Minto,1 in July, 1813, an address of remonstrance 
and expostulation, reminding him that the British 
Government had a right, founded upon the basis of 
the subsidiary treaty, to propose such reforms in 
his internal government as it deemed essential, and 
that he was held by the same treaty under an 
obligation to follow such advice; that he had ad
mitted the nece,!lsity, and both verbally and in 
writing had given assurances of his acquiescence in 
a manner little less authentic and formal than if 
they had been reduced to the form of a treaty, ~nd 
equally binding on his honour and good-faith; 
notwithstanding which, he had retracted his consent, 
and opposed the most determined resistance to the 
efforts made' by the Resident, acting under the posi
tive orders of the Government, to induce him to 
abide by the terms of his . engagements. Lord 
Minto declared also, that, upon receiving the N a
wab's acqui~scence, the British 'Government would 
have been entitled, and was perhaps required, to 
insist on his carrying the proposed plan into effect 
at once; and .instances the patience and respect 
with which his objections had been listened to and 
refuted, as undeniable proofs of its' forbearance and 
moderation. Not a single argument against the' 

1 Letter {rom the Governor-General to the N awab Vizir, 2nd J Illy, 1813; 
Ollde Papers, p. 606. 
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plan had been adduced but had been respectfully BOOK I. 

entertained, deliberately examined, and successfully .cHAP. VU. 

combated; and the doubts and fears still professed 1813. 

by the Nawab could be ascribed to no other mo-
tives than a decided resolution to oppose the intro
duction of reform altogether, in the vain hope that 
the Government would ultimately abandon the ques-
tion in despair. The Nawab was assured that no 
lapse of time, no change of circumstances, would 
ever induce the British Government. to relinquish a 
measure which it considered essential to the happi-
ness and prosperity of Oude, the ease and reputation 
of the Nawab, and the best interests of both states. 
He was also warned, that, if he persisted in his re
fusal,·he would violate an express stipulation of the 
treaty; and he was requested seriously t~ consider 
the consequences in which he might involve himself 
by such a course of conduct. Lord Minto there-
fore expressed his confident expectation that the 
reform recommended would be carried into effect 
without further opposition or delay: The Governor .. 
General explained his views upon the other points 
under discussion in a like peremptory strain. 

Fortified with the decision of the Government, 
the Resident proceeded to insist upon the N awab's 
immediate adoption of the measures proposed, and,· 
in his ardour and impatience, demanded for the 
British Government a degree of participation in the 
ordinary administration of Oude scarcely warranted 
by the spirit or letter of the existing engagements, 
when he maintained that every act whatsoever-the 
lease of a district in farm, the institution of a court 
of justice in the capital, the change of any police 
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BOOK I. regulation,-"ithout the previous concurrence of 
CHAP. VII. the Governor-General, was a direct violation of the 

1813. treaty, for which the Nawab might be made respon':' 
sible; or, in other words, might be divested or all 
authority whenever it pleased the Government to 
call him to account. That such minute and vexa
tious interference was intended by the original 
contract, may be reasonably questioned; but tIle 
present discussions showed the extreme difficulty of 
defining the just limits of interposition, and the un
avoidable tendency of all such political associations 
to render the will of the controuling power the sole 
standard of the necessity of its interference. The 
Nawab became alarmed, and, in the month of Sep
tember, he announced his final determination to 
give imm~diate operation to the project of reform, 
by dispatching officers to adjust an equitable assess
ment; and he instituted arrangements for affording 
satisfaction on the minor topics of dispute. Before 
any important results could be realised from these 
preliminary measures, the Government of India 
passed into other hands, and different views in-
fluenced the counsels of Lord Moira. . 

Although the countries which had been brought 
under British sway had derived from it the benefits 
of exemption from foreign invasion and internal 
disorder for some years, yet the progressive ameli
oration of the condition of the people had failed 
to keep pace with the expectations and hopes of 
their rulers. This was and is still to be ascribed to 
radical defects in the systems of judicature and reve
nue which had been introduced; and which, although 
they were based upon just and benevolent principles, 
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were too entirely of a European complexion to be BOOK L 

readily identifiable with the very different aspects CIIA'. VB. 

of 80ciety which existed in Hilldustan. They had 1813. 

been framed upon insufficient inquiry, and had been 
brought in "abruptly, without having been suffered 
to grow up gradually and spontaneously with the 
continuance of the new and anomalous constitution 
of things to which they owed their origin. They 
were still only in the course of adaptation to, cir
cumstances ; and it was, and has since continued 
to be, the anxious object of both the local and home 
authorities to provide a remedy for those defects 
which their developement displays.1 The subject 
has been already treated of at 80me length; but 
as the observations made in a former volume were 
in some degree anticipatory, and the facts on which 
they were founded belong to the period now under 
re\'iew, as also they were restricted to the Bengal 
provinces. some further notice of them here may not 
be superfluous or out of place. 

'Vhatever may have been the case when the 
Mohammedan and Hindu governments wete in full 
vigour, it was undeniable that, for a considerable 
time before the establishment of British supremacy. 
the people of India had been unaccustomed to any 
J"('gularly organised and administered system of law 
or justice. In Upper India, Mohammedan domina
tion bad left few and obscure traces of Hindu in
stitutions; and those which they had substituted, 

I 10 1813 the Court of Directon circulated queries regarding the working 
of the J udic:ial system in India, to eeveral of thcir IIIOiIt distinguished eer
"anle thea in Eogland. The queationa and replies are printed in the Selec
tiuns from the Kewrd. at the East India House printed by order of the 
Court, t'Ol. ii. 

VOL. I. 2 c 
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BOOK I; never very pure or perfect, had almost equally dis· 
CHAP. VIr. appeared in the anarchy by which Hindustan had 

1813. long been distracted. The same was very much 
the case with the territories under the Madras 

~ 

Presidency that had been subject to the Moham. 
medans; and, if Hindu usages lingered in the 
Mahrattastates, they had lost much of their pri. 
mary character amid the irregular and arbitrary 
practices of the ruling authorities. The .main prin. 
ciple that everywhere regulated the administration 
was the concentration of absolute .authority; and 
the same individual was charged with the superin. 
tendence of revenue,: justice, and police, with little 
to guide or' restrain him except his own perceptions 
and sentiments of equity, and a prudent considera. 
tion for his own safety and advantage. Even in 
the best of times the sovereign" whether King or 
Raja, was the fountain of law and justice;' and the 
Subahdar,the N awab, the J agirdar, all holding de
legated or usurped authority, claimed the same pre
rogative. The Kazi, or Nyayadhipati, Mohammedan 
and Hindu expounders of the law, were sometimes 
retained in principal towns as judges of civil and 
criminal law; but their authority was iII defined, 
their labours were iII paid, and justice received 
little profit from their nomination. The police of 
cities was also in some places under the authority of 
an appointed officer, the Fojdar or Kotwal, who was 
responsible to the governor of the district or city; 
but in t~ villages and in the country the village 
head-men, or PaMls; where such existed, and in other 
parts the Zemindar, who combined the character 
of J;fudholder and collector of the revenue, claimed 

,"':;' .:.' t' ~";;; 
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the charge of the police, and the decision of civil BOOK I. 

and criminal suits. The leading object of the native _C_HA_P_. V_II_. 

governments was the realiSation of the largest possi
ble amount of revenue; and all persons engaged in 
this duty, whether as fiscal officers or as farmers 
and contractors, were armed with plenary powers 
both as magistrates and judges: a pertinacious appeal 
from those whom they oppressed might sometimes 
reach the ears of their superiors, but in gene~ this 
resource was imperfectly available, and the people 
were left to the uncontrouled will of individuals. 1 

" " 

I All the Bengal civilians concur in stating, that, according to their belief, 
no remains of ancient institutions existed in Bengal. Of the state of law 
IUld justice amoug the people, the following are some of the results of their 
observations: "The people had no idea of being protected by law against 
abuse. of power. When an Aumil (a native revenue or executive officer) 
was guilty of gross injustice and oppression, they might endeav\lur to get 
rid of him by a clamorous remonstrance in a body to the authority to which 
he was accountable for his conduct; but, generally speaking, they were 
quite at his mercy. Probably they had no conception of a more safe and 
rational system until they saw the effects of the judicial regulations of 1193. 
The Bpirit of the old institutions of Hindustan survived their formal aboli
tion 811 long aa the Company's 8enants united the offices of collector,judge, 
and magistrate."-Emst, Records, i. p. 21. "During the Mohammedan go
"emment in Bengal, in the large Zemindaris, consisting of several pergun
naa, it wu usual to have pergunna Cutcheris (courts), and the Tehsildar 
(collector) of the pergunna. who waa the Zemindar's agent, decided in 
civil suits; village Gomaahtas (agents) also exercised the same autho
rity, and recourse waa frequently had to arbitration by.their orders. The 
Zemindars IUld their Dewans also decided civil suits accordiug to the 
ancieut Hindu custom. In cities and large towns, and in each pergunna, 
Kazis were appointed, who decided in civil Buits. They appear to hne 
~n the judicial officers on the part of the Nawabs, but the Zemindars 
ne,er gave up their right of deciding in civil suits." -Cox, ibid. p. 41 • 
.. Every pro,ince in India is divided into small tracts called villages: the 
aWain of every viIlage are managed by two head-men, the Potail and the 
Cumum; tile Potail is the ('hier of the viIlage, and acts in it aa judge, ma
gistrate, and coUector."-Munro, ibid. 106. "The authorities by whom 
civil justice was administered were the following: in the country, the Potail; 
over him the Mamlutdar (district collector), and Sirsubahdar (head of a 
large cll,"ision); and above all, the Peshwa, or his minister. Jagirdars ad. 
ministered justice in their own lands; the great onea with little or no io. 
terference on the part of the Governments. In some towns there waa a 
judicial officer called the Nyiyidesi, (the same as Nyiyidbipati, superin
tendent of Nyiya-justice,) who tried causes under the Peshwa's autho
rity; and any person whom the Peshwa pleased to authorise might conduct 

2c2 

1813. 
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BOOK I. Incompatible as such a state of things must be 
CHAP. VII. with the feelings and principles of Europeans, its 

1813. effects upon the condition of the inhabitants of 
India were not wholly subversive of their happiness. 
The persons placed over them belonged to them
selves, were assimilated in religion and language, 
conversant with their usages, and not regardless of 
their good opinion. Their decisions, although not 
guided by a code of laws, were founded upon an 
accurate knowledge of persons and things; and, 
when not distorted by sinister influences, were com
monly conformable to equity and good-sense. The 
proceedings of these self-constituted courts were 
simple, and their sentences summary; they were 
not embarrassed or retarded by complicated forms 
and tE:!chnical pleadings; and the people escaped 
the tax upon their money and time, which more 
elaborate judicature imposes. Another advantage 
contributed to counteract the defects of the sys
tem. In the absence of courts of justice provided 
by the state, the people learned to abstain from 
litigation; and, when disputes among them arose, 
submitted them to the arbitrement of judges 
chosen among themselves. 1 This expedient had 
probably descended from ancient times, in which 
it had been a recognised element of Hindu 
judiciary administration under the denomination 

an investigation, subject to his highness's confirmation."-Elphinstone's 
Report on the Mahratta Provinces; Selections from the Records, iv. p. 188. 

I "With all these defects, the Mahratta country fiourished, and the 
people seem to have been exempt from some of the evils which exist under 
our more perfect government: there must, therefore, have been some advan· 
tages in the system to counterbalance its obvious defects, and most of them 
appear to me to have originated in one fact; that the Government, although 
it did little to obtain justice for the people, left them tbe means of procur
ing it for tbemselves."-Elpbinstone; Selections, iv. 194. 
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of Pancbilyat; I but it had fallen into desuetude nOOK L 

in most Ilarts of India, and subsisted, in any _C_H£_P_. VlL_ 

degree of efficiency, only in the south.' Although 
the Panchayats were not inaccessible to personal 
bins or corruption, and their proceedings were occa-
sionally irregular and tedious, yet they were suited 
to the circumstances and congenial to the feelings 
of the people, and supplied the place of better or-
ganised and more solemn tribunals.' 

I From die Sanlcrit word pancba, or puncha; _. quinque, live: the 
court being originally. perhapI, formed of that number. but In common 
pracllce It was eaceeded. I\lr. Elpbinltooe la)'I, .. Tbe number waa Dever 
Ieee tban live. but It bas ~n known to be aa great aalllly."-Elpbinstone; 
Selections.lI10. 

o Sir H"ory Strachey say., .. I do not recollect any remaiol or ancient 
Hindu inltitution., not enn tbe Puocbayet; but, the term heing well known 
In Ut'ngal, it I. probable that the thing niBt. in lOme parte of the Bengal 
pro,loce •• and that it I. occaaiuoally resurted to voluntarily by die Hindue 
in di.putes coocerning ClIJIte, and perhape in matters of ~iIIuge IICcouote and 
boundary disputel. I remember 00 instance of parties In a suit proposing 
a ref"renee to the Puocha)'et. Our civil courte never discourage any kind 
of arbltratiun; th,,), constantly recommend it to tbe parties, who will never 
agree to It. "-An. were ; Selections. p. 6a. All the nengal civiliana etate 
thtl _e. !\Ir. J. A. Grant. of Bombay, .aye of tbe l'anchayate on that 
lide of India, .. They direct their attention cbieO)" I believe. to matters of 
c1iecipline and ceremonial observance. coooected with the custome and 
Ullllgt'l of their aeveralaecte. The, eaeroise nojudicial authority: -Selec. 
tiuna. II. I O~. 

I It was "Ipecially In die !\Iahratta proYincel that" the Puncbayet might 
be con.idenod a. tht' grt>at In.truml'nt in the administratiun of justice,"
l:lphin.lnne. I\lr. Elphinltone, Coionellllunro. and Colonel Walker .peak 
flAvourabl, of their openr.tiona, a1lbough from the details spl'Cilied they seem 
to hllVe bt>en clumlY inllrumente. Tht' members were eelt'ctl'd by the par
ti., •• and were not uninOut'nc:ed by the bope of prelleote from one or butb : 
U,e alten.IIlIINl of the memben W81 very irregullU'. and there ..... m to have 
bel'n no efllrlent nleanl of compelling punclUillity; .. it W81 generally effect
ed by the intreatlea oT the party interested: Proceeding\! were .. Idom re
c:urdl'd: .. in yilllll{l'l the Punehayet waa often cooducted In the way of 
CODvt'rsation. and nothing wu written but the decision. and not always that." 
.. Tbroughout the wbole proceedinga the Puochayete appear to baye been 
I{Ultled by their own notioOl of juotice; they consulted no booko, and it 
11 aa onl, on particular pointe of Hindu law that they referred to a Sutri 
(un .. learnl'd 10 the law) fur bls opinion. II The Pancbayat bad no power to 
.. nfu .... " itl dec ..... ,; til .. , ft'fjuirt"d to be confirmed and necuted by au ofllctlr 
or Hovt'ronlent, to wbom II for tbiB uu.., frequenll'l'rerencea were ..... quil'l'd. 
lAnd h .. n.· .... i....! a cun"i.I"",I>I .. inllut'nl"fl on lhe pro" ....... of the trial." Not
"ithltanding tbl'ee inlperfl'Ctioo •• U,e Pancbay.t must ba~e exerciaed a be-

1813. 
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BOOK I. Upon the establishment of regular courts of jus
CHAP. VIL tice under the government of the East India Com
. 1813. pany,the novelty of a channel exclusively dedicated 

to the hearing and determining of complaints, and a 
belief that they would be investigated in an upright 
and impartial spirit, produced inconveniences which 
had not been foreseen. Every one who had, or 
fancied he had, a· wrong to redress, resorted to the 
courts; and the numbers of the suitors speedily be
came so numerous, that the means of. hearing and 
adjudicating their cases were wholly insufficient.1 

The jurisdiction of each court comprehended an ex
tent of country and an amount of population vastly 
beyond the powers of a single establishment. The 
very qualities which constituted the peculiar recom
mendations of the new courts added to their in
sufficiency.2 As little as possible was left to indivi
dual discretion. Deliberate forms and prescribed 
modes of procedure, whilst they secured exactness, 
impeded dispatch. Reference to the regulations of 
the Government, and to the written authorities of 
Hindu and Mohammedan law, retarded decision; 
and the multiplication of opportunities. of appeal 

neficial in8uence, as it enjoyed great popularity; as is proved by the current 
phrase, "Panch-Parameswara," Panchayet is God Almighty.-Elphin-
stone; Selections, iv. 191. • . 

1 In 1797, the number of suits instituted was 830,977, although the 
western provinces bad not been acquired: they began to decrease from 
1808, and in IS18 were only 184,790.-Selections from the Records, iv. 84. 

I In the Bengal Presidency the population subject to a Zilla court was 
generally about a million. The ZiIla of Midnapore was one hundred and 
thirty miles long by forty to fifty broad.-Sir Henry Strachey and others. 
At Madras the Zillas were more compact, 8Jld generally contained about 
half a million inhabitants.-Cock bum. •• The Ceded districts, at first di
vided into three, since into two, ZiIlas, contain about twenty-nine thonsand 
square miles,-about the extent of Scotland, but more populous. "-Thack
eray; Answers to Queries; Selections. 
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from one tribunal to another encouraged and per- BOOK L 

petuated litigation. The unavoidable deficiencies of CHAP. Vll. 

laws, which, whether Hindu, Mohammedan, or Eng- 1813. 

lish, were devised for wholly different conditions of 
80ciety, and had not yet become adapted to the 
changes 8till in progress, with the unfitness of some 
of the European judges, from their imperfect know-
ledge of the languages of the country and the habits 
of the people, I as well as their ignorance of the prin-
ciples of law and their occasional negligence, con
tributed to aggravate th~ defects of the system, and 
to obstruct the course of judgment. Arrears be-
came in consequence so numerous, and decisions 
were so long delayed, as to amount to a virtual 
denial of justice. Attempts were made from time 
to time to remedy these imperfections: charges and 
fees were imposed, in order to render justice more 
expensive and. discourage litigation; additional 
courts were established, at a cost which became 
burthensome to the state; additional powers were 
given to the judges, and the privilege of appeal was 
subjected to new limitations ;-measures in some 
respects exceptionable, and in all inopel'ative; and 
the accumulation of arrears, although to a less ex-
tent, still contiuued to constitute a serious evil.' 
To the most obvious remedy, the multiplication of 
courts and judicial functionaries in an equally pro-

I " There is a want of something like professional knowledge, that is, 
knowledge of the gcnerol principles oflaw, in both the Zilla and provincial 
judges; aDd part of the persoDtl in the judiciolline are not fit for that part 
of the service."-Dorin; Selections. 

• The suits depending in 8engol at the end of 1802 were 170,706; at the 
eud of IIIlS, 145,168: for tbe clearance of which it was estimated that three 
years would he re'juired in the Zilla, and four in the provinciol courts.
Commou~' Committee, lli311; Judicial; Appendix, vii. 419. 
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BOOK L gressive ratio, was opposed the heavy expense of 
CHAP. VU. adding to the number of European magistrates.1 

1813. Any considerable augmentation of native judges, 
who were employed to a limited extent, and whose 
services were much more economical, was resisted 
by a violent prejudice against their agency. Their 
fitness for the office, as far as it required ability and 
knowledge, was generally admitted; but it was 
maintained that their notorious want of integrity 
rendered it impossible that justice could be distri
buted to the people through so corrupt and impure 
a channe1.2 The imputation was not perhaps 

• The annual expense of the judicial establishment in Bengal was cal
culated by Lord Cornwallis at £306,000. In 1809-10 it had risen to 
£806,000. The whole cost at the three Presidencies was at that time 
£1.260,840. In 1813 it was £1,572,492. 

• "I think it quite out of the question to trust the natives with any 
principal part in the administration of justice. I am not aware that they 
want the abilily sufficient to decide ordinary questions with tolerable skill, 
but even the belter sort of them are notoriously open to corruption; there 
is ecarcely any thing like principle among them. I know there are some 
who think these native judges do more harm than good, and should be dis
pensed with altogether." -Dorin. "The natives can rarely, I fear, be exclu
sively trusted with the administration of justice; and, in any part of the 
judicial system allotted to their eXEcution, they must be superinteuded 
by Europeans." -Falconar. Sir Henry Strachey, Colouel Munro, and Colo
Del Walker entertain different views. "It is my opinion that all the judi
cial functions of Bengal might gradually be thrown into the hands of natives, 
and that the business would be as well conducted under our regulations by 
the natives as by Europeans; in some respects better, and at olle tenth of 
the expense." And again: "I am of opinion that, with respect to integrity 
and diligence, the natives may be trusted with the administration of justice. 
I think no superintendence of Europeans necessary." "We place the Eu
ropean beyond the reach of temptation; to the native we assign some minis
terial office with a poor stipend of twenty to thirty rupees a month: then 
we pronounce that the Indians are corrupt, and that DO race of men but the 
Company's servants are 6t to guvern them.»--Sir H. Strachey. "In a civil
ized populous country like India, justice can be well dispensed ouly through 
the natives themselves. It is absurd to suppose that they are so corrupt as 
to be altogether unfit to be entrusted with the discharge of this important 
duty: if they were so, there would be no remedy for the evil; their place 
could never be supplied by a few foreigners imperfectly acquainted with 
their customs and language." Again:" Give a native judge from five 
hundred to one thousand rupees a month, hE! will decide thrice as many 
causes as a European. He might be corrupt; turn him out and try another, 
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whoIly unmerited, but the charge was much too BOOK I. 

unqualified, and the evils anticipated were gready CHAP. VIL 

exaggerated. Nor was it sufficiently considered by 1813. 

what means they might be remedied: whether they 
might not be checked, if not prevented, by better 
pay, higher dignity, vigilant superintendence, and 
occasional disgrace; whether natives might not be 
influenced as well as Europeans by the hope of re-
ward and fear of punishment. Corruption could not 
be universal. The temptation could not in every 
case outweigh the risk; and no account was made 
of the force of public opinion, to which the natives 
of India are not insensible. It seems also to have 
bcen forgotten. that, for centuries prior to the in
troduction of European agency, law and justice h~d 
bccn administered solely by natives; yet society had 
been held together: and there had been times when, 
according to the testimony of ~ravellers and his
torians, India had been populous and flourishing, 
the people thriving and happy. This was still the 
case in some parts of the country; and, if it was not 
so more generally, the cause was to be found in the 
abscnce of good government and the prevalence of 
internal flisorder, in which all institutions had been 
overturned, and the principles as well as the practice 
of justice had disappeared. It was taking a narrow 
and ungenerous view of the question to draw a con-

and another. Make it worth hiB while to retain hi. post, and he will cease 
to ria" ita foneiture. II we pay the li8IIIe price for iotegrity, we aball find 
it u ,...adily amongat nativelu EUJ'opellJll."-Munro. "Tbe ahn of the 
p,...ceding obaenationB hu been to .how that the natives of India may, in 
re»pect to ioteKrity, be trusted with U,e administration of justice; and U.at 
sowe of the civil office. of government may be cbnfided to them with Bafety 
aDd advantage."-Walker; An.we,. to Querit'B; I!elections~ vol. ii. 
There will be lubaequeotly occaIIioo to advert to later opinioDl 00 this 
.ubject. 
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BOOK I. elusion. unfavourable to the native character from 
_C_BA_P_. V_II_. the state in which it had been left by the recent 

1813. times of trouble, and, overlooking what it had been 
in better days, deny the probability of its ameliora-
tion under more propitious circumstances. The 
truth was beginning to be discerned;· and, amid the 
prevalence of a contrary opinion, some few of the 
Company's servants warmly advocated the extended 
employment of the natives in the administration of 
justice as the only practicable means of proportion
ing_ the supply to the demand. The question con
tinued in suspense,. and little advance was made in 
the impl'ovement of the judicial system in Bengal 
during Lord l\~into's government. Measures were, 
however, in progress which were brought to matu
rity under his successor. Changes of inore con~ 
siderable magnitude took place at l\Iadras, but they 
also underwent important modification.~ at a shortly 
subsequent period.) 

1 Bengal Regulation xiii. of 1808 enacted that the origination of civil 
suits of five thousand rupees and upwards should be transferred from the 
Zilla to the provincial courts; and Regulation xiii. of 1810 provided that de
crees might be passed by one judge in sundry cases where two had been 

. necessary, and that the fees on the institution of suits should be partly or 
• wholly returned when the parties settled the cause by arbitratiOli. At 

Madras, in 1808, Regulation v. enacted the payment of fees on the institu
tion and trial of suits. Regulation vi. empowered the senior judge of the 
courts of circuit and appeal to take his tour of circuit duty. Regulations 
viii. to xiii. effected a new arrangement of the juris~ction of the Zilla courts 
in the different divisions of the Madras provinces, and established four 
cnurts of appeal and circuit. In 1809, Regulation vii. provided for the 
occasional appointment of Zilla judges, extended the jurisdiction of the 
registers, limited appeals, and provided head native commissioners in cer. 
tain cases. Regulation viii. defined the duties and powers of judges of 
the provincial courts acting singly. Regulation x. increased the number 
and powers of native commissioners; and Regulation xii. limited and regu
lated the right of appeal. Up to the year 1808, the Regulation~ of the Bom
bay Presidency were framed as nearly conformable to those of Bengal as 
circumstances would admit, with exception that, while the Mohammedan 
law was there alone applicable to tlle decision of criminal trials, the· 
Hindus under the Bombay Presidency were allowed the benefit of the laws 
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Delays of a similar nature, although not to a like nOOK I. 

extent, were found to prevail in the administration CHAP. VIL 

of criminal justice; and, in a great measure from a 1813. 

like cause, the inadequacy of the provision made for 
its distribution. An evil of a still more pernicious . 
tendency originated in the assignment of the duty 
of magistrate to the city or district judge. If as 
judge he devoted his attention to the civil suits in 
arrear, the business of the magistrate was necessa-
rily interrupted, and an interval might intervene be-
tween the apprehension of a prisoner and his com
mitment, which sometimes subjected the innocent 
to the punishment of the guilty, and detained for an 
indefinite period a person in confinement against 
whom no charge e;ould be substantiated.' The same 
remedy that was applicable to the former case was 
bere also obvious, and the separation of incompatible 
duties was a necessary preliminary to their effective 
discharge. For this purpose the Bengal Government 
associated the Zilla and city judges in some instances 
with magistrates having a special or joint jurisdiction 
in criminal matters only, or gave them the aid of 
assistant magistrates, acting in general subordinately 
to, but upon emergencies independently of, the 
judges. Other enactments 'Were passed for the more 
effective conduct of previous investigation by the 
local officers, for admission to bail upon charges not 

of their religion in all trials, of whatsoever description, wherein they were 
the defendaot or accused pllrties. At this period the Government of Bom. 
hoy exercised the right, with wbiebit was invested by the 47th of George III • 
• eel. iii. chap. 68, of making Regulations of its own authority; and in this 
and subsequent years the following RegulatioDs provided for the more 
eRective administration of civil and criminal justice: 1808, Regulation ii.; 
181:.1, Uegulations iii. to 1i.; 1S13, Regulations ii. iv. vii. iI. . 

I f'ifth Report, p, 69. 
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BOOK I. of a heinous nature, for the dismissal of frivolous 
CHAP. VII. I . t d h 'd f II ___ comp am s, an t e avOl ance 0 a unnecessary 

1613. delay between the apprehension of a person accused 
and his examination before the magistrate.1 The 
criminal, as well as the civil judicature, was the 
object of progressive legislation.' 

The state of the police formed in Bengal a more 
immediate subject of solicitude than even the de
fects of the administration of civil or criminal jus
tice. The Lower provinces of the Presidency were 
infested by the increasing numbers and audacity 
of various classes of robbers, who, under the de
signations of Dakoits, Choars, Kuzzaks, Budhuks, 
or Thugs, infested the country, and not unfre
quently added murder to robbery. The Kuzzaks 
were mounted robbers, who occasionally singly be
set the high roads, or, having collected in parties, 
attacked and plundered whole villages. The Bud
huks and Thugs were distinguished by their prac
tice of strangling unsuspecting travellers, with 
whom they contrived to fall in upon a journey. 
The Dakoits and Choars were robbers who assem
bled in gangs, and, entering the villages by night, 
attacked the house of some one person reputed to 
possess valuables or money. These last were the 

I Regulation xvi. of 1810. 
• Regulations ix. 1807, and iii. 1812. Madras Regulation i. 1810 pro

vided for the apprehension and punishment of persons resisting or evading 
the processes of the courts: Reg. i. of 1811 directed quarterly jail deli
veries to be held in certain ZiIlas: Reg. iv. of 1811 had for its general 
scope the objects of the Bengal Regulations: Regs. iv. of 1807, and iii. of 
1812, the more speedy trial and punishment, or acquittal, of persons charged 
with olf~nces not of a heinous nature; this also enjoined the Zilla magis
trates to furnish an annual report of all cases depending on the 31st of De
cember before them or their assistauts. The Bombay Regulations are cited 
above. 
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most fonnidable. Their depredations were first no- BOOK I. 

ticed in 1772, when they were described by the CHAP. vu. 

Committee of Circuit as individuals not driven to 1813-

such courses by want, but robbers by profession, 
and even by birth, following the profession from 
father to son. But, however true this may have 
been at the period of the report, there was no 
doubt that latterly many of the members of the 
several gangs were not professional banditti, but 
were urged by necessity to enlist in the gangs, or 
sometimes were compelled by force or fear to join 
them.1 Aided by such recruits from the peasantry, 
the Dakoits acquired greater strength and con
fidence, and from 1800 to 1810 kept the country 
in perpetual alami.!I Extraordinary efforts became 
necessary for their suppression. 

I .. In accounting for Decoity or robbery in a Zilla, our first step ought to 
be to esamine the condition of the Ryots, and we shall always find in their 
poverty and oppression the chief cause of this evil." -Tytler, Considerations 
on the State of India, i. 374. " A gang of Decoits does not consist entirely 
of professed robbers: many of the party are poor bonest industrious people 
who are seized for the service of the night.n-Letter from E. Strachey, 
Judge of Rajshahi; Fifth Report, App. 688. 

I In the langnage of Lord Minto, .. a monstrous and disorganised state 
of lUCiety existed under the eye of the supreme British authorities, and al
most at the very seat of that Government to which the country might justly 
look for safety and protection. The mischief could not wait for a slow 
remedy; the people were perishing almost in our sight; every week's delay 
wa. a doom of alaughter and torture against the defenceless inhabitanta of 
very popuioul countries."-Minute, 24th Nov. 1810; Pari. Papers, lst 
July, 1819, p. 23. His lordship's langnage, and that which was generally 
employed on this occaaion by the members of the Government and by the 
judgea, is liable to the charge of exaggeration. At this very time, when 
it wa. said by thr judicial secretary that " there was no protection of per
IOn or property to the people of India," it was very possible for an indi vi
dual unconnected with .the judicial department to be scarcely aware that 
lucb a crime u gang-robbery existed. In dwelling upon the absolute 
amount of crime, its proportional ratio to the population is imperfectly 
ad,'erted to. According to official returns, the total number of murders, 
including those committed by Dakoits, in the Lower provinces, was in the 
year 1813 two hundred and ten, the population being above thirty-seven 
millions.-Commons' Committee, 1832; App. Judicial, p. 606. 
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BOOK I: The Dakoits, although in their aggregation and 
CHAP. VII. in their following acknowledged leaders or Sirdars 

1813. they, bore an analogy to the brigands of the south 
of Europe; or the banditti of the .middle ages, yet 
resembled more nearly some of the illegal confede
rations which have been organised in modern days 
and more civilised communities in Europe, in their 
assembling by night only, and dispersing and fol
lowing peaceable occupations d~ring the day, most 
of them being engaged in the cultivation of the soil 
or following' mechanical trades. Individuals among 
them were well known as Sitdars, by whom their 
expeditions were projected, and by whose orders 
the gang was assembled at an appointed spot, gene
rally a grove near the village to be attacked. The 
members of the gang, who were secretly known to 
the Sirdars, and sometimes to each other, repaired 
to the place variously armed, chiefly with swords, 
clubs, and pikes, and some with matchlocks. Their 
numbers varied from ten or fifteen to fifty or sixty. 
When collected, their marauding excursion was 
usually preluded by a religious ceremony, the wor
ship of the goddess Durga, the patroness of thieves, 
typified by a water-pot or a few blades of grass. The 
ceremony was conducted by a Brahman of degraded 
condition and dissolute life. Having propitiated 
the goddess by the promise of a portion of their 
spoil, they marched with lighted torches, and little 
attempt at concealment beyond disguising their 
faces by. pigment, or covering them with masks, to 
the object of their expedition, usually the dwelling 
of some shop-keeper or money-changer, in which it 
was expected to discover treasure. Occasionally the 
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motive of the attack was vengeance; and inform. BOOK I. 

ation given by the householder, or some of his fa- CHAP. VIL 

mily, against any of the members of the gang, 1813. 

brought upon him the resentment of the whole 
fraternity.1 Upon entering the village, it was cus
tomary to fire a gun, as a signal to the inhabitants 
to keep within their dwellings: the house against 
which the operation was designed was then s~
rounded; and, whilst some of the gang forced an en-
trance, others remained as a guard without. Unless 
exasperated by resistance, or instigated by revenge, 
the Dakoits did not commonly proceed to murder; 
but they perpetrated atrocious cruelties upon such 
persons as refused to give them, or were unable to 
give them, information regarding property which 
they suspected of having been concealed, burning 
tbem with lighted torches or blazing straw, or 
wrapping cloth or flax steeped in oil round their 
limbs and setting it on fire, or inflicting various tor-
tures, wbich caused immediate or speedy deatb.1l 
The object being accomplished, and the booty se-
cured, the gang retired before daylight, and tbe in-

I Mr. Secretary Dowdeswell's Report, Sept. 1809. Of the three cases of 
which he give. the trials in abstract, one of which has been cited by Mr. 
Mill, v. 663, two originated in revenge.-Fiftb Report, App. 604. 

• In one hundred and four houles attacked by Dakoita in the course of 
thirteen months, eight persons were wounded, three were tortured, and five 
killed.- Dowdeswell·. Report, ibid. 606. Io 1813, the wbole number of 
Dakoiti. under the Bengal Presidency was six hundred and ninety; in 
which seventy-one persons were killed, two hundred and forty-six tortured 
and wounded. The returns ahow characteristic differences between the 
Lower and Upper provinces : 

IJaItqW. M"rtined- TorlvreJ tmd Wormdlld. 
Lower provinces. 606 31 149 
Upper provinces. 185 40 97 

In the latter more were murdered and fewer wonnded in little more than 
one third of the robberies; proofs of more fierceness bnt less cruelty.
Commons' Committee, 1832 i App. p. 606. 
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BOOK I. dividuals resumed their daily occupations. Such 
CHAP. VIL th t .. d b h' . . d h ___ was e error .lDspue y t eu atroCItles, an suc 

1813. the dread of their revenge, that few of their neigh
bours ventured to inform or give evidence against 
them, although well aware of their real character 
and proceedings. The police, intimidated or cor
rupt, rarely interfered until the robbery was com
pleted and the perpetrators had disappeared; and 
their interposition was far from welcome to the 
people, as their unprofitable and vexatious inquiries 
had frequently no other purpose in view than the 
extortion of money as the price of forbearing to 
drag the villagers, unwilling witnesses, before the 
European magistrate, or even of falsely accusing 
them of being accessary to the crime.1 

The Zilla judge, who according to the existing 
system administered. as has been mentioned, both 
the criminal as well as the civil law, and was 
charged also "ith the duty of police magistrate. ne
cessarily resided in the capital town of his juris
diction, which might be a hundred miles remote 
from the scene of a robbery. Fully occupied with 
his other duties. it was impossible for him to pay 
frequent visits to places at any considerable dis
tance from his station; and not only was local in
vestigation therefore impracticable, but it was im
possible for him to exercise a vigilant personal 
supervision over the officers of the police. The 
police jurisdictions were originally intended to in
clude tracts of about twenty miles square; but they 
were of greater or less extent, according to circum
stances, and usually embraced a numerous popu-

1 DowdesweU's Report, and Letters of the Judges preceding. 
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lation. Each of these was under a head offieer or BOOK L 

Daroga, _who bad at his disposal from twenty to cUP. VIL 

fifty armed men, a very inadequate force in many 1813. 

cases to maintain order amongst the inhabitants of 
the district. To render them still more ineffective, 
the pay of the whole, the Daroga included, was barely 
sufficient for their support, and they were almost. of 
necessity corrupt. Little or no assistance was to be 
expected from the people. Their ancient instituJ. 

tions had been broken up either directly or indi-
rectly by the regulations of the Government. The 
Zemindars had been formerly charged with the 
management of the police, and were held ac
countable for all acts of robbery or violence com-
mitted within their Zemindaris. They abused their 
pO~'er and neglected their duty in some cases; and 
they were relieved of the one, and deprived of the 
other, in a summary manner,' and they were little 
inclined to interest themselves in a troublesome and 
thankless office. The instruments employed under 
them had been of two classes: one, under the term 
Paiks and Chokidars, attached to them and their 
agents personally; the other, known as Pasbans, 
Nigahbans, or Hans, connected with the villages: 
the former were the police of the whole district, 
the latter the watchmen of their respective hamlets. 
Doth were paid chiefly by allotments of land rent-
free, or held at a low quit-rent under the Zemindar.' 

• By Reg. uii. of 179S: 00 the grouoda that the clause io their eo
pgemeola which had formerly inve&ted them with the authority had DOt 
ooly '-0 louod ougatory, but in Dumeroua inatauc:ea proved the means o( 
multiplyiog robberies aod other diaordera, from the eollusioo which IUb

mted betweeo the perpetrators of thl!'lll IUId the police-oflicers eotertained 
hy the Zemindars aod farmers of the laud. 

• Their oumbers may be estimated from tlaoee of ODe districL 10 Burd-
vnT Y 9n 
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BOOK I. When. he ceased or was forbidden to have any con
CHAP. vn. cern with the police, he had no inducement to keep 

1813. up a police establishment; and, when it was intimat
ed'that the allowances formerly made to him for the 
expense were withdrawn, he either levied the same 
rent upon the allotments of the watchmen and Paiks 
as on any other of his Ryots, or he resumed the land. 
The Paiks were· generally dismissed: the village 
watchmen lingered, but in a state of poverty and 
inefficiency which rendered them worse than use
less. It was of little avail, therefore, to place them 
by law under the authority of the new Darogas, and 
to enact that they should be kept up and duly regis
tered: the enactments were disregarded, and the 
native police establishments ceased to exist, or were 
in no condition to give effectual aid in preserving 
the public peace. They were much more likely to 
be in concert with its distu~bers.l 

The evil consequences of having so completelyex
cluded native co-operation had long been urged upon 
the consideration of the Government by many of its 
ablest officers, and one of its first remedial measures 
was to reinvest the Zemindars with a portion of 
their former authority. Regulations were accord
ingly enacted, by which respectable inhabitants of 

wan, in 1788, there were two thollsand four hundred Pasbans or village 
constables, and nineteen thousand Paiks.-Judicial Letter from the Court 
of Directors, Nov. 1814 ; Pari. Papers, 1 July, 1819, p. 48. 

J Reg. i. 1793 reserved the option of J'esuming the whole or part of such 
allowances as had been made to the Zemindars for keeping up police than· 
nas, or the produce of any lands which they might have heen permitted to 
appropriate for the same purpose. C< Extensive resumptions were made 
under this clause; resumptions were also made by the Zemindars; and the 
effect of both was to reduce the native police to a state of want, which dro'fe 
them to a life of robbery and plunder for a subsistence. "-Letter from the 
Court; Pari. Papers, 1819, p. 60. 
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the several provinces were commissioned to act as BOOK I. 

A . . t d t f 1· th CHAP. VII. mms or supenn en en s 0 po Ice: ey were __ _ 
authorised to receive written charges of all offences 1813. 

of a heinous nature, issue warrants for the appre-
hension of offenders, and send the persons so appre-
hended to the police Darogas; to apprehend, or 
cause to be apprehended, without warrant, persons 
engaged in the actual commission of a heinous crime 
or flagrant breach of the peace, and have them co~-
veyed to the nearest police thanna; they were en-
joined to assist the Darogas on all occasions; to 
send them infonnation, and see that the village 
watchmen did their duty; to Qbey the magistrate's 
orders in instituting any inquiry, and to furnish him 
with a monthly report of the persons whom they 

. had apprehended; and they were declared liable to 
prosecution in the criminal court for any act of cor
ruption, extortion, or oppression done by themselves 
or any person acting under their authority.l 

In these regulations for enlisting persons of credit 
and influence in the preservation of the public 
peace, there were several radical defects which en
sured their failure. These police Amins were not 
only to give their services Without pay, but, " .con· 
sidering the description of persons from whom they 
were to be selected, it was not expected that they 
would require any distinct establishment of public 
officers at the charge of Government to enable them 
to perform the duties required of them." They 
were, in fact, to pay a police as well as perfonn its 
functions. it is not surprising that few should 
have been willing to accept the office. Even had 

• 
I Bengal Regs. xii. and 1iv. 1807. 

2D2 
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BOOK I. these unreasonable stipulations been omitted, it was 
CHAP. VII. b d h f ta ___ ' not to e expecte t at many persons 0 respec -

1813. bility would have been ambitious of a post which 
made them subordinate to the police Darogas. 
The regulations were rescinded in a few years; 1 and 
the penalties' of fine and imprisonment were then 
imposed upon the ZemiiJ.dars, and all holders of land, 
if they failed to give early and punctual information 
of the commission of any public offences, or the 
resort of robbers in any place within their estates; 
and if they afforded to such offenders food, or shel
ter, or concealment, they were liable to forfeit their 
lands to the Government.1 Similar penalties had 
been previously denounced; but to so little purpose, 
that it was doubted.if a single instance was known 
of their having been enforced.s . With respect to 
the inferior agents, Paiks, Chokidars, and the like, 
they were made liable to corporal punishment by 
the magistrate if proved guilty of misconduct or 
neglect :4 no provisions were enacted at this time for 
replacing them in the occupancy of their lands; to 
obviate the necessity which made them, according 
to Mr. Dowdeswell, alternately watchmen and rob
bers. 

Actuated by that spirit 'of exclusive reliance upon 
European agency which had been engendered by the 
institutions of Marquis Cornwallis, the Government 
of Bengal strengthened the department of the police 
by the appointment of two superintendents of police, 
one for the Lower and one for the \Vestern provinces. 

I Bengal Reg. v. 1810. 2 Bengal Regs. ix. 1808; iii. 1812. 
• Dowdeswell's Report" Fifth Report, App. 614. 
• Reg. iii. 1812. • 
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These officers, acting in concert with the magistrates, BOOK I. 

or, as occasion required, independently of them, were _C_HA_P_. V_*_ 

not restricted to any particular station or defined 
district, and were enabled to exercise a more imme
diate supervision over the Darogas and police esta
blishments, and to apprehend and punish offenders 
in a more prompt and vigorous manner.l The 
arrangement was beneficial. But, besides these offi-
cers, magistrates were appointed with special powers 
to suppress the crime of gang-robbery in the dis-
tricts adjacent to Calcutta, which were its principal 

• seats. Selected for their personal intelligence and 
activity, and for their knowledge of the languages 
and customs of the people, at liberty to devote their 
whole energies to their par~icular duties, and armed 
with large discretionary powers: they speedily arrest
ed the mischief; but in their zeal they had recourse 
to unjustifiable rigour, and were almost as severe a 
scourge to the country as the Dakoits themselves . 

. The inhabitants of the villages were indiscriminately 
apprehended upon insufficient evidence: many of 
them were acquitted upon trial after having been 
long detained in prison: some died in confinement.II 

I R~gs. x. 1808; viii.I810. 
a At Muddenpore, some treasure having been plundered by Dakoits, one 

hundred and ninety-two persons were apprehended upon the charge of an 
informer: one hundred and forty-two were released upon examination, 
forty-six were committed, lis were pardoned upon a pretended confession; 
for it turned out on the trial of those committed, who were detained in 
prison above a year, that the whole were innocent, the charge having been 
• fabrication. Three of the prisoners died in jail_-Sir H. Strachey; An
.wers to Queriea; Judicial Records, ii. 10. At Nadiya, two tbousand 
and 8eventy-one perBQn8 were apprehended as Dakoits from the 20th of 
May, 1808, to the 31st of IUay, 1809; of whom no les8 than oue thousand 
eight hundl't'd and twenty-eight had been taken up as men of bad charac
ter and on vague suspicion, forty-four only had been convicted before the 
Court of Circuit during two sessions, three hundred and sixty-nine had 
been I't'leased by the magistrate, two hundl't'd and sixty-eight acquitted by 

1813. 
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BOOK I. It was argued in defence of this procedure, that. 
CHAP. VlL h ___ althoug the acquitted persons might not have been 

1813. concerned in the actual offence, yet they were cog
nisant of its perpetration, and neither took any steps 
to prevent it, nor to bring the perpetrators to jus
tice; that violent diseases required strong remedies; 
and that it was better that ,a few innocent persons 
should suffer than the whole community live in alarm 
and danger. Equally exceptionable was the subor
dinate agency by which the objects of the magis
trates were in most instances obtained-the em
ployment of hired spies or Goyeudas: it was ad-· 
mitted that the system waS liable to abuse; that 
the Goyendas were unprincipled miscreants, who 
made their power the means of extortion, and who 
hesitated not to sacrifice innocent individuals to 
their cupidity or their revenge. But it was main
tained that their instrumentality was absolutely 
necessary; that no efficient police could be esta
blished in any country except upon the basis of 
espionage; that without the aid of hired informers 
the most notorious leaders of the Dakoits would not 
have been apprehended at all; and that the im
provement manifested in the districts round Cal
cutta was proportionate to the skill with which this 

the court. Of those who remained ill jail after the first sessions of 1809, 
the greater part had not been brought up for trial at the two sessions which 
followed, but still remained in confinement. On the 31st of May, 1809, 
there were no less than one thousand four hundred and seventy-seven pri
soners in the Nadiyajail who had not been examined. Besides the two 
thousand and seventy-one prisoners above specified, a considerable number 
of persons had been apprehended as Dakoits during the same period by 
Messrs. Blacquiere and Leyden, the magistrates of the twenty-four Per
gunnas and joint magistrates of Nadiya, and by their Goyendas, who, in
stead of being examined and tried, were sent down to the Presidency and 
there kept in conJinement.-Judicial Letter from the Court, 1st Oct. 18U; 
ParI. Papers, June, 1819, p. 25. 
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powerful engine had been wielded. I These were BOOK L 

the sentiments of many of the most confidential CHAP. VIL 

advisers of the Government, and they predominated 1813-

in its counsels. Notwithstanding this view of the 
case, and admitting the efficacy of the Goyenda 
system in the districts which were most disorgan. 
ised, and in hands better adapted to a harsh than 
delicate handling of a public nuisance, it was shown 
by contemporary experience that such extreme and 
mischievous methods were not indispensable, and 
that the evil was susceptible of alleviation by a 
milder treatment. In one district at least, that of 
Durdwan, gang-robbery, once as prevalent there as 
in other places, was nearly extinguished in the 
course of a twelvemonth by very different measures. 
The instruments employed were the neglected and 
undervalued institutions of the country animated by 
skilful superintendence and encouragement: the 
landholders and. head-men· of the villages and of 
various trades were called upon to enter into en· 
gagements for the performance of those duties, 
which it was personally explained to them they 
were expected to fulfil; and the village watchmen 
were punished for neglect or conni vance, and re· 
warded for courage and good conduct. Attempts 
to deprive them of their service-lands were sedu. 
lously resisted, and the villagers were encouraged to 
give them more liberal subsistence. In this in. 
stance it was unequivocally shown that the co· 
operation of the people was to be had, and that when 
had it was efficacious.· 

I Dowd~weU·. Report, p. 615. 
I Ia the year 1610, Mr. Butterworth Bayley was appointed to the office 
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BOOK I. Notwithstanding this evidence of the feasibility 
CHA.P. vn. II ___ of a dIfferent system, no attempt was made to act 

1813; upon' it on a more extensive scale; and the only 
enactments of the Government, in addition to those 
already adverted to, placed the rewards which had 
been given for the apprehension of Dakoits upon 
safer principles. The,amount payable upon convic
tion was augmented: it was made payable wholly, 
or in part, where conviction could not be establish
ed, if circumstances justified the apprehension of 
the prisoner; and it was to be withheld, even where 
conviction ensued, if it appeared that improper 
means had been pursued by the informer. Rewards 
for meritorious exertions, and remuneration for ex
pense i,ncurred in cases not specified, connected with 
the discovery and apprehension of offenders, were' 
also authorised. The combined operation of the 
measures of the Government was not without effect: 

of magistrate of Burdwan. In Feb. 1811, the Circuit judge reports that 
.. gang.rob\lery, formerly so prevalent, had become nearly extinct; and a 
regular system had been introduced which promised fair to secure the co
operation of the community in the detection and apprehension of offenders." 
The causes of improvement are thus detailed by Mr. Bayley; " The uniform 
punishment and dismission' from office of the village watchmen wherever 
there was any appearance of neglect or connivance on their part in robbe
ries, and the rewards which were constantly given to them for any proof of 
bravery, activity, or good conduct in opposing or apprehending Dakoits; 
the exertions made by him for obtaining a more adequate subsistence for the 
village watchmen, by carefully preventing all attempts on the part of the 
Talookdars to resume any part of the Chakeran lands, and by encouraging 
the head villagers to subscribe a more liberal remuneration for the support 
of their Chokidars than had before been customary." The Mandals, who 
were the principal fixed residents, and were vested by long usage with con
siderable local authority and immunities, and the' Chokidars under them, 
were the chief classes upon whom Mr. Bayley relied for information and aid 
in the improvement of the police. He however took Moochulkas not only 
from them, but also from the landholders, gomashtas, venders of spirituous 
liquor, pawnbrokers, gold and silversmiths, &c., explaining to them person
ally the duties they were enjoined to perform, and the practices from which 
they were expected to refrain.-Letter of Court, 9th Nov. 1814; Pari. 
Papers, June, 1819, p. 53. In this letter the Court take a general review of 
the past and actual state of the police in Bengal. 
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the crime of gang-robbery, although not wholly BOOK I. 

eradicated, was materially checked, and during the CHAP. VIL, 

latter part of Lord l\1into's adm~nistration it became 1813. 

much less frequent, and was less marked by cruelty 
and bloodshed. 

Shortly prior to the appointment of Lord Minto, 
a controversy had commenced between the autho
rities in Eugland and in India respecting the course 
to be pursued with respect to the final settlement of 
the revenue from the land in those parts of the 
British territory where a settlement was yet to be 
effected, comprising the Ceded and Conquered pro
vinces under the Presidency of Bengal, and the pro
vinces in the south of India 'fhich had been annexed 
to the Madras Presidency 1>y the humiliation and 
downfall of the Mohammedan Government of .1\Ii
sore. Opinions at home had undergone a material 
change. Principles, which but a few years before 
had met with universal assent, were now called in 
question; and measures, which had recei ved the 
sanction and commendation of the Court of Direc
tors, the Board of Controul, and of successive ad
ministrations, and which had been eulogised by high 
authorities as the results of consummate wisdom 

,and enlightened disinterestedness, I were nC1\V stig-

I " The distinguished character oC Lord Cornwallis, and the authority 
which the permanent settlement deriv~ from the approbation oC Mr. Pitt, 
or Mr. now Lord Grenville, and the late Lord IIIehille, justly clothed it 
with an awCul ftueration, which for many years precluded the agitation of 
any question 88 to ita merita." -Common" Committee, App. p. 67; Obser
ntion. on the ReYenue System of India, by tbe Right Hon. John Sullivan. 
ID the Parliamentary Debates, House of Lords, 9th April, 1813, Lord 
WeUesley obse"ed, .. Every Go~ernor oC India had acknowledged the 
justice aud policy or the principle of the permanent settlement, and he W88 

satis6ed that ewery person quali6ed tu be a Governor of India must do tbe 
&lUBe. It furmed the corner-atone oC the Government of India, and the ex
tension or the principle to the Cunquered provinces would fouod a solid basis 
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BOOK I. matised as improvident and precipitate, as ongl-
CHAP. VIL • • d J! ___ natmg m elective knowledge ttnd erroneous ana-

1813. logies, and as equally detrimental to the prosperity 
... of the state and the happiness of the people. The 

leading members of the Bengal and Madras Govern
ments, trained in the school of Lord Cornwallis, 
and, with the -exception of the Governor-General 
himself, the instruments and coadjutors of that 
nobleman in framing the perpetual settle~ent of 
Bengal, and in extending its provisions to Madras, 
tenaciously adhered to the principles of that settle
ment, and strenuously urged its universal adoption. 
The principal authorities of England, on the con
trary, influenced by the proceedings and sentiments 
C?f some distinguished r~venue officers of the Presi
dency of Madras, first suspended, and finally pro
hibited, the conclusion of an assessment in per
petuity in those provinces to which it had not been 
extended.1 To render this change of purpose intel-

for that Government to rest upon." . On the same occasion Lord Grenville 
urged the insertion of a clause in any charter to he granted to the Company 
declaratory of the adherence of the Indian Government to the principle of 
permanency. 

1 The Select Committee orthe House of Commons, in their celebrated Fifth 
Report, printed July, 1812, first publicly called the principle in question, 
employing what Marquis Wellesley termed ambiguous words, tending, ac· 
cording to Lord Grenville, if not to discredit the origiual measure, at least 
to dis('ountenance its proposed extension. This Report is known to have 
been the composition of Mr. Cumming, at that time superintendent of the 
revenue and judicial department in the office of the Board of Controul, who 
was an implicit believer in the excellence of the Ryotwar settlement as ad. 
vocated by Sir Thomas Munro.-Commons' Committee, 1832, App.; Reve
nue remarks by Mr. Sullivan. We have also the testimony of Mr. Cour· 
tenay, between fifteen and sixteen years secretary to the Board of Controul, 
that the opposition to the permanent Zemindari settlement originated in the 
Board, not in the Court: "I may here mention, that the system known by 
the name of SirT. Munro's system was the work of the Board, and in many 
parts of it was opposed by the Court. The same observation applies to 
many matters concerning the revival or maintenance of ancient native insti
tutions, and the employment of natives in publio functions." And again: 
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ligible, it will be necessary to take a brief survey of BOOK I. 

the condition of the agricultural population of India, CHAP. VU. 

and the principles upon which the realisation of the 1813. 

revenue derived from land was founded, previously 
to the establishment of the British Government, as 
well as of the proceedings of the British Govern-
ment subsequently to those which have been already 
described in connexion with the permanent settle-
ments made by Lord Cornwallis. 

Land is the main source of the revenue of the 
British Government of India. That Government 
follows in this respect the principles and practice of 
its predecessors, both Mohammedan and Hindu; 

. and, while it avails itself of a convenient and profit
able means of making provision for the public 
charges, it consults the advantage, and conforms to 
the notions and feelings. of the people.1 

.. When I laid that Sir T. Munro's system was the work of the Board, I 
meant that it was taken up and countenanced by the Board rather than by 
the Court."-Commons' Com. 1832, App.; Public answers,292. 1585. 

I .. In India the land has alwllYs furnished the chief revenue of the state, 
and taxes are immediately imposed upon it." -Minute of Lord Teignmouth, 
.·iCth Report, App. 205. "By the ancient law of the country the ruling 
power i. entitled to a certain proportion of the produce of every beega of 
lilDd, demandable in money nr kind, according to local custom, unless it 
transfers itl right thereto for a time, or in perpetuity."-Preamble to Reg. 
xix. 1793. .. Any cbange from establisbed custom in India gives rise to a 
great deal of dissatisfaction. l'he land·rent is what the people readily pay; 
and, although it may appear exorbitant, it is a revenue that is paid without 
much difficulty. A tax in any other shape, however small, is comparatively 
dis1iked."-Christian, Evidence, Lords' Committee, 1830; Question 8.18. 
" Nine-tenths probably of the revenue of the Government ,of India is derived 
from the rent of land, never appropriated to individuals, and always consi
dered to be the property of Go~'ernment: and to me that appears to be one 
of the most fortunate circumstancel that caa occur in any country; becauseo 
in consequence of this, the wanta of the state are supplied really and truly 
witl.out taxation. A. far as this source goes, the people of the country 
remain untaxed."-MiII, Evid., Select Committee of House of Commons, 
1831; Question 3134. l'he proportion was overrated, I1S was subsequently 
remarked by the Committee; it was about six·tenthl: nor, as there will be 
occasion to remark, was it quite correct to lay that the rent of land was 
never appropriated to individuall. 
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BOOK T. But, this fact being stated, there occur sundry 
CHAP. VIL 
___ questions, which, although repeatedly and labo-

1813. riously investigated, have not yet been answered in 
sach a manner as to secure universal acceptance. 
They may be briefly resol ved into the following: 
1. In what character did the native Governments 
claim a revenue from the land? 2. 'Vhat were the 
nature and extent of their demands 1 3. By what 
class or classes of the people were those demands 
discharged 1 4. Upon what principles were the de
mands of the British Government regulated? 'Ve 
shall endeavour to elicit a reply to these queries 
from the mass of conflicting statements by which 
the subject has been obscured; but, as the space 
which can be devoted to the inquiry is unavoidably 
disproportionate to the quantity of unmethodised 
materials which have been accumulated with a 
view to its elucidation, it will be necessary to select 
for description only a few of the most important 
points, oInitting many of less moment, though 
of scarcely inferior interest.1 

I. The demand made by the Sovereign has been 
commonly referred to his character of proprietor of 
the soil. It has been maintained that it is by his 

I The principal authnrities consulted for thefollowiug passages in the 
text are, The Fifth Report of the Select Committee of 1810, printed 1812, 
1 vol. folio j SelecLions from the Revenue and Judicial Records at the India 
House, printed by order of tbe Court of Directors, 1820-1826, 4 vols. folio; 
Reports of the Select Committees of both Houses of Parliament in 1830, 
1831, and 1832, with evidence and appendices, reprinted by order of the 

, Court of Directors, 16 vols. 4to; Colonel Wilks's History of the South of 
India; Sir J. Malcolm's Central India; Mr. Elphillstone's History of India; 
Rouse on the Land Tenures of India; General Briggs on tbe Land-tax of 
India; General Galloway on tbe Law and Constitution of India; Mr. Tucker 
on the Financilll Situation of the East India Company; Colonel Sykes on tbe 
Land Tenures of the Dekhiu; Mr. Thomason on the Revenue Settiement 
of Azimghur; and a variety of tracts and papers. ' 
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permission only, and with his sanction, that the land BOOK I. 

is occupied, and that the occupant sows his seed CHAP. VII. 

and reaps his crops; that whatever produce is in 1813. 

excess of the bare subsistence of the cultivator and 
cost of cultivation, is the property of the king; 
that it is rent, not revenue, to which he is entitled, 
for he is the one universal landlord ; that this is the 
character in which the sovereign appears in the 
Jaws and institutions of the Hindus, in the laws of 
the Mohammedan conquerors of India, and in the 
practice of all modern native governments, and in 
which he is recognised universally by the people.1 

Notwithstanding the positiveness with which it 
has been affirmed that the proprietary right of the 
sovereign is indissolubly connected with the an
cient Jaws and institutions of the Hindus, the ac
curacy of the assertion may be reasonably disputed. 
In adducing the authority of Hindu writers in fa
vour of the doctrine, two sources of fallacy are dis
cernible. No discrimination has been exercised in 
distinguishing ancient from modern authorities; and 
isolated passages have been quoted, without regard 
to others by which they have been qualified or ex-

I See !'tlill, History of India, i. 305, IlDd notes; also Grant's Reports on 
the Northern Circare and the Revenues of Bengal; and the Minute of Lord 
Cornwallia, Fifth Report, App. 473. Colonel Munro says, "Nothiug can 
be plailler than that private landed property has never existed iu India except 
on the Malabar cout."-Revenue Sel, i. 114. And the Board of Revenue 
obsen .. , .. We concur with Colonel Munro iu thiukiug that Government is 
virtually the proprietor of the soiL" -Ibid. 4S6. Such also is Mr. Fortes
cue's opiuion with respect to the Western proviuces; and at a long sub
sequt'ut date, .. As to the proprietorship, my belief is, that the Govern
meut is the proprietor of the land, and that the person occupyiug it is well 
ntisfied with the occupation, payiug the rent.n -Lords' Committee, 1830, 
Evid., Question 511. And on the IIpposite side of India Colon'" Barne
wall asserts \liat the prople iu Guzerat claim no property iu the soil. Go
vemmt'nt i8 vested with the property iu the lands; and, as landlord, entitled 
to the rent, or a share of the produce equal to it.-Commons· Committee, 
IS32, Evid. 1765. 
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BOOK J. plaiDed.1 If due attention had been paid to these 
CHAP. VII.. d h h ___ consideratIOns, it would have been foun t at t e 

1813. supposed proprietary right of the sovereign is not 
warranted by ancient writers; and that, while those 
of later date seem to·1ncline to its admission, they 
do not acknowledge an exclusive right, but one 
concurrent with. the right of the occupant; they 
acknowledge a property in the soil, not the property 
of the soil. In the older jurists we find, indeed, 
the right of kingly power over the whole earth as" 
serted; and the right is based, with every semblance 
of historical truth, upon conquest: but there is no 
attribution of ownership-to the king, nor is there 
any trace of a royal property or estate,!1 Proprietary 

I As observed by Mr. Mill, i. 301 and note, the Digest of Hindu law 
compiled by the desire of Sir William Jones, and translated by Mr. Cole
brooke, favours the proprietary right of the sovereign, particularly in stat
ing, that, if no special engagement for a term of occupancy has been made, 
the occnpant may at any time be dispossessed by the Raja in fa'l'our of a 
person offering a higher revenue.-i. 461. Colonel Wilks accuses the 
Pundits, who compiled the Digest, of falsifying the law; bnt the charge is 
undeserved. The original passages of the Digest are not the law, they are 
the opinions of the compiler as to the meaning of the law; and it is open to 
anyone to contest or admit the interpretation according to the purport of 
the ancient texts, which are also given. It is also necessary to collate this 
passage with what follows; it will then be found that Tarka-PanchAnana, 
the compiler, does not deny proprietary right in the subject, he only infers 
the co-existence of concurrent rights: "There is property," he says, "of a 
hundred various kinds in land:" and, when treating of sale without owner
shi p, he observes, "The property is his who uses the land where he re
Sides, and while he uses it; and thus, when land belonging to any person 
is sold by the king, it is sale without ownership."-i. 475. The sale is 
illegal. 

, The texts of Menu, which have been cited in proof of the proprietary 
right of the Raja, have been misunderstood. In B. viii. v. 39, the phrase 
rendered by Sir W. Jones "lord paramonnt of the soil," is Bhumer-adhi
pati, supreme ruler of the earth: the title Adhipati, "over.lord," no more 
implips ownership in this text than when it is used to denote the head-man 
of a village, Gramadhipati; or governor of a district, Des8.dhipati. In 
another text, in which the authority of a king is intimated to be analogous 
to that of a husband over a wife, the sources of property in subjects are 
also enunciated: "Ancient sages have called this earth (Prlthivi) the wife 
of Prithu; they have called the field his who has cut down the thicket; the 
wild beast his whose shaft has slain it."-B. ix. '1'. U. The SUbjection 
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right is vested in the individual who first clears BOOK I. 

and cultivates the land: it is therefore referred to CHAP. VIL 

colonisation; a source which, as regards India and 1813-

the Hindus, is probably in a great degree historical. 
The king may occupy unclaimed or uncultivated 
lands, as well as a subject; he has no preference: 
if he appropriates them, he must give away half to 
the Brahmans; if they are appropriated by a subject, 
the king claiIns only the share of the produce as· 
signed to him by law. Concurrent and not incom-
patible rights and claims are thus clearly recog-
nised; and the king's dues are based, not npon any 
indefeasible right of property, but .in the first in· 
stance npon conquest, and in the second upon pro
tection. 

The notion of the proprietary right of the sove
reign is rather of Mohammedan than Hindu origin. 
The doctrines of the Mohammedan jurists are some
what at variance on this matter. Those who belong 

of the eaI1h by Prithu is clearly an alleltOry of its conquest by the military 
caste; _ Vishnn Purana, p. 103. The compiler of the Digest expressly 
atalt>l that the king's proprietary right is "denied by some, because Menu 
has only declared that subjects shall be protected by the king."-i. 4'11. 
Menu then, even according to the Pundits, is not authority for this doctrine. 
Another ancient lawgiver, Yajnawalkya, is quoted in the Digest to show 
that the king bas no particular property even in unclaimed or uncultivated 
ground; if a subject choose, he may occupy it without leave, giving the Raja 
his due.-i. 461. Another writer of antiquity, Jaimini, the author of the 
Mimansa, also denies the king'. ownership: "The kingly power is for the 
government of the realm and the elltirpatiou of wrong, and for that purpose 
be receives tues from husbandmen and le't'ies fines from offenders; but the 
right of property is not thereby vested in him, else be would have property 
in bouae and land appertaining to the subjects abiding in his dominions. 
The eaI1h is Bot the king'a, but is common to all beings enjoying the frnit 
of tht'ir own labour,"-Colebrooke OD the A-limlins& Philosopby, Trans, 
Royal Asiatic Society, i. 4S8. Mr, E1phinstoue justly concludes, from tile 
Hindu lows OD this subject, that as the king's share was limited to one-aath, 
or at most to OIU\-fourth, there must bave been a proprietor for the other five
sixths, or three-fourths, who must obviously bave had the greatest interest 
of tile two in the whole property sbared.- History of India, i. 42. 
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BOOK I. to the school which has been chiefly followed in 
_C_HA_P_. V_IL_ India, maintain the right of individual ownership: 

1813. yet they . do so with considerable reservation, for 
they restrict the appropriation of all uncultivated 
land to the king; assign to him the property of all 
except arable land; authorise him to dispossess any 
occupant who neglects to cultivate his land, and 
transfer it to another; 1 and entitle him to claim the 
whole of the. net produce of cultivation. Other 
Mohammedan lawyers assert unequivocally, that in 
all conquered countries, and India is in their esti
mation a conquered country, although theinha
bitants may be suffered to retain the occupancy of 
their lands; the property of them is vested in t.he 
sovereign.!! It is apparently to these doctrines, to 
the long continuance of Mohammedan domination 
over a large portion of India, and to t.he influence 
which it indirectly exercised over the states that 
remained subject to Hindu princes, that the notion 
of the proprietary right of the sovereign owed its 
general and popular acceptance. 

For upon whatever system of law that impression 

I The Hindu law, as it appears in Menu, does not go this length: it 
provides only, that, in case of neglect to cultivate, the owner shall be fined 
ten times the amount of the king's share, if )lis own fault; five times, if that 
of his servants.-B. viii. v. 243. There is not a word of confiscation or 
transfer. 

• Galloway on the Law and Constitution of India, p. 101. According 
to this writer, a high authority in matters of Mohammedan law, the school 
of Abu Hanifa was that which was chiefly followed in Hindustan; and this 
jurist affirms that in conquered countries the people paying the legal impost 
preserved their proprietary rights. General Galloway also states that this 
is denied by the Shatia and Malikia schools; according to which the lands, 
although retained by the people, become the property of the sovereign.
Ibid. 45. It is worth observing, that all the authorities cited by Mill, i. 
308 note, with exception of Diodorus and Strabo, whose testimouy is not 
entitled to very great deference, derive their opiuions from their observation 
of the state of things under the Mohammedan governments. 
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was founded, and whether erroneous or just .. there BOOK I. 

is little reason to doubt that in later times at least it CHAP. VIL 

has prevailed very widely amongst the people,l and 1813. 

regulated the practice of the native governments. 
This gives the question its importance. Abstract-
edly considered, it signifies but little whether the 
king be called the lord of the soil, or by any other 
title; but, when in this capacity he supersede~ all 
other rights, it became no longer a matter of mere 
speculation. Acting upon this principle, the native 
rulers required that a formal grant should legalise 
the occupation of all waste land, and sequestrated 
estates of which the c~tivation was neglected or 
the revenues unpaid; fixed at their pleasure from 
time to time the proportion of the produce which 
the occupant was to pay, claiming indeed the whole 
of the net produce as the rent; and turned out ac-
tual occupants in favour of others offering a higher 
amount of payment. The almost universal practice 
of recent times transferred these rights and powers to 
contractors and farmers of the revenue, from whom 
the prince exacted as much as he could obtain, and 
then left them at liberty to extort all they could, 
and by whatever means they could, from the people. 
I1is right to . do so was not questioned, but its 

I The belief of Mr. Fortescue with regard to the opinions of the people of 
the Western provinces hu been already cited, note, p. 41S. The Abb4! Dubois 
is a good representative of the popular notions prevailing in the Dekhin, 
and be says, .. The lands which the Hindu8 cultivate are the domain of the 
prince, who i. 80le proprietor: he can resume them at pleasure, and give 
them to another to cllltivate."-Description of the People of India, p. 496. 
'fhe author hu heard the same sentiment expressed repeatedly by well-in
fOroled Hindu8 from the Upper provinces. They have admitted the full 
right of thll Government to dispossess any occupants whatever, although, if 
the customary demands were paid, such act would be considered harsh and 
oppressive. In Bengal the notion hu probably been effaced by the Com
pany'. regulations: the Zemindar. have been taught a different lesson, 

VO~ L 2 E 
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BOOK I. exercise through such instrumentality was resisted 
CHAP. VD. h . t h h I'k I d d ___ were reSIS ance was t oug tIe y to succee ; an 

1813. the consequences of the system were such as might 
have been anticipated-the decline and disorganisa
tion of the country. 

The proprietary right of the sovereign derives 
then no warrant from the ancient laws or insti
tutions of the Hindus, and is not recognised by 
modem Hindu lawyers 88 exclusive, or incompatible 
with individual ownership. It is the doctrine of one 
of the schools of ."Mohammedan law; it has influenced 
the practice, of the later native governments, and it 
had obtained a very general, belief among the people. 
The popular belief was however modified by the 
remembrance of original rights and the remains of 
primitive institutions; and while in theory the 
people admitted the right of the prince to the 
lands they tilled, yet in practice they very com
monly regarded them 88 their own 88 long as they 
paid to the sovereign his undisputed share of the 
produce. Unhappily for them, this sllare was of 
late rarely regulated by any other standard than 
their ability to comply with the exactions of their 
rulers. 

II. The ancient Hindu law enacts that the de
mand of the Raja shall be 'levied in kind. The 
king is to have a proportion of the grain; a twelfth, 
an eighth, or a sixth.1 It is also declared, that in 
time of war, if he should take one-fourth, he would 

I Menu, B. vii. v. 80. The commentator e:rplains the several !'lites to 
depend upon the quality of the land, and the labour required to bring it 
jnto cultivation; the highest rate being levied on the beet, the lowest on the 
worst eort of land: the B81l'88ment WB8 therefore irre8pective of the actual 
crop •• 
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commit no sin.' A fourth of the actual crop con- BOOK L 

stituted therefore the utmost limit of demand, and CRAP. YD. 

that only in time of war, under the ancient Hindu 18\3. 

system; and this proportion evidently left such a 
share to the' culth"ator as was equivalent to a profit 
upon his cultivation, or to a rent, enabling him at 
his "'ill to transfer the task of cultivation to tenant 
fanners, and placing him in the position of a landed 
proprietor as far as o\\'1lersrup of rent is evidence of 
fluch a tenure.' The Mohammedan lawestablishc(l 
a totally different proportion. It extended the 
claim o( the Crown to the whole o( the net pro-
duce; assigned to the cultivator only so much of 
the crop as would suffice (or one year'. subsistence 
o( him8('J( aDd his family, and for sccd; and reduced 
him to the condition of a mere labourer on his 0\\'1l 
land. The "'bole o( the profit or the rent went to 
tho sovcfl'ign, ,,·ho thus became the universal ~and-
lord.' Tho more equitable spirit and sounder judg-

I It h .. t-. UltUed that this law would funaiah a plea to the R.ja to 
nad a fourth at all tiaMS, .. a eue of o~t,. could ah'a,1 be made out: 
hut thi. is .... poeaible_iAt .... O' with adueregard to the Ianlt'la"" and Db
"iuullntentioo of the Illw. The JlU8IIl{e Ihould be thos f'eod .. red: .. A fi.aba. 
tri,a, 10 time of calamit)" prolretinlt hi .. obj~ta to the olll108tofbia po_, 
is liberalfod Crt'1D liD althollllh taldnlt a foorth put." The none 0«11" ill 
the eeclioo ,,-hich tn-ata of th. eoaduct of the ditrt'ftot tult'll 10 ti ... , or 
d~ and .. d..tuhed from tbe pa. ... ~ C"UIIct'11liD« r'rYenup. That the 
diatfto8a hrre Iodit'alfod meaos t!me of war is d..u -tth f'rttm the pa5IIIltte 
that Immrdiatl'I, fullmn: .. fur balOe .. bia duty; he abould oC've/' turD 
hi. fant frum l!(ht: p ......... tiog the c-uhl ......... with his IWord, Irt him 1 .. '7 
tau. io a lawfullDllDDet'."-y. 119. 

• SDc-h lIlr. !'llill roosidrred It, and ",mart.ed, that there ... DO owoer
.hip oernt Ia 100;.-.. 10 Europe.-COIIIIIIODI' COllllDi ..... , 18S1 i 1:l!\8. The 
a.......-tiOll w .. ~: tht-re ... ow ......... hip of reat u long u the oati~e 
(;"" .. nll"t'"ta autrrft'd it toeoatinue i and there atill .. auch oWDt'rabip uod~r 
th. Ilritiab Go.-eromrot, W""ft the _t II li~t. 

• • \l"1aM the I .... ~una a aMlDtry, if be penuita the Iobahitut. 110 
remaia oa it, ImpoalDg the Kharij oa their Iud. and the J .. u. 011 thrir 
..... d .. the Iaod .. their prupaty." Not ftl'J Yaluable propm, it abould 
_ .. ,.fur ....... lIluhaauoed hal Mid, rqvd thaD be bad to tlae nill. 

2.2 
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BOOK I. ment of Akbar limited the demand of the sovereign 
_C_HA_P_. v_n_. to one-third of the average produce of different sorts 

1813. of land; the amount to be paid preferably in money, 
but not to be increased for a definite term of years.l 

Under more modern Governments, whether Hindu 
or Mohammedan, the demand seems to have fluctu
ated from a third or half of the gross produce, to the 
whole of the net produce, or even to have e:x:ceeded 
those proportions;2 leaving to the cultivator in-

vator: there shall be left for .every one who cultivates his land as much as 
he requires for his own support till the next crop be reaped, and for that of 
his family, and for seed •. , This much shall be lef~ him; what remains is 
Kharaj, and shall go to the public treasury." This is the dictum of a great 
lawyer of the Hanifia school, Shams·ul-Aima of Sarakhs; and a firman of 
Aurangzeb directs his officers to levy the Kharaj according to the holy law 
and the tenets of Abu Hanifa.-GaUoway, 40,43. Here is evidently the 
origin of the sovereign's claim to the whole of the rent. The unhappy 
" infidel" cultivator had to pay a capitation tax besides. 

I Ayin Akbari, i. 306, 314. The term was fixed, in the 24th year of the 
reign, for ten years; but the general assessment, or Jama-bandi, of Tora!
Mal was apparently intended to last for an indefinite period.-Ibid. 
Appendix. 

• In the south oflndia, Harihara Rai, of Bijnagar, one of the latest in
dependent Hindu principalities, fixed the rate at one-fourth of the gross 
produce, fixing it on each field, and requiring a money-payment. The 
Mohammedan Governments exacted half the gross produce of the irrigated 
lands, and a money.rate equal to from thirty to forty per cent. of the value 
of the unirrigated and garden produce.-Revenue Selections, i. 895. Ac
cording to the Parasara Madhaviya, a work on law by the minister of 
Harihara, the king's share was one-sixth.- Wilks, i. 154. In the 
Western provinces the Government share was considered to he half the net 
produce.-Fortescue; Lords' Committee, Evidence, Question 531. Or 
even half the gross produce.-Ibid. 532. "But the rule authorizing the 
exchequer to take as revenue one-half of the produce in the hands of Go
vernment is in a great manner nominal; for in the unsettled districts we do 
not, I believtl, on an average, get more than one-fourth,"-Mackenzie; 
Commons' Committee, 1832, Evid., Question 2671. Mr. Mill also thinks 
it impossible that such a proportion should ever have been taken.-Com
mons' Committee, 1831, Question 3887. But he observes, correctly enough, 
with regard to the practice of later times, "According to all I can gatber 
from the practice of former Governments, the Government demand was 
never less than the full rent, in many instances probably more; not unfre
quently as much more as could be raised without diminishing the number 
of inhabitants and desolating the country."-Ibid., Question 8114. The 
state of many parts of India, when first reduced to British authority, showed 
that these checks had not always operated; and that the exactions of impro-

. vident and arbitrary princes, enforced through tile agency of farmers of thlt 
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sufficient means of subsistence, and not unfre- BOOK I. 

quently compelling him to abandon in despair the CHAP. VII. 

cultivation of the lands which his forefathers had 1813. 

tilled, and to which his strongest affections chained 
him, extortion being thus punished by dearth and 
depopulation. . 

III. According to the principles of the Moham
medan law, and the consequences to which they 
led, the classification of the parties interested in the 
produce of the soil was exceedingly simple. Two 
only were recognised, the Ryot or cultivating te
nant, and the ltaja, or rent-owning landlord; 1 the 
first earning a scanty support by his labour, the se
cond claiming the whole of the surplus return on 
his property. Such were the conclusions of the 
first inquirers into the tenure of lands in India. 
There were found, indeed, persons intervening be
tween the state and the cultivators, but these it was 
affirmed were in every case persons to whom the 
state had delegated its powers or transferred its 
rights: they were not-and this was in some import
ant respects quite true-proprietors of the soil ~ there 
were no such persons,-at least, there were no per
sons who had a right to intercept, without a !;pecial 
grant to that effect, any portion of the rent or profit 
of culti vation. Further in vestigation showed that the 

revenue, had thinned the population, and consigned extensive and fertile dis
tricts to the denizens of the forest. 

I So General Galloway: "The truth is, that between the sovereign and 
the Reb.ul-arz, (master of the ground,) who is properly the cultivator, no 
one intervenea who is not a aervantoftbe aovereign."-p. 42. "The land 
haa been considered the property of the Circar and the Ryots; the interest 
in the soil has been divided between these two, but the Ryots have pos
seased little mure interest than that of being hereditary tenanta."-Thack
eray, Fifth lleport, App. 992. 
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BOOK I. latter propositions were n·ot altogether accurate: the 
"HAP. VU. structUre of agricultural society in India was not so 

18Ut exceedingly simple; a variety of proprietary rights 
and privileges had survived the disintegrating ope-
rations of foreign conquest, foreign laws, oppressive 
government, and popular misconception, and re
quired to be carefully studied and correctly under
stood before it could be safe or just to come to any 
unalterable. conclusion. Traces of individual pro
prietary rights, of personal ownership of rent, were 
extensively discoverable ; and, where they were faint 
or extinct,it was because the rapacity of the ruling 
power had dimmed or extinguished them. 

A peculiarity in the disposition of landed pro
perty in India, which was early observable, was its 
distribution among communities rather than among 
individuals. The earliest records describe the agri
cultural population as collected into groupes, vil
lages, or townships, having attached to the particular 
village or town in which they resided an extent of 
land the cultivateable portion· of which was suf
ficient for their support, and which was apparently 
cultivated in common.1 The internal administration 
of the affairs of the village was left, in a great 
measure, to the people themselves, under the gene
ral superintendence of an officer appointed by the 

I Menu, vii. 120, and viii. 231. The Madras Revenue Board affirm the 
village system is as old as Menu: "That venerable legislator alludes to 
disputes about boundaries just as they occur at present, and directs a space 
of four hundred cubits wide, ronnd small villages, and twelve hundred 
round large ones, to be left for pasture. This could not have been done if 
the land had been exclusive private property, for in that case the owner 
would have made the most of his land, and not left it waste for the public 
use of the inhabitants; and boundaries of fields and farms, rather than of 
Villages, would have been disputed."-Revenue Selections, i. 481. 
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Raja, by whom the police was regulated, the go- BOOK L 

t 11 t d d • t' CHAP. VIL vernmen revenue was co ec e , an JUS Ice was __ _ 
administered, in communication with the principal 1813. 

persons of the village. The general scheme of 
these village corporations bas been repeatedly de
scribed.1 Besides the officers of the government, 
and the individuals who composed the community 
strictly so called, the village comprised a varying 
number of persons who received small portions of 
the crops as the hire of services rendered to the 
whole, and persons also not members of the original 
establishment, bpt who were allowed to reside 
within the village as independent artificers and 
tradesmen, or even as cultivators of the lands 
bought or rented from the proprietors. Establish. 
ments of this nature were found in their greatest" 
completeness in different parts of the south of India, 
where Hindu principalities had been longest pre
served: but they were also met with in the western 
provinces of Hindustan, where their organisation had 
assumed something "of a military character; and ves-
tiges of them were not wholly obliterated even in 
Bengal. 

The circumstances which led originally to this 
distribution of the lands among detached communi. 
ties are now beyond the reach of history. It may 
have been the result of a "legislative provision, de
vised for the ready realisation of the revenue and 

I See the description in the first volume of )Iill, p. 313, from the Fifth 
Report; Elphinstone, History of India, i. 120, and App. 416 ;·and Wilks, 
Southern India, i. 111. In a deed of gift by tbe minister of Bukka Raya, 
lUng ofVijayanagar, dated n09, Saka (A.D. 1181), the fo)1owing list of viI. 
\age officers is given:-l. Reddi, or Pedda Heddi, head-man. 2. Karnam,· 
accountant. 3. Purohit, priest. 4. Blacksmith. 6. Carpenter. 6. 1\10-
ney.cbanger. 7. Kavel, village watcher or police officer. 8. Potmaker. 9. 
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BOOK I. convenient administration of the civil government; 
CHAP. VIL but there is nQ record of its institution or its au-

1813. thor; Tradition ascribes it to the spontaneous agree
ment of mankind in an early stage of society,! and 
it may have been suggested to the first Hindu set
tlers in India by the necessities of their situation. 
'Vhatever may have been its origin or antiquity, 
there is no reason to believe that the village com-

. munities now in existence can boast of any remote 
date or legislative creation. They represent with 
differing degrees of fidelity the primitive forms from 
which they are copied; but they pave deviated in 
various respects from the original type, and are in 
many instances, probably in all, of comparatively 
recent date. They are most commonly the growth 

. of modern colonisation or conquest, and the pecu
liar features which they present have been modelled 
by the occurrences from which they have sprung. 

The political revolutions of later times, and pro
bably of .earlier days also, have occasioned frequent 
migrations of the people of India from' one part of 
the country to another. Centuries have elapsed since 
the region was fully peopled; perhaps it never was 
wholly occupied: at any rate, abundance of waste 
land has for a long time past been available, and 
parties from the neighbouring or from distant tracts 
,have located the~seIVes upon unoccupied spots, with 

Washerman. 10. Barber. 11. Barlkudu, messenger or menial. 12. Chek· 
'ri, shoemaker or worker in skins and leatber. Tbese are essentially the 

. same as the Bara.ballowati of other authorities, though some of the names ' 
. differ; and, in place of the leather.worker, some places have a water-car· 

rier.~E1lis on Mirasi right, App. p. 36. Traces of village institutions ~ere 
found by General Briggs in Bengal; Land-tax, Supplement: although 

• there, as in other places, the corporntion, or association of persons con
stituting the proprietary and governing body, had disappeared. 

I Vishnu Purana, p. 45. 
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or "ithout the cognisance of the ruling power, not BOOK I. 

likely to throw obstacles in the way of those who CDAr. VII. 

purposed to convert an unproductive wilderness into 1813. 

a source of revenue. l The settlers would of course 
be either of the same family, the same caste, or the 
same tribe; and would be linked together through 
succeeding generations by community of origin, as 
well as of property. There is an active spirit of 
aggregation at work in Hindu society: the very in
stitution of caste, which disjoins the people as a 
whole, combines them in their subdivisions; like the 
process of crystallisation, which destroys the uni-
formity of the mass by the condensation of the par-
ticles. Dut this is not the only source of reinte
gration; there prevail other combinations of tribe or 
avocation, some of which would be sure to influence 
the movements of a body of settlers on a new soil, 
and unite them into a village community or cor
poration. The necessity of combination, in order to 
protect themselves against the financial 0ppJessions 
of the state, or against unauthorised plunderers and 
assailants, would further contribute to cement their 
union, and would give it consistency and duration.' 

In like manner, where the occupation of the new 
country was an act of violence and aggression com-

I See the inatructiODll of Aurangzeb to his collecton, as cited by Gene-
ral GalJoway, 55. " 

• In.&taneee or ~t colouisation are specified by Mr. Thomason. "A"
family or CbaDdel ~puts emigrated from the Jonpur district, and settled 
at PUrguDlla lIiatberpur, wbere they acquired much land." .. The rise of 
aome Abir (sbepbenl) communities illustrates the formation or such bodies 
by sulf ... ruce. Familiar with the forest (in the Azimgbur district), Chey 
fixed th ... ir residence iu _ faYOQrab\e spot, and began to cultinte; and, 
wbea a ~Ulement (of the rneuue) came to be made, appeared to be the 
IIIOSl _venieut per80DlI with whom to euter into engagemeuts fur the land.· 
-ACCOUDt of the SeUlemeDt or Azimgbur, by J. Tho __ , Esq. ; Jour. 
aaI, Asiatic 8oc.ietJ or 8eagaI, vol. viii. p. 96. 

• 
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BOOK L mitted . against their neighbours,· or against the bar
CHAP. VII. barous tribes inhabiting extensive tracts in different 

1813. parts of India, identity of kindred, caste, or tribe, as 
well as of interest, would unite the first assailants, 
and would extend a bond of union to their suc
cessors. Such. transactions are known to have oc
curred within very recent pe.riods.1 In some in
stances one village community has fallen upon an
other, and ousted it from its possessions: in others, a 
military adventurer has assembled hiS kinsmen and 
followers; and, having conquered an extensive tract, 
has parcelled it .out amongst his chiefs, very much 
upon the plan of a military fief. Time, the fiscal 
measures of the Government, and the partition of 
inheritance ,among the descendants of the con
querors, have loosened the original compact; and 
the village, once held by an individual upon con
dition of military service to a chief, may have as
sumed the form of a village municipality, or it may 
still r~ain many features of its original feudal cha
racter.~ In some places the original occupants have 

I Mr. Thomason supposes the original conquest of Azimghur by Rajputs, 
some time prior to the twelfth century, to have been the general foundation of 
the existing proprietary right of the soil; and recently, ".Achar and its de
pendent villages was held by a tribe of Kaut Rajputs. The Dhunwars, 
(another Rajput clan,) of the neighbouring estate of Khulsa, were more 
powerful: they attacked and massacred most of the Kauts. This took place 
only a few years before the cession. Some of the family lled into the neigh
houring district of Ghazipur, then in British possession, and have since in 
vain attempted to recover their rights."--J. B.As. Society, viii. 96. Dur
ing the course of the inquiry preceding the permanent settlement, it was 
found that the Pergunna of Mongir was divided among the descendants of 
two Rajputs, to whom the family tradition ascribed the first settlement of 
the country under grants from the Emperor H umayun, having taken it from 
the wild inhabitants of the wilderness, which it then was, without the smallest 
vestige of cultivation.-Letter from Mr. Davis, Assistant Collector on De
putation, 11 th August, 1790 j Fifth Report, 238. 

• Such is the case with the gl'eater part of the Zemindaris along the 
western frontier of Bengal, where, while the peasantry are mostly of the 
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been driven away or exterminated: in others they ~OOK I. 

appear as serfs or slaves attached to the soil and _CH_A_P_. V_II_. 

accompanying its transfers, or being sold independ
ently ofthe land.1 

From these sources, -legislation, colonisation, 
and conquest,--«nd from the two latter especially in 
modern times, may be derived the origin of the 
village communities of India, or confederations of 
a definite number of individuals claiming a certain 
extent of laI\d as their common property, and a right 
to aU advantages and privileges inherent in such 
property, subject to the payment of a proportion 
of the produce to the state. 'Vhen that proportion 
abstlrbed all the profits of cultivation, the members 
of the commune who claimed the ownership of the 
lands were reduced to the condition - which has 

wild forest tribes, Koles, or Gonds, the proprietors of the villages are Raj
puts. That thelle latter came as conquerors as late as the sixteenth and seven
teenth centuries is well known amongst themselves, and the origin of their 
possessions by allotment from tbe cbief on the tenure of military service is 
a1110 admitted. The relation between the holders of the several lots. and the 
representatives of the lirst leader, or the RaJas, is more or less perfectly 
preserved, but it retains almost universally some impress of its origin. 
See the remarks on tenures in Sambhalpur, Mill, i. p. S09, note. A similar 
state of things prevails in the Pel-gunnas of PalamCi, Sirguja,Chota N ag~ 
pur, and others in the lame direction. An interesting account of the origin 
and progress of the feudal Zemindari of Palamu was printed, but not 
published, by the late Mr. Augustus Prinsep, of the Bengal Civil Service. 
Mr. I'rinsep wal disposed to lind similar feudal institutions in many of the 
Zemindllris of Bengal and Behar. 

I In 1II11labar and Canara, wbere the land was very generally divided 
and occupied as separate and distinct properties, tbe labourer was the per
BOual slave of the proprietor, and was BOld and mortgaged by him inde
pendently of the land. In the Tamil country, where land belonged more to 
communities than individuals, the labourer was understood to be the slave 
of the BOil rather than of any particular person. In Telingaua, wbere it . 
was difficult to trace the remains of private property in the land, the la
bourers, usually of the degraded or outcast tribes, were free.-Minute, 
Board of Revenue, Madras, Jan. 1818:; Revenue Sel. i. 881. 1\lr. Thomason, 
describing the agricultural labourers of Azimgbur, speaks of them as having 
been, under former Governmenta, predial alaves, who were beaten without 
mercy for misconduct, and were liable to be pursued and brougbt back if 
they attempted 10 eac;ape.-J. B. Asiatic Soc. vill.lIS. 

1813. 
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BOOK I. been ascribed, incorrectly it may be thought, to all 
CHAP. VIL the agricultural population of India-of persons cul-

1813. tivating the ground with their own hands and by 
their own means.1 'Vhen the further exactions of 
the officers of the state, and the usurpations which 
in the absence of all government they perpetrated, 
reduced the proprietors to extreme distress and in
significance, the village corporations were broken 
up, and the traces of proprietary right so completely 
obliterated as to suggest a belief that it had never 
existed. Such seems to have been the state of the 
peasantry in Bengal and Telingana. In other 
places, in Canara, in the Dekhin, in Bundelkhand, 
and the 'Vestern provinces,!! the right of property 
was better preserved. 'Vhere either the demands 
~f the Government had been more moderate, or the 
villagers by union and courage, or combination and 
craft, had resisted or evaded extortion, they re
tained their character of proprietors, living upon the 
profits of their own lands.! The state of the coun-

I Mill; Commons· Committee, 1831, Evid. Sll". 

• Thus in Canara and Sonda, where the lands had, until alate date, been 
lightly assessed, the Government demand having been as low as one·tenth 
of the produce, and never more than a third, the lands were genernlly sub
let, the proprietors sometimes cultivating a portion: none of them held any 
large estates; few averaging, in the best of times, a rent of more than fifty 
pagodas (or about twenty pounds) a-year. The respective rights of the 
Government to the land revenue, and of the proprietor to the land, were 
well known: an ancient grant to a temple specified the grant to be the 
Government share of the rent, because the land belonged to the proprietor, 
and could not therefore be given away by the state.-Fifth Report, 803; 
Life of Sir Thomas Munro, iii. 161. 

I The term village Zemindars has been generally applied to these proprie
tors in Hindustan.-Fortescue; Thomason, &c. Janamkars, or birthright 
holders, is their name in MaIabar.-Board of Revenue, Madras. Amongst 
the IUahrattas they were called ThaIkaris, holders of the ThaI, (SthaI, or 
land,) or Watan-dars (holders of the country); Coates on the Township of 
Lony; Trans. Literary Society of Bombay, iii. 226: and in the Tamil coun
tries of the Peninsula, lUirasis, or Miri.sdars (inheri~ Of the latter 
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try, the habits of the people, and the subdivision of BOOK I. 

property by the laws of inheritance, prevented the CHAP. v~ 

aggregation of large estates, or the formation of a 1813. 

landed aristocracy; and the agricultural proprietors 
were therefore little else than petty farmers, employ-
ing, superintending, and not un frequently assisting 
"the labourers: but they were in a position to preserve 
their hereditary rights, and to perpetuate the or
ganisation of the village communities. Much va-
riety, however, prevailed in that organisation, not 
only in proportion to the degree of entireness in 
which it had been preserved, but from circumstances 

Mr. Elli. observes, " Miras, originally signifying inheritance, is employed to 
designate a variety of rights differing in nature or degree, but all more or le8s 
connected witb tbe proprietary possession or nsufruct of lbe soil or of its 
produce."-Elli. on Mirasi right; Selections,810. Tbe Selection. have 
uuudiciously omitted lbe Appendices of lbis valuable document, full of im. 
portant historical illustration, which no one but Mr. Ellie was competent, 
from a profound knowledge of the languag ... and literature of lbe Soulb of 
India, and from enlightened experience, to furnish. In lbe Appendix, 
which wilb lbe text was printed at Madras in 1818, we find lbe following 
concluding view of Mirasi tenure. .. The Cani.sudantraw, or proper 
Miraal right, though founded on lbe principles of lbe general law, implies 
peculiar privilege. and an ind .. pendent enjoyment of landed property hy 
the actual cultivator, unknown in other parte of India, and confined, in 
fact, to lboae province. of the South which formerly constituted the domi. 
nhlOl of the ancient Tamil princes: tbis mode of holding landed property, 
and several of lbe incidents appertaining to it, are not in resemblance only, 
but in fact, lbe lBIDe as tbose wbich prevailed among our ancestora pre· 
viously to lbe introduction of fendal tenure. into Europe, and wliich is 
nlually designated by lbe term allodium, with which lbe word Canyatcbi 
(entire and absolute pOlsession) in derivative meaning intimately corre
sponds. One of lbe most remarkable incidents in Mirasi is, lbe periodical 
intercbange of landa, which, in Tonda·mandalam at least, was anciently 
univeraal; lbe holding of lbem in severally being a modern practice. Now 
lbi. was also a practice common to lbe nations among wbom the allodial 
possession of land primarily obtained, and from whom it passed to their 
Frankish and Saxon descendants; 88 Tacitus observes, 'The fields are 
occupied, in proportion to lbe number of cultivatora, in turns by all, and 
are then divided among them according to lbe rank of each: lbe extent of 
lbe plaine faciJitatea lbil partition. Tbe cultivated fields are interchanged 
every yeu, and yet land remains.'-De Mor. Germanorum, c. 26. Were 
I to endeavour to describe lbe mode of periodical repartition practised in 
every Arudicadei village in Soulbern India, I could not convey my mean· 
ing in more appropriate or precise terma." -po 85. 
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BOOK I. connected with its history which were no- longer to 
~HAP. vu. be verified. A village or villages had sometimes a 

1813. single proprietor, mare commonly a greater n~ber; 
but these were associated under a variety ofcondi
tions. Sometimes they held in common, sometimes 
in severalty; and the rights which they claimed were 
of various descriptions. They were mostly reducible 
to two chief classes, the rights of property and the 
rights of privilege: they were both hereditary, but 
the latter only were indefeasible, and subsisted where 
the former had been lost. In their capacity of joint 
proprietors of village land the members of the asso
ciation generally inherited rather a definite propor
tion of the whole than any specific spot of ground. 
Sometimes the same family cultivated the same 
fields for successive generations; but it was more 
usual to arrange amongst themselve~ for fresh allot
ments from time to time, and to distribute different 
parcels of land in distant parts of the village estate 
to the same individual, according to the qualities of 
the soil, and in conformity to regulations sanctified 
by prescription. In their character of parties re
sponsible to the Government for a portion of its de
mands they sometimes paid· it individually, in pro
portion to their shares; put it was more usual to 
make the apportionment amongst themselves, and 
pay the whole collectively through their head-man 
or head-men. The shares, or the land where the 
land was cultivated separately, might be mortgaged, 
or let, or sold; but the act ordinarily required the 
concurrence of the other members of the com
munity, in whom also the right of pre-emption 
was vested. The alienation of the land to a stranger 
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aid not carry with it of necessity his admission to BOOK I. 

the municipality, or give him any voice in the ma- CHAP. VD. 

nagement of the affairs of the village; neither did it 1813. 

divest the person to whom the share or land had 
belonged, of his right to interfere in the counsels of 
the community, to assist in auditing the village 
accounts, or to receive his portion of any' emolu-
ments which were derivable from the fees paid for 
permission to exercise any trade or calling in the 
village by persons not originally belonging to it, or-
from any other source. Should he at any time 
become able to resume his land, he was at liberty 
to do so. A variety of minor regulations diversified 
the village constitution in different parts of India; 
but the general plan and most characteristic features 
were everywhere essentially alike, and established 
the virtual existence of a proprietary right in the 
soil, enjoyed by certain classes of the people, wher-
ever it had not been infringed or abrogated by the 
usurpations or exactions of arbitrary rule.1 

I Occasionally an entire village might bave become the property of a 
lingle individual; Minute, Sir Edward Colebrooke, Selections, iii.: but in 
general the landa were divided into an indeterminate number of subdivisions 
amongst the descendants of the Original stock, or those bolding in right of 
them. Their right to a certain number of shares was fixed, but adjustments 
took place from time to time Rccording to the pleasure and convenience of 
the parties interested: the divisions were effected either by integral allot
ment, or by fractional parts of each description of the land, to be divided 
according to its quality. By the former method the shares were compact; 
by the latter they consisted of many particular spots situated in different 
quarters. In some villages, although comparatively few, the landa are 
undi"ided; yet thie circumstance neither alten nor affects in any way the 
right of property ill them. When the lands are undivided, each sharer 
usually continues to cultivate the same fields. A proprietary share is con
sidered large at two hundred and fifty b~gas, an ordinary one about Beven 
b~gaa; lome are as small as two begaa.-Fortescue on Tenures in the Dis
trict of Delhi; Selections, iii. 404. The proprietary right may rest either 
in a single individual or in a community: the latter may divide among 
themselves the profits of the estate, either according to their ancestral shares, 
or lOme arbitrary rule having reference to the quantity of land which each 
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BOOK I.' The existen·ce of proprietors of the soil not de-
CHAP. VIL d· I I b ___ pen mg upon manua a our involved of necessity 

1813. the existence also- of a class or classes of persons 
willing to undertake the task of cultivating the 
land, paying a rent for the occupancy transferred to 
them for that purpose. Such persons accordingly 
were found in all places where the proprietors 
themselves had not been reduced to the level of a 
labouring peasantry; as was the case in much of 
the territory of the Peninsula; in the Mahratta pro
vinces, and in Hindustan. They were not wholly 
wanting even in Bengal.1 It would occupy too 

member cultivate~.-:--Thomason; J. B. Asiatic Soc. viii. 98. In various 
places, what was ·considered the original number of shares remained un
altered; but the distribution came to the same thing as their multiplication, 
it being in fractional parts: thus, some members might have a whole share, 
some a half, or some a hundredth part. This was the case in the Tamil 
countries; and the Thals of the Mahratta villages, and Plins and Thokas 
of the Western provinces, seem also to have represented the original shares, 
and indicated the number of persons among whom the land was first divided. 
-Colebrooke, Sykes, &c. In the South of India the lands are oftwo kinds, 
privilege and proprietary: the former belong to the whole village, and a 
member can sell his share only; the latter may be cultivated collectively or 
separately. In the former case shares only are subjects of sale, in the latter 
the land is saleable.-Minute, Board of Revenue, Madras; Selections, i. 
904. The other statements of the text rest also upon these authorities. 

I In the Western provinces tliere were the Kudeem, or ancient Ryot; the 
Pahi, the itinerant or temporary Ryot; and the Kumera, or labourer: there 
was also the Kamin, or partial cultivator, an artizan or the like, cultivat
ing a few bigas at his leisure.-Fortescue ; Selections, i. 406. In Azim
ghur there were the three classes, but generally resolved into two: Ashraf, 
respectable; and Arzal, low.-Thomason; J. B. As. Society, viii. 112. In 
Bengal the cultivators were long since distinguished as holding Kbud-kasht 
and Pai·kasht lands; the former cultivated by a permanent and resident, 
the latter by a temporary and migratory, tenant.-Harington, Analysis B. 
Regulations; Introduction. The Zemindari Regulations have merged the 
proprietor into the Khud·kasht cultivator, who was probably the perma
nent tenant. But there are other desiguations, less known, which preserve 
the distinctions; the Praja, (or subject,) having the right to sell; the 
Kalpa, paying him rent, and, while so doing, having the right of occu
pancy; and the Patti-dar, holding of the same by annual lease.-Briggs, 
Land-tax of India, Supplement, 600. In the South of India, in the Tamil 
countries, tenants are termed Paya-karis, cultivating persons: the perma
nent, Ul-k'idi Paya-karis; the temporary, Para-kudi Paya-karis: in Mala
bar, Patom.karis, rent-payers: in Canara, Gabinis,literally tenentes; Mula-
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much space to specify the various tenures by'which nOOK I. 

they hold, and it will be sufficient to advert to them CHAP. vu. 

as distinguishable into two principal classes: the 1813. 

one possessing a right of perpetual occupancy as 
long as the stipulated rent was paid; the other 
having only a temporary possession, either for a 
definite number of years, or being tenants at will. 
The former might have tenants under them, and 
sublet the land, remaining themselves responsible 
to the individual or community of whom the land 
was held; they were also allowed to mortgage, but 
not to sell. The tenants for a term were bound of 
course by the tenor of their agreements: the tenants 
at will were often little better than mere labourers, 
and sometimes were degraded to the condition of 
slaves. 

From this sketch of the distribution of landed pro
perty in India it follows, that, whatever might have 
been the law or the theory, individual proprietary " 
right, identifiable with ownership of rent, had a very 
extensive existence even to the latest periods of na
tive administration. The precise nature of the title 
under which it was enjoyed was not always the 
same, nor was it always perhaps easy of verification; 
but, whether originating in ancient institutions, in 
colonisation, or in conquest, it had a real and suh
stantial vitality. and animated the exertions of the 

!(&hinis, radical or permane"nt tenants; Cbali-gahinis, moveable tenants.
Madras Revenue Board; Selections. In tbe Mahratta countries the 
tenant is termed U pari, an .. over" or "outer" man, an alien; Sukbwas, 
an abider at ease; a Mahiman, or guest: but the only tenure bere known 
&eems to be tbat of a tenant by agreement or lease.-Sykes, Land Tenures 
of the Dekbin. Of theae denominations, some are Sanscrit, some Arabic, 
some vernacular, but tbey are all significant; and, bad tbeir significations 
been properly understood, little doubt could ever bave been entertained as 
to the cbaracter of the pel'fl()DS to wbom they were applied. 

VOL. I. 2 F 
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BOOK L great body of the cultivating population, until it was 
CHAP. VIL destroyed or wrested from them, partially at least, 

181S. by the progress of e\"'ents, and by the extortion, 
injustice~ and ignorance of their mlers. 

IV. The produce of cultivation being dirided 
between the proprietor or cultivator and the so\"'e
reign, it was necessary that the latter should pro
vide agents to determine and realise his share. 
With this view, under the Hindu system an officer 
was placed, as has been noticed, at the head of 
every village or township, who was accountable to a 
superior in charge of ten villages; he again was re
sponsible to the superintendent of one hundred vil
lages, and he to the head of a thousand rillages.l 
This last, the governor iu fact of a prorince~ paid 
the re\"'enue into the royal treasury. The 1\Ioham
medan Governments adopted dinsions, correspond
ing in a great measure with those of the Hindus, but 
the organisation was less definite:' and in the anar
chy of the declining empire, and in the general em
ployment of the ~o-ency of revenue contraetors, little 
trace was left of the primiti¥e institutions beyond 
the head-man of the nllage, and the chiefs of one 
or two large but undefined port.ions of territory; the 
former designated in various parts of India as 1\10-
kaddam, MandaI, or Patel, the latter known chiefly 
in Bengal and Hindust8.n as TaIukdar or Zemindar. 

The head-man of a nllage was the only fune-

• MeaD, vii. 119. US; ElphiustoDe's Hisliory of India, i. S9. 
• In Bengal _ ha"" the Grama or Gaoa. the Tillage; the Tvaf, the 

Parganaa. lUIel the Talat or Zetniadari, for the larger divisioaB..-Haring
toll'. hal)'s;" ii. 67. Amoog the Mahrattas, the Patel, the DHmakb. 
IlIIcl SiMi~ .... akb, for the gndatioIa of ofticers.-Sytes; J_mal Royal 
As, Society. ii. lI08, 
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tionary that w-as identified with the primitire insti- BOOK: L 

tution, and who had li,.ed on with it through all CIUP_ nL 

the re,.olutioDB which India had experienced. 1 .AI- 1111 

though, howeTer. the office snbsi&-ted. it had not 
eseaped alteration. The tendency of all public em
ployment in India, from the office of the prime
minister to the function of ~~ ..-atchm:m. to be-
rome hereditaly. is familiarly known. The station 
of h~ of • ~~ followed the preniling bias. 
From being an officer nominated by the so,.ereign.~ 
he came to daim the post in nrtue of his descent: 
the family becune permanently grafted upon the 
ru~oe. and the representati,.e of it regarded the 
snperintendt'nce o( its a.fT.a.irs as his right. It is not 
nnli.kely that (rom the first the duty .... as entrusted 
to a leading member of the eommnnity ..... ho, while 
be was atteptable to his to1rIlmlen, 'WOuld be most 
eompetent to promote the interests of the state by 
bis inftoenoo and m;ponsibility. TIlDe 1lrJ'Ought 
other changel: the family decayed or disappeared; 
ne..- men usurped the authority. or were elected by 
difi"erent portions o( the eommnnity. The notion of 

I- b"ftY ~ ~ .. iIB ~ tII.eft ~ __ err _ IIe.I
-. ~ by • nrio.-ty flI_ ia ...,.... ...... flI doe -,., ... 
~ ia _tIrpft dor _~ .... tliftdiaa flIlhr........ I Mall 
aaUr ~ .. dor ..,.. ')I&adM:' lie aasisas ia bi8« Ihr ftIIl, diftd· 
iotc dor caltiYatiaa. ... .w.c dor ~ - -lIia.v bJ ........ Trip
-.do; F"1ftiI Rrport. J!II. lK ~ doe KaadaIs • BirtIIo .... 
.......... £ajMlaloi, 6Critta flI BspL .. ~ doe crowd flI ..... 
pridan. doe ~ ... a-sa. flI dor YiJlac8 are doe JI~ -n.- uq, lifts n-Ii.r - •• iaJ doe ~ tIonaP ___ doe _ 
• dor .. ~ u ... lifts ..aw ... ....uec...a. ....... _'Ie edjtia1e4 doe 
...... ndltiUftr_"-F-'"*-; &«10 '"_, L. ... 

• b dor ~ ~ doe _____ .doe !oeM.doe IIIale c.-
....... be ~ ___ .. doe wa1idiIy • doe PaaeI-. UIIIariIy_ 
-1M ~ ..... 1"-., dory .......... PakWUpa.doe r..-paw. 
DdIoi, err _ • dor ~ Lap; ... ~ ............. doe 
PrM .... --T--up. a-, i &.IaJ Tn-.. iii. JS1. 

2F! 
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BOOK I: 'prop'erty" asweU as privilege became attached to 
CHAP. VIL h . d h hId' h ffi _~_ t e. succeSSIOn; an t e person 0 mg teo ce 

1813. sold or mortgaged it, or a part of it, and introduced 
a colleague.1 Different castes found admission into 
the village society, each having its own head; or 
,different branches of the same family chose to be 
,severally represented.2 The headship was thus di
vided amongst fewer or more individuals. Nor was 
this a partition of a barren title or a post of honour: 
it was an apportionment of shares in certain fees, 
perquisites, and profits attached to the situation, 
founded upon the provision made originally for the 
remuneration of the' head-.man, but extended to a 
variety of obJects' not contemplated in the primary 
institution" From these and other sources of pecu
niary benefit, the office became in some parts of 
India a means of acquiring wealth, and an object of 
competition.s 

I The Patelship is hereditary and saleable, but the office is looked upon 
as so respectable, and the property attached to it is considered so perma
nent, that there are few or no instances of its being wholly sold, although 
part of it has been so transferred.. This has given rise to there being two 
.Patels in many villages, and in some three or four.-Bombay TI·ans. iii. 184. 

S General Briggs fmind in a village near Calcutta, peopled by Moham
medans and Hindus, four Mandals; three for the former, one for the latter. 
-Supplement, Land-tax. And in a village near Madras, three Pedda·kars, 
or head-men; one for each caste of the population.-Supplement; Coli., 
&c. Colonel Sykes gives an amusing and instructive account of the solemn 
arbitration of a dispute in which two Patels of a village had sold a third of 
the office to a third party, for money wherewith to pay the public revenue. 
They subsequently contested the full advantages which the transfer was 
maintained to 'convey: a verdict was given against them in a Panchayat of 
Patels, who apportioned to each his separate share of precedence and emo
lument. Among other tllings it was decreed tllat each was to have a pair 
of shoes a-year from the village shoemaker, two bundles of fire-wood on 
festival.days from the village menials, three pots of water daily from the 
watchmen, and a third of all sheeps' heads offered to the goddess Bhavlini. 
What was still more valuable, a similar partition was enacted of the rent
free lands attached to the office, and of all lands that might lapse from 
families becoming extinct.-Tenures of tile Dekhin; Journal Royal Asiatic 
Society. 

3 The founder of the family llf Sindhia was a Patel: l\fadhaji affected 
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The officers to whom the Mohammedan designa- BOOK I. 

tions of Talukdars and Zemindars applied, indicated CHAP. VII. 

less distinctly their Hindu original. They differed 181S. 

in little except in a greater extent of authority and 
amount of collection, and not always in that; and it 
will be sufficient in this place to confine our in-
quiries to the latter.' Conflicting speculation has 
confounded our conceptionS of the character of the 
Zemindar: some of the perplexity has arisen from 
the application of the term to different classes of 
persons, and some to the combination of different 
characters in the same class of persons. In some 
places the title Zemindar signifies the proprietor of 
the soil, either as landlord or cultivator, in his indi-
vidual capacity, or as a member of a village commu-
nity: in some places it denotes a sort of. feudal pro
prietor, either paramount or subordinate: and in 
others, an individual responsible to the Government 
for its share of the revenue of a district of greater or 
less extent; deriving this responsibility from inherit-
ance, and claiming also as a hereditary right an allow-
ance out of the Government share for maintenance, 
and as compensation for the trouble and responsibi-
lity of collection! It was in this latter capacity that 

the title, whence the popular saying, " Madhaji Sindhia made himself master 
of India by calling himself a Patel."-Malcolm, Central India, i. 124. 
Holkar, the Bhomla Raja, and others, took not only the title, bnt claimed 
the office> and its emoluments in particular villages.-Sykes, Land Tenures. 

, A TaIook comprehended only a few villages or a smaIl tract of ground. 
The Talook-dar, or holder of a ' dependancy,' sometimes held under a 
Zemindar,lOmetimes immediately under the Government, to whom his col. 
lections were paid. Iu the language of the Company's Regulations the 
llttter is called au independent TaIookdar. The Hindu name, Choudri, (a 
word of uncertain etymology, but apparently derived from Chaturtha.dhari, 
the receivt'r of a fourth part,) was sometimes applied to a Zemindar.
Harington's Analysis, ii. 63. 

• Of the first class are the Zemindars of the Western provinces, as already 
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nOOK I. the Zemindar became first conspicuous in the fiscal 
CHAP. Vll. 

--- arrangements of the Governments of British India, 
1813. and was regarded as having a claim to property in 

the soil. 
Nor was this notion altogether with9ut found

ation. The whole of the district for the revenues 
of which a Zemindar w3:S accountable, or any very 
considerable part ·of it, might not be' his absolute 
property; but there is reason to believe that he was 
rarely a mere functionary of the Government, hav
ing no property nor interest whatever in the soil. In 
his case, as well as in that of the head of a village, 
individuals were no' doubt appointed to represent 
the Government in a particular locality because 
they had extensive possessions in it, which conferred 
upon them . local authority and influence on the one 
hand, and on the other afforded to the state a sub
tstantial security for the realisation of its demands. 
The additional power which his relation to the Go
vernment placed in his hands was liable to be used 
by the Zemindar for his own advantage, and oppor-

noticed; and of the second, the Zemindars of the border districts of Bengal, 
also adverted to. ~e Zemindars of. Orissa, II:ccording to Mr. Stirling, are 
also the representatives of feudal chiefs, holdmg tbeir lands by the tenure 
of military service; Asiatic Researches, xv. 229: So are the ancient Ze
mindars of the Northern Circars, and the Poligars of the Dekhin appear 
to have had the same origin. The last class were found chiefly in Bengal 
but also in Hindustan. Their claim to a portion of the Government re~ 
nue only is clearly expressed in various Sunnuds or grants of the Mogul 
Government. One of these, quoted in the original by Mr. Thomason, dated 
1609, is a grant made by Jehangir to a converted Hindu, and his descend
nnts for ever, of twenty-four Purgannas in the province of Allahabad; 
from the Jumma or annual revenue of which he is to deduct one hundred 
and twenty-five thousand rupees for his NanJ>.ar or subsistence, and ODe 
per cent. for Zemindari dues (AbwlLb-i.zemindari).-J. Bengal Asiatic 
Society, viii. 91. Mr. Shore (Lord Teignmouth) refused to admit a Sunnud 
to be a foundation of Zemindari tenure; Fifth Report, 204: but that was 
because he maintained the Zemindars to be proprietors of the land. Air. 
Grant refers their origin to the time of ~kbar.-Ibid. 632. 
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tunities were not likely to be wanting which BOOK I. 
CHAP. VII. 

enabled him to appropriate to his own uses the _-_ 
rights both of individuals and the state. The latter 1813. 

not unfrequently waived its own claims in his fa .. 
vour by grants of waste land, or by the assignment 
to him of the rent of different places in perpetuity 
for his subsistence; the right to the hereditary posses-
sion of which was admitted even when the Zemin-
dar was relieved from all share in the collection of 
the revenue. was incapable by reason of age or sex 
of performing the duty. or when he declined to 
engage for the amount of the Government claim.1 

Desides this assignment, the Zemindar received a 

I For this the term il N6ukli.r, literally, source of bread; General Gallo
way uplaina it " bread (or work:" it is much the same thing, meaning sub
lislence.money. In the SlInuulllast referred to it was a specified sum to be 
deducted from the whole rent, butit was more usually the rent or Government 
abare of the produce of certain tracts of land within the Zemindari set apart 
for the lupportof the Zemiullar.-Harington, ii. 65; and Fifth Report, 633. 
IIlr. Tranlldentifies Nankar with Nijot, the own proper cultivated land of the 
Zemindar .-Evid. Com. Committee, 1832; Question 2031. Agreeably to 
the tenor of the Sunnud quoted in the preceding note, the Nankar was a 
pen$ion uaigued upon the revenue without specifying any obligation to col

-Iect the revenue, and hence the foundation, probably, of all such claims. 
It was rather a special grant to individuals than to the Zemindars as a 
class, and consequently was retainable where the duty of collecting the re
venue Will resumed or declined. There was another allowance, the Mali
kBJla, the origin of which is not so obvious: properly, it denotes the right of 
the l\lalik or owner; but, until the Zemindars were acknowledged to be 
owners by the British Government, it did not belong to them. It not im. 
probably originated (al General Galloway supposes) in the reservation to 
the OWDer of a part of his proper share, amounting to ten per cent. of the 
estimated rent where the whole land had been oppressively assigned away 
!tom him -po 91. In thll course of time it seems to have been appropri
ated by the Zemindara, and to have been converted by them iuto an here
ditary e1aim fur teu per cent. on the Governmeut collections; aud fioally it 
WIUI lII'Cured to them professedly in the capacity of proprietors of the soil, 
and tllerefore iudependently of official fuoction, by the imperfect knowledge 
of the British Governmeut.-Regulation viii. 1793, clause xliv. The same 
Regulation secured to recull8llt Zemiudars their N aukar lands also, as long 
as the joint amount of Malikana and N ankar did not exceed ten per cent. 
-(,1. J:J:xvi. Certainly the Zemindars hall no right to Malikana independ
ently or employment in fiscal duties; and their right to Nankar depended 
UltOO the nature of the original assignment under which it was held, or the 
d,'pe in which it was their Nij or own property. 
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BOOK I. per-centage upon the actual collections, or 'what 
CHAP. Vll. were understood to be the actual collections;' and he 

1813. was authorised to impose, for his own benefit, taxes 
upon the industry of the people,-an authority of 
which he amply availed himself.1 The distracted 
state of public affairs, and the imbecility of the na
tive Governments, left the Zemindars still more at 
liberty to pursue schemes of personal aggrandise
ment and profit, to encroach upon the rights of the 
people, and withhold the dues of the Government; 
until, in some instances at least, they raised them
selves to the station of petty princes, levied troops 
and built forts, and defied the sovereign and his im
mediate representatives. To the people the en
croachments of the Zemindars upon the Govern
ment claims were either acceptable or indifferent, 
and they were not without equivalent advantages, 
. which reconciled them to a curtailment of their 
own rights: As long as they were allowed to re
main' upon their lands, it made no difference· to 

I The unwarrantable exactions of the Zemindars are alluded to in the 
instructions of the Bengal Government of 1769; and some striking illustra
tions are given by Mr. Sisson in his report, dated April, 1815. "One man 
buys a house, and celebrates his occupation of it by a religious ceremony; 
more than double the cost is exacted from his Ryots: the birth of a grand
son costs him twelve hundred rupees; he collects from them on this ac
count five thousand. Another has his house burnt; he not only extorts 
more than tbe value, but makes it an annual permanent charge to the 
Ryots. A third makes an annual progress through his estate, travelling 
in great state; the Ryots are taxed with the cost. A Zemindar buys an 
elephant; the Ryots pay for it. Every public or private religious ceremo
!lial is an occasion of taxation: not a cbild can be born, not a head shaved, 
not a son married, not a daughter given in marriage. not a member of the 
family dies, but it is a plea for extortion." -Sisson, Report on Rungpore ; 
Selections, i. 390. This was the state of things in Rungpore so late as 
.1815, and under the British Government: it could not have been much 
worse under the native Governments. It was the same in the South of India, 
although there these extra cesses are said to have been brought to the credit 
of the Government, no doubt very imperfectly.-Comm. Committee, 1832 ; 
~ol. Sykes, 1957. 
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them whether the rent they paid went to the Ze- BOOK I. 

mindars or the viceroys of the Sultan. The former CHAP. VII. 

lived and died among them, generation after gene- .1813. 

ration; they mixed with them on a variety of oc
casions; they expended money upon public festivals, 
and supported public institutions; they kept up a 
large following and an expensive household, and, 
through many different channels, refunded to the 
peasautry of the country the money which had been 
extorted from them. The revenue. was spent among 
those from whom it was raised. When, therefore, 
the Zemindar was not more than usually oppressive 
and extortionate; when he was satisfied with the 
proportion of the produce which usage had esta-
blished to be his due, and with the occasional im-
posts or cesses which experience had taught the 
cultivators to anticipate; he was looked up to with 
respect, or even with affection, and the people were 
ever ready to take up arms in defence of his persou 
and possessions. It was not surprising, ther~fore, 
that he should have been confounded, by those who 
first contemplated him in this condition, as the 
hereditary landlord of a large estate and the pro-
prietor of the soil; although, had they duly con-
sidered the limited amount of his acknowledged 
share of the proceeds of that estate, it might justly 
have inspired doubts of the validity of his claims to 
the produce of the whole. It had that result with 
some; and hence arose one argument in favour of 
the proprietary right of the sovereign, upon which 
the measures of the British authorities in 1793 
were founded. 

V. The proceedings of the Marquis Cornwallis, 
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BOOK I. recogmsmg the Zemindars of Bengal, Behar, and 
CHAP. VlL Orissa as proprietors, and fixing for ever the amount 

1813. to be paid by them, have been already detailed; 
their results also, as far as they had been then ascer
tained, have been described.1 The early arrange
ments adopted for the settlement of the revenue 
of the Ceded and Conquered provinces have also 
been adverted to; and it only remains to notice the 
course of proceedings which had been followed at 
Madras. The territory subject to Bombay was still 
too circumscribed to require separate notice. 

Immediately after the conclusion of the perpetual 
settlement in Bengal, the home authorities directed 
its extellsion to the Presidency of Madras: its in
troduction was delayed by the difficulty of discover-

I Vol; v. 517. It may be convenient here to refer to the following au
thorities. The proprietary right of the Zemindars was advocated at an 
early date by Mr. Francis, in opposition to Warren Hastings, who urged 
in favour of a proposed commission of inquiry, tbat it would tend to 
Becure to the Ryots the perpetual and undisturbed possession of their 
lands. • Mr. Francis replied, "The state does not consist of notbing but 
the rllier and the Ryot j nor is it true that the Ryot is the proprietor of 
the land. The true landlord is the Zemindar."-Minutes of Hastings 
and Francis, Nov. 1716. Mr. Shore says: "I consider the Zemindars 
8S proprietors of the soil, to the property nf which they succeed by right 
of inheritance." -Fifth Rep. 203. The doctrine was next advocated by 
Mr. Rouse, in a dissertation on landed property in Bengal, 1791. On 
tbe otber hand, it was stoutly contested by Mr. Grunt: "There is not in 
the northern Circars, any more than within the rest of the wide circle 
of the British dominions in India, with exception of a few instances, a 
single individual among the native Hindoos, calling themselves Rajas or 
Zemindars, who have the smallest pretension, in form, right, or fact, to an 
incb of territorial property." -}'ifth Rep. 633. But be erred in confining 
the rigbt of property exclusively to the sovereign. Mr. Place, at a some
what later date, 1799, took up the claim of tile Ryots or husbandmen, at 
least, in the neighbourhood of Madras.-Fiftb Report, 714.. Most recent 
evidence is adverse to the claim of the Zemindars in any other character 
than that of bereditary collectors or farmers of tbe public revenue; but, in
asmucb as it is exclusive, it is just as erroneous as all tbat has preceded 
it. Mr. Tucker's d.-fiuition is also applicable in many instances, though 
not universally: "The Zernindarwas the hereditary adminiSlnltor, I should 
say, of the revenu .. , wiU. a beneficial iut.-rest in the land."-Comwons' 
('owmitlee, 1832; Evid. 1813, 
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ing individuals with whom the engagements were to BOOK I. 

be concluded, for the intervention of persons anala- CHAP. vu. 

gous to the Zemindars of Bengal 1:ietween the c~lti- 1813. 

vating population and the Government was generally 
unknown. The reiterated injunctions of the Court 
of Directors, and the positive orders of the Bengal 
Government, caused Zemindars to be discovered or 
created; and several regulations were passed in the 
course of 1802, declaratory of their proprietary right, 
and announcing the principles of a perpetual settle-
ment, which, after some interval, was effected in the 
districts that had been longest subject to the autho-
rity of the Madras Government. l 

'Yhilst these arrangements were in progress, a 
settlement on entirely different principles had been 
commenced in the territories latterly conquered 
from Mysore. As their circumstances and resources 
were imperfectly known, it was deemed pnldent, 
before forming any assessment in perpetuity, to 
institute a detailed survey with a view to the de
termination of its amount, and in the interval to 
conclude temporary arrangements with the actual 
occupants of the lands. These proceedings, under
taken for the ultimate purpose of effecting a per
manent Zemindari assessment, gave rise to a new 
system of revenue administration, since designated 
Ryotwar, or a settlement individually and imme
(Hately with the Ryots, meaning by the term the 
actual cultivators of the soil. The survey was con
ducted by Colonel Reade, having for his assistants 
Lieutenants Munro, Macleod, and Graham; the 
fumIer of whom, afterwards Sir Thomas Munro, 

I The oorthel'l1 Circara, (he Jagir, part uf Salem, IlIadura, and Tinevelly. 
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BOOK I. became subsequently more especially identified with 
CHA.P. v.u. 
___ the system.1 The objects they were directed to 

1813. determine were,· the extent of the land in cultiva
tion, the quality of the different sorts of land, the 
tenure by which it was held, the value of the dif
erent crops, and the. share of the produce to which 
the Government ,could justly lay claim. :An annual 
adjustment was to be made with each cultivator for 
the land he cultivated, at a maximum money rent 
for· each field, according to the circumstances and 
capability of the land, whatever might be the pro
duce: the amount to admit of reduction where the 
necessity of reduction was shown, and to vary from 
year to year, ·until the inquiry should be sufficiently 
matured to allow· of its being determined for ever.2 

The proceedings of the revenue survey were first 
directed to the districts of the Baramahal and Salem. 
They were extended to the Ceded Provinces above 
the Ghats, after the capture of Seringapatam, under 
the conduct of different officers who had been mostly 
trained under Colonel Reade. There was some va
riety in their methods of discharging the duty,3 and 

1 Military collectors were appointed to this duty by Lord Cornwallis ex
pressly because "few of the civil servants were acquainted with the 
country languages, and were therefore obliged, both from habit and neces
sity, to fall into the hands of Dubashes (interpreters ).-Letter to the Court 
of Directors, May, 1792 ~ Fifth Report, 744. It appears that the implied 
rebuke was not without effect, as in the subsequent setUements several 
·civilians were employed; although this was the effect of positive orders 
from Marquis Wellesley, repeatedly confirmed by the Court of Directors, 
that civilians only should be so employed.-Commons· Committee, ] 832. 
Public. App. (M.) 

• Letter of Colonel Munro to the Board of Revenue, ·SOth Nov. 1806, 
with instructions to the surveyors, &c.-Fifth Report, 783. 

a "The revenue surveys under the Madras Presidency were not regu. 
lated by any uniform rule, and in some respects were, perhaps, defective in 
principle. The most ample discretion was vested in the local officer on 
.whom this duty was imposed in each district; and the details naturally 
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still more in the rate of their assessments-: but their BOOK I. 

operations were equally based upon the measurement _C_HA_P_, v_n_, 

of the lands, both cultivated and waste; the deter
mination of their fitness for particular crops; 1 the 
money valuation of the estimated produce of the 
land in cultivation, and its partition between the 
cultivator and the Government; the rate varying 
from one-third of the supposed value of the gross 
produce to little less than a half, or forty-five per 
cent.. The measurements and valuations were made 
in the first instance by native surveyors, but the 
final assessment by the head collector himself in 
personal conference with the Pate.Is and principal 
Ryots of every village. Reference was also had to 
the recorded collections of the native Governments; 
and, where the total of the survey assessment ex-
ceeded it materially, some remission was gr~nted. 

varied with the particular views of tbe individual." -Campbell on the Land 
Revenuel of India; Commons' Committee, 1832, App. 44. See also the 
Reports from the collecton Munro, Ravensbaw, Hurdi~, Garrow, Wallace, 
&c.; Fifth Report, 745. 

I In the fint instance tbe land wnadistinguisbed into three sorts: Nanja, 
wet, or that which was supplied witb water by irrigation; Panja, whicb 
depended wholly upon rain: in these, rice and various other grains were 
reared. Tbe third kind of land wna tbat fit for miscellaneous products other 
than grain-tobacco, pepper, cotton, and vegetables. Eacb of these wna 
lubdivided into a variety of species, according to their fertility: as many 
as twenty distinctions of eacb class are enumerated in Colonel Munro's in. 
Itructions to bis assesson; but tbey were directed to restrict their specifi
cations to ten kinds of dry land, eigbt of wet, and six of garden ground.
Instruotions, &c. as above cited. 

• ColonelM unro Qbserves of tbe Ceded districts, and of the Dekhin, that 
the mode of assessment in furce there limits the Ryot to two-thirds of the 
gross produce, but reduces it in fact nearly to a half. His own assessment 
was forty-five per cent., but as a permanent rate be proposed to reduce it 
by one-fourth; so that the total being • 100 

Deduct Government ehue. 45 
Less one-fourth 11 i 

Final ded uclion 331 

Leaving to the Ryot per cent. G6l.-fifth Report, 342. 

1813. 
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nOOK I. Remissions- were also made upon the realisation 
CBAP.VJL f"th' ·f h h d d ___ 0 e year s revenue, 1 t e season a prove un-

1813. favourable or the crops defective. 
The incidents of the Ryotwar settlement attracted 

the attention of Lord William Bentinck during his 
administration of the government of Madras, and 
led him to the conclusion that the Zemindari system 
was incompatible with the true interests of the 
Government and the community at large. The 
right of private property in the soil, ascertained by 
Colonel Munro to exist in Canara, satisfied him 
that, although similar rights might elsewhere have 
been trodden down by the oppression and avarice of 
despotic authority, yet they still existed, and were 
to be discovered in every village. To create Ze
mindars, and invest them with a property to which 
they c;ould have no claim but the arbitrary will of 
the state, was neither calculated to improve the con
dition of the people, nor provide for the future secu
rity of the Government.1 The Zemindari settle
ments were in consequence arrested, and the prin
ciple of the formation of a permanent settlement 
with the Ryots was thenceforth to regulate the 
revenue arrangements at Madras. The determi
nation was of short duration. 

The survey assessment of the Ceded prov!nces 
above the Ghats was scarcely comple~ed II when the 
Government of Madras was induced to entertain a 
doubt whether it was not desirable to relinquish the 
Ryotwar system, and substitute for it some plan of 

I Minutes of Lord W. Bentinck, and Memoir of Mr. Thackeray; Fifth 
Report, 912. 

• It commenced in 1802, and was finished in 1807. 
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settlement approximating more nearly to that of BOOK L 

estates pennanently assessed. The Board of He- auP. YD. 

venue, to whom the subject \l1l8 refen-ed, adopted 1813. 

a Tiew nnfavourable to the continuance of the 
Ryotwar system, chie6y on the grounds of its in
rompatibility with the judicial J"('>gulations reeently 
introduced at :Madras, by which all questions of 
rewnue were removed from the cognizance of the 
rewnue authorities to n.>gular courts of justice.1 As 
long as a country 'WaS unsettled, and great di;;cre-
tional authority was vested in the collector, the 
Board admitted that a survey settlement with the 
Ryots ll1lS well ralculated to develope the capabilities 
of the country. and detect and remedy abuses; but 
,,·hen the settlement was effec~ and regular courts 
of law were established, the power of discn.>tionary 
and summary decision 'WaS necessarily withdrawn 
from the rollector, and all di~utes were referable 
to legal tribunals, ..-hich could not possibly proTide 
for the numerous cases that so many and such minute 
di~putes, as must arise under the Ryotwar system, 
would bring under their cognizance. The perma.-
nence of the Ryotwar system depended also upon 
the It''duction of the assessment, as proposed by Colo
nel:Munro, by one-fourth of its amount; a sacrifice 

• ",. ......... int Woaght ......... aM ... faDylftalecl by Mr. 
H~ wM Ud ___ a -....-ala -m&e appoiDlird to .... aift ill .. 
doe c:a_ allbe Iailare aI the .----..w-& ill DiadipI.--Sdec
..... i. lSI. It ill al80 w.1hy aI reaaark. thai at this clUe ca.-l1I ...... 
Mod ro- to F...agJud. aDd Sir~ Butuw ..... B1ICCeeIIed lAd w. Rea
tiadt at Madras. n. g-a ad __ aI doe Ryutwv 111-- ....... t, 
aDd Ibe Iw..t allbe ~ _1IablraIIy --.. ill fa_of • .,.. 
--. •• Iarge partioa alwWdI Mod ~ _ ..... tioa fur ~ JftIS. 
&ad .. hid! lie Ud ddibeI'aRIy resoIftd .. a«eIentiDg ill tbe Oeded &ad 
~..--." of die BsgaI Preaidmey.-Miaale of Mr. Calc
bnIuU, ScI. i. u. 
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BOOK I. which the exIgencies of the Government did not 
CHAP. VIL allow it to contemplate. The Board therefore re-

1813. commended, and the Government resolved, that the 
Ryotwar plan should be abandoned/ and that of 
village leases substituted; the villages being let to 
the head of the village, or principal cultivator, for 
a term of three years, for the annual payment of 
a sum determined by the aggregate. collections of 
former years, or the survel rent where it could be 
depended on. The regulations of the Government, 
it was asserted, were fully adequate to protect the 
. nyots against the oppression of the renter. The 
course thus pursu~d was sanctioned by the Court of 

. Directors, who at this period seem to have been per
suaded that no advantage was to be expected from 
the further prosecution of the Ryotwar assessments. II 
In finally approving of the arrangement, however, 
they intimated that they were not anxious for the 
early extension of the principle of permanency into 
any of the territories into which it had not been 
introduced, and restricted the Madras Government 
from concluding such a settlement in any district 
without the previous sanction of the Court. 3 

, Revenue Letter from Fort St. George, 24th Oct. 1808; Selections, i. 483. 
S Extracts of Dispatches from the Court, 30th August 1809. The Court 

also dwell upon the obvious defects of the system,-the minuteness of in
vestigation whicb it involves, the necessary employment of countless native 
agents, the impossibility of effectually preventing their malpractices, and 
the difficulty of adjusting the rents to all the varieties of seasons and public 
events; and conclude, tbat, tc although the plan intelligently followed up 
might be well calculated to discover the resources of a country, yet it was 
not to be preferred for constant practice; and the doubt which Lieut.-Col. 
Munro has properly stated, whether it be equally well fitted for the im
provement of a country as for the discove,'Y of its resources, would, they 
were strongly inclined to believe, be resolved in the negative."-8elec. i, 
598. 

• The date of this letter, Dec. 1811, ace·ounts for the change of opinion 
which it expresses.-Selections, i. 600. 
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The prohibition against concluding a settlement BOOK I. 

in perpetuity in any of the Madras territories was CHAP. VJL 

announced scarcely in time to prevent the Govern. 1813-

ment of Fort St. George from pledging itself to the 
measure. The results of the triennial settlement, 
although in several instances unfavourable, were 
considered sufficient guides to the determination of 
the utmost capabilities of the land, and the conse-
(luent limitation of the Government demand. The 
benefits of the measure required, it was affirmed, no 
discussion; and the . only points for consideration 
were the time and mode of carrying it into opera-
tion. \Vith regard to the former, it was concluded 
that the period had arrived at which the Govern-
ment might proceed to a final settlement of the 
land revenue withoat any risk of compromising the 
public interests; and, with regard to the latter, that 
the preferable method was that of the l\f ouzawar or 
village settlement. It was resolved, therefore, to. 
proceed at once to conclude a settlement for ten· 
years with heads of the villages singly, or with any 
respectable inhabitaBts of the village or district, or, 
in the' event of their refusal, with any responsible 
individuals, conditioning that the amount of revenue-
to be paid by them should become a permanent set-. 
tlement at the end of the ten years if approved of 
by the Courf.! Their Ilpproval was not to be ex
pected: and, in .the reply of the Court, the grant 
of the proposed decennial leases was prohibited, or, 
if already granted; they were to be declared ter
minable at the end of the ten years: the principle 
of permanency was discarded, and positive orders 

I Letter from Fort St. George, 29th Feh. 1812 i Sel. i. 613. 

VOL. I. 2 G 
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BOOK I. were given for an immediate return in all possible 
CHAP. VD. cases to annual and individual settlements "ith the 

1813. cultivators-to the Ryotwar assessments. The or
ders were complied with. Sir George Barlow was 
presently afterwards removed from the government 
of :1\Iadras, and the revenue discussions terminated 
for the present at that Pr~sidency.l 

The discussions in Bengal turned principally upon 
the question of permanency. 'Vith whom the set-. 
tlement should be made had scarcely yet become 
a subject of consideration with the Government, 
which looked everywhere for Zemindars; but among 
its functionaries, and particularly in the unsettled 
districts, a conviction had begun to spread that the 
question of tenure was still to be investigated. The 
fact was brought -to the notice of the Government 
more distinctly than it had hitherto been by the 
members of a special commission which had been 

. appointed to superintend the engagements that were 
to be concluded ·with the landholders in the Ceded 
and Conquered provinces upon the approaching ex
piration of those which were in force.2 It was at the 
same time announced to the Zemindars and other 
actual proprietors of land in the Ceded and Con
quered -provinces that the revenue which might· be 
assessed (In their estates in .the last year of the set
tlement which was now to be made should remain 
fixed for ever, in case the Zemindars were willing 
to engage for the payment of the public revenue 
on those terms in perpetuity, "and the arrange-

I The letter of the Court is dated 16th December, 1812; Sel. i. 621i. lu 
the following August a long and able minute of the Board of Revenue is 
recorded in vindication of their views and proceedings.-Ibid. 671. 

I Regulations x. 1807; vi. J 808. 
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ment should receive the sanction of the Court of BOOK: I. 

Directors. CIUP. YIL 

The commissioners, Messrs. Cox and Tucker, en- 1811 

tered upon their duties at the end of 1807. Early in 
the following year they submitted a report of their 
proceedings,' and a description of the several collec
torates in the districts which they had visited; and 
they came to the conclusion that a permanent settle-
ment of the revenue of the Western proTinces was 
at that moment premature, and might be injurious to 
the people, while it would be necessa.rily attended 
by a material sacrifice of the public resources. 
The right of property in the cultivated lands was in 
many cases contested. It remained to be deter. 
mined with what parties a settlement should be 
effected. Lands were held free upon tenures the 
validity of which required proo( and there were 
extensive waste lands of which the rightful appro. 
priation was to be ascertained. At least a fourth 
of the arable land was yet uncultivated, and neither 
the resources of the provinces nor their means of 
improvement were known. Although, therefore, 
professing to be fully aware of the advan~noes which 
might be expected "from a perpetual limitation of 
the Government demand, the commLqsjoners recom
mended that the announcement of a permanent 
settlement should be 81L.'~pended, and that the period 
for which the engagements. were to be renewed 
should be devoted to the diligent accumulation oC 
the information essential to its establishment on 
saCe and equitable principles. Their recommenda-
tions were at nriance with the established opinions 

• SeledioDa, i. u. 
ie! 
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BOOK J. of the Supreme Council. Mr. Colebrooke, one of 
CHAP. vu. the members, objected to their reasonings, that they 

1813. were the same which had been overruled or refuted 
in the discussions preceding the permanent settll'
ment of Bengal; and that experience had confirmed 
their fallacy, as the design of the permanent settle
ment of 1793 had been fully accomplished in that 
part of India. The same advantages were therefore 
to be expected from the application of alike measure 
to other places; and the Government was pledged. 
by the terms of the preceding regulations, to its im_ 
mediate adoption in the Ceded and Conquered pro
vinces.' Mr. Lumsden, the other member of Coun": 
cil, althougQ differing in ~ome respects from his 
colleague, came to the same conclusion; and Lord 
Minto, after a deliberate consideration of all the pro
ceedings, declared himself satisfied of the sound 
policy, or rather the urgent necessity, of no longe .. 
delaying to settle the revenue assessment of the 
'Vestern provinces in perpetuity.' The determina~ 
tion of the Government was disapproved of in Eng4 
land. The Court of Directors declared, indeed, that 
they neither meant to undervalue the advantage of 
the permanent settlement in nengal, nor to desert 
the principle on which it was formed; but it was 
evident that the principle was reluctantly enter4 
tained, and that doubts began to be suggested whe
ther its consequences were not embarrassing to the 
Government, without yielding an equivalent benefit 
to the people! 

I &e the purport or the regulations rererred to in a rormer place, p. US. 
I Reunue Letter from Bengal, September, 1808. 
, Rt'vt'nue Letters to Bengal, 1st Feb. and 21th Nov. 1811; Sel. iii. o. 
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The expense or any scheme of administration BOOK I. 

be rt· h d f . CHAP. VJL must propo lonate to tea vance 0 a state ill __ _ 

wealth and power. The more numerous the people, 1813. 

the more extensive the territory, the more compli-
cated the internal and external relations, the more 
costly must be the machinery of the Government. 
The golden age has not yet come back; and from 
time. to time all countries must be placed in situa-
tions in which an unusual application of all avail-
able resources is indispensable for their safety. It 
were most impolitic, therefore, if it were possible, to 
fix for ever impassable bounds to the public re-
venues, in ignorance of the possible extent of future 
exigencies. Such a limit was of course never in 
contemplation: but it was anticipated that the re
striction of the Government demand upon the land 
would be followed by a. proportionate improvement 
of the estates of the landholders; that capital would 
accumulate, expenditure increase, and the people 
be placed in circumstances favourable to an aug-
mented consumption of articles both of necessity 
and luxury; that a system of indirect taxation, like 
that which is the main source of revenue in Europe, 
might be introduced into Inwa; and that in the 
end the revenue of the Government would augment 
with the augmented affluence and prosperity of the 
country. These anticipations had been indulged in 
without a due consideration of the obstacles which 
impeded their realisation; without a due regard for 

Tbe.e and similar diapatchee are re(ened to as the letters or the Court or 
Directors, as the,. arr 80 dl'llignali'd in the Recorda. A~I,. to the 
evideuc:e cited in a former Dote, the,. would with more propriety be termed 
the letters or the Board or Coatroul. 
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BOOK I. the manners, the wants, and the feelings of the 
CHAP. VIl. people. It would be scarcely prudent to predict 

1813. that those obstacles will never be overcome; but 
many and great changes must take place before 
they can be so far surmounted as to justify a Go~ 
vernment of India in ceasing to look to the land as 
the principal feeder of the public exchequer. It 
were an act of suicidal improvidence prematurely to 
divest itself of so commodious and producti~e a 
source of revenue to any extent which may not be 
in excess of the fair claims and reasonable expecta~ 
tions of the agricultural population, and which is 
consistent with their own usages and opinions. 

With respect also to the interests of the agri~ 
cultural population, the advantages of a permanent 
settlement are in a great measure illusory. The 
basis upon which it rests is a proportion of the pro~ 
duce, a third or a half; and this is then determined 
to be a definite and unvarying quantity. But it is 
univer!lally admitted that it is almost impossible to 
ascertain with precision the absolute total produce 
of any given portion of land; and the proportional 
produce must be fixed therefore in most cases by 
conjecture, involving one of the well-known evils of 
the permanent settlement-great inequality of as
sessment. The total produce indeed cannot be fix~d 
by regulation: it must vary both in quantity and 
quality with the amount of labour and skill be~ 
stowed upon its production, and upon the recurrence 
of favourable or unfavourable seasons. The propor
tion, however, being a fixed unvariahle amount, does 
not fluctuate with the causes of fluctuation; and, in 
the even:t of peculiarly unpropitious circumstances, 
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this amount may be equal in quantity, not to a half, BOOK I. 

but to the whole of the crop. In answer to this it CHAP. VII. 

may be said, that in favourable times the fixed rate 1813. 

may bear a lower proportion to the whole, and that 
a bad year consequently is compensated for by a 
good one; but what then becomes of the principle 
of permanency, for the cultivator pays at different 
periods a different rate of rent r To have to make 
provision, whilst he prospers, against a possible re .. 
verse, subjects him to uncertainty as much as if his 
payments varied from year to year: and to suppose 
that the Indian cultivator will exercise such fore-
sight, is to expect a total revolution in his character 
and habits. The futility of such an expectation was 
shown in the immediate effects of the permanent 
settlement,-the ruin of the greater number of the 
Zemindars, and the sale of those lands of which 
they had been constituted proprietors, for arrears of 
revenue. 

If a variable ratio is unavoidable when" calculated 
upon the produce in kind, it is still more obviously 
inevitable where, as in the case of the permanent 
settlement, the Government demand has been cal
culated upon the estimated money value of that 
produce. That this value should remain unaltered 
for ever is as impossible. as that society should stand 
stilI; a stagnation less to be looked for in India 
than in any other part of the world amid" the ele
ments of incessant change that are daily springing 
up from the novel ascendancy of European prin
ciples and forms of civilization. A fall in the price 
of silver, and augmentation in the prices of labour 
and commodities, are a virtual abatement of the re-
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BOOK I. venue assessment: a rise in the value of silver, and 
_CH_A_P_. V_ll_. fall in the price of grain, are a virtual enhancement. 

.1813. The same might be the result of an extraordinarily 
abundant harvest, and consequent diminution of de"" 
mand ; by which prices might be so depreciated, that 
the sale of a farmer's whole produce might fail to 
realise the fixed money value of the Government 
share.1 It is evident, therefore, that a permanent 
settlement,. or an unvarying amount of. revenue de-

. rivable from a money valuation of an unchanging 
quantity of produce, is invariable or permanent only 
in terms . 

.It does not follow that because a Government 
refrains from declaring that it will at no time, and 
on no occasion, raise it.s demand, that it is therefore 
to discoluage the industry of the agricultural popu
lation, or obstruct the accumulation of capital, by 
constantly keeping up its demands at a maximum 
rate. There -is a principle of permanency which is. 
more essential to the prosperity of the country than 

I In the assessment made by Colonel Briggs in Kandesh, the people were 
at first bighly pleased with the settlement, which was formed with the vil
lages upon the average collections of ten years. At first it fell lightly ; but, 
the assessment being paid in money, it became h~a~'y when the price of 
grain declined. When the country was first taken under British manage
ment, the price of grain was about four shillings a bushel; in four years, 
in consequence of increased cultivation and diminished demand, from the 
absence of troops and other circumstances, it had fallen to sixteen pence the 
bushel: it was quite impossible, therefore, the villagers could pay the same 
amount in money in the fourth year as they had done in the first. The 
public revenue of Kandesh, notwithstanding increased cultivation, therefore, 
was reduced from sixteen lakhs of rupees to eleven, and eventually to six 
lakhs.-Lords' Committee, 1830; Evidence, Question 4049. So also Co
lonel Barnewall, speaking of Guzerat, observes, that in consequence of the 
continuation of tranquillity, aud the reduction of public establishmeuts, th~ 
bulk of the population has become agricultural, and the supply of grain 
so far exceeds the eonsumption, that agricultural produce is no longer 
saleable at its former prices: the profits of the farmer are consequently 
diminished, and he is unable to pay the revenue demand of the Govern
ment.-Commons· Committee, 1832; Evid. Political, lSI. 
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that of a nominal1y perpetual assessment,-the in- BOOK I. 

variable recognition of the right of the proprietor of CHAP. VIL 

the 80il to a rent from his estate. As long as the 1813. 

Government constitutes itself sole landlord, and ap
propriates the whole, or nearly the whole, of the 
rent, there can be no accumulation of capital, no 
advance in wealth, no creation of collateral re-
sources among the mass of the population, for what-
ever period the assessment may be fixed. A mode-
rate rather than a perpetual settlement is the real 
want of the people. Speculators in revenue, miudle-
men, Zemindars, may b~ anxious for a perma-
nently definite amount of the Government demand; 
which, while it limits what they are to pay, permits 
them, as did the settlement of Lord Cornwallis, to 
crush the cultimtor under exorbitant exactions: but 
there is every reason to believe that the actual oc
cupants and cultivators think and care little about 
the question of permanency.. It mayoe convenient 
to all parties to adjust the assessment for a term of 
years; but as long as the amount is not extortionate, 

I The evidence of Mr. Fortescue on this subject, as regards the people 
of the Upper provinces, is conclusive. According to him; the Ryots or 
cultivators know little or nothing about a permanent settlement, and 
have no desire for its' introduction: some dislike the notion (rom (ear 
of its a1I'ecting their local intereRts, and such as are desirous of it are so 
(rom the representations which interested persons have made to them o( 
its advantagl'8; that is, z"mindars o( the village eugaging (or the reve· 
Due Il8 laudholders, and who expect to derive from it the authority which 
they are told that it cODfers upon the Zemindars of the Lower provinces.
CommoDs' Committee, 1832; QuestioDS 2330·2340. Mr. Mackenzie ob
serves: •• If Dot hated by the people (of the Upper provinces), we are 
without the slightest hold on their affections. This seems, it may be proper 
to remark, to haye no CDuDexion with the permaneut settlement, on which the" 
very few who wl're interested Dever probably relied, and of which the 
grt'at body of the landbolders never heard. Of some thousand peti. 
tiODS which I recehed when in the Western provinces, and of many tens 
of thousand. of petitionl'rB whom I saw IlIId talked with, not Due touched 
upon this point."-Commons' Committ..e, 1832; General ApI'. 212. 
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BOOK I. and a persuasion exists that it will not be increased 
CHAP, VU, 'th t d t h' I I I ___ WI ou an a equa e cause, t e agrlcu tura popu a-

1813. tion.of India will be contented; for they will be as 
prospetous as they can become under the universal 
institution of infant marriages, the equal partition of 
inheritance, the few wants which the nature of the 
climate and the condition of society impose, and the. 
entire absence of the countless objects of needless 
expenditure which in part disgrace and in part 
dignify society in Europe. Upon these and similar 
grounds the authorities in England had learned to 
question the advantages of a permanent settlement 
as affecting the interests either of the people or the 
state. 

In addition to the objections which might be 
urged to the measure generally, there was un
doubtedly ample reason to question the propriety of 
its immediate adoption in the particular case of the 
Ceded and Conquered provinces. The experience 
acquired in Bengal had established the mischievous 
consequences of .precipitancy. Even Mr. Cole
brooke, who asserted that it had answered the ob
jects proposed by it, was obliged to admit that the 
persons whose benefit it was intended to promote,
the 'Zemindars, whom it was designed to enrich,
had not profited by the beneficence of the Go
vernment; the greater number of them were in 
fact utterly ruined. 'Vholly unaccustomed to punc
tuality in their payments to the state, a;nd bred up 
jn habits of prodigality and improvidence, they 
speedily fell into arrears ; for the recovery of which, 
under the stringent enactments of the Government, 
their estates were immediately and absolutely dis-
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posed of by public sale. In the course of a few .BOOK I. 

years, many of the Zemindars whom the settlement ~UP. VB. 

of 1793 had proposed to transform into a landed 1813. 

aristocracy had been reduced to indigence, or had 
utterly disappeared; and families, which had survived 
the successive revolutions of the native Governments, 
vanished before the inflexibility of the Company's 
rt'gulations! Nor was the situation olthe Ryots bet-
tered by the change. Originally left to the arbitrary 
will of the Zemindars, the exactions to which they 
were exposed were tempered by the beneficial influ,. 
eoce of a long-established intercourse with their an· 
cient landlords. To the new purchasers of the Ze
mindaris, who were mostly m~n who had grown rich 
in the service of the English, and were residents of 
Calcutta or other commercial towns, their tenantry 
were merely objects of speculation, from whom they 
proceeded to extort the largest possible return for 
the capital which had been invested in the purchase. 
Under such task-masters the cultivators were soon 
rt'duced to the state of a pauper peasantry, scarcely 
gleaning a subsistence from the soil, and in no con-

I .. My impreasioD is, that a ftlry smaD proportion or those with whom 
the Jlf'nnut'Dt ... tt1t'meDt WII8 made are DOW owners o( the land, very 
pat aiit'1latiooa or the Iud being made in the IIrst year or the aettlt>meot." 
-Mill, Commou' Committee, 1811; Qut'stion 1210. In Question 1997 
aIlDsioa is made to the atatt'mt'nt o( the }'ifth Rt>port, that in 1796 one
tt'uth 01 the "bole or the Iuds ill Bengal, Bebar, ud Orissa were put ap 
to sale. Mr. Tucker ud aevera) otht'r wt'U·infonnt>d ofliCt'rs of the Com
pllDy aJIirm, that the number 01 estates put ap for sale is ao eviden~ 01 
the aamhe!' or eaIt'8; but Mr. Tuder admits, that o( the tbree largest 
Z~mindari .. those 01 Raj.habi, 10 adiya, ud B1Inhnm, the wbole or the first, 
aDd part 01 the _d, bad been IIOld prior to 1799, ud that a nry COD

aiderable numMr 01 Ktatt'a pa.swd into the buds 01 the merchanl8 ud 
ba.akt'rs 01 Calcatta.-EYid. Commou' C.,mmittee, 1811; Revenae. QUell

tioo 1861. EnD .. late .. 1821-1, wben the .u.... were much fewer 
thu in the yetU'll immt>diaM1 fuUowing the It>tt1ement, the Dumber or 
eslatt'a sold lor arrears 01 i'eVt'nDe ... loo.-Ibid. Q. 1001. 
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.BOOK I. dition to swell the coffei's of the state by their -con
CHAP. VII. sumption of taxable commodities.1 To disregard the 

1813. lesson, and repeat the same errors elsewhere, would 
have been wholly indefensible; and it was so ob
viously the duty of the Government to guard 
against the evils which could not fail to follow the 
conclusion of a perpetual settlement upon imper
fect information, that it is difficult to comprehend 
how the measure should have found advocates 
among men of tried ability and mature knowledge. 
Their advocacy was fruitless. The Court of Direc
tors' persisted in their prohibitions; ~ and the Go
vernment of Bengal was compelled to rescind a, 

regulation which had enacted that the amount of 
revenue leVied in . the last year of the temporary 
settlement then subsisting should be fixed for ever.3 
At the same time, in conformity to previous enact
ments, it was provided, that, with respect to those' 
estates which the commissioners should think suffi
ciently improved. to justify such an arrangement, 
the assessment on them should be revised; and a 
rate be fixed in perpetuity. The provision was in
operati ve, as was pro babl y expected. No estates 

~ The injurious operations of the permanent settlement of Bengal upon 
both the old Zemindars and the Ryots are detailed in the Fifth Report, 60 ; 
see also Mill, v. 518, 622. Sir Charles Metcalfe observes of the Bengal 
pel'manent settlement, that it was an experiment, in the results of which he 
can discern no benefit that should induce its repetition. It not only sa
crificed the prospective rights of the Government for ever, but, by declaring 
those to be proprietors who were not proprietors, it in effect de~troyed the 
rights of aU the proprietol'S and cultivators.-Commons' Committee, 1832 j 
App. 469. Mr. Mackenzie states, that the Bengal assessment led to the 
greatest possible inequality, and left everything in a state of utter darkness 
and confusion.-Ibid. Evidence; Q. 2581. 

• Letter from the Government of Bengal, 11th July 1812.-8elec. i •• 
134. 

e Regulations x. 1807; and ix. and x. '1812.-8eleo. i. 162. 
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were found that had reached the utmost limit of BOOK L 
improvement.' ,CHAP. VII. 

A difference of opinion also prevailed with re- l813. 

spect to .the method by which the resources of the 
unsettled provinces were to be ascertained. To the 
suggestions of the Court that the scheme of the 
Ryotwar assessment followed at Madras should be 
applied to them, tIle Government of Bengal justly 
objected its inapplicability to a territory where the 
lands were jointly occupied and cultivated by nume';' 
rous o\\"Ilers, held together by a community of 
tenures imperfectly understood. To form engage .. 
menta with individual occupants was quite as lik~ly 
to invade and oyerturn the rights and privileges of 
the landed proprietary as the Zemindari settlement 
had done; and to deal separately with individual cuI. 
tivators tended to disorganise and dissolve the village 
communities,-thereby depriving the people of the 
Ralutary habit of regulating their own concerns, and 
the Goyernment of a ready and economical channel 
by which the revenue might be realised.1! Instead 
of forming engagements with the associated pro .. 
prietors, represented by respectable persons of t}leir 
own election, it would be necessary to' let loose 
upon the land a swarm of locusts in the shape of 

I Letter from the Court, 16th March, 1813 ; Sel. i. 136. 
• Sir C. Metcalfe, although friendly to the principle 01 Ryotwar assess

ment, objected to its introduction into the Western provinces, because it 
appeared to him that it must tend to loosen and ultimately dissolve the ties 
wbich bind the village eommunitie. together. Instead of all acting in 
union with a common interest as regards the Government, and adjusting 
their own separate interests among themselves according to established 
usage, each would have his separate independent arrangement directly 
with the Government, and could bardly fail to be thereby less linked 'With 
his f"llows. Tbe village constitution, which could survive all outward 
shocks, might be easily subverted with the aid of the Government regu
lations and the courts of justice.-Commons' Com. 1832 j App. p. 471. 
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BOOK I. numberless subordinate callectors and assessors, 
OHA.Po VIr. whose exactions from the people it would be im-

1813. possible to check, and whose frauds upon the state 
it would be equally impossible to discover. Whe
ther, therefore, the interests of the Government or 
its subjects were ~onsidered, a Ryotwar assessment 
was regarded, and with reason, as alike objection
able.1 There was less reason in the objections urged. 
against the preliminary measure of a survey of the 
lands to be assessed. It was affirmed that the plan 
had been repeatedly tried, and had been attended 
with so much inconvenience and such unsatisfactory 
results, that the Government felt satisfied the most 
experienced and capable of its revenue officers 
would deem the revival of it an evil burthensome 
and oppressive to the people, and unproductive of 
any substantial benefit to the pecuniary interests of 
the state. In preference to such a mode of obtain
ing a knowledge of the resources of the country it 
would be advisable to rely upon the Zemindari and 
village accounts, although it was admitted that they 
were not unfrequently false or fabricated. Such a 
preference was evidently dictated by strong and 
unfounded prejudice. Revenue surveys may very 
possibly be conducted in such a manner as to be 
vexatious to the people and unprofitable to the Go
vernment: the conclusions to which they lead may 
not be entitled to unqualified credit: but experience 
has demonstrated that they can be carried on with
out giving any offence to the people; while, although 
they may not be exempt from error, they furnish 

, Revenue Letter from Bengal, 17th July, 1813; and Second Minute of 
Mr. Colebrooke; Sel. i. 179. 
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the only safe means of making an approach to ao- BOOE L 

nuvy in determining the produtti", nlue of the e .... nL 

land.' At this point the discussion reased. Dit- lals, 

ft>ft'flt news influenced the measures of the sutteed-
ing Admini...uatloD. 

Some attempts were instituted by the GoTeln
ment of Dengal to repair the em which had been 
o('('a.·.ioned by the long negled of the GoTel'1llDent to 

exerci~ that interferent"e which at. the time of the 
~t settlement it bad nowedly retained the 
right to nett in protMion of the ~uitable claims 
of the Ryots! At first flame intention ..-as mani
fested of acting npon the power 80 reseneod; and 
tbe Zemindars had been in the same year prohi
bited from imposing any new imposts, from cancel
ling 1ea...'Il'S legally obtained, or refusing to grant 
others for a FpeCifie amount of rent.· The main 
ol~ect of tbe GoTel'1llDent in the regulations then 
and subsequently ~ ...... , hmll'"eTer. endently its 
own 8t't"Urity. originating in an apprehen .... ion that 
the Zemindars might plead the difficulty of realising 
their demands from the Ryots in extenuation of 

• n..~~ ~",iDfuraatioa .. ~ priur au abe ..-hI'--".I ~ __ wtft ...... _ tL_m---aN by 
Mr.)fa -: -0. ~_ .... ill .... _ ~ftIIi. 

___ ....u-, - ---- - bdirftod au be 1Itt'tIndIe. aad Df'ft'r 

~ .. uydNr ..... .I....-wy._ ... aI'en.I~_ ... 
Ioiddmp ", rink, _ 1M __ eI c:udidaIrs for _~ eerkiDg 

cndiI wid! Gwoet .... by ~ ~ ... ~~ .. ~ 
clal ...... '-OJ..,..... .. -I.dIrr .. Mr. VilIirn, 0-' C
aitk'or', It'U; E~ &n. 

I ~ 8, Rrr;. i. J 11'9S, ~ tbM- it 1IriIIg tbr duty eI dar n&liDc ,...,.. .. ,,-aJI ca-. IM,.....ae. ... _ ~y a..- ... 
"... U'-Au.. aft' ..... Iod ..... Ihe ~ ill C.-.ciI -ill, 
.~ ... _y "'- iI ,...,.,... a.d -.:II ~ ..... ..,. dUM 
~ _ ... ~ ... wr.lfaft Gl 1M ~ Ta1ookdan, 
Ryab., ... .doer nl1iYaIoInI .... .-. -

a II~. Yiii. 17llS. 
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BOOK I. their failing to pay the demands of the state. 
CHA.P. VIL U d h' .. d h . n er t ese mipresslOns, It was enacte t at no 

1813. leases .should be granted for a period longer than 
ten years; and that, when a Zemindari was sold for 
arrears of revenue, all existing engagements shoulq 
be void from the day of sale, the purchasers being 
entitled to collect from the renters p,ccording to the 
undefined rates and usages of the country. J Finally, 
a power was vested in the landholders of summarily 
distraining for rent.i . The result of these measu~es 
was to place the Ryotcompletely in the hands of the 
Zemindar, and to enable the latter to raise his rents 
at pleasure.· It was therefore found necessary to 
interpose, and a regulation was subsequently en
acted 3 by which the -limitation of the leases was 
abrogated: they were authorised to be granted for 
any period, and on any terms to which the parties 
should mutually agree, in the hope that they would 
thus be obliged to come to some definite under-:
standing, instead of leaVing t~e door open to op
pressive fraud and endless litigation, which the 
appeal to so -vague a standard as that of usage. ren
dered perpetual. It was a]so decreed, that, in the 
event of an attachment or sale of a Zemindari, the 
leases should not be annulled within the year in 
which the attachment or sale should have taken 
pla~e ; that where the collections were regulated 
by pergunna or district rates, and those rates were 
nol fixed by anything more precise than custom, 
they should be of the same amount as those which 
were actually paid in the neighbourhood upon lands 

I Regs. xiiv. 1793, and iii. of J 796. 
• Reg. vii. 1799. • Reg; v. 1812. 
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of like quality, or they should not exceed the max- .BOOK I. 

imum rate paid upon the same land during anyone CRAP. VIr • • of the three preceding years. No enhancement of 1813. 

existing rates was to take place, except under an 
engagement to that effect, or a formal and written 
notice of the specific amount to be required during 
the ensuing year being served upon the tenant; 
Process of distraint was prohibited, except after due 
notification in writing having been given; and agri
cultural implements and cattle were exempted from 
seizure. Process was also to be suspended where 
the. defaulter engaged by bond or sufficient security 
to institute a suit for the trial of a contested de-
mand within a reasonable period. The latter clauses 
of this enactment were beneficial; but the liberty 
given to the Zemindar to frame engagements for an 
indefinite period, and on such conditions as the 
parties might agree to, was speedily interpreted into 
an authority to dispossess even the Ryots claiming 
hereditary occupancy if they refused to accede to 
his demands, however exorbitant.1 The limitation 
of the Government assessment in the 'Vestern pro
vinces rendered .it necessary to limit also the en
gagements between individuals in those provinces ;~ 
and in the same districts the collectors were autho- . 
rised, under the Board of Commissioners, to investi-
gate the titles by whic~ la-kharaj or rent-free 
lands were held. Rules were also passed for the 
occasional subdivision of estates held in common, so 
that the holder of' a joint undivided property might 
have his share verified and separately assessed.s 

I Letter to GOVl'romeot or Bengal, 15th Jan. 1819; Selections, i. 360. 
• Reg. xiv. 1812. I Regs. viii. and n. 1811. 

YOLo L 2 H 
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BOOK I. In order to extend the public resources of the 
CHAP. VU. Government, it was thought advisable to im~ose a 

1813. tax upon houses in the several towns and cities 
of Bengal, Behar, Oriss~ and Benares: 1 religious 
buildings were exempted. Such a tax had been 
levied for some years without any difficulty or ob
struction in Calcutta, and it was not expected that 
any serious opposition would be offered to it in other 
cities. The Government was mistaken. The mea
sure was regarded as an innovation, and was vehe
mently opposed. At Benares especially the resist
ance was most violent, and was curiously character
istic of the peculiarities both of the place and the 
people. 

As soon as the intentions of the Government be
came known, great excitement prevailed throughout 
the city, and meetings of the different castes and 
trades were held to determine upon the course to 
be pursued. No obstruction was offered to the 
persons employed to assess the houses; but the 
shops were closed~ every kind of occupation was 
abandoned, and such numerous crowds assembled 
on the outskirts of the town, that it was judged ex
pedient by the magistrate to call to the assistance 

-of the police a detachment of troops from the 
neighbouring cantonments. Their services were not 
needed, as the people quietly dispersed; but on the 
same day a solemn engagement was taken by all 
the inhabitants to carryon no manner of work or 
business until the- tax was repealed. Everything was 
at a stand: the dead bodies were cast unceremo
niously into the river, because there were none to 

I Reg. xv. 1810. 
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pt-rfonn the o~uiaJ rites; and the very thit>Tl"S BOO'- L 

n>frail}ed from tht> t>xerci.~ of tht>ir vocation, al- aL&I'. na. 

though the shops and hou..<Il'S ",ere left mthout pro-: I'I~ 

t{'('tion, -.. the flt'Ople d('S('rting tht> l"ity in a body, 
an,t taking up their station halfway lx>tw('('n Bt>nan>s 
:In(1 Secrole, the residconte of the European funt'
tionariC'S, about thrt"t> miles distanL A pt>tition 1r8S 

p~too to the magistra~ praying him to with-
draw the Otlious impost.. and declaring that the pt"ti-
tionel'S would never return to their homes until the-ir 
arplit'ation was l"Omplied with: a reft'rente to Cal-
rotta was all that 1r8S in the magistrate"s power. 

'Yhilst awaiting for a reply from the GOTernment, 
the people of Iknares continued a..~mbled, and 
It"{'re joined by many pt>l'SODS from the surrounding 
di!1tricts: the numlx-r "1l8 l"Ompured at more than 
two hundred thou.~tl, l"OIDprehending the aged 
and infirm, wome-n and l"hildl'€'D. 1Oe-y were supplit>d 
with food I"t'gUlarly at the eXpt>nse of the opulent 
da..~ and were aeth'ely enjoinoo to unanimity and 
~1"!1<el"('ranl"C by their l'€'ligious guides and teachers.. 
TIle-ir l"Ondud 1r8S uniformly Jlt'3l"E'&ble; pa..."Si\"e re
t'i!1tant"e was the only weapon to which the-y trustt>d. 
Th('y l"Ontinned in the opt"n air throughout the day, 
but many retnrned at night to their homes. 

In this manue-r about a f~rtnight pa...~.' The 
GOH'mment some-what mL~nC('inng the l"haracter 
of the ~mblag'l', and at any rate d('('ming it im-
110litie to yield to any semblance of intimidation, 
onlt~ the eufoft'("meut of the tax, an,l the dis
J't'rsion'o( the multitude, if n~~, by foJ'C('. A 
sufficie~t strength had bee-n l"Olleetoo for the pnr-

I Flu. doe lI6dl ~lwr, lSi ..... doe StII Juury,ISll. 
• Sa!! 
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BOOK I. pose; but, before the receipt of the orders, time, re-
CHAP. VII. 

___ flexion, and discomfort had enfeebled the vigour of 
1813. the opposition, and the people had for the most part 

returned to their dwellings. The determination of the 
Government caused them to reassemble, with the 
avowed determination of marching in a body to Cal
cutta to petition the Governor-General personally 
for redress; but this was a much more arduous lln
dertaking than a bivouac in the immediate vicinity 
of Benares, and could not be prosecuted with the 
same unity of purpose. Every householder engaged, 
indeed, either to go himself, to send a representa
tive, or contribute his quota to the expense of the 
journey; and a number of persons met, and made 
one march towards Calcutta: but the defaulters 
were so numerous, and so many of those who had 
setout deserted by the way, that the leaders were 
sensible of the futility of the scheme, and wanted 
only a decent exc.use for its relinquishment. This 
was furnished by the interposition of the Raja of 
Benares, who, at the desire of the Government 
officers, repaired to the party, overtook them, and 
counselled them _ to turn back, and rest contented 
with the renewed representation of their grievances 
through the usual official channel in a quiet and re
spectful manner. His advice was followed, and a 
second petition was presented, to w~ich in due time 
attention was paid.1 

I Personal information and MS. Records. The public petitions pro
ceeding from native communities in India which'are much intermixed with 
Europeans are rarely of a genuine native character. They hetray more or 
less European, and particularly professional, prompting. At Benares there 
were few Europeans, no lawyers; and the petition of the inhabitants was 
most probably of their own unaided dictation. It is a document not with
out interest, as it not only expresses the sentiments of the people on the 
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In consequence of this opposition, and the uni-BOOK I. 

versal unpopularity of the tax, it was repealed.1 In CHAP. YD. 

the following year it was revived in a' modified 1813. 

form, and limited in its application to the cities of 
Dacca, Patna, and Murshedabad. In those towns 
it was to be applied to the payment of a municipal 
police, to be appointed and maintained by a com-
mittee of natives chosen by the inhabitants of each 
ward in the presence of the magistrate: to these 
committees also was intrusted the office of assessing 
the different shops and dwellings of their respective 
wards, the whole not to exceed a maximum average 
rate.' Some opposition was made to the arrange-
ment at Dacca, but it was finally carried into ope-
ration. 

Although not con~ected with any of the financial 
measures of the Government of Bengal, nor result
ing from any of its acts, yet it may be useful to 
advert in this place to a formidable tumult by 
which the tranquillity of the city of Benares was 
interrupted in the year preceding that in which 
the house-tax excited the discontent of its inhabit
ants; as the disturbance was characteristically illus
trative of the peculiarities of one of the most re
markable towns in India, and of the ,discordant 
elements of Indian society, which are alone re
strained from frequent and destructive conflict by 
the vigilance, vigour, and impartiality of the ruling 
power. 

Benares is the holy city of the Hindus: it is 

occasion nn which it WI18 presented, but show8 that they were well in. 
furmed of the proceedings and view8 of their rulers. It is therefore given 
in the Appendix. I Reg. vii. 1812. • Reg. xiii. 1813. 
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BOOK L crowded with celebrated shrines: p~orimage to it is 
CHAP. vn .. an atonement for all sin: to die within its precincts 

1811 is a cert4in ~ge to eternal felicity.. Such ad
Tan~ues eIL.~ it a large resident population, and 
attract to it a nnmerous resort of Hindu pilgrims. 
The character of both . classes is in general accord
ance with the reputed sanctity of the pla.ee: its effi
cacy in expiating crime~ and purifying from iniquity. 
could be of little benefit to any but the wicked and 
the profligat~ and those who tenant or frequent the 
city are for the greater part such as ~d most in 
need of its e~iatory"rirtues. The population is, 
however. not wholly Hindu.. Benares is a town of 
extensive commercial and manufactnring actinty. 
and. has always comprised a considerable body of 
Mohammedans engaged principally in manufactures.. 
Its convenient situation had also. at the period under 
renew. recommended it as the residence of sewral 
Mohammedans of high rank, members of the reign
ing family of Oud~ or the Imperial house of Delhi ; 
and their servants and retainers were nnmerous and 
disorderly. Religious differences could not fail to 
:find in such a mixed multitude ready instruments 
of quarrel, and the mutual animosity which at all 
times animated the followers of Brahma and Mo
hammed was at this time more than usually invete
rate. It had unfortunately happened that some of 
the moveable feasts of the Mohammedans had 0C>

curred simultaneously with some of the most popu
lar llindu festints; and the multitudes which were 
collected. and the feelings which were excited, 
threatened a violent collision.. The precautions of 
the English functionaries mspended the season of 
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itl ocrurn.'nce, but were unable to prevent it from BOOK L 

eventualJy taking l'lace, and towards the close of ClUP" VII. 

1809 an open rupture could no longer be delayed. 1813. 

During the sovereignty of the 1I0hammedall8, 
Aurangzeb and other bigoted princes had forcibly 
taken (rom the Hindus o( Denares leveral o( their 
temples to traru;(onn them into mosques, anli bad 
allowed and encouraged the lIohammedans o( the 
city to ereel religious edifices in the immediate 
neighbourhood of those places which were esteemed 
most sacred by the Hindu.s. In this manner, in one 
JlBI1. of the city an Imam-bam, a building for the 0c

casional devotions o( the lIU.88ehnan8, 1r1l8 built in 
immediate proximity to a IA.t or stone column typi
cal o( Dbairava, one of their subordinate deities, but • 
held by the Hindus in peculiar Yeneration. As the 
Ut and its neighbour were both much frequented 
by the (olJowers o( the different religioll8, their en
counters gave frequent rise to angry feeling and 
reciprocal objurgation. On the morning o( the 
~ht of October, a number of both parties having 
been usembled, they proceeded from abuse to 
Mows i and, in an interchange of missiles which en
IU~ part or the ornamental architecture of the 
Imam-Lara was injured, and a hut serving as a tem
porary temI,le to the deified monkeyllanuman was 

. demolished, and the idol was knockt-d over. The 
intervention o( the police prevented further mischief 
on the "pot; but the affray was renewed in another 
part o( the town, and, swords and clubs being had 
rt'Course to, se,"eral persoJUI were killed or wound,,'C! 
l)(·fore the diHturbance could be suppre8R<.-d. 

The presence o( tlte magh!trate and a small de-
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BOOK J. tachment of Sipahis restored the appearance of 
CHAP. VII. t 'll't b t th 'thd ranqUl 1 y;' u ey were no sooner WI rawn 

18]3. than the tumult recommenced. The Mohammedan 
weavers assembled in the evening in great numbers, 
and, repairing quietly to the Hindu Lat, heaped a 
quantity of combustibles round it and set them on 
fire, and, when the stone was hot, threw cold water 
upon it, by which it was split to pieces.1 Intel
ligenceof this profanation reached the Hindus late 
in the evening, and filled them with horror and 
fury. Measures' were taken to prevent the effects 
of their resentment on the following morning; but, 
before a sufij.cient force could arrive, an enraged 
multit1J.de'had set fire to the Imam-bara, killed four 
Qr five of the persons attached to it, and sprinkled 
with the blood of a hog the tombs of those who had 
been interred in its' consecrated vicinity. From 
thence they moved to destroy the Mohammedan 
tombs at a burial-ground of reputed extraordinary 
sanctity, adjacent to a shrine dedicated to Fatima the 
wife of Ali; and, although defended by a Sipahio 

. guard and a number of :Mohammedans, the mob 
partly effected their purpose .. before reinforcements 
arrived in sufficient strength to render their attempts 
unavailing. Other armed bands of Hindus had at 
the same time assailed the quarters of the town oc
cupied chiefly by the Mohammedans, murdering all 

I In the memorial addressed by the Hindus to the magistrate, extenu
ating their own conduct and calling for rew-ess against the Mohammedans, 
they gravely averred that the LM resisted every effort for its demolition, 
until the Mohammedans killed a cow and a calf, and threw the blood upon 
the column. It ·then tremhled and hroke. Some of the fragments were 
afterwards collected, purified by immersion in the Ganges, aud enshrined 
in a hollow copper cylinder which was set up where the stone column 
formerly stood. 
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who came in their way, and plundering and setting BOOK I. 
CHAP. vu. 

fire to their houses, until their excesses were arrested __ _ 
by the military dispositions which the magistrate and 1813. 

the commander of the troops were able to effect. 
The Sipahis, although of both persuasions, discharged 
their duties with perfect impartiality and military 
steadiness: the police, equally mixed, had early 
taken part in the conflict according to their respect-
ive creeds. The extent of the mischief inflicted, or 
of the loss of life, was imperfectly ascertained; but 
the disturbance was not suppressed until about 
twenty Mohammedans had been killed and seventy 
wounded. The principal actors in the tumult were 
the Rajputs and Gosains: the Brahmans and prin-
cipal inhabitants sat fasting upon the steps by the 
river-side, night and day, during the continuance of 
the disorder, and were with some difficulty prevailed 
upon to return to their. ,dwellings on the afternoon 
of the 23rd. On the following day the temples 
which had been closed were reopened, and this event 
was followed by the opening of the shops and the 
hazars, and the restoration of tranquillity. Some of 
the most active and violent of the ringleaders were 
apprehended and punish.ed, and arrangements were 
adopted to prevent the recurrence of a like popular 
commotion. The resort of persons of all descrip-
tions from every part of India, and the dissolute 
and riotous conduct of a large proportion of its in
habitants or visitors, rendered the maintenance of 
order and tranquillity in the sacred city of Benares, 
for some time at least, a troublesome and imper-
fectly accomplished task; but the unrelaxing firm-
ness of Britif"h rule, a better knowledge of the 
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BOOK I. British character, and the improving intelligence of 
CH.'P. VII. 

--- the people, gradually lightened the labour, and, ten 
1813. years after the transactions desc~ibed, Benares was 

regulated with as much facility as any other city in 
the territories of the Company..' . 

Among the various objects of internal administra
tion at this season which deserve notice as marking 
the first steps of important changes still in progress, 
and likely at some future period to exercise a mo
mentous influence upon the destiny of the British 
Indian empire, must b~ comprehended the efforts 
which were J?lade in Bengal to promulgate the 
truths of Christianity. The South of India had for 
many years' been the field of missionary labours. In 
the beginning of the seventeenth century the church 
of Rome had sent thither men of extraordinary 
ability and energy, who, by completely discarding 
all the indulgences of EurQpean civilisation, living 
among the natives as. natives, applying themselves 
with intense diligence to the study of the languages 
and literatnre of the country, and acquiring a mas
tery over the vernacular dialects which has per
petuated the writings of several European authors 
as standard Tamil and Telugu compositions, obtained 
a widely extended influence over the people, and 
formed a numerous body of professed believers. ill 
Christianity.· The political agitations of Europe 

1 In 1820 the writer was in the habit of traversing every part of Benares 
without fear of molestation or insult. The materials for the beautiful map 
of Benares, executed not long afterwards by his lamented friend,. Mr. 
James Prinsep, were collected by him in the city, in fearless reliance upon 
the good disposition of the people;, which he invariably experienced. 

2 Lettres Edifiantes; Asiatic Researches, vol. xiv.; Hough's Christianity 
in India, ii. (00. See also his evidence, Commons' Committee, 1832, Pub
lic. He estimates the Roman Catholics in 1823 at between three and fOUl' 

hundred thousand.-Question 1852. 
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severed the teachers from their congregations, and BOOK I. 

the latter remained Christians in little except the CHAP. VII. 

name. To the Jesuit missionaries succeeded those 1813. 

of the Lutheran church: they were sent to India., 
in the first instance, not by Great Britain, but by 
Denmark;l but the example was not lost upon the 
former, although it was for some time but feebly 
imitaied. Some pecuniary assistance was granted 
to the Danish mission; and at last missionaries 
were sent direct, at the expense of the So~iety for 
promoting Christian Knowledge. One or two indi-
viduals found their way to Bengal,- and instituted 
missionary operations there; but the chief field was 
long confined to Madras, and other stations on the 
Coromandel coast. The persons employed were 
natives either of Denmark or Germany. They were 
for the most part men of learning and talent, of 
simple habits, and kindly temperaments; and, al-
though tbeir success in the conversion of the hea-
then was not very encouraging, they were objects 
of general esteem and respect to both natives and 
Europeans, and wrought an impression favourable 
to the ultimate reception of the doctrines which 
they taught. 

At lengt14 at the close of the eighteenth century. 

I PeIU'1lOD'. Life of Swartz, i. ]2. 
• A IIIr. Kiemander weDt from Madras io 1758, and, DotwithstaDdiog 

many difficulties and dilCOuragemeots, he laboured there for some years 
with exemplary piety and diligence, and with considerable success.-Life 
of Swartz, i. 126. It was 10 him that Dr. Buchanan probably alluded 
wbt'D he stated that the Protestant missioD iu Bengal commenced in ]158. 
Bt'fore 1170, .... ligious tracts were translated into the Bengali language; 
and Hiodu oonv .. rta preech .. d 10 tI,eii' countrymen io the tio,e of HlI8tiogs, 
io tbe IoWD of Calculta. This missioo ""ntinued its labours tiH about the 
yell. 1790, wh .. n ti,e supply of missionllrif's from Europe failed.-Letter 10 
Ihe GOlernweJIt of Bengal, printed iu l'llI'liam .. Dlary Papers, 14tb April, 
1813. ' 
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BOOK I. a private indhidual, a member of the Baptist com
ClU.P.1U munion, with zeal as ft'lTt'nt as that of the Ger-

ISI3. man missionaries of the South, and inferior to tht'm 
only in a less ~holastie edueation, 'Yilliam ~y, 
the son of the master of a small fn'e",'~chool at 
Paulerspury, a Tillage in N orthalDptonshire~ by 
trade a shoemaker, and subsequently a preacher in 
the chapels of the society of 'Which he was a ~em
her, eru:ly conceiTed the project of undertaking a 
misSion to Bengal; and, in the face of the most dis
heartening difficulties, sureeeded in its execution. 
Being unable to obtain permission to pl'OCt'ed to 
India in a Company's Tessel, he procured a pa...~<>e 

in a Danish ship, and arriTed in Bengal destitute of 
money and friends at the end of 1.93. After a 
short interTal of w-ant and anxiety, he obtained em
ployment as superintendent of an indigo factory in 
Dinajpur, and remained in that situation for some 
years; pursuing, as far as dreumstanees permitted, 
his missionary calling, labouring a..."Siduously in the 
study of the Sanscrit and lk-ngali languagt"S. and 
applying his aequirements to the translation into 
them of the Holy Script1lJ'eS.. The sufferance of the 
GoTernment permitted his unauthorised residence in 
the country, averse as was the polley of the day to 
the admission of Europeans; and his diligence, his 
learning, and piety secured him friends. His eom
munieations with his col'l'eSpondents in England, the 
prospects of succt'SS \Thich his hopes rather than his 
t.>xperienre dietated, and the example of bis ardour 
and his perseTerance~ animatro their zeal; and a St.)... 

eit.>ty 'Was formed, and funds \Tere rai~ for the pur-
1'0 ... "(' of st'nding other missionarit.>s to his a..."Sistallce. 
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111t>y arrived in 1199; but, baring rome to Bengal BOOS; I 

without the lieenee of the Court, .ere not &Wrered CJL&r. YW. 

to remain in Calcutta. The Danish settlement of 1111-

Serampore otrered them an asylum; and there tht>y 
fixed them...<lelves, with the pennL~on of the Go
nmor. and Al~uently with the exp~ aorlion 
of the King of Denmark. They.ere immediatel,. 
joined by lIr. Care,.. and a fratemity 11"85 orgaoi.'Ied 
which set to work upon a definite system; and b,. 
preaching in the native ~fJ'11ages, by forming schools 
for nath"e children, by the composition of tracts and 
translations of the Sniptnres, commenced a pious 
warfare ~~""t the false doctrines of the lIoham-
medan and lIiodo religioo...~ .hich has been carried 
on ever sinee with oorelaxed Tigour. and with im
proring pro-pects of eventnal triumph! 

The administration of Lord W ellesIey, a1tho~crh 
it avoided giring direct encoDnlewement to the Bap
tkt missionaries, or recogo.king them in that nipa
city •• as upon" the whole propitious to their exer
tioO!- The learning of their principal .-as one of 
their chief recommendations to the favour of the 
Marquis, and lIr. Carey .-as appointed one of the 
pro(eMOr'!I of the College of Fort William fiOOIl 

after ita in..<otitution; thus obtaining a plare of dis
tinction in the ~tion of the Government, and 
a certain and liberal means of subt.-b-tenee. The 
estahlishment of schools for European children, and 
of a printing-pn1!S and paper-mannfactory at Ser.uo
pore. evinced the io.lo-.try. and added to the re
sources o( the missionaries: they we-re further aided, 
not onl,. bi the Cund:J of their 01lrll community. but 

• Mc.air., 1filliaa Cany. D.D .. .., IARacIr Carry i I..oIId., Is.. 
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BOOK I. by those of other religious bodies, at whose expense, 
CHAP. VIL especially at that of the British and Fo,reign Bible 

1813. SoCiety, versions of the Scriptures into a great va
riety of the Indian dialects were executed; and they 
grew daily in wealth, consideration, and confidence 
under the countenance of the Government. 

The immediate successor of Lord Wellesley, Sir 
George Barlow, looked upon the proceedings of the 
Serampore missionaries with a less favourable regard. 
Entertaining, in common with most of the Company's 
servants of that day, a dread of the multiplication of 
uncovenanted European residents in India, he was 
. disinclined to relax any of the restraints which the 
Legislature had imposed, and refused to sanction the 
continued presence of any new arrivals who had not 
provided themselve{! with a licence from the Court. 
The teaching of the missionaries had also begun to 
excite some uneasiness among the natives of Cal. 
cutta, and the connexion of the mutiny at Vellore 
with their religious apprehensions imposed upon the 
Gevernment the obligation of setting the minds of 
their native subjects at ease with respect to the 
designs of their rulers, by the public prohibition of 
those expedients. resorted to by the missionaries 

. which were most likely to offend the religious senti· 
ments and exasperate the feelings of the people.1 

The missionaries were allowed to retain the dwelling 
which they occupied as a chapel In Calcutta, and 
perform divine service in it in the Bengali language 

1 Dr. Bllchanan acquits the Governor-General of any hostility to the 
dissemination of Chl'istianity: on the contrary, he says of him, "Sir G. 
Barlow has often expressed his approbation of the means used for the dif
fllsion of Christianity in India, and sincerely desires its success."-Letter 
to Government; ParI. Papers. 
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as usual, and no restriction was imposed on their BOOK I. 

private instructions or scriptural translations; but CRAP. VIL 

they were forbidden to preach in the public streets, 1813. 

to send itinerant native preachers through the vil-
lages, or to distribute gratuitously controversial and 
religious tracts. They considered it prudent to yield 
to the storm, and promised to conform to the wishes 
of the Government in all respects in which they 
could conscientiously acquiesce.1 

The degree of the conformity rendered did not, 
however, satisfy the Government of Bengal; as one 
of the first acts of Lord Minto's Government was a 
renewal of the injunctions which Sir G. Barlow had 
been obliged to adopt, and the menace of still more 
rigorous restrictions. 

Pamphlets in Bengali and Persian had been pub
lished, which, in the judgment of the Governor
General in Council, were calculated to excite among 
the native subjects of the Company a spirit of reli
gious jealousy and alarm, which might eventually be 
productive of the most serious evils. The distribu. 
tion of such publications, and the public preaching 
of the missionaries and their converts at the very 
seat of Government, might be supposed to have ra-
ceived the sanction and approval of the supreme 
authority; and the prevalence of such ali impression 
would both augment the danger, and render more 
difficult the application of a remedy. Whatever 
might be the propriety of exposing the errors of the 
Hindu or Musselman religion to persons of those 
persuasions who soug~t instruction in the Christian 
faith, it was contrary to the system of protection, 

I Memoir of Dr. Carey, 483. 
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BOOK I. which the Government was pledged to afford to the 
CHAP. VIL undisturbed exercise of the religion of the country, to 

1813. obtrude upon the great body of the people, by means 
of printed works, exhortations involving an inter
ference with their religious tenets. The obligation, 
therefore, to suppress within the limits of the Com
pany's authority in India treatises and public preach
ings offensive to the religioiIspersuasions of the 
people, was founded on considerations of necessary 
caution, of general safety, and national faith and 
honour. Accordingly, it was deemed necessary to 
direct that public preaching in the mission-houSe of 
Calcutta should be· discontinued, and to renew the 
prohibition of the issue of religious tracts; aud, in 
order to bring the missionary press more immedi
ately under the controul of the officers of the Go
vernment, the missionaries were commanded to re
move it from Serampore to Calcutta.1 

To the orders and injunctions of the Government 
the missionaries proffered a temperate and judicious 
reply. They disowned and condemned the language 
of a pamphlet which had given the greatest offence, 
-a scUrrilous account of Mohammed, which had 
called forth the remonstrances of the most respecta
ble Mohammedan inhabitants of Calcutta,-and at
tributed it to the intemperanee of one of their con .. 
verts, who had translated it into Persian: they 
pledged themselves for greater caution in future, 
but deprecated the removal of their press, as sub
jecting them to great inconvenience and ruinous E\x
pense. The tone of their representations disarmed 

I Letter from Bengal to the Secret Committee, 2nd Nov. 1807, with its 
enclosures; Pari. Papers, 14th April, 1813. 
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the Government of its rigour; and they were al. BOOK I. 

lowed to continue their preaching in their chapel, CHAP. VII. 

nnd to remain at Serampore, on condition that )81a. 

every work that issued from the press should be 
submitted to the inspection of the secretary to 
Gov!lrnment. The condition was acceded to; and, 
88 the general conduct of the missionaries W88 more 
guarded, no further interference with them ensued. 
The alarm of the Government was perhaps more vio-
lent than the occasion called for, but the check 
opposed to precipitate and indiscreet zeal was not 
detrimental to the ultimate extension of Christianity. 
Little benefit had accrued or was likely to accrue 
from street preaching, nnd virulent language waS ill 
calculated to convey conviction. The attention of 
the Serampore missionaries was thenceforth more 
entirely given to the establishment of schools and 
the translation of the Scriptures; means more safe 
and certain, although their fruits might more slowly 
come to maturity.' 

Although a sense of public duty imposed upon 
the Governor-General the obligation of checking the 
over-zealous haste of the missionaries of Serampore, 
his personal feelings ensured to their literary efforts 
his constant and warmest encouragement. The as
sociate in early life of some of the most distin
guished ornaments of the literary society of Great 
Britain, Lord Minto brought with him to India an 
enlightened nnd cultivated taste, and a generous 

I In the representation 10 the Government made by the missionaries, 
wbich I, dated in September, 1801, th~y state that they had baptized up. 
wards of one hundred nativH.-Parl. Papers. No great number in eight 
ye ...... reckoning from 1799 only: if from 1194, a still more inconsiderable 
proportion. 

VOL. I. 2 I 
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BOOK I. sympathy with every indication of intellectual ~x
CRAP. vn. cellence. His· liberal aid was therefore given to 

1813. the works published at Serampore, whether trans
lations of the Scriptures, or publications tending to 
make the language and literature of India more 
generally known and more easily acquired.1 ,The 
same feelings led him to befriend those natives of 
India who professed the literature of their country; 
and the first printing-press, established and con
ducted solely by native enterprise and skill, and for 
the purpose of substituting the productions of the 
press for the manuscripts hitherto in use, owed its 
existence to his patronage. But it was in his con
nexion with the College of Fort William that his 
sentiments were most especially manifested; and 
one great' object of his administration was to carry 
into full operation, as far as the orders of the home 
authorities allowed, the views of the illustrious 
founder of the institution.s The result was highly 
beneficial: the junior servants of the Company were 
animated to honourable exertions, which formed 
the foundation of their future distinction; their 
seniors were induced to apply their knowledge and 
acquirements to the instruction of their younger 
~rethren; and a number of natives of talent, exer-

1 Several Grammars and Dictionaries, and other rudimental books, in 
Bengali, Telinga, Mabratta, and Sanscrit, were printed at Serampore, chielly 
at the cost of the Government. Pecuniary assistance (ten thousand rupees) 
was afforded to the Malay translation of the Scriptures; and aid was 
liberally given to the Serampore translation of the Ramayana, the works of 
Confucius, and other literary publications.-Roehuck's Annals of the Col
lege of }'ort William. 

• It was not mere official phraseology, for Lord Minto was not addicted 
to its use, when in his last annual address he observed, "No part of my 
public duties hue excited in my mind a more cordial concern or more 
lively interelrt than those which are attached to the office of Visitor of this 
College."-Annals of the College of }'ort William, p. 376. 
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cising over their countrymen the combined influ- BOOK I. 

ence of learning and religion, who were engaged in CHAP. VII. 

the service of the college, derived from their em- 1813. 

ployment some compensatiQn for that neglect to 
which the decay and extinction of native patrons of 
rank, had subjected them, and . learned to identify. 
their interests with those of a foreign and intrusive 
race. To them, and to their European associates, 
were owing a variety of useful works in the lan-
guages and literature of the East, intended to facili-
tate their acquirement, and bring within the reach 
of the Oriental student the means of becoming fami-
liar with the laws and institutions, the religion and 
the character, of the people. Every attempt so 
directed was encouraged and aided by Lord Minto.' 

The last class of measures to which we shall ad
vert, regard the financial condition of India during 
Lord Minto's administration. 

The necessity of as rigid a pursuance of the sys
tem of economy commenced by Sir G. Barlow as was 
consistent with the interests and honour of the em
pire was equally impressed upon his successor; and 
during the :whole term of his government a careful 
avoidance of expenditure was adhered to, carried in 
some cases perhaps to a hurtful excess. The occa
sions which called for military demonstrations, the 
extraordinary embassies which were fitted out, and 

I Amongst other unmgements, a plan was proposed by the Govemor
General for the foundation of Hindu co\1eges at Nadiya and Tirhoot, to 
counteract the want of public encouragement afforded to native literature 
by princes, chieftains, and opulent individuals under the nativQ Govem
ments, and who had lost both the means and the inducement to continue 
their patronage under the British Government. He had also in DOntem
plation to found similar institutions for the cultivation of Mohammedan 
literature.-Minute by Lord Minto, 6th March, 1811: Commons' Commit
tee, 1832; Public; App. p. 125. 
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BOOK I. the expeditions undertaken against the maritime 
CRAP. vu. possessions of France, disturbed the equable tenor 

1813. of financial retrenchment, and involved unusual de
mands upon the publiq treasury: but these inter
ruptions were only temporary; and the general re
sult was an augmented amount of the revenues of 
British India, a diminution of its burthens, and no 
enhanced rate of charge. 

It has been already mentioned that the arrange
ments effected by Sir G. Barlow secured for the 
'first year of Lord Minto's administration, according 
to one system of computation, a surplus receipt, or, 
according to a different set of accounts, reduced the 
excess of charge to an inconsiderable sum: the same 
diversity of· result, arising from the same cause, pre
vails in -the following year; but from thence to the 
close of the period both statements agree in show
ing a considerable net local revenue after pro
viding for the interest of the public debt: the sur
plus of the last year amounted to little less than 
two millions sterling.l A considerable proportion 
of this arose from the improved revenues of the 
unsettled provinces under the Presidency of Bengal, 
and the imposition of ne.w taxes at Madras: the 
rest, from the reduction of the rate of interest 
which the Government was enabled, by the flourish
ing state of its finances, to effe'ct. 

The history of the Indian debt presents a sin
gular picture of the growth of public credit along 

I According to the statements furnished to the Committee of the House 
of Lords, the 6urplu8 was £1,988,000. In Sicca rupees it was S. R. 
1,45,33,190, which. at two shillings to the rupee, is £1,453,319. For a 
more particular comparison between the two periods as expressed in the 
home acoounts, see Appendix. 
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with the increase of financial embarrassment, and BOOK •• 

of the increase of embarrassment with the aug-- CIOAP. YIL 

mentation of the public resources. In propor- 1811. 

tion as the British Indian empire has extended 
its boundaries, and added to its revenues, so have 
the means at its command been found inadequate 
to extraordinary emergencies, and it has been 
obliged from time to time to apply for aid to the 
funds of iudh-iduals; and, notwithstanding the addi-
tions thus made to its incumbrances, its credit has 
never failed to procure the assistance that was 
needed, on terms much lower than the ordinary 
profits of capital, or the rates of interest prevailing 
in transactions between individuals. In fac~ the 
amount of the public debt is far from burthensome 
on tbe state; and the inrom'enience ,,-Weh it ocea-
"ions is fully rompensated by the connexion ,,-hich 
it maintains between the Government and the fund. 
holders, a large proportion of whom are natives of 
the rountry, and who are thus interested in the 
stability of the ruling power.1 

In 1792 the Indian debt, bearing interest, little 
exceeded seven millions st.erling: the interest ex
('t'e(led six hundred thousand pounds, bearing a pro
portion of eight and six tenths per cent.' In 1799 
the debt had risen to ten millions; and in the short 
intenal of five years, the season of Lord 'Vellesley's 
ronquests, it was more than doubled, amounting in 
IS0S to nearly twenty-one millions. with an annual 

, Odcub AIm.al R~. lSil i Hi&lorical Sk~tch, 18-
I TlUa wall the aftftl""te. ..... o.-ed ia 119&-1, 1796-1. aacl 

1198-_, bore hrelft pel' _t.-G~ NoUoee; 8eDgal aad Agra 
(~. lSU, YoI. ii. put ii. UIJ.. 
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BOOK I. interest of £1,791,000. During the two following 
CHAP. VIL years the continued effects of the previous period of 

1813. prodigality were still felt, and the debt went on in
creasing; so that in 1807 it amounted to more than 
twenty-six millions, bearing an interest of £2,228,000. 
In 1813-14 the amount of debt remained much the 
same, being twenty-seven millions; but the interest 
amounted to £1,636,000, being. a permanent dimi
nution annually of £592,000.1 This was effected 
by the successful opening of loans in August and 
December, 1810, at an interest of six per cent., to 
which the whole of the outstanding obligations 
were transferred; the capital· of British India, and 
the credit of the Government, having thus gone on 
improving, so that in about twenty years the rate 
of interest on public securities was reduced from 
twelve per cent. to half that proportion. 

Another important change followed the flourish
ing state of the finances, and the payment in Eng
land of the principal as well as of the interest of 
loans contracted in India ceased to form one of 
their conditions. 'Vhen this provision was first in
troduced, it was thought likely to lead to the trans
fer of the whole of the Indian debt to Europe, 
where it might either be discharged out of the 
profits of the Company's trade, or by money bor
rowed at a much lower rate of interest. For these 
purposes the Indian Government of 1785 was au-

1 Second Report, Commons' Committee, 1810, App. 8. It must be borne 
in mind tbat tbese sums are higher by one·seventb tban tbey should be, 
according to tbe intrinsic value of the Indian currencies. The real debt of 
1806·7, in Sicca rupees, was 23,15,30,125, say £23,153,000; and tbeamount 
of interest, Sa. rs. 1,97,13,929, or £1,9Tl,OOO.-OJliclai Documents; Lords' 
Committee, 1830, App. C. No.3. 
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thorised to grant bills at eighteen months' date on BOOK I. 

the Court of Directors, for the principal of the debt CHAP. vu. 

then owing, to the extent of six crores of rupees, at 1813, 

the exchange of Is. Bel. the current rupee, at the 
option of the lenders; and in the first year they 
took advantage of it to the extent of about a fourth 
of the principal sum. In the following year the 
amount applied for was so trifling, that the arrange .. 
ment was looked upon as a failure; a result aSClibed 
by the Government to the low rate of exchange, 
the remote date at which the bills were payable,· 
the advantages made in India by holding Govern-
ment securities, and the more advantageous means 
of remittance through foreign channels. 

On the renewal of the charter in 1793 the prin .. 
ciple of the plan ,!asrecognised, and it was pro
vided that the Indian debt should be in this man
ner gradually transferred to England, until it was 
reduced to two millions sterling, the' exchange 
being fixed at Is. llel. the current rupee. For some 
time the amount transferred reached the prescribed 
limit of the bills to be drawn, or £500,000; but it 
ultimately diminished, and in 1803-4 ceased alto
gether. The demand for funds in India, the exist
euce of profitable means of remittance by the ex
tension of the private trade, and the conditions of 
new loans granting for the interest, bills at 2s. 6el. 
the Sicca rupee, payable six months after sight, and 
ensuring similar payment of the principal when due, 
held out inducements even to the European fund
holders to leave their capital in the Indian treasury. 
'Vith the return of peace in India capital was less 
in demand there; while the political state of Europe, 
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BOOK I. the high price of bullion, and the depression of the 
CHAP. VJL public funds, rendered its transmission to England 

1813. highly advantageons. The consequence was a ron 
upon the home treasury, which was productive of 
much embarrassment; and the pressure was ag
gravated temporarily by the measures adopted under 
the orders of the Court for its relief,-the reso
lution of the local Governments to payoff all the 
debts the principal of which was demandable in 
England, in the event of the lenders declining to 
transfer the security to a new loan opened in 1810, 
which offered no such condition. The arrangement 
was so far successful that of twenty-three millions, 
to which the home treasury was liable, more than 
thirteen' were transferred to the new loan; rather 
more than three were paid in cjlSh by the local G0-
vernments; and six millions and a half remained to 
be discharged by bills npon the Court. It was for 
the purpo...o;e of meeting this demand that the Com
pany had recourse to Parliament for aid. The incon
venience was gradually surmounted; and, although 
in 1812 under the terms of a new six per cent. loan 
the option of demanding payment of the principal 
by bills on England was partially restored, the 
home funds were not again exposed to so severe a 
demand.' 

Nor had the resources at home been subjected to 
the<re heavy demands without cOfresponding efforts 
having been made in India to provide for them. 

I Petition or the Company to Parliament; Secoud Report of the Com
mittee or the House or CGlDlDOUS, 1\lay 1810, AI'P. 6-10; Bengal and Agra 
Gazetteer, ISn, Tol. ii. part ii. 4s.t; Details of Public: Loans; Report of 
the Commous' Committee, 183" article Ymance. 
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During the three concluding years of Lord Minto's BOOK L 

administration, the supplies remitted from India CILU'. YJL. 

exceeded the value of the Company's investments IBlJ. 

to the extent of nearly ten millions sterling! Of 
the amount 80 remitted nearly two millions were in 
bullion; I a circumstance which 11'88 unprecedented 
in the history of the commerce of India, and inti-
mated an approaching change in the terms of its in
tercourse with Europe. The transaction was also of 
peculiar importance at the season of its oCcurrence: 
the movements of the vast armies which were 
working out the deliverance of Europe from mili-
tary despotism depended in a great measure upon 
the wealth of England. The occasion called for 
and deserved the application of all her resources; 
and, although bearing but a small proportion to the 
extent of her efforts. the treasuries of her Indian 
empire furnished a not inconsiderable nor unim
portant contribution.' 

The close of Lord Minto's honourable and suc
cessful labours was now approaching. The influence 

I Es_ or II1Ipply 10 Loadoa : 
ill 1811-11 Sa. n. s,.&6,49,8Jt at !a. CIcI, 

18121-11 2,71,,9,075 
1811-14 1,60,00,000 

£9,nI,86S 
- FiDaaeiai Lrtter f'roIII BeIIgaI; Papers relating 10 Fiauc:es of IDdia, 
printed by arder of the Coart or Proprietors, March, 18U, p, 18-

I BIIllioa rnaitled 10 Eaglaad : 
ill 1811-1» Sa.. n. 40,u"07 at IB. CIcI. £ 5OS,sen 

181 .. 11 "" ..... ,98J I ,068, IU 
1811-It ~9 285,29S 

£1,Ba8,719 
Aa the pricle of buDioa 10M high in EDgIaod, the remiltaDtle& realiaed more 
tho ~.ea the uchaDge nlue. 

• .w-'II ~ or Earo~. yiii. til, is. 701. 
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BOOK I. of party spirit, so long suspended, was at length 
CHAP. vn. allowed to operate; and the continuance in office of 

1813. an administration based npon principles opposed to 
those of the ministers by whom the Governor-Gene
rat had been nominated was found incompatible 
with the longer duration of his power. Circum
stances had also imposed upon .• the ministers the 
duty of conferring office upon ~Jiother distinguished 
personage; and the endeavours :of the Earl of Moira 
to carry into effect the wishes of the Prince Re
gent for the formation of a ministry which should 
connect the actual servants of the Crown with his 
early friends, however Unsuccessful, entitled him 
to the consideration both of the Prince and of his 
advisers.· It was . consequently proposed to reward 
his exertions by his appointment to the govern
ment of India, and to make way for him by the 
removal of the Governor-General. A resolution 
was accordingly moved by the Chairman, under the 
dictation no doubt of the Board of Controul, that 
Lord Minto should be recalled. No reason for the 
measure was assigned; but it was adopted in oppo
sition to the tenor of a letter received from Lord 
Minto's friends, expressing his wish to' be relieved 

• in January 1814. This ~etter was assigned as the 
reason for the immediate appointment of Earl 
Moira; but, as objected by one of the opponents of 
the arrangement, Mr. Charles Grant, the plea was 
delusive, as no one could pretend to assign it as a 
sufficient reason for proceeding to the choice of a 
Governor-General in November 1811, whose pre
sence at Fort "Villiam could only be necessary in 
January 1814. On the same occasion it was deter-
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mined to supersede Sir George Nugent as Com- BOOK I. 

mander-in-chief, Lord Moira uniting both the civil CHAP. VR. 

and supreme authority; and not only to rescind the 1813. 

conditional appointment of Sir G. Barlow as Go
vernor-General, but to remove him from the go
vernment of Fort St. George. These several mea..-
sures were made the subject of strong protests by 
several leading members of the Direction;1 but the 
objections were overruled by the predominating 
spirit of ministerial obligations, and the change 
took place. Earl Moira was appointed Governor
General of India and Commander-in-chief; and Ge-
neral Abercromby, the commander of the forces at 
Fort St. George, was nominated for a time Go-
vernor of Madras. Lord Minto survived but a 
short time his return to his native country; he died 
in the course of the same year. Few Governors
General have stronger claims upon the gratitude of 
those over whom or for whom they ruled. No one 
ever more conscientiously or disinterestedly laboured 
for the happiness of the people of India, for the 
prosperity of the East India Company, or the ho-
nour and advantage of Great Britain. Other ad
ministrations may have been signalised by more 
stirring events and more splendid triumphs; but 
Britisli India never enjoyed a more healthy and 
contented condition, never made a more sure and 
steady though an unpretending advance in social 
improvement, than during the government of Lord 
Minto. 

I See Disst'nts or Ed1ll'anl Parry, w. AsteU, George Smith, and John 
Bebb, EeqI'8., 20th Dee.; and st'parate Dissent or Mr. Charle. Grant, 30th 
Dec. 1812: published by Sir Robert Barlow, 181S. 
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BOOK I. The term of Lord Minto's government was coeval 
CHAP. VD. with a material change in the character of the su-

1813. perior authorities under whom the power of him
self and his predecessors had been immediately 
held. The East India Company ceased to retain 
the monopoly of the East India. trade. The circum
stances which led to this event we shall now pro
ceed to detail. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

Embat't"assed finances of tlUJ CO'mpany.-Application 
to' Pa1·liament for assistallce. -A Loan granted.
Inquiry intO' abuse of patl·onage.-Renetval of the 
Charter.-Previous CO'1"'re..pcmdence with tl,e Board. 
-Demands of tAe CO'urt. - PrO' positions of Mr. 
DUlIdas-oltJections of tke Court-communicatiO'n 
suspended-revived.-DeterlllinatiO'n of Ministers 
to' open tke Trade with India resisted, but fillally 
acceded to' by tAe Company.-Claims of tlUJ Out
pQ1·ts.-Change of the ltlinistry.-LQ1·d BucTdllg
hamshire President of tlte BO'ard.-Consequetzces of 
delay.-Resistallce to' the daims of tke Oulports.
Appeal to' Parliament. - ResolutiO'ns proposed by 
Lord Castlereagh in the House of Commolu j by 
Lord Bucldngkamskire in tke House of LQ1·ds.
Application of tlte Company to be heard by counsel 
gmntedo-Que.sti011s at issue-political-commercial. 
-T,oade with India and with China, pecvlia10ities of 
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the latter-secured to the Company.-Struggk for 
the Trade wi"" India.-Argumenls of 1M Company 
-of the J/ercluznts.-Company consent to toke off 
restrictions from the E.rport, not from the Impm·t, 
trade.-FinancUJ and political erils anticipaled and 
denietJ...-oitempt to suhstmUiole tltem by eridence.
Opinions of Warren Hastings and otlters respecting 
the unrestricted admission of Europeans-e.rtension 
of Trade-independent resort of J/issionaria, 4-c.
Dehala in the House of CommOll-S-first and second 
&solution camed-debal8 on the tltirtl.-Debates 
on the Report of the Committee.-TkirteentA Resoilf
lion adiourned-dehate on it resumed-carried.
Otlter clauses suggested.-Bill finol1y passed in the 
Commons.-Debates in the Hortse of Lorth-prefJi
OIU discussions-Bill passed.-Pl"OCet!dings in the 
Court of Proprietor,. - Cltarter accepted. - Re
'narks. 
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THE appointment of a Select Committee of the BOOK L 

House of Commons in 1808 to inquire into the CIUP. VIIL 

state of the affairs of the East India Company has 1813-

already been adverted to; as have the measures 
which, in compliance with their recommendation, 
were adopted by the Parliament for the relief of 
the financial embarrassments of the Company, by 
the discharge of a portion of the debt due to them 
by the public. The Committee continued, with 
occasional modifications, to sit through the four 
succeeding years, and presented to the House in 
that period different reports, which were drawn up 
,,;th remarkable diligence and ability, and furnished 
a mass of authentic infonnation upon every im-
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BOOK I. portant subject relating to the internal administra-
CUAP. VUL t' f th I d' . IOn·o e n Ian empIre. 

II· 

1813. The relief afforded to the Company in 1808 by 
the sum of £1,500,000 received from the Govern
ment, together with more than usually favourable 
sales of merchandise, enabled the Court of Directors 
to provide for the wants of that and the following 
year without requiring further assistance. This state 
of prosperity was of no long duration, and in the 
beginning of the session of 1810 the Company were 
again obliged to apply to Parliament for pecuniary 
aid.1 A deficit of two millions was anticipated in 
the receipts of the year ending March, 1811, as 
compared with the receipts; arising from the exces
sive and unexampled drafts made upon the Court, 
amounting to· nearly five millions, from India, in 
discharge of the Indian debt, and from the unex
pected losses sustained in the Company's shipping;2 
many of. their vessels having, in the course of the 
last two years, been taken by the enemy, or perished 
at sea. ~s the state of the money market rendered 
it unadvisable to increase the Company's capital 
stock, as empowered by law, the Court applied to 
the House for such aid as it should see fit to grant, 
the property of the Company being offered as ample 
security for the repayment of a loan from the public. 
The petition was referred to the Committee, by 
whom the correctness of its purport was confirmed.' 

I See petition of the East India Company for relief; Part Debates, 
13th April, 1810. 

• In the years 1808-9 and 1809·10, fourteen large vessels, cbartered by or 
belonging to the Company, were captured or were lost at sea: their cargoes 
alone were valued at more than a million sterling.-First Report, Commons' 
Committee, 1830, App. iv. 

a Report from Select Committee, ordered to be printed 11th May, 1810. 
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Shortly afterwards, a second petition was presented,l BOOK I. 

praying for a further settlement of the amount due CHA.P. VllI. 

by the public to the Company: it was also referred 1813. 

to the Committee, but does not seem to have been 
made the subject of any special report. The time was 
unpropitious to the Company's applications, as the 
Government was straining the resources of the coun-
try to the utmost· to provide for the magnitude of 
the national expenditure, and was floundering amidst 
the intricacies of the Bullion question. The ur. 
gency of the case, and the vital importance of main-
taining unimpaired every form of public credit, g~ve 
irresistible weight to the appeal; and, after some dis
cussions, a bill was passed on the 14th of June, 1811. 
for a loan of one million and a half to the Company.i 
In the following year the Company petitioned the 
House of Commons for permission to raise two mil-
lions upon bond; and a bill was brought in for the 
purpose, which, after some siight opposition, was 
passed. In June, 1812, a second application for a 
loan of two millions and a half was made to the 
House of Commons, and, although strenuously op-
posed by Mr. Creevy, complied with.S 

Transactions affecting the moral credit of the 
Court of Directors had also, shortly before this 
period, been brought under the consideration of 
Parliament, and an alleged abuse of patronage was 
made the subject of inquiry. It was brought for:: 
ward by the members of the Court themselves, in. 
consequence of a report' having prevailed that ap-

1 ParI. Debates, 14th May, 1810. 

• ParI. Debates, lOth May, 1811. 
I ParI. Debates, 9th and l:ith June, and 8rd and 7th July, 1812. 
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BOOK I. pointments in the service of the Company in India 
CHAP. vm. had been sold. On the 10th February, 1809, it 

1813. was moved by Mr. Smith, seconded by Mr. Grant, 
that a Committee of the House of Commons Rhould 
be nominated to inquire into the existence of any 
corrupt practices in the distribution of the patron
age of the Court of Directors. A Committee was 
accordingly appointed, which, in the course of a few 
weeks, reported the result of the investigation. The 
report exonerated' the members of the Court from 
any imputation of a violation of the oath by which 
thElY were solemnly pledged, neither directly nor 
indirectly to accept any pecuniary consideration 
whatever on account of the appointment or- nomi
nation of any person or persons to any place or office 
in the service of the Company: 1 but it appeared 
in evidence that the persons to whom they had 
given appointments had, in some instances, sold 
them to third parties; and that a traffic had been 
carried on for situations in their India service with
out. their participation or knowledge.~ Three civil 
and twenty military appointments were traced as 
having been sold. The obtaining of such situa
tions by purchase being prohibited under penalty 
of their forfeiture, the appointments were cancelled; 
but, as the punishment fell heaviest on those who 
were not the offendingparties,-the young men 
holding the appointments, - much sympathy was 
excited for their situation, ,and other appointments 

I This formed part of the general oath to be taken by each Director 
according to clause 160 of the S3rd of George III. 

t It appeared that the price of a writership was about £3,500; that of 
a cadetship varied from £160 to £500.-Report of Committee, p. 2 to 8; 
and Evidence. 
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were given to them by djfferent members of the BOOK I. 
Court. 1 CHAP. VIIL 

The main question, however, which occupied. ·the .1813. 

attention of the Court of Directors and his Ma
jesty's Ministers was the renewal of the Company's 
charter; The term for which this had been grant-
ed ill' 1793 expired on the 10th April, 1814. It 
had been provided that notice· of the cessation of 
the charter should be given to the Company three 
years before it expired; and accordingly, on the 
4th of March, 1811, the Chancellor of the Exche-
quer moved, and it was ordered, that the Speaker 
should signify in "Titing to the Directors of the 
East India Company that the Company's commer-
cial privileges would cease and determine on the 
date above specified. 

The renewal of the charter had for some time 
previously been the subject of a; correspondence be
tween the Board of Controul and the Crown.' On 
the 30th of September 1808 Mr. Dundas addressed 
a Jetter to the Cha.irman and Deputy Chairman, sug
gesting that it was now advisable to ascertain whe
ther the Court of Directors were desirous to agitate 
the question, and submit it to the early consider ... 
ation of ParHament. Early in the month following, 
the Chairs, after consulting with the Secret Com..; 

I Report of Committee appointed to inquire into the existence of abuses 
in the disposal of the patronage of the East India Company; printed by 
order of the Court of Proprietors, lIIarch 1809. See also ParI. Debates, vol. 
xiii.; and Asiatic Annual Register, Proceedings India House, vol. xii.· 

I The several communication. with the Board, arid various documents 
connected with the discussion, from 1808 to July 1813, were printed by 
order of the Cuurt oC Directors, for the inC ormation oC tbe P.roprietors, in a 
leries of lIft«-n papenl, entitled .. Papers respecting the N eguciation for a 
Renewal of the Io:ast Iudia Company', exclusive Privileges," London, 
11112·1811. 

VOL. I. 2 K 
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BOOK I. mittee of -Correspondence, expressed their concur
CHAP. VUL rence, considering that the interests of the public 

1813. and the Company would be best consulted by an 
early renewal of the charter: they professed at the 
same time the readiness of the Court to pay due 
attention to -any modifications that might be pro
posed, if they were compatible with the main- prin
ciples of the existing system, for the conduct of 
the trade and the political administration of the 
Government of India. The views of the Directors 
were more fully developed -in a letter addressed to 
Mr. Dundas on the 16th December, consequent on 
a personal conference which had been held "ith 
him. In this document they. asserted the right of 
the Company to their territorial possessions, and 
stated their expectation that in a new charter the 
Proprietors wouid be permitted to benefit by an 
enhanced rate of dividends on their stock propor
tioned to the improvement of the revenues of India; 
that the aid of the British public would be con
tributed towards the liquidation of the Indian debt; 
and that arrangements would be devised for an 
equitable apportionment of the military expenditure 
incurred in the prosecution of interests of purely 
British origin, and not fairly chargeable to India. 
Twenty years were required for the term of the new 
charter. The tone of the address was bold, 1)at'
ticularly at a moment when the Company was a 
suppliant for pecuniary aid ; and the eagerness to 
extract an augmented dividend out of the antici-
1)ated improvement of revenue; instead of proposing 
to apply such additional revenues either to the 
reduction of the public debt or the benefit of the 
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peol)le of India, savoured more strongly ot the little BOOK I. 

selfishness of a trading company than of the liberal- CHAP. VllL 

ity becoming a great and enlightened Government. 1813. 

In his reply, dated the 13th Jan. 1809, Mr. Dun
das, although admitting in substance the advantage 
of adhering· to the system of commerce and admi..; 

. nistration which had been sanctioned by the exist
ing charter, declined to acknowledge the claim of 
the Company to a right to the territory of India, and 
considered it premature to discuss the proportion of 
benefit that was to be derived by the Company or 
the public-from any improvement in the finances of 
India until the debt should be discharged. In like 
manner, the liquidation of the debt must be contin .. 
gent on the appropriation of the revenues; as, if the 
disposal of them should be assumed by the public, 
it would be impossible to disregard the fair claims 
of the Company, or their creditors, to a reimburse
ment of the expenses incurred in the acquirement 
of the territory. lIe admitted that the Company 
had also a right to expect that the public should 
defray the cost of all hostile operations growing out 
of a state of war in Europe, whether India became 
the scene of them or was likely to be their aim. 

In the letter from the Chairs of the 16th Dec. all 
specific allusion to the Company's exclusive commer
cial privilege had been carefully avoided. The phrase
employed, "a regulated monopoly of the trade,''' 
implied of course that the commerce was to be left 

J .. The system by which the Legislature has continued to the Company 
the government of the territoriea acquired by it in the Eut, with a regulated 
monopoly of the trade, has been held by the moat eminent persons conver
eant with that quarter and ita alfaira to be the mOIK expedient both for the 
foreign and domestic interests of this country.n -Letter from the Chairs to 
the Right Honourable Robert Dundu, 16th December, 1808; Papers, p: \). 

2&2 
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BOOK I. on its actual footing,-the assignment of a certain 
GHAP. VIIL t f t t· t h d· . h· ___ amoun 0 . onnage 0 prlva e merc an lse III SIpS 

1813. taken up by the Company, and the sale of private 
jmport goods through the Company's establishments. 
Mr. Dundas was more explicit: he announced to the 
Court that his Majesty's Ministers would not concur 
in an application to Parliament for the renewal of' 
any privileges which should prevent the mercllants 
and manufacturers of Great Britain from trading to 
and from India, and the countries within the limits 
of the Company's exclusive trade, the dominions of 
the Emperor of China excepted, in ships and vessels 
hired or freighted by themsel ves. He also intimated 
that it was thought advisable to. adopt· some plan 
for the. consolidation' of the Indian army with the 
tr~ops of the Crown serving in India, in o~der to put 
an end to the jealousies and divisions which had so 
repeatedly occurred between the two branches of 
the military service in that country, and to the 
divided responsibility which had hitherto impaired 
the efficiency of both. He thought this would be 
found practicable without· interfering with actual 
arrangements, or weakening the authority of the 
local Governments or of the Court over his Majesty's 
regiments employed in the Company's possessions. 
·These intimations were anything but acceptable to 
the Court; and they replied, that, if the suggestions 
were acted upon to the extent which the terms 
seemed to convey, they would effectually supersede 
and destroy not merely the rights of the Company, 
but the whole scheme of Indian administration es
tablished by the previous acts of the Legislature, and 
consequences· fatal to the Company and most detri-
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}Ilental to the nation would infallibly ensue. . AI- BOOK I. 

though, therefore, willing to take into consideration CHAP. VllL 

the means of supplying the trade of private mer- .1813. 

chants with more beneficial and extensive accom
modation as far as was consistent with the preser-
vation of the Company's rights, the Court declared 
that they could not recommend to their constituents 
to seek a renewal of the charter upon conditions 
which would despoil it of all its solid advantages, 
deprive the Company of their most valuable privi-
leges, and incapacitate them from performing for 
themselves and the nation the part hitherto allotted 
to them in the Indian system. . 

The negociation here came to a pause, and the 
Ministers, unwilling to engage in a contest with the 
Company whilst heavily embarrassed by the state of 
public affairs, and finding that the notice of the 
House was not likely to be yet attracted to the 
question of the Company's charter, determined not 
to press the subject. At the end of 1809 the Court 
announced their readiness to resume the discussion; 
but no notice seems to have been taken of their 
challenge until the end of 1811, when the President 
of the Board, now Lord .Melville; apprised the Di
rectors that his :Majesty's Ministers could not recom
mend to Parliament the continuance of the existing 
system, unless they were prepared to assent that the 
ships as well as goods of private merchants should be 
admitted into the trade with India under such re
strictions as might be deemed necessary. If the 
Court would agree to the enlargement of the trade, 
he was prepared to discuss the measures it might 
be necessary to devise. 
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'BOOK I., In their reply to Lord Melville the Court con~ 
CHAP. vm. d h ' I I h P ___ sente, owever re uctant y, to propose to t e ro-

1813. prietors the opening of the trade; repeating their 
opinion, that, whilst it would be productive of serious 
inconvenience to the political administration ofIndia, 
it would not realise to the nation the benefits which 
were expected from it. In support of their asser
tions, they referred to the accounts of the trade 
which had been submitted to the Select Committee. 
Influenced 'too, no' doubt, by the measures which 
they understood to be in contemplation by the mer
chants of the cOlI1mercial and maritime towns in va
rio;us parts of the British islands, they expressed 
their confident belief that no intention was enter
tained by his' Majesty's Ministers of trying the ha
zardous experiment of dispersing over all the ports of 
England and Ireland a trade now brought with so 
much advantage,' both to' the Company and the 
public, to the single port of London. The letter 
also entered into details exhibiting the magnitude 
of the Company's transactions, and vindicating the 
Company from the accusations which had been urged 
against it, and from the objections to the continu
ance of a system which they believed to rest, not 
upon the grounds of individual interest, but upon 
the firm basis of national advantage. 

On the day preceding the date of this letter, a 
paper of propositions to be submitted to Lord Mel
ville had been approved of by the Court of Directors, 
and was accordingly communicated to him on the 
6th of March, 1812. To these propositions, or hints, 
as they were denominated, his lordship replied on 
the 12th; and as the main object of the propositions 
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had been to secure the continuance of the arrange- BOOK i 
ments of the act of 1793, proposing only to adopt CHAP. VUI. 

such modifications as should give greater facilities to 1813. 

the private trader, but no greater extension to the 
trade, they met with no favourable reception. The 
President of the Board of Controul told the Court 
plainly, that, as far as related to the India trade, they 
did not appear to have succeeded in showing that 
any detriment would accrue to the public interests 
either in this country or India, or ultimately even to 
the interests of the Company, from the introduction 
of private adventure; and he refused to acquiesce in 
any arrangements which imposed a restriction upon 
an improved commercial intercourse with India, 
approving of such only as were intended to restrain 
unauthorised settlements in that country, and to 
secure a strict monopoly of the trade with China. 
A petition, framed in consonance with the views of 
the Board, was accordingly prepared, and, being 
concurred in by a Court of Proprietors held on 
the 2nd of April, was presented on the ·7th to the 
House of Commons, praying for a renewal of the 
charter. 

The announcement of the cessation of the East 
India. Company's exclusive privileges was, we have 
contemporary evidence, received at first with very 
little interest. Men's minds were engaged with 
mighty events, by which the interests of commerce 
were overshadowed; and it seemed scarcely worth 
while to dispute for the profit of .any particular 
branch of trade, when the independence of nations 
was at stake. By degrees, however, attention was 
drawn to the . topic; and the Parliament had. no 
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BOOK I. sooner met than a deluge of petitions poured UllOD 

CJU.P. YDI. the House. ~-...ailing the prineiple of monopoly. COD-

1813.. demning the r-areer of the- India Company. t'alwu
niating the motives of the Directors, and advocat
ing the abstract right of all British subjects to a 
partieipation in every branch of external commerce. 
The language of the petitions was prompted by the 
same spirit against which it was levelled. The peti
tioners looked only to their own anticipateJ adnUl
tages, and in their selfish eagerness would ha'-e 
trampled upon all prudent prer-aution and opposing 
daims. A quarrel speedily sprung up amongst 
themS€>lves for the spoils at which tht'y graspt.'d; 
and the merchants and ship-owners of London found. 
with no small dismay. that the unavowed mono
poly ,,-hich they had enjoyed undt'r the protection of 
the Company's privilt'ges, of a portion of the tratle 
and the whole of the shipping. was no longer to 
remain uninvaded. Bristol. Liverpool, Gla.~gow. 

and many other outports had merchants, vessel" 
doek..."I, and warehou..<:es; and demanded not merely to 
be permitted to send goods to India, but to bring 
back its products to their own doors in their own 
ships. and to be liberate-tl from all dt.>pendenee 
whatever upon the metropolis.l Not only wt're lle
titions to this effect prest'nted, but delegates from 
the outports "-ere sent up to London antI foruted 
into a committee empowered to aet for the mert'aD-

I ResolutioDs ortheBuJft'Sor~ '1st April, ISII, M<'ftwts, 
MlUlllfaeturers, Tradfls or Loadoa. ltSth ditto, PI1titiue ditto; Pap6s ... 
spediDg the wgutiatioB, p. Iss, &e.. See also p.-titiolM .., the Huuse or 
C_ from the MflThaats, Shipowwrs, &e.. or LoDdoa. aad otho!n. iste
ft'StIrd ia the nde with Iadia, .... d ia the t1!tHnMle, ParL I),,~ 6lIa 
May, lSI:!. 
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tile communities of the several places, and watch BOOK I. 

over their interests. Besides the outports, almost CHAP. vm. 

every trading and manufacturing town of any consi. 1813. 

deration joined in petitioning against the renewal of 
the Company's charter.l 

Up to the beginning of 1812, the pretensions of 
the out ports had excited apparently but little atten
tion, and had received little countenance from the 
Ministers. Although Lord Melville had resisted the 
attempt of the Court to restrict the export trade to 
the port of London, he had nowhere intimated any 
inclination to extend the imports in a similar manner. 
On the contrary, he had concurred in the sixth propo
sition of the Court, which provided that the whole of 
the Indian trade should be brought to London, and 
that the goods should be sold at the Company's sales 
and under the Company's management, as likely to 
secure and facilitate the collection of the duties upon 
articles imported from India and China. Had, there
fore, his propositions been acceded to in the first 
instance, it seems not unlikely that the Ministers 
would have been pledged to support the sale and 
warehousing system of the Company, and the ad
vantages realised therefrom would have been pre-. . 
scn'ed. The delay whIch the repugnance of the 
Court had caused, had given the opponents of the 
Company an opportunity to advocate the claims of 
the outports; and !he change of Administration 
which occurred at this season, and which placed the 

. Earl of Buckinghamshire at the head of the Board 

• See Parliamentary Debates, SesaiOD of I8li i Petitiooa from Birming
ham, lrllLDcbester, Sheffield, Nottingham, -Bladtbum, Paisley, Dundee, 
Perth, Belfast, IWd DllLDy other p1acee in the three kingdoms. 
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BOOK I. of Controul, was another event which was unpro
CHAP. VIlL pitious to their pretensions.1 It was soon evident 

1813. that the Company must forego all hope of profit 
derivable, directly or indirectly, from the trade with 
India. 

The conferences and correspondence with the 
Board still continued; and, as the opinions of the 
new President ()f the Board of Controul were in 
favour of the claims of the merchants of the out
ports, the proceedings that had taken place were re
ported to the Proprietors at large. The sentiments 
of the Directors could not fail to find an echo in 
such an assembly, and It series of resolutions was 
moved and carried in a General Court, held on the 
5th May" to' the following purport:-That the mea
sure of opening the outports to vessels of all descrip
tions from India was fraught with consequences 
ruinous to the Company, and to the long train of in
terests connected with it: the removal of the trade 
from London would render large and important 
establishments useless, and throw many thousand 
persons out of bread. That a departure fro~ the • 
course of public sales would be injurious to the 
trade; and, by dispensing with the interposition of 
the Company, smuggling to an unlimited extent 
would be uncontroulable, to the great detriment of 
the public revenue. That the consequences must be, 
the destruction of the Company's China trade, the 

I. This nobleman, as Lord Hobart, had .been Governor of Madras from 
1794 to 1798. He had experienced the inconvenience to which the Indian 
Governments had been exposed in having to provide, amidst the financial 
embarrassments resulting from expensive warfare, for the Company's in
vestments.--8ee Memoir of the- late Earl of Buckingbamshire, Monthly 
Asiatic Journal, January 1817. 
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failure of their dividends, the depreciation of their 
stock, and their inability to perfo1"Dl the functions. 
assigned to them in the government of British India. 
That, if the constitution of the British Indian empire 
were subverted, the civil and military services would 
be broken down; the tranquillity and happiness of 
the 'people of India, the interests of Britain in Asia, 
and the constitution at home, would be imminently 
endangered. That the object for which these evils 
were to be risked, the increase of the commerce, 
was illusory; as all experience had shown that it was . 
not capable of increase. That the cause of the Com
pany had been deeply injured by prejudice, igno
rance, erroneous assumption, and, latterly, by exten
sive combinations, and by unfair representation, can
vass, and intimidation. And finally, the Court, trust
ing that Parliament would decide, not on the sug
gestions of private interests, but considerations of 
national policy, approved of the firmness with which 
the Directors had maintained the interests of the 
Company, and enjoined them to persevere in the 
negoeiation with his Majesty's Ministers on the same 
principles. 

Although unappalled by the dark catalogue of ima
ginary terrors which the interested fears ofihe East 
India Company had conjured up for the salvation of 
their monopoly, yet the obvious evils attending the 
transfer of the details of an extensive trade from one 
class of persons to others, and the confidence with 
which disappointment and ruin were predicted to those 
who sought to benefit by the transfer, compelled the 
Government to proceed with deliberation and caution, 
and prevented them from bringing the decision. of 

507 

BOOK I. 
CHAP. VIlL 

1813. 
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BOOK I. the question before Parliament during this session, 
CHAP. VID. notwithstanding it was one of the topics adverted to 

1813. at the opening of the session in the speech from the 
throne. Previously to its introduction, another at.:. 
tempt· was made by the Ministers to obtain the 
acquiescence of the Company in the proposed exten
sion of the import trade, as preliminary to any other 
arrangements; and, as the attempt was unsuccessful, 
they intimated that it would be for Parliament to 
determine whether, if the Company still thought the 
extension of the commerce incompatible with their 
administration of the government of India, measures 
might not be devised that would effect the opening 
of the trade, and.at the same time provide for the 
administration of the government of India by some 
.other means than the intervention of the Company, 
upon principles. consistent with the interests of the 
country and the integrity of the British constitution.' 
This intimation closed the discussion on the part of 
the Administration. The Court of Directors were 
equally resolute, and they w~re supported by the 
great. body of the Proprietors. After a meeting of 
the latter,. which was repeatedly adjourned, a series 
.of resolutions was adopted,! which recapitulated the 
principal arguments in favour of the continuance of 
the present system, approved entirely of the firmness 
of the Direction in regard to the vital question of 
admitting the outports to share in the import trade 
of India, expressed their opinion that on no consi
deration whatever should this point be conceded, 

, Letter from 'the Earl of Buckinghamshire, 4th Jan. 1813; Papers,18I. 
• Proceuliogs ofa General Court of Proprietors, 26th Jan. 18IS; 

Papel'S, 194. 
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and declared their conviction that they might ap- BOOK I. 

proach Parliament with confidence, persuaded that CH4P. "IU. 

the wisdom of that enlightened body would never 1813. 

consent to t~ sacrifice of the clear and positive inte-
rests of one class of men to the contingent advan-
tages of another, nor demolish a mighty practical sys-
tem which had been raised by such immense exer-
tions, in order to place its materials at th.e .disposal of 
interested speculation. Conformably to these resolu-
tions, a petition was presented to the House of Com-
mons on the 22nd February, 1813, in which the 
Company prayed for the renewal of the privileges 
granted in 1793, and deprecated any interference 
with the China trade, or any extension of the import 
trade from' India to the outports of Great Britain. 
Another petition was submitte~ at the same time, 
soli,citing from the nation payment of a debt 
claimed by the Company of £2,294,426.' A similar 
petition was presented to the House of Lords. 

On the 22nd of March, 1813 .. the subject was in
troduced into the House of Commons, in a Com
mittee of the whole house, by Lord Castlereagh~ 
who, after some general observations in which he 
bore testimony to the excellence of the Company's 
Indian . government, declared it to be the wish 
of the Government not to interfere with the poli
tical system unless compelled so to do, although 
circumstances imperiously-demanded the relaxation 
of their commercial privileges. He accordingly' 
submitted to the House a series of resolutions, which 
proposed to renew the charter of the Company for a 
further period, to continue to them during that 

I ParI. Debates, 220d Feb. 1813; see also Papers, p.252. 
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BOOK L term the exclusive right of trading with China, but 
CIlAP. nil. admitting to the trade with India, under certain re. 

1813.. strictions, the mercantile community of Great Bri. 
tain. Some general discussion of the principles on 
which the resolutions were founded ",nsued, but the 
Committee agreed that the resolutions should be 
read pro forma, and taken into consideration at an 
early date. . In the House of Lords similar resolu. 
tions were laid on the table by the Earl of Buck. 
inghamshire, and on the motion of the Earl of 
Liverpool they were referred to a Select Com. 
mittee. It was agreed by the Lords that the 
petitioners should be heard by their counsel, with 
permission to examine evidence, should it be deemed 
necessary, in compliance with an application to that 
effect from the COlI}pany. The same indulgence was 
accorded by the House of Commons, and evidence 
was heard at the bars of both Houses in support of 
the Company's objections to the measures proposed 
by the Administration.· In order to form an accu· 
rate notion of the tenor and character of the testi· 
mony thus adduced, it will be com'enient here to 
offer a summary recapitulation of the objects and 
arguments of the conflicting parties. 

In the first instance, two great questions were in
volved in the consideration of the renewal of the 
charter-first the political, and secondly the commer
cial claims of the Company. The Court of Directors 
claimed the territory of India in the Company's pos-. 
session as theirs oy right of conquest, achieved ori· 
ginally with money derived from the profits of their 
trade: they had paid for it, and it was theirs. But 

I ~iDgaofCuurtof Proprietors,UIh March, 1611; Papen,p. S~. 
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then came the question. 'Vhat was the Company! of BOOK L 

whom was it composed r and the answer was neces- CHAP. VIIL 

sanly that it consisted of the dutiful and loyal sub- 1813-

jects of the King of Great Britain: and a further 
doubt inevitably.followed, how they could reconcile 
the duties of obedience to their sovereign with the 
regal powers which they pretended to exercise in 
India. This anomalous position was a sufficient con
futation oftheirelaims, without adverting to the con-
ditions and circumstances under which an association 
of merchants had been permitted to acquire exten-
sive dominions. 'Vaiving the question of right, how-
ever. the Administration was not only disinclined to 
put down the Company's authority, but was anxious 
to leave them in the undisturbed enjoyment of the 
privileges and advantages which it conferred. The 
public was either indifferent to this branch of the 
discussion, or preferred that the territory of India 
should be administered through the Company; as 
the distribution of the patronage which it secured 
to those that had the nomination to the greater 
portion of the Indian appointments was safer in 
their hands than in those of the Ministers, more 
likely to be innocuously distributed, and not in 
danger of being used as an instrument of parlia
mentary corruption-an article of barter exchange-
able for a vote. 

The second question, the commercial privileges of 
the Company, was also distinguishable under two 
heads-the trade with China, and the trade with 
India. Both of these their mercantile antagonists 
sougltt to wrest from them; but the Ministers came 
to tbeir rescue, and were disposed to listen to the 
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BOOK I. arguments of the Court in defence of the monopoly 
CHAP. viu. of the trade with China. This trade was carried on 

1813. under peculiar Circumstances. The Chinese Govern
ment entertained' a violent jealousy of foreign inter:' 
course, and confined the trade not only to a single 
port, but to a single society,-to a certain number of 
native merchants 'of Canton incorporated under the 
designation of Hong,-interdicting the rest of its 
·snbjects from trafficking with strangers. There was 
no field, therefore, for competition; no possibility of 
multiplying demand by reduced prices, as the people 
at large were excluded from the market; and the 
only effect of the increased resort' of English mer
chants' would be to' place them more entirely at the 
mercy of the Chinese Hong.. Prompt to take of
fence, . and affecting, possibly entert.aining, utter in
difference for foreign trade, the Government of 
Canton upon every petty disturbance- or cause of 
alarm was ready to place an embargo upon all ship
ments whatever; and it had often required the ex
perienced judgment, local knowledge, and personal 
influence of the members of the Company's factory 
at Canton to prevent o! reinedy occasions of um
brage, and preserve the trade from suspension, or 
restore it when interrupted. There was great reason 
to apprehend' that from the ignorance or incaution 
of British traders and sailors, subject to no national 
'controul, and setting the Chinese authorities at de
fiance, frequent interruption, if not a total stop to 
the trade, woUld occur; to the serious discontent of 
the people of England, to whom tea had become a 
necessary of life, and to the irreparable injury of 
the revenue,_ which realised nearly four millions Ii. 
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year of duty upon this article of import.1 It was BOOK I. 

maintained, indeed, that there were no just grounds CHAP. VIIL 

for apprehending such a catastrophe. The Americans 1813. 

had traded largely with China without supracargoes 
or factory, yet h~d never given offence; and the ap
pointment ot a British consul would provide suf
ficiently a local authority, to which the resident 
merchants and the crews of British vessels might be 
made amenable. The salutary effects of this latter 
measure were regarded, however, as doubtful; and it 
seemed not improbable that the immunity of the 
American trade from obstruction was in part at
tributable to the Company's establishment, which 
without actual authority exercised an influence over 
all the foreign trade. at Canton favourable to its 
prosperity. It was also argued, that, if an unlimited 
intercourse with China were permitted, it would be 
impossible to prevent smuggling, by which the 
revenue would be injuriously affected; and al-
tbough the impossibility was denied, yet undoubt~ 
edly this argument had great weight with the Admi
nistration, who were unwilling, amidst the enormous 
pressure upon the finances of the country during 
the momentous transactions 'of this period upon the 
Continent, to hazard the diminution of a resource so 
valuable and so easily realised as the duty upon tea 
paid by the Company. Accordingly from the first 
tbey declared their determination to uphold this 
part of the monopoly, and to exclude private 
traders from the China seas. 

I Considerations OD the China Trade, by Sir G. Staunton, Bart., commu
nicated in the first instance to the Earl of Buckinghamshire, and 8ubse~ 
quentIy to the Court of Directors i Papers, &c. p.281. 

VOL. J. 2L 
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BOOK I. The struggle therefore was for the India trade. 
CHAr. VlU. The advocates of the mercantile interest assailed 

1813. the Company with the anti-monopoly doctrines, 
which, started by Adam Smith, were now received 
as axioms in the new and growing school of poli
tical economists: and although it was undeniable, 
that, had not the Company possessed originally an 
exclusive trade with India, that trade would never 
have been established on a secure and permanent 
footing, and not a rood of land in India would have 
owned the rule of Great Britain; yet the necessi
ties which fully justified the monopoly for many 
years had gradually disappeared before its conti
nuance, and no sufficient reasons could now be as
signed for excluding the merchants of Britain from 
a commercial intercourse with British India, espe
cially as that intercourse was open to the people of 
America and to all foreign nations. The Court of 
Directors were unable to offer any valid objections 
of a commercial nature. Their only argument was, 
that admission to the trade would end in disap
pointment ; that the merchants who so eagerly 
sought to be allowed to engage in the commerce 
would find they had miscalclflated the benefits they 
derived from it. The experience of two centuries, 
they affirmed, had fully determined the nature and 
extent of the trade with India; and proved past 
questioning that it could not be carried beyond the 
bounds to which it had attained, and which yielded 
so little profit, that the trade was scarcely worth 
the Company's retaining. The imports from India 
were of a limited description, and were either on 

. the decline in competition with the raw produce of 
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America, as cotton; or ~ith the products of home BOOK I. 

manufacture, as cotton goods; or they were inca- CHAP. VIII. 

pable of more than a fixed and circumscribed con- 1813-

8umption, as was the case with indigo and various 
drugs and spices. The same applied to the exports: 
they could not be increased; the climate, the reli-
gion, and the usages of the people were all opposed 
to the consumption of British goods and manufac-
tures; and nothing English· that could be sent to 
India was likely to find a sale, except among the 
few British residents in the country. The interval 
that had elapsed since the renewal of the last 
charter had given to these conclusions the sanction 
of experience; as the amount of tonnage then pro-
vided for the private trade had never been fullyoc
cupied, and not a single new article of export had 
suggested itself to the interested enterprise of the 
individual trader. 

The more ardent of the advocates of free trade 
denied the justice of the conclusions drawn by the 
Court. The little profit attending the Company's 
trade they ascribed to the prodigal expense of the 
Company's operations, the want of good manage
ment, and the abseDfe of judicious speculation. 
The delays and expenses to which the private trade 
was subjected under the Company's controul suffi. 
ciently accounted for the limited demand that had 
been made for the tonnage: yet, notwithstanding 
these obstacles, the Court's own returns showed 
that the private trade was on the increase; and, not
withstanding the assertion that no new article had 
been introduced, it had been found profitable to 
send out cotton manufactures to India. They treated 

2L2 
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. BOOK I. as monstrous and untenable the assertion that no 
CHAP. VIII. t . f t d 'bl t h '11' : ex enSlOn 0 ra e was POSSI e amongs t e rol IOns 

J813. .of the Indian population.1 The more moderate ar
gued, that, although it was very possible that such 
an extension as was sometimes anticipated, might 
·not be effected in India itself, or amongst the 
Hindus, yet that there was a considerable body of 
Mohammedans whose habits were less unpromising; 
and in the Indian Ocean, the Gulph of Persia, and 
the Eastern Archipelago, new channels of trade 
might and would no doubt be opened out by the 
activity and enterprise of the private trader: that, at 
any rate, the experiment was worth trying, as it 
could only leave the trade as it found it; and if, as 
was pretended, it yielded little or no profit to the 
Company, that was a reason the more why they 
should not be unwilling to part with it. The exi
gencies of the commerce of Great Britain probably 
weighed more with the l\Iinisters than the argu
ments and assertions of either party. Excluded 
from the Continent by the decrees of Napoleon, the 
merchants and manufacturers were labouring under 
alarming difficulties; and the country was menaced 
.with severe distress unless jome new vent for the 
issue of its industrial products could be discovered, 
some new hopes could be held out to animate and 
encourage the drooping energies of manufacture and 

I It was stated by Lord Castlereagh. that in the last twenty years the 
export of cotton manufactures to India had increased from £ 2000 to £ 1 08,000, 
and was clearly a growing traue.-Debates, June 2, 1813. See also Evi
dence of Mr. Brown and Sir Robert Peel, App. First Report. Mr. Sulli
van, 3rd June, says, the average export of manufactured cottons from 
1792 to 1796 was £730, whilst between 1807 and 1811 it was £96,980: the 
amount of the exports of private trade had doubled within the period of the 
charter. 
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trade. . To this great state necessity the interests of BOOK I. 

a single corporation were bound to yield; and the CHAP. VIII. 

Company, with however bad a ,grace, were com- 1813. 

pelled to consent that vessels from any of the ports 
of Great Britain should be allowed to export British 
produce and fabrics to the territories of India under 
their authority. They still, however, insisted on 
the condition that the cargoes which the merchants 
imported from India should be brought to London, 
deposited in the Company's warehouses, and sold at 
the Company's sales. Upon this point they reso-
lutely resisted the wishes of the Government. 

The arguments with which they opposed the 
extension of the imports from India to the out..; 
ports of Great Britain were, the injury that it 
would inflict both upon the Comp'any and the me
tropolis, rendering the extensive and valuable docks 
and warehouses appropriated during many years to 
the India trade no longer available, and thrdWing 
out of employment thousands of persons hitherto 
dependent upon their establishments; the impossi
bility it would involve of regulating the supplies by 
the demand, which was the effect of the Company's 
sales,-the Company keeping back, even to their 
own loss, the goods they imported, when they found 
that the market was overstocked. But the chief 
points upon which they rested their objections were; 
the impossibility of preventing smuggling in Britain; 
and checking the unlicensed and unlawful naviga
tion in the Indian seas, which must result from ex
tending the trade to otper ports than that of Lon
don. The replies of the representatives of the out·' 
ports were, either of a general tenor, the same with 
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BOOK I. which the principle or-the Company's monopoly had 
CRAP. 'VIII. b "l-.l h " II _.l " een aSSaI t:U; or t ey were specla y urh~ ~omnst 

1813.. the limitation of the import trade to the port of 
London, which they denounced as unneces...o;ary, un
just, and impolitic. It was not necessary for the pro
tection of the revenue, for experience had shown 
that the Government duties could be levied else
where "ith as much regularity and security as in 
London: it was unjust, because every meI"('8.Iltile 
place was entitled to the same protection as the capi
tal; and it would be only a transfer of the monopoly 
from the East India Company to the merchants of 
London, to give to them alone- the privilege of im
porting goods from India: and it was impolitic, be
cause the superior dispatch and economy of the out
ports were requisite to secure an equality in the 
market with foreign nations. "~ith regru:d to the 
duties, the Ministers also took the care of them 
upon' them...<;el'\"es, their realisation being more the 
business of the State than of the Company; and 
they would not admit that any greater danger could 
accrue to the Company's authority in India from the 
homeward than the outward trade, as the incre&-ed 
resort of Europeans to India was quite as likely to 
be the consequence of the one as of the otller. The 
Court of Directors had also impaired the force of 
their own objections on tbis ground, by acceding to 
the unlimited extension of the outward-bound trade 
to any of the ports of the United Kingdom. 1\0t
withstanding this palpable objection to the argu
ments of the Court, the davgers resulting from tbe 
opening of tlIe trnlie to their political interests were 
p\"('~ed upon tlIe Ministers with still more urgent'",Y 
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than the peril of their commercial; and their tt>nrne BOOIt L 

of the sovereignty of India was declared to be con- CJIAP. no. 

tingent upon the prest>nation of their mercantile 1113-

pri \ileges. The dangers were of two kinds,-one 
financial. one political. 

The ret'enues of British India, it was affinned, had 
net'er been eqoal to the territorial charges: the de
lidt had been made good partly by money borrowed 
t>ither in India or in England, and partly by the pro
fits of the Company's trade. Large payments on ac
rollOt of Indian loans, and of expenses growing ont 
of the Indian system,--such as, the supplies of stores 
and the pensions of retired offiCt>ts. ciril and mili
tary,-had also to be made in England; for which 
the commercial capital of the Company was wholly 
insufficient, and (oJ' which the SUIrut required were 
raised by remittances of goods from India or China, 
and the pl"OCffds of the sales at the India House. 
Shoold these sources o( supply fail in consequence 
of the dit'E~l'sion of the trade to printe hands. money 
would be wanting (or current disbUlSt>ments: and, 
shoold the profits o( the trade be taken ~way. the 
excess o( the charge of the Indian territory. the inte
I't'St of the debt, and the diridends on the stock could 
no longer be prorided (or; in which ca...;;e the Com
pany's stock would be mueless, and their obligations 
rould not be dL'lCh:uged. The business o( the In
dian administration could no longer be carried on 
by them, and the rescission o( their commercial priri
I~ was therefore equhalent to the annihilation of 
tht'ir political eDstt>nce,-to the subt'ersion o( that 
~ystem which the sen.;;e of the nation, the testimony 
of all r~ng Administrations, and the prof~ions 
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BOOK I. of the present Ministers, agreed to recognise as that 
CHAP. VnI. which was best fitted to maintain the British domi-

1813. nion in India. These arguments were, however, 
disposed of in a great measure by the continuance 
to the Company of the monopoly of the tea-trade, 
from which it was admitted that their commercial 
profits ~ere principally, if not wholly, derived. How 
far their territorial expenses had been defrayed by 
their commercial gains, was also a matter of some 
uncertainty, as the accounts of both had been hi
therto blended in such a manner as to render it 
difficult to distinguish to which head many of the 
charges correctly appertained. According to the 
Company's: adversaries, the Company's investments 
were largely indebted to the territorial revenue. 

Thus driven from all the disputed posts,-most of 
which, to say the truth, were utterly untenable,-the 
Company had recourse to their last great stay, the 
danger of an unlimited resort of Europeans to 
India. It was asserted that merchants and agents 
would of necessity follow the trade, and that great 
numbers of persons' would settle in the country, 
upon whose steps craftsmen and labourers would 
necessarily follow; and European colonization, how
ever slowly, would surely take place. Once esta
blished, it would, after the example of the Ame
rican colonies, lead to independence, and India 
would be lost to Great Britain. Even before this 
consummation took place, extreme embarrassment 
'and no small peril would be encountered. The 
weak and timid natives of India would be the vic..; 
tims of European fierceness and brute force. If they 
failed to resist, they would be subject to cruelty and 
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oppression, which the Company's functionaries would BOOK I. 

be unable to prevent: if, taking courage from their CHAP. VUI. 

numbers, they ventured at resistance, scenes of tu- 1813. 

InuIt and bloodshed must follow, which 'couId not 
fail to menace the stability of British rule. In either 
case there was an immediate or a remote danger 
that the loss of India would follow the opening of 
the trade. 

These apprehensions had, as above remarked, been 
partly neutralized by the assent which the Court had 
actually given to the extension of the trade to India, 
and it was not difficult to show that they were exag
gerated and visionary. The resort of Europeans grow
ing out of the' agency of commerce could neither be 
numerous nor mischievous. It would be necessarily 
confined to the principal settlements, where alone 
trade could be largely and profitably carried on, and 
where the persons engaged in it would be immedi
ately under the eye of the most efficient and power
ful officers of the state. The class of persons who 
would take up their abode there would be peaceable 
merchants, factors, and agents; not classes amongst 
whom matter deep and dangerous to the povem
ment was likely to be fostered. Labour in India 
was too plentiful and too cheap to hold out any in
ducement to the most numerous and disorderly 
classes of the community at home to emigrate, and 
all danger of popular commotion from such a source 
was therefore imaginary. But, it was argued, some 
of the settlers would attach themselves to the soil, 
and a class of agricultural as well as commercial co
lonists would be' formed, by whom ultimate inde
pendence would be achieved. To the objection, that 
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BOOK I. the land was fully occupied, that there was no room 
CHAP. vm. for new cultivators, the answer was, that the new 

1813. colonists would displace the natives; but this could 
be effected only in one of two ways-by violence, or 
by purchase. The former implied that there was 
neither law nor government in the country, and 
counted vastly too much upon the non-resistance of 
the natives, who have everywhere been found ready 
to fight for their lands, and who in many parts of 
India are destitute neither of strength nor spirit. 
Purchase involved the transfer of capital from Eng
land to India, to be invested in property of very 
equivocal advantage at least, and little likely to be 
attended with profit under European management 
and the Company's revenue enactments. The cli
mate and the habits of the two people rendere~ it 
utterly impossible that a Europeau should compete 
with a native farmer in the cultivation of crops of 
rice, and the c1aims of the state to three-fifths of the 
net produce held out little prospect to the European 
cultivator of realising a fortune. It was not to be 
doubted also, that the climate, in some parts of India 
at least, was unfavourable to the full developement • 
of the European organisation; and, with diminished 
physical energy, would engender an inferior de
gree of intellectual vigour: so that the children of 
Europeans, born and bred in the country, would 
sensibly degenerate; and the course of a few gene
rations would, in all probability, find them rather 
below, than above, the level of the native pop';liation. 
These were facts, however, unknown, or kept out of 
sight, by those who held out colonization and inde
pendence as bug-bears to the advocates of free trade; 
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and the phantoms had 80 far an influence upon the BOOK L 

determinations of the GoTernment, that it was auP. nu. 

thought adTisable to take precautions to preTent 1811. 

their substantial existence. It was agreed that no 
persons, except those in the Company's employ. 
should be alloW'ed to go to India as residents, with-
out a licence either from the Company or the 
Board of Controul; and that the Indian GOTem-
ments should retain authority to send out of the 
eountry any individual from 'Whom they might 
think it adrisable to withdraw the licence to reside 
in India. This was considered a sufficient conces-
((ion to the real or afl'ected panic of the Court. And 
W'ith n>gard to any embarrassments that might arise 
from the diminish~ remittances from India to meet 
th~ demands upon the Company. the Ministers en-
gaged that, if it should arise without any fault of the 
Company. they 'Would use their influence with Par
liament to afford the neressary relief, as far as equi-
Talent means might exist in India.-

The improbability of the extension of the trade, 
and the great risk attending the attempt to effect; its 
extension, 'Were the especial points 'Which the C-om
paDy endeaToured, by the 'Witnesses W'hom they 
~led, to imp~ upon the Parliament; and 'With 
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BOOK I. this view several of their inost distingw' shed servants 
CHA.P. VUl. 

---were interrogated before the House. The first per-
)813. son called was Warren Hastings; and, as if impelled 

by a sudden conviction of the undeserved severity 
with which he had been treated by a former House 
of Commons, and by a spontaneous wish to offer him 
such· atonement as a unanimous tribute of personal 
l'espect could render, the members rose, as one body, 
upon his entrance into the House; and stood until he 
had assumed his seat within the bar.· Similar indi
cations of veneration accompanied his withdrawal. 
The House of Lords received him also with marked· 
Courtesy arid attention. The contrast between his 
position now, and that which he held in the same 
presence twenty-seven years before, when he was 
arraigned of atrocious crimes and misdemeanors ~e
fore both Honses, must have been some, though a 
tardy and insufficient, compensation for the unmerit
ed neglect in which he had since passed his unob
trusive life.l His evidence was confirmatory of the 
~ssertions Of the Company. He expressed it as his 
opinion, that if Europeans were admitted generally 
to go into the country, to mix with the inhabitants 
or form establishments among-st them, the conse
quence would certainly and inevitably be the ruin of 
the country: they would insult, plunder, and oppress 
the natives, and no laws enacted from home could 
prevent them from committing acts of licentiousness 
of every kind with impunity. A general feeling of 
hostility to the Government would be excited; and 

I Of his reception he merely remarks, in a letter to a young friend, "I 
have lately received two most convincing and affecting proofs of my having 
outlived all the prejudices which have dnring so many past years prevailed 
against me."-Life of Warren Hastings, iii. 458. 
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although the armed force might be of sufficient BOOK L 

strength to suppress any overt acts of insurrec~ion, CHAP. VIIL 

yet the stability of the empire lllust be endangered 18l3. 

by universal discontent. The opinions of Lord 
Teignmouth, Colonel Malcolm, Colonel Munro, and 
other distinguished servants of the Company were 
of a similar tendency, and deprecated strongly the 
unrestricted admission of Europeans to the interior 
of the country. Experience bad proved, they 
affirmed, that it was difficult to impress even upon 
the servants of the Company, whilst in their novi-
ciate, a due regard for the feelings and habits of the 
people; and Englishmen of classes less under the 
observation of the superior authorities were notori-
ous for the contempt with which, in their national 
arrogance and ignorance, they contemplated the 
usages and institutions of the natives, and for their 
frequent nisregard of the dictates of humanity and 
justice in their dealings with the people of India. 
The natives, although timid and feeble in some 
places, were not without strength and resolution in 
others; and instances had occurred where their re
sentment had proved formidable to their oppressors. 
It was difficult, if not impossible, to afford them 
protection, for· the Englishman was amenable only 
to the courts of British law established at the 
Presidencies; and although the local magistrate had 
.the power of sending him thither for trial, yet, to 
impose upon the native complainants and witnesses 
the obligation of repairing many hundred miles to 
obtain redress, was to subject them to delay, fatigue, 
and expense, which would be more intolerable than 
the injury they had suffered. There was in fact, 
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BOOK I. therefore, no redress; and the only security that ihe 
CHAP. vm. natives enjoyed was the power vested in the Govern-

l8l3. merit of removing .~ troublesome and mischievous 
European from the provinces to the Presidency, or 
even, if necessary, of sending him altogether out of 
India. As long as those powers contintled to be 
vested in the local Governments, and as long as the 
resort of Europeans to India was regulated by 
licences granted by the authorities either in Eng
land or in India, it was thought by some of the wit
nesses that no great danger was to be apprehended. 
According to Colonel Malcolm, however, the re
strictions could not be too stringent or severe! 

In aU the questions, however, to which these replies 
were given, it was assumed that not only an unre
stricted but an unlimited and numerous influx of 
Europeans would follow· the opening of the trade, 
and that the Europeans would settle as colonists. 
Admitting the inferences to be legitimate, the pre
mises did not appear to all the witnesses to be 
equally indisputable. Thus Colonel Munro, in parti
cular, stated his opinion that, although in the first 
instance the number of Europeans might be con
siderably augmented, yet by degrees that number 
would be limited by the amount of the trade, for 
the regulation of which alone their residence would 
be advantageous. They would not become manu
facturers, on account of the superior skill and eco
nomy of the natives; they could not hold land, as 
that was prohibited by the Company's regulations: 

1 See Minutes of Evidence taken before the Select Committees of both 
Houses of Parliament in ISIS, printed by order of the Court of Directors 
for the information of the Proprietors. 
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and, supposing it to be desirable that the law were BOOK I. 

repealed, it was not likely that Europeans could co- cau. vw. 

Ionize to any extent; they would be borne down by 1813. 

the superior population of the natives, more indus-
trious and economical than themselves. 

The several "itnesses agreed also as to the impro
bability of the trade with India being susceptible of 
any material extension. The simple hlV>i~ of the 
people, taught them by the nature of the climate and 
the condition of society, rendered them, even where 
able to purchase superfluities, little inclined to pro
vide them. A few opulent natives at the chief 
cities occasionally purchased articles of European 
furniture and apparel, in compliment to their Euro
pean friends, but commonly put them aside and 
made no use of them! Their superfluous wealth 
was expended in the marriages of their children or 
at religious festivals, in domestic indulgences or on 
the ornaments of their women. The vast majority 
of the people were, however, devoid of the means of 
buying European manufactures, even if there existed 
amongst them any propensity to make use of them.' 

I A fourth of tbe _d share of the prize-money of Seriugapatam was 
to be paid to the N iam, aDd, with • prudent ft'gard for the intereste of 
British trade, the Governm~nt o( Madru thougbt it npt'«iieDt to convert 
the amount into broad-cloth, plate, cbina, glaas and the like, in order to 
Initiate hie HigbDeu and hi. Court into • taste for the elegant superftuities 
o( Eu~.peu living. The articles were graciously reeeived ; but all were 
eoaaigned to the Toabak-kbaDa, or magazine o( I'IU'e aDd nluable commo
ditira. On viaiting this magazine, the Resident found many rooms liUed 
from the floor to the ceiling with Europeu artides, moat of which had been 
pl'e8<'ntt'd to the Niauu aDd his father by the GoYel1lora of the Fft'Dch and 
English aettlelDt'nte: lOme .. old .. the time of Dupleasy aDd 8U88Y, &eDt 
dift'Ct from the court of Louis XV. Of coune the greater portion had 
bec:ome the oeste o( the white aDt aDd the motb.-Evide.uc:e o( T. Syden
ham, Esq. before the Houae of Commooa; Minute., p. 627. 

• Various testimonies were glftIJ o( the c:heapn_ o( labour and the 
trifling UDOUDt sufficient for the maiDtenaDc:e of the natiYeli. According to 
"'turoa obtai.oed by CoiOilei Munro whilst ur India, upoa • populatioa o( 
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BOOK I. Here, again, the same sagacious officer, Colonel 
~HAP. VIII. Munro, placed the question in its true light. AI~ 

1813. though he admitted that the Hindu was as unal
terable in his habits as it was possible to be, and had 
in all probability adhered to them ever since he was 
first known to the Greek invaders of his country, yet 
he denied that the people of India entertained any 
invincible prejudices against. foreign fabrics: it was 
entirely a question of price: whenever we could 
undersell the Hindus in any article which they 
required, it would find its way into the interior of 
the country without much help from the British 
merchant, and in spite of all regulations to prevent 
it. At the same time, he did not conceive it likely 
that there would be such a reduction of price as" 
could bring British . manufactures into competition 
with those the natives required and could produce 
in their own country. He was not aware what ele
mEmts were even then at work to r~se the British 
manufacture of one of the necessaries of life, cotton 
Cloth, upon the ruin of the fabrics of India. 

A question of still graver importance, although 
not affecting the continuance of the Company's pri
vileges, was the expedience of adopting measures for 
the dissemination of Christianity amongst the natives 
of India. The advantages of placing the Company's 
chaplains under episcopal authority had been pressed 
upon the attention of the Company and the public 

two millions of inhabitants, the average annual expenditure of each indi
vidual for clothes, food, furniture, and all the necessaries of life, did not 
exceed 268.: the average expenditure of the rich being 40 •• ; that of thll 
middling classes, comprising the whole of the agricultural and manufac
turing classes, 27,.; and that of the poorest, ISs. It was not likely that 
any of these classes should furnish consumers of European commodities.-
Min. of Evidence p. 204. -
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some years before, 1 and the Administration was will- BOOK I. 

ing to give effect, in part, to the arrangements so _CH_A_p._v_m_. 

suggested. The appointment of a bishop and arch- 1813. 

deacons was calculated to give consistency and vigour 
to the clerical establishment of British India, and was 
not likely to excite any hostile feelings amongst the 
nati ves, as long as they had no cause to suspect that 
it was the purpose of the Government to employ 
such agency as instruments of their conversion. To 
this extent, therefore, the Ministers and the Company 
were disposed to go: but there were not wanting a 
number of zealous persons who endeavoured to force 
upon them the adoption of provisions in the new 
charter for the communication of the light of Chris-
tianity to the benighted· heathens of India, and for 
affording sufficient opportunities to the benevolent 
persons who should be desirous of going to India for 
that purpose; or, in other words, to authorise and 
assist the exertions of the missionaries. Petitions to 
this effect had been presented to both Houses of Par
liament, and the members naturally therefore wished 
to hear the sentiments of those who were best quali-
fied to judge of the probable consequences of any at-
tempt of the Government to introduce the Christian 
religion. There was no hesitation or disagreement in 
the reply. All concurred in asserting that not only 
the attempt, but any notion amongst the natives that 
such an attempt would be made, was pregnant with 
the most fatal consequences: it would not only defeat 
the object for which it was made, and prevent the 
diffusion of that religion it was intended to establish, 

I In a ml'moir on the expediency of an Ecclesiastical establishment fur 
British India, by the Rev. Claud ins Buchanan, 1805. 

VOL. I. .~ 1\1 
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BOOK I. but would lead to universal fear and discontent, and 
CHAP. VIIL wOilld in all likelihood end in the overthrow of the 

1813., British empire. Divided as were the people of the 
country by religious differences and distinctions of 
caste, any dread of violence to their several forms of 
belief would unite them in a ;common cause; would 
convert timidity into desperation, and subordination 
into defiance; and would kindle a Hame which, in 
its progress, would destroy not only the British Go
vernment, but all who professed the faith it was 
designed to propagate. Even Lord Teignmouth, 
although connected with the religious party, ad
mitted that considerable peril might be apprehended 
from indiscreet zeal; that,from the experience which 
the natives had had of the disposition·.of the Govern
ment during very many years to pay every attention 
to their civil and religious prejudices, they never 
could be brought to believe that it meant to impose 
upon them the religion of this country; that any 
enactment for the conversion of the natives, having 
the appearance of a compulsory law upon their con
sciences, would be attended with very great danger; 
and that it would be advisable to leave in the 
hands of the local Government the controul to be 
exercised over persons professing to teach Christi
nity in India.1 

A variety of conflicting evidence relating to the 

I See the Resolutions of a meeting of the Protestant Society for the pro· 
tection of Religious Liberty, 2nd March, 181S ; Papers., &c. 216 : of a spe
cial meeting of the Church Missionary Society, 24th April, 1818; of the 
meetings of the members of the Church of Scotland, the Wesleyans, Bap
tists, and others, in March and April, 1813 ; in the Missionary Register for 
April of that year. The subject was also warmly discussed in various 
pamphlets: Lord Teignmouth and Mr. Fuller taking the lead on the side of 
missionary encouragement; and Messrs. Scott Waring, and T. Twining, 
among those who denied its expedience or safety. 
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difficulty of repressing smuggling" al).d. the expe- BOOK I. 

dience of continuing the China monopoly, was also CUAP. VlII. 

heard. The officers of the outports genera.lly main- . .1813. 

tained that there existed as much. security for the 
realisation of the duties at .the several harbours as 
in London. The weight of authority,.however, was 
against them; and difficulty. was anticipated, al-
though it might not be insuperable. The evi-
dence of the Company's officers who had resided in 
China was also of a character. more, entitled to 
credit than that of the merchants, who attempted to 
qualify or deny the descriptiQna whicq were given 
by Sir G. Staunton and Mr. Davies of the peculiari-
ties under which the trade with the Chinese was 
conducted, and the danger of its being lost should 
an indiscriminate traffic be allowed. 

On the 25th of May the subj~t was again brought 
before the House of Commons. Lord Castlereagh, 
presuming that the members were .now in possession 
of the evidence, was desirous of entering upo:Q.the 
discussion, and coming to a conclusion without fur
ther delay. Some opposition was. made to an 
early day, on the ground of there not being time to 
read over the minutes of evidence; but it was over
ruled, and on the 31st the House went into a Com
mittee on the Resolutions. The first resolution 
purported that the privileges, authorities, and immu
nities granted to the East India Company by any 
acts of parliament then in force, should be con
tinued for a further period of time to be limite~, 
except as far as hereafter modified and repealed. 
In objecting to this, Mr. Broce, the Company's his
toriographer, recapitulated the history of the Com-

2M2 

• 
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BOOK I. pnny. the attempts that had be<-n msdl' to intl'rfN'e 
caAP.1'11I. with their t'xclusit"e right..~ the little suc."Ct"SS with 

1813. whieh they had been attt'nded. and the seni("('S 
rendered to the tracll'., and the prosperity of the 
statt', by the C-ompnny; and he argued that any 
dt'yiation from the existing system would be pro
duetit"e of dangers and I&..""Q('S both rommerdal 
and politieal. of the destruetion of the Company's 
trade both with India and China, and of the sub
version of their Indian empire. It would be a 
melaneboly refll"etion. he roncludl"tl. to hue lit"ed 
to see one political and financial error lose to the 
rountry its Amerienn rolonies; and to be ronnneed 
that the proposed resolutions, if passed into a law 
in opposition to a most full and romplete body of 
endenee, would in a short time probably lose its 
Indian empire to Great. Britain.' He was follo'l"("(l 
by Mr. Charles Grant junior. who iDlp~ upon 
the House the peril of disturbing a system of llll

ministration undel' whieh the people of India were 
Prosllerous and happy. for the sake of imaginary 
rommerdal adnntages whieh never rould be I'\"

ali~. The good of the people of Imlia was the 
real point at L'\SUe; and this rould not be promot("(1 
by letting loo..~ amongst tht'm a host of desperate, 
needy adt"enturers, who..~ atroeious ronduct in Ame
rica and in Africa afforded sufficient indication of 
the erus they would inflict upon India. Tbe Com
pany bad been ("barged "ith bat"ing excited wal'S 

in Iudia, aud furnished an exeeption to the general 
role that lleaee and trnnquillity were the iUSC:'I"\"-

I SQ~ ofIMS~"of J.~. E. ..... ; Bla('1., Parry,s. Co., l~lS: 
also "aMlml's Iloobalt'ls, 31st May, lstS. 
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rable attendants of commerce: and by whom was BOOK I. 

this charge made? by the advocates of the slave- CHAP. VIIL 

trade, the people of Liverpool. The natives of India 1813. 

deprecated all change: he gave utterance to their 
prayers when he conjured the House not to make 
them the subjects of perilous speculation, and, for 
the sake of local insignificant interests, barter away 
their happiness. The commercial merits of the 
question were more particularly dwelt upon by the 
father of this speaker, Mr. Charles Grant senior, 
who, as Chairman and member of the Court of Di-
rectors, and a gentleman of great ability and expe-
rience, had taken the lead in the defence of the 
Company's privileges. He urged the arguments al-
ready adverted to, of the impossibility of materially 
extending the trade, which he was satisfied to ob-
scrve was now generally admitted. lIe denied that 
the union of the character of merchant and sove-
rcign was prejudicial to the country over which the 
Company ruled; that any loss had attended their 
commercial transactions, the commerce having not 
only supported itself, but contributed to the ex-
penses of the administration of the territory: he as-
serted that the remittances made to England were 
necessary for territorial charges in that country; and 
that they were better effected through goods than 
the bills of private merchants, of whose solvency 
they could not always feel secure. He maintained 
the right of the Company to their territorial posses-
sions, having been acquired at their own hazard and 
expense. In reply to the inconsistency of appre
hending a dangerous resort of Europeans to India if 
merchandise were brought from thence to the out-
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BOOK I. ports, and not anticipating the same from vessels 
CHAP. VIII. fitted out by them for the export trade, he observed 

1813. that, if ships were not allowed to carry their return 
cargoes to the outports, the ships fitted out from 

,/ those ports would be comparatively few. Of the re
ality of the danger, the whole body of the evidence 
was full. The transfer of the trade from London to 
the outports would yield no advantages to the king
dom at large; whilst it would be injurious to the 
metropolis, and dangerous to India. 

, Amongst the speakers on the opposite side, Mr. 
Canning was principally distinguished. He very 
justly observed, that, of all the questions ever dis
cussed in the House of Commons, the present was 
one in which on both sides the greatest exagge
ration prevailed. . He bore ~o enmity to the Com
pany, and was desfrous of supporting all their just 
claims: but he could not admit their claim to the 
rightful sovereignty of India.; or that the anomaly 
of their position should impair the principle, that, 
whenever British subjects acquired dominion, it was 
comprehended within the permaneut dominion of 
the empire. When Parliament were legislating on 
the government and commerce of India, it was as 
clearly c~mpetent to do so, as to enact laws respect
ing any other British possessions properly denomi
nated colonies. He would admit, however, the 
Company· to retain their sovereign capacity as a 
concession, not as a right; but, if it "should seem 
good· to take it away, it was the right of the Par
liament so to legislate, and not in the right of the 
East {India Company to plead their possession. 
Withr~gard to the objections offered to the open-
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ing of the trade on account of the anticipated mis- BOOK I. 

conduct of those who would engage in it, he thought CHAP. VIII. 

it was rather hard and unprecedented language for 1813. 

the advocates of the Company to say to the mer
chants," You are a pack of piratical ragamuffins, who 
want to lay our villages in r~ins and blood, and to 
carry away our children into captivity: we have 
heard of the horrible traffic you carried on for the 
slave-trade a century without shame, and would not 
abandon without a struggle." Fortunately for the . 
private trader, the right and power of interference 
did exist in Parliament, who would consider the 
question in all its bearings, without heeding the 
exaggerated pretensions of those commercial lords 
of Asia to dominions acquired by British enterprise, 
and,yet held by British arms. 

After witnessing the changes in the systems of 
judicature and revenue, and in the military organi
sation, which had been effected by the Company's 
Governments, he could not believe in the alleged 
immutability of the native character and habit, 
which was to render impracticable any extension of 
the trade with them; and still less could he imagine 
that a people, who had been quiet and submissive 
for three thousand years, should lose those qualities. 
all of a sudden if a 'few pedlars were allowed to 
travel in the country with a pack of scissors or 
other hardware at their backs. The question was, 
not the admission of British merchants to trade 
without restrictions, but their trading subject to 
restrictions and regulations. He conceived the ge
neral principle to be pretty well disposed of, except 
between the classes who went to the extreme 
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BOOK I. length of contending, on the one side, that the 
CHAP. Ville Company should be abolished, and those who, on 

1813. the other, maintained that not a single feather 
should be taken from their plume of sovereignty; 
but whilst he did not apprehend any insuperable 
difficulty in providing for the government of India 
independent of the Company, yet he was ready to 
admit that the system had many advantages, and 
was desirous to continue it in their hands as long 
as it did not degenerate into a system of exclusion. 
The first resolution was carried without a division. 

The second resolution, proposing to continue the 
monopoly of the tea-trade with the Company, was 
discussed on the succeecling day. It encountered 
some opposition from Mr. Marryatt, Mr. Ponsonby, 
and Sir J. Newport; who argued that it was impo
litic and unjust to exclude British subjects from a 
trade to which foreigners were admitted, and that, 
by opening the trade, the public would be supplied 
with better tea at a lower price, the prices of teas in 
America being much lower than those at the Com
pany's sales. In reply it was asserted, that the 
Company put up their teas at little more than cost 
price; and that, if the rates were enhanced by the 

• buyers, it was their act, not the Company's. Whilst 
also it was not denied that the American prices 
were lower, it was asserted by Mr. Grant that the 
comparison was fallacious; as the articles, although 
bearing similar appellations, were entirely different, 
and the American teas were of inferior quality. 
This was contradicted; but the arguments which 
had influenced the Select Committee-the fear of 
exciting the jealousy and provoking the opposition 
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of the Chinese Government, and the inexpediency BOOK I. 

of hazarding valuable and readily realisable revenue CHAP. VIlL 

which the duty on tea under the present system 1813. 

secured,-proved successful; and this resolution was 
also carried without a division. The other resolu-
tions, with reservation of the third, seventh, eighth, 
and thirteenth, were also agreed to. 

On the 2nd of June the discussion of the third 
resolution took place. This resolution, which gave 
permission to the ships of private merchants to sail 
from any port in Great Britain to any port within 
the limits of the Company's charter, and to return 
to certain of the outports, had been qualified by 
various clauses, having for their object both the 
security of the Company and individuals; the most 
important of them making it necessary for vessels 
tradini with India to have licences from the Com
pany, but empowering the Board of Controul to 
issue licences when refused by the Court of Di
rectors, if not satisfied with the grounds of the 
refusal. The debate was opened with a speech 
from Mr. Rickards, objeeting altogether to the con
tinuance of the Company's privileges, and denying 
the existence M that prosperity amongst the people 
of India which they had been described as enjoying 
under the Company's administration; attributing 
much of the misery that existed to the pressure 
upon the national industry arising from the "Com
pany's monopoly, and looking for its relief only to 
the extension of a demand for the produce of the 
country through the"enterprise ofthe private trader. 
lIe was replied to by Mr. Grant. The singUlar
ity of the debate was a long and elaborate speech 
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BOOK I. from 'Mr. Tierney, who, in opposition to the senti
CHAP. vm. ments of his colleagues, maintained that, looking 

1813. to the distinguished character and generally con
curring tenor of the evidence adduced in favour of 
the Company, and the total absence of any evi
dence on the opposite part, the existing system 
ought not to be interfered with. In fact, there was 
a gross inconsistency in the resolution: a Court 
of Directors" that could .. not be trusted with the 
commerce of India, was to be confirmed in the go
vernment,..;.;....twenty-four execrable merchants were 
to make excellent political governors! But there 
was no charge against the Company: the main object 
of the act -of 1793, the happiness of sixty millions, 
had been attained., The government of India, he 
asserted, was well and ably administered, and was 
not to be 1 subverted 'for, the sake of a littl~ more 
trade. Ainongst all the arguments in favour of the 
benefits that were to accrue to the people of India 
from a free trade, he had never heard it proposed to 
allow one manufacture of India to be freely import ... 
ed into ,Great Britain; It was true that they would 
allow cotton-twist ~ , but then, having found out that 
they could weave by means of mac'linery cheaper 
than the Indians, they said to them, " Leave off 
weaving; supply, us with the raw material, and we 
will weave for yoU."l Now, although this was a na-

I 'The history of the trade of cotton cloths with India affords a singular 
exemplification of the inapplicability to all times and circumstances of that 
principle of free trade which advocates the nnrestricted admission of a 
cheap article, in place or protecting by heavy duties a dearer one of home 
manufacture. It is also a melancholy instanoe of the wrong done to India 
by tbe country on which she had become dependent. It was stated in 
evidence that the cotton and silk goods of India up to this period could be 
sold for a profit in the British market at a price from fifty to sixty per cent. 
lower than those fabricated in England. It consequently became neceisary 
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tural principle enough for merchants and manufac- BOOK I. 

turers, it was rather too much to talk of the philan- CHAP. vw. 

. thropy of it, or to rank the supporters of it as in a 181a. 

peculiar degree the friends of India. If, instead of 
calling themselves the friends of that country, they 
should profess themselves its enemies, what more 
could they do than advise the endeavour to crush 
all Indian manufacture 1 What would be said of 
the East India Company if. they were to show as 
decided a preference to the manufactures of the 
natives of India under their protection as we did to 
the manufactures of England r It appeared to him 
that ,the alterations in the resolutions had been pro-
posed for no other purpose than to conciliate the 
clamour of the merchants, and 'he would defy any 
man.. to point out anything like the good of India 
being the object of ,any of the resolutions. In con
clusion, he expressed his opinion that either the 
present system must be maintained, or the Com-
pany set aside altogether. Lord Castlereagh, in 
reply to 1\1r. Tierney, urged adherence to the middle 
course which had been proposed by the Ministers. 
In the adjourned debate on the following day, 1\1r. 
Sullivan recapitulated the circumstances which had 

to protect the latte/: by duties of seventy and eighty per cent. on their value, 
or by positive prohibition. Had this not been the case, had not such 
prohibitory duties and decrees existed, the mills of Paisley and of Man
chester would have been stopped in their outset, and could scarcely have 
been again let in motion, even by the powen of steam. They were created 
by the sa<;rifice of the Indian manufacture. Had India been independent, 
she would have retaliated; would have imposed preventive duties upon 
British goods, and would thus have preserved her own productive indus
try from annihilation. This act of self-defence was not pl'rmitted her; 
ahe was at the mercy of the strangl'r. British goods were forced upon her 
without paying any duty; and the foreign manufacturer employed the 
arm of political injustice to keep down and ultimately strangle a compe-. 
titor with whom he could not hu.ve contended on equal terms. 
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BOOK L taken place on the renewal of the charter of 1793. 
CIIAP. vm. and the measures advocated in 1800 by lIra Dundas 

181~ for the extension of private trade. by the admi.."8ion 
of India-built shipping belonging to merchants in 
India at that time, and obsen-ed that all the argu
ments brought forward against the prop06itions now 
before the House were then urged with greater 
force and ability thaq was now eyinced in the dis
cussion: the result of a compromise made with the 
Company had demonstrated the futility of all objec
tions against the private trade, which had largely 
increased during the period of the charter. lIr. 
Prothero nndicated the merchants of the outpom 
from the sarcastic observations of lIra Tierney, and 
maintained that they had shown their moderation 
in not insisting upon larger coneessions than it 
had been deemed expedient to grant. lIr. Baring 
denied the advantages, and expatiated on the dan
gers of augmenting the facilities already given to 
llrivate trade. Several other members took part in 
the debate; but the discu..."8ion tumed chiefly upon 
the general merits of the measure, and went over 
the grounds previously exhausted. The resolution 
was carried without a division; and the remaining 
.resolutions being agreed to, with a reservation that 
some of them would be considered more fully on 
the bringing up of the report, the lIou...<;e was re
sumed, and the report of the Committee, consisting 
of the resolutions in detail, was received.1 

On the 14th, when the report was taken into 
consideration, Sir J. Newport moved that it should 
be po6tpoued to that day three mouths, expressly 

• See AppnMliL 
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with a view of inducing the House in the next lIeS- BOOK L 

sion to abolish the monopoly altogether. Lord £u .. ~ nu. 

Castlereagh expressed his opinion that wch an abo- 1113. 

lition would be a serious calamity, and that Ministe~ 
would be guilty of a dereliction of duty if they 
agreed to any postponement of the question. Mr. 
'Vhitbread passed some severe strictures on the 
Ministers for culpable delay in bringing the question 
forward, and then hurrying it to a decision: he ac-
cused Lord Castlereagh of inconsistency. who, when 
President of the Board of Controul nine years before, 
had declared that the Company was unable, and 
ought not, to exist longer; and yet now argued that 
it ought to be supported. lie completely agreed 
with" the sentiments which had been expressed by 
Lord Grenville in the House of Lo~ di"lputed the 
euJogium which had been passed upon the Com-
pany's administration, considered the evidence given 
in their behalf as prejudiced and contradictory, and 
declared that the information was insufficient: one 
thing only was clear, there should be no compromise; 
if the Company ought to be destroyed, destroy it; 
if it ought to be maintained, maintain it: he Toted 
for further delayo Mr_ Tierney also urged delay, 
which Mr. Canning opposed; and, upon a division, the 
amendment was rejected by a considerable majority-
The debate on the resolutions was adjourned. 

On resuming the discussion on the 14th June, 
Mr. Howorth argued the necessity of asserting in 
the preamble a declaration of the sovereignty of 
India residin~ in the Crown; and Sir J. Ne"'POrt 

" proposed a motion to that eB"ect. Lord Castlereagh 
objected to the amendment, that it ,,-as unnecessary; 
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BOOK L that it was raising a doubt where none had been 
CHA~. VnI. suggested; and that it would be well to consider 

1813. what Parliament had done on a former ·occasion, 
when the charter was renewed, and when it had not 
been thought advisable to accompany resolutions of 
a practical and specific character with principles of 
universal applicability. Mr. Grant said that the 
East India Company had never laid claim to the 
sovereignty of the country; they had· only asserted 
that right in the soil which they conceived to be 
given them by the charter. The amendment was ne
gatived. Lord Castlereagh then moved that the 
term for the duration of the charter should be twenty 
years, which Mr. Ponsonby proposed should be 
shortened to ten; in which he was supported by Mr. 
Creevey, who, however~' gave a decided negative to 
the whole of the resolution. Lord Castlereagh main
tained that a period of less than twenty years would 
be insufficient to enable Parliament to judge of the 
merits or defects of the system about to be esta
blished, and reri:tinded the House that they retained 
the power of superintending aud controuling the 
proceedings both of the Company and the Ministers 
Mr. Canning voted for the shorter period; and Mr. 
Whitbread declared that, from what he had heard in 
the course of the debate, he should vote against 
the resolution. The Company had governed Indi;t 
badly, and had no right to the monopoly of the 
trade with either India or China. The amendment 
was rejected, but the minority was considerable. 
On the duration of the exclusive trade to China 
Mr. Canning also divided the House, proposing to 
limit it to ten years; a motion intended, no doubt, 
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to propitiate his Liverpool constituents. .It was car- BOOK I. 

ried agl\.inst him. An attempt was made, upon the CHAP. vm. 

third reading of the resolution, by Mr. Baring,. to 1813. 

restrict the return trade to' the port of London at 
least for a period of five years: but it was vigorously 
opposed by' the representatives of the maritime 
towns, and especiaIly by Mr .. Canning, who de
nounced the proposition as' 'an insidious attempt to 
destroy the whole scheme which Parliament had de-

. vised; for the outports, thwarted, crippled, and con
fined by such a regulation, would abandon the trade, 
and then the Company would again possess its mo~ 
nopoly undisturbed. The resolution was carried. 
Some further discussion ensued upon other clauses, 
and·resolutions, but they were agreed to.; except the, 
thirteentb, the debate on which was adjourned I it 
being understood that a biIl should be, in. the mean 
time, brought in on the other resolutions,' and that 
they should be sent to tbe Lords. ..:. 

The thirteenth resolution, .the object of which 
professed to be the affording of facilities and encou .. 
ragement to missionaries, to India, was the subject 
of a separate discussion on the 22nd June. In open
ing the debate, Lord Castlereagh felt it necessary 
to correct an erroneous impression that had gone 
abroad, that tbe resolution was intended to encou
rage an unrestrained and un~egulated resort of per
sons to India for religious purposes: tbis was not the 
case. It was never conceived by the authors of tbe 
resolution that an unrestrained resort of persons 
with religious views would be consonant with tbe 
tranquillity and security of the British possessions in 
India; although they thoughttbat no danger could 
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BOOK I. arise from allowing a certain number of persons, un
CHAP. vm. der the cognizance of the Court of Directors, who 

1813. were again controuled by the Board of Commis
sioners, to proceed as missionaries to India: with 
this impression he proposed the adoption of the re
solution. 

The principal speaker on this occasion was Mr. 
Wilberforce, who gave utterance to the sentiments 
of the whole religious party of the kingdom. He 
denied that the only object of the resolution was to . 
secure to such missionaries as the Board of Controul 
should sanction, permission to go to India, and to re
main there as long as they should continue to exer
cise the duties of their office in an orderly and peace
able manner. Another, perhaps a principal object, 
as expressed in the words of the resolution, was to 
enlighten and inform the minds of our Indian sub
jects, by which he understood their education; and 
from the diffusion of knowledge, the progress of 
science, and the circulation of the Scriptures in the 
native languages, he anticipated even more than 
from direct missionary exertion. He also dis
claimed, as preliminary to the discussion, all inten
tion to advocate for the conversion of the natives 
the influence of Government. 'Vith regard to the 
inveteracy and unalterableness of the prejudices and 
superstitions of the Hindus, Mr. 'Vilberforce argued, 
from their submission to so many changes in the 
constitution of the government and the adminis
tration of the laws, that they were not so incapable 
Of adopting new opinions as had been represented: 
nor were they incapable of change, even in their re
ligious sentiments; as was evinced by the multitude 
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of Mohammedans who formed part of the populatiou, BOOK I. 

and who must have originated from conversion; by CHAP. VIU. 

the formation of a whole nation, that of the Sikhs, 1813. 

who within a few centuries had thrown off the re.,. 
strictions of the Hindu religion; and by the preva;. 
lence of numerous sectarial divisions amongst the 
Hindus themselves: nay, the work of conversion to 
Christianity had been going on for the last century 
with signal success, and there were at that moment 
hundreds of thousands of native Christians in the East 
Indies. So little were the Hindus indisposed towards 
the doctrines of the Gospel, that the most zealous, 
laborious, and successful missionaries, such as Swartz 
and others, had been the most esteemed and beloved 
of all Europeans among all classes of natives. In 
answer to the assertions of those witnesses who had 
vindicated the moral character of the Hindus, and 
affinned that, if practicable, it was not desirable to 
effect their conversion, he quoted largely from a 
memoir on the Moral State of India by Mr. 
Grant, from the opinions of the judges and rna,.. 
gistrates given in answer to a call from Lord WeI. 
lesley to report upon the moral condition of the 
people, and from the Appendix to the Fifth Report, 
to establish the general depravity of the people of 
IIindustan; and intimated that the opinions which 
had been expressed to the contrary only proved the 
justice of Burke's sarcasm, that Europeans were com-
monly unbaptized on the passage to India. The 
charge that he was bringing an indictment against 
the whole population of India, who had done nothing 
to deserve his enmity, he indignantly repelled; and 
accused those of being the worst enemies of the 

VOL. I. 2 N 
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BOOK I. people of India wbo would keep tbose miserable 
CHAP. VlU. beings bowed down under the yoke which oppressed 

1813. them. The course he was recommending tended as 
much to their temporal as to their spiritual advan
tage; for the evils consequent upon the institutions 
and superstitions of the Hindus pervaded the whole 
mass of the population, and embittered the domestic 
cup in almost every family. Such were the effects of 
the distinctions of caste, which were more degrading 
and intolerable than the fetters of "\Vest Indian 
slavery; of the practice of polygamy; of infanticide; 
of· the burning of· widows, of wbom ten thousand 
were annually sacrificed in Bengal alone; of the ob
scene and bloody rites of their idolatrous ceremonies; 
and of the destruction of human life, as instanced in 
the worship of Jagannathin Orissa, in whose service 
it had been computed, taking in all the various modes 
and forms of destruction connected with it, that 'one 
hundred thousand human beings were annually ex
pended. Mr. Wilberforce then vindicated the char..:. 
acter of Dr.Bucbanan~ and maintained the accuracy 
of bis statements; and he defended the conduct of 
the Baptist missionaries in Bengal,l and claimed for 
them the merits of discretion and moderation, as 
much as for piety and learning. The statements and 
reasonings of Mr. 'Vilberforce were contradicted by 
a few of the members; but no serious opposition 
was made to the resolution, and it passed the 
House. 

On the 28th June the resolutions were presented 
to the House in the form of a Bill, which, however, 
was not to be suffered to pass witbout further discus~ 

J See the pl'ect!ding chapter. 
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sion, although little of novelty could be adduced by BOOK I. 

the slJeakers. On this occasion l\Ir. Grant entered CIMP. VIU. 

into a long defence of the Company's government 1813. 

of India, in reply to the censures pronounced upon 
it by Mr. Rickards; and Mr. Lushington vindicated 
the moral character and the religious practices of the 
people of India from the unqualified and exagger-
ated assertions of Mr. 'Yilberforce. On the 1st 
July several clauses again underwent examination, 
but the thirteenth clause was the principal topic of 
debate. Sir J. Sutton, although friendly to the 
principle of the clause, objected to the open avowal 
that persons were to be sent to India for the propa-
gation of Christianity, as its only effect would be 
to alarm and irritate the feelings of the people of 
India; and he therefore moved as an amendment, 
that, instead of the expression in the clause "for 
the above purposes,"- the propagation of Chris
tianity,- it should be declared "expedient to 
send persons to India for various lawful purposes." 
Lord Castlereagh objected to the amendment, al-
though in the wording of the clause he had endea-
voured to satisfy other feelings than his own. But 
the clause enacted nothing; it declared nothing; it 
made no provisions for enforcing our religion, or 
abolishinO" that of the natives of India: it simply o 
gave the weight and sanction of Parliament to the 
principle; but, so far from taking away or doing any:" 
thing to interrupt or abolish the religion of. the 
natives, its free exercise was in this very bill se
cured to them. Mr. Marsh then at great length 
r~plied to the former address of Mr: 'Yilberforce.· 
lIe considered the provision as a most portentous 

2N2 
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BOOK I. novelty in Indian legislation. In all former modes 
CHAP. vm. of policy for the government of India, the inviola~ 

1813. bility of the religious feelings and customs of the 
natives was considered a sacred and undisputed 
axiom: a departure from that policy would shake 
'our empire in that part of the world to its centre. 
The natives of India could not distinguish between 
the projects of those who had worked themselves 
up to a morbid enthusiasm on the subject, from 
plans countenanced by the authority and intended 
to be effectuated by the power of the state. They 
were too . tremblingly sensitive on the subject of 
their religion, and too little versed in the nature of 
parliamentary proceedings, to be able to separate the 
acts and opinions of a large portion of the country 
acting permissively under the state, from the au
thentic and solemn act of the state itself. To give 
a licence to a missionary to go out to India, was to 
impair the authority of the Government abroad to 
send him back if he misconducted himself; and the 
probability of his so doing was sufficiently evinced 
by the dispatch from the Governor-General of the 
2nd November, 1807, which stated several alarming 
instances of misguided and intemperate zeal, and 
·of low and scurrilous invective circulated in the 
native languages against the feelings, prejudices, 
and belief of the people. Mr. Marsh then entered 
ointo a detailed argument to prove that the mutiny 
at VeUore, and the dangerous plots which were con
.certed in other parts of the Peninsula, originated in 
an alarm excited amongst the natives of their en
forced conversion; which fears were confirmed 1>y 
the activity of the missionaries in the Madras set-
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tlement, instigated by the unusual countenance BOOK Y. 

which they had received for some time previous to CRAP. vnr. 

the massacre. 'Vas it possible, he asked, that the 1813. 

House would fall into such a fit of absurdity and 
fanaticism, or be visited with so fatal a fatuity, as 
not to keep so awful an event before them in the 
grave discussion of matters affecting the religion of 
the country? Mr. Marsh then proceeded to ques-
tion the practicability of converting the people of 
India to Christianity in spite of the existing insti
tutions, and particularly that of caste; the loss of 
which, consequent upon the adoption of a new creed. 
subjected the neophyte to the most cruel of all 
martyrooms--to separation from all the sweets of 
social communion, the ties of friendship, the chari-
ties of kindred, and all that life contains to support 
amI adorn existence. He denied that the mission-
aries, were fit engines to accomplish the greatest re
volution that had yet taken place in the hist~ry of 
the world. He could not, he observed, sufficiently 
admire the inconsistencies and contradi<:tions of 
some of the most ardent advocates of the clause; 
of those who would most jealously exclude from 
India persons invited thither by commercial en
terprise, and having an obvious interest in carry-
ing on a quiet, prudent, and conciliatory inter-
course with the natives; and yet would throw open 
every port in the dominion to swarms of indivi-
duals whose nature and character it is to consider 
themselves absolved from all human restraints, and 
free from all human motives, in effecting the ob-
jects of their calling. Nay, the same reasone~, who 
would persuade us that the Hindus w~re unsuscepti-
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BOOK T. ble of change in regard to the use of European manu
CHAP. vm. factures, would have us believe that they were ready 

1813. eagerly to welcome whatever articles of spiritual 
novelty might be imported. The doctrine, that the 
people of India were so brutalized by the grossness of 
their superstition as to be incapable of any redeem
ing- virtue, he denounced as founded on the falsest 
assumption; and vindicated their moral and intellec
tual worth from the calumnies with which it had 
been assailed by partial and prejudiced testimony. 
The moral obligation to diffuse Christianity, binding 
and authoritative as he admitted it to be, vanished 
when placed against the ills and mischiefs which 
were likely to follow its application to India. There 
never was a moral obligation to produce war and 
bloodshed and civil disorder; such an obligation 
would not exist, were the wildest barbarians the 
subjects of the experiment: but when, in addition 
to ~,?nsiderations sanctioned by justice and policy, it 
~as remembered that the people we were so anxious 
to conv~rt were in the main a moral and virtuous 
people, not uninfluenced by those principles of re
ligion which give security to life and impart conso
lation in death, the obligation assume~ a contrary 
character, and common sense, reason, and even reli
gion itself cried out .aloud against our interference.1 

The support given to the amendment proposed by 
Mr. Marsh necessarily produced a reply from 
Mr. 'Vilberforce. He defended the missionaries 
from the opprobrious terms which had been applied 

1 Substance of the Speech of C. Marsh, Esq., in a Committee of the 
House of Commons on the lIth July, 1813, revised by the speaker: Lon
dou,I8l3. 
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to them by Mr. Marsh, and denied that the transac- BOOK I. 

tions at Vellore were in any degree connected with CHAP. vm. 

their proceedings. He had the authority of the 1813. 

Governor of Madras and the Court of Directors 
for ascribing it to the military regulations which 
had been issued, and the extreme severity with 
which the manifestation of reluctance to obey them 
had been punished. The unsoundness of the con-
clusion drawn from this affair might inspire a rea-
sonable distrust of the correctness of the persua-
sions entertained by· the opponents of the measure 
with regard to the extreme sensitiveness of the 
people of India in regard to their religion, when 
the attempt to convert them was made in a spirit of 
conciliation, and when no other means were thought 
of but argument and persuasion. In fact, there were 
two remarkable instances on record of successful 
endeavours to root -out inveterate and pernicious 
practices in India: the prohibition of sacrificing at 
the change of every moon many victims, chiefly 
children, to the river Ganges, which had been 
enacted· by Lord Wellesley; and the suppression of 
infanticide in Ouzerat, by the interposition of Co-
lonel 'Valker. The law had been obeyed without 
a murmur; the interposition had brought down on 
Colonel 'Valker the benedictions of the people. 
One such instance as either of these was a sufficient 
encouragement to go forward, prudently and cau-
tiously indeed, but with firmness and resolution. 

It was not enough, however, to question the 
reality of the danger with which it had been en
deavoured to intimidate the friends of the mission
ary exerti(:)lls. It was time, 1\Ir. 'Vilberforce added, 
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BOOK I. for him to speak out, and to avow that he went niuch 
CHAP. VlIL further than he had yet gone; he maintained not 

181a. only that it was safe to attempt by reasonable and 
prudent methods to introduce into India the bless
ings of Christian truth, but that true imperious 
and urgent policy prescribed the same course. He 
could not think that the British empire in India 
rested on Ii. secure foundation; on the contrary, as 
long as the people and their rulers were separated 
from each other by such total differences of senti
ment and opinion as now existed, it was impossible 
that the two should be united, or that the Govern
ment could depend upon the permanent attach
ment of its subjects, whatever benefits its adminis
tration might confer. "\Vould we deserve their affec
tion and secure our power, we should endeavour to 
perpetuate our influence by the gradual introduc
tion and establishment of our own principles and 
opinions; of our own laws, institutions, and manners ; 
arid above all, as the source of every other im
provement, of our religion, and consequently of our 
morals. The illustrious Albuquerque, when' govern ... 
or of Goa, forbade the burning of widows; and, so 
far was this from exciting popular discontent, that 
no governor was ever so much beloved. Long after 
his death, when a :Moor or a Hindu had suffered 
wrong and could obtain no redress, he would go 
to Albuquerque's tomb and make an offering of oil 
at the lamp which burned before it, and call upon 
him for justice.1 

J These statements rest upon the authority of the Commentaries of the 
son of Albuquerque, and were furnished to Mr. Wilberforce by Mr. Southey. 
-Substance of Speeches, &c., p. 93. 
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But, after all, what was demanded 1 not that the BOOK I. 

Legislature should immediately devise and proceed CHAP. VIII. 

without delay to execute the great and necessary 1813. 

work, but that it should not substantially and in 
effect prevent others from engaging in it; or rather 
that the Government should not be prevented from 
having it in its power to grant licences to proper 
persons to proceed to India, and continue there, 
with a view to disseminate Christianity. The com
monest principle of toleration would grant much 
more than this: it was toleration only that was 
asked for; the advocates of the measure disclaimed 
aU idea of proceeding by methods of compulsion 
or authority. The amendment that was now pro-
posed came under a plausible and specious appear-
ance, which only rendered it more dangerous. It 
proceeded from a spirit professedly favourable to 
the clause, and objecting only to its publicity. On 
this head, however, nothing was really to be appre
hended, as it was in evidence that the greatest diffi
cultyexisted in making matters of the utmost in-
terest known amongst the people: news and infor-
mation of all kinds were slowly and inaccurately 
circulated in India. If the people should read the 
clause, which ~as extremely improbable, they would 
find in it ex~ressed, for the first time Mr. Wilber-
force believed, a clear recognition, an effectual secu-
rity, of their right to preserve tlieir religious prin-
ciples and institutions sacred and inviolate; the 
clause would, therefore, produce satisfaction rather 
than discontent on that very .subject of religion. 
N or would the object of the enactment be effected 
mcrely by sccuring the power of licensing mission .. 
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BOOK I. aries: by affirming the duty of enlightening the 
CHAP. VIII. • d d . . h I f ___ nnn s an Improvmg t e mora s 0 our East Indian 

1813. fellow-subjects, it established the principle, and 
laid the ground for promoting education and diffus
ing useful knowledge of all kinds among them. 
When truth and reason should obtain access to the 
urtderstanding of the natives, they would reject the 
profane absurdities of their theological, and the de
praving defects of their moral, system: they would 
thus be prepared for the reception of Christianity. 
To omit the clause would be to omit from the act all . 
mention whatever of religion or morals, and would 
leave the case as it was left by the charter of 1793, 
when, although the resolutions of bOth Houses of Par
liament fully recognised the obligation of endeavour
ing to communicate to the natives of India the bless
ings of Christianity, yet, as it formed no part of the 
a~t of the Legislature, the body whose business it was 
to carry the provisions of that act into execution 
could not be chargeable 'with neglecting any duty 
which that statute ordained; when, so far from 
favouring, they rather thwarted and hindered the 
attempts of the missionaries. The neglect which 
was imputable to the former House of Commons 
would be still more glaring on the pr~sent occasion, 
as the subject had been brought so~ fully to its 
notice: and if, after all that had been urged, the 
same omission took place, it would be necessarily 
inferred that the Parliament upon due deliberation 
had disapproved of the project which had been 
offered by the advocates of Christianity; and the 
whole question had come to this, that, as Christianity 
was the religion of the British empire in Europe, 
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the religion of Brahma and Vishnu was to be the BOOK I. 

acknowledged system of our Asiatic opinions.1 CHAP. VlD. 

Some further discussion ensued upon the subject . I8IS. 

of the proposed amendment, but it was rejected 
upon a. division. Another attempt was made to 
get rid of the clause, upon a motion made by 
Mr. A. Robinson on the 12th June, when the re-
port of the bill was received from .the Committee. 
It was supported by Mr. Forbes and Mr. Tierney, 
and opposed by Mr. Stephen and Mr. 'Vilberforce, 
and rejected. 

The main provisions of the bill having thus been 
carried, no opposition of any importance was made 
to the remaining clauses. Some additional provisions 
were suggested: one by Mr. R. Smith, for the appro
priation of a sum of money for the promotion of 
native literature in the East, and the establishment 
of a native college or colleges; and 1\lr. 'V. Dundas 
proposed t4e appointment of a Scotch clergyman 
to each of the Presidencies, the majority of the 
British resident in India being Scotch, and of the 
Presbyterian communion. The latter proposition 
was withdrawn, upon the assurances of Mr. Thornton 
and 1\Ir. Grant, members of the Direction, that the 
East India Company would do not only what was 
neces~ary, but all that could be required for~the 
maintenance in India of clergymen of the Church 
of Scotland. A clause was proposed by Mr. P. 
Moore to enable the servants of the Company who 
had resided ten years in India to come to England 

I Substance of the Speeches of W. Wilberforce, Esq., on the clause in 
tbe East India Bill for promoting the religious instruction of the natives 
of India, on the 22nd of June, and lst and 12th of July, 1813, publisbed by 
the speaker: London, 1813. 
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BOOK I; and return to India, retaining their rank in the ser
CHAP. Vill. vice, without the customary form of receiving per-

1813; mission from the Proprietors; but this was objected 
to by Lord Castlereagh, on the ground that it was 
not the policy of the Government to multiply facili
ties for the return of the Company's most experienced 
servants to England. An attempt was made to 
delay the third reading of the report until the Pro
prietors of East India stock should have had time 
to read and consider the bill in its amended shape. 
Lord Castlereagh, however, consid,ered that any 
delay would subject the House to inconvenience at 
so advanced a period of the season, and the bill 
accordingly was read and passed. 

The resolutions adopted by the House of Com
mons were communicated to the House of Lords on 
the 17th June, and went through similar stages. 
They were introduced by the Earl of Buckingham
shire, and supported principally by Lords Liverpool 
and Melville; and opposed by Lord Grenville, Earl 
Grey, the Marquis of Lansdowne, . and the Earl of 
Lauderdale, the latter of whom recorded a strong 
protest against the passing of the bill. The sub
ject had undergone a fuller discussion at an earlier 
period of the session, on the 9th April. upon the 
motion of Marquis 'Vellesley for various papers, 
chiefly illustrative of the financial and commercial 
condition of the Company prior to 1812. On this 
occasion the Marquis regretted that the matter had 
not been submitted to Parliament at a time and 
under circumstances more fitted to its magnitude, 
before l)assion and prejudice had perplex~d and in
terrupted the course of calm deliberation; before, 
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on the one hand, an idea had gone forth that BOOK I. 

the Government of the East India Company was CHAP. VllL 

incapable of improvement, or, on the other, a wild 1813. 

and frantic notion had been set afloat of throw-
ing open the whole trade to India. The principles 
of political economy, however true in the abstract, 
were inapplicable to a case so complex as that of 
the Company, in which commercial and sovereign 
interests were intimately blended by the manner in 
which they had grown up together. Such a com
bination might .be anomalous, but it was practically 
good: it ought not to be altered merely on account 
of its anomalous character. 

Lord 'Vellesley then advocated the continuation 
of the Company's commercial privilege of exclusive 
trade to India as well as to China. It might be 
true, although he did not admit the fact to the 
extent to which it had been asserted, that the 
fornler was attended with loss; but it did not there
fore follow that it ought to be taken away: it was 
very possible for one branch of an extensive com
merce to be less profitable than others, and yet the 
connexion between them be so intimate that its 
discontinuance would expose the whole to ruin. 
This was the case with the Company; and the Indian 
trade was equally essential to the maintenance of 
their commerce with China, and of the political 
administration of the government of India. Nor 
Was it less essential to the interests of Great Britain 
tbat the trade with India should be subject to re
striction; a.~, if it were thrown open, he was certain 
the products of the Indian loom would supplant 
the cotton manufactures of the country in all the 
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BOOK I. foreign markets, and would essentially interfere even 
CHAP. VW. with their domestic consumption. The questions 

1813. then were, What had been the effects of the com
bination of powers? were they so mischievous as to 
require a total change, or so beneficial as to deserve 
careful and considemte improvement? In his. opi
nion, there never was an organ of Govemnient so 
. administered as to demand more of estimation than 
the. East India Company: that administration had 
been productive of strength, tranquillity, and hap
piness; the arts of peace and agriculture now flou':' 
rished where ruin and desolation had prevailed; the 
situation of the natives had been ameliorated, and 
the rights of property secured, by the permanent 
settlement, the extension of which, in due season, to 
other provinces than those in which it had been 
established was alone wanting to its entire success. 
No Government had better fulfilled its duties to
wards its subjects than that of India. 

Lord Wellesley then criticised the several reso
lutions seriatim. Of the first he remarked, that the 
exceptions it provided for, not only impaired, but 
destroyed, the whole benefit' of the grant: of the 
third, that allowing British subjects to trade with 
India, was of a similar tendency; and that the Ulire~ 
stricted influx of Europeans involved great danger 
to the stability of the Government and the happi
ness of the people. The power of sending back 
~nlicensed persons, now exercised by the Govern
ment, could not co-exist with a free trade; nor could 
individuals engaged in the trade be . limited to the 
Presidencies. They would have a right to seek for 
a market in the interior; and, once scattered over 
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the country, they would endanger the efficacy of BOOK I. 

the Government, and outrage the prejudices and CHAP. VIII. 

habits of the natives. 1 1813. 

The extension of the import trade to. the out
ports, Lord Wellesley insisted, was objectionable on 
various grounds: the danger of interference· with 
the national manufaCtures, the additional expense 
and difficulty of guarding against illicit speculation, 
and the injuries it would produce upon the com;. 
merce and the shipping of the port of London. If 
the question were one: of a free trade in the true 
sense of the word, he would not oppose it; but if 
the House could not give freedom of trade with
out injuring· great political rights, and without de
stroying vast capitals which had been expended on 
the undoubted understanding and good-faith of the 
existing system, they could not be justified in acced
ing to the measure. 

His lordship then proceeded to notice what he 

I Lord Wellesley's advocacy of the Company's retention of their Indian 
trade was, in spirit at least, a wide departure from the sentiments he had 
formerly expressed, when he affirmed "that the interests of the Company 
and of the British nation were undivided and inseparable with relation to 
this important question, and that every principle of justice and policy de
manded the utmost I'ossible facility to the British merchants in India for 
the export of Indian merchandise beyond the amount of the investment which 
the Company's capital was able to provide for; and for which branch of 
commerce, if capital did not exist in ~ndia, no dangerous consequences 
could resurt from applying to it funds derived from Great Britain." Bene
ficial consequences, he affirmed, would certainly result to the British em
pire in India from any considerable increase of its active capital. The 
extension nf the trade would not, he argued, necessarily produce a propor
tional augmentation in the number of British agents resorting to Iodia; and, 
if it should, the local Government would controul their operations with 
more E'ase than it could those of foreign agents to whom the trade was then 
open. The nohle writer was obliged, by his position, to insert some saving 
clauses regarding the preservation of the Company's exclusive privileges, 
but his maio object was decidedly to vindicate at that period the policy 
of giving ample space and verge enough to private commerce.- Letter 
from the Marquis Wellesley to the Court of Directors, 30th Sept. 1800; 
printed London, 1812. . 
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BOOK I. regarded as omissions in the resolutions. He had 
CHAP. VlIL never advocated the separation of the royal autho-

1813. rity from that of the Company, bnt he thought that 
some improvement was required: a' most essential 
point was, that the local Governments should know 
to whom they were responBible. The instructions 
sent out to ihem, however important, were now 
liable to be disavowed at pleasure; there was no 
provision for this purpose. Not a word was said 
of the army, except as regarded the quota of King's 
troops; but he thought it highly essential to define 
a limit between civil and military duties, by which 
all difficulties and disputes might be avoided; and he 
considered also that it was the duty of the Govern
ment to devise some means of conferring honours on 
the Company's officers, who were now held for
ward to the public much less frequently than officers 
in other parts of the world, and felt that honours 
and distinctions conferred for services not more me
ritorious than their own were withheld from them. 
'Vhilst approving of the proposed addition to the 
ecclesiastical establishment, he thought it important 
to take care that there should be no collision be
tween the Government and the Church establish
ment with regard to their respective powers ;'and he 
was surprised to find that nothing had been said 
regarding the education of either the civil or mili
tary servants of the Company. He thought it would 
be the most dignified and proper mode of combining 
religion with learning in India, as we were accus
tomed to see the association in England, by connect- . 
ing the proposed Church est.ablishment with the 
College of Fort 'Villiam. 
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\Vith respect to extending Christianity to the na- BOOK I. 

ti ves of the East, Lord \Venesley declared there was CHAP. vw. 

no person less willing than himself to throw a shade 1813.. 

over 80 bright a prospect; but, if 8uccess was to be 
expected, it must proceed from temperate and gra-
dual proceedings: the measure should not appear to 
be recommended by the authority of the Govern-
ment, because in the East the recommendation of 
the ruler is 8upposed to be almost equivalent to a 
mandate. He never heard when in India of any 
danger from the missionaries: he had always consi':' 
dered those who were there in his time as a quiet, 
orderly, discreet, and learned body; and he had em-
ployed many of them in the education of youth, and 
in translating the Scriptures into the languages of 
the East. lIe had regarded it as his duty to have 
the Scriptures translated, to give the natives access 
to the fountains of divine truth. He thought that 
a Christian Governor could not have done less, and 
be knew that a British Governor ought not to do 
more. In conclusion, he observed, that if a project 
had been formed for the complete demolition of the 
Company, and the creation of an entirely new sys-
tem, the plan might have been called bold and de-
cisive; but in the scheme now proposed no such 
vigour was to be traced. The Company was to be 
continued as the or!!an and iIistrument, without any o 
power or authority, and was to be called upon to 
discharge dutie8 which it w:ts incapacitated from per
forming: no commensurate advant§ge was offered to 
the country; the revenues would be endangered, the 
manufactures be perhaps ruined, and no additional 
benefit could be derived from au open trade. He 

VOL. I. 2 0 
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BOOK I. therefore felt it his duty to resist any general alter
CHAP. vm. ation of the system; and in order to place his views 

1813. in the clearest light, and support them by facts, he 
called for various documents necessary to elucidate 
the subject. 

The Earl of Buckinghamshire, in reply to Lord 
Wellesley's objections' to a free trade, quoted the 
dispatch written by the latter as Governor-General 
in 1800, when he had strenuously urged the enlarge
ment of the private trade, and denied that any 
great influx of Europeans was likely to arise from it, 
or the impossibility of maintaining an effectual con
troul over their proceedings even if their number 
should increase. If such were the opinions of the 
noble lord when he was Governor-General of India, 
he could scarcely expect to excite in the minds of 
the members of that House an apprehension of dan
gers which did not alarm him in the responsible 
situation he then held. Lord Buckinghamshire 
then repeated the arguments used in the other 
House, maintaining the probable increase, of the 
import trade from India, the practicability of pro
viding against smuggling; and concluded by anti
cipating no results injurious to the Company, but 
substantial benefits to the great interests of the 
commerce of the United Kingdom. 

The Earl of Buckinghamshire was followed by 
Lord Grenville, who took a view of the subject dif
fering from those of both the preceding speakers. 
The present deli~erations of the House embraced 
the whole question of our future relations with 
India, the government. of a. vast empire, and the 
regulation of the British commerce with every port 
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and country between the southern promontories of BOOK I. 

Africa and America. It was a deception to speak CHAP. VIIL 

of any existing rights by which a. consideration so 1813. 

immense and momentous could be circumscribed. 
The charter of the East India. Company was origin-
ally granted, and had since been renewed, for limited 
periods. On their lapse the trusts and duties oC 
that great corporation, its commercial and political 
monopolies, expired together. All public right, all 
public interest in the subject, thenceforth devolved 
on British legislature, bound by no previous grant, 
fettered by no existing law, and having regard only 
to the principles of moral duty, and to the rules of a. 
wise policy and enligptened government. 

The measures that had been heretofore adopted 
Lord Grenville considered as experiments which 
had not always been successful, and which furnished 
no precedent for the course now to be pursued. 
\Vhatever was to be done was not therefore to be 
placed out of the reach of revisal, even for the pe
riod proposed: twenty years would at any time be 
too long a period for fanning out the commerce of 
half the globe, and the sovereignty of sixty millions 
of men; and it was still more so at a season when 
the events, not of twenty years, but of the next 
twenty months, might be decisive of the whole fate 
and fortunes of the British empire. He therefore 
thought that the continuance of any plan that 
might be devised should be limited to the return of 
peace. 

Lord Grenville then proceeded to assert that the 
primary object to be regarded in the present ar
rangement was, not the ~onfirmation of the Com- . 

202 
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BOOK J. pany's privileges, but the distinct avowal of the 
CHAP. VlIL pril!-ciple that the sovereignty of India resided in 

1813. the sovereign of Great Britain. To ask whether any 
territory, dominion, or political authority in any 
quarter of the globe could be conquered by British 
arms, or acquired by British negociation, otherwise 
than to the British Crown, were to ask whether we 
lived under a monarchy or a republic. The as
sertion, because it . was undeniable, was not indif
ferent. A manly avowal of the sovereignty of the 
Crown would have prevented inany of the evils ex
perienced in India from conflicting and ambiguous 
authority, was necessary for the effective controul of 
British subjects in India, and still more for the re
straints to Which, upon the ~estoration of peace, 
foreign nations would be exposed in their inter
course with that country, as they would never submit 
to be excluded from free access at the will of a 
trading company., claiming despotic power over that 
vast empire, not as the delegates of their own king, 
but as the cpretended ministers of a deposed Mogul, 
a feigned authority derived from an extinct domi
nion. 

The sovereignty which we had hesitated to assert, 
we were now compelled to exercise; and Parliament 
was once more called upon to give laws to India. 
And what was the plan pursued? the very reverse of 
that which should have been followed. The inte
rests of the people of India, their security, their 
happiness, their improvement, were first to have 
been provided for; and then, but far below them, 
the interests of Great Britain. Instead of t~is, the 
plan of the Ministers and the recommendations of 
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Lord WeIlesley had in view the entire or partial BOOK I. 

perpetuation of the privileges of the East India CHAP. VIII. 

Company. To neither of these would he give his 1813. 

concurrence. 
The existence of the blended character of mer

chant and sovereign, on which the whole of the 
Indian system was based, was, in Lord Grenville's 
opinion, an anomaly inconsistent with all sound 
principles of commerce and of governmenf: no 
sovereign ever traded for a profit; no trading com
pany ever yet administered government for the hap
piness of its subjects. The unerring principles of 
political economy had never been so fully illus
trated· as in the history of the East India Company. 
For fifty years they had exercised dominion over a 
country the commerce with which had from the 
earliest ages enriched all who had engaged in it, 
and in the last few years since the renewal of the 
charter they had lost by their trade four millions 
sterling. 'Vith the country which they governed 
they lost by the commerce which they monopo
lised; and they traded with profit only to China, 
where they had neither sovereignty nor monopoly, 
-not even the common benefit of free access, being' 
condemned to a commercial quarantine in the soli
tary emporium of Canton. 

But it was not so much for its own sake, it was 
asserted, that the commerce of the Company was not 
to be interfered with; but because its preservation 
was absolutely necessary to enable the Company to 
conduct the government of India, and this govern
ment could only be beneficially administered through 
their instrumentality. This Lord Grenville denied. 
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BOOK I. If it was true that British India was in the bappy 
CHAP. Vill. d t t· h· h . d·b d b ___ an prosperous s a e In w lC It was escrl e to e, 

1813. the merit was not due to .the Company's administra
tion: as long as that continued uncontrouled, scarcely 
an interval of three years· could be found in which 
the inherent vices of the system did not forcibly 
compel the interposition of Parliament. The law of 
1784 was the source of whatever benefits India had 
enjoyed: it was the line of demarcation between the 
bad and good government of that country. It was 
a delusion, therefore, to relinquish any just hopes of 
extending the commerce of the country, from the 
fear of embarrassing the Company's political function. 
He was ready to admit, however, that, if the pa
"tronage of the Company were transferred to the 
Crown, it must weigh down the balance of the con
stitution; but he thought it very possible to devise a 
middle course. The highest offices of the Governmen~ 
of India were already in the gift of the Crown. For 
all the servants of the Company, civil or military, 
below the Council, the regulations actually in force 
might still be continued; and all that remained for 
disposal was the appointment of writers and cadets. 
The former might be chosen by competition from 
the gre~t public schools and universities: the latter 
might be nominated, by some fixed course of succes
sion, from the families of officers who had fallen in 
the discharge of their duties. These were mere sug
gestions; but he entertained no uoubt that, if the 
occasion should call for such provisions, they might 
be so contrived as to preserve the integrity and 
efficacy of the Indian services, without adding in the 
slightest degree to ministerial influence. 
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Lord Grenville next maintained that the conti- BOOK I. 

nnance of the Company's trade was not expedient CRAP. vm. 

for the sake of effecting remittances to meet the de- 1813. 

mands payable in England on account of the Go
vernment in India. If a subsidy were wanted for 
the Continent, the :Ministers would never think of 
sending their agents to the ports and manufactories 
to purchase the goods in which the remittances 
would really be made: they would contract as 
cheaply as they could; probably by open compe-
tition with merchants for their bills, through which 
their whole purpose would be at once effected. A 
similar course might be pursued in India. No 
doubt, all such remittances must be in some degree 
detrimental to the prosperity of India, constituting 
a drain for which no return was made but in pro-
tection and good government; yet, if conducted 
through an open trade, and regulated by a due con .. 
sideration of the state of the country, he saw no 
reason to believe them incompatible with its rapid 
and permanent improvement. One. obvious com
pensation, however, to India, was to throw her 
markets open to British capital and enterprise; and 
secure to her, as far as legislation could secure it, 
the fullest bellefit of the. most unqualified commer-
cial freedom. - . 

The arguments against opening the trade, on the 
grounds that it was unsusceptible of profit or exten
sion, were then combated by the noble earl. The 
skill and vigilance of the private trade would realise 
a profit, where the Company's management entailed 
a loss: the private trade, under all the disadvantages 
under which it laboured, had augmented; and the 
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BOOK I. Americans had carried on a lucrative and growing 
CHAP. VIIL commerce with India until it was interrupted by hos-

18]3. tiIities. All history showed that commerce would 
increase by commerce, and industry by industry. 
India was no exception to the universal law; and her 
people would derive from the extension of trade, as 
every other people had done, new comforts and new 
conveniences of life, new incitements to industry, and 
new enjoyments, in just reward of increased activity 
and enterprise. The same principles applied to the 
trade with China, the exclusive possession of which 
by the Company he should as deeply lament. 

Alluding to the tone adopted in the Fifth Report 
when speaking of the permanent settlement, Lord 
Grenville expressed his entire concurrence with 
Lord "\Vellesley in the wisdom and benevolence of 
the arrangement, and his dread of the disposition 
intimated by the language of the report, if not to 
discredit the original measure, at least to discoun
tenance its proposed extension. He thought it, 
therefore, highly necessary to insert in the new act 
a declaration of the principle, such as it was declared 
ill 1784; and to place the Government of India 
under the obligation of applyin:g, at a convenient 
season, t<? the Ceded and Conquered provinces the 
system of settlement effected in Bengal. Above all 
he wished, by a solemn a~d authoritative declaration 
of this purpose, to prove to the natives the per
manency of the principle of right, and to impress 
them with a conviction that a British Legislature 
estimated the security of their property far above 
the possible increase of its own revenue. 

Lord Grenville then briefly adverted tci the diffi-
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cuI ties attending the military part of the Indian BOOK I. 

system; the only remedy for which he conceived to CHAP. VIIL 

be the open establishment of the King's authority 181S. 

over that, as well as other parts of his dominion: 
to tIre defects of the administration of justice, the 
state of the present internal legislation and police, 
and the unauthorised power of taxation in the local 
Governments, ·all of which required deliberate con
sideration.: and he concluded by pronouncing an 
unqualified encomium on Marquis Wellesley's col-
legiate institution, the plan of which was limited 
and mutilated, and existed only as f wreck of its 
first noble design. Of the establishment by which 
it was partially replaced in England he spoke with 
strong disapprobation and regret: not that he ob-
jected to any degree of attention that could be 
given to the earliest instruction and discipline of 
those who are destined for the Indian service; but 
he objected decidedly to their separation in edu-
cation from youths of their own age and station in 
life, and to the formation of them into a separate 
class. Instead of rejecting; they should, he thought, 
have eagerly embraced the advantages which the 
great public seminaries afforded; not only for what 
they professed to teach, but for what wail there only 
to be found, that best of all education to a public 
man, which forms the mind to· manly exertion and 
honourable feeling,-theeducation which young men 
receive from each other in the numerous and mixed 
society of their equals, collected from various classes 
of society, and destined to various ways of life.1 

I Speech of Lord Grenville on the Marquis of Wellesley's motion in the 
House of Lords on Friday the 9th of April, 1813; published under the re
wi&al of the speaker, London, 1813. 
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BOOK I. The Earl of Liverpool briefly replied in defence 
CHAP. Vill. of the resolutions, and the House agreed to the 

1813. motion for papers made by Marquis 'Vellesley.l 
The passing of the bill by the House of Commons, 

and the certainty that it would suffer no material, 
if any, changes in the House of Lords, imposed upon 
the Court of Directors the necessity of submitting to 
their constituents the alternative of either accepting 
or refusing the charter now offered. Thsy resolved 
to recommend its acceptance; as, although it in
volved changes which they had firmly opposed, and 
which could not but be injurious to the Company's 
trade with India, yet, in the retention of the exclu
sive trade with China, and the provisions made for 
the payment of the Company's dividends, it pre
sented sources of profit and security which might in 
some degree compensate for the losses which it in
flicted. The wild and sanguine expectations of an 
indefinite extension of the trade had been so far sub
dued by the arguments of the Court and the general 
voice of men of Indian experience, that the mer
chants were likely to embark in it with caution and 
moderation: consequently there was less reason than 
at first to apprehend a sudden and numerous influx 
of Europeans into India, by which its tranquillity 
would be endangered; or of a great resort of vessels 
to the Eastern seas, by which a mischievouS and illi
cit trade with China might be carried on. The regU
lations respecting the size of the ships admissible 
into the trade, the licensing of persons to proceed to 
India, and the additional powers of controul over 
them when in India, vested in the local Govern-

I ParI. Debates in the House of Lords, 9th April, 181S. 
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ments, were further calculated to alleviate these ap- BOOK I. 

prehensions. The fears of the Court for the secu- CHAP. VIn. 

rityof the dividend, on which, as had been repeat- 1813. 

edly urged, the Company's efficiency for the dis-
charge of their political functions depended, had 
been proportionably abated: on this latter subject 
the first views of the Ministers had been materially 
modified by the representations of the Court. ' 

By the engagements finally adopted the commer
cial profits of the Company were not to be liable 
for ally territorial payment until the dividend was 
first satisfied; and, if in any year the fund for the 
~ividend should fall short, the surplus of territorial 
income for the year preceding was to be liable for 
the deficiency. By the last charter a million ster
ling per annum was to be reserved from the surplus 
revenue as a provision for the Company's invest
ment; a condition wholly nugatory, as no surplus 
existed. By the present it was stipulated that a 
sum equal to the disbursements at home on territo
rial account should be paid yearly out of th~ reve
nues for investment; and this secured to the Com
pany commercial capital in India to an equal amount, 
in addition to the proceeds of goods and stores ex
ported from England. "\Vith regard, also, to the 
amount of Indian debt transferred home, the bill 
contained an important provision; that, in case suffi
cient funds should not remain after payment of the 
dividend to discharge all such bills as should be 
drawn for the interest of loans contracted in India 
before the 10th April, 1814, the residue of those 
bills should be discharged in such manner as Par
liament should from time to time direct. In all 
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BOOK I. these respects, therefore, the security of the divi
CHAP. vru. dend, of the home funds, and of annual advances in 

iSla. India for the investment, the new charter might be 
considered an improvement on that which the Com
panyheld. 

The additional powers of controul vested in the 
Board of Commissioners by the bill were no doubt 
mortifying to the Court of Directors ; but they mostly 
fell within the scope of the general powers given to 
the Board by former acts, and their operation would 
depend upon the spirit in which they were exer
cised. If that spirit were temperate and just, it 
.would be practicable to carry on the Company's 
business: if they were used in a way which men of 
character and liberal feeling could not brook, the 
issue might be serious to the system of the Com
pany. 

Upon a careful consideration then of the compa
rative advantages and disadvantages of the bill, the 
Court, although they deeply felt the loss of power 
and privilege which it inflicted upon the Company, 
recommended to the Proprietors to accept the char
ter; trusting that if obst.acles to its execntion should 
arise, and the Company be unable, after a fair trial 
should have been given to it, to act under its pro
visions, the Parliament which had prescribed the 
terms would be disposed to relieve them of the 
burthen. Should such relief not be given, the Com
pany would have the time and the means of making 
a more deliberate and safe bargain with the public 
than if they threw up their privileges at the present 
moment; whilst there would then be a better op
portunity of providing also for the future govem-
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ment of those immense possessions which the Com- BOOK I. 

pany had acquired for the country; possessions of CHAP. VIIL 

which the interests must ever be dear to them, 1813: 

and the most powerful of the motives for continu-
ing as long as they could with safety in the manage-
ment of that empire which had so much flourished 
under their care, and for the prosperity of which 
their system appeared to be peculiarly calculated.1 

The recommendations of the Court of Directors 
were communicated to the Court of Proprietors 
held on the 16th and adjourned to the 21st July; 
and it was finally resolved, 'that although the Court 
could not contemplate the bill with satisfaction, yet, 
deferring to the sense of the Legislature, and rely
ing on its wisdom and justice in the event of the 
expectations held out by the act being disappointed, 
they determined to accept the charter. The thanks 
of the Proprietors were voted to the late and pre
sent Directors for the talent, zeal, and perseverance 
with which they had struggled to maintain the 
rights and support the interests of the Company.' 

Thus closed a contest in which the first serious 
blow was inflicted on the monopoly of the East 
India Company, after it had been enjoyed by them 
for two centuries. During this period a mighty 
empire had been raised upon the narrow founda
tions of exclusive commerce. Upon no other basis 
could the edifice have been reared. An indiscrimi
nate resort of individual, unconnected, and often 

I Minute of a CGmmiUee of the whole Court of Directors, 15th Ju\y, 
1813; Papers, &e. p.492 • 

• Proceediugs of a Gene .... l Court of Proprietors, 21st Ju\y, 1813; 
Papers, !ce. 521. See also the Debates on the Charter at the India House 
during the first six mouths of 181S; separately published, London, ]8IS. 
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BOOK I. hostile competitors could not have been attended 
CHAP. vm •• with a consistent or enduring course of operations; 

1813. and 'must have subjected the trade with India to a 
feeble and precarious existence, dependent upon the 
caprice and venality of the subordinate officers of 
the native governments, and momentarily menaced 
with extinction by the follies and passions, the ava
rice and the ignorance of Asiatic despots. Adventu
rers isolated and at variance with each other would 
have been in no situation to· resist injustice, repel 
aggression, or avenge wrong: much less would they 
have been able to place their commerce in an atti
tude not merely of defence but of defiance, and to 
apply the resources which it furnished to the acquire .... 
ment of political power: In the struggle for suffer::
ance which they would have had to maintain in their 
limited ambition of effecting a successful trading 
speculation, it could never have dwelt within their 
imaginations to gain a firm and lasting footing on 
the soil of India, to put down and set up princes, to 
seize upon and hold amidst difficulty and danger 
masterdom and sway. The oneness of the Company 
for so long a period consolidated their commercial 
system, enabled them to baffle and defeat rivalry 
and opposition, to exact retribution for injury, and, 
as the field expanded, to extend their views be
yond the circumscribed horizon of purely commer
cial profit. At the same time, this result, although 
inseparable from the system, was neither prctiect
ed nor foreseen by its authors, and

o 
was brought 

to maturity in spite of their repeated disapproval, 
or at best with their reluctant and unwilling con
firmation. The East India Company's territorial 
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dominion was not the acquisition of the Qompany so BOOK I. 

much as of the Company's servants, who, often in QHA~. VllI. 

disregard of the wishes of their masters, and some- 1813. 

times in. disobedience of their positive commands, 
entered with no common audacity, detennination, 
and foresight, in the promising path which the 
distracted state of Indian politics laid open to their 
ambition; and, with energies and talents of more 
than ordinary natures, applied the superior resources 
of civilisation to secure rich fragments of the scat-
tered reliques of native misrule, and remodelled 
them into the rudiments of power, of infallible 
future expansion. This was not the work of the 
Company, although it never could have been brought 
to pass by any other instmmentality than that of 
the Company's Indian servants. It was the work 
o£ Clive, of Hastings, of Cornwallis, and of Welles-
ley, aided and impelled by the irresistible force of 
circumstances, by the inconsiderateness and temerity 
of the native princes of India, and by the superior 
energy of the European character. 

'\Vhatever its origin, however, the system was 
now mature; and, whatever the assertions of the 
Company's advocates, it was no longer in need of 
national commercial sacrifices for its continuance or 
development. On the contrary, the longer. duration 
of the connexion was mischievous. As 'sovereigns 
of India, it was the duty of the Company to look 
alone to the interests of the people whom they go
verned; as a trading body, it was their interest to 
secure to themselves as large a pecuniary profit as 
such a capacity justified. An exclusive privilege of 
trade, that barred all competition, necessarily pre-
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BOOK I. cluded the people of India from purchasing foreign 
CHAP. vm. commodities at the lowest price, and from realising 

1813. the fullest value for the proceeds of their own indus
try. To the people of India the Company's monopoly 
was as injurious as it was to individual enterprise 
in Great Britain; and the period had undoubtedly 
arrived when the best interests of both countries 
demanded its extinction. 

Although extraordinary talents, zeal, and perse
verance were displayed in the discussion on both 
sides, yet we are now able to decide from events 
that there was little of sound judgment or prophetic 
prescience in any of the contending parties. The 
twenty years of the renewed charter rolled away; 
and colonisation, which was so confidently predicted 
as its unavoidable consequence, was as little probable 
at its close as at its commencement} Neither had 
it been found more difficult than before to protect 
the native population from the turbulence or vio
lence of European settlers. The predictions, equally 
confident, that the trade was unsusceptible of ex
tension, and that no new article of export could be 
introduced,-predictions in which the most intelli
gent officers of the Company concurred, and to' 
which even the advocates of free trade, however re
luctantly, assented, -were signally falsified. The 
trade, both export and import, did obtain a consi
derable augmentation under the new system; and 
articles entirely unknown in the annals of Indian 

I The whole number of applications for licences between 1814 and 1832 
'was but 1547: of these, 1253 were complied with by the Court, and 71 by 
the Board j making the whole number of persons, not in the service, who 
proceeded to India with leave ill the course of eighteen years, 1324.
Commons' Committee, 1831 j General Appendix, p. 868. 
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imports were exported thither from Great Britain to BOOK I. 
. t t th t' t' fl' CHAP. VIII. an Immense amoun, 0 e ex mc IOn 0 severa SI- __ _ 

milar products of domestic labour.1 This effect was 1813. 

prepared for, as has been noticed, by an iniquitous 
abuse of the power of Great Britain in excluding 
from her own consumption the principal manufac-
tures of India, and in opening the ports of India to 
those of Britain free of charge; but its actual oc .... 
currence was little anticipated by any of those who 
urged or resisted the removal of the restrictions on 
the trade.' 

The proceedings that took place on this occasion 
have been detailed at length, because it is of import-

I The value of the whole of the private trade with India was, iu 
1814-1Il, Rupees 13,54,19,460, nr £13,549,146; in 1826-7 it was, 
Rupees 14,83,33,640, or £14.833,364: being an incl'ease of £1,284,218. 
The latter period affords an unfavourable view of the state of the trade, as 
it was one of commercial depression. 'l'he average value of the whole 
private trade for fifteen years subsequently to 1814-15 was more than 
seventeen crores or seventeen millions sterling per annum, being an ad
vance of nearly four millions a year.-Lords' Committee, 1830, App. B. 5, 
and C. 40. In 1813-14 the value of cotton goods imported into Bengal 
was £47,000. In 1827-8 it was £561,000. In the former year cotton 
yarn was unknown: in the latter the value imported was £188,000. 
Spelter was another article of import not known at the earlier date. At 
the latter it was imported to the value of nearly £120,000.-Wilson's Exter
nal Commerce of Bengal. . These articles were permanent innovations; 
for in 1843-44 the value of yarn imported into Bengal alone is reported 
to be £515,000, of pieee-goods £1,516,667, and speller £68,000.-Wil-
kinson, Report ExteroaI Commerce of Bengal, 1843-4. . 

I There seems to have been but one person connected with the trade to 
India who distinctly anticipated the possibility of such a revolution; and 
this was not on the present, but on a former occasion. In a debate on a • 
motion for papers to illustrate the comparative value of private British and 
foreign trade with India, in the House of Commons on th~ 14.th March, 
1806, Mr. Alderman Prinsep, speaking of the probable sub~htutlOn of raw. 
cotton for cotton goods in the ships of private traders, ma~e the remark
able observation, that a sofficient supply of the raw materIal. would acc~
lerate ti,e period which he saw approaching, when the natlves of In~la 
should be supplied with cloth made in England of their own cot.to~, le~vlDg 
to the mother country all the profits of freight, agency, commiSSIon, IDSU" 

rance, and manufacture: all these and many other beneficial results would 
follow an extension of the private trade.-Hans. Pari. Debates, 14th March, 
1806. 

VOL. I. 2 p 
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IIOOK L anee that a readily ~ble' reeord should be pre
aLAP. YIII. served of the sentiments of the many very eminent 
lll~ persons 'Who. both in Parliament and in the Direction, 

took a principal part in the discussions. and because 
the nature of the ronnexion ..-hich united the trade 
of the East India Company lrith the sO're~"'D.ty of 
India now first underwent a ~damental ~'-"'e. It 
may also be ofose to rontemplate the spirit by 'Which 
the opinions ofwi..;e and good men 'Were unconsciously 
inspired, and to observe how personal interests and 
cherished prejudiCes db--torted. principle and dark
ened ju~~ent.. With few exceptions. and those 
exercising little or no infiuence, the charter of 1.93 
1'r3S dL-.eug;ed upon no lridelyor liberally rompre
hensive Tiew-s, upon no distinct perception of the 
adTalltages 'Which it might reali...;e for Great Britain, 
upon no generous purpose of proTiding India 'With 
a rompen...~tion for the eTils in.-"eparable from the 
sowreignty of strangers. Professions of a concern 
for the interests of India 'We~ it is true, not Ufu--p3r

ingly uttered, but it would be diffieult to show that 
the majority of the parties 'Who en~tred in the ~ 
eu.ssion 'Were solely in...o;tigated by a db-interested 
regard for the 'Wt>lfare of the Indian subjects of the 
Crown. The lIin.i:.-ters, it 1'r3S t>Tident, had mainly 
in Tiew the t>xtension of the~ 0\\"11 infiuence; and, as 

. the bill proceeded, made obTious sacrifices to party. 
and adopted elau.c;es to 'Which they 'Were tht>Dlselws 
indifFerent ·or opposed, in subservience to particular 
interest..", in order to conciliate parliamentary sup
port. In their original co~ndence 'With the 
C-ourt no mention 1'r3S made of the outports. and the 
extension to tht>Iq of the import trade from India 
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was extorted by their clamOUl' and perseverance. BOOK I. 

The legislative enco~"ement yielded to mission- can. nu. 

ary labours was also a graft upon the original design, 1811. 

with the purpose of propitiating a numerous and 
influential party. Nor were they negligent of their 
own ad vantages; and in the provisions made for the 

. nomination to the episcopal see, and for the con
firmation of the appointments to the highest tem
poral situations, extended, as far as they were then 
prepared to extend it, the patro~"e of the Crown. 
The advocates for the authorised extension of mis
sionary efforts, although they might claim the merit 
of disinterestedness, were little entitled to credit for 
candoUl' or discretion. Placing implicit and undis
t"riminating reliance upon exaggerated and erroneous 
descriptions of the condition and character of the 
Hindu and Mohammedan population of India, they 
disregarded the danger of precipitately attempting 
their reform, and overlooked the possible peril, that, 
where a state withholds its protection from the 
national faith, the people may exercise the right, as 
they have the power, of protecting it for themselves. 
The merchants and manufactUl'el'll of the United 
Kingdom avowedly looked only to their O\m profits; 
and, in the struggle between London and the out
ports, was re-acted the battle for exclusiveness 
which ~ad previously been fought between the Lon
don merchants and the Company. Deprived of the 
monopoly of the trade, the Company made a stand 
for warehouses and sale-rooms; and, despoiled of 
these, sought consolation in the security of their 
dh"idends. All these motives and considerations 
were appropriate and yenial 8S regarded the indin-

'.2 
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BOOK I. dual and peculiar interests and feelings of the per
CRAP. vm. sons concerned, but they were little worthy of their 

1813. collective capacity of arbiters of the destinies of 
India. 

END OF THE FIRST BOOK. 
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PAGE 38. 

CLAIMS OF THE PESHWA UPON THE GAEKWAR. 

Schedule of the Sums due to the Poona State from 
the Gaekwar', Government. 

Balance of an account settled in 1798 
On account of presents 7,79,000 
On account of troops (3000) 

not maintained •••. 6,75,000 

14,54,000 
N.B. These sums have been accumulating for 

Rup8U. 

39,82,789 No. J. 

ten years • • • • • • • • • . • 1,45,40,000 
Damaji Gaekwar conquered the country of 

the Babi, upon condition of assuming half, and 
delivering the other half to the Peshwa j and 
that a karkoon on the part of the Government 
should settle this: and a memorandum be given 
in of the division, ane! that the places were to 
be given up in the year 1740, and whatsoever 
was due before this period was to be remit-
ted. This was never carried into effect. In 
the year 1771 the Gaekwar paid one lakh of 
rupees, and in the next agreed to pay 25,000 j ----

Carried forward . . . 1,85,22,789 
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Rupea. 

Brought forward . • • 1,85,22,789 
and, when Fateh Sing Gaekwar should come, 
then it should be executed. This was settled 
in 1765, but has never been carried into effect; 
therefore a lakh of rupees per year is due for 
thirty-seven years • • • . • • • • • 37,00,000 

In the year 1794 the dignity of Sena-khas
khel-Shamshir Bahadur was granted to Govind 
Rao Gaekwar, besides lands, for which 56,38,001 
rupees were given. He died; and the same 
honours and lands were granted to his son, for 
which he is to pay .••••.•• 56,38,001 

The whole amounting to • R- 2,78,60,790 

In the year 1796 it was agreed that 3000 horsemen 
should be furnished, and upon a requisition .woo; and that 
one of the Gaekwar's relations should remain at court; 
and that the . troops should at all periods be in readiness, 
and, if not necessary, that a sum of money should be 
given in lieu. 

Ahmedabad is under two authorities, but the same 
arrangements continue as under Madhu Rao; and, if any 
deviation should have been admitted, let it be abolished. 

You agreed, in the year 1792, to give the Sirm three 
of your best elephants and five horses; but it has not been 
done: therefore fail not to do it now. 

In the year 1793 you borrowed, through our intervention, 
the sum of one lall of rupees, for tfhich we were secu
rities, and agreed to pay the bills drawn upon you; but 
this has not been done: therefore do 10 !fOW, and pay the 
interest. 

You were also bound to present a lakh of rupees' worth 
of jewels; but this baa not been done: do 80 now, and 
adhere to the engagements which were concluded in the 
time of Madhu Rao. 
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You owe Dalnji Naik Dhora Souku a awn of money. No. I. 
(or whicb Government became aecurity. Liquidate thia --
at the rate or one Iakb of rupeea per annum. and 10 treat 
Mulhar Rao and his family at to prevent hia complaints 
reaching Government. 

In addition to tha. engagements were also made in 
which you admitted the aum at. . . . n- 78.33,212 

but only paid. • • • • • • 28,13,325 

So that there ia atill a balanee of • • n- 50.19,887 
Let this be aettled. 

You have held the village of Rani. in the 
Pergunna of Sandi. for these thirteen yean, 
which w.a worth 2000 rupeea per annum. Pay 
this money. and deliver up the village to the 
Kamavisdar • • • • • • • • • •• 26,000 

50,45,887 
and wherever the villagea have been assessed let the Dloney 
be returned. 
. Several of the papcll having been destroyed or laid 
aside during the irruption of Holkar. the accounts cannot 
be completely made out; but, aa the recorda are found. 
other items ahall be inserted. 

In the year 1700 bin. were drawn upon you: let an 
account be furnished. 

II. 

PAGE 70. 

lIollcaT', PropOliiion, IltA .Dec. 1801. 10 SinJMa. 

1. 11.1 highneu the Pesbwa a our aoyereign. and we No. II. 

are hia lenants. Let ua therefore. like our alleeaton. 
continue to obey hia orden. 
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No. II. 12. Let us keep on friendly terms with the Bhonsla and 
--- other Sirdars of the Peshwa, and let us consult with them 

on all occasions. 
3. ~et the agreements which passed between us at Sub

bulgerh under the sanction of our oaths be abided by, 
and let not the terms of friendship which existed between 
our ancestors be departed from. 

4. Any Aumils or officers of either party, who may pro
ceed into the country of the other with a force, will take 
the greatest care to preserve the country. Should they, 
contrary to the orders of their master, exact any money 
from the country, their master will account for it. 

5. Should any new enterprise be contemplated, it shall" 
be carried on by mutual consultation. " 

6. That our friendship may be preserved, and doubts 
between us be done away, let neither endeavour to tamper 
with the army of the other; and, should any Sirdar quit 
the service of eitheI party, let him not be retained by the 
other. 

7. The money colleOcted by Meer Khan from the Mahauls 
of Sadourah and others, the five Mahauls, shall be repaid. 
to Maharaja Dowlat Rao Sindhia. 

8. Let the money which may have been collected by th~ 
Soobahdars of one party from the Mahauls of the other 
since the settlement of differences at Subbulgerh be ac
counted for mutually. 

9. Let a respectable Vakeel from each party attend the 
Durbar of the other. Let the tribute from the other Rajas 
and wealthy chiefs unconnected with us, as the Gaekwar 
and others, remain in the hands of those who have been ac
customed to collect them. In this we have no concern. 
Should, however, it so happen that any new arrangement 
in regard to them should be proposed, let it be prosecuted 
by our joint .counsels and consent. 

10. If any of the ministers or Aumils of either part 
should treacherously seek the protection of the other, let 
him not be protected, but delivered over to the state he 
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belongs to; but, if he be a man of rank, let the matter of No. II. 

dispute be fairly inquired into and adjusted. 
11. Let the tributes for Jaypore and Joudhpore continue 

to be collected as they were in the time of our ancestors. 
You (Sindhia) will not create any disturbance in the coun
try of Jaypore, nor will I (HoIkar) interfere in the country 
of Marwar (Joudhpore). 
. Let these eleven propositions be well considered, and an 
answer returned to them. 

III. 

PAGE 140. 

Proclamation. 

THE Right Honourable the Governor in Council No. III. 

having observed that in some late instances an extra---
ordinary degree of agitation has prevailed among se-
yeral corps of the native army of this coast, it has 
been his Lordship's particular endeavour to ascertain 
the motives which may have led to conduct so difFer-
ent from that which formerly distinguished the native 
army. From this inquiry it has. appeared that many 
persons of evil intentions have endeavoured, for mali-
cious purposes, to impress upon the native troops a 
belief that it is the wish of the British Government 
to convert them by forcible means to Christianity; and 
his Lordship in Council has observed with concern, 
that such malicious reports have been believed by many 
of the native corps. 

The Right Honourable the Governor in Council deems 
it therefore proper in this public manner to repeat to 
the native troops his assurance that the same respect 
which has been invariably shown by the British Govern-
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No. IlL ment for their religion and for their' customs will be 
---always continued; and that no interruption will be given 

to any native, whether Hindu or lIussehnan, in the prac
tice of his religious ceremonies. 

His Lordship in Council desires that the native troops 
will not give belief to the idle rumours which are cir
culated by enemies of their happiness, who endeavour 
with the basest designs to weaken the confidence of the 
troops in the British Government. His Lordship in 
Council desires that the native troops will remember 
the constant attention and humanity which have been 
shown by the British Government in providing for their 
comfort, by augmenting the pay of the native officers and 
Sepoys, by allowing liberal pensions to those who have 
done their duty faithfully, by making ample provision 
for the families of those who may have died in battle, 
and by receiving their children into the service of the 
Honourable Company, to be treated with the same care 
and bounty as their fathers had experienced. 

The Right Honourable the Governor in Council trusts 
that the native troops, remembering these circumstances, 
will be sensible of the happiness of their situation. which 
is greater than that which the troops of any other part of 
the world enjoy; and that they will continue to observe the 
same good conduct for which they were distinguished in 
the days of General Lawrence, of Sir Eyre Coote, and of 
other renowned heroes. 

The native troops must at the same time be sensible, 
that if they should fail in the duties of their allegiance, 
and should show themselves disobedient to their officers, 
their conduct will not fu.il to receive merited punishment; 
as the British Government is not lellS prepared to punish 
the guilty than to protect and distinguish those who are 
deserving of its favour. 

It is directed that this paper be translated with care into 
the Tamul, Telinga, and HindOO8tanee languages, and that 
copies of it be circulated to each native battalion; of which 
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the EW'opean officers are enjoined and ordered to be care- N ... ilL 

lul in making it known to every native officer and Sepoy --
under their command. 

It u also directed that copiea of the paper be circulated 
to the magiatratea and collecton under the Government, for 
the purpOle of being fully understood in all parte of the 
country. 

Dated in Fort St. George, the 3rd December, 1806. 

IV. 

PAGE 176. 

Eztract Jrom IAk,hman Dawa', Petition to the "'gent oj the 
Goolf1'1Wf'-General ill Bundelkhand, 27th :blarch, 1809. 

You, Sir, told me that you would say everything you Np. IV. 

could Cor me to the Governor-General, and do all in your --
power for me. You also desired me to continue near you: 
accordingly, I remained in yoW' preaence. :My condition 
and caae ia thia:-For lOme yean I have kept an army, 
with which I have plundered a number of Brahmans, vil-
lagers, and peasant.; and also fought againat yoW' forces, 
and destroyed a great number of yoW' people. I enter-
tained twelve hundred men for these six yearl, leven or 
eight hundred of whom have periahed in these tranaactiona. 
I have behaved in an unparalleled, ungrateful, and rebel-
lious manner to your Government; so as no one in thie 
country Dever behaved, nor ever will. I did not give up 
the fort of Ajaygerh, as I promised to do, within two yean; 
neither' did I pay the money which I promised to pa,.. 
The greatest ingratitude and faithlessness appear against 
me. I have become infamoul all over Bundelkhand. All 
the peasantry are in expectation of my death.' All the 
Brahmans, :Mahajans, servants, Sipahia, Hindus, Muts-
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No. IV. eddis, brothers, connexions of my own father far off or 
--- near, all the Rajas, Fojdars, Amils, religious, educated, 

Gods, lagirdars, Padarthis, Byragis, Fakirs, the whole of 
the inhabitants, great and small, are wishing every instant 
to be my last. I would that their wishes were fulfilled. 
If I continue to exist, I had better not remain in this 
country; my death were preferable. I have· four or :five 
people sitting under the fort of Ajaygerh. Having called 
them to you, you will advise them respecting me, and blow 
me and my family away from the mouth of a cannon. This 
will be well for me, and it will accord with the wishes of 
all. They will be pleased, and I wish it. If I consent 
not to this, I am a liar, and agree to be regarded as hateful 
to God. 

H I hesitate, I call upon God to bear witness. Favour 
me with this punishment, and it will be well for me. I 
beg you to reflect upon it, and order it to be done; and I 
beg of you to give my brothers and connexions two 
villages each for their support. If what I have requested 
be not agreeable to you, I beg you will exalt me as you 
have done other Rajas, or still more. The way to exalt me 
is to give me a lill of rupees in money, and all my own 
country, as well as what is mentioned in the Sunnud given 
to me by Captain Baillie. If this, Sir, should please you, 
it is well; if not, pray blow me from a cannon's mouth. 
The last is honour; the :first a mere nothing. Do which-· 
ever you please, I shall be content. I cannot be content 
with anything else. I pray you, consider it well. May 
the sun of your fortune perpetually shine! 
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v. 
PAGE 268. 

GENERAL ORDERS. 

Head Quarters, Choultry Plain, tz8 Jan. 1809. 

General Order. By the Commander-in-cltief. 

THE immediate departure of Lieutenant-General Mac- No. V. 

dowall from Madras will prevent his design of bringing --
Lieutenant-Colonel Munro, Quartermaster-General, to 
trial for disrespect to the Commander-in-chief, for disobe-
dience of orders, and for contempt of military authority, 
in having resorted to the power of the Civil Government in 
defiance of the judgment of the officer at the head of the 
army, who had placed him under an arrest on charges pre-
ferred against him by a number of officers co~anding 
native corps; in consequence of which appeal direct to the 
Honourable the President in Council, Lieutenant-General 
Macdowall has received a positive order from the Chief 
Secretary to liberate Lieutenant-Colonel Munro from ar-
rest. 

Such conduct on the part of Lieutenant-Colonel Munro 
being destructive of subordination, subversive of military 
discipline, a violation of the sacIed rights of the Com
mander-in-chief, and holding out a most dangerous ex
ample to the service, Lieutenant-General Macdowall, in 
support of the dignity of the profession and his own sta
tion and character, feels it incumbent on him to express 
his strong disapprobation of Lieutenant-Colonel Munro's 
unexampled proceedings, and considers it a solemn duty 
imposed upon him to reprimand Lieutenant-Colonel Munro 
in general orders; and he is hereby reprimanded accord-
ingly. (Signed) T. BOLES, 

Adjutant-General. 
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VI. 

PAGE 272. 

Fort St. George, S1st Jan. 1809. 

General Order. By GOf)ernmen~. 

No. VI. IT has recently come to the knowledge of the Honour-
--- able the Governor in Council that Lieutenant-General 

Hay Macdowall did, previous to his embarkation from the 
Presidency, leave to be published to the army a general 
order, dated the 28th instant, in the highest degree disre
spectful to the Government; in which that officer has pre
sumed to found a public censure on an act adopted under 
the immediate authority of the Governor in Council, and 
to convey insinuations grossly derogatory to the character 
of the Government, and subversive of military discipline 
and of the foundation of public authority. 

The resignation of Lieutenant-General Macdowall of 
the command of the army of Fort St. George not having 
been yet received, if becomes the duty of the Governor in 
Council, in consideration of the violent and inflammatory 
proceedings of that officer on the present and on other 
recent occasions, and for the purpose of preventing the 
possible repetition of farther acts of outrage, to anticipate 
the period of his expected resignation, and to annul the 
appointment of Lieutenant-General Macdowall to the 
command of the army of this Presidency. 

The Governor in Council must lament, with the deepest 
regret, the necessity of resorting to an extreme measure 
of this nature: but, when a manifest endeavour has been 
made to bring into degradation the supreme public autho
rity, it is essential that the vindication should not be less 
signal than the offence; and that a memorable example 
should be given, that proceedings subversive of established 
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order caD find no security under the sanction of rank No. VI. 

however high, or ot station however exalted. 
The general order in question having been circulated 

under the signature of the Deputy Adjutant-General of the 
army, it must have been known to that officer, that, in 
giving currency to a paper of this offensive description, he 
was acting in direct violation of his duty to the Govern
ment. .AI. no authority can justify the execution of an 
illegal act, connected, as that act obviously in the present 
case has been, with views of the most reprehensible nature, 
the Governor in Council thinks it proper to mark his 
highest displeasure at the conduct of Major Boles, by di
recting that he shall be suspended from the service of the 
Honourable Company •. 

The general order left by the Commander-in-chief for 
publication, under date the 28th instant, is directed to be 
expunged from every public record i and the Adjutant-Ge
neral of the army will immediately circulate the necessary 
orders for this purpose. 

By order of the Honourable the Governor in Council. 
(Signed) G. BUCHAN, 

Chief Secretary to Government. 

VII. 

PAGE 438. 

Zemindari Sunnud granted by Jehangir. 

IT has happened in this propitious time that Abhiman No. VII. 

Sing. Zemindar of Mahanagar in Nizamabad. has em
braced Islamism. and been honoured with the title of Raja 
Nadir Dowlat Khan. We have therefore bestowed upon 
him twenty-two Pergunnas in Soobah Allahabad. from the 
commencement of the Khuneef crop. and according to the 
specification below. Our illustrious sons and rulers of the 
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No. VII; provinces and Mootsuddies must ever use their strongest 
--- endeavours perpetually to maintain this grant, and confirm' 

the Zemindari of the above Pergunnas to the afore-men
tioned person and his descendants for ever. They will de
duct 1,25,000 rupees as his Nankarfrom the total Jumma 
payable. to the Government, in order that he may spend it; 
and the fixed allowance per village and per-centage in the 
Jumma and other Zemindari dues from his sup part. This 
Sunnud will not require renewal. Dated Rubbee 001 Akhir 
15th~ 'in the 4th year of the reign. (Specification on the 
reverse.) Pergunnas twenty-two (then follow their names). 
Nankar 1,25,000 rupees. Zemindari dues per village two 
rupees, per-cent. one rupee.-J. Asiatic Society of Bengal, 
vol. viii. p. 93. 

VIII. 

PAGE 469. 

The Petition of all the Inhabitants of the City of Benares, 
etc. etc. 

SHEWETH, 

No. VIII. That we, your humble petitioners, have been nourished 
from our infancy by the fostering care of the British Go
vernment, and have been protected from every evil. During 
the government of Mr.' Hastings especially we enjoyed 
ease and tranquillity, when, by the abolition of the tax 
on pilgrims, the fame of the Government was extended 
from one end of India to the other. In like manner, in the 
time of the Marquis Cornwallis we enjoyed various advan-

. tllges: the Sayer and town duties, and other descriptions of 
oppressive duties,. were abolished. The affairs of this pro
vince were committed to the administration of Mr. Duncan ; 
and such was the indulgence ext.ended to us, that, for the 
first time, Vakeels were appointed in the courts of justice 
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on the part of Government, and the claims of Government No. VIII. 

were henceforward judged and determined in common with --~ 
the claims of other people. A considerable sum of money 
was also appropriated for the expense of the Hindoo col-
lege, and hundreds of people obtained Jageers, pensions, 
and donations: the people of all descriptions were secured 
in the enjoyment of their laws and their religion, together 
with the customs and usages to which they had been long 
habituated. The fame of the Government extended itself 
throughout the world; everything submitted to its will, 
and the population of the country increased with its pro-
sperity. 

When the court of justice was originally established at 
Benares, the fees payable on the institution of suits were 
fixed at the rate of five per cent.; but the people claimed 
the interposition of the Governor-General's agent at this 
place, and the fees were reduced in consequence to the 
rate of one per cent. We fully expected that in a short 
time these also would be abolished, but after that gentle
man went away they were again increased; and by the 
introduction of the stamp duties, transit and town duties, 
by the Phatuckbundee and other new institutions, your 
petitioners were reduced to distress and wretchedness. 

During the last five years the seasons have proved un
favourable; the harvests have been injured by drought, 
hail, and frost; and the price of every article of consump
tion has increased twofold. In this state of things, Regu
lation xv., 1810, is introduced; and the tax it imposes, by 
affecting all ranks of people, has thrown the subjects of 
your Government into consternation. Accordingly, anum
ber of people, in the confident expectation of obtaining 
that indulgence which Government has always been accus
tomed to extend to its subjects, exposed themselves to the 
inclemency of the season, and, with nothing to cover them 
but the heavens, bowed their faces to the earth in suppli
cation: in this state of calamity several of them perished. 
We presented some petitions, setting forth our distresses to 

VOL. I. 2 Q 
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. No. VlIL the magistrate; and, as we did not obtain our object, we 
--- petitioned the provincial court, but from our untoward 

fate we were again unsuccessful. In this state of trouble 
the proclamation oC the 13th of Ian. 1811 was issued, 
under the impression that your petitioners were in a state 
of disobedience to the Government; which we humbly 
represent was never even within our imagination. In im
plicit obedience to this proclamation, as to the decree of 
fate, we got up, and returned to our homes, in full de
pendence upon the' indulgence of the Government. We 
set forth our distresses as below stated: we hope that yon, 
under the authority vested by Government in its officers, 
upon the exercise of which the welfare oC the country 
depends, will be pleased to translate this our petition, and 
forward it to the Right Honourable the Governor-General 
in Council, that, under the provision contained in clause 
1st, Regulation xli., 1793, we may obtain relief. The 
indulgent disposition which is invariably manifested by 
the Government induces us to entertain a confident hope 
that the petition of its afflicted subjects will be complied 
with. 

[The following representation relates to Regulation xv., 
1810, and the proclamation of the 13th of January 1811.] 

First. By Regulation xxiii., 1793, the expense of the 
police establishments was to be defrayed by a tax levied 
from the merchants, traders, and shopkeepers, who were 
considered one of the most opulent classes of -the people; 
but, by the rules in Regulation vi., 1797, the Regulation 
above mentioned was rescinded, and it was declared that 
the tax was a source of vexation to the contributors. 
The Vice-President in Council accordingly resolved to abo
lish this tax, and to substitute the duties on stamp paper 
in the room of it. Sire, when the vexations to which the 
people were exposed by being subjected to the tax are so 
fully known to you, there can be no necessity Cor us to 
employ much detail in representing them; and let it be 
understood that the persons who then were affected by 
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Regulation xxiii, 1793, are n~t now in a rondition better N ... VIII. 

calculated to submit to iL In the new Regulation the tax --
includes every one; thousands who have not wherewithal 
to subsist are aH'ec:ted by it: hence to extend the tax to 
e,.erybody will be the ~ause of general ruin. 

Secondly. The protection of the people is the duty of 
the GovernmenL The Governments to which we were for
merly subjected established the transit and other duties 
upon traders to defiay the expenses of protecting us; in 
other words, for the support of the police. Expenses of 
other descriptions were defrayed by the produce of the 
Baitoolmaul; and, although these duties still rontinue to be 
levied in Benares, the expense of the roads and the general 
protection of the country, such as the establishment of 
police and so forth, was also provided for at the settlement 
of the province: besides ~ the stamp duties were esta
blished to defiay the expense of the police, as well as the 
Pbatuckbundee, which bas," however, been abolished by 
the proclamation of th" 18th January. These various re
sources for the support of the police well merit the atten
tion of the GovernmenL 

Thirdly. In Regulation XT., 1810, it is stated, that, as 
the tax had been introduced into Calcutta, it should be 
also introduced into Benares. Sire, the ground of Calcutta 
is the particular property of Government: it was originally 
Government property. and became inhabited according to 
the ~aes established in England: all consented to pay the 
tax on the same principle as if it were a ground-rent; and 
every one, according to his means or pleasure, took ground 
and built upon iL But it is otherwise in Benares, where 
the ground is the property of its inhahitants, who have 
held it by purchase or other means from time immemorial. 

Fourthly. ID Regulation XT., 1810, it is dec:lared, that 
all places of worship are to be exempted from the tax; 
and the whole extent of the city of Benares as contained 
within the Punehkos is, in fact, a place of worship, there 
positively is not a point of ground within it which is other-

iQi 
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No. VIII. wise. Let this be ascertained by a reference to tbe Shas
--- ter. Besides this, former Governments, on all occasions of 

exercising their authority, treated this city with peculiar 
indulgence; and the British Government also has done the 
same, as is instanced in the exemption of Brahmins from 
capital punishment: hence the city of Benares should be 
especially exempted from the tax on houses. 

Fifthly. The means of procuring subsistence in these 
times, such as they are, are well known to Government. 
From the annihilation of the profits of our labour, from 
the increase of the taxes, from calamities which have 
raised the price of every article of consumption, from the 
abolition of the Tehseeldarree system, and from the bank
ruptcy of the merchants, your petitioners are reduced to 
such a state, that multitudes are unable to clothe and feed 
themselves, or support and educate their families: hence 
numbers, who supported themselves in a respectable man
ner, have been robbed of their respectability by distress. 
Had it not been for the native colleges of Calcutta and 
Benares, there would not have been an educated or well
bred man to be found throughout the country. How, 
then, is it possible to pay the tax ? 

Sixthly. Thousands of people in these times have not a 
kouree in the world; and if, in order to realise the tax, 
their household property shall be sold, as is prescribed in 
the Regulation, to what extremities will they not be 
reduced? ' 

Seventhly. Since the commencement of the English Go
vernment the rules contained in the Shera and Shaster, to
getherwith the customs of Hindostan, have invariably 
been observed: it will be found in the Shera and Shaster 
that houses are reckoned one of the principal necessaries of 
life, and are not accounted disposable property. Even 
creditors cannot claim them from us in satisfaction of their 
dues; and in this country, in'the times of the Mahomedan 
and Hindoo princes, houses were never rendered liable to 
contributions for the service of the state. 
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Eighthly. Men of business possess no ostensible pro- No. VIII. 

perty but their houses. Houses are the foundation of all--
worldly affairs, whether in the collector's office, or in the 
courts, or in mercantile transactions. If the tax is en-
forced, what with providing the means of paying it on the 
one hand, and what with the apprehension of future inno-
vations from the interference of Government on the other, 
lIuch general distrust will be excited, that there will no 
longer be any reliance on the security of property: all mer-
cantile transactions, all worldly affairs, will be overturned, 
and the public at large will become distracted. 

Ninthly. By the usages of this country, the rights 
of the Government as they were exercised in the times 
of the Mahomedan and Hindoo princes do not weigh 
heavy upon its subjects: hence it is that under the English 
Govermnent, in the sale of estates to realise the public 
revenue, the houses of the landholders are exempted. If 
the tax is enforced, the public mind will, for many reasons, 
be filled with apprehensions. 

Tenthly. Althouga Government certainly devotes par
ticular care and expense to the protection· of the inhabit
ants of the cities, yet the town and transit duties, the 
mint and stamp duties, the registry of deeds, the duties 
arising from the quarries and the Abkarree, &c. &c., all of 
which multiply in proportion to the extent of the popula
tion, are levied in a greater degree from the inhabitants of 
cities than from those who live in the interior. 

Eleventhly. If the tax is enforced, the rent of houses 
will increase; and many of the people, who are come from 
distant places to reside in this city and rent the houses they 
occupy, will no longer continue to remain in it. People 
will build no more stone houses; and in that case many 
classes of workmen, such as carpenters, blacksmiths, 
masons, &c. will be left without employment, and the 
city will be depopulated. 

Twelfthly. Those who, from the fame of the justice 
and protection to be found under the English Government, 
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No. VIII. are come from distant countries to reside in the city of 
--- Benares, -and whose residence in it adds to the population 

- of the place imdbenefits thousands, will by the introduc-
tion of the tax -be disheartened. They will go away, and 
multitudes Will be ruined. 

Thirteenthly. The Regulations enacted by the Marquis 
Cornwallis were extended to Benares, and we your peti
tioners, satisfied with those Regulations, lived happy and 
contented: the whole country increased in fertility and 
population, and the resources of Government were im
proved, at least so it appeared to us, though we know not 
if it appears so to the wisdom of the Government. 

Fourteenthly. As a number of persons continued for 
some time assembled tOgether to complain, Government 
conceived there was a disturbance, and it was so de
clared in the proclamation of the 13th of January, 1811. 
Sire, if an order be passed relating particularly to one in
dividual, and other persons combille to support him, it 
might in that case be denominated a disturbance. As 
the introduction of the tax affectea every individual of 
every class, every one presented himself to obtain justice. 
Thousands of men and women, all the old and the infirm, 
Brahmins, de;otees, and Pundits, who· have no occupation 
but prayer and penance, abandoned their houses and were 
among them. None were armed, even with a stick. The 
manner and custom in this country from time immemorial 
is this: that, whenever any act affecting every one gene
rally is committed by the Government, the poor, the aged, 
the ,infirm, the women, all forsake their families and their 
h~mes, expose themselves to the inclemency of the seasons 
and to other kinds of inconveniences, and make known their 
afRiction and distress, that the Government, which is more 
considerate· than our parents, may observe their condition 
and extend indulgence to its subjects. Besides this, when 
the Brahmins in general are involved in distress, it is in
cumbent on all Hindoos to abstain from receiving suste
nance, . and anyone who presumes to deviate from this 
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cUl;tom must incur general opprobrium. If your peti- No. VIII. 

tioners, by assembling together in this manner, can be --
considered to have created a disturbance, it is our mis-
fortune. 

[The next representation respects the houses of Benares.] 
First. Many Mohullahs are upon ground which pays 

revenue to Government, and ought accordingly to be ex
empted. 

Secondly. Many houses and severlLl parts of the city 
are held by grants from the native princes and from the 
Honourable East India pompany, and these are of the 
same nature as Ultumgah: besides which, thousands of 
people subsist on the bounty of Government. 

.Thirdly. Many of the Seraies and other public places 
were built by the Mahomedan princes or by their princi
pal officers, and ought to be exempted. 

Fourthly. There are hundreds of houses in this city the 
proprietors of which pay rent for the ground they are built 
upon, while the owner of the ground receives the rent as 
his right; which right has never been disputed by any Go
vernment. The house having been built by its proprietor, 
he holds it like household furniture, exempt from tax
ation; the materials of which it is built are liable to town 
and transit duties, and to the quarry duti~s, which are of 
course paid upon requisition. Many pieces of ground, 
and several of the houses above mentioned, are let to Go
vernment by the proprietors, and such proprietors cannot 

. in consequence be called upon to pay the tax. 
Fifthly. Many houses have been purchased by their 

present proprietors at public auction, with the permission 
of Government. 

Sixthly. Many houses which belonged to the Baitool
maul have been purchased by their present proprietors 
from the Government, who, on paying the value of them 
to Government, were put into possession. 

Seventhly. Many houses are still in the Baitoolmaul, 
and the occupants pay rent for them to Government. 
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No. VIII. Eighthly. Many houses have been bestowed' upon 
---Brahmins and Fucqueers; and these houses, like Kish

napunj and according to established rules, must be ex
empted. 

Ninthly. Many benevolent and humane people lend 
their houses for the accommodation of pilgrims and tra
vellers, . in the hope by so doing to obtain the blessing 
of Providence: many lend them out of civility to their 
friends. If the tax is enforced, civility and benevolence 
will be excluded from the world. 

Tenthly. Many houses have been built· by persons of 
rank in former times; these houSes are deserted and fallen 
to ruin. Those to whom these houses have lineally de
scended are unable to repair them; they inhabit, perhaps, 
but one room, without even the means of subsistence: such 
persons surely deserve indulgence. 

Eleventhly. Many houses are mortgaged,. and in the 
possession of the mortgagee. The tax cannot be paid by 
the mortgager, because he is without the means of paying 
it; nor can it be paid by the mortgagee without diminish
ing the legal profit derivable from the established rate of 
interest... < 

Twelfthly. Many.houses, belong to the Nawaub Vizier 
and other persons of distinction, such as Manmundil and 
Raujmundil. 
. Thirteenthly. Several men of rank, such as the Moghul 
princes, reside !n Benares by order of Government: they 
have either received their houses from Government, or 
have built them themselves. 

Fourteenthly. Many of the buildings of this city are 
either Hindoo or Mahomedan places of worship, or pious 
bequests. After exempting buildings of these descriptions 
and the houses above mentioned, it will appear upon in
quiry that the produce of the tax will not be worth the 
consideration of Government, which expends laks of 
rupees for the welfare of its subjects and for the general 
prosperity of the country. 
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Our existence and everything we possess have been be- No. VIII. 

stowed upon us by the liberality of Government. Your __ _ 
humble petitioners feel themselves totally unable to con-
tend, even in litigation, with a Government so powerful; 
but, perceiving that the Government is always disposed to 
be kind and indulgent, we have presumed to represent what 

. our imperfect understandings have suggested to us. The 
indulgence of Government has given us the power to 
make this our representation; and, at all events, we hope 
for its indulgence and the forgiveness of our offences. 

(Translated.) 

IX. 

PAGE 484, NOTE. 

Comparative Statement of the Revenues and Charges of 
British India in the Years 1807-8 and 1813-14. 

1801. Bengal. 
Receipts £9,972,000 
Charge. £6,1112,000 

Madras. 
4,928,000 
0,19..1,000 

Bombay. 
'170,000 

2,059,000 

Total. No. IX. 
15,670,000 __ _ 
13,623,000 

Surplus Revt'nue £2,045,000 
Deduct Interest un Dt'bt £2,226,000 

Supplie. to England ] 28,000 
--- £2,354,000 

Deficit in 1801-8 £309,000 

1813-14. Bengal. Madras. Bombay. Total. 
R~ct'ipts £11,172,000 6,297,000 759,000 11,228,000 
Charge. 4: 1,133,000 4,893,000 1,689,000 13,617,000 ----

Surplus Revenue 3,611,OOO 
Deduct Intert'st on Debt £1,631,000 

Supplies to England 116,000 
--- £1,653,000 

SurpluB ill 181S-U £1,958,000 
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ITEMS OF AUGMENTED RECEIPT. 

BengaL lUadras. Bombay • . ... ~ .... .. 
1801-8. 1813-14. 180.7-8. 1813-14. 180.7-8. 1813-14. 

Mint £17,0.0.0. 9,0.0.0. 
" 

16,0.0.0. 
" 

6,0.0.0. 
. Post-Office 35,0.0.0. 43,0.0.0. 17,0.0.0. 20.,0.0.0. .. 6,0.0.0. 
Stamps 

" 
16,0.0.0. 

" 
31,0.0.0. 

" " Judicial . 113,0.0.0. 10.4,0.0.0. . 
" 26,0.0.0. 

" 
6,0.0.0. 

Customs 511,0.0.0 322,0.0.0. 114,0.0.0. 190.,0.0.0. J 67 ,0.0.0. 10.8,0.0.0. 
Land Rev·. 3,729,0.0.0. 3,928,0.0.0. 1,0.40.,0.0.0. 893,0.0.0. 411,0.0.0. 31,0.0.0. 
Do.Cedd. P. 1,118,0.0.0. 2,271,0.0.0. 

" " " 
206,000. 

Do.Cedd.&} 10.130.0.0. 
Conq.do. ' , 1,664,0.0.0. 

" " " 
291,0.0.0. 

Salt 1,895,0.0.0. 1,179,0.0.0. " 155,0.0.0. 
" " Opium 80.1,0.0.0. 964,0.0.0. ." " " " Marine 

" 
31,0.0.1} 

" 
9,0.0.0. 

" 
46,0.00 

Camatic. 
" 

J,0.21,660. 1,Ia1,0.60. 
" " Tanjore ,; 562,0.0.0. 436,0.00 
" " Mysore 

" " 
1,399.0.0.0. 1,519,0.00 

" Nizam ,. " 
718,0.60. 685,0.0.0. 

" Travancore 
" " 

46,0.0.0. 91,0.00 43,0.0.0. 
" Cochin 

" " .. 32,0.0.0. .. " Farms and I 
Licences " 

51,0.0.0. 6il,o.Do. J43,0.60. 53,0.0.0. 

Dutch Settle- ~ 
1,0.00 

" ments S " .. 
TOTAL INCREASB OF RBVBNUB. 

1813-14 
18117·8 

£11,228,0.0.0. 
15,670.,0.0.0. 

:£ 1,558,000. 

Of which the Increase in Bengal was £1,20.0.,0.00 

The Deficit in Bombay 

Net Increase 

Madras • 369,0.0.0. 

1,569;0.0.0. 
11,0.0.0. 

£1,558,0.0.0. 

INCREASB OF LAND RBVBNUB IN BBNGAL. 

Lower Provinces 
Ceded ditto' 
Conquered ditto 

£199,0.0.0. 
553,0.0.0. 
651,0.0.0. 

£1,40.3,00.0. 
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These particulaJ'l are compiled Crom the Revenue state- No. IX. 
IIltmts oC the Second Report oC the Select Conunittee oC--
the HoullC oC Commonl, 1810, and the Report oC the 
Committtle oC the HOUlie oC Lords, 1830. l'he Imaller 
SUI1lS, below a thousand, are purposely omitted. It must 
be borne in mind aillo, that, at the valuation oC the rupee 
adopted in the Reports, all the sums are about. one-seventh 
too high. 

X. 
PAGE 540. 

ResolutiofU (communicated by th, llonourabl, til, 1l0Ul' of 
CO'lll'lllOfU to II"J Ri9ht IlollOurable tIt, llouse of Lords at 
a Conference) respecti1l9 th, Affair, of th, East India 
Company. 

1. RESOLVED, That it is expedient that all the privileges, No. X. 
authorities, and immunities, granted to the United Com---
pany oC Merchants trading to the East Indies by virtue 
oC any act or acts oC parliament now in force, and all 
rules, regulations, and clauses affecting the same, shall 
continue and be in force Cor a further term oC twenty 
yearl I except III far as the same may hereinafter be mo-
difi"d and repealed. 

2. Resolved, Tllat the existing restraints respecting 
the commercial intercourse with China shall b. continued, 
and that the exclullive trade in tea shall be preserved to 
the said Company during the period aforesaid. 

S. Resolved, That, subject to the provillions contained 
• in the preceding Resolution, it shall be lawCul Cor any oC 

hill l\ll\jcsty's SUhj"l'Cts to export any goods, warcs, or mer
chl\Jl(lize, which CUll now, or may hcreufter, be l('gally 
exported from any port ill the United Kingdom to any 
port within the limitll of the chartl'f ot the said Company, 
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No. x. as hereinafter provided; and that all ships navigated ac-
--- cording to law, proceeding from any port within the limits 

·of the' Company's charter, and being provided with regu
lar manifests from the last port of clearance, shall respec
tively be permitted to import any goods, wares, or mer
chandize, the product and manufacture of any countries 
within the said limits, into any ports in the United King
dom \yhich may be provided with warehouses, together 
with wet docks or basins, or such other securities as shall, 
in the judgment of the Commissioners of the Treasury in 
Great Britain and Ireland respectively, be fit and proper 
for the deposit and safe custody of all such goods, wares, 
and merchandize, as well as for the collection of all duties 
payable thereon, and shall have been so declared by the 
Orders of his Majesty in Council in Great Britain, or by 
the 'Order of the Lord Lieutenant in Council in Ireland: 
Provided always, that copies of all such Orders in Council 
shall be laid before both Houses of Parliament in the ses
sion next ensuing. 

4. Resolved, That as long as the Government of India 
shall be administered under the authority of the said 
Company according to the provisions, limitations, and 
regulations hereafter to be enacted, 'the rents, revenues, 
and profits arising from the territorial acquisitions in 
India shall, aft~r defraying the expenses of collecting 
the same, with the· several charges and 'stipulated pay
ments to whi<;h the revenues are subject, be applied 
and disposed i of, according to ·the following order of 
preference. 

In the first place, in defraying all the charges and ex
penses of raising and maintaining the forces, as well Eu
ropean as native, artillery and marine, on the establish
ments in India, and of maintaining the forts and. garrisons, 
there, and providing warlike and naval 'stores: Secondly, 
in the payment of the interest accruing on the debts 
owing, or which may hereafter be incurred, by the said 
Company in India': Thirdly, in' defraying the civil and 
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No. x. England shall' have been' reduced to the sum of three mil-
---lions of pounds sterling, then and thereafter the surplus 

proceeds which shall be found to arise from the revenues of 
India, and the profits upon the trade, after providing for 
the payments aforesaid, shall be applied to· the more 
speedy repayment of the capital of any public funds or 
securities which have been or may be created for· the.1ItI.f.. 
of the said Company, the charges of which have oo.m ab·· 
may be directed to be borne by the· said Company,.;!in 
virtue of any act or acts of parliament j and that~~y 
flUther surplus that may arise shall be set apart, and from 
time to time paid into the receipt of his Majesty's Ex
chequer, to be applied as Parliament shall direct, without.: 
any interest to be paid to the Company in respect ot for· 
the use thereof; but nevertheless to be considered ~and 
declared as an effectual security to the said Company few,' 
the capital stock of the said Company, and for the ;((Wi-. 
dend of lO~ per cent. per annum in respect thereof, not 
exceeding the sum of twelve millions of pounds sterling i, 
and that of the excess of such payments,· if anyj beyond • 
the said amount of twelve millions, one-sIxth ·part shall, . 
from time to time, be reserved and retained by the saicl 
Company for their own· use and benefit, and the remaining 
five-sixths shall be deemed and declared the property of 
the public, and at the disposal of Parliament. 

7. Resolved, That the said Company shall direct and 
order their books of account, at their several Presidencies 
and settlements in India, at their factory in China, at the 
island of St. Helena or elsewhere, and also in England, 
to be so kept and arranged as that-the same shall contain 
and exhibit the receipts, disbursements, debts· and assets, 
appertaining to, or connected with, the territorial, politi
cal, and commercial branches of their affairs; and that the 
same shall be made up in such manner that the said books 
shall contain and exhibit the accounts of the territorial 
and political departments separately and distinctly from 
such as appertain to, or are connected with, the commer-
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cial branch of their affairs; and that the arrangement of No. X. 

accounts 10 to be made shall be submitted to the ap---
probation and sanction of the Board of Commissioners 
for the A1faira of India. 

8. Resolved, That it ia expedient to make provision 
for further limiting the granting of gratuities and pensions 
to officers, civil and military, or increasing the same, or 
creating any new establishments at home, in such manner 
as Dlay effectually protect the funds of the said Company. 

9. Resolved, That all vacancies happening in the office 
of Governor-General of Fort William in Bengal, or of 
Governor of either of the Company's Presidencies or set
tlements of Fort St. George or BODlbay, or of Go
vernor of the forts and garrisons of Fort William, .Fort 
St. George, or Bombay, or of Commander-io-chief of all 
the forces in India, or of any provincial Commander-in
chief of the forces there, shall continue to be filled up 
and supplied by the Court of Directors of the said United 
Company, subject nevertheless to the approbation of his 
Majesty, to be signified in writing under his royal sign 
manual, countersigned by the President of the Boar4 of 
Commissioners for the Mairs of India. 

10. Resolved, That the number ot his Majesty's troops 
in India to be in future maintained by the said Company 
be limited; and that any augmentation of force exceeding 
the number so to be limited shall, unless employed at the 
express requisition of the said Company, be at the public 
charge. 

11. Resolved, That it is expedient that the Church 
Establishment in the British territories in the ~t Indies 
should be placed under the superintendence of a Bishop 
and three Archdeacons; and that adequate provision 
should be made, from' the territorial revenues of India, 
for their maiQtenance. 

12. Resolved, That it is expedient that the statutes and 
regulations framed, or to be framed, by the Court ot 
Directors for the good government of the College esta-
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No. x. blished by the East India Company in the county of Hert-
--- ford, and of the Military Seminary of the said Company 

in the county of Surrey, as well as the establishment of 
offices connected therewith, or the appointment of persons 
to fill such offices, be subject to the controlll and regula
tion of the Commissioners for the Affairs of India; and 
that the power and authority of the Board of Commis
sioners for the Affairs of India shall be construed to ex
tend to the issuing or sending orders or instructions to 
the Court of Directors, for the purpose of their being 
transmitted to India, respecting the rules and regulations 
and establishments of the respective colleges at Calcutta 
and Fort St. George, or any other seminaries which may 
be hereafter established under the authority of the local 
Governments. 

13. Resolved, That it is the duty of this country to 
promote the interest and happiness of the native inhabit
ants of the British dominions in India; and that such 
measures ought to be adopted as may tend to the intro
duction amongst them of useful knowledge, and of religious 
and moral improvement. That, in the furtherance of the 
above objects, sufficient facilities shall be afforded by law to 
persons desirous of going to and remaining in India for 
the purpose of accomplishing these benevolent designs: 
pro-vided always, that the authority of the local Govern
ments, respecting the intercourse of Europeans with. the 
interior of the country, be· preserved; and that the prin
ciples of the British Government, on which the natives of 
India hav~ hitherto relied for the free exercise of their 
religion, be inviolably maintained. 

LONDON: 
Printed by S. & J. Bentley, Wilson, and Fley, Bangor House, Sboe Lane. 
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